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Soope and Result of Study

This is a study of ths material which is stated or claimed 
to he of South Arabian origin or directly associated with South Arabia 
as attested in the lexica of classical Arabic and in other sources of 
classical Arablo which treat of usages attested in pre-Xsl&mic and 
early Islamic poetry* traditions or texts* Ths purpose is to examine 
this material by comparison with the linguistic and lexicographical 
information now available from Spigraphio South Arabian (ESA) material

The material attested in the Arablo sources for this purpose 
has.been divided into four categories! Abyssinian* fimyarl* and Tamanl 
according to the language or dlaleot of origin claimed for them* and 
then usages oocuring in South Arabian contexts* The material under the 
first three categories has been investigated thoroughly* while the 
material under the last category* that of the South Arabian oontext* 
has been left out from the detailed examination* accept for a brief 
discussion and for few usages selected as specimen and because they 
are related to usages discussed elsewhere in this study.

Much of this material proved to be incomparable with ESA 
material* either because the usages in the Arabic sources derive from 
roots not attested in ESA* which is the majority of the cases* or 
because the usage from comparable roots in KSA are completely differei 
But in over eighty cases* discussed here in articles by roots* the 
material in the Arabic sources shows varying degree of resemblance.
In a considerable number of cases the corresponding usages in both 
materials proved to be exact equivalents.
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(A) Systems of Transliteration
1# Arabic

( • «
c-e b <> 4
c> t Je t

th «

t i
*

c * t fib
•c kh ; V" > . v  > . ■

ci f

J d ii <1

j dh di k

J r J 1

J s t m

O’ s 0 n
A

lt ah jk b

J w

J

bamsat al-wagli not written or indicated*
ta* marbujai (l) after a short vowelt -af as in bamsaf in the absol

ute state or in the pausal form| -atf as in hamsatu
al-waglf in the construct*

(2) after a long vowels -ah# as in qanaht in the
absolute state or pausal formj atf as in qanatu
al-tna», in the construct*

The articles al~» as in al-kdtab9 when not preceded by an attached
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particlej and -l-9 as in bi-l-kitab, when preoeded 
by an attached particle*

Diphthongs s£y* qawm 
* t

(JC-9bar°
Tanwlnt hyphened to the noun or adjeotlve ae in kltab—unt idtab-an 

JdLtab-in.
Pronominal suffixes of the accusative or the genitives hyphened 

to the verb of noun9 as kataba-hu, kitabu-ha, with the 
exception of 1st person singular genitive, e.g., kltabl.

2* epigraphio South Arabian 
(in Arabio alphabetical order)

• ) r /n •g
n b X  . 0 f
X t A  • q
% t *  S k

n 6 * 1 1

<P * ft * m

V h 0  t n
N d 07 1 V h
H d ft I <D w

o < ? J

The separation lines / as in bfl/»wV
Bminded readings in brackets, as (>)s,|r/



Restored Reading* between square brackets, as [*38jr/*
Partly restored reading* between square corner^* on the top, as

Doubtful reading* s small circle over the letter in question, as

3* Sthiopio

The basic sounds es for the corresponding sounds in SSA*
The vowels as in the list given in Dillmann, Lexicon Linguae

Aethiopioae, p. xxxii, but substituting the macron a

"Article" is used for any word or usage discussed here under a 
separate entry indicated oy its root* Articles are always considered 
as Arabic and the roots by which they are identified are written in 
the syBtem for transliterating Arabic* Under each chapter articles 
are given in different groups or categories, and within each such 
group or categoxy they are given in Arabic alphabetical order*
The "separate" articles, always given last in the chapter in whioh 
they belong, are units in themselves* Their pages are numbered 
separately and individually, apart from the unified pagination of 
the whole text* Saoh article oan have two series of pagination, one 
for its own text, and another for its own footnotes* This system was

, or on the bottom, as L*jstx/*

for the oiroumflex ft*

(l) Arrangement of Articles



made necessary by the need to make cross references to places in 
articles before the unified pagination could be dons* Where the 
article is short* seven pages or less* reference is mads to it 
without pagination* but where it is long* the exact page or pages 
in that article are indicated* When "article" is used it means an 
article in this study| this is meant to distinguish it from"art."* 
used for a root in an Arabic lexicon under which usages deriving 
therefrom are entered*

(c) Footnotes* notes and foot-remarks 
Footnotes are used with the articles* but are given on separate 
sheets after the last sheet of the article* Each articles:is followed 
by its own footnotes* Footnotes are mainly used to amplify discussion 
or to clarify re~interpretatlons of BSA usages arising in the text 
of the article) they can often be read separately* if the point in
question is accepted for the time being*
Hotes are used as subdivisions of footnotes* and they are usually
found in the footnotes seotion* Sometimes when a text or a passage is

%

translated and documented in the text of the article* •tootes" is used 
for the separate disoussion of words or usages within that part* 
Footersmarks are given at the foot of a page* whether in the text or 
the footnotes of an article* Footremarks are often secondary points
arising from the argument or discussion*

\ *

All footnotes* notes within the text of an article and foot-remarks 
are written in narrower spacing and are a few spaces further from 
the left hand side of the page than the ordinary text of the article*



(d) References
1* Qur’anic passages are derived from the Egyptian Royal Edition of 

the Qur’an* and the numbers of verses are according to that editior 
2* Biblioal Hebrew passages are derived from Klttel and Kahle's 

Bib11a Hobraioa* (1952)*
3* Biblioal Hebrew usages are taken from A Hebrew and English Lexicon 

based on the Lexicon of Qesenius* • *** edited by F* Brown* 3* R* 
Driver and C* A* Briggs* Oxford* 1906 (1939 impression)* post- 
Biblioal Hebrew usages are derived from R* Oroesman and M* H* Sega! 
Compendious Hebrew-Bngllsh Dictionary* Tel-Aviv* 194^*

4* St hi op ic usages are taken from Dlllmann* Lexicon Linguae Aethiopi- 
oae* usually in the Latin of the Lexicon* and sometimes in Snglidh 
as translated by me*

(r ) Abbreviations ,for Oeneral Works and Periodicals

BA30R » Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research*
Bi* Or** Bibliotheoa Orlentalis*
B30AS * Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies*
CIH * Corpus Insoriptionum Semitioarum* pars quart a* Paris 1899*
CH-Gl. * Conti Rossini* "Glssarium"! in Chrestomathia Arabic 

Meridlonalis Epigraphies* Rome* 1931* pp* 99 * 261*
JAOS * Journal of the American Oriental Society*
JRAS * Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society*
JSS * Journal of Semitic Studies*



Mus. * Le Huseon.

OLZ • Orient&lische Literaturzeitung.
RES ■ Repertoire d’fpigraphle Semitique.
R30 * Rivesta degli studl orientail
WZKM * Wiener Zeitsohrift fur die Kunde dee Morgenlandes•
ZDHO * Zeitsohrift der Deutsohen Morgenlandlsohen Oesellsehaft.
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CHPATER 1

SUBJECT and PLAN 
of tha THESIS

This subject has been undertaken with the purpose of examining 
the material in the Arabie lexicographical and literary sources which 
is stated or olaimed to be of South Arabian origin or which is dlreotly 
associated with South Arabia by comparison with the the Unguistio and 
and lexicographical information now available from Epigraphic South 
Arabian (ESA) material* The sources from which this material has been 
drawn have been restricted to the lexioa of classical Arabio and to 
other sources of classical Arable which treat of usages attested in 
pre-Islamio and early Islamic poetry* traditions or texts*

The scholars who have worked on the decipherment and intex^ 
pretation of ESA have extensively used the lexicographical and linguists 
sources of Arabie* but mainly for the purpose of ascertaining and/or 
documenting the meanings of ESA usages* And although they must have 
been familiar with much of the material collected and examined in this 
study* no thorough Investigation of such information as a whole seems

# ' j ►

to have been published* The only attempt worthy of mention here has 
been that of ’Aplmuddln Â raad in his "Die auf Sudarabien Beguglichen 
Angaben Naswans 1m 5aMS AL-fUlIlM"* here referred to as Naswan* AA-S’U* 
The collector here did not restrict himself to vocabulary but included 
historical and even anecdotal material associated with South Arabia 
and the so-called Tamanl tribes whose homeknds already before Islam 
were in the north* And although the oolleotor collated the information



thus collected with Lisan and Taj* it still falls short of covering the 
whole field of available information* Besides* no attempt was made to 
examine that material* as a whole* by comparison with SSA.

As explained in the following chapter* the words and usages 
collected for the purpose of this study fall into four main categoriest 
(A) of Abyssinian origin) (s) stated to be gimyar?) (c) stated to be 
YamanI) (d) occuring in South Arabian contexts* This last category has 
been left out from the detailed examination undertaken in this study* 
except for a brief discussion and for usages selected as specimen 
for examination*

The rest of the material contains a considerably big number 
of usages with no attested etymological parallels in ESA* I am giving 
a list of such usages at the end of this study in Appendix II* This 
leaves us with three other categories!

(1) Usages from roots attested in SSA* but where the respective usage 
from the corresponding roots are not comparable* A selection of such 
usages are given and briefly examined in the respective chapters under 
which they fall* while the rest are given in Appendix II to this study.

(2) Usages whose equivalence to etymologioally comparable ESA usages 
has either been recognised or can be pointed out and established* These 
are given in articles by roots in alphabetical order (according to the 
Arabic alphabet) irrespective of their respective lenghts*

(3) Usages whose etymological equivalents are attested in ESA* but 
they or their ESA equivalents demand further examination* This is eithc 
because the contexts in which they are attested in Arabic have to be



examined and the claims or assertions concerning them sorutlnised* or 
beoause the meanings that have been assigned to the comparable ESA 
usages have to be re-examined* or both* Such usages have been discussed 
in separate artioles which form the bulk of this study*

Saoh article is indicated by the Arabic root from whioh the 
usage in question derives* a system adopted because the procedure is to 
examine the Arabic usage by comparison with ESA* and because more than 
one usage from the same root are sometimes attested and have to be 
compared or examined* Besides* this identification by root rather than 
by specific usage facilitates identification with the corresponding 
ESA and other Semitic roots*

Strictly speaking the re-interpretation of ESA usages is not 
within the direct purpose of this study* and no attempt has been made 
in general to re-interpret the inscriptions* let it has in some cases 
been necessary to r^-examine the meaning of an ESA usage* with a con
sequent change in the translation or Interpretation previously accepted 
In some of the artioles the examination of a number of passages forming 
orueial contexts of the words In question has entailed a chain of 
examinations of other ESA uAages and passages* with the consequent that 
certain articles have grown to considerable lengths* Some of the usages 
and contexts thus re-examined bear on more than one word or one article 
and it has been neoessary to arrange their places in the different 
artioles in suoh a way as to inolude a re-examined usage or passage 
where it is more immediately relevant and to make a cross reference 
to it in any other place or article where it is relevant*



The SSA material consulted and examined covers all the texts 
published until recently* Texts which have been inoluded in CIH or RES 
are Identified by their numbers in either of the two collections* Other 
texts are Identified by the names or series given to them by the scholar! 
who published them for the first time*

Three hitherto unpublished texts are published here* One is 
Van Lessen 18* an inscription in the wall of a house in the town of 
•Aryab near Mukelxas* A very poor text thereof has been recently 
published by Professor Beeston in "Spigraphio and archaeological 
goleanings from South Arabia"* Oriena Antiquus* I (1962)* 51 from ■ 
"a rough tracing made from a photograph* whloh is obviously not fully 
reliable"* as he says* It is given as a PS to footnote 5 (e) to article 
grfr in connection with hqfr* line 1 therein* The seoond is Van Lessen 34 
a short text reading m]sln/mwgln) it is cited under article wjl (*jl)
The third is Hasar Aohoury* a Sabaean boustrophedon inscription* It is 
published here in connection with the use of hy1 in 1* 2 therein in a 
context relevant to the re-interpretation of mhy** CIH 338 (* 01* 1209)1 
3* a usage which has had to be re-examined in connection with qy inters 
pretation of SSA srfr* in whose context it occurs in the same line* This 
inscription is given as Appendix I to this thesis*

On the whole I have refrained from restoring defective or 
damaged texts* unless with good reason* like the restoration of Van 
Lessen 34 as mjslny/nmgln* My attitude to restored texts and readings 
has in general been that restoration is no evidence) and where the 
restoration has no well attested parallels which make it obviously



justifiable I have generally discarded it* I have also discarded a
number of emended and generally accepted readings* where it could be
shown with good reason that the original reading yields reasonable
sense and therefore should be retained* In certain cases fresh evidence
about the emended texts have become available through photographs or
through new hand—oopies made by modern travellers and archaeologists*
Such evidenoe has been referred to where relevant*

The ESA material has been treated* more or less* as one whole
and not aooording to its component dialects of Sabaean* Minaean* Qitbanl
fa£ramX or "AwsanX* But reference to the dialect to which a certain
usage belongs is often made* where relevant or instructive* However* no
analysis of the whole field discussed in this study or of the results
achieved thereby has been undertaken in order to relate particular
Arabio usages to particular dialects of ESA* Ho attempt was either made
to discuss or arrange the SSA usages examined here by their subjects*
since such an arrangement and the discussion thereof would have made it
necessary to examine a wider field of vocabulary than is strictly withii
the scope of this study* Vhere a certain subject recurred in the examine
tion of more than one relevant ESA usage* cross reference has been made
to the different articles or plaoes where the same subject is treated*
m This form has been adopted here in preference to the hitherto aocepte< 

form Qatabanl* Cf* Taj* supplement to art* qtb* where qitban is given 
as the name of a tribe of gimyar branching from Ru’ayn or from R&dnian 
both of gimyar* and as the name of a place near *Adan called after th 
same Qitban* Cf* "Citibaina" of Theophrastus* Cf* also ’mll^r’ni^ 
wr’rm, RES 3858,4 (Qittanl)l and of. RNP, 315, 317. Th« inclusion of 
Qitban by the Arab sources under Bu'ayn or under Radman must reflect 
their fallen fortunes in later times.
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Many points of ESA grammar are discussed and re-examined in 
this study in connection with the re-interpretation of MSA usages and 
their contexts. Where comparable oases or views could be referred to 
in other works9 especially Hofner9 ASQ» the relevant reference to such 
a work is only m&ae. But where a new or different view is put forward 
by me a comprehensive discussion of the point or phenomenon in questioz 
is made9 normally in a footnote to the article where the point arises. 
A considerable part of the grammatical discussions in this study are 
in one article9 drr.

The material whioh the Arabic sources offer about the phone
tics 9 grammar and syntax of South Arabian dialects of pre-literary 
Arabic has not been included here. For one reason it does not strictly 
come into the scope of this study! and for another it hardly bears any 
resemblanoe to what we know about SSA. Besides 9 most of it has been 
collected and studied by C. Habin# Ancient Weet-Arabian9 with occasion; 
referenoe to9 and comparison with9 SSA. The one significant omission hi 
makes is the Tamanl Form IV with the prefix ha—) of. Lis an 9 art. ryq9 
ad haraqa * •araqai "to pour out9 to shed”9 asserted by Libyan! to be 
lug ha yamaniyya9 "a Tamftnl dialectal usageN9 which later spread among 
Muflar (and not fl mlqn "in Egypt"9 according to the printed text of 
Lisan).

The original workB of modem scholars have been referred to 
in most oases. But in a number of instances the translation of a given 
passage and even the comments thereupon are taken either from CIH or 
fiSS. The translation and oomments in CIH are assumed to be those of
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its editors and &re9 therefore* referred to as "according to CIH** or 
in some other terms to the same effect* The translations given in BES 
are normally those of the scholars whose workB are indioated at the 
head of the text in question* and when such a translation is quoted 
next to a passage from RE8* either without indication of the specific 
work after the name of the authority* if named* the details of refers* 
nos are assumed to he the same as indicated in BES*

i • \ 1
Aa the "Qlossarium" published with Conti Rossini* Chresto* 

mathla Arabics Meridlonalis Bpigraphioa* (here referred to briefly as 
C&»G1 •)* is the fullest glossary of ESA published to date* reference if

t

primarily made to it when the ESA usage in question is givon a moaning
9

1 agree with* In other cases I refer for reoognised meanings of ESA
usages to other workB* particularly Beeston* Sabaean Inscriptions (»

« *

Si)* This procedure is meant to save direot quotations from the texts 
when no new view is held and no re*interpretation is oalled for*
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CHAPTER II 

THE ARABIC MATERIAL and its SOURCES

The Arable material used in this study falls Into two main 
categories! (l) the material stated or claimed to be of South Arabian 
origin or associated with South Arabia* hereafter called the South 
Arabian material! (2) the lexicographical and literary material used for 
the documentation of the discussion and interpretation of SSA usages* 
hereafter referred to as the documentation material.
(l) The South Arabian material!

The material has been divided into four main categories!
of

(a) 1 Words or usages stated to be/.Abyssinian origin. These words occur 
almost exclusively in Qur»an and fradlth. The examination thereof shows 
that in certain oases no comparable usages are attested in Bthiopic* 
although such comparable usages are attested in ESA. In other cases 
there is evidenoe that the usages might have come into Arabio through 
South Arabia or through South Arabians who had been in< direct contact 
with Abyssinia* and in this case comparable usages can be found both 
in Ethiopia and ESA. In yet other oases comparable usages are shown tO' 
be attested* although hitherto unrecognised.
(b )i Words or usages claimed to be £imyarl. This term is used here to 
indicate words originating from the dialect of jfimyar* almost exclusivel; 
of Islamic times* and not usages claimed to be gained from direct know
ledge of the language of the inscriptions* such as we find in the muarmtii 
cited in HamdanX’s works | cf. RES 3181 bis - 3194*



(C) Words or usages asserted to be Tamanl. ▲ few words are also indioatei 
as in the dialeots of {Ja^ramawt* Saba9* Najran* or in the dialects of 
tribes whose homelands in Islamio times are known to have been in South 
Arabia.
(d ) Words or usages attested in a number of traditions whose main merit 
seems to be the amount of peculiar usages they contain. Most of them 
are reports of discoursed between Muhammad and oertain leaders of envoys 
or embassies from South Arabia* who delivered speeches or held dialogue 
with Huframmad using a reportedly South Arabian vocabulary whioh the 
latter is reported to have both understood and replied to* sometimes in 
equally South Arabian vocabulary.

The period to whioh this material belongs* either as to when 
it was first mentioned or reoorded* or as to when it was in current use 
does not go beyond the end of the fourth oentury A. H.* the tenth 
century of the Common Era (C.E.). By that time all the great and to 
some extent original compilations of lexicographical material had been 
written. This period goes beyond the limit whioh the linguists and 
the grammarians set for "their" classical Arablo* somewhere around the 
middle of the third oentury A.H.* 9th oentury C.E.* at the latest. The 
discrepancy of a century and a half between the two limits is not 
diffioult to explain. The linguists and grammarians were mainly concerr 
ed with forms of morphology and syntax* whioh oould develop and change 
from one generation to another in the oircumstanoes of Arabic speakers 
of these days. But usages of words tend to continue unchanged for 
considerably longer periods.



The sources from which the South Arabian material has been
drawn arei

(a) Glossaries and exegetical literature of Qur'an*
(b) Glossaries and collections of tyadith*
(o) Lexica of classical Arabic.
(d) Other earl/ literaryf legal and historical works*

The type and amount of material drawn from eaoh of these categories 
of sources vary considerably* An individual examination of eaoh of them 
is given here*

(a) Glossaries and exegetical literature of Qur'an
It is a most commonly held view that we owe to the Muslims* 

desire to ascertain the meaning of Qur'an their subsequent interest in . 
the literature of pre-»Islamic and early Islamic Arabs9 an interest which 
was destined to lead to the vast volume of collections of works on the 
poetry9 'akhbar and 'afradlth of these Arabs* The fruit of this interest 
showed in the form of studies of the grammar9 syntax and lexicography 
of Arabio9 often with the Immediate object of explaining9 or even9 
supporting! a certain form or usage in Qur'an* This situation can be 
better understood when we remember the relevant facts about the history 
of the text of Qur'an*

The history of the text of the Qur'an9 before it was edited 
at the order of the third Caliph 'Uthman in the canonical text we have9 
is tiill far from dear* But the comparatively little information we 
have has been enough for modem scholars to show that a much wider 
difference existed between the codices of other "collectors” of Qur'an
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and •Uthman1s canonical tart than tha mara qira’at, or readings, which 
arose in tha diffarant Islamic oantraa which raoaivad copies of that 
taxt from variations in the reading of tha unpointad and unvooalisad 
copies Soma additional light may ba thrown on tha situation by tha 
way £abarl intarprats tha vazad tradition, ralatad from Muhammad, which 
says that Qur’an was delivered or revealed in seven frarfs, ’unsila 
al—qur’anu ’ala sab’ati ’afrruf* Jabarj, who discusses this tradition 
in tha introduction to his commentary, TafsIr,(NS), I, 21-67, holds 
that tha seven frarfa ware seven ways or forms of raading tha text, by 
using different words for tha same meaning, and that was possible 
because these seven frarfs belonged to seven dialects of the Arabs*
He holds that the present text represents only one such frarf, the others 
having been supressed by ♦Uthman# who did not err in doing so, since 
Qur’an was after all preserved, which was what mattered*

This tradition, like a great many traditions, is perhaps 
spurious* Hut it reflects the undoubted memory on the part of later 
Muslims of a variety of forms of texts of the Qur’an, and of the know
ledge that this variety was due to a variety of dialectal words, and 
not only of forms of vocalisation or even deoipherment of ’Uthman^ 
oanonical text* The number seven might be dismissed as fictitious, but 
it might be taken as indicating an undefined number* fabarT's contentioi 
that the frarfa were dialects helps to throw light on the efforts of 
some lexicographers and exegetes of Qur’an who either compiled glossari< 
of dialectal words in Qur’an, or sought to explain difficult or contro
versial words by attributing them to usages from other dialects than
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that of quraysh, allegedly the dialect of the canonical text*
It is to such a glossary that we owe most of our knowledge 

of the dialectal usages in the qur* an« It is a small work called 
al-risale fX-ma warada fl al-qur*anl al-karlmi min lughati al-qaba*il| 
published on the margin of Tafslr al-Jalalayn, Cairo, 1924% from 
p* 123 of vol* I onwards and asoribed there to Abu al~Qasim b* Sallam 
Babin, Ancient West—Arabian, 7, mentions two other editions of this 
work, one on the margin of the lithographed edition of dCrlnT's 
al-TagrsIr fl •lira al-iafsXr, Cairo, 1310 A*H*, and another on the 
margin of Tafslr aWalalayn, Cairo, 135& A.H9 (1937/8)* Babin gives 
the name of the author as Abu *Ubayd al-Qasim b. Sallam al-HarawX 
(d* 223/338)• He also says that "SuyufX, in his »Itqan (p. 310),

» V J
quotes extensively from a monograph (ta9lXf mufrad) of *Abu *Ubaid 
on this subject"*

Unfortunately I have not been able to see either of these 
two editions* Hut according to Brookelmann, QAL, S I, 167, Abu *Ubayd 
work printed on the margin of pXrlnX’s tafslr is oalled Qharlb 
al~qur»an, and it is said there that the work treats of the dialects 
of qur»an« fusayn Baf|ar, al-nu9jara al-*arabl, 74t mentions only 
Abu al»-qjaoim b* Sallam as the author of this treatise "printed on 
the margin of tafslr al-Jalalayn" and says that he could not trace 
any author by suoh a name among the lexioographers of Qur*an or 
among Arab authors at all*

Babin1s assertion that SuyufI, in his Itqan, quotes extensl
vely from a monograph (ta*llf mufrad) of Abu *Ubayd on this subjeot
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is not oorreot, The text of It gain reads I £  W  cr '&'j cru t  aJI *
44 aJi Uuf Ua J#if • • •  <*U j  ,y ci^UJt rjfc jU»*JI LJ ^yy y  

• jJI* *Jy J  o* i»£» ( /  <>*» ^  SlL
There should be a full stop after ta*llf-an mufrad-an* Rabin* op* d t ** 
16* adds in a footnote* "I oorreot in the text of the ’Itqan ♦akhrajahu 
for *akhraja* Without this emendation the text seems to make little 
sense* By this emendation Babin means to indicate that the monograph 
was written by Abu ‘Ubayd* But then the text should have read »akhraja 
fl-hi and not >akfaraja-hu, Actually only three quotations from Abu 
•Ubayd are given there* and then the authorities ohange until SuyutT 
quotes from Abu al-Oaslm* fT al—kltab alladhl •allafa—hu fl hadha 
al-naw^| Itqan* If 135* Under this heading or section SuyufT gives 
most of the entries in the aforesaid Blsala*

However* the only person who could possibly be identified 
with Suyu$Tfs Abu al-Qjasim or with Abu al-Qasim b. Sallam is Abu 9Ubayd 
al-Qasim b* Sallam* It seems* therefore* fairly justifiable to consider 
these two names as mistakes for Abu *Ubayd*s« The mistakes could have 
originated in more than one way* the most probable being a copyistfs 
mistake* Kven the authority of SuyufT need not weigh against this 
argument* for it is a well known faot that much of Suyufl's compilation 
work was me.de by his students and he eoted as editor* It is for these 
reasons that in this study I have ascribed the authorship of this 
Risala to Abu *Ubayd and have identified SuyufT's Abu al-Qasim with 
him*
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Among the commentaries on the Qur*an the most important for 
the purpose of this study proved to he Jabarl, Tafslr, fully called 
Jani' al-bayan 'an ta'wXl al-qur'an. This is the greatest surviving

i f * * ... i " j. .
tafslr which draws on the traditions rather than al-ra'y, personal 
interpretation} of. Ooldziher, Die Riohtungen der Islamischen Koran- 
quale^ing, Leiden, 1952, 93* fabarl himself maintains that next to the 
knowledge of the traditions conoerning the meaning and interpretation 
of the different verses of Qur'an, the most important equipment or 
qualification of the exegete or commentator was his sound knowledge 
of the "language*, either by the knowledge of citations or quotations 
from the poetry of the Arabs, or of their ways of speech and their 
prevalent well known dialects, 'jjama bi-1-ehawahidl mln 'ash*arl-hia

i > . > i  * .

al-ea'ira, wa-'lmma min man|iqi-hlm wa-lughati-him a 1-must afloat! 
al-ma'rufa} Tafslr (KS), I, 93* Jabarl, therefore, dwells long on the 
linguistio and lexioographioal aspects of the text of Qur'an, and becau

t » * I

of his traditional approach, he quotes different authorities often 
giving more than one meaning to a given word, and quite often denoting 
the dialectal origin of usages. One of his important sources, and indee 
one of the important sources of traditional exegesis, is 'Abdallah b. 
'Abbas, the cousin of Muhammad.

Ibn 'Abbas is accredited with a huge volume of traditions 
touching oh the exegesis of Qur'an, including the dialectal usages in 
it. Much of what we have' now attributed to Ibn 'Abbas is probably 
falsely attributed to him, for, in the words of Qoldsiher, op. cit.,7i> 
in "alien exsgetisohen Schwierigkeiten erscheint Ibn 'Abbas als Orakel,
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zuweilen ala deus ez machina"* Examples of this deus ez machina treat* 
ment of Ibn ’Abbas can be seen under artiele ftfr* However, even if 
doubt may be cast on Xbn ’Abbas’s being the authority for nuoh of 
what is attributed to him, there is no reason to doubt that he had nuoh 
to do with the enoouragaraent of the attitude which sought to explain 
the Qur’an through oomparing usages from Arabic poetry* The most well 
known specimen of this attitude of Ibn ’Abbas is to be found in his 
"answers”* ’ajwiba* to the "questions"* mass’11, put to him by the 
lharijX leader Safi’ b* al-’Asraq in which Ibn ’Abbas cited a line of 
poetry in support of every meaning he asserted for a word in Qur’an* 
These "answers"* or a report of them, have cone down to us in SuyufT* 
Itqan* I* pp* 121 - 134l of* also Ooldaiher* op* oit,* 70 f.

Dialectal usages in Qur’an erejaleo mentioned in other Qur’an 
commentaries* but only oocasionaly* And in point of time many of the 
later ezegetes or authors and compilers of commentaries were too late 
to add information not already given in JabarT* Tafslr* Examples of 
such cases are given under the different articles when available*

(b) glossaries and collections of fradlth
As the claimed oral reports of the sayings and acts of 

Muhammad and his comteraporaries* and even of men of the following one 
or two generations* hadlth offers much material for the purpose of this 
study* The association of a certain usage with Taman or £imyar or 
al—ffabasha can be ascertained from the circumstances of the incident 
or encounter reported* The usages derived from this source fall into 
two main categoriest usages that have been specified by the sources
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as Abyssii|ian9 cf • articles shym (sym), njr and hrj9 or as {InyarTp of • 
article blip or as TamanX9 cf* article bt*f and usages which are given 
in a clearly "South Arabian* context where the particular9 or even 
peculiar9 usage has to be understood as pertaining to the dialect of 
al~Yamanf cf. article.* shy*. To thi3 latter category belongs the bulk 
of usages classified under (p) above.

The fullest surviving glossary or lexicon of fcadlth usage 
is Nihaya 9 fully called al-Nihaya fl gharXb al-fradlth wa-l-»athar. of 
Uajd al-Dln Mubarak b. al-*Atbir Id. 606/l2l0)9 which he compiled by 
fusing together two of the greatest lexica of î adith written up to 
his time, the fradXth material of kltab al-^harlbayn (^adlth and Qur*an) 
of Abu vUbayd A^mad b. Muhammad al-H&rawI (d. 40l/l010) and of the 
parallel work of Abu Musa Mu£. b. AbX Bakr al-Madlnl (d. 58I/II85) 
which was mainly a supplement to Abu •Ubayd*s compilation. Nihaya has 
another significance to lexicography9 for Ibn Uangur included it among 
his sources for Lisan9 and so did ZabXdl later in Taj9 so that the
fradlth material has become an integral part of *lexio^l Arabic* •

The system followed by Ibn al-fAthTr in Nihaya makes it easy
to identify the original context of the usage. For he normally begins
by saying9 e.g.9 wt>»fl fr&dlth ffo*il b. *anna i£,l-an yustasfa etc.
and then goes on to explain the usage in question! cf. Nihaya9 art. s*y 
and cf. article s *y here.

The collections of fradlth normally give ^ full circumstantial 
account of the tradition9 and thus of the usage» in question. In certal; 
cases they also specify that a certain usage was AbyBsinian9 gimyarl
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or TamanT. In this study I have mainly depended on the of Mu^*
b, Isma9ll al—Buicharl (d* 25&/Q10), commonly held to be the most 
discriminating and thus most trustworthy collection* The collections 
in general take a stricter view of fradlth than is shown by the lexl* 
oographersp as represented in the material of Nihaya* Thus most of 
the traditions to whioh we owe the material under (j>) above are comple
tely left out from the collections* This particularly applies to the 
accounts of the encounters between Muhammad and the heads of South 
Arabian embassies*

Under this category of soui'ces comecthe books of slra or 
biographies of Ituframmad* They provide muoh of the material under (u)* 
They fall into roughly two kinds I the narrative accounts of the life 
of the Prophet 9 like Ibn Ishaq's, Ibn Sa'd"ef al-sTra al-galablyya 
etc*f mad the works of manaqlb» "excellences?, of the Prophet9 such 
as Abu Vu'aym, Jala*il al-Nubuwwaf and al-Qadl 9Iyad b* Musa, al-3hifa 
fl fruquqi al-nuffjafat where the Prophets ability to understand the 
different dialects of the Arabs and to use them is dwelled upon as a 
manifestation of hie "excellences"*

An important souroe for material under (d) Is al-9Iqd al—  

fa rid of AĴ mad b* Mu£* b* #Abd Babblfehi* The author includes there 9 
vol* IIt pp* 23 • 65* much of the material that can be found anywhere 
else* Ibn 9Abd 3abbihi*s interest is purely literary and historioalf 
but one cannot fail to see in his choice the interest in the lexical 
variety offered by these accounts of wufud or embassies*
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(o) Lexica of olaasteal Arabic
The story and history of Arabic lexicography have been recent 

ly the subject of a number of studies and monographs that it is hardly
tl)necessary here to re-state the basio facts of that story or history. ' 

Interest in the dialectal usages of the Arabs must have started among 
the lexicographers from the earliest stages since interest in these 
usages had marked the efforts of the earliest exegetes of Qur9an. 
Another source of interest must have been the collections, or, divans, 
in vhich the poetry of different tribes vere gathered together and 
often studied vith a viev to ascertaining the peculiarities of the 
various dialeots.

But vhen Arabic sources speak of lughat al-*arab or lughat 
al-qaba9il they alvays include, and more often than not give most 
importance to, the dialectal variants or irregularities in morphology 
and syntax. Bialeotal variants of usage, in the lexicographical sense, 
receive a considerable degree of attention as veil, but mainly in the 
lexioa and not in the general vorks on language* Thus ve find the 
earliest lexicographer to try vriting a complete compilation of the 
lexicographical material of classical Arabio, al-Khalll b. Afrmad (d. 
175/778) pay attention in his al-9Ayn to these dialectal usages. The 
later lexicographers vho quoted from this vork, but vho followed, the 
line that it was not vritten by al-JChalTl himself, refer normally to 
al-Laith b. al-Mujaffar. TamanI usages derived from this source are 
attested in the later lexica) cf. Taj, art. dgg, and Lisan, art.

The single lexicographical vork to vhioh ve ove most of the
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"South Arabian" material in the lexica is al-Jamhara of Ibn Durayd 
(d. 321/933)* Ibn Durayd was from 9Asd of 9Uman, vho vere considered 
among the so-oalled TamanI tribes* He was bora and brought up in Basra 

J^L  after a long life of reportedly over 95 years* In his Jamhara he gives
hundreds of usages as in the dialect of al-Taman* Host of these usages 
could not be traced to earlier authorities or sources 9 and many of them 
are of a very dubious character9 either because they are phonetically 

f ugly, or because they pertain to departments of usage of shady nature* 
Examples of these TamanI usages given by him abound in this study9 both 
in the articles studied and in the usages given in the Appendix II*
Ibn Durayd gives also some usages in the dialeot of gimyar, although 
many usages which in other sources are given as ginqyarl are given by 
him as TamanI* He also gives usages in the dialeot of al-9Asd, his own 
tribe9 some of vhioh are given by other sources as TamanI*

Ibn Durayd sometimes intorduces a TmanI usage by saying 
ga9amui "It is asserted"9 or sometimes oomments on such usages aas 
la ,adrl aS fifrfratu-hui "I cannot tell how correct it is"9 or even 
wa-laysa bi-thabtf "but it is not oertain") of* in Appendix II the 
VamanI usages under jfs9 khnfth# shfrg and gh£s* Ibn Durayd was severely 
criticised by his contemporaries and by later sohslars for his indiscri* 
mlnating attitude towards much of the TamanI dialect stuff he included* 
Most oritlcal of him was his contemporary al-9AsharI (282/895-370/980), 
who not only expressed disapproval of some of the material in Jamhara, 
but spread malicious talk about Ibn Durayd trying to throw doubt on his

cf Tpereoanl integrity of a man over ninety, as Ibn Durayd was when Aahari 
attended his lectures at the former's house in Baghdadi cf* the prefaoe
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to Jamhara* v#l. I9 7| cf• also gusayn Na$qar* al-Mu9jam al-*ArabI* pp* 
395 • 400* However, Jamhara wao destined to beoome one of the "primary* 
sources of Arabio lexicography*

The oentury that followed the death of Ibn IXirayd witnessed 
the appearanoe of a strikingly big number of lexicographical compila
tions* There wore al-Bari * fl al-lu^ha of Abu 9AlI Isma'Tl b* al-Qaaim 
al-Qall* a pupil of Ibn Durayd's who emigrated to Sapin where he wrote 
his dictionary* sl»*TahdhIb of al-9AsharI* mentioned above* al-Mufrlf of 
the famous JBuyid secretary and wasTr al-§agib Isma'Tl b* 'Abbad (d* 
385/995)* al-Mujmal and Mu9 jam maqayls al-lugha* both of Agmad b. Faris 
(d* 395/lCX)4)* al-gafrafr * or Taj al-lugha wa-§afrafr al-9Arabiyya of 
Isma'Tl b* gammad al-JawharT (d* o* 400/1010) and finally al-mufrkam 
of 9AlI b* Isma'Tl b* slda of Spain* (d* 458/1063)*

None of these works exoerolsed greater influenoe on later 
generations and authors than gafrafr of JawharX* both because of its 
easier system of arrangement* alphabetically aocording to the ultimate 
letter of the root* and because of the very strict standards he set to 
himself in selecting the material for his compilation* Naturally he 
left out a considerably vast volume of XamanT and other dialectal 
usages whioh previous authors either freely inoluded or quoted cauti
ously* It is only or mainly where a usage is associated with a TamanI 
oontext that he makes reference to a dialectal usage? of* articles 
rym and drw in this study* Occasionally* but very rarely* he refers to 
a gimyarl usage* like the use of muballat ■ magmun* said to be in the 
dialect of gimyari cf, gagag, art* bit* and cf* article bit in this
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thesis* On the other hand9 Jawharl accepted as of good standard and 
inoluded in his work many usages which other authors9 especially Ibn 
Durayd in Jamhara9 designated as TamanI or as pertaining to dialectal 
usage*

*his is in general outline the situation in Arabic lexicon 
graphy at the end of the great epoch of the "primary** compilations* 
gafrafr dominated the scene for almost three centuries after that9 and 
it is in line with this importance of gafrafr that the two greatest 
contributions during those two to three centuries were "supplements" 
to §a^a^* The first was a collections of hawashi9 "annotations"9 to 
$afrafr9 started in Cairo by the Sicilian emigre Ibn al-Qh$$a9 al-§iqilll 
(d* 515/1121) and then carried on by his pupil *Abdallah b* Barrlt who
re-edited his mastervs contributions! and when the latter died in

* ♦ %  • *

576/1180 the work was left unpublished until it was finally edited 
and published by the AndalusI emigre al-Basfl in the year 622/1225*
This work is oommonly known as gawashl Ibn BarrI* In it the authors 
supplement usages whioh Jawharl had left out* correct wrong statements 
and citations and follow him up over points of grammar9 a subject in 
which both Ibn al-QA$fa9 and Ibn BarrI were greatly interested! of* 
gusayn Ha$$arf al-Mu9Jam al-9ArabI» 485 ff * The seoond work was by 
al-gasan b* liû * al-gaghanl (d* 650/l252)9 called al-takmila wa-1—  

dhayl wa-l-gilah to Jawharl1 s gafrafr* This work paid more attention 
than Ibn Birrl's to supplementing usages whioh had been left out by 
Jawharl and less attention to questions of grammar* SaghanI tried in 
the last seven years of his life (he died 73 years old) to shake off
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the influence of Jawharl*a on his life work and started writing
his own compilation called al— *Ubabt which was left unfinished* The 
part whioh was finished increased SuyufT so much that he classed it 
the greatest lexicon since Jawharl*a fafrafr after Ibn sldlf8 al-Mufrkamf 
of* Suyu$I9 Mushirf I, 50 • The importance of ^aghanl’s works for us 
lies in the fact that he was for sometime in Tama* and that Taj quotes 
from him TamanI usages which are not attested elsewhere) of* Taj9 arts* 
fls, bn% hys9 rwt9 khfr.h*
wm m m m m  A m  « J L m b b  a s M B  M U M

But most of our knowledge of what many of these early sources 
contain comes from two great compilationsf Lisin and Taj* Lisin a 1*♦Aral 
of Mu£* b* ttukarram b* Manjur al-IfrTql (d* 7ll/l31l) was compiled by 
putting together the material contained in Asharl9s Tahdhlb* Ibn sTdafs 
Mujkam, Jawharl* a §afrafr9 Ibn BarrI* s Bawls hi and Ibn al-AthIr*s Nihaya» 
as the author or compiler himself states in the preface to his monument* 
al work) of* vol* X9 2 f* He included all the dialectal usages whioh 
these sources indioated9 among whioh were many usages of Iamanl9 Hingra- 
rl and other South Arabian dialects* Many of these usages were origina
lly given by Ibn Durayd and came to Lisin via other sources which had 
quoted Jamhara9 particularly from Ibn Slda’s tfufrkam.

Taj9 as its full name Taj al-*Axus mln Jawahir al-Qamua 9 is 
a commentary on Qamus of ylrasabldl* This latter work needs some speoiai 
mention here* The author9 Majd al-lTn Uu£. b* Ta*qub al-PlruzIbldl was 
b o m  in Persia in 729/1329 and lived and studied and taught in a variet; 
of places in Persia9 *lrlq and Asia Minor9 Syria* Egypt and India and 
was in many places favoured with the attention and bounty of kings and
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prominent men* In the year 796/l394t at the advanced, age of sixty five
or more9 he came to ZabTd in Taman9 where he was treated by the Basulid
king al-'Ashraf Isma'Tl with great deference and attention* He stayed
in Taman for the rest of his days holding high office as qjagT in Zabld*

years
It was during the first seven/of his stay in Taman that he undertook thi 
writing of his dictionary al-Qanrua al-MufrI$f whose short name Qantus 
has become the ordinary word for "dictionary" or "lexicon" in Arabic*
As he indicates in the introduction to this work9 he wanted to write 
a lexicon whioh embraced more usages than there were in gaftafr9 then 
the most popular work of Arabic lexloography* His enthusiasm for adding 
material to augment his work led him to include a considerable volume 
of usages that had been left out not only by JawharT but even by other 
authors* His two main sources9 as he deolares in the introduction were 
al-&ufrkam of Ibn Slda and al-'Ubab of al—SaghanT* to whioh he says 
that he added other material which he does not specify or for whioh 
he does not indicate the souroes*

It is on this huge collection of usages9 presented in a most 
brief manner9 that Taj is based* The author of Taj is Muhammad Ifurtaga 
al-Jusaynl al-ZabTdT from ZabTd in Taman^/in the year 114$/l73^/where 
he grew up and studied until he moyed to Hgypt in 1167/1753 where he 
remained for the rest of his days except for sometime when he journeyed 
in the neighbouring countries and in Asia Minor* He died in 1205/1791* 
ZabTdl set himself the task of enlarging Qamus by adding in between the 
entries given there the information available in the sources whioh 
PTrusabadT had left out* But ZabTdT did more than simply fill the gaps9
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if this is the correct expression* According to his statement in the
preface to Taj* vol. I* 3 ff•» he referred directly to the original
workB of the earlier authorities and to tens of other works on lingui—
stio| literary* historical* geographical and scientific subjects. Among
the sources he mentions are Jamhara of Ibn Durayd and *Ubab and al-~
Takmila to $&£&£* both of gaghanl. ̂  ̂ Apart from adding the comments
on the c£mus material^ he very often* almost regularly* adds a mustadrak
"supplementary*** section at the end of artioles* some of them running
to considerable length. He shows interest in dialectal usages* but one
notices that he pays speoial attention lamanX usages. Most of the usage
he includes are found in the earlier sources* especially in Ibn Durayd*

Yamanl
Jamhara and in §aghanTts works. Vhen the same/usage is found in both 
Pisan and Taj* the latter very often indicates the source* while Lisan 
normally gives the usage without indicating the source* and this is 
specially the case when the ultimate authority for the usage is Ibn 
Durayd! cf• Lisan and Taj* art, shj* where insafraja * Immalasa fa-eaqaj 
is given in Lisan simply as jranmniyya* while in Taj it is mentioned 
that Ibn IXirayd was the authority for that. Sometimes Taj* quoting 
Ibn Durayd* gives a usage in the dialeot of Yaman* while Lisan either 
does not enter the usage a—t all* of. jana * al-bayt al-^aghlr. or 
gives the usage without indicating its Yamanl dialect* of. artiefts 
khn|th in Lisan and Taj* and Jamhara* III* 316. But sometimes both 
lexica give a Yamanl usage given in Jamhara but do not refer to Ibn 
Durayd* of. Lisan and Taj* art. frqb and Jamhara* I* 227* for fruqba ■ 
sukun al-rlfr* and sometimes both lexica do not refer to the fact that
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a certain usage is attestod as TamanI, although given as such by Ibn 
Durayd; of. Lisan and Taj, art. khrbsh, and Ibn IXirayd, Jamhara, III, 
302, for khirbash m lkhtila| wa-^akhabi "confusion and noise".

But apart from these TamanI and other South Arabian usages 
drawn from the earlier sources, ZabXdl, as a TamanI, sometimes adds 
usages for which he is the authority, as he himself often indicates) 
cf. article he * in this study. Other examples can be found in Taj, arts ,
frwy, §yd, gtt, bwr, frt* and lfrfr.

Another source of South Arabian usages whioh comes under this 
oategory but whioh has not beeh mentioned so far is Mashwan b. Sa#Id 
al-Jinyarl, yhams al— ,Ulum wa-diwm* kalam al—*Arab min al—kulum. The 
author (d. 573/117) included in this lexioon a lot of information about 
South Arabia and a considerable number of usages given either as in the 
dialect of ^imyar or the dialect of Taman. This material has been 
collected by "Aglmuddln A^mad, Die auf Sudarabien besugliohen Angaben 
Mae wan1 s la Same al-*Uluia, here referred to briefly as Mas wan, AA-S*U. 
These usages have been included in this study and treated in like manne] 
as the rest of the material collected from other sources. Some of the 
TamanI and £imyarl usages given by him are not paralleled in other 
sources, either in the sense that they are not given at all elesewhere, 
or are given but without indication of their TamanI or fimyarl usages. 
The detailed references given by the collector to other lexical sources
show how far these usages are oomparable with the material of such
sources| of. the Oerman section of the work, pp. 1 - 44. The usages 
from this source entered under Appendix II here that are not attested
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elsewhere as TamanI number about 20, although some of them are attested 
elsewhere but without specification of dialect. The/ areigiven in 
Appendix II to this study under the roots blsn, hndq, djr, dfrn, dkhsht

jsit# i!Z> ill9 2*1* 1kb, *wd, *yl, fhs, fysh. qbb, qfgh, mrĵ , m«g, 
nfj, nwj, hzf• Some, if not all, of such usages should probably have 
been treated like the Yamanl usages given in Taj on the personal autho
rity of Zabldl and have been left out from this study. But the differe
nce in time between Kashwan and Zabldl had to be taken into considera
tion. For whereas it is reasonable to consider the usages given on 
Zabldl*s authority as belonging to the recent or "modem" records of 
South Arabian usages, Kashwan preoeded in time ^agkanl, who also, 
although not TamanI, recorded some TamanI usages whioh he himself heard 
used in Taman, of. iSj, art. khfsh.

(d) Other early literary, legal and historical works
These sources offer very few usages which are not included 

in the lexica. The sources themselves fall into two main categoriest 
those of a South Arabian origin, like Hamdanl's works and like Ibn 
Hisham, Tljan, and those of a North Arabian origin, like AsraqI, »Akhbea 
Makka, and Abu 'Ubayd, *Amwal. The last two works offer one word each| 
AsraqI gives a description of jurub blocks of stone in Taman which is 
referred to here under article wjl (*Jl) in connection with g]rbm,
CIH 325,If Abu • Ubayd, op. pit., 188, after giving dfche textL of the 
covenant given by Muhammad to the Christians of Najran in whioh it is 
said, according to Abu 'Ubayd, wa— 'aim »an la yughayyiru 'usquff—an itjn 
siqqlfa—hu wa—la waqih-an fain wiqqlha—hu wa—la rahib—an min rahbanlyya— 
ti-hl adds the comment or gloss t al-waqihu waliyyu al-'ahdi bi-lughatl—
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him, where waliyy al-*ahd is either to be understood in the commonly 
accepted sense of "heir apparent* or designated successor, or, less 
probably but not wrongly as "the one in charge of allegiances*19 in 
the sense of a holder of an office whioh gives the incumbent power 
over members of a federation or confederation! of • my NQl, 9 n, 1,
In the latter sense it would be possible to compare it with BSA wqht 
Nto command, to order**) cf* CB-01*, 140* Blsewhsre this term is given 
as vafih, sahif or waqlf, and is explained as **the servant, or, the 
keeper, of a church**! of* Hihaya, arts* wfh, whf and wqf respectively* 
Aotually Hihaya enters it as waqih under art* wjh but dismisses this 
form as a mistake for wafih and offers no further explanation.

Usages given by HamdanI have been entered here and cited 
where they happen to agree with entries given by other souroes* Other
wise, except for the usage wathan « ♦alamt "landmark, boundary mark**, 
suoh usages as given by HamdanI have been left out* This especially 
applies to gimyarl usages given in the explanation of the musnada in 
HamdanI*s works, as stated in the previous chapter* The usages given 
in Ibn Hisham, Tljan, mainly concern the explanation of the names of 
different kings of Saba9 and giiqrar* These have been left out and 
excluded from this study*

(2) The souroes of the documentation material1
This matarial has been freely drawn from all categories of 

sources given under the preceding part, where available* In addition 
to that three other kinds of souroes have been used*
(k) Sources for Middle Arabic, or post classical Arabic,
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The moat important aouroe for thia material that I have uaed 
ia R* Bogy# Supplement aux dixtionnairea arabes# Leiden, 1927# in two 
volumes* Besides its copiousness, thia work has a vast body of Anda
lusian and Maghribi Arabic usages* These usages# very many of whioh 
must have been introduced in Spain and Maghrib by the oonquering Arabs 
and not only developed after their settlement there# have very often 
not been recorded in the usages of the Arabic speaking Bast# whereas 
parallel usages used by those in the Bast have been recorded# either 
in the works of the earlier authors or in the works of authors and 
compilers after the end of the fourth oentury of Islam, 10th century 
C*B* Another point whioh makes these usages worth being referred to 
in documenting interpretations of BSA material is the faot that the 
moie civilised and civilising elements among the oonquering and immigra
nt Arabs of the earlier times were those from South Arabia# very often 
of giqyar? stock# who had come to Syria with the conquests and were ti. 
then posted or dispatched to Maghrib and Spain* This influence shows 
in the existence of a number of administrative and agricultural usages 
attested in BSA and in the local usage of South Arabia in the Islamic 
times# sometimes up till now# while they are neither on record nor in 
current use elsewhere in the Arabic speaking countries*

Another source of this material is al-Munjid of the Catholic 
press of Beirut* It includes post classical usage that has survived 
into modem literary usage* It has been referred to in this study once 

(b) South Arabian works of later times
These include uorks on the history of South Arabia which



normally use looal terns when describing local practices of life and 
administration* The earliest such work I referred te is Ihaarajl* 
al~*Uqud al*»lu,lu,iyya fl tarlkh al-dawla al-Rasuliyya* finished 
after 803/1400* Then come two modem works s Wasi'T* Tarlkh al-Tataan 
and $ala£ al-Bakrl al-Yafi#I* Tarlkh gaflramawt al-siyasl* The latter 
has also a book of travel* rl janub jaslrat al-*Arab* whioh has also 
been referred to here* Under this oategory come two works which I have 
referred to in manuscript form* They a ret Ibrahim b* Ju*man (l0th/l6th 
century)* Fatawa* referred to under article nkl and article *qm* and 
gasan b* *AlI al-Sh&rlf al-^usaynl* mulakhkha^ al-fijan wa-l-*albab 
wa-migbafr a1-hud* li-l—kuttab* written at the beginning of the 9t V * 5th 
century as a manual on the trade and customs regulations of Taman* with 
a description of the administrative and fisoal rules involved! it is 
referred to under article fqb*^^

(o) Modem studies and collections of South Arabian dialects
The biggest contribution in this field is that of C* Landberg 

in the works listed under his name in the "Bibliography** Articles and 
contributions by R* B* Serjeant* as given in the "Bibliography"* have
also been reffered to. Reference is also made to Olaser in Relse naoh
Marib and Rhodokanakis in Dialekt jfefarf cf• the "Bibliography"*

In all these categories of souroes for the "documentation
material" no attempt has been made at covering all the possible sources
or at exhausting the available material in any source referred to* The

1La>usages referred to here in this study were mainly come across in>(pour8e 
of reading for other purposes as well and have been used for comparison
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only when necessary*

Footnotes to Chapter II
(1) Cf* the following workst

(a) •Abdallah Darwlsh, al-Ma*ajin al-MLrablyya, aa* ftlna^ln 
kha^-ln bi-mu*jam "al^Ayn" li-l-Khalll b. Afrmad, Cairo, 195$•
This book is based on the Ph.D* Thesis whioh the author submitted 
to the University of London in 1955•
(b) Jusayn Na^gar, al-Mu«jam al-Urabl, nasi^atu-hu we-ta jawwuru-hu, 
Cairo9 1956* This work of 748 pages of text is the Thesis whioh 
the author originally submitted to the University of Cairo for the 
degree of D* Litt* in 1953*
(o) Atyaad fAbd al-Ohafur al-#AJ|arf Muqaddlmat al-§afraft, Cairo,
1956* This muqaddima is published as a separate introductory 
volume to the author9s new edition of Jawhar?, gafrafr. It gives 
a clear and fairly accurate account of the history of Arabic 
lexicography down to the time of and then traces the efforts
of later scholars to comment on, supplement or criticise §afrafr*
(d) J* A* Haywood, Arabic Lexicography, its history and its place 
in the general history of lexicography, Leiden, I960* This is a 
sketchy and poorly account of the subjeot, with many mistakes of 
facts, quotations and translations and too many misprints*
Cf* alsot
Jorg Kraemer, "Studien zur altarabischen Lexicographic", Oriens 6, 
(1953), pp* 201 - 238*

(2) In Taj, I, p* 4, Zabldl says that he referred to *Ubab and Takmlla 
of SaghanT> manuscript copies of whioh he found at the library of 
aL-*amIr garaghtumush in Cairo* But in his sharfr, "expansion", of 
fTrusabadT's preface to al-Qamua, he says when *Ubab is mentioned, 
wa^hadha al-kitabu lam »aj{ali* *alay-hl ma« kathrarti ba^thl
*an—hut "This work I have not seen in spite of my pmrsistent 
search for it"| Taj, vol. I, 23* The copy of Takndla which he



used is now in the Egyptian Library in Cairo9 with personal notes 
on it written by Zabldl himself| of* gusayn Ha$far9 al-ku*jam
al^Urabl# 477*

(3) Professor R* B* Serjeant has kindly allowed me to consult his two 
manuscript copies of these two works* For further details of* 
tthe "Bibliography"*
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CHAPTER III

Abysslnian fords and Usages

Eleven usages assorted by the Arable souroes to be loanwords 
from Abyssinian are discussed here. Seven of them are usages occuring 
in Qur*ant of. articles frrm9 frwr9 drr9 ekr9 kfl9 nsh* and wrk. The 
other four are attested in gadlth and slraf of. articles snw (sn>)f 
shym (sym)9 njr and hrj. Two of the usages have Abu l£Lsa al-4>sh#arl9 
a South Arabian who had emigrated to Abyssinia and then oameto Madina 
with the Muslims who returned there from Abyssinia9 as one of the 
authorities therefor| of. artioles kfl and hrj. In all the oases9 
with the exception of the usage disoussed under artiole wrk9 correspo
nding usages in ESA are either recognised or have been shown here to 
be attested therein. In three oases no usages whioh oould correspond 
to the claimed Abyssinian loanwords are attested in Ethiopicf of. 
artioles hrj9 frrm and wrk. In two of theso three oases a South Arabian 
origin for the given usages seems more probablei of. artioles frrm and 
hrj. In three oases a direct Abyssinian source seems to be more proba
ble or definite) of. artioles snw (sn»)t shym (sym) and njr.

Under Chapter IF it will be seen that •arlmi "dam" is olaimec 
to be an Abyssinian loanword9 but no corresponding usafe is attested 
in Ethiopioi of. artiole *rm. Also there it will be seen that the 
usages jarfr « bayti "house9 or9 temple (?)"9 and guwa*! "drinking 
cup or vessel"9 olaimed to be of gimyarl origin are more probably of 
Abyssinian origin.



SuyufT, Itqan, I, 139, and MutawakkilT, 19t on tha ultimata 
authority of *Ikrima, a tat as that tha Qur'anI usage m wajabai
**to ba binding*1 is Abyissinian* A* Jefferyf For, Voc« 9 36-37, includes 
thia olaim in tha oategory which **consiata of those few words where 
a little linguistio learning has led the Muslim philologers into

oommon word, cognate with Heb* D”1T\ waa by some taken to be Abyssinian, 
doubtless because (Eth*) frarama was commonly used in the technieal 
sense of to conseorate or dedloate to Qod*"

The Cairo edition of Mutawakkill, referred to above, gives 
the vowelling as wa-frurrlma, but thia is wrong, as it ia clear from 
other souroes that the referenoe ia to Qur*an xxi,95* wa-frararo-»un 
*ala qaryat-ln *ahlakna-ha *anna-hum la yarjl*un* Two variant 
readings of wa-baram-un, at the beginning of the verBe, are givent
(l) wa-frirm-un| (2) wa-fraruma. Both readings are on the ultimate 
authority of Ibn 'Abbasf of* Lie an, art* frrmf of* also Baifawl,
Tafslr, ad* loo*

problem for the grammarians and exegetes, irrespective of whioh 
reading was adopted for the first word in the verse* If wa-fraram-un 
was taken in the "normal** sense of **forbidden, prohibited**, then 
the verse would meant **And it is forbidden (or, ruled out) conoerning

be restored)*** The sense inevitably seemed paradoxioal and two courses

does not vowel the word), a very

The meaning and the syntax of this verse have been a

(the people) of a town we destroy that they shall not come back (or,
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out of tho difficulty or absurdity were adopted, The first was to 
claim that wa-frararr>-un did not mean "forbidden, prohibited", but, 
on the contrary, it meant "binding", wajib-un, It is in this connexion 
that the variant readings seem to have been invoked or resorted to.
For although citations from pre-Islamio poetry were given to support 
this sense of fraram, it seems that it was felt that less common forms 
might be more acceptable for the unconventional sense that was being 
ascribed to the word here. Hence frirm-un, positively interpreted as 
wajib-un, and the verbal variant fraruma * wajabai "to be binding".
The claim that fraruma « wajaba is Abyssinian may have been an attempt 
to give outside export to a meaning which the grammarians and the 
exegetes favoured but which seemed to run against the established 
usages of Arabic, The other course adopted was to claim that la 
of la yarji’un was otiose or redundant, sa*ida, Cf• the full exposi
tion of the claims and the examination of the authority behind each 
of them in Lisan, art, frrm. Other interpretations, mainly theologioal, 
were given by a number of exegetes, but they need not concern us here, 

Ethiopic has no attested usage which could support the claim 
that fraruma * wajaba or frirm-un * wajib-un is Abyssinian, A, Jeffery,
1, cit,, does not seem to have been aware of which sense of was 
meant or which place in Qur’an it oooured in. This is apparently why 
he makes the sweeping remark "doubtless beoause (Eth,) frarama was 
commonly used in the teohnioal sense of to consecrate or dedicate 
to Ood,"
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ESA frrm, however, has attested usages oomparable to the 
claimed fraruma * wajaba or ^irnt-un » wajib-un, Cf, RES 3^66,2lt 
Icnny/byfrrn/mlkn, rendered by Rhodokanakla renders t "so wie es befehlt 
der JGonig", Cf, also RES 3879,1* frgr/wsfrrn/frrmn/, rendered by Rhodo- 
kanakis ast "hat als unverbruohlioh und unverletslioh verkundet das 
Ossets", and ibid,, 5* dn/frgrn/wfrrmnni "diesem unverletsliehen und 
unverbruohliohen Qesetse", It is clear that Rhodokanakis is trying 
to retain in his translation of the passages from RES 3879 the supposed 
basic sense of "prohibition" of frgr and £rm, and yet frrmn in line 1 
had to be rendered "das Gestts", Cf. also RES 4233,3s bn/frrmn/hfrrmi 
"de la loi intangible qu’il a edlotee", according to 0. Ryek*anst 
and RES 4931,It ^gr/wsfrrmn1 "a ordonne et promulgue irrevocablement^ 
also according to 0, Ryokmans, where jrmni "the law, the statute" is 
not accounted for in the translation.

It may be unquestionable that the sense of "to deoree" or 
the sense of "law, decree, statute" that hhrm or hrmn has or the sense 
of "to order" that byfrrm, RES 3566,21, has, developed from the basio 
and original sense of prohibition, a basic sense underlying many of 
the terms and ideas of ruling and government in £SA| of. my VQl, 10-13. 
But it is clear from these usages of ESA frrm that the sense had already 
developed to denote specifically and positively decreeing or making 
a binding order.

In the absence of an attested Abyssinian usage from frrm 
specifcally comparable to fraruma « wajaba or frirro-un * wajibun it is



feasible to suggest that what might have been a ginqrarl us age f 
ultimately related to £SAf seems to have mistaken for Abyssinian.



SuyQfl, Itqgn* I9 141» on the ultimate authority of MwUd 
b* Hind, and dutawakklll* 21, on the ultimate authority of Ibn *Abb3s, 
states that yaftOr =. yarjl*t "to return, to come back", 0ur*5n lxxxlv, 
14, is a loanword from Abyssinian* A* Jeffery, lor* Voc** classes this 
word among "oases where the Arabic word is rare", p* 32, and which 
were "collected by as-Suyttfl from earlier authorities as foreign 
borrowings, but which are all obviously Arabic"| p* 34* In a footnote 
on p* 33 ho adds, "(Eth*) yô ttr from \}5ra is perhaps in mind here, or 
may be ye^Br"*

QurfBn lzzxiv 10*14 reads t wa«)amm& a m  *Cltiya kit5ba-hu 
warB^a ^ahri-hi (10) fa*oawfa yad*H thubtir-an (11) wa-ya§lT? sa*tr-an 
(12) ’inna-hu kina fl-*ahli-hi raasr&r-an (13) Mnna-hu $anna >an lan 
ya^ura (14)* Our^Bn lxxzlv is a short Makkl sOra wholly concerned with 
the day of judgement* The exegetes interpreted verse 14• *lnna-hu 
yanna Jan lan yaftflra as referring to the "bad man#s" belief that he 
would not "come back, return" to God for judgement, hence they explain 
yafrBr =  yarjl*, of, 'Jabarl, Tafslr* XXX,75# Samakhoharl* KashahSf* II, 
533, cites a verse of LabXds yaftBru ramSd^ani "turns, changes, to 
ashes" to support yabflr == yarjlf and then adds a tradition from Ibn 
'AbbBs that the latter had not known what yafrflr meant until he heard 
a bedouin woman saying to a girl of hers frttrl =  lrjl *1* yâ llr in 
Labldfs verse does not mean "return, go back", because a thing which 
burns to ashes does not "return" to ashes* The tradition from Ibn 
*AbbBs follows an all too familiar pattern) cf* under article ft£*
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I think that tho sans* of yâ TJr in verse 14 ie directly linked with 
the preoeding vsrsst "He was happy anong his people”, and hence ”H* 
thought he would never change”*

The Arahio lexica give $Rra =  rajafa as the basie sense of 
many other usages from the same root, e.g., tafrSwartti tarRja*u 
al^kallnia beyne-humi ”they argued, they excharged conversation”! 
lahTrai radda al-jawlbai ”to return an answer, to reply”, end frawi g=~ 
nuqflni ”deoreasing, diminishing11, explained li-»anna-hu ru.1Qc-un pin 
£11-in MIS £11t "because it is returning (or, turning?), rujHf, from 
one state to another”! and also^ hajSki "porishal, passing away”. But 
the last two senses are also explained, as deriving from the sense 
dahlbt "to go”| cf. Lisin end TRi. art. £wr. Other usages which are 
linked with £8ra raja fa can be better explained from £ara —  dhahabaf 
cf., e.g., £lrat al-ghu$f&t "the lump in the throat, the choking 
morsel, went down, or, went away”. ££rat here is explained as in£adarat 
"went down" and then interpreted as ka->anha-ha raja<at rain mawgici-hSi 
"as if it went baok from its place"! cf. Lisin,art. jwr. Tho forced 
nature of the argument is self-evident. It is possible to say that 
Arabic £lra has the basic sense of "to go" rather than that of "to 
return", and that the lexicographers gave £lra =  rajafa predominance 
in the semantic range of these usages because of the sense it was • 
assumed to have in Our > an lxxxiv,14«

The root £wr and its derivative usages are well are well 

attested in BSA. Both Arabic blra =  rajara and Eth. bdrai "to go"
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have been compared with usages of B3A £wr. Phodokanakisy Aranda, 9 22 9 
twice compares arable ftflra =  raja*a* (1) With CIH 601,13i Ibwr/wbkli 
nto settle and to take ownership”9 where he says, with (Arabic) y*ra» 
"to return” can be associated the sense of "to enter, to stop at"f
of* (Arabic) *Yba ("to return”) and aa»Nb ("place of return, plaoe of

"

nettling down")”* (2) With CIH 601*14 wiafcr/hfcrt "the decree which 
there promulgated", where he says, "hfyr (and m^r as well) in the 
sense of "to Issue, to promulgate, "erlassen*, a decree, 9Erlass', 
an ordinance, 9Befehl9", can either be linked to (Arabic) fcSra^ 
raja<a where the development of the sense points to the synonymous 
(ESA) htb =  (Hebrew) hWhlb, or it pertains to the sense of (Eth*) 
^5ras "to go"f cf*. (Arable) madhab* Cf* also Ibid** 45 f*, ad **rhmi 
"ordinances", HE3 3566,10, where semantically compares ESA hfcr and 
th, $3ra, Phcdoknnrkis silno, If 5T, renders CIH 546,8^ » i W

kfrwr/bqdmy/dt/ (9) tnhytn asi "as was Imposed (or, pledged) before 
this confession", and in the note, Ibid** 59, he indicates that he 
takes $wr here as Form II, compares it with Eth* >}3ra and £Sr& *= 
ra.1a*a*

Cr-Gl*, 146, compares Arabic hSra and Eth* fydra and assigns 
to 3SBA hwr the basic sense of "to go", and renders CIH 601,131 1 52/ 
wbkl/bhgra/grwfc/ asi "ut e&t et stet in urbe §irwNfc",

Neither Ethiopia nor ESA has an attested usage deriving 
from ftwr which Indicates "to return"* Shodokanakis's comparison of 
Arabic frlra *  raja9a and the correct sense that the comparison seemed
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eem&ntio&lly to yield need not establish that either Arable $Sra nor 
ESA frwr had the sense of "to return, to come back**. It seems that the 
sense of yatyBr —  yarjlc, favoured by the exegetes for Our*Bn lxxxlv,
14f was not a well attested usage In Arabic, and that in tho search 
for support for this sense a claim that ya^Qr meant yarjl< In Abycsi* 
nlan was made*

Besides, Arabic has usages deriving from fcwr or Jjyr which
are directly comparable with usages of ESA tyrr* Cf* mabHra —  khutt.

ib mmmmm
which in its turn {explained ast nawfli* al-frayyt "the plaoe of a settle
ment'*, and al-Jarg allatI tansilu-ha wa-lam yansil-hS nlzil-ain 
qabla-kai "land which you settle in and was not settled before"|
Lisin and T5J* arts* fcwr and khtt# (Cf* also ikhtatta al-oadlnatai
"to survey, to allot, the site of a town for settlement"*) Cf* also 
istafrari nasalai "to stay, to settle" In a place.; Lisin, art* fryr* 
Both usages can be compared with EGA frwr in 1 frwr/whkl/bhgrn/qrwfr, 
CIH 601, 13; cf* above*
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Suyu$I# Xt<xaa» I# 139# and Hutawakkili# 22$ on the authority 
Abu (HJbayd) al**Qasira and Shaydala* gives durrT# Qur'an xxiv#35» as of 
Abyssinian origin meaning luminoust radiant with lights*
fhe verse reads* allahu nuru al^samawat wa-I~*ar<jli mathalu nuri-hi 
ka-mlsh^t-in fXha mi^baft-un al-migbafru fi aujajat—in ai-zujajatu 
ka^'anna-h& kawkab~un durriy-un* "God is the light of the heavens and 
the earth* the likeness of his light is like a niche in a wall in 
which there is a lam])# the lamp being in a glass $ and the glass looks 
as if it is/luminous# or* radiant# star"* mishhSt* t’aaiiche in a wall" 
was recognised by Arabic sources as of Abyssinian origin and is; .accepted 
as such by modern scholars} of* A* Jeffery# For* Voc*# 266# As for 
durrl here# Jeffery# ibid*# 36-37# says* "So also durrX of (Qur'an) 
xxiv# 35# which Shaidala and Abu(l^asim said was of Abyssinian origin# 
cannot be other than Arabic# the Eth* darara providing a possibility 
of solution for philologers who found some difficulty in deriving 
durrl from dsrras to flow abundantly" * He includes this example under 
the "group (which) consists of those few words where a little linguistic 
learning has led the Huslimiphilologers into sad error*"} ibid*# 36*

In E$A drr is attested in BBS 3306 A# 3 and 5} RES 4760 A#5} 
and CIH 6l5#0* Of these three texts RES 3306 A is the most important# 
being the longest and the most intact# at least in the part which we 
have of it# fhis inscription is of a religious nature* Two full 

translations of it were made by H* Grimme# "Internes aus der minaiscben



Religion1!# Q L %  XX# 1906# 57-70# and by Hhodokanakis* St* I# 60£66* 
According to Orimme# 1# oit## 59# the central point of the text is

. I U r " r   ■:’:TT , !

"the uaws of the personal manifestation of a god in his temple"} 
but Hhodokanakis# op* oit*# &2$ maintains that the text prescribes 
the days of sacrifice and the sacrifices the^©lves*;i|,he::time or fixed
day for this is to be found out through the inspection of th© victims#

\

"QpfersohaU"# The purpose for which the manifestations are sought 
and the favourable times looked for is the ceremony of *• bfferi;ngror 
giving a "wife" to the god In these two translations of Grimme
and Hhodokanakis *ndrr# lines 3 and 5t pl^® a most important part*

-4.

I n  ny view both Grimme and Hhodokanakis' fail to ta^nsifete the text 
correctly* The crucial part of the text# as we have it# ist

2* / wynkr/hnlhiVbht/bn/ &b%hy/ys *rb/m*n
3* wbhntsiV 'ndrr/ywVhl *y/bni^*nthtn/ 'n/wrdt/b ♦nts/mtyn/tr 
4# *tr/wnmy/dbfra/1* y/s tm% */hn/ys qn/wbht/b * t tr/bn/ *dbfrh/m
5* *n/wbhntsV'hl/ys *rbn/Hr/'ndrr/

Grimme# 1* oit*# 60# renders this# "und beratschlagten# ob man ©chicken 
solle (einen Anteil) von den Schlacbjbp^rn# die als Pfliqhtabgabe 
entrichteten Maan (3) und seine Toehter(-stadte)# damit sie ihr Blut 
liessen* Als dai$ entsohieden war# war von den Weibern hex^bsteigen 
sollte als sein (&* i* Attars) Woib und wann sie (4) herabsteigen 
eollte als Opfergegenstand und vermehren (odex*s gel ingen raachen) solllee 
sein (d* i* Attars) Opfers# so daes or (d* i* Attar) sich daiy sur 
Beugung entschlossei da wurden susammengebracht und hingeschickt su



Attar (als Anteil) von Schlachtopfern (5) MaanH und seiner Tochter 
(-stadte) diejenigen* welche als Pflichtabgabe dargebracht wurden* 

um als Opfer ihr Blut su lassen1**
Fhodokar.akis * ! 3t # 1* 61* translates* "Und 1st es unbekannt «**• 

wenn nioht offenbart 1st aus den Opfern* welche darbringen die Minaer
(3) und Kinaerinnen* ob w&edergekommen 1st (eich gejahrt hat) der 
Tag (der bestlmmt war) fur Jene von den Frauen* die (datnals) herab- 
gestiegen ist als sein (fAttars) Weib (ist es also unbekannt)
Warm sie (jetst) herabsteigen (4) soil* (dann besagt die Vorschrift*) 
dass roicher seien und vermehrt werden seine Opfer* bis (der Zeit— 
punkt) offenbart worden ist* Wenn aber (die Minaer Opfer) darbringen 
und ♦Attar durch die Opfer (5) der Minaer und Mnaerinnen* die sie 
in Fulle darbringen* offenbart* dass wieder gekommen ist der Tagn 
etc* Hhodokanakis emended the text here in two places* byttr* 1* 4* 
as »ttr* dropping the b* and H r * 1* 5* as H[t]r; cf* ibid** 61* 
notes 1 and 2* Both, emendations are unwarranted; cf* infra*

1 translate this passage as* MAnd it shall be objected to 
(or* rejected) if there vis not declared (or* manifested) from the 

sacrificial victims which Matin (3) and their daughters bring (or* 
offer) a clear (or* favourable) demonstration (or* sign)* On the 
day when (or* for) such one of the women — if she goes down as his 
wife * ~  when she goes down (4) her sacrificial victim shall thrive 
and flourish (i* e* be propitious) so that there will be delivered 

what is carried (or* conceived) and there shall be declared (or*



manifested) through (or* by) from* the eaerifieial victims of 
Ma*In (5) and their daughters which they offer as a tribute a clear 
(or# favourable) demonstration (or* sigh)#”
Motes*
b# 2* wynkrt Qrimmei f,und berataohlagt©n,lf comparing Bth* malcara* ”to 

deliberate”? 1* oit»» 61* Hhodokanakis* ”Und ist m  unbekannt*1# 
equating the sense of ynkr with that of Arabic juhila* passive! 
$t* 1* 63* For wynkri ”And it shall be objected to# rejected”* 
of* BBS 3094*4*5* #wnkr 113/bn/mty f* m/ * rendered by ine as* ”or 
objection from anyone in authority”? of* the discussion thereof 
under article sfh? of* also under article nto#

b* 3* ♦ndrr* also in 1* 5* Grimm©* 1# bit#* 61* compares Arabic; darra1 
”to flow* to pour”# and dlrra* ^blood”# hence ”to pour out blood” 
of victims* Bhodokanahis* Bt* X* 64* splits *ndrr into »n> 
”that”# the conjunction# and drr* which is according to him a 
oawtala S qot&la form# He compares drr with Arabic dara m *adat 
”to come back in a full circle”* (Actually Arabic darra m dara* 
”to turn found# to go in a circle*1 is attested? cf * Taj* art* 
drr*) For »ndrr$ ”clear demonstration or sign”* X compare Arabic 
darra «* • >aja»at ”to shine* to illumintte”, and Bth* dararat 
#,clar© luxit# radiavit11* Cf# for a aenumtic parallel Arabic 
burhan# particularly in Qur*an xii# 241 lawla *an ra*a burhana 
rabbi*-hii "had he not seen the (evident) demonstration of his 
Lord”* where burhan is considered a loan word from Bth* berhani * 
”lux# lumen”! of* A* Jeffery, for* Voo*» 77-8* As for » n d m  
"favourable demonstration or sign”# of* Arabic darra (verb) and 
dorr (noun) in the imprecation la darra darru~hu and its 
opposite li-llahi darru~hu* In both ©spr ess ions darru~hu is 
explained as *amlu-hm ”his acts* his deads”, khayru~hut ”his

tn - - -  ■ ■ ̂  w  ■hhw.iwin w n w i n  u m i m j . h .  i  i m

35 iieeston, 1J0SAL,V, 120, n. 31, links Arabic burhan with ESAmbrh,
RES 2948 A,45 B,3„
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bounty* his good deeds-1** and gali&u /amali-hi* "his good deeds"#
The imprecation la darra darru-hu is explained as la zaka <amalu-hu* 
The use of sake ==. nama* "to grow, to increase, to flourish”, and * 
saiyiai "to thrive, to be propitious" (cf# Qamus, art# zkw) to 
explain darra in the imprecation is instructive, for in Arabic 

, zaka is usually used to denote the favourable acceptance by God 
of acts of piety or worship# One also says darra darru-hu, which 
is equivalent in sense to 11-1 lahi darru-hu* Cf# Taj, l»isan and 
Qamus, art* drr# drr is also attested in ClII 615* fr(8)g/»dnt/ 
wdrrhmw; the text is damaged and the context is relatively obscure, 
yet drr seems to have a sense of "bounty, favour"# Also in 
B388 4769 A,5* dshrro/wdrrhC♦ ♦ ♦, where the text is too> obscure# 

Hordtraann, 96, maintained that *ndrr, 1# 3 and 5 of
this text, was in place of »n/drr, the same like *n/wrdt, 1# 3, 
and #n/t#ntnn, 1# 6 of the same text; and he added "keinesfalls 
« indarra VII Form", giving reference to Hommel, Qhrestoiaathie» 
Hhodokanakis takes the same view about »ndrr; cf# supra# But 
X do not think that this view is easily justifiable# First,
♦n, followed by wrdt, 1> 3, and t*ntnn,r 1# 6, is not a conjunction 
meaning "that" but is a particle Of condition, "if"; cf# the note 
to J*n in this article, below* Secondly, the fact that in the 
same text with both wrdt and t»ntnn is written separately 
while »ndrr is in both cases written one word without separation 
makes one hesitate a great deal in accepting fn drr for *ndrr»

In my translation »ndrr, 1# 3, is the subject of bht, 1# 2, 
and »ndrr, 1* 5, is the subject of wbht, 1# 4* If 1 were to 
accept Hhodokanakis*s syntax ofc »in drr, then bh^/#»,»/>ndrr in 
both cases would bei "it was'declared#,#».that it was propitious", 
which would still be in line with my interpretation of the text.
For »n. "that" would: be the equivalent of the infinitival Arabic*
»an, followed by the verb, whether perfect or imperfect* But I 
maintain that 'ndrr is the infinitive of an ES-A Form VII from' drr.



O f the different oases that have so far been claimed
Cl)to be Form VII in ESA only nfeql seems to be accepted as such*' 9 

P. H* Muller# **Kritische Beitrage sur sudarabischen iJpigraphik11 # 
W2KM# II# (1888)# 8, suggested that ♦ndrr was the equivalent of 
Arabic indirar# infinitive Form VII from darra# and rendered its 
"in reichlicher Fulle"* Horamel first hesitantly accepted Eluller1 s 
suggestion# but later rejected it in favour of identifying it 
with Bab.-Assyr. •andurarut 11 independence# freedom?*•' ' Mordtmann# 
BME# 9&# while rejecting its being a Form VII# maintained that 
it was »n drr$ cf* supra*

nfrql is not an infinitive# but a substantive or a noun#^ 
A parallel to the infinitive »ndrr is to be found in Ethiopic 
Multiliteral Beflexive Stem V# which is considered as corresponding 
to Arabic Form VII* It is formed by prefixing »an-# e*g*# 
•anqalqala# infinitive* »anqalqeIo* **to shake# to totter"$ 
♦ansosawa# infinitive# •ansosawoi **to walk about" J »unkolala# 
infinitivei •ankolaloi **to be giddy**j *angallaga# infinitive* 
>angallagU* **to band together*** Cf* Billmann# Eth* Gram,# 164-5* 
271* $he discernible similarities between this Ethiopic Stem 
and »ndrr seem to be manifold* Dillmann# op* oit*# 165# says#
11 She language has confined it almost wholly to the roots described 
in § 71# Multiliteral roots] and in strictness to redupli
cated Stems of such roots# which express movement to and fro of 
any kind# and also of light and sound,** »ndrn **clear demonstra
tion^ as I interpret it# is a verb **of light*** drr is a redupli
cated root or stem# if one accepts Bhodokanakis’s suggestion that 
it is qawtala > qotala form# cf * supra# and »ndrr would then be 
li ĉe *ankolaIa# infinitive »ankolalo# cited above* Or# perhaps# 
Form II,intensive darrara# like Ethiopic gallaga# hence fndrr » 
♦angallaga# infinitive! »angallagu# cited above* nfrql# as a noun 
or substantive# can also be explained5 for **in nouns which are 
derived from this Stem# this (prefix) an is simplified into na"; 
Billmann# op. cit*# 164-5. Cf* nasosaw* "walking"* naqalqal*
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"commotion"? nakolal* "dis sines s,f giddiness"*

♦nt First to go back to *ndrr* Hhodokanakis, St*, 1» 36, main
tains that *n of »n*drr is "dass"* Ho renders »ndrr/ywm, 1* 5, 
ass "dass wieder gekommen ist der Teig"? hut *ndrr/ywm, 1* 3# asi 
"ob wiedergekommen is der Tag"* He restates this "difficulty” 
again in M M * ! #  177 n* 1* "In derselben Inschrift (HES 3306 A)
&* 5 ^rr (abhangig von bht, £* 4;) liegt deutlich J|n » "dass" 
vor* In g* 3 kann wegen der Abhangigkeit von ynkr usw* auch "obi1 
gesagt wer&en"*
#n/wrdt/f 1* 3* and *n/t*ntnh/t !• 6 ,.(not in the passage quoted

' W M IK H M M M a iJ m O X '

above, hut v*, infra)# Bhbdoltanakis» St», 1# 35*63 and ZAEA,I,
177f maintains that *n in these two oases has an adverbial sense, 
or is a terroral article(?), and equates that with the adverbial 
or temporal usage of hn* Tot in his translation he does not give 
*n in either case an adverbial or temporal sense but renders it 
as a relative pronoun? cf* 1* 3i *n/wrdt/1 Mdie (damals) herab- 
gestiegen ist"f and 11* 5*61 *ndrr/ywm/hi/bnrn»y/«nthty/tr(6)dnn/ 
*x i/% *n $ m a /t 11 dass v/ieder gekommen ist der Tag* (bestimrat) furr
jene unter den ssu (6) Uttar herabsteigenden Frauen, mit weleher 
diese ihn (wieder) beweiben EOllen". M , Iiofner, who maintains 
that *n here means "dass", renders the same passage asi Mass 
(ob) wiedergekehrt ist der Tag jener von den Frauen, die au * At tar 
hinabsteigen, dass sie (ihn rait ihr) beweiben sollen”? ASG*, 171*2*
I feel that in place of 11/ Hofner*s "dass sie*1 at the head of 
the last clause one would have ejected "da sie"* This is the 
sense which Hhodokanakis himself accepted for the adverbial or 
temporal usage of hn, with which he equated *n? cf* RES 2814,L 
skV/yw^^/hV^fe/i rendered by Grimme, 1* oit*, 66, as* "nach 
dem Tage aber, da sioh manifistiert", and quoted by Hhodokanakis
with approval to illustrate the adverbial or temporal sense of 
hn, St* 1, 36* Beeston, in his "index of words", enters *n in 
RES 3306 A, 3, 5, as "rel* ?”? SI, 93* 0R-G1*, 107, considers it
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a feminine relative pronoun and renders »ntht)V*n/wrdt (1* 3) 
asi ,fmulieres quae descenderunt"$ (but wrdt is singular and 
its subject is hl*y/bnn/#nthtn*) The only other attested *n 
in ESA which is a definite reading and/or is in a clear full 
context is vMj-*n in EES 3910*5* which reads* wVn/ymtn/Vrn/ 
b tn/dys >mnhw/w(6 )yg zn/ sbf ir/yyymc/ fbr>n/mhs,mn/bn/niwthw/ wbtlthw* 
Ehodokahakis renders wb»n* ‘Wnd im Falle, dass", which is what, 
one would normally render * in in Arabic or "if" in English#
In the commentary, EAEA,I, 177^8# he maintains that b~»n can 
be con$>ared with b»hn in the expiatory inscriptions, "where it 
introduces the substance* "Inhalt%of humbling oneself through 
confession nhy and vow ndri "in that**, "des Inhalts", "that", 
"dass0*" Here he adds a note, p* 176 n* 1, he seeks to support 
this interpretation by pointing out RES 2980,14 (* Hal 484*14 - 
Gl* 1092 « 1235)* which he reads as wbhn/ly*tny and renders as* 
"dass sieh demutigep sollen"* But this phrase is now established 
as*Gwbhn/1Mtny, Eakhry 14,14* which G# Ryokmans renders as*
"et paree que no sont pas souciees" etc* bhn in all these texts 
means "through (the fact) that, because"! cf* Beeston, NQSAL, V, 
p* 113* "bhn ♦because1"* The obvious sense of h»*n in RES 3910,5 
is "if"* Beeston* in the note to kbmr>"*n, Stanbul 7*>2&, 5, says, 
"it is true that b#n in a(ES) 3910,5 has the function of a 
conditional particle" and adds that it is the equivalent of 
Arabic *in$ "Four Sabaean Texts", Mus* 65* 1952* 274* As for 
kbmr<rtni I think it should be read k b m ^ n * ^ '  E*S*Y# Bakr,
"Fh*3)* Thesis", when discussing b*n in RES 3910,5# states, 
"Professor Sidney Smith reads wbkh instead of wb#n", p* 268*
But bkn means “when" and is normally followed by the perfect, 
giving an account of something pastj cf* CIH 80,3$ 398,11$ 407# 
15,17;19# of* also Hofner, ASG, 163* The preposition b> before 
*n here is dependent on the verbs of "promulgation", wqh/wrysn/ 
whknn/whfern/,, 1» 1* The first legal clause after this is intro
duced by fô mnraw* "that whosoever", 1* 3, the second by w»»b-*n,
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where b> after wgh/“ corresponds to Arabic *amara bi, which is 
what one noimially finds in the phraseology of decrees ? c.atid the 
third and last clause of the text* as we have it, is introduced 
by w-mnraw. 11 and whosoever"* The conditional nature of what 
follows v/bgn is made further blear by fa* al-jawah introducing 
the apodosis, f hr “ * Of* CR**S1*, 1G7* b>*n* “si“* Cf * also'
*n in RES 3695,6* dn/m/irn/*n/ys»ls/* “cette grace s*il la lui 
demanded; and CavGl## 107? “hanc gratiara. si petiet ah eo“* But 
the text is damaged and the context is obscure* [RES 3017j3 reads* 
/wystrj/bn/ >yts/fr<n/dn/l>n/ywn\/\yhb> where l*n is most probably, 
if not definitely, a noun after the demonstrative dn. Ho trans
lation is given of it in RES* RES 3060,4 reads* 1rn/b* ttr/dqb§m / 

wwdir/11, but the text before l*n is damaged and perhaps one can 
restore it as s]i»n, cf * si */ wsqny/lttr/dq(3 )bg/ wwd/M in the same 
text*]

To go back to j>n in RES 3306 A* X rendered 11* 3-4* ywffl/ 
hl*y/bnn/ *nthtn/ °n/wrdt/b*nts/mty Vtr(4)d/ *tr/wnmy/dbhs/ as *
“in the day when (or, for) such one of the women — if she goes 
down as his wife,—  when she goes down (4) her sacrificial victim 
shall thrive and flourish (i#e* be propitious)“• The syntax is 
rather heavy going, but this is caused by the parenthetical *n/ 
wrdt/, a style of writing which heed not be out of place in a 
decree* After JJn.« Arabic *in, wrdt, perfect, denotes futurity, 
and this makes the sequence of tenses with the following mtyn/ 
trd/ consistent*

For further comment on *tr/wnmy, cf* under article *thr*
L* 4*dbjjs* “her sacrificial victim115 Rhodokanakis: “seine Opfer",

“seine'1 referring to *TTR? Grimmea “sein (d* i* Attars) Opfers"* 
je is the suffix in Mnaean for masculine and feminine singular?
Cf* Kofner, ASG, 31* dbjfr is not collective or generic, as is
implied in Hhodokanakis1s “seine Opfer“ and in his rendering of
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*tr/wnmy as i "reicher seien und vermehrt warden11* v/hich* according 
to him* St# I* 62* indicates that the victims have to he contiuod 
and increased until the demonstration of the god through them 
follows or results* In my view such a woman offers a victim of 
her own which* if she is to go down as a wife of ♦Attar* must 
he propitious and reveal the omen* Cf* the following note*

1* 4*1»y/stmg*/htt/ysqn» n$o that there will he delivered what is
carried (or* conceived)1** i*e* the omen* X7y* Hhodokanakis*

II MIUJMM

St* I* 65* equates l*y with Arabic hatta n£~and points out that 
it does not express purpose and that that is why it is followed 
by the perfect* **hicht finals daher das folgeude Perfektum***
But cf* BE$ 2614*5* wmftfdh/jfw/»%ly/gltn/l*y/yhny/tbn/m«n/* 
where l»y is followed by the imperfect* G* Hyokmans renders this 
as* **et de la tour du cote des esoaliors de l#etage superieur* 
jusqu*a ce que batit le peuple de.3%*$n,t« But "batit", past 
tense* does not, render yhny* imperfect*' 1 »y/ybny/^bn/m* n/ should 
he rendered* "so Ithat the tennants* or* ra*aya* $bn» of LfetfIn 
may build**# (For |bn* "tennants* ra♦aya*** cf* note 1 of article 
orb*) It indicates that a part of the structure was to .be built*

in**

subsequent to the structures mentioned before* by $bn/m*n* The 
undertaking of the construction* or the defrayal of the expenses* 
of parts and sections of public buildings and structures is a 
v/ell attested feature of Minaean society* cf* BBS 2771 etc** 
and cf* Tav/fXk (lTa*in) 5* where the dedioants built thirty cubits 
in the wall of YTI* from the foundation to the top* Hofner* ASG* 
57* considers l*y in this text as the conjunction 1 plus the 
indefinite pronoun ̂ y* v/hieh she says* ibid** 56* is used to 
strengthen and bring out the meaning of the words if ..is joined to.. 
As for the conjunction 1* she points out that infinitives in ESA 
can take the place of finite verbs* and that in clauses of 
command or x>urpose the conjunction 1_ can be followed either by 
the imperfect or the infiinitive* with or without the n ending*"
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iMd»# 17Q, stmg* here can "be an infinitive*
stmg*i cf* RES 3945*5* *d/mg>/hferms "until he came to the sea11, 
Beeston, SI, 62; cf* also RES 3884 bi^* w*l(6)an/sw^B/bn/br(7)tB/ 
lmtmrrr/hym^>(8) <Xsw\y/’bn/fmlfe/,w(9)sh| which I render! "and it is 
forbidden to remove (or, ’alienate) a m*mr from its plaice on which 
it)is displayed, bym^* 1 by the kingO of Awsan*"^ Griramet "to 
decide to beget1*, comparing Eth# rtia§e*a* "to come out, to be borne"; 
Rhodokanakis* "to be revealed", comparing Eth* maige»a< "to becdme
known, to arrive"; I render* "to'jbe delivered", in a rather literal

isense; cf * Eth* n&ge^a* "to be borne", and >amge>a« "nasoi vel oriri 
facere"* Cf* further below in the note to ysqn*
hn* Grimme* "da"; Rhodokanakie 1 "wenn aber"; but I render* "that 
which, what"* The relative usage: of hn is discernible in Minaean 
hnmh; cf* REG 2771,8* kl/qi^a/hn/mb/kgdqB, which I render* "every 
possession, whatever (it is), for his self acquittance"* Rhodokana*- 
kis, who considers k of ksdqs demonstrative, renders* "jeglichen 
Besitz, was immer er bestiramt (zujgey/iesen) hat", St# I, 35* Sut 
hn/mh still comes out in his translation as "was iramer" « "whatever", ■■■■■ f ■ ‘ ' 7
The context of hnmh in RES 3318,lj,3 and 2895,1 is too defective for 
a clear interpretation* hnmhm. or hn/mhm occurs in a number of texts, 
but with no clear context, because of the damaged state of the texts* 
But a relative sense has been assigned to a number of the cases; cf* 
RES 3342,1* kl/hnmhir/ffi * * i "tout ce qui**.»; RES 3282,3* hnmhn/w*z/ 
•gyn/* "quoi qt\e ce fut#***"; RES 3702,3* bhn/mhrnt "en quo! quo ce 
soit\f* RES 3285,4reads* whn/hn/dyhtbl, according to Mordtmann,
B&IE, p. 54* and this is to be rendered: "and whatever (it be) that 
Is ruined"; Hhodokanakis * s claim that hn/hm here is equal to Hebrew 
*illu* "if, though", and Syriac JJjellu* "if only" implies that either 
hn or hm has the meaning of Arabic law, Hebrew lu or Syriac * 
which is not attested anywhere in ESA* Probably hn is also relative 
in some other texts, where the context is obscure or incomplete*
(It is oven possible to see a relation between relative hn and
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the eonjunction hn » Arable *ani "that"} cf. Arabic m t "what» 
that whioh"* relative pronoun, and na (al-masdariyya) = Arabic1111 .    "■*' ■ ) , I

*an> Cf. Reckendorf# Arabiache Syntax* p. 394*) v 
ysqns Grimme# 1. oit.* 62t “ausammengebracht”# by comparing 
Arabic wasaqa* 11 to bring (a herd) together"? Rhodokanakis* “dar— 
bringen”# by comparing the same Arabic usageJ cf* St.# I# 65*
I render (a)* “carried"? cf. Arabic wasaqat ”to carry# to load”* 
and RES 3695*4* wsq/^mrt ”une charge d*ane”| or (b)* “conceived”? 
cf * Arabic wasaqat.t — said of a an animal#—  fraroalati “conoeivod* 
became pregnant”* ’aghlaqat rahiraa-ha *ala al-ma** "closed its 
womb onto the seed* held the semen in its v/omb” * and laqifeatt 
“conceived* was fertilised”? Mean* art* wsq. in ESA wsq is also 
attested in RES 2895 A*4? and ysq is also attested in RES 2893*5$ 
■2895 A*l(?)*4? 2910*4* in all of which texts the context is too 
obscure because of the poor condition of the texts. In CIHi 131*3-4* 
wsqt seems to mean “pregnant”* or# as a verb# “conceived”
I*y/otm^/hn/ysqn* “so that there will be delivered what is carried
(or# conceived)” refers to the omen. It is possible that the
omen was “revealed or delivered” by the Inspection of the entrails
of the victim* and”what is carried” would refer to the signs in
the entrails. Rut it is also possible to take the sentence in a
literal sense and suggest that the omen was revealed when the
young animal was born or delivered and the sex thereof became
known. Q?his practice finds echoes in pre-Islamic practices ”de—- (8)nounced” in Qur’an.' 'In relation to a choice of a “wife” for *̂ 3?R 
within what is clearly a fertility cult* this way of finding out: 
the oments quite feasible. $his kind of omen seems to have been 
limited to the victim* or rather offering* offered by the 
candidate woman# while a “demonstration”# *ndrr» was “revealed" 
or “declared”* bht* through ’!£fR* b’ttr* from the sacrificial

t
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victims of Mu*In and thair daughters which they offer as a 
tribute* *tr* Hhodokanakis^ emendation of b H t r  go *ttr in

II |i W >  II II

order to make ♦ ttr the subject of bht was due to his failure 
to seo that fndrr was the subject#' The ”demonstration or sign** 
vrns being declared "through# or# by (the grace of')” ♦TTB* As 
for ftr* "tribute”* here adverbial accusative to ysfrbn# cf# 
under article Jthr#

it is thus made clear that ESA,*ndrr derives from a root

drr which seems to have the basic sense of illuminate# make clear”#

and which can be compared with both Eth# dararai ”olare luxit#
radiavit”# and Arabic darrai ”to shine# to illuminate”* Arabic
durrl a mudlss, used in Qur*an and claimed to be of Abyssinian origin#
v* supra# is# as its form indicates# a nisba form of durr* ”large**sise
pearls”# collective or generic* It is also ”rcad”; as darrl# which#
if accepted# would indicate that it is a nisba form to darr# infinitive
of darra# ”to illuminate”* But other "readings” are cited which
give an impression of confusion as to what the Arabs thought the
word was pronounced like and what it meant#' These other forms arc
dirrl# for which no explanation is given except being a variant form
of wither of the two mentioned above# and durrl*# darrl* and dirrl*
all of y/hich are derived from; dara*at ”to fend off# to keep off”

(6>)the darkness* It is probably because of this confusion that Abu 
(^Ubayd) al^Qasim and Shaydala liked to see in a comparable Abyssinian 

usage a possible origin of the ^ur*anl usage#

Whether we accept durrl us the most reliable form# being 
the form in use in the "standard” text of Qur*an# or whether we
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admit darra, the meaning of the word is in both cases dervied front 
the basic sense of 11 to shine, to illuminate*1. T h e derivation of 
durr* n largess isjed pearls1* from darra a hshinsi* to illuminate” finds 
a semantic parallel in lu>lu*» ^pearls”, from la#Ia*at ftto shine, 
to shimmer*1# Cf# also Bth# lolawa* ^refulgere facer©, illuminare*1, 
and Eth. lul* ^margarita”| also Bth# darara* ”clare luxit, ra&iavit”, 
and Eth# dors ”raargaritae”#

Against darara Lillmann, Lexicon, enters "i.e,^ and
against dor he enters "n(omen) p(e)r(o)gr(inum) so(ilicet)3S».
He gives no citations for darara* ”clare luxit, radiavit1** ffhe 
ambiguous remark given against darara seems, in the light of the 
remark about dor and in the absence of citations for darara itself, 
to imply that the word is more original to Arabic than to Ethiopicf 
and perhaps, along with dor, it was a loan-word from Arabic# If that

1
could be true then the two words must have come into Ethiopic sometime 
after Islam# But whether that took: place early enough for Abu (fUbayd) 
al-Qasim or his sources # by the middle of the 9th century C#E# at 
the very latest, to have heard of its use in Abyssinian is probably 
doubtful#, And unless one supposes that the words are older in 
Ethiopic than their recorded usages, it is clear that the claimed 
Abyssinian origin must have been confused with a usage belonging
to $outh Arabian dialects#

A. Jeffery*© remark, quoted above, that Eth. darara provided 
**a possibility of solution for philologer© who found some difficulty



in deriving durrl from darrai to flow abundantly” does not seem to 
bo precise enough# Philologists did not try to derive durrl from 
darra* ”to flow abundantly”, and the claim that they knew definitely 
and precisely of Eth# darara is hard to substantiate#
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(1) H. Hofner, AS0, p9 851 >a/if "Die VII. Fora nqtl, kommt in ASA. 
auch bin und wleder, aber eelten vox*. On p. 59 ehe gives nqtl 
as Form VII infinitive) on p. 61 she gives lnqatal as the assumed 
pronunciation of Forn VII infinitive. In a table on p. 67 she 
gives a perfect nqtl and an imperfect ynqtl. In none of these 
oasee does ehe cite any examples from ESA. On p. 92 she eaySf "Als 
VII. Fora sines Verbuas mediae infiraae findet eloh nje * in£asa"| 
and on p. 93 ehe oltes ntam as Form VII. But in Table 9 on p. 95 
she gives only n|s as an example of Fora VII from "mod. w, £" 
verbs, and in n. 1 therein she says that in that table she restrl* 
oted the ezaaples to eases actually attested in the inscriptions.

ntam is attested in RES 4337 B.9 and Hofner renders it 
asi "ist bestlamt". Beeston, "The mercantile code of qataban", 9t 
says, "nJceni it seems to me most unlikely that this should be a 
lilphal stem from tarn) the Ilphal stem is extremely rare in the ESA 
verb, and it is difficult to visualise how a verb like tarn "be" 
could fora a lilphal (in Hebrew, where this verb does fora a Hip ha 1. 
the meaning of the qal stem is transitive, which ie not the oase . 
in ESA). I would rather regard it as a noun-foraation of the patte
rn f i n  from a root ntar, to be compared with Hebrew nakah, Sabaean 
nky "strike, smite" (C 82,10 eto)t henoe in the preeent context « 
"coinage"."

n{e is attested in CIH 548,10. Hofner, ZIA1,II, 101 n. 
11, takes it as Form VII from a root jws, otherwise unattested in 
ESA. Qriame, "Sudarabieohe Temp els trafgesetse", OLE, IX, 258*9, 
maintains that mngr, CIH 548,1, was a Form VII partiolple from 
a root gwr, otherwise unattested in ESA, and that yngsn, the same

Sbmrnmm m m m m m m m m m

text, 1. 3, was Fora VII imperfect from a root gss, also otherwise 
unattested in ESA. Orimme's claims are not aooepted by other 
soholare, including Hofner herself. The examination of the oontext 
of these usages will make necessary the examination of most of 
CIH 548,1*10, and I propose, therefore, to give CIH 548,1-11 here, 
give my translation thereof and examine these olalmed Form VII 
usages within my commentary on my translation.
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The text is given here according to GIH 54^* It.- reads*
1 • mn[/]grh/ xmm/ yhrt/s Ihm/ m1 d/ hlfn 
2* w £ * V 9w / h h h<|/bmqsmm/hn/
3* lyngsn/sl^hw/wdmwiq/he 
4* y*hwC/]ly gl • n/l • 11/»t tr 
5* w»ra wwn/*s r/fey»lyVn/w 
.6* h m /Xn/ydmw/XygX#n/hm
7* a/fey»XyiVdyndyn/mrfV  
6. .oq/mSrmq/lyglWhma/^
9. 1 ♦n7w,<gn/bd »n/lywfyn/ gl*:
10. n/wdkr/n|s/fe t/mfernm/wh 
XX* wfy/b»rtt/twrV*

X translate*
1* ' He who wounds anyone (or, someone) who lays aside arms at 

the feast of yi*FH,
2* going out or coming ih>: -—  when he (i* e* the one who wounds) 

is hbld to hXame through; (judicial) oath—  if 
3# he defiles his arins and there is blood on 
4* his mant '('or,* garment))* let him pay a fine to the community 

of *TTR
5* and the priests ten gY*LY coins5 and
6>*' if he (the injured) is not bleeding let him pay a fine of fi- 
7# ve !1X#XiY coins* Whoever drives out, a man 
8* from the sanctuary, let him pay a fine of five S- 
9* I** coins* And in respect of the first (offence* or, the one 

who offends for the first time) let him pay (the specified) 
fine in full,

10* and whoso repeats the disturbing- of life at the temple
11* he shall pay at •RTT.a. bull (etc*)*

~ tbiU iWrij
[Except where pointed out^ this translation follows Beeston's 
translation of|bhe same text, Si, 53*]

drr



Footnotes 3

Hoteat
1* w rfj/ 'jg T 'b /m x m /1 Hal* 152 has mngr/frmnro/♦ Grimme emended the 

second word as- hmj\ y]m and rendered the first two words asf 
"Wer den Tempelbezirk betritt”, taking tnngr as "Part*
Hiphal von gr Mbeiwohnen, l&ient sein”*” Beeston, SI, 53# 
"fhoever visits a sanctuary”, following Grimme*s text and 
translation} hut in the note thereto he says* "His explana
tion of the first word as a participle VII of gr » (Arabic) 
jar is not so convincing as the (/(Hi) assumption that 
mn «* (Arabic) man!*f then he adds* ”C(IH) very ingeniously 
divide the first two words nm/grjg/mnn/*” CIH renders* ”Qui 
vulnerat aliquera”, ?/hich I follow* M* Hofner, ZIAI,II, 99 
n* 5» suggests that tonmi should be read mfrrmn and renders 
the first two words* ”Wer sich begibt (als Schutsling) in 
den Tempel”. In n* 4 On p* 100 she .equates mngr with Arabic 
man jara, and adds, "vgl* (heb*) ger”* The case for 
Grimme*s mngr as a participle Form VII seems to be baseless*

yjirj/slfrn̂  * ”to lay aside, to go without £ armsv^ Of* ârarj, * 
man la yattakhidhu silafr-an wa-la yuqatil* 11 oho who does 
not carry arras and does not fight**} Taj, his an, art. jjrg.*
The reference here is to people who, during the feast dr 
pilgrimage, lay aside their arms in deference to the 
"suspension of hostilities” during the feast} cf* the pre- 
Islamic practice at •Ukag in Wellhausen, Reste, 89* The 
tribesmen visiting and/or performing the pilgrimage
immediately after that used shortly before Islam to deposit 
their arms with 'Abdullah b. Jud'an, a leading Meccano who 
gave them back to them when they departed* In one case 
he honoured his trust by giving back their arms to Haim sin 
tribesmen^ who, because of a grievance, were intent on 
attacking his tribe Quraysh immediately they were, out of 
the sacred territory of JSacca* Cf* S* Afghani, Aswaq : ̂  f



. s i  Footnotes 4Aej/fe, 3̂.

al~*Arab* Damascus * I960* 169 f ^  Gritnmei 11 let him lay aside 
his arms115 he equates yfrrt with Arabic $arafra by metathesis#
OIHs!“stringene arrna”* hy comparing Arabic ikh^arata« “to draw*1 
a sword# Beeston* “bearing arms”* by following the sense 
without an etymology for y$.r̂ .» HOfner* “urai fegen z\x lessen 
Waffen“s “to have arms shaped or polished” 9 by comparing Arabic 
khara^a*

2$ wj-* V tw/bh,»m# “going out or coming in”# This %al refers to the 
unarmed “pilgrim or visitor”* on his way out of the sanctuary 
or the sacred territory or on his way into it# The sanctity 
of the visitor*s person applies outwith the sacred territory 
as long as his journey to it or out of it is associated with 
a ritual visit or pilgrimage# The idea is to insure the safety 
of the visitors on the roads# Cf# Qur»an v* 2* la tufrlllu 
sha*a*ira allahi v/a-la al-shahra al-liararaa wa-la al-hadya wa-la 
al-qala»ida wa~la »nmmina al—bayta al—fraramat “Do not violate 
the sanctity of rituals of Allah or* the sacred month or the 
sacrificial victims or (those with).I the garlands or those who 
are proceeding (or* proceed) to the sacrosanct "house” (i# e# 
Ka^ba)”*5 This verse was revealed when Ifecca was still in 
the hands of the “polytheists*1 and when “those who are proceed
ing” to Hacca were non-Muslims ? cf* ‘fabarl, Taf@Ir,(HE), IX# 
472~4t4* fab&rl mentions that the verse “was revealed” because 
some Muslims wanted to attack a certain gujra b* Hind of Bakr* 
who had behaved rudely to Muhammad* when the former was to 
leave Macca after the pilgrimage* Thus it is clear that in 
Islamic tradition the sanctity applied both to “going in and 
coming out1* of the sacred territory in association with the 
pilgrimaged
k»hd/bmqscm$ “when he (i§e* the one who wounds) is held to 
blame through (judicial) oath”# is* “when”* cf# OIH* 449*3* kgzmwt 
“quando statuerunt”? cf# also M# Hof nor* ASG* 167̂ *8. *hd*
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footnotes 5

'♦held to blame"? of* »hdt "to take captive", CIH: 35°,5? and 
•hd* "oaptive"t CIH 4^7,26* A sense of 'Ito' b© held to blame" 
dan also be been in y*hd and tfhd. in HISS 4O88, which reads# 
(3t)tg.Sw/fbrmi (g)wtnn/wmn/*br(3)yb>hw/wl/y>(4)M/whrr/»l/t(5)hd/ 
f£lt/nf(6)shw/l<Jyhrgnhw* "Gardez-voue de passer I (2)l*i limitel 
Bt quiconque passe (3) pour y entrer, qu#il soit (4) saisi*
Bt s *il ;ne se laiose pas (5) prendre, savie est mise a (6) 
prix* a oelui qui le tuera"? according to G. Byckmans* Instead 
of wl/y»hd# "qu*il soit saisi", one can render* "he shall be 
held to blame"f and instead of whin/*l/1»hdt "Et e#il ne se 
laisse pas prendre", one can render* "And if he does not 
admit, accept, blame (or, refrain from; being blamefpl)"*^

For a semantic parallel of * Arabic fathima# "to sin", arid 
ta*aththama» "to refrain from sin"$ also frarijat "to be un
lawful", and tah&rrajai "to refrain from acting unlawfully"*
Cf* also lamas "to blame", and talawwama* "traiter de maniere 
a ne point offenser"? jD02y* Supplement, II, 559# The same 
semantic sense is to be found in ESA tnhy, CIH 523 etc*, "to 
confess, to admit, sin"* from a possible nhy * Arabic nftkha 
"to behave proudly and haughtily"? cf* Qamua, art* nkhw;’ hence 
tnhy* "to admit offence, to confess sin"* M* Hartmann, Arab* 
Frage, 209, deriving tnhy from Arabic nahwa* "Brhebung des 
Geistes, Ilochgesinntheit", rendered, it* "sich erheben (aus 
dem Staube) zum Gotte'V The exact, equivalent Arabic usage to 
ESA tnhy is tamakhkha-;=* tabarra*a# "to disown, to renounce",
- ta^arraja (v* supra), * iftadara# "to apologise"? also 
iromakha, Form:VII?) cf* immakha min al~»amr* kharaja min-hu 
ta*aththum^ah? and maldilcha* "to hold (someone) back (from some
thing)"* Cf * Taj and bison, art* mlchyj Only these derived 
forms are attested in Arabic from this root* This absence of 
Form I might mean that it is a "loanword" in Arabic with m for 
n, or that a root mkhw - nikhw was dropped*
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0f* Q,urfan vxi, 9 6 1 f a~* aidia&hna-hum bi-ma kanu yaksibun*
**And b o we brought them to account (or* punished them) for 
what they had been committing11 • Of* also Arabic #Kkhadhaf
Form III| ltto hold to blame v to bring to account* to reproach"* 
ratqerarai m Arabic muqsarai "oath*** ® Arabic qasama* rendered by 
W*H. Smith* Kinship and Marriage* 64 n* 2* #fjudicial oath1*#
Of* also Welihausen* Heste> l87**9* Of, the definitions in 
the different sources the one in Lisan is most instructive*
especially in reference to lines 3*7 of this text* It says*
"qasama concerning blood (i*e. murder}* (It is) that a man 
should be killed and yet no complete conclusive proof* bayyina * 
could establish that the murderer, had murdered him. Then 
the kinsmen of the murdered step forward and accuse a certain 
man that he had killed him and produce a rshred (lawth* lit* 
smear* stain) of evidence which is not complete* such as that 
the accused should be found stained with the blood of the 
murdered* when found* an$ no reliable man or trustworthy woman 
would testify that such a man killed him ******* So when any 
of these circumstantial pieces of evidence are produced the 
hearer harbours the suspicion that the claim of the kinsmen 
might be true* Then the kinsmen, are asked to make fifty oaths 
(or* according to another version mentioned later* fifty of 
them, should take an oath) to the effect that such a man whom 
they accuse of the murder killed their man* gahiba-hum* all 
alone without any accomplice* When they have made the fifty 
oaths they acquire the right to the blood-money* diya* for 
their murdered man* If they declined to take the oath in 
spite of the shreds of evidence which they produced* the 
accused could then take the oath and his innocence is establi
shed* But if the accused refused to take the oath* then the 
heirs of the murdered have the choice to kill him or to take 
the blood-money from him.1* Strictly speaking* qasama applies



Footnotes 7
7£

Only to the oaths taken - by the kinsman of the murdered* It 
is a rule ‘that "guilt" based on gasama carries no gay/ad, 
"tallon", hut only olood-money, diya, also called ghararoai 
"fine”, and hamalas "collective fine*1 paid by the accused^ 
whole kin; cf* fflliaya, art* gem* tBecause of the close 
association between gasaroa and the payment of "fines” and 
indemnities one finds qasaina sometimes used for "damages” for

mt *i 'tmmt «i m*m

injuries and even for "damages11 for destroyed property; of# 
daftar al-q&sama t "registre sure Xequel on ecrit les nora3 dec 
ceux qui ont endommge less proprietor, et qui sont condamnes 
par le Wall a reparer on argent le dommage qu*ils ont cause”? 
D°ayf Supplement, II, 346*3 view of gr^s "wounded” at 
the beginning of the text, one wonders whether qasama in this 
case was made by the injured himself or on his behalf* or 
whether one should emend the beginning to read mn/hrg* I do 
not favour the second course of action* although Halevy himself 
JA, 1872, p# 73* remarked* ”ia j)rimiere ligne est difficile a 
lire”# 2?q£ another possible meaning of mqsrnm here cf * rjasanrnt 
hudnai "truce* suspension of hostilities”? bmqsram would then 
means "during the1 suspension of hostilities”* Cf* what was 
said above under the note to yhrft# I favour the former inter* 
pretation* Be est chi renders k*h^/bmqsmms ”in order to obtain 
(an oracle) at the shrine of oracles”* and adds in the note, 
"Grimme "oracle by lot", op# (lleb#) mlqsaro* This is the sah 
form of min mqsm/ 3$ 3700,2# ^he context in the latter passage 
however shows that it is there the place where oracles were 
delivered, rather than the oracle itself, and so I tr(anslate) 
as above* In view of the min passage the C(lH) tr(anslation)
"in order to take part in the sharing out” (cp# (Arabic) qasama 
must be rejected*" I do not find that KBS 3700* a badly 
damaged text from both sides, offers a clear enough context 
to form a definite view about the meaning of mqsm there*
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Cf#* however* lqsm» BBS 4178*13 (Sabaean)* which Beeston 
renders! “as the portion11* Si* 77* and adds in the note*
"cp# (Arabic) qism$ evidently nothing to do with oracles 
hex*e (op g(IH) 54^*2)#f,5 81* 82* Hofneri "sobald er ein 
Losorakel erlangt hat*15 and no comment#

L* 3* hn/lyngsh/i^Ifrhwi "if he defiles his arias11 * after Beeston; 
or* probably* s*if his arms are defiled*1 # This is the first 
of two "pieces of circumstantial evidence11 to i!justify", I-; 
suspicion or strengthen it; cf * the quotation from M s  an* 
above# Grimmes "entdeokt werden*** "to be discovered”* taking 
yngs as; niffal or Form VII from gss' ** .Arabic- Jassa* "erspahen"! 
"to espy* to descry"# Hefners "that his arms are soiled.* 
defiled* •hesudelt1"# CIH? **ita ut polluat aî ma sua"? "so 
that he defiles his arms"* With the exception of Orimme* all 
the translators mentioned here derive it from ngs# Bo also 
Mordtmann* ME* 7* "wenn seine Waffan besul&et sind"* The 
case against Grimme's ngs as Form: VII from gas is obviously 
overwhelming#

1*1# 3-4;8 wdmwn^bsy*hw? Grimme puts these two words between square
brackets and in a footnote saysthttt they are not in Halevy *s 
text* Hofher* 1# cit** 100 n* 1* again says*"In Hal evystu Text 
fehlt v/dmwm T>-sy*hw"5 and then remarks that the omission is 
due to the repeated* "doppelten" hw of lines 3 and 4# But 
these two words definitely appear in Halevy* s text, in JA* 
(Bapport)* 1872* Pi 127* What is missing is the separation 
line between bsy *hw and the following weird# wdmwm/bsy>hw*
"and there is blood on his man”* to account for the soiling 
of the arms of the "guilty" party# sy«hw* "his man" « Arabic 
%afcibi«Jii* literally* "his companion* his fellow"; but in 
this case "the one with v/hom he is involved"; cf# Hebrew 
*$ £ ^a^fwt 'and Exodus 2*13? larnim takke(h) re«e|a# It is also
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feasible to render it literally* "his companion"* if by that 
is to be understood that they had been travelling together* 
in this case on their own* to make mqsmm necessary or feasible* 
For gy*i "companion"* cf* CB-G1** 248* sw*t "socius^j cf* 
further under article shyf* As for syfhw* "his garment"* cf* 
beeston* SI* 547-8* who does not find Grirame*s "in his society" 
and CIH: "in his company" convincing and adds* "with great 
hesitation* and in defaul«rt of anything better, may one cp 
(Eth.) su« "linen"* and tr(anslate) "on his garment"?" With

y wthis Eth. suf one can compare Arabic mishya<a* "a basket in 
which a woman puts her cotton yarn"* Lisan and Taj* art* shy**
X prefer "his companion"* although "his garment"* that is the 
"guilty" ma^s garment* yields good sense* But the reference 
here* as is implied by whm/lrc/ydmw* 1* 6* is to a cut or wound 
that letsblood out* as against a cut that does not let blood 
out* In Muslim law cuts* shijaj* are ten kinds or degrees* 
starting with harigai "that scratches* ta^shir, the skin but 
does not let blood out from it"* and next comes damiyai "that 
which lets blood out from a skin or surface cut"* cf. Lisan* 
art* shj j* This interpretation is corroborated by the absence 
in 1. 6?' of "if his arms are defiled"* as no soiling would 
be expected then* and by the verbal form ydmw* whose subject 
is the "injurred" man*‘ It is also corroborated by the difference 
in the sise of the fine in each of the two cases* the bigger* 
*sr/^y*lym* when there is blood* and the smaller* hms/hy*lym* 
when he is not bleeding*"

gffcy^lymi nisba to $Y*L * CE A A A  £» Hellas (?)y cf. >sltmi "silver 
drachmae struck by the Habataean kings"* Beeston* SI* 54* 
quoting CIS II ad 189*9* Cf* also.J* Cantinwau* Le Nabateen* 
Paris, 1932* II* 123* For the £ of ^y*lym in place of c£* or a 
possible h* cf* res 3427*21 frtfrr for the Egyptian month
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Athyr (Coptic Sv0tx>P# Arabised hatur); and the same text* 
1* 3* kyfrk for the Egyptian month Choiak (CopticX^f 5iK> 
Arabised }| of# CB-G1** 1$3 and 168 respectively*

LI* 10—11* wdkr/njs/»st/mfrrmn/whwfy/b*rt t/twrV* ”And whoso repeats 
the disturbinge of life at the temple he shall pay at *RTT 
a bull11* Beeston* ”but whoso repeats the offenci must be 
expelled (?) from* (?) the sanctuary* and pay at *TRT [sic] 
a bull*1*' Grimine renders the part up to mhrmni ”Und ein Ifenn* 
der Lebbnsmittel des fJ?empelrayons entwendet”# GIH* ”et* si 
itetfat* espellatur a sacrario et Offerat ’Arthati taurum”,

oe *{*•Hof her t ”und erwahnt er gar* dass krediert worden sind die 
Lebensmittel des Compels * sO soli er leisten im (Tempel)
♦BTU* ein Stier”* Following is a detailed examination of these 
different interpretations *
(a)i wdkri CIH* Beeston and li w-d-kr* with kr « Arabic karrara
”to repeat”* or more probably Arabic* Karra * *adai ”to go 
back* to repeat”* Beeston elaborates it as ”to repeat the 
offence”* Beeston and GIH take wdkras the ”protasis” and 
what follows as the ”apodosis”* Grimme* ”und ein Mann”* *s 
Arabic dhakar* ”male”* HOfhert ”to mention”* *  Arabic dhakara*
(b)» n|s* CIH* ”expellatur”* by comparing Hebrew najas* 
"abjecit”* Beeston* who finds the comparison of n$s with 
Hebrew na$as ”yield© reasonable sense”* finds the etymology* 
with ESA s * Hebrew s not ”above doubt”) SI* $4* Grimme* 
”entwendet”» ”to embesssle* to alienate”* by comparing Arabic 
natasha* ”to take out* to extract”* Hefner* ”krediert werden”; 
she adds in n« 11 on p* 101* ”n|s au jawwasa ”krediert 
werden”* «... njs VII, Form!” Arabic majala
gharima»hu * sawwafa* ”t0 make false promises to repay a 
debt; to putt off* to delay* the repayment of a debt to one's 
creditor”, I take njs as infinitive and render ”disturbing”^
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or more properly, "to disturb" • Cf# Arabic na|Tsh « frarakai 
"movement9 motion"9 and quwwat "strength, power"f and as 
an adjective in the rajasi ba*da i* timed! al-jagarl ah—  
naflshii "after resting upon (i#e# holding down) the hard 
struggling sheep that have just been killed (or, when they 
were being killed)"# Cf# also natsh * shiddat "strength, 
hardness"# Cf# Taj and Lisan, art njsh# No verbal usage 
is attested from the same root in Arabic lexica, and these 
usages are all that are attested from this root#
(c) *sti "life", cf# Arabic *Isha# It is perhaps possible 
to interpret it as "peace, peaceful life") of# the proverb! 
marrat-an *aysh wa-marrat—an jaysh^uni "one time (peaceful) 
life and another time (with) an army (i#e# war)"# Lisan, 
and Taj, art# *ysh# Hofner and Grimmes "Lebensmittel", by 
comparing Arabic *aysh# CIHi "ab, a"i "from", after njsi 
"expellatur", by comparing Assyrian istu# Beeston, who 
hesitantly follows CIH, remarks, "This yields reasonable 
sense, though it seems strange that the preposition should 
not be found elsewhere in the inscriptions)") SI, 54•(cf*ay£c(e. 
^ j ^ T h e  case against Hofner’s n|s as Form VII from an 
unattested ESA root $ws is again overwhelmingly strong#
(d) whwfy/i w here introduces the apodosis) cf# HES 4068,
2-4* wmn/*br(3)yb»hw/wl/y*(4)hdt quoted and translated 
above# /

Hommel, Christomathie, 21, dealt with Form VII (or 
the reflexive-stern n 1, as he called it) in ESA# Apart from 
the proper nouns nkrfr, nb1l and hntsr, and apart from *ndrr, 
which will be dealt with in the next footnote, he pointed out 
eight oases, which arei 
Minaearn

(1) hnftfr, Hal# 238 » 01# 283 (» RES 2814), 1.
(2) hnjjfe, Hal. 237 (* RBS 2813), 7.
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(3) hnlhm, Gl. 282. (= HES 3306 A), 2.
S&b&e&m • -

(4) nfrql, Hal# 53- ,(* OXH 601 a RES 2726 a Fakhry 1), 15*
(it is also attested in Qitbanl texts j of* footnote 3
to this article* below*)

.(5) nmsrt,. Hal* 63 (*= CIH 542), 2*
(6) wlnfrgr, 01* 318 (*&1* 1210), 34 ** HES 4176,13*
(7) nrory, 01, 618 (a CIH 541 )i 114*
(8) ntbj . Arn* 56, 2-3 CIH 375*2)*

E*S;Y*Bakr, in his ”Ph*B* Thesis”, 284-291# examined 
these.eight Oases, and.also the proper nouns nkrfr, nb*l and 
hntsr, and came out with the conclusion that "of all the cases 
mentioned by Hommel, n^gl is the only on© that can be a nif*al 
form”; ibid*, 290-1* Bald? did not mention »ndrr here5 cf* 
belov/* It is not my intention to repeat here the full examina
tion which Bakr hai already done* But I would like to add the 
following remarks, as briefly as possible* (The numbers refer 
to the order of the different Cases lasted above*)
(2) hnfcfs* Bakr, ibid*, 285, says, "The form (a) [i. e* hn̂ ifs] 

has not so far boon explained and no inference should there
fore be drawn from it*” Of*, however, Beeston, "The Oracle 
Sanctuary”, Iua»» 58, 1949, P* 220 and n* 16, which says,
"The whole phrase in BBS 2813 could then be rendered "any 
day of investigation on which they of RB# and IBB, the two 
priests of KBhM, investigate.;and make plain”* The "phrase” 
rendered by Beeston there is RES 2813,4* skfy/ywmh/hnhfs/ 
frfs/wfrs/drd</wmdb/rswy/khln* Beeston* s "any day of investi
gation”, apparently for sk»y/y wmh/hnfrfs seems to imply that 
he takes hrifefs as a noun, or infinitivef and one is not sure 
where "on which”, after that, comes from, Cf* RES 2814,1* 
ak»y/ywmh/hn/f tha "suivant le jour ou a decrete”, according
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to G, Byckmans in BBS} of, also Grimrne, OLZ, XXf 1906, 66s 
“nach dem flage aber, .da sich mainifistiert hatte“; of, also 
Bhodokanakis, St* X, 35*"6, It is the second frfs which is 
the noun or infinitive, and the v/hole phrase should be ren
dered* “since the day when there investigated an investiga
tion and made plain Bu—H&da^ and tiu-Madab, the two priests 
of KHBN“• ywmh is construct with the following clause; cf*
BBS sB^ili cited above, and BBS 2814,7* wsk»y/ywmh/ ♦ tny/ 
bhny/b*s/bny/wlgn/wgwt/ t “et ainsi le jour oU s*applique- 
raient(?) les Banu-Bu's a batir, et edifier(?) et renouveler11, 
according to G, Byekmans in BBS* Of, also Ilofner, ASG, 128,

(7) ntary* Bakr, 1, clt,, 286, says, “nmry* in CIH 541*1* H4> is 
n0^ a nif*al but a plural in the- construct11, CIH renders 
wnmry/mf 11m asi “et molem Miflali“; but Sidney Smith, reading 
wnmry/tnfsgm, renders* “with two channels from the point of 
divergence11; “Events in Arabia*1, 44^ and n, 9 therein* But 
Sola Sol£, Las dos grandes inscripciones, confirms the reading 
mfllm, p, 26, and also mfllm in CIH 540* 18, 18-19, p, 9 
and the note, p,.13, ' , ' -

Bakr, 1, oit,, 291, concludes his examination by saying, 
“Hofner (p. 59 and 87) assumes an infinitive nqtl, a perfect of 
the same form and an imperfect yhqtl, She may be justified by 
nfrql in assuming the perfect-infinitive form, but where does 
the imperfect occur?“* (But cf. PS to this article.)

Hommel, Aufs, und Abhandl*, (1892), p, 39, n, 1, after giving 
what he considered to be cases of the nif*al form* rtfiqi, nmsrt, 
hnhfs and hnfth — cf, the previous note,—  added, “und vielleieht 
auch »ndrr (indirar?) “in reichl(ioher) Fulle“(?) Gl. 282, 3 und 
5“, obviously referring to Mullerfs suggestion. He adds immediately 
after that, “provided that the latter (indirar) is not to be 
linked with Ass(yrian) andiraru, in which perhaps the equivalent
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form is to be found”. In Chrestomathie, 39» Hommel held that 
•ndrr seemed identical with Bab.-Assyr. anduraru and, therefore, 
it was questionable that *ndrr was changed from an infinitive 
hndrr, unattested. Dr. H. V. F. Saggs, with whom I discussed this 
question, made this comment1 NThe origin of this form, which is 
very rare in Aocadian, is uncertain. Van Soden only attests two 
words of this form, one of which secure in an alternate form with-* 
out an.” . )s

(3) ESA nfrql is attested in 4 texts, twice in full contexts, CIH 601,
15; RES 3856,3? and twice in incomplete contexts, because of the 
damaged condition of the texts, RES 3878,12 and 368^11. Bhodokana
kis, KT, I, 84 ff., compared with ESA nfrql Arabic fraqala, which 
has a number of meanings falling into two main categories! (ljt 
Repartition of crop, by the tenant paying a certain amount of the 
product or a certain proportion thereof as rent? (2)t Speculative 
purchase of the orop of grain produce when still in the ears, 
especially for a certain amount of grain or wheat, which under 
Muslim law would bring the transaction within ribat ’’usury”. From 

this comparison he renders nfrql ast ”to be sold, or, to be assessed, 
on the stalk”. CIH, in dealing with nfrql, CIH 60I, 15, refers to 
Bhodokanakis1s interpretation and then hesitantly renders it ass 
’’revenue, tax”, comparing Hebrew p^X) "to be divided, shared” 
and Arabic fraqli ”field”, which, according to CIH, corresponds to 
frelqat hassadet ”a part of the field”. CR-G1, 151, also takes 

nhql as substantive rendering it ast ”an annual tribute? the rent 
of the land”, but without offering a specific etymology. E. S. T. 
Bakr, ”Ph.D. Thesis”, examined the use of nhql and the interprets— 
tions given to it by Bhodokanakis, CIH, and Cfr-01., and concluded 
by saying, ”It seems that nfrql means 9 to cut off, deduct9 (as far 
as field products are concerned^"; and in a footremark, p. 289, 
suggests that ESA root frql in nfrql ’’corresponds to North Arabic 
frajjga (note the metathesis) which mainly means 9to out off9 (espe
cially the hair of the head). The connection between 9to cut off
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the hair' and 'to cut off (from) field-products•, which might 
seem far-fetched, is supported, however, by the fact that when 
there are many camels or sheep they are called in North Arabic 
al^ilq, because, according to al-lairusabadl, they cut off the 
plants as hair is cut off (li’annahu ya^liqu-nnabata karaa yu^laqu 
-esa'ru)* Revenues, taxes (Corpus) and land-rents (Conti Rossini) 
imply of course a cutting off) the views of the Corpus and Conti 
Rossini are therefore not quite different from ours* They only 
take n£ql for a substantive whereas we take it for a nif'al form 
with a transitive meaning.".

I compare Arabic frakil = mukhomndnt "one who makes a guess, 
an assessor, a valuer", *akala « fradaaai "to guess, to assess" and 
•akil and mu*kil » al-mukhammin alladhl yagunnu fa-yuslbi "an 
assessor who makes a good, a right, guess or assessment"* Lisan, 
art*, frkl and *kl* According to Ibn al-*A*rabI, •akala and frakala 
are synonymous; Lisan, art* ija. The change between k and q hardly 
needs comment* I,therefore, render nhql in all the attested cases

m J L m m b

as "an assessed amount or total"* 1 do not propose here to examine 
the previous interpretations of nfrql, but will only give my own, 
with the necessary documentation*

Thus, CIR 6OI1 (l)kn/htb/ykrbmlk/**** (4) * * *lkdah(5)lm/wnfqny/ 
bn*ly/*dmhw/ . . . (7) g* «kl/B* (8)wlt/w*Bmt/w*zhd/w*try/w*rzm(9)s *lhmw/ 
sb* *,M ( 15) nfrql/ bn/s * mt m/w * twbtra/ tmrtm/kl (16)ywfyn/s *mtra/w •twbtm/ 
^g/»s,trh(l7)my/wiBr^thmy/ should be renderedi "so has decreed IK 
TKRBMLK.*..(4)....that there shall be binding (5) and obligatory 
to pay upon his clients ***• (7) all the taxes (8) and the docu
ments (thereof) and the assessed dues (on fruits and orops) and 
dues (on cattle) and customary tributes (or land, ground taxes) (9) 
which there have a claim thereto from them Saba* **** (15) an 
assessed amount (or, total) in lieu of purchases and returns in 
crops that shall fully meet the purchase money and the land rent 
in accordance with their written documents and their edict (or
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covenant) of protection”.
Notes to this translation!
•zhd* "assessed dues (on Fruits and orops)”f cf• under article zhd. 
•tryi ”dues9 taxes, on cattle”) cf. under article zhd.
•rzmi ”customary tributs; land or ground taxes”) cf. razlmai

"custom”) R. B. Serjeant9 "Two tribal law cases” II9 JRAS, 19519 
168. The Arabio root rgm is etymologioally the equivalent of 
the root lam. I, therefore9 compare Arabio lizmai ”contribution9 
impot"9 especially on land and palmgardens) malzami ”impot”) 
iltizami "obligation) Fief) Domaine, le domaine de l'JBtat”) 
multazimt ”tenancier” and”landed proprietor9 who shares in the 
possession of villages and grounds”) Dozy, Supplement9 II9 527 f* 
Cf. also RES 3951 f3t hrs/wsrk/wrzm/) and lines 4-51 kl/hrs/wsrk/ 
wm^ngfr/wmtbt/wTsm/w^gf/. Bhodokanakis renders »rzm* ”Be- 
schlagnahmen, Sioherstellungen” by comparing Arabic razamai 
"to hold”) of. also Beeston SI9 74* 

bn/s*mtn/w,twbtm/1 "in lieu of purchase and returns”) for b m  "in 
lieu of, in place of”, cf. Beeston, NOSAL, I 267 f. s*mtm« 
"purchase”, either obligatory purchase of crop by the state at 
fixed prices, or purchase of the state's share and dues at fixed 
prices. *twbtm» "returns”, probably referring to all the kinds 
of taxation named before in lines 7-6) of. Bhodokanakis, Orunds. 
23*

tmrtmi "in crops, agricultural products", accusative to nfrql, thust 
"an assessed amount in agricultural products."

RES 3856,2-3 reads* wgrb/wbq(3) l/wr»b/bsrs/drbdt/wmlg*s/nfrql/ 
tmnt/» •lfVbqln^ls/wlwlds/", where nfrql/tmnt/* *lfm/bqlm simply 
means "an assessed amount (or, total) of eight thousand vegetable 
plants”. RES 3689911 reads* nfrql/....../dtnt/wswb/wtmr/,n/. Rhodo-
kanakis renders this as "that there shall be sold [......] DTNT
the wsb-dates (?) and the orops (fruits) of •Amm”. The context is 
badly broken, and according to Bhodokanakis, .KT, II, 100 nothing
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can be made out of the space of 6-7 letters on the sqeeae between 
nfrql and dtnt * Yet I think that in the context of wswb/wtmr/*m it 
is possible to render nfrgl ast "an assessed amount (or, total)"*

RES 3878, 11-12 readsi wdVbyhrg/(l2)«»******.♦./*]rdjn/bs/
byhrg/nfrql/bn/ * rb ,/ywmytm/nl/yntwfr/ td/(l3).... .. Rhodokanakis
renders this ast "If someone is murdered (12) [so it shall be 
imposed, when the murderer is not found, on the di]strict, in 
which he was murdered (where the murder took place, as an atone
ment)! that the crop shall be assessed on the stalk after the lapse 
of four days, so that it will be waited for(?) until ..."It is 
doubtful whether the original context runs in the way Rhodokanakis 
restores it* 1 think that in spite of the broken context nfrql/»rbf/ 
ywmytm can be rendered "up to a total of. four days", the sense 
being that whatever is been imposed there shall be effeotive for 
"an approximate, assessed, total" of four days* This is semanti
cally equivalent to Arabic miqdar, literallyt"estimated amount, 
estimated total" but which also can be adverbially used in the 
sense of "up to. the total of, about"* Cf. also PS to this article. 
Istanbul 7626,5 reads* n*n/wggytn/kbmrsTn/s|rt* The text is damage 
ed on the left hand side, and Beeston restores the first word as 
s]m*n/. About kbmr**n Beeston sayst "though partly effaced, the 
first three letters are oertain) the fourth letter is more doubt
ful, but the most probable reading seems to be »*" He adds "This 
unique form is exceptional only in its combination of elements, 
each of which is well-known in other combinations", and then says 
"With bm*n should be compared b*n in H 3910,5» from which it 
differs only in the insertion of th8 enclitic m, which is particu
larly frequent after^b (cp. C. 413,4 etc*)) It is true that b*n 
in R* 3910,5 has the function of a conditional paricle, whereas 
here bm*n is simply deictic, but the same is the case with classic
al Arabic *in which besides its conditional function is also an 
asseverative particle". He renders the line above as; "[this]
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attestation and definition as it is written... ." ; ’’Four Sabaean 
texts'*9 274 f* I think it feasible to restore it as kbm s n/y and 
to render the line ast [this] attestation and definition as is in 
(or9 in aooordanoe with) the ruling (or, stipulation, provision) 
it has recorded (or, of the document?)"*j of. HES 2876,6t sntm 
"das Oesetz"i "the law, the rule", aocording to Bhodokanakis, St., 
II, 138. man would be masdar with mlm from the root snn.

(4a) The keeper of the Department of Western Asiatic Antiquities of the 
British Museum has kindly allowed me to examine this inscription,
BM 104396* The letter in question appears in the inscription like 
this K  . The sign for k is fully cut, while half of the top part 
of the sign for ^ is only out until it meets the reclining upper 
stroke of the k almost in the middle, and then it stops. I think 
this indicates that the k shape was the originally cut one and that 
the upper part of the * was a later addition as an attempt to 
correot the mistake without defacing the stone.

(3) This text has been the subject of many interpretations and discuss
ions! cf. Hofner and Rhodokanakis, ZIAI,III, 228-234> and J. Ryck- 
mans, "a propos du rn'mr sud-arabe", passim. The crucial passage is 
the one quoted abovet w >l(6)Bn/swjyss/bn/br(7)ts/lm,inrn^bymp>/(8)
*lsww/bn/*mlk/ »w ( 9) s n. The syntax is peculiar, but not without 
parallels, both in ESA and in other Semitic languages! cf. Brockel- 
mann, Orundriss, II, 316 ff., Reckendorf, Arabische Syntax, 347-8. 
The suffices at the end of awhs9 and brts refer to m*mra, 1. 7, 
and not to m,mr/ysdq*l/fr*m/srfr*t/bn/wdiymlk/,wBn, lines 1-3* The 
1 of lm*mrm is to connect the direct object to the infinitive swfrs 
which governs it! Cf. Hofner, ASQ, I50. The syntax of swfrss ... 
lm'mrmi "to remove a minr" is analogous to Eth. re»Inahu la’agzl'ene 
"We saw our Lord"! cf. Brockelmann, op. Oit., 317* cf. also

document", or, perhaps "documents" is not attested else
where in ESA. But cf. srfrt, sryt, gzyt, etc.
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Dillmann9 fithioplc Grammart 391 The syntax of the passage is 
made awkirard by the placing of brts before lmtmrm> although this 

plaoe seems natural after swhss. When these relations are elucidat
ed, it beoomes easy to render the passage ast "and it is forbidden 
to remove (or, alienate) a n^mr from its plaoe on which it is 
displayed (or, placed in public) by (or, through) the kings of 
Awsan." For Jbnt "by, through", of. Arabic min in frummiltu min 
•asma* nugb-an* "durch A. ist mir Fiend auferlegt worden", accor
ding to Reokendorf, op. cit., 251•

(6) Cf. RES 3610,2» hn/lkk/*frly/krbi "qui a raele les epices de 
l'affrande", cf. also under article frlw (hly); RES 3458* hn is 
probably used as a relative pronoun in CIH 542, 7* [wr](7)hmnn/
dbsmyn/hn/*nn/ . Halevy's text is poor and CIH offers no translation 
for hn/*nn. It is feasible to emend hn/*nn as hn[/](h)*nn, which 
could be rendered eithert "because he helped", or, "(is the one) 
who helped". The context favours the latter, but is is too poor to 
make a definite choice possible, hn is attested as a demonstrative 
pronounf cf. CIH 376,14* dbhw/hghry/hn/bl$n/*lfn/» "in which they 
acknowledge these thousand blj"f Beeston, SI, 44f cf• also the note 
thereto, p. 45.* hn is probably demonstrative also in RES 2783,3* 
hn/mbny/wtfwr/mfrfdtn/. Relative pronouns are very akin in the sense 
to demonstrative pronouns, and this is well attested in ESA.

(7) CIH 131,2-5» &s restored, reads*
2. wbkn]/tfrbr[w]/*msfq/w*qyn/sbiq/wkCl]/ »n
3. ttVb[ >byt]/*qyn/sbmC/w..]wn/w*wldhinw/bnw/r>bCn]/ww8
4# qt/w[mkb]bt/[ *]b*lhn/wlkd[hn]/lyh*tyn/[ *]b*[l]hn/*nttm[/»]
. wld/yh

m This demonstrative hn is not to be related to hnt, feminine 
plural demonstrative, attested in Fakhry 76,4* hnt/*ntn* "these 
women"! and Ry 535f4* hnt[/]*hgrnt "these towns". Both texts are 
from the time of *l3r§ THpB the king of Saba* and du-Raydan.
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5.wldn/bnhn/bhgrsbV .
I translate this asi

2, [and because] there rejoiced *m3f q and the priests
of §BM and all the wonw

3, en in the [houses of] the priests of §BJf ... and their 
children Banu B*B[H] and the pregnant women (orf and they 
conceived) '

4, M ,i their husbands9 and that their husbands shall give^the 
children they

5* beget from them in the town of §BU.
Botes to this translation!
The translation is more or less the same as that of CIH, except 
for tfrbr[w]^ and wsqti
tfrbr[w]l "rejoiced") cf. Arabic frabr and frub.ur =* sururt "joy, 
rejoicement"; tahabbara = tazayyanai "to bedeck, to adorn9 oneself”? 
Taj9 art. frbr. Cf. also Qur»an xviii, 70i udkhulu al-jannata 
•antum wa— *azwaju-»kum tufrbaruni ”Enter ye Paradise) You and your 
spouces shall rejoice (or9 be adorned)".
wsqti "pregnant women”9 or "they conceived"9 fits well with the 
general context.
Cf. qur*an vi9 137-140 and 143-144*

PS
HES 3878 9 11-12 reads t wdm/byhrq/ (12) ........./* ] rj.ro/bs/byhrg/
n^ql/bm/*rb*/ywmyt n^nl/yntwfe/*d(13)*«....... This passage is
examined under footnote 4 to this article. Bhodokanakis9 Kofrlan,
16, renders yntwfr ast "gewartet werde(?)"i"be waited for(?)" and 
in the note thereto, ibid., says that yntwfr cannot be linked to 
Arabic nafrat "to lament the dead", and compares Eth. nohat "to 
last long, to be protracted", said of time, and then adds” gramma
tically it would be possible to be also a Form VII from 
"to be certain, to be definite". To start with the linking of
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yntwfr with Arabio naha suits the context well* The lamentation 
of the dead9 apparently of a murdered one here, should be an aot 
appropriate to be associated with the ealculation of time after 
death or murder* In South Arabid the lamentation of the deadf and 
the manner and duration therof, seem to have been a matter of 
ritual and traditional rules| of* HamdanI, gifat» 203, under the 
heading mawafli* al-niyafra* Thus nfrql/bn^*rb*/ywnytni/nl/yntwfr/ «d* * * 
should be rendered! Hup to a total of four days so that he shall 
be lamented until*. of* footnote 4 to this article* Bhodokanakis'.? 
suggested Form VI from *"to be fixed, to be decided" is not
a sense particularly supported by the context* Besides, Form VII 
comes up against the virtual absence of any reliable nf*1 Form VII 
in ESA; cf* footnote 1 to this article*
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SuyafX, Itgin* I9 139, ttutawakkill, 19, on the ultioats 
authority of Ibn cAbblsf statss that saker* Qur?ln xrl, 67, Is Abys
sinian for khallt "vinegar", Our>In xvi,67 readsi wawnln thamarlt 
al-nakhill wa-l-1a<nabi tattakhldhQna min-hu sakar-an wa-rizq-an 
frasan-ant "and also from the fruits of palm trees and vines i you make 
for yourselves therefroa sakar* vine?, and good provisions" • sakar 
in this verse was a pussle and an irritant to the exegetes and the 
linguists* idany linguists maintained that it meant kbamri "wine"* A 
number of explanations were put for its mention within this context 
where it was being enumerated among the benefits bestowed by God on 
men* (l) That this verse was "revealed" before the prohibition of 
wine became final by the'feevelatlon" of Qur*lh v,90 and ii,219* (2)
That the verse has a twofold purposes to remind men of Godfs grace in 
giving risqi "provisions", and to reproach them for abusing them and 
making wine from them* (3) That it was not khamr proper, but nabldh 9 
that mysterious word behind which many a jurist hid to give some degree 
of elastioity to the prohibition of wine* (4) That it was khall 1 
"vinegar"* Cf* Qurfubl, Jlmi% X, 128j BalflwX, Tafslr* ad loo*, 
Zamakhsharl* Kashshlf* I, 5291 Lisin and TIi* art* skr* The claim 
that sakar meant khall is denied by the linguists. It is obviously 
in the faoe of these difficulties of interpretation and because of 
the denial of the linguists that sakar could have meant "vinegar" 
that the claim that it meant "vinegar" in Abyssinian was made by Ibn 
*Abbls or ascribed to him* A Jeffery, For* Voo** 172, who renders
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sakar here "intoxicating drink",says, "Suyflfl ••• tells us that seme 
early authorities considered it an Ethlopie word" , thus missing the 
point in Suyttfl's specifying the olaimed sense as "vinegar”* He then 
adds, "It is possible that the Eth* sakera ("to get lntoxioated9 to be 
drunk") is the origin of the Arabio word, but the word is widely used 
in the Semitlo languages" and goes on to give the other Semitic words*

In BSA skr is attested in three texts* HES 4069,9 reads t 
* * **mtm/skm/wbr *w/whj[y ]frw/frrthw[/ j«.* 0* Ryokmans does not translate 
skrn here and makes no comments thereon* This text is concerned with 
repairs to Irrigation works whioh had been destroyed by a say It of* 
p* 29 of article ;r\}* skrn in thlc text is preceded and followed by 
terms of irrigation, and it is possible, therefore, to oompare Arabio 
sikrt gg sudda bl-hi al-nahru» " thing with whioh a river or a canal 
is stopped up or dammed," and musagnHht "a dam with aluioes" % Tli* 
art* skr*

HES 2918,1 reads • y* * *dyitaPb/9nara/wtianQ/bt >/ >w/skr/wtmrs/ 
wfrly/wct, The text of four lines is damaged and no translation is 
given in RES* But it is clear from the surviving part that it dealt 
with tributes and offerings* I propose restoring the seoond word as 
>(h)mrm and translates "who(soever) delivers (or, offers) offerings 
or (their) value, (be they) honey-wine or dates-wine and its fruits 
and vegetables and *••"•

Notes 1
>(h)mrat for >nmrm| the Uinae&n ^  is near In shape to Minaean h  *
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tmnmi "value", of* Arabio thamant "price, coat, value"* 
bt*i "honey-vine"| of* blt*t "vine made from honey" in the dialect 

of al-Tainan| of* under article bt1* 
ekr» "dates-vine" % of* Arabio sakart "vine made from dates, or from 

dates, ousouta, kushdth, and myrtle, 1Is"| of* Lisin and Tgj, 
art* skr*

tarsi "its fruits"t it is difficult to say to vhat the suffix hb 
refers*

felyt "vegetables", of* under article ^ly
CIH 568,4-5» reads i bdt/et (drthw/k(5)yskr/« This is a peni

tence text, and the interpretation depends on vhether bdt/" indioates 

the sin being oonfessed or the atonement done* CIH renders! "quia 
veniam petiit ab eo ut (5) plaoerRtur", comparing Arabio sakara «= 
sakanat "to calm down", and this seems a reasonable sense*

There is no evidence in ESA of a usage of akr as "vinegar", 
and the claim that sakar meant "vinegar" in Abyssinian finds no support 
in attested usages from the same root in Sthiopio or ESA*
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K
A tradition in Bukhrari, gafrlfr, Cairo, 1314 A.H. , VII, 148fSagS 

that Muhammad dressed a child, called Umm Khllid, in a garment and 
then said to her endearingly, hid hi sanlh, which is explained there 
as ^ as ant "good, beautiful" in Abyssinian. Nihlya. art. snw. gives the 
word used by Muhammad as sanl or sanah. and adds that it meant ^asans 
"beautiful" in Abyssinian. Cf. also Lisin and Tlj, art. snw.The child 
by this name was most probably Ama bint Khllid, one of the children who 
were born to the ttuslim emigrants to Abuse ini a while there and was 
brought back to Madlnaf cf. A. Guillaume (tn) Life of Muhammad, 530.

Ethiopic sanaya (more commonly &anaya) means t "pulchrum, 
bonum esse", sanlye. adj. meansi "formosus, pulcher; jucundus, suavis". 
The claim that sanlh or sana were Abyssinian for "good, beautiful" 
seems to be well founded.

In ESA a usage from the root sn1 is attested in HES 3697,4, 
which readst ••••nkr^/wyqny/wsbsl/bs/wsn^/lcl/^f... Grimme renders wsn*/ 
kl/ ast "and (he) has the usufruct of all". He compares Hebrew Slnl 1 
"to live in comfort", and Ethiopic sennet "peace" and hence "to enjoy, 
to have the usufruct" of something. The inscription is badly damaged 
from both sides and the context is rather obscure. It may be risky, 
therefore, to try to improve on Grimme's translation. But one can 
compare with an* here Eth. &anlye. adj., "utilis", and subst., "bona, 
res". One can also compare Arabic tasannli "He prospered in his affairs" 
and Eth. *a£nayai "beneficio afficere; prosperum facere".
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Abtt *Ubayd, RisSla. also quoted in SuyufT, jttggn, I9 135f
gives tusimuna, Qur^an xvi,10, as a usage in the dialect of Khath*am
meaning ta^awnai "you pasture9 you graze" your sheep or cattle.

In the account of the Muslim immigration to Abyssinia the 
Negus is reported to have said to the Muslims ?antum shuyttm-un bi-Jar^I, 
and shuytbn is explained as >NminBns "secure, under protection". A 
variant form9 suyttm. is also givenf Ibn Is^Nq, Sira. I, 360| cf. also 
A. Guillaume (tr9)9 Life of Muhammad, 152f and my NQI9 13 n. 3*
Ibn al-*Ath!r, NihSya. enters it as suyttm and says9 "It is an Abyssin
ian word". He then explains it as pi. of s5*im and adds the glosst 
Jayy tasuinttna fl 1ar^l IS yufari<Ju-kum *a£ad« "you grass (?) (or9 you 
go about ?) in my lands like grazing sheep and no one will disturb 
you"| NihSya. art. sym. No mention is made of shuyUm in NihSya. LisNn 
quotes Nihlya verbatim under art. sym.but under article shym Lisan 
enters shuytims ^SminUn and adds that it is Abyssinian and makes refe
rence to the story. A variant form sayum is given in NihSya and LisSn.

Ethiopic ¥5aa meanst "praeponere"9 and ¥eyflm meanst "prae-
positus, praefactus"• No exaot equivalent of the reported shuygm is
attested, but the sense can easily be linked with the attested usages 
from this root. No corresponding root with £  is khown in Ethiopic.

sNma —  ra*5 is well attested in Arabic, and the claim that 
tusTmtlna —  tarcawna in Qur*an xvi,10 is specifically a usage particu
lar to the dialect of Khathcam is, on the surface of it, peculiar.

But the claim is worth being investigated. Khathtam was one of the
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YamanI tribes settled in the north of Yaman, Their homes immediately 
before Islam were in what is known nowadays as inner *AsIrf between 
BIsha and Turaba, A tradition says that originally they had been 
settled in al-SarSh -mountains but were pushed to the north east by the 
Aftd tribes when they left Ha9rib and replaced them there| cf. BakrT,
Muc.jam, I, 63* A tradition given by Ibn IsfcSq, Sira, I, 126, says that 
Muhammad established a tie of brother hood between B1151 al-Babashi. 
his mu9 adhdhin, and Abu Ruway^a of Khathcam. VThen cUmar b. al-Khatt^b 
established the register of pensions, al-diwSn, Bilal was stationed 
in Syria and •Umar asked him with whom he wanted his name to be inclu
ded* BHHl asked that it should be included with AbB Ruway^a, saying 
"I shall never leave him", because of the tie of brotherhood that 
Muhammad had established between them. So 'Umar attached Billl to him; 
and as a result the whole dlwan or list of pensions of the Abyssinlans 
in Syria was attached to that of Khathfam. BalBdhurl, *Anm5b al-*Ash- 
rBf, I# 192 f»9 gives the same tradition on the authority of "a certain 
Qurashite”, but ibid,, 187| gives a tradition on the authority of 
al-WSqidl in which the latter denies that a tie of brotherhood was
established between Bil&l and AbB Ruway^a of Khath€am, This question

o,should be seen against the wider question of Arab geqhlogies and the 
part that the registration in the dlwBn played in it. Apart from some 
eminent Muslims and immediate relations of Muhammad;all Muslims en
rolled in the fighting forces had to be included in unified lists by

tribes. Clients were attached to the lists of their masters. Many
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smaller or splinter groups were very often forced to enroll in the 
list of bigger tribes, and very often genealogies were soon produced 
to show that they were descended from the same ancestors as their 
masters. Old alliances and covenants were invoked, recalled or, more 
often, invented. But generally the picture presented was always that 
people in the same list were one Htribal" unit, Thus the inclusion of 
al-habasha in the dlwBn or list of Khathlam might have been a perpetu
ation of an old association of al-habasha with that tribe. The siory 
about the brotherhood between Bil£l, the most eminent frabashl in early 
IslAm and Abtt Buway^a of Khathcam might have been a later invention 
to give a new and respectable explanation to' an older relation,*

The land where Khathcam lived before they wero forced out fwom it by
the 9Asd tribes was well within the limits of historical South Arabia,

Arabic sSma is an etymological equivalent of Bth, s5ma and ESA
sym. This is why it is striking to find this usage of tuslmdnat 
tar*awna, which is the basic sense of sSma in Arabic, ascribed to the 
dialect of Khathcam, Khathcam probably used eTEma, for pasturing, to the 
exclusion of ra<3, the more common word in Arabic usage. But the par
ticular relation of Khathcam with both South Arabia and tho b^suha 
might throw some light on this otherwise odd olaim,

* It was a man from Khathfam who acted as a guide to >Abraha on his 
way to tfacca, although the traditions say he only did so after he
had offered resistance to ’Abraha and was defeatedin an engagement; 
cf. A, Guillaume (tr,) Life of Muhammad, 23,
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ESA (fam has substantive and verbal usages* The most common 
substantive usage thereof is form* "patron" f normally used for a certain 
god} of* fonahmw/t*lb/rym} ’nby/formn} bymhraw/'ttr. Connected with this 
usage is ftymm in the formula ywm/hwqt/kl/gwm/d. ’lm/wtf ynm/w d£blm/wtynrm,
RES 3945 »1 etc. In my NQI, 13 I maintained that Arabic dhimaa was the 
etymological equivalent of formm in this formula, and pointed out the 
parallelism between ESA d*lm/wformm and Qur’an ixf 8 11 yarqubtt fl«4cum 
*ill-an wa-11 dhimmat-an> "They would not heed, care for, any covenant 
or any pledge of (mutual) protection"} of* also n* 3 ibid* Arabic 
dhimaa has another sense which closely corresponds to a usage of ESA 
&ymi cf* RES 3318,5* /w’J}lym’y/formhy/wfbnh/mrn/wfo?k/mlkn/wmcn/*ry/gndn/. 
It is maintained under articles fbn and hinr that fbn/mrn were a protec- i 
ted class, "the subjects, raftyya, of MacIn", and the Srk/mlkn was or 
were the king's tenants, and formhy here, which goes with wfrbnh/mrn, 
must have indicated an inferior class or group, the dhiiama* or, more 
commonly, *ahl al-dhimma, of Ma*In, and the whole line is to be rendered 
"and the plantations of each (group of) the dhimma and the raciyya of

■ S' fit* i fCUu£'e'Ma<In and the kingis tenants-in-fee and MarIn the; tax payers of ?
/ i /A, LA If A J i/ L r» /o-v Notest ‘ . /

f̂rlyt "plantations"} cf* under cuticle }̂ly*
subjects", ra<iyya} cf* under article $bn*

&rki "tenant-in-fee, vassal", here either plural or collective} of*
under article hmr.

’ryt "land-'tax payers, water-*tax payers"} cf. Arabic *aryRn —  kharajt
"land tax", and Mtlwai "tax, tribute, particularly on the use
of water"} LisRn, arts* Jry and H w *
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sgm hero is passive in senset and in form it is most probably fa*Hli 
cf. my NQI,II, 421 b* 2. Cf. also the variant form saytta for the 
reported suyflm used by the Negus. When sayttm is corrected to shayum 
ve get the exact equivalent in sense and form of ESA Symt "protected 
peoplef dhlmma". As no Ethiopic usage with the exact sense and form 
of the reported shuyflm or the variant shaytlm is attested y one rightly 
wonders whether a South Arabian word or form was used by the Negus 
or substituted by the reporter who might have been familiar with 
South Arabian usages or dialects. Unfortunatly in this case the sources 
of Sira and §adlth do not give any particular person as authority 
for the explanation of the usage. But in the oase of two claimed 
Abyssinian usages9 har j and kifl, AbTI MUsS al-*AshrarI is given as 
the ultimate authority. He was from South Arabia and he emigrated 
to Abyssinia where he remained until the year 7 A.H. j cf. under art. 
hr j. In any case9 the word was not an Arabic ueage.

land" ie discussed in footnote 5 (&) to article gr£. It is pointed 
out there that the Arabic etymological equivalents thereof derive 
from Arabic shym. It is possible that even ESA mfrm. pi. mAymt. 
derived from a basic sense different from that of Symi "patron"• It 
could have9 however9 referred to a kind of land, like the ba*ll and 
*aththari 1 "land watered by rain or by running streams", i.e. by

■ Cf. under artiole jbn for Rhodokanakis1s nymVyt "divine patrons", 
as against t "landed proprietors, patrons", according to him.

Another substantive usage, mAm. plural, mAymt> "cultivation
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natural9 or, in other words9 "divine" souroesj cf. under arts. b*l and 
fthr. And it is also possible to suggest that infra, mdymt. could have 
referred to land belonging to the "patron” 9 which the occupier held 
only in tenancy % of. Symi "tenant-in-fee"* RES 3315,5, discussed above. 
The patron here oould have been a deity, if the land belonged to the 
temple, or a king or any other high person acting as "protector" or 
patron} CR-Q1.. 249*

Of the verbal usages of &ym I single out for mention here 
CIH 496,5-6* ywm/^ymhw/yd°b(6)bcly/ktlm/wb(ly/mbny(7)byt/d_t/frmym/ 
where svmhwt "praeposuit eum" can be compared with Eth. sSmas "prae- 
ponere" and with Arabio sawwamtu-hu *ainrii ”1 put him in charge of my 
affairs”, and sawwamtu-hu fl mllit frakkamtu-fauI "I put him in charge 
of, I gave him & free hand with, my property" j TSj, article swm. The 
claimed Khathfaml usage of tuslmttnai tar<awna can be etymologically 
linked with ESA &yn and Eth. %3ma in the sense of "to herd, to look 
after" the sheep or cattle. Cf. Arabic ra*Bi "to pasture; to protect, 
to guard". (Cf. also ESA r fy in Fakhry 74|6i wbn(6)[$r]/wrfyn/*(hjwthmw/

* It is in this sense or usage of "protection" over land that the: 
term shSyim in the modem South Arabian expression Shlyim wa-layim 
is meant. H. B. Serjeant, "Two tribal law cases" JRAS, 1951t45t Bays 
"the term is commonly applied to shlrHhah. the protection of date- 
palms against a fee, so that shaylm wa-lSyim comes to have the sense 
of one's rights over palm-plantations. a tangible asset which could 
be bought and sold". Cf. also under article shrfr.
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wfdrthmw/, where r*yn ie rendered by 0, Hyckmans ast "la garde"; 
apud A. Fakhry, Archaeological Journey to Yemen. IIf 47)* Wfhen this 
sense of Arabic sSma is taken in mind, the form suyflm, given in Nihlya, 
can be explained as an "Arabised" form of the original shuyftp, if. 
this is to be admitted as possibly correct. It is in this way that 
the claimed Khathraml tuslmtlna gains significance. For it becomes 
evident that even the Arabic equivalent of ESA %ym and Eth. slna 
seems to have predominantly belonged to a dialect of a tribe with 
close relations with South Arabia and al-frabasha.

The etymological range of ESA &ym. when compared with its 
corresponding Arabic usages, covers dhlramat "protection, covenant of 
(mutual) protection"; a&nat "to protect, to guard" and sawwamai "to 
put in charge"; mashlmat "placentas", in the sense of "the place of 
planting, or, the place of growth", and shayTEm and shiySmi "land with 
soft soil, soil, earth", (cf. article qrfc, footnote 5 (&))• The oase 
of one root in ESA corresponding to more than one root in Arabic and 
vice versa is well attested. Cf. e.g., ESA £*mi "to buy" ^Arabic s£ma, 
and 8*m> "north, left" =* Arabic sh5m or sha*m.



Suytl$I, Itgln. I, 140, and Uutawakklll, 20, on tho ultimate 
authority of Abu MOel al-^.ehfarl, states that klflare In Qur*ln lvii, 
28, Is Abyssinian for Arabio naqlbayni "two shares, two lots". Cf. also 
fabarlj Tafslr. XXVII, 141» ad loc.. where he says that according to 
Abtl UQsl kiflln meant jl^fXnt "twofold, twice the amount". For the 
oonneotions that Abtt ifllsl had with South Arabia and Abyssinia, cf. 
under article hrj. The lexica enter kifl =. nasib, <}i ff, without refer
ence to an Abyssinian origin; of. Lisin and THj. art. kfl.

Ethloplo kefel meanst "pars rata, portlo, sors". In ESA 
kfl is attested in three texts. CIH 292,3 reads« wif*bhmw/4hgm/n^m/ 
M L *  The text is damaged on the right hand side and kfl stands at the 
end of its line. CIH does not translate, but in the note refers to 
Hommel9s suggestitlon of linking it with Ethloplo kefelt "pars, sore". 
CIH 605,6 reads i bkfl/dyhflnt "sorts eius qui extsndet", following 
HomDel98 suggestion and oomparlng 5th. kefel i "pars, sors". This text 
is badly damaged on both sides.

Rhodokanakis, St. II, 141| restores CIH 380,3 asi /lbrktn[/ 
wmkjfltn/ and renders this ast "der Telche [und der Wasserver Jteiler" i 
"of the ponds and the water-distributoro", ibid., 142. In the note, 
ibid., 144» he compares Ethloplo kafalai "to divide".

Ry 539 »4 reads /whdrw/hmt/* fqdn/bn/kfl/(rn/wtydt i "Et ils 
disperserent ces ad a partir de la llgne de partage (?) de la fort- 
resae Wl^idat", according to G. Ryckmans, ub. , 69 (1956), 384. In the 
note thereto, 1. cit.. 386, he refers to Rhodokanakis9s restoration
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of CIH 360*3t (ak'ifltm "Wasserverteiler", by comparing Lth. kafala* 
compares Arabic kifl and then adde9 "Ce earait la llgne de partage 
dee eaux commandos per la fortresse?"* Apart from the faot that 
[mkjfltn is a restoration and therefonno evidence, the eenee of 
”Was8erverteller” can only be warranted by the context of the irriga
tion works there* By 539f3 is the only authentically attested use of 
SSA kfl in a clear context* I render bn/kfl/rrn/wfcdt, Ky 539#3, as i 
"from the side (or, back) of the fortress WgDT"* kfl t nsideM| from 
the sense of "to divide" of Bthioplc kafalat of* kafSXet "divislo, 
partitio") compare semantioally Arabic shiqqi "side", literally,
"what is cut off, divided"* kfli "back?) of* Arabic kafalt "posterior") 
of* LisHn* art* kfl*
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It is related in a tradition that when an embassy headed by 
•Amr b* al-*I§ were received by the Negus the latter said to then 
najjiru, explained by the lexioa as "speak up") of* Nihaya, Lisan 
and Taj, art* njr* It is also related as nakhkhiru, with khaf# 
which the lexioographers and traditionists considered the more 
accurate form) cf* Nihaya, Lisan and Taj, art* nkhr* But the form 
with Jim is the correct one) of* Nth* nagarai "loqui vel dieere" 
and tanagerai "nuntiarl, narrari"*

Usages deriving from ngr are attested in two SSA texts*
HJBS 39^7,2 reads i ,nhr/wfnwy/w>nqb/wmsqy/ngrhmw/qry* * * Uordtmann 
and Mittwoch, Sabaische Insohr*, leave ngrhmw here untranslated, 
but in the commentary, ibid*, 21, suggest the possibility of comparing 
it with Hebrew nagan "to pour, to flow"* Hhodokanakis, ZIAI,I, 21, 
suggests rendering it "water ditch, water canal" by comparing Akkadian 
ugar nangarl, and Aramaic neger, nigra4 ’ It should be pointed out, 
however, that *nhr/wfnwy/w*nqb/wmsqy/ are all construct in the 
genitive with ngrhmw) it would be, therefore, reasonable to suppose 
that ngrhmw here meant something different from "water ditch, water 
canal", a meaning whioh is shared, one way or another, by the four
preceding construct words* I think that one might compare here Arabic

- (l) - - - -nijari "water pulley"} 1 and manjuri al-mafralatu allatl yusna falay-hai
"the water wheel with which one distributes water, irrigates", "in
a certain dialect", fl ba*fll al—lughat * according to Ibn Bur ay d) cf*

Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, II, 86, and Taj, art* njr* Thus ngrhmwt "their
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water wheel, their water machine" would indicate the central point, 
possibly at the mouth of a well or a reservoir, from which water flowed 
or poured to "its" *nhr/wfnwy/w*nqb/wmsqy/. Anyway, this usage does 
not seem to hear any direct relation to Bth. nagara "to talk, to speak" 
or its derivatives*

RES 2827 B (» Halevy 253), from Ma'In, readsi
4. /J.l^dCn]
5« ftfrn/bn/et/binhn/y 
6« etngrn/ywmnt/ftfrbw
7. mtbt/

Unfortunately no new copy of this damaged inscription h%a been made
(2)or photographed since Halevy1s hand made one* 9 The text is very 

poor, and Hhodokanakis , St., II, 62* extensively emended part A (*
Hal* 252), 6-11, and part B (* Hal. 253), 1*3* And it is clear from 
Hhodokanakis•a translation of these lines, ibid., 62 f*, that the 
two texts or parts deal with the public use of some irrigation works* 

The lines of RES 2827 B, cited above, are towards the end
of the text, and it can be seen from ftfen/, 1* 5, ftfr(/), 1* 6 (see
the note to this emendahim further below), and mtbt, 1* 7, that these 
lines are a part of the legal formula with which "legislative" texts 
are often concluded! cf. RES 2814,9-10 and 3306 A,7# These lines 
were not emended or examined by Hhodokanakis, op. oit., and I propose
to emend them as followst

4* /l(g)a[z]/d[n]
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ftfrq/b(*jsCm^Jt/bmhVy
6. stngm/ywmnt/ftfr(/)w 
7# mtbt/

I translate* "to promulgate th[is] (5) decree with witnessed records
(or, documents) in accordance with what is (or, will he) (6) announced*

t

The date of the decree and (7) the edict" etc*
Kotes to the text and the translation!
L* 41 1(g)z[z]/« cf* Hal* 349»7i *lzs/, emended in CIH 61091 ast wgzz/ 

Cf* also RES 3306 A 97t lgzi/dn/ftfrn*
L* 5* b(»)s[n«]t/, for Halevy's bn/st/* Line 5 in Hal* 253 has 17 

signs and separation lines9 2*3 signs or places less than the 
average for the other full lines in Hal* 252 and Hal* 253* Minaean 
r\ can easily be mistaken for 1*1 * For the full restoration as 
b(»)s[ai«]t/ 9 of. RES 3689*

12* wtqda/ws*sq/»str/di^/brtn 
13« nb|#n/bQ/>lsm</bn/hybr/b>[s 
14* m*t/ *Vdlbh/w»rbys 

Cf. also BBS 3306 At
9* / wwlw/w* thd/wstwqh/sm«y/ dn/f tfrn
10* dgnd/wrfgVbqjyfh/>sm#hsmn/ 

and BES 3566»22« *smtV dn/<tln/bftfrn/* Hhodokanakis9 £̂£*1* 59t 
renders RES 3689,13-14* b>[s]mtt/ as* "bei den Protokollen", and 
in the note thereto9 ibid., 1129 remarks9 "die Originalurkunden 
im Arohiv*" He then elaborates on the usages of ESA sm*9 and 
following Hartmann9 Arabiaohe Prage, 184, 4429 holds that >sm#9 
e.g., in RES 3566»22, were "Protokollisten"! "notaries, recorders" 
giving the term the status of a publio functionary. But it is 
possible to render it simply as "witnesses", the act of witnessing 
in this case consisting of listening to the text of the decree 
or document being read out and bearing testimony to its contents*
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This must have been the original9 or even the normal, way of 
witnessing documents in a community where literacy must have 
been limited and where writing material was bulky• A class 
or group of publicly reoognised or officially appointed "witnesses” 
might have emerged in ancient South Arabia9 similar to the olass 
or group of al-ehuhud al— *udul, literally "reliable witnesses"# 
who later in Islamic times times became a class or group of 
public magistrates* I think that the sense of "witness" and 
"to witness" must be retained in the interpretation of usages 
from ESA sm*, hence I render b(>)sCmt]t here ast "with witnessed 
records"*
bmhnt "in accordance with what"f cf* Hofner9 A SO*, 1429 for 
this meaning of b* mhnt "what"9 Minaean relative pronoun) cf*
Hofner9 ASO•9 52*

L* 6tystngrni probably passive voice here9 hence "is (or9 will be)
announced"* This meaning fits with Eth* nagaras "loqui vel dicere"9 
and »aagarai "nuntiare faoere, proolamare jubere"9 as well as 
with najjiru in the tradition cited above* The use of ystngm 
here recalls to some oztont the use of ngw in the final formulae 
of Minaean edicts) of* R23 3306 A,6~7i ws>rTy/dngw/ksm(7)bigltVI 
"Und was er const nooh ihnen verlautbart hat (7) durch Protokoll"9 
according to Hhodokanakis* But I do not ;hink there is any 
question of emending ystngm into ystng(w)n*
ftfr(/)9 for Halevy9s ftJh* The £  is marked in Halevy9s copy as 
doubtful* Cf* EES 3306 A97t ywmnt/ftfrn/wmtbtn/) of* also RES 2814,5

■ Parallel forms of "witnessing" documents are attested from early 
Islamic times) cf* wa-ifrtajja malifc-un bi-l-igakki yuqra*u *ala 
al-qawmi fa»»yaquluna *ashhada-na fulan-uni "Malik accepted as 
valid that a document be read out to (some) people and then they 
say9 "So and So made us bear witness"*" .Bukharl, Leiden,
18629 If 25* Bukharl* ibid*, 289 equates saml* with shahid when 
giving a tradition about transmitting knowledge or information*



(1) nljSr obviously means "water-pulley" or "water-wheel" in the 
proverb kadhS al-nijSru yajchtalif , the original aneodote of 
which is given in 0. W. Freytag, Arabum Proverb! a« Bonn, 1839, 
as followst NVulpes, sic narrant, qui, ut biberet, situlam unam 
consoendens in puteum desoenderat, hyaenae insoicienti dixit« 
Descende et bibeJ 111a igitur situlam alteram consoendens 
demittebatur, dum situla, in qua vulpes erat, adscendebat.
Hyaena autem, vulpem adsoendentem videns, interrogavit t Quo 
abis? Vulpes proverbii verbis responditFreytag renders the 
words of the proverb "Sic origo diverse est", adopting for nlj&r 
the sense that is given to it in the lexioa in other contexts! 
of. niiSru kulli^ibil-in nijgruhl. a proverb originally said of 
stolen camels whioh were "of every breed and colour" and then 
proverbially used for anyone who is "fickle and inoosistent"; 
of. Lisgn, art. njr. This latter meaning assigned to nijSr is
a conjectured one, being mainly derived from the context. Still, 
even if nljStr did mean "origin, colour, breed", in the latter 
proverb, this does not weaken the obvious meaning which nijSr . 
has in the former one. And this seems to be supported by the 
usage of manjttr. "water-wheel", which is attested in the lexical 
cf. the text, below.

(2) According to Halevy, Happort sur une mission archeologique» 78, 
the stele on whioh this Inscription was found was "devant la 
porte sud" of K&'Tn. But 1. Tawfik, who does not report this 
inscription among those he copied or photographed at Ma'Tn, 
points out, MMX. 4 n. 7i that there is no southern gate in 
Mcftn.
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SuyTi*tI, Mutwakkill, 21, on the ultimate authority of Ibn 
rAbb£a, states that nashi*at al-layli "staying up , getting up for 
(worship) during the night", Qur*?Ln lxxiii,6 is Abessinian for qiySmi 
"staying up, getting up", and that in Abyss ini an̂  one says *ansha*a 
al-rajulu meaning qSmat "to rise, to get up"; cf, also Idea,, ItqUn,
I, 141, to the same effect on the ultimate authority of Ibn fAbbSs and 
Ibn Mas rQd. Jabarl, Tafslr, XXIX, 80 f, gives the same statement on the 
ultimate authority of Ibn *Abbls,

A, Jeffery, For, Voo,, 33, includes this claim among the 
"cases where the Arabic word is rars or occurs in a context where the 
usual meaning perhaps does not lie immediately on the surface, but 
where the word can be easily explained from related words or from the 
sense of the passage, and so comes to be regarded as a foreign word 
with that meaning"; ibid,, 32, This description does fit the case of 
n3shi*at al-layl here. The linguists and exegetes recognised that 
Arabic nasha’a has the well attested sense of qHmai "to rise". The 
difficulty to them arose from nashi *a being feminine n, ag, while the 
sense to them required an infinitive. One given explanation was to 
to assign to ri&shiJa the meaning of a, n, ag,, and render it as "the 
rising" hour, i,e, the first hours, of the night, But this would not 
do for the exegetes, because the sense required stayihg up late in the 
night for worship. So it was further specified as "the ever rising", 
nKshDa ba*da n&shi*a, hours of the night, i, e, every hour of the 
night, as each one has to rise or take place after the other. Another
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explanation was that nSshi^a had an infinitive sense and meant qiySmi 
"rising, staying up". Parallels were cited to support this claim, e.g., 
f£qibai "result, consequence" =  *aqb* "to follow, following"! khStima 
"end" = khatmt "to end, ending"* (But these parallels are really sub
stantive and cannot be claimed to' have an infinitive sense.) Cf. 'Jabarl, 
op. cit., ibid.t Bay^SwI, Tafslr, ad. loc.$ Lis5n and T53. art. nsh**
It is apparently because of these linguistic difficulties that an 
Abyssinian origin for the word was claimed.

Eth. na&e*a meanst "to raise, to lift"! the nomen actionis 
nege*at has the meaning! "undertaking"| and the substantive ten&g*3i 
"raising, rising (of the stars), resurrection". The claim that nash*a = 
qiyRm was Abyssinian suggests acquaintance on the part of Ibn •AbbSs 
or whoever put the words in his mouth with Sthiopic usages* although 
the exaot sense of qlyTta is not att.ested for the Eth. nomen aotionis 
nese*at.the nearest Eth. word in form to the claimed nSshi*a — qiy'Sm.

In ESA, usages from n&* with the basic sense of "rise, raise" 
are attested. Cf. RES 2646s ldm/byn^>/mtmm/bn/brts * "for him who 
lifts, raises, the m cmr from its place of public display"! of. also 
RES 3945#2i wyn%*/*sm/lmt(/qnyhw/1 "and every man rose up,"sich erhob" 
for the defence of his posessions", according to Rhodokanakis.

/1
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A tradition in Bukharl, gafrlfr, Cairo, (1314 A.H.), I, 24» 
tells that Muhammad mentioned among the signs of the appraooh of the 
day of judgement wa-yagharu al—Jahlu wa—1—fltanu wa-yakthuru al—har j .
When asked what al-harj meant Muhammad made a movement with his hand 
as if indioating al-qatl. The tradition is told again in Bukharl* 
op. oit#, IX, 48 f.f and Abu Musa al-*Ash*arI is aooredited there with 
the gloss wa—1-harju al-qatlu bl-lisani al-^abasha. This gloss is quoted 
in the lexioaf of* Nihaya, Lisan and Taj, art. hrj.

Abu Musa al-’Ash'arl, from *Ash*ar* a YamanI tribe of Tihama, 
was, according to Ibn Is^aq, resident at Maooa, emigrated to Abyssinia 
with other Muslims when Muhammad was still at Maoca and returned to 
Madina about ten years later, in the seventh year A.H.| cf. A. Guillaume 
(tr.), Llf« of Ifeihttmmtd- I47, 323# According to another account, given 
in al-slra al-flalabiyya# I, 322, tbu Musa had left Taman with about
fifty people in a boat to go to Muhammad, but the boat was forced to
the Abyssinian shore and there they found the Muslims who had emigrated 
from Macoa and stayed with them until they all went back to Madina.

No root hrg is attested in Ethiopia, but there is the root 
hrk* unused, from which the quadriliteral stem mahrakai "oaptivos 
ducere, praedam agere, manubias facerej despoliare", and the substan- 
tive mehrekat "praeda,(manubiae, spolia)" are attested.

In ESA, hrg has the basio sense of "to kill", which is
assigned to all its derivative usages in ESA. But one wonders whether 
the constant referenoe to "killing" in such phrases as CIH 349t4-5*
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wl/dt/s *dhmw/hrg/mhrgt/qdqm/, which ecour often in thanksgiving 
inscriptions after wars and battles, were only meant to denote the 
killings or also implied an accruing benefit in line with the often 
accompanying gnm. sbyt etc.; cf. By 533|10* mhrgm/wsbym/wgnmm/dhrflwhmw> 
Ry 535,4 reads i wygfyw/bn/hnf* hgrn/nhrgtm/wsbym/wgnmm/d *sm; G.Ryckmnns, 
Mua.. 69 (1956), 1479 renders this asi "et ezercaient des b6vices auz 
depens de ces villest massacres, et prisonniers, et butin que donnait 
satisfaction1*, and in the note thereto, 1. cit.. he says, "wygfyn. 
arabe gafa(y) **traiter durement"; nous ne pouvons proposer de tradu
ction plus pr^oise que celle-cit "excercer dec sevices**, biens que’elle 
presente l9inconvenient de ne pas mettre en regime direct les mots qui 
dependent de oe verbef nous les mettons en accusatif £al. —  bn, "aux 
depens deN.H 0. Ryckmans picked on the wrong usage of Arabic jaf5»
Cf. jafSi bacudat **to be wway, to be distant**, and rafa*a« **to lift, 
to remove**j tajfa* *ab*ada* **to keep away, to remove**, and rafa£ai 
**to lift, to remove away*1 \ LisSn and QSmfls, art. jfwi (there is no 
root jfy, as 0. Ryckmans takes it.) jafSi **to treat badly, harshly**, 
which 0. Ryckmans compares, is derived from the sense of burdi "remote- 
ness, aloofness**, and does not imply any brutality or physical harsh
ness. Thus Ry 535•10, cited above, should be renderedt "and they lifted, 
removed, took away from those towns mhrgtm and captives and booty 
which gave satisfaction**. It is hardly possible to render mhrgtm here 
as« **ma8sacre8**. The same expression occurs in Ry 535*8 as* wygfyw/ 
bhw/mhrgtm/wsbym/wmltm/wgnmm/dfam, and 0. Ryckmans, 1. cit.. 148
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renders this as nEt ils y exercerent des sevicest massacres" etc*| 
cf. also lines 12 and 13. But ygfyw. like in line 4# should he rendered! 
"lifted, removed", the preposition b in bhw being for locality. Ry 5351

w
10-11 readst f t^lw/ *dy/hgm/$n rw/bhwbltm/wmhrgtm/^hydtra/wsb( 11 )ym/ 
wgnmm/dfsmt "and they oame back to the town §an*£w with" etc. It is
obvious that mhrgtm must have been something that could be removed, 
lifted, or that could be gone back with.

CIH 407 readsi
23. /w *dww/b *dhmw/whrghmw 
24« bws^/b^yrn/w^mdm/fe^t/hmr/ *b 
25* dhw/^bkrb/hrg/tltt/>sdm/b4 *m
26. wtny/ln^/wsbym/wgnmm/dhrjhw
27. wlwz*/*lmqh/hmr/<bdhw/*bkrb/m
28. hrgm/wgnmm/)hnmw/ysb^nn

hrg. 1. 23» clearly means "killed, slaughtered", and the subject is 
the whole army, or a part of it, and not only the dedicant >BKRB. hrg.
1. 25, Infinitive, refers to what *BKRB did and this separate mention 
of the "killing" he had been favoured with, along with captives in 
battle, and captives from the noiivarriors, sbym. and booty,
gnmm. is instructive. See also mhrgm/wgnmm. lines 27«4>8,. Under article 
shrfc, I examined the use of hrg in CIH 350, and maintained that the 
dedicant was the subject of hrg in lines 3, 6, 10, and 12 thereof and 
that the dedioant is alluding there to the benefits secured from those 
killings in the way of spoils.
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CIH 343 reads i
15. wbdt/hw^*/* bdhw/yhmd/bt ny />
16* sn/dhrg/wstbln/b ftrb/wm C1In,

Beeston, SI, 40f renders dhrg/wstbln aai ’’whom he slew and (buried?)”, 
and in the note thereto, 41» he links this usage with ESA blwt/, CIH 
715#1 ”burial place” and to Arabic baliyyat ”a camel tied to the grave 
of its owner and left to starve”f of, also Idem, NOSAL,I 54, where he 
confirms this view, I think that stbln is Form VIII from sblf of,
Arabic sabbalat JabSfcaT ”rendered free for everyone, de-restricted” 9 
LisSn, art, sbl. Thus dhrg/wstblnt ”whom he killed and despoiled”. It 
is also possible to take sbl as metathetical from sib Arabic salabai 
”to rob, to plunder, to despoil”, hence stbln =-Arabic istalabat ”to 
take spoils, to take salab”. In Islamic usage salab indicates the 
personal belongings of a warrior killed in battle, be they his armour, 
his clothes or his horse, which are taken by the person who killed him, 
Salab was given to such a person apart from his share in the general 
booty| cf, Abtt fUbayd, AmwEl, 308 ff.

It is safe to assume that mhrgtm in Ry 535 and Ry 533 indica
ted ”spoils”, and that the same sense can be assigned to mhrgt, CIH 
349,4-5, and to mhrgm, CIH 407,27-28, This sense of”spoils” compares 
well with Ethiopic mehrekS1 ”praed& (manubiae, spolia)” But no trili
teral stem is attested from the Eth, root hrk, and the stock Ethiopic 
word for ”to kill” is qatala, qtlt ”to kill” is also attested in ESA 
in RES 3945»3 and passim, and RES 3943,1* The reported inability of the 
people around Muhammad to understand the word, its explanation as qatlt
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and Aba MOsS's gloss that it meant al-qatl in Abyssinian indicate 
that the word was alien to Arabic* But it is also not attested in 
Ethiopic* Two explanations for Aba jJOsa's gloss are possibles (a) That 
he mistook a South Arabian usage for Abyssinian* (b) That the word was 
current in Abyssinian although it is not attested in our sources* In 
the latter case it is feasible to suggest that that Abyssinian usage 
derived from the root hrk and that its relation to mehrekS was like 
that of ESA hrgi "to kill” to ESA mhrg, mhrgt i "spoils"* The Ethiopic 
verbal usage mShrakai ”captivos ducere* praedam agere9 manubias faceref 
despoliaref expilaret diripere” is apparently denominative from mehrekS*



Suytt$T, Mutawakkill* 21 and Itq* If 138# on the authority 
of Ibn al-JawzT, states that aarg>ik, sing* *arTka* is Ahyssinian 
for sururi "couches, beds, thrones"f and in Itq** I, 135, gives a 
tradition from Abfi *TJbayd "that al-gasan saidt We did not use to 
know what al->arl*ik meant until we met a man from al-Taman, min *ahl 
al-yaman* who told us that al—*arlka in their usage, cindahum* was 
a pavilion in which there was a couch, sarlr," A. Jeffery, For* Voc** 
52-3, quotes these two claims but does not find them etymelogioally 
satisfactory* He is also not satisfied with the derivation of the 
word from Arabic 1rk* and also rejects Addai Asher's suggestion that 
it was taken from Persian and ends with the view that "the
probabilities are that it is of Iranian origin, especially as we 
find it used in the verses of the old poets, e.g., al-A^hl, who 
were in contact with Iranian culture"« But he does not indicate this 
possible Iranian origin*

Arabic lexicographers enter Jarlka under *rk* but do not 
try to link its meaning with the rest of the usages from that same 
root* Lisin, art* *rk« assigns to *arlka two main usages i (1) A 
oouoh in a pavilion, (2) A couch or cushion, irrespective of being 
in a pavilion or not* Lisan indicates that the latter usage is the 
more correct one, and then adds that "it is anything on which one 
reclines, or, rests, yattaki** be it a couch, sarlr* or a cushion, 
firlah* or a platform, minagga*" This last definition fits well the 
usage of ’*arg1ik in Qur*ln* where one reads t muttakl*Ina fT-hl *alH
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al-*arS*ik. xviii, 30$ lxxvi, 13| cal5 al-»*ar5*lk muttaki^On, 
xxxvi, 561 and even cala al-*arl*ik yangurttn. lxxxiii, 23# 35* In 
all these cases *ar5*ik is governed by cal5i ”on, upon".

I believo that the idea of” a couch in a pavilion”9 or "a
pavilion in rhich there is a couch” was suggested by Pur*Hn xxxvi, 561

hum wa-*azwgju-hum fl gilSl-in *ala al-*arH*iki muttaki>Pnt ”They and
<*

their spouses are in pavilions, gilal. reclining on couches”, where 
the association between pavilions, gil£l» and couches, *ar3*ik. seem 
to habe been given predominance by some exegetes.

I think that *arika should be derived from wrk. The change 
of w5w to hamza in the first letter of the root is well attested in 
Arabic| cf . taqqata waqqata. Its meaning should be linked with 
warikt ”hip, haunch”• In this case *arlka seems to have primarily 
indicated a couch or bed on which one sat resting on his haunches in 
a reclining position, muttaki*, as indicated in the °ur*an. Arabic 
lexica give a number of denominative usages from warik which might 
support this| cf. waraka1 idtaja»a ”He reclined”, explained as 
ka^annahu wada*a warikahu gal% al-*ardi "as if he put his haunch on 
the ground” f art. wrk. Cf, also war aka, tawarraka. tawSraka;
i ctamade cala warikihi: "He supported himself on his haunch or thigh”| 
and tawarrakat al-oar*atu al-gabiyys: "The woman seated, rested, the 
child on her haunches, hips^ LisSn, art. wrk.

Both *rk and wrk are attested in ESA, but neither has a 
usage corresponding to *arlka. ESA Prkm has been rendered "for ever”,



cf* CR-G1.. e,v** and Beeston, SI* 58$ but see also art. tfr* infra*
* ESA wrk is attested in RES 41421 /b "jmdm/lqbly/dlyz/wrk/bnfhm

(7)w/s Umt/1 "zum [Djank dafttr, dass er fortfahren mOge zu behtiten (?) 
[ihren] Sohn [iajlamat"$ Mordtmann und Mittwoch, glmj. Inschr.. 35 
They take lyg, line 6, as being made of 1̂ and the latter part 
being, according to them, an apocope for w»* * They also take wrk for 
an infinitive after their ys* and comparing it with Arabic warik and 
Hebrew ylrSk. they hesitantly render it "sttltsen", ibid., 35-^t and 
hence "behtlten (?)" in the text. This rendering of line 6 shows a 
number of unparalleled forms of syntax and idiom. It is the rule in 
inscriptions of thanksgiving that frmdm/ is normally followed by the 
mention of favours that have been done and not by the mention of 
favours that are being prayed for. Besides, there is no mention in the 
preceding part of the text of any other favour that the deity had 
bestowed on the dedlcant3 and for which they were now thanking him.

The text should be rendered! "in thanksgiving for that he has saved 
the haunch (or, hip) of [theirJ son [SjLMT". Note* lyzi a perfect 
verb after lqbly/ds cf. RES 49381 lqb(6)ly/&stml*w/bcmhw/ iflparce 
qu'ils lui ont demande" ; and cf. HCfner, ASP. 170 f. For lyzi "saved", 
cf. Arabic m3 yalttau mlnhu m3 yatakhallagu (minhu)« "He cannot rid 

himself of, save himself from, him"| m ,  art. lwz. on the authority 
of §&gh&nl.) The fact that the dedicants were thanking the deity for 
having saved the body of their son is attested in lines 8-9 of the 

same text: A & t [/m(9)t 1 / >swf/grb/hwt/Fb~jnwrn'l/slfmC 10)1 1 "well 
[er gerettet] und erhalten das Leben dieses [Kjiabf en] Sala[mat",



as Mordtmann und Mittwoch, op.cit.» 35> render it.
It thus becomes established that wrkt ”haunchf hip” is

u,attested in ESA. But lather ESA wrk could have had a specific usage 
corresponding to Arabic *arlka is something for which we have no 

evidence.
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CHAPTBH XV 

gimyarl fords and Usages

Thirty one words or usages given by the Arabic sources as 
being in the dialeot of glmyar are dlsoussed in this chapter* Usages 
whioh are given in the sources as in the dialeot of gimyar and also in 
another South Arabian dialect are inoluded here* since it is my view 
that a claim of gimyarl origin has more direct relation to the purpose 
of this study! of* articles b*l9 khmr* afht *fd and ftfr! of* also artlcfe 
•rmf where an Abyssinian origin is claimed as well*

Three usages from Arabio roots incomparable with the SSA 
usages attested from the corresponding roots are given here for illustr
ation! cf* articles snn9 qldf wbl* Five partly comparable usages are 
examined! cf* articles rbwf z*m9 shntr* qwd and mrfl, Seven oases of 
equivalent usages are examined9 five of them previously reoognised9 of* 
artioles frnjt sqy9 qrb9 wthb and hjr9 and two of them shown by the 
examination to have attested SSA equivalents9 of* artioles to• and mrw* 

There follow fifteen separate articles in which usages 
olaimed to be in the dialect of Qimyar are examined* One of them9 
article grfr9 runs for over ninety pages* This extraordinary length has 
been made inevitable by the fact that the meaning generally aocepted 
for gr^ and $r£t in SSA as "upper chambers9 superstructure** has influe-* 
need the interpretation of a big group of building terms which occur 
in the context if either of the two words in a considerably big number 
of texts* This article is9 in a sense9 the central point of much of
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the re-interpretation of SSA usages undertaken in this study* One 
usage, that of sayyid * fraklm (qur9an 111,19), in the dialeot of 
gimyar is not given a separate article but is discussed within foot
note 8 (a) to article qrg in connection with the re-interpretatlon 
there of SSA aswd*

Of the thirty one usages given here nineteen are in Qur*an, 
comprising the three incomparable ones, three of the five partly 
oomparable ones* of* articles rbw, g9m and mrfl, one of the equivalent 
usages9 cf* article sqy9 and twelve usages of the sixteen disoussed 
in the separate articles9 cf* articles ,mm> b»l9 dyn9 sjr, sfh9 grfr 
(including also syd)9 qw9, *thr* 9rm, ftfr and nkr*

Of the other twelve usages one is attested in a verse of 
a gimyarl poet9 of* article shntr, two have as citations verses of 
poets from Horth Arabia, Hu9ba b* al-9Ajjaj, cf* article qwd9 and 
al-Jirimmag b* gaklm al-fa9I, cf• article bit* One is attested in a 
tradition related from 9Abd al-ttuffallb, lfugammadfs grandfather, of* 
article bll» another is supported by a citation from a tradition 
related from Ha*adh b* Jabal, one of the early "governors" of Taman 
for Mugammad, of* article khmr, and a third is attested in a well known 
story usually told to show the difference between Arablo and gimyarl 
usages, of* article wthb* Three are given on the authority of HAswan, 
aiidnai*AfmsiIy cf• articles ftnj, grb and mrw, (the usage given under 
article mrw is also on the authority of al-A$ma9T)«
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A* Incomparable Usages*
snni Abu 'Ubayd, Risala) SuyufI, Itqan, I9 1351 *<1 Qur'an xvf 261 mas nun 

* muntini "stinking, putrid", in the dialect of ginyar* Cf. SSA 
roots snn and arm; of* CR-01*, 198) 2551 Beeston, 3lt 809 ad 'l/sn, 
RES 4176,6* Cf* also p* 4 of artiols 'rm, for Olassr 1142,10+11* 
kl/tsnnhw* "all its boundaries") and p* 28 of artiols grfr, for RES 
2689,4* 'd/snn/trdn* Muntil the boundary of JRDH"9 and of* footnote 
5 (r) thereto) of* also footnote 4 to article drr9 ad Istanbul 
7626,5* k b m V  n/sfrt, as I read it*

qld* ibid,9 ad Qur'an zzzvi,63) zlii9l2t maqalld * mafatifr* "keys'* in 
the dialeot of gimyar* Cf* SSA mqldtm* "irrigation beds"9 CIH 338 
(* 01* 1209)911) of* the disousaion thereof under artiole kyr* Cf• 
also A, Jeffery9 For* Voo*, who assigns to maqalld here a Persian 
origin*

wblt ibid.# ad Qur'an lzziii916t wabll-an * shadld—ant "strong, vehe
ment", in the dialeot of giqyar* Cf * SSA wbl9 Form ?, "oblationes 
attulit", and subst* mwbli "tributum") CR-01., 134* Cf* also qy 
NQI,II, 420 n* 19 ad RES 3965,1) otm under artiole bit*

B* Partly Comparable Usages 1
rbvt Abu tUbayd9 Risala) SuyufI, Itqan, I9 1359 ad Qur'an lziz910i 

rablyat-an » shadldat-an* "strong, vehement", in the dialeot of 
gingrar* This sense is developed from rabai "to inorease, to grow") 
of* also rabbat "to bring up9 to rear| to look after", and compare 
SSA rby« "sustinuit", CR-Ol., 236) and of* RES 3688,8* 'rbyny/byrby/

A
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«Vdlbhf "die *rby* welche versorgt der (Oott) •Amm yon LBH"* accor
ding to Bhodokanakis* jpP, I# 9* Cf* also RES 4932*4-5* (r)bym(^) 
wrbytn/byrby/• ttr/mrfni "die mannlichen und weibliohen *rby welche 
versorgt (der Oott) •Attar NWFH", aocording to Hofner in her review
of HESt VII* 3® livraison* Bi* Or,* 10* 1953t p* 152*
* oZt. ”, 4-64 6, /£* .

afmi Abu #Ubayd* Blsala* ad qur*arilxiv*7* sa*aaa alladhlna kafaru • an 
lan yub*athu« "Those who did not believe asserted that they would not 
be resurrected11* says that kullu »a*am-in fl kitab allahi ba|ll-ln 
bl-lughati frimyari "Every use of sa*m* assertion* in Allah's Book 
(for what is) false is in the dialeot of gingrar"• Cf* CIH 396*7* 
wr»/k^d/»adny'hyl/wmqn]/»lmqh/b<l»wVln/snt/s«mhwt where a*nhw is 
rendered asi "rogationem ipsius*1) of* also Nani 74*4-5* wz’mh/bys^/ 
mfrr(5)mn/tlt/»i*nn»* rendered by Beeston* HOSAL*IV* 146 f• * as "and 
had invoked Her in the sanctuary on three oooasions"* Semantically 
the relation between "invoke* call upon" andfassert" is perhaps not 
difficult to establish) of* Arabic da*ai "to invoke* to call upon"* 
and da*a *ila« "to preaoh* to maintain* to assert"* The olaim that 
that the gingrarl usage applied only to aa*mt "assertion"* when false 
seems to refleot an association in South Arabian antiquity of ga*m 
with religious usage* something like what is attested in SSA* but 
whioh under the hostile attitude of Islam to the older religions 
beoame* or was assigned by Huslias a s, pejorative in sense* Cf* Arabic 
rashwat "illicit payment* bribery"; also attested aas "the fees or 
gratuity due to a priest or diviner"* whioh suggests the ezistenoe 
of a link with SSA raw* "priest") cf• my NQl* 5* ad Van Lessen 1*7*
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shntr* A few verses* quoted under Jgm* Appendix II A* are attributed
to a from gimyar lamenting a woman killed by a wolf* and it is
said there that she was devoured exoept for certain parts including
one shuntura* This is explained as *igba*i "finger"* in the dialeot
of gimyar or al-Taman* shuntura is also explained as qurj* pi. qlraja,
"earring", in the dialeot of al-Taman. It ia said that the Jimyarl
king Iliu al-Shanatir was called so because he had one excessive
finger* a case of polydaotyly (?)** or because of the excessive sise

also
of his fingers* It is/claimed that his name meant "(the man) with 
the earrings") of* Taj and Lis an* art* shntr* As for the root from 
whioh this usage derives there are two viewpoints* gagag enters it 
under shtr* taking the nun as an augmentative infix* Other authori
ties* followed in Lisan and Taj* enter it under a separate quadri- 
literal root shntr* Cf* with all this shantara thawba-hu* Taj* art* 
shntr* and shattara thawba-hu* Lisan* art* shtr* both eiplalned as 
mazzaqa-hui "He tore it (the garment) up"* It is perhaps possible to 
explain shuntura* pi* shanatlr* "finger"* beoas^e fingers look as if 
they are "tom apart* cut apart"* In this sense it is possible to 
compare SSA stri "delevit* subvertit"* CH-Ol,* £53*

■ Cf* A* M« Honeyman* "Some South Arabian Instances of polydactyly"* 
Man* 1961* Artiole 186* pp* 161 f** especially n* 10 thereto*

+ Another form of shunturat "finger"* is shintlra) Lisan* TAJ* Art* 
shntr* Compare with this shantlra* "a splinter"* especially of 
wood* in the modem dialeot of central Palestine* Cf, also shutra =
ma bayna al-*isbateyn: "(the opening) that is between two fingers", 
according to gaghani, quoted in Taj, art, shtr.
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qwdt Taj, art* gird, gives qawwad * »anf , as frimyariyya, »ay lughat banl 
frimyar, cites a verse of Ru’ba which says* *atla*u yasmu bi-tall1-in
qawwad, and adds that qawwad is also explained as mutaqaddimf "leading*
* , 1 * , _ * ■ . 
extending forward"} Lisan gives the same information but does not
mention any dialect* The reference here and in Ru*ba*s verse is to
a mountain or a part thereof* Cf* al-qi^ldu min al-jabali * »anfu-hui
"the protruding, the extending, part of a mountain"! of* also al— »
qa»ldai al-»akamatu tamtaddu «ala wajhi al-*ar4» "high ground extend^
ing on the surface of the earth"! »aqwadi jabal-un jawll-uni " a long
mountain"! Lisan, art* qwd* With this giuyarl usage one can compare
ESA mqd, RES 2869,5t which Z render "main duct (or, ohannel)"! of*
my NQl, 20 and footnote 5 (u) to artiole qrfr, where this translation
is discussed and documented* Cf* also qa*idi musannat-un mustatllat-un
♦ala wajhi al^arfli "a dyke extending on the surfaoe of the ground",
and »affamu fuljan al-garthi "the largest of the channels for the
Irrigation of cultivated land"! of* Lisan, art,qwd* qa»id and other
oognate usages, as apply to mountains or to irrgiation works, derive
from the same basic sense*

mrgs Abu *Ubayd, Risala, ad Qur*an xxxiii,32t fa-la takhfla*na bi-l-qawli 
fa-yatga*a all-adhl fl qalbi-hi marag, says that maraj here means 
zinai "adultery, adulterous desire", in the dialect of gimyar* The 
prohibition in the verse is against women behaving in a way that might 
be tempting or seductive, and marafl is explained by Zamakhsharl*
Kashahaf* II, 212 as riba wa-l’ujuri "i 11-thoughts and licentiousness" <
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Such a usage can be accepted as tropical9 or even developed9 from the 
baaio sense of maraflt "illness9 morbidity"* It is in this sense that 
gimyarX marafl. * sina9 if authentic9 should be taken* Cf. SSA mrflt 
"to be ill"9 and the subst* mrfls "illness"! of* CH-01.f 181*

C* Equivalent Usagesi
frnji Has wan 9 AA-§fU9 29» gives frinj * mithl in the dialeot of gimyar*

The authenticity of this gingrarX usage seems to get support from 
Van Lessen 25#4-5* fr1* ( 5 )gn/wqhhw/9mr*hw/t "in aooordanoe with what 
ordered him his lords"9 as I render it in mgr NQl9II9 426* Cf* the 
note thereto9 ibid*9 428 f*9 where this fiograrX usage is compared 
and where it is pointed out that this frngn is the equivalent of the 
more common SSA form hgn*

m m m m m

sqyi Abu *Ubayd9 Risala| Suyu|I9 Itqan9 I9 135# ad Qur*an xiif70i 
slqaya * *lna,i "receptacle"9 in the dialeot of gimgrar* siqaya is 
the term used in the story for the drinking oup plaoed in Yusuf's 
brother's baggage9 also referred to there as quwa'9 in its turn 
claimed to be in the dialeot of gingrar! cf• under artiole qwf*
Usages from the root sqy are well attested in ESAf of* sqyi "to 
water9 to irrigate"9 and the subst* sqyt and msqyt or msqti "canal 
or duot for irrigation"! of* CR-01*f 199* But the ezaot equivalent 
of this gimyarX siqayat "receptacle9 drinking oup" is not attested*

grbi Nastan, AA-S#Uf 609 gives qaraba al-sar*a * garama-hui "to harvest 
the seed orops"9 as in the dialeot of "oertain people of al-Yaman"9 
fl lu^hatl ba'di »ahli al-yaman9 and also says that gimyar called 
• ay lul f Sept ember 9 dhu al-^lrab because it was the month when the
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seed crops where harvested. Cf. ESA subst. grbi "harvest, harvesting", 
and dgrbm "n. mensis (mensis messium)") of. Cft-Ol., 225* Cf. also 
CIH 174,3* boya/wdf/wsrb/1 "in aestate et vere et autumno"| and 
of. the note thereto, where this gingrarl usage is compared. 

ks*i Lisan and Taj, art. la1, give kus*um * fritnar* "ass, donkey", as 
in the dialeot of gimyar. Variant forms are also given as ku*aun, 
•ukmua and •umkusf of. Taj, art. *mks. But both Lisan and Taj point 
out that kus'um is the authentio fora and add that it derives from 
kasa*at "to hit, to drive, with a stiok from the back", the waw and 
aim being augmentative, aa+ida. In the "supplement" to art. ksf, Taj 
adds that kasa*a is the equivalent of kasafrai "to ehase, to drive 
away", and then Zabldl adds his personal remark, intorduoed by qultu, 
that it is from this sense that the oolloquial expression kaa*a for 
"ohasing" ships comes and it is said kas*a—ha fi-1-bafrri "He chased 
them, drove them away, in the sea". X presume that the "colloquial 
expression" referred to here is TamanI, as Zabldl himself was of 
YamanI origin. Cf. BBS 3945,5* tV h k B ^ >wsVwmrt[f]n/mlkhwi "until 
he altogether spoiled Awsan and MBTWm its king", according to Beeston, 
81, 62, who, in the note thereto, p. 67, follows Bhodokanakis (AST, I, 
72) in oomparing iktasafra »amsala-hum »akhadha^»ha kullaha. Cf. also 
BBS 3945,14* whkst/smhyf•/wnsnt "and altogether defeated SMHYF* and 
hSh", according to Beeston, SI, 64. 1 think a sense of "routed, 
chased away, drove away", would fit hks^ in both oases. Cf. what was 
said above and also compare yuqalu li-l-rajull *ldha hasama al-qawma 
fc^marra wa-huwa yajrudu-humi marra fulai>»un yaksa»u-hum wa-yaksa*u»—



hum, »ay yatba^u-hum, Lisan artiole ks«. 
mrwi Naswan, AA-SfU, 166, gives mariyy • sayyidi "lord, master", as in 

in the dialeot of giayar, but derives it either from mara bi-l— f «fiL» 
"to be lavish with giving away", or from al-mlra» "food provisions".
In both oases mariyy would be metathetioal. Al-Aqma*!, Tarlkh al»*arab 
qabla al-islam, Baghdad. 1959, 103, says that mariya in the dialeot 
of gimyar meant sayyida, and then adds wa-ism al-sayyid •inda^hum 
marl. Al-Ajgma'I's forms mariya and marl make it olear beyond doubt 
that the usages should be derived from a root mrw mry, but I prefer 
mrw because of muru»ai "nobleness", whioh although derives from the 
root mr*, is also pronounced muruwwa. The glqyarl usages here are to 
be linked with B3A mr*t "master, lord", and its feminine mr*t» "lady, 
mistress"! of. Gfr-01., 180. 

wthbt The story of the Arab from North Arabia who, when in £afar, was 
told by a gimyarl king to sit down but misunderstood the order for 
jumping down and complied with the order and fell to his death is one 
of the favourite stories with authors who want to show how the dialeot 
of giqyar differed from Arablo usage. The king is reported to have 
said thib. which in normal Arabic usage meant "leap, jump". Cf.
Naswan, AA-3*U, 1131 HamdanI, Ikljl, VIII (Baghdad ed.), 39? Freytag, 
Arabun Proverbla, II, 675I Taj, art. frmrf etc. Thus we have most of 
the lexica entering wathabai "to sit down", in the dialect of glqyar) 
of. the sources above and cf• Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, III, 199. Cf. CI^- 
01., 142, where this giqyarl usage is compared with ESA wtb, and of. 
mwtbt "locus, aedes"f ibid.



hjrs Taj, art. hjr, adds a remark on the name of the two towns In
' - t \ • ‘ i

South Arabia called a 1-Ha j a ran, given in Qamus, in whioh it is 
said al-hajaru bi-lu&hati frinyar al-qaryaf and it is clear from 
the rest of the information added about these two villages that 
Taj is quoting Yaqut, Mu*jam al-Buldan (IY, 953), who, in his 
turn, quoted Ibn a1-gayik (al-Hamdanl), of. HamdanI, gifa, 86t 
al-hajaru al-qaryatu bl«4ughatl ^imyaiawa-l-*arabl al-*arlba. 
Cf. CB-01., 131, where this statement from HamdanI is quoted 
and oompared with ESA hgrt "city, town".



According to Abd <Ubayd, RisSla, quoted in Suya*$I9 ItqSn,
I, 135, Hmgm in Qur*an xvli,71 * is a gimyarl usage meaning kitgb. The 
verse reads t yawma nad*tt kulla *unls-in bi~*imgml-hlm fa-man >tttiya 
kitSba-hu bi-yamlni-hi fa—*ulg,ika yaqraMlna kitSba-hum wa-1! yuflamQna 
fatll-an. >lmgm here has been interpreted in & number of senses t 
people will be called on the day of judgement according to their leader, 
>lmgm. e.g., a prophetj or according to what they were led by, e.g., 
a scripture, kitlSb. or a law, dint or according to the record of their 
deeds, kitMb >a<m51i-hlmt cf. BaigSwl, Tafslr, ad loc. AbU fUbayda,
Majgz al-Qur*an. I, 386, takes *imgm as "leader" and then sayB, 
wa-yajttzu 1an yakflna bi-kitgbi-him. Ibn Qutayba, Ta*wll ltushkil 
al-Qur*gn. 354, says that *imgm here is "record of deeds" and then 
quotes Qur>gn xxxvi.12 t wa-kulla shay*-in 1afcqayn£-hu fl 1imaa-in mubln, 
where Hmgm means kitgb. "document, record" or al-lawg al-magfTtyi "the

9 ___preserved tablet". The case for Hmgm —  kit5b is strong in Qur*an xxxvi, 
12, while bl-* lmgmi-faim in Qur*ln xvii,71 makes more sense as "leader", 
for the idea is that each group of people will be identified, when 
called for, by their "leader".* The claimed sense of bi—>imHmi-him «=• 
bi-kitgbl-him is either due to the presence of fa-man *ntiya kltlba-hu 
bi-yamlni-hi etc., lmmediatly after, or to the desire of the exegetes

%« y
m A variant reading for loLis ^>l:"by their mothers, for

the simple idea "pater incertus, mater certa est"j cf. Baigawl, 
Tafsir, ad loc.
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to apply her© the sense of •imam in Qtir*an xxxvi,l2*
Another explanation^ and perhaps the real one9 is that 

according to the Codioee of Ibn Mas'ud and 9Ubayy b. Ka#b Qur*an xviifTl 
read bi-kitabl-hia instead of bi~»imami-him of the canonical text of 
•Uthman* And since hi tab was apparently the morale common word for

«-*» vr -i i

"written document"! Abu *Ubayd9 or his ultimate authority9 was pointing 
out the dialeotal origin of this usage aooepted in the canonical text 
instead of the more common kitab*

An SSA comparable usage is to be found in RES 35^692t w*n'am/ 
be • ln/a • l/wyd*/dVfrrg/mlkn/shr9 whioh Rhodolcanakis renders asi "as 
direotion9 "Anweisung"9 for any one who seeks the law and finds out 
what there has decreed King §HR"* •mm here refers to the law enacted 
in this long text9 or more probably9 to the inseriprion whioh should 
serve as an "indication" or "reference" for learning the law* In any 
oase9 it refers to the enacted law as written down9 and in this sense 
it is possible to see it developing to "written document"9 whioh is 
what Arabic lei tab means*

• Cf* A* Jeffexy9 Materials for the History of the Text of the Qur*an> 
Leiden9 1937t 55 ond 142| of. also Sulayman b* al-9Ashvath 
al-8ijlBtanI9 lei tab al-maaaftiff (ed. A* Jeffery)9 Cairo9 19369 37t 
where the term al-»*imam is used for the "master oopy" of the Codex 
of •Uthman from whioh the magahif which were sent to the provinces 
were copied*
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Qur*an zzzvii,l25 readsi 9a-tad*una ba*l-an wa~tadharuna
aha ana al-khaliglni "Do you address yourselves (or, do you offer your 

prayers) to Ba4l and forsake the Best of Creators?* This is said to hie 
unbelieving people by the prophet 9 Ilyas, Elijah of the Old Testament) 
of* I Kings xviii,l8 ff. It is obvious that bafl-an here is a proper 
noun, the name of the deity against vhose worship 9Ilyas was preaching 
to hie people* This interpretation was known to the ezegetes, and 
fabarl, Tafslr9 XXIII,58, gives traditions whioh assert that ba9l was
an idol whom they worshipped) of* also Lisan9 art* b9l* But it seems

» .

that some linguists and ezegetes were mislead9 or trioked9 by the 
tanwln of ba91-an into taking it as a oommon noun* Abu fUbayd9 Risala, 
says that ba9l-an meant rabb-ani "lord" and was in the dialeot of 
gimyar, or, as olaimed by some9 in that of 9Asd Shanu9a* SuyufI, Itqan9 
I9 135p on ultimate authority of Ibn 9Abbas9 says that this is a 
usage in the dialeot of the people of aL-Xam&n, and on the ultimate 
authority of Qatada that it is in the dialeot of 9Asd Shanu'a* Jabarl, 
op* olt*9 says that some ezegetes assigned to ba9l here the sense of 
rabb and olaimed it to be a usage in the dialeot of the people of 
al-Taman* He gives two traditions in support of that9 one from Qatada9 
who says that it is lughat-un bi-l-yamaniyya and ezplains it as rabb-an

• But 9a9jaml proper nouns, normally treated as|diptote nouns and 
therefore not given tanwln, are treated as triptote nouns if they 
are made of three letters with a sukun on the middle letter) of*
9arsalna nufr-an, Qurfan vii,59*
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dLuna allahs f'a lord, a deity, other than Allah", the other from 
4lkrima, who 3ays wa-hiya lughatu *ahli al-yaman, and then is added, 
taqulut man ba4lu hadha al-thawr, »ayt man rabbu-hu, where taqulut 
’’You say, or, one says", presumably refers to the usage of the people 
of al-T&m&n.

The use of ba*l with the basic sense of "lord, master, owner" 
is attested in Arabic, without specification of a dialectal usage) cf . 
ba4lu al-ehay*lt rabbu-hu wa-malik\*-hu» "the owner, the proprietor, of 
a thing") and ba4lt "husband", called so "beoause he is the master and 
proprietor" of the woman) Lisan, art* b*l« ba4l-an is explained in 
Lisan also as £abfe-an, but without reference to a Yamanl dialectal 
usage, Lisan even gives a tradition from Ibn 4Abbas in which it said 
that he heard a man who claimed that a lost she—camel whioh had been 
found was his sayt *ana ba4lu-ha, meaning rabbu-hat "its owner", and 
Ibn 4Abbas commented then that that was the same usage as 4a-tad4una 

0 la41-an in Qur*an* Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, I, 314» relates that Ibn 4Abbas 
said that he had not known what al-ba41 in Qur*an meant until he saw 
an Arab, farabiyy-an, and said to himt li-man hadhihi al-naqai "whose 
is this she-oamel?" and hr answered 4ana ba4 li>-ha, meaning rabbu-ha. 
This pattern of "encounter" is very familiar, and especially when Ibn 
4Abbas is the authority involved) cf* under articles ftfr, hwr, wrk and 
khmr. The instructive thing in these two "encounters" here is a bedouin 
in one case and an Arab (sio) in another are the persons questioned 
or overheard and not people from al-Yaman*
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In ESA b*l is well attested in the sense of "lord", as used 
from deities, e.g., *lmqh/b*l/>wm; •ttr/b>l/bn*; »nby/b*l/frgn etc. It 
is also used with humans in the sense of "lord, master"; cf. RES 
4l69,6t >]mr*hnar/>btl/sl^mi "their lords, the masters of SLgm", and 
also in other specific usages with the basic sense of "lord, master"! 
(a) "masters, owners", cf. 3910,2s 1 *dmhw/s• bn/3 b */ * b * l/hgm/mrb/ 
w^rrhw/s "to his servants (or, subjects) the masters (or, owners) 
of the city Marib and its valley lands"; (b) "owners, inhabitants" 
in the expression ♦b^/byt, as against b*l/bytm "the lord of the 
house", who is a deity; cf. note in CIH to CIH 322,1 and the foreword 
to CIH II, chapter XIX, (CIH II, p. 345)I (°) "husband"; cf. hws *t/
b#lfc/ns*kr[to* "honoravit maritum suum", according to CIH.

*

Arabic usages of ba*l can be equated with those of ESA b*l 
as used for humans. It is the use of ba*l in an explicitly divine 
context or usage that is not attested in Arabic. It is possible, 
therefore, to suggest that when ba*l-an in Qur»an was Interpreted as 
"a lord, a deity" other than Ood, some of the exegetes recalled the 
specific use of ba*l in South Arabia as an epithet for deities.



Al-Tirinmah b. Hakim al-Ta*I, the Kharijlte poet of the let 
century A.H., boasts in a poem in which he attacks al-Farazdaq that no 
one ever had a nuptial night with a virgin woman from his tribe except 
for a dowry, mahr, described by the poet as muballat, which is explained 
in Arabic lexica as a Hinyari usage meaning majmun, a word which should 
be rendered here "secured, delivered beforehand", for the primary sense 
of al«-daman is al-tahsil, "getting hold of (something)") cf. Lane, 
Lexicon, art. dmn; cf. also Sahah, Lisan, Taj, art. bit.

Marriage for mahr is stressed here as against marriage 
through captivity when the captor took the wcman into marriage without 
the consent of her kin and without paying any compensation) cf. W.R. 
Smith, Kinship and Marriage, 96-6. The description of mahr as 
muballat, "secured, delivered beforehand", implies a marriage which
was pre-arranged with the consent of the woman1 s kin.

In Arabic one normally speaks of delivering the mahr as 
saga >ila al-roar*ati mahraha, "he drove to the woman her dowry". This 
is said to originate from the times when dowries given by the Arabs 
normally consisted of camels and sheep which were driven to the 
wife-to-be; but it has come to be used in all cases, even when 
money, darahlm and dananir, are used. From this usage of saqa is 
derived siyaq • mahr; cf. Lisan, art. swq. (Al-Jahls quotes from al- 
Asmaci this same view about the development of the meaning of siqa 
as used with a dowry and then adds the rather facetious though shrewd 
remarkx "(h the analogy of al-Asma<its statement the owners of dates,
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whoso blood money, diyHtuhumo and dowries, auhOruhun, wore (paid) in 
dates, did not sayi sSoa fuian-un sadggahu’1. Jlfcif, BukhalS1, Cairo, 
1957̂

It 18 possible, therefore, to deteot in ballata. Fora II, 
of whioh muballat is the passive participle, a basic sense of "to 
drive, to send away, to despatch" • The oloee parallelism that this 
sense bears to the usages of bit in SSA and the oloee semantic 
parallelism between those usages of SSA bit and of Arabic sloa will 
show that the claim that muballat in al'fir image's verse is a gimyarl 
usage oan be valid*

The sense of "to send away, to despatoh" is clear and 
reoo&iised in the verbal usages of SSA bit i of* CIH 306,101 bdt/nbl/ 
wbltn/i "because there did deepest oh and send"! ibid*. 20« bitw/i 
"they sent"! Beeston, S£, 27-28. CF. also CIH 352,91 b*hnmr/dndmh«./ 
w (9) blthuv/Jar>haw/i Fakhry, 102,lOt whkl/bltt/blthw/mr*(ll)hw/«
By 539,2» bkn/blthaw/mr'haw/* where a sense of "sent, or, despatched" 
has boon recognised. ̂ C f .  also CIH 531,6* w ilyg»n/blt/gvd't* "et 
pergat mlttere offlcia (?)•••", aooordlng to CIH, hut where one oan 
compare the Arabic phrase aSqa 11ayhi kharr-an. "He caused good 
fortune, he brou^it good fortune, to him") of. 1 ^  art. swo. mydct 
here la the ezaot semantic equivalent of Arabic m W .  "goodness, 
favour".

BBS 3566,4 reads* hlem>y/wBnWwbltnAdn/mrasm/<hr. rendered 
by Bhodolcanakis, Grands.. 34, "aufrichtig ergeben und gefdglg und folg-
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8am dem Befehl ihrOs Harm SHE". This same phrase is repeated again in 
linae 6 and 9 thereof* Although bltni "folgsam ergeben" is a feasible 
sense here, yet 1 think that its sense finds a batter expression in 
the Arabic semantic parallel sSqa alAmfltra J*ahaana masgq* "He carried 
on9 or prosecuted affairs9 or the affairs9 in the best manner of doing 
so"f LL, art* swq* A sense of "carry out9 prosecute, despatch"9 would 
fit bltn here*

This yimyarl usage of muballat =  aadnfln was ooopared by H* 
Derenbourg, Revue Archeolosicmo* 3eme eerie, XXXV, (1899), p* 6 n*2, 
inconnection with blthmw in CIH 352, 8-9• ^hnmw/dqdmhaw/w (9) blthmw/ 
*mr*hiaw* whioh he renderedt "ou lee ont p reposes et (9) se sont 
portee gar an to pour eux lour princes" etc* It is obvious that this 
rendering misses the basic sense of madmun "secured, delivered", 
pointed out above, and also misses the significance of the association 
of this usage with mahr "dowry" • Derenbourg later found that he was 
not satisfied with this rendering and decided to follow Praetorius's 
comparison of Bth* bannata "muneribus omavit" and bsnat "ramus"! of* 
the note CIH to 352,4*

The substantive bit is attested in two ESA texts* CIH 290,4 
r«ada« l y d b W ‘Itr/bltn/kl/d'W. "daw dea ‘Attar dia Abgaba (dm 
'in but) op fere (darbringe) jeder desit ser durch Kauf" % Rhodokanakis, 
St*, II, 153* I have already pointed out that the injunction here is 
related to the offering or giving of something in exchange for the 
acquiring or oocupying of landf of* my NQI, II, 424* Rhodokanakis,
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op* olt#* 152-3, renders bltni "Abgabe (Tribut)" by comparing Akkadian 
biltuni "Ertrag, Paohtsins, Paohtabgabe"| of* further below# In the 
context of lvdbhn here, end in the light of Van Lassen 10,2-3, where 
a camel is specifically mentioned as the price or offering given in 
exchange for acquiring a burial plaoe, cf# my 501,11, 423 f*, bltn here 
possibly indicates Nsacrlflelal victim"# a semantic parallel is provided 
by Arabic shoa al-hadva, "He brought forward, or drove, the sacrificial 
victims"! (hadv. "sacrificial victims", is in itself a semantic parallel 
to biti# It is derived from had!. "he lead"! of# also hadlvya. "gift, 
sacrificial victim"#) The other text in which substantive bit aeours,
CIH 291,2 and 4, is too damaged to permit a fairly accurate restoration, 
and the context therefore cannot be reasonably established#

Rhodokanakis, St# 11, 152, suggests that bit is a secondary 
formation, "Welterbildung”, from ESA wbli of* RES 3666,5, owblm 
"Paohtsins" 1 "rent"* But I do not think that there is enough justifica
tion for that olaim, especially sinoe verbal usages of bit are attested, 
cf* supra#

• * *

Cf* Beeston, SI, 30, in the note to CIH 306,10 and 0#
Ryokmans, Mus, 69 (1956), 365, in the note to blthmw, Ry 539,2, for
a discussion &nd exposition of the different suggestions for the
derivation and interpretation of BSA bit.



A tradition relates that when *Abd al-Mu'J'Jalib, Muhammad's
«. *r

great grandfather, had dug out and cleared the well of Zamsam in Macoa 
he saidi la >ufrillu-hB 1 i-mughtasi 1 -in wa-hlya 11-gharib-ln frlll-un 
wa-bill-unt "I do not allow it(s water) to him who wishes to bathe, 
but to him who wishes to drink it is ^ill-un, allowable, lawful, and 
bill-un. free (?)") LisRn, T5jt art, bill Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, I, 38.
But Ibn Durayd, Jamhara. I, 64, gives the expression as frlll-un blll-un, 
without the conjunction wa before bill-un. but also without reference 
to the tradition. The meaning of bill-un in the tradition or the 
expression is not free from controversy. Two explanations are giveni 
(l) bill-un is an assonant addition, HtbB*. after hill-unj (2) it is 
a usage in the dialect of Jimyar or al-Yaman meaning mubBfr-un mu$laq-uni 
"free, unrestricted"| cf. Llattn. T5j. art. bll. and Ibn Durayd, Jamhara. 
I, 38, 64. NaswBn, AA-S<U. 9, on the ultimate authority of al->Aqma<I, 
says that al-blll meant al-mub£\) *n the dialeot of Jimyar. But in 
LisBn, art. bll, al-^Aqma^I is quoted as having said that he had always 
taken bill-un in the tradition or expression as an assonant addition, 
>itbB<, until he heard al-Mu<tamir b. SulaymBn claim that bill-un was 
mub&^-un in the dialect of §imyar. Against the olaim that bill-un is 
an assonant addition AbU <Ubayda and Ibn al-Sikklt point out that 
itbB*. assonant addition, is ruled out because of the presenoe of 
the conjunction wa between the two words) Lis Bn. art. bll. The form 
given by Ibn Durayd, without the conjunction before bill-un, cf. above, 
does not seem to have been recognised, and it might well be a misread
ing or a misprint.



This claimed glrayarl usage of blll«mn can be compared with 
ESA bllm In CIH 255» which readst

3 • /tyndm/b[dt/s1 dhmw/t • lb/wfy
4* m/wn,mtm/[w]bllm/lhm[t/,srm#

The Inscription Is fragmentary, and the text, as edited, Is not beyond 
doubt* CIH renders bllm here "aura", and Beeston, SI, 50, ad bllm/,
CIH 532,7» comments on this translation of CIH by saying, "C(IH) there 
(i.e, In CIH 255»4) translates) "wind", but this seems very pointless 
after n*mt/ (if that reading is correct)", I wonder, however, whether 
"aura" of CIH was not Intended as meaning "favour, prosperity", A 
better rendering is made by Conti Rossini, who by comparing Arabic 
bulla, pi, billli "bonum, beneficientia" and ha!51i "bonum" renders 
bllm in CIH 255 here ast "bonum"; CR-01, 114* Beeston, 1, cit,, agrees 
with this rendering, although he says that he does not find the Arable 
usage bulla, pi, balll [sic] (CR-01, has pi, billl, see above) which 
Conti Rossini compares and adds, "but perhaps it is a slip for bllla 
with its 'altered* form ballli (see Lane), which suits pretty well", 
Cf, also billai al-khayru wa-l-rizqi "abundance and bounty",and 
balal-an rain ^ayshi "fertility, abundance"| Lisin, art, bll, Thust 
bllm/i "benefit, abundance". This meaning of bllm/ is compatible with 
the claimed gimyarl usage of bill-un - mubl^-un« "free, unrestricted", 
for it seems that mubl^-un should be taken to mean "public, common, 
benefit or amenity",

A sense of "bountiful, abundant" can be assigned to bllm
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in CIH 547» which readst
8, /[w ]> l/hwfyhmw/mf g
9« r/srghmw/bdt*n/whr
10. fn/nm/mwm/qlla/wbl
11. lm/

I renders (8) "And he did not fulfill for them the flowing (9) of
their watering channel in spring and autumn (10) with water9 little 

or abundant*9.
Notes i
(Of. the examination of CIH 547» 3*7 under artiole ns*.)

_  <3LI. 8-^t mfgrs this reading is after CIH9 for Halevy*s ffgr. where 
the first jf is marked doubtful. Cf. further under the note to 
bllm. 11. 10-11.

LI. 10s mn/mwmt **with water**, mn here is for respect9 tamyTg. a sense 
which is attested for the more common bn.

LI. 10-11s qllm/wbllms "little or abundant". This is a merismus
expression like bhtm/wqtnm: orbm/wrfcqmj kbrm/fJw/qgrm in BSaI1  ̂
Praetorious, Beitr. sur Brkiarung der Himj. Inschr.« III9 15 
compared with qllm/wbllm here Arabic qalll-un wa-balll-un. which, 
he said, simply meant **little**. Praetorius does not indicate his 
source. According to ^Smus, art. bll. the Arabic expression is 
qalll-un balll-un. without the intervention of wa. as CR-01., 114# 
correctly quotes it. Qgmfls. art. bll.. says that it is itbSf 
assonant addition, a claim which, from the purely formal point 
of view, seems to be supported by the absence of the conjunction, 
cf. above. But I think that the Arabic expression, wither qalll-un 
wa-balll-un. as Praetorius gives it, or qalll«mn balll-un. as 
QSmus gives it, acquired the sense of **little** from the merismus 
sense of nnothing at all1*, in negative contexts, and that both 
ESA qllm/wbllm and the corresponding Arabic expression or
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expressions are really made of two opposite epithets• This sense 
of merismus becomes very clear after the negation in this periods 
w* l/hwfyhmw/mfgr/#rghmw/bdt *n/wjyfh/bn/mwm/qllm/wbl lm. Even bdt*n/ 
whrfn/ can be taken as merismus, in a sense* Praetorius's view 
of qllm/wbllm has been accepted with little or no modification! 
of* CIHt "parva et exigua (?)N| Rhodokanakis, St*, I, 59* "wenig"! 
and Beeston, SI* 51* "very little"• This assumed sense of "little, 
small" was used as the basis for interpreting bllm in CIH 532, 
which reads s

7. /wbdt/ht>t/bll
8. B/*l/bhn/il crt/w*l/l
9« »/*»[*>/

CIH 532 is one of the "penitence" texts in whioh people make public
confessions of their sins* The dedlcant here, a woman, after
mentioning specifio sins, lines 3-7, makes in the lines cited 
above a comprehensive reference by saying, according to Beeston's 
translation, SI, 50* "and because she committed small wrongs (?)
(8) wither it be that she was aware (of them) or wether she was
(9) not aware"* Beeston's bllmi "small wrongs (?)", is based on

30,Mordtmann and Mittwoch, gimj* Inschr. ̂  where in a note ad CIH 
411,11* dbnhw/d<w/wflbnhw/*1/d€w/, they quote CIH 532,7-9 and render 
bllm as "kleine Sflnden" without explanation or documentation* 
Beeston, SI, 50, in the note to his translation, above, rejects 
bllmt "by night", according to CIH, snd prefers Mordtmann and 
Mittwoch1s "small wrongs" but then addst "but it seems rather 
doubtful wether bll/ oan have this sense when not associated with 
qll/, to which it appears to be only an assonant addition in C(IH)
547,10-11*" It is clear from this that Mordtmann and Mittwoch
have adopted the sense of bllmi "little, small" and then added 
"sins, wrongs" as a sense required or warranted by the context*
I render bllm here, in CIH 532, 7-9, as "sins, faults"! cf* Arabic 
bulla* bululat "vice, fault, evil conduct", and >aball (adj.) 
"vicious, immoral, unrighteous"| (Lane, Lexicon)* This sense of



bllmi "sins9 faults" does not seem easy to link with bllmi 
"abundanoe9 bounty9 benefit"9 CIE 255*4# and bllmi "abundant9 
bountiful" 9 CIH 547910-»11| but so also is the case in Arabic*
A possible 8emantio parallel might be found in the relation

"free for use* unrestricted" and *ibafrat "removing 
restrictions* making free"* hence "trespass9 laxity9 immorality" 
in later Arabio usage, mubafr is the word by whioh the olaimed 
giiqyarl of bill-un in 9Abd al-Muffalib1 s tradition is explained# 
of* above*

between mubafr



bll Footnotes 1

(l) 1 am grateful to ?rofesaor A. M. Honeyman, who drew my attention
to the name and nature of this idiom or figure of speech* I also 
drew much guidance and information from his * Merismus in Biblical 
Hebrew**# Journal of Biblloal Literaturey LXXI, part 1, 1952# 
11- 18*
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A number of usages from the Arabic root khmr are given in the 
lezioa and other sources as in the dialect of ^lmyar and/or al-Taman.
(X) "akhmara = »a*|at "to give”; = mallakai ”to give someone pobession 
of something1*} and wahabat ”to give as a gift, to grant”. These usages 
are supported by a quotation from Muhammad b. Kathlr, the Taman! 
mufraddith and faqih, (died 216 A.H.l cf. Ja*dl, yabaqat Fuqaha* 
al—Taman, 72 and n. 4)» in which he sayss ”This is a usage known with
us in Taman, and we hardly use any other} one says *akhmir-nl such and
such a thing, meaning "a^inl-hii "give it to me”, hab-hu lit ”give it 
to me as a gift”, malliknl »iyya-hm "give me possession of it” and the 
like”} Lisan and Taj, art. khmr. And according to the commentary to 
al-Xala'T's Qaslda, quoted in C3f-Q1., 157, yakhmuru ~ yahabu in the 
dialect of yimyar.

This sense is the basio sense assigned to ESA hmr and its 
<&ivative usages; of. CIMil., 157*
(2) istakhmara = ista,badat "to take as a slave, to subdue someone 
into slavery or servitude”. This is attested in a tradition attributed
to Jtu'adh b. Jabal, one of Muhammad's governors in Taman, in which
Mu'adh made the injunctions man •istakhmara qawm-an 'awwalu-hum 
•afrrar-un wa—jlran-un mustadJafuna fa-la-hu tna qafara fl bayti—hit 
"Whosoever has subdued into slavery persons the first state of whom 
had been that of freeman and protected (i.e. insecure, not arras-bearing) 
neighbours, to him shall belong those whom he has within his household”. 
This usage of istakhmara is stated to be in the dialeot of al-Taman.
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Lisan and Taj, art* khmr*
Taj enters usage (l) separately from (2)| LisTn enters (2) 

first and then (l) follows but without any clear indication that (l) 
is related to (2). But gabafr enters the tradition from Mu'adh, 
explains istakhmara therein as *akhadha-hum qahr-an wa-tamallaka—humi 
"took them by force and gained possession of them”, and then gives the 
quotation from Muhammad b. Kathlr introduced by wa-qala etc., whioh 
gives the impression that Ibn Kathlr1s gloss was meant to explain the 
meaning of istakhmara in the tradition.

In ny NQl, 13, I compared this usage with fiSA r̂arra in the 
well-known formulat ywm/hwf t^l/grTi/d* lVwaymn/w^blny/wfrmrm, assigning 
to hmrny/ here the sense of "protected status", i.e. the status of a 
non-arms-bearing person or class, that of a da*If in modern South 
Arabian us age f cf. the use of musta^afun in the definition of the 
people as given in the tradition.*
(3)t A^mad b. Paris, Mufjam maqayls al-lugha, Cairo, 1946, II, 216, 
quotes from al-Khalll that al-mustakhmar in the dialeot of ginyar meant 
al-sharlk, which in ny NQl, 15, I suggested rendering as "partner in 
land, tenant", and compared a tradition also related to Itu'adh b.
Jabal in whioh it is said that Ifu’adh *ajaaa bayna *ahli al-yamani 
a1-8hirk1 "He allowed, among the people of El-Yemen, the sharing, one 
with another, in land [and app. its produce], by its owner giving it 
to another for the half [app. of its produce], or the like thereof", 
as Lane, Lexicon, explains it, or, in other words, the repartition of

b f-SA/s/S II I /
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crops* I also compared Minaean srk/mlkn, RES 3318,5 assigned to it 
a similar sense, and commented, ’’Could it be suggested then that 
srk/mlkn denoted a tenant of the king, a person who did not own his
land? And if frmrm could be linked to srk/mlkn through this gingrarl 
usage of mustakhnar, could it be said that frmrm referred to people who 
held their land in tenancy from the state or sovereign?"* I would like 
to add here the following pointst
(a)t nmstakhraar is obviously to be linked in sense with istakhaaraiwto
, subdue into slavery or servitude”*

(bj srkt "repartition of orops” is attested in RES 3951,3,4, and the
verbal srki "to partition” in RES 3951,5* cf* Beeston, SI, 72}
Rhodokanakis, &T, 1, 93-94*

(o) A number of Arabic usages can be compared to throw further light
on the meaning of mustakhmar = sharlk and of srk/mlkn*
I* shuraka* (sing* sharlk) is used in Qur*an, passim, to mean the 

divine "patrons, lords" of their worshippers, and not "partners"
to Qod, allah* Cf* particularly Qur*an vi, 136« wa-ja9alu
li-llahi mi+ama dhara’a min al-frarthl wa«»l«»*an,ami naslb-an
fa*»qalu hadha li-llahi bi-ga9mi-him wa-hadha li-shuraka * 1-na 
fa-ma kana li-shuraka*i-hlm fa-la yasilu *ila allahi wa-ma kana 
li-llahi fa-huwa yasilu *ila shuraka>i-him sa*a ma yafrkumunt 
"And they assign to Allah of the crop and cattle he has created 
a portion} and they say, 9This is Allah's9 —  in their assertion- 
9and this is for our patrons9, and what is for their patrons 
does not reach Allah, but what is for Allah goes to their patron^ 
Evil is their judgement!" According to Ibn Is^aq, sTra, I, 84 
(of* A* Guillaume (tr*), Life of Uu^ammad, 37) this verse 
referred to the practice of a tribe/Khawlan* who worshipped
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•Umyanis, In this verse shuraka* is used in a clear context of 
crop sharing, or "partitioning", and it inevitably reminds one 
of the ESA terra symi "patron" on the one hand, and recalls the 
modern use of mal al-shayim in South Arabia for the protection 
fee that is levied by a protecting group or tribe, i*e*, patrons, 
on orops and agricultural products) of* under articles shym and 
shrh,

II* Cf. sharlki "colon partiaire, cultivateur qui rend au propriet- 
aire une portion convenue (quatre cinquieraes) des recoltes et 
des autres produits de sa ferine") Dozy, Supplement, I, 752*

III* da^hllt "grantor, protector", B* B* Serjeant, "A Judeo-Arab
House-deed from gabban", JRAS, 1953# 130, has also the sense of 
"protege" elsewhere) of* Landberg, 01* Bat*, 719* Landberg, 
jiâ ramd̂ fc, 571, says that da&ill is the synonym of sharlk, 
"associe", and adds, "le dakhll des bedouins du Kord est rabl* 
dans le Sud*" The semantic interchange presented here is striking 
dakhll "protege", in the use of the North,has become in the 
South to mean sharlki "associe", while rabl* of the North, 
"associe",from the original sense of a "share—cropper who gets 
one quarter", (cf* Landberg, 01* Bat*, 1076), has become to mean 
in the South "protege". If this seraantio interchange indicates 
anything, it indicates the definitely protected status of the 
so-called ’partner",

IV, H. B, Serjeant, "Forms of Plea, a Safi*i Manual from al-Si£r", 
BSQ, XXX, 1955, 11, n* 1» comments on musaqah contracts by 
saying, "This i3 evidently a typical contract under which the 
agricultural labourer or rniskln agrees to work for the palragrove 
owner or tabln, the latter word being found in the pre-Islaraic 
inscriptions"*This form of contract would come under shirk, as 
the labourer gets a third of the crop for his work. The use of 
raiskXn, which denotes a member of the protected classes, for what 
otherwise could have been termed sharik, "share-cropper", is
instructive*
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Thus shirk and sharlk did not indioats equ$l "partnership", 
but a relation of "patron" to "protege", or vice versa* For this 
"Qegensinn", of* jar, maw la, dakhll; of* also under article jbn* A 
protected status fits srk/mlkn in RES 3318,5, which readst w'frlym'y/ 
symhy/w|bnh/m*n/wsrk/mlkn/wmtn/>ry/gndn* I render this as "and the 
plantations of each (group of) the dhimaa and the ra*lyya of Ma'in 
and the king's tenants-in-fee and Ma'in the land-tax payers of **?**"fc/; 
under articles hlw (frly), shym (sym), and jbn* And it is clear, there-< 
fore, that the explanation of ^inyarl mustakhmar by sharlk confirms 
the sense of subjugation and imposed protection attested in the verb 
istakhmara, and makes it still feasible to compare istajchrarra and 
mustakhmar with ESA frmrmi "proteoted status", cf* above*
(4) Qur'an xii, 36, giving an account of the dreams of Yusuf's two 
prison companions, says that one of them saidt 'innl *aranl 'a'giru 
khamxwani "Verily I saw myself pressing wine"* The exegetes and 
linguists thought that •inab* "grapes" should have been used instead 
of khamri "wine"* A simple explanation was that khamr was used to 
indicate what 'inab was to end to, and this is a perfect example of 
what rhetoricians call majag mursal, "tropical usage by relation"* 
However, a dialectal source for this usage was cited* Zamakhsharl, 
Kashshaf, 1, gives the explanation mentioned above and then adds,
"and it is said that khamr in the dialect of 'Uman is used for •inab"; 
cf* also SuyufI, Itqan, I, 135» °n the ultimate authority of al-pa^£ak, 
who makes the same assertion* Lisan and Taj, art* khmr, give two
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statements on the authority of Abu ganlfas (l) That grapes, •inab, 
are called khamr in Arabic and that this is a XamanT usage, lu^hat—un 
yamaniyya; (2) That a certain relater, rawl, asserted that he sav a
man of Taman, y amaniyy-an,, parrying grapes and he asked him what he was
carrying and the man answered ftkhamr*1, thus calling grapes khamr. One 
wonders whether i-t-L* 4-JJ and * are not mistakes for
3 2a I and * respectively! but cf• what follows, (3)
Waswan, AA-§*U, asserts that certain Arabs call •inab, "grapes*1,
khamr and that al-A^ma9! told that a man from ^ingrar who had grapes
was asked what he had and said, "khamr*1. This type of "encounter*1 with

x0people from Taman ar with bedouins is an all too familiar device of
the linguists and the exegetesf cf, under articles ftfr, wrk and frwr. 

There is no attested usage in ESA which oan be compared 
with this claimed TamanI or ^iojyarl dialect.
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According to Abu fUbay&, Bisala, quoted in Suytit x, Itqan* I,
' ' ' , ' * ■  ■

^35* madxnln* Our*an, lvi»86* . is a usage in tlie dialect of Ilimyar. meaning

mulxasabxn* " brought to reckoning, held responsible11# Qur*an ̂ Ivis 83-87
read* fa-1 awl a 7 idh balaghat al-̂ iilquraa (83) wa-*> antum §Ina^iEhin

taixsuruna (84) wa-nafonu *aqrabu• *ilay-hi min-hum v/a-lakinlla tnhsiruna 
(85) fa-lawla ,5 in kuntum ‘ghayxTa madlnina ( 86) tar 31 *una-ha i in kuntum 
§MiqIna (87)# These versOs are held to form one period, but the syntax
is not straightforward* fa-1 awl a in verses 83 and 86 is taken as 

exhortative, and the second one is repeated-, for/emphasis* The verses 

can be translated as follows* 11 If only, when xt (the soul) reaches the 

throat, while you are then looking on and while We are nearer to him 

than you but you cannot see, if only, if yon were not to be brought to 

reckoning, you would return it (the soul) back, if you are holding the 

truth*" 1 rendered madXnxn here as * "to bo brought to reckoning", 

according to the sense attributed to it by Abu ^Ubayd* Bay<|av/I, Tafslr* 

ado loe*, explains madlnXn as* majaiyyin yawma al-qiyama* "retributed 
on the day of resurrection", or as* mamlukXn maqhurXns "held under 

authority and subdued" , end this latter sense is said to derive from 

dana-hus *adh&XIa-hu wa-ista^bada-hu; "to subdue, to enslave, someone"*
III! ■ !■■!■      ' H » ■>»H i HI W 11.11 I ■ ! H I ' ’I

The former sense given by Bay^lwX is akin to mu^asabln of Abu rUbayd* 

Of* also O.ur̂  an xxxvii 1153 * 1 idhu mi tna wa-kunna turab-an wa-<i:aam-an 

S a-> inn a 1 a-madlndn a * "And is it (possible) that When we had been dust 

and bones that we would be brought to reckoning?" * Baydav/x, TafsXr* 

ad loc*, assigns to■ madxntin here the sense of majziyyunt "retributed",
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said to derive from din ^  a “retribution".
It is perhaps b^oause madxnln, in Qur*an lvi,86 was claimed to 

have the sense of "under authority, subdued" , a sense which cannot fit 
for madlnun in Our*an :xxxvii,53, that the claimed liimyarx madxnin 
.amhasaMn was cited, obviously in support of madinin = majgiyyxn»

Uo exqct equivalent of this claimed gimyarf usage is attested 
from the ESA root dyn, But this sense can he linked with that of ydnn, 
in 03CH 541,49, which S* Smith, 11 Events in Arabia”, renders "judged

i t . . ,

good"* This is preferable to the rendering of CIH as 11 to subclue, to 
subjugate**, a sense which, I maintain, is not attested from this root 
in ESA*

EES 2774,2 reads# Mcb\7dt/dyns/cttr/dqbd/?jpb/frchy/frlf/^i>ltn/ 
wbd/rx*d/bn/ydhs» Bho&okanakis, St#, IX, 55— t̂ renders bkbMt/dyna/*ttr/ 
dqbg. as# "out of dues (taxes) which *Attar of KBp imposed on him”, and
in the note thereto, 65 f*, h© says, "dyn# "to impose as dues, as debt 

Q / ■■ . . . _

( and then'quotes BIS 2771,6s v^^ywnv^d^Amyd^/w^hhsw/.. • *kl/
V*’ ‘ '

ddynsm/, which he translates as# "and when *MY3)* and his brothers •*••
» / r ’ ■ t

fulfilled all that had been imposed upon them11* GR*-£I *, 126, takes 
clyn in RES 2771,6 as substantive menaing "debt” and renders kl/ddynsm . 
ass "omnia quae ©rant debitum ipsorum"* The way Rhodokanakis quotes . 
RES 2771,6 Is misleading*,Xt reads: wy\7m/sdq/%yd?/w>hhsw/wbhnsm/kl/ 
ddynsmfxdzl/ddyn*«»*#**«*«*•(7) hsm/bn/kl/rafniu/v;^y^l/hrsm/whwsra/ *d./wrh/ 
&^<Jr/kbr/wddrl/"* Judging from the photographs of the text published
by Tawfik, MMY, the same space as occupied by the lacuna at the end



of 1. 6 has 11 signs? and word-dividers in lines 1, 2, 3, the only 
three complete lines of the text* 1 popose, therefore, to restore the 
end of line 6 as* wkl/ddyn[/fbhsm/w* fmra](7)hsrn/$ cf. 1. 8* w^s/wbhnsiV' 
w 9bhsm/w*♦mi'nhsiV. Cf. also RES.3257 (linaean), which reads*

2# s]dq/kl/ddytn...»
3* wkl]d/dyn/>hh[st..

‘Thus, the whole passage, lines 6-7, should he rendered* "and when 
•MYD* and his brothers, and their sons paid back (or, fulfilled to) 
everyone whom they had owed a debt (or, who had advanced them a oredit) 
and everyone whom [their fathers and their paternal uncles] had owed 
a debt (or, who had advanced a credit to [their fathers and their 
paternal uncles]) (7) from among all Ma •Tn and the people of YTl*, 
their freeman and their bondman, in the month of d-gRR of the KBBT of 
p]D*LM etc. It is highly improbable that these dedicants here, *hl/ 
gb»n/mwddt/*lyf */iym/wbns/hwf *tt/mlky/m*n/, had to fulfil "all that was 
imposed on them", according to Rhodokanakis*s rendering, by "all Ife*Tn 
and the people of YTL, their freeman and their bondman". The clue to 
the nature or reason of these payments is to be found in the same text, 
lines 3-4* ywm/rtkl/msr/wgzt/w *» ( 4)sr/ws 1 ny/h *mr/ * 11 r/dqb fl/wwd/: "when 
he had made a trading journey to Egypt and Gasa and f,SB and was safe 
by the power of fTTB d-Q$I> and Wadd." These people were caravan leaders 
who traded with the north. They traded for themselves and for everyone 
who advanced them credit or gave them wares to trade with. And now 

after a successful journey they have discharged all obligations and
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settled all outstanding claims#
To go back to BBS 2774?2* bkbw&i/dyns/Htr/dqbd/s "out of

tirtin—rrnrwuniMMminTTitrr^r •rgniiniiiirnr>-nfi'BBflfaiiMBMii^fff3tiiiaiiwi^i^>,M

dues (taxes) whioh ‘Attar of ICbB imposed upon him"? according to 
Bhodokanafcis* Qnp, 22 of article arh X render this as: 11 out of dues 
(or, taxes) Ydiich, 4^3? b&d (0;c* gave as a loan) to him”, i,e*
dues whose payment had been deferred and were considered as a loan 
from #TTR* I cite this there in suppoivfc of my interpretation Of BBS 
2771»4* wywn/slVwdm/bsrfcn/mshfl/tyb/11g 11 and when he paid as a tribute 
to (or? when he discharged his obligation towards) V/add out of >profit 
a bond for tyb" ? in .the sense that he was repaying an outstanding or 
due bond# dyn in BBS 2771?6 definetly means " to, give on credit”? and 
that is also what dyn in BBS 2774*2 means, dyn as a substantive 
meaning "debt?, credit” is attested in BBS 3566?*2: kl/ M d b / w & y h / : 
"iegliehe Btrafen im& Schulden und Bxekutionen"? and ibid*? 20s /dyn/ 
w*db/wtif/wtwfl*/wtwtf/: «!Schuld" etc*? according to Rhodokanakism 

RES 4337?B? 14-15 bas been restored ass wbd/d[y(15)n]n/qnys/wrartds? 
and was rendered by Hofner as "Strafe”s "penalty", But Beeston, Qahtan, 
X? 10? does not adhere to this restoration and suggests that "the 
mutilated word d[»#]n.ia . probably some form related to Arabic duna 
"falling short of? less (in quantity)"* Anyway? restoration is no 
evidence*

dyn also occurs in an inscription of which we have two 
different copies? Hal 259 (-BBS 2833)? and Tawfik 8*. The former copy 
is made of 6 lines? and dyn occurs in lines 1 and 5 thereof? the latter
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is made of 8 lines and dyn occurs in lines 1 and 7 thereof* Ho full 
translation of either text has been made, to my knowledge, but the
context seems to be legal, cf* line 1? wl/dyn/ddmr/dmr, and it is

“ yiTTin I in III I liTiftmin — ■

possible to assume ,that dyn .here means either "debt, credit", thus?; «»a 
debt (about) which there ruled a Judge", or less probably, -as "Judge* , 
ment", thuss"a Judgement that there ruled a Judge"* For ddmr/dmr/s
"there ruled a Judge1!, cf# Bees ton, HGSAL,II, 266 and NOSAL,V, 119 f *

A rather peculiar usagb of dyn, substantive, occurs in 
Istanbul 7626, a wtf-docuraent, which readss 

7 * \wbgl/m*hdt/»dynhniw/
The text vis damaged on the left-hand side and there is one more line 
after this, damaged from the right-hand side as well, and then the 
text is broken av/ay* The surviving part of the text prior to this lino 
reads like a legal preamble* Beeston, "Four Sab* Texts", Mus*, 65,
(1952), 273f genders this as* "and by the entire tenour of their.obli
gations", and in the note thereto, ibid*, 274 f♦, he says, "m»hdtg 
the form m*hd is well known as a noun of instrument, "(water)-container 
= cistern"* Here, however, governing *dyn, the word must have an 
abstract sense? it is probably the plural of a passive participle, 
"things contained =* sense, meaning, purport" #'* And in the note to 
*dyn, ibid*,, he says, " »dyn? the verb dyn is used in minaean (RES 2771, 
6; 2774?2) in the sense "impose an obligation"? the noun in qitbanian 
(R 3566,12? 4337 B, 14-5) refers to a fine or monetary penalty Imposed 
by the Iqw* Here probably it is more generally, as in rainaean, "obliga
tions"* The literal meaning of the whole phrase is therefore, "by the
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entirety of the oontents of their obligations"*" This rendering sounds 
convincing! yet I think it is both feasible and possible to render it 
ast "in the property of (i*e* watered by?) the reservoir of their 
watered-fields"*
Notes to this translation!
bglt "in the property"* Beestont "by the entirety"9 and in the note 

thereto, 1* cit*, 274» saysi "For gl "entirety" cf* klsm/glm 
B 39^3,4 "&11 of them in entirety"*" In my NQI,11,421, ad glm,
Van Lessen 9f3, I maintained that QltbanI glm was a contracted form 
of Sabaean and liinaean gwlmt "property", and net of a hypothetical 
glim* This view is supported by the occurence of gwlm in the 
Sabaean texts Jamme 540,2 and 54193 and in the Minaean BBS 2791,4 
in a context closely similar to that of QltbanI glm) cf* footnote 1 
to article srfr* Thus, glm* "insgesamt", according to Bhodokanakis,
KTf II, 15 n* 5 can no longer be maintained* Here we seem to have 
the Sabaean ex&ot equivalent of QltbanI glm, with the same sense 
of "property",

m*hdti "reservoir", pi, of m»hd} of. CIH 506,2s m*hdt[h]} cf. Beeston's
note, quoted above* Or, according to Bhodokanakis, ZIAI,I, 43s
"Sperrmauer"! "barrage".

*dym "w^tered-fields"| from a singular dyn wdnt "watered-field" by 
metathesis? Lis an, arts* dyn and wdn, quotes al-'Asharl as saying 
that al-Layth, the editor of al-KHalI*s kitab al-*ayn, claimed that 
din meant, "rain that falls continually on a place and soaks it 
with water", and adds that al’Azharl commented thereon that din is 
not attested in any sense of "rain" and that al-Layth, or whoever 
added to his book, committed tagfrlf and that the real word was wadln,
from wadanai "to soak"} Liean, arts* wdn and dyn* The root wdn is
attested in BSA in verbal usages} cf. BBS 3958,2i bql/wfryf/wns*/ 
wwdn/wfrrr/wbr */kl/hrt ( 3 ) s rhmw/mltntV ", where wdn is rendered by 
Bhodokanakis, St., Ill, 5» a®> "hat s** bewassert", and in the note



thereto, ibid., 7, he compares Arabic wudn, given by HaradanI, gifat, 
199) as the equivalent of Arabic Jlrba and dhafcabs "watered-field", 
as quoted by Olaser, Raise nach liarib, 142, and in the note 4 
explains wudn as "a field at the side of a river which at the time 
of sowing is covered with water", after Olaser, op* clt., 143* Cf* 
also Idem, jSt. II, 123 n* 4» ad stwdn, RES 3945t2. Lisan, art* wdn, 
gives only wldani mawaji f al-nada wa-l-ma* allatl taglugu 11-1—  
^hiras "places of moisture and water which are good for planting", 
which suggests that widan is plural, but no singular thereof is 
given* In the Cairo edition of HamdanI, gifat, 199, it is vocalised 
as wldn* Landberg, gagramout, 735» gives it as widn, while in Ql.Iat. 
2918, he gives as both wudn and widn* If al-L&yth’s dint "soaking 
rain" is to be admitted as correct,' then it can be etymologically 
compared with ESA *dynt "watered fields"* If din in this sense is 
taken as a separate word then one can semantically compare Arabic 
majari "rain" and ESA mjri "Irrigated field", RES 2952,3 and Pakhry 
71,8* And if it is taken as metathetio^l from widn, which is more 
probable, then ESA dynt "watered field" is most probably also meta- 
thetioal from an ESA substantive wdn, not attested*

This rendering of Istanbul 7626,7 is feasible, wtf-texts 
are often ooneemed with landf of* J* Rjrckmans, "Himyaritica I," 94-98* 
And it is feasible to suppose that after the legal preamble given in 
the preoeding lines, the text in 1* 7 is already desoribing the details 
of the property whioh is the subject of the wtf-contraot or covenant.^ 
Cf* CIH 609 and Rhodokanakis, St* II, 134*



Footnote 1

(l) wtf is etymologically the equivalent of Arabic wagifa, and not 
of waqf» as has been sometimes maintained; cf. the foot-remark 
on p. 16 of Appendix I (Nazar Achoury). Arabic waflfa is mainly 
used as a fiscal term for an impost decided by treaty or by an 
aot of imposition and vhioh is not a standard levy or tax* Cf• 
wa-*amma malu al-fay*i fa-ma ijtubiya min *amwali ,ahl al-rihlmmati 
ml-mraa gullfru *alay-hi *»* wa-mln-hu waflfatu *arfli al-§ulfr allatl 
mand*a-»ha *ahli-ha fratta feulifru min-ha *ala kharaj-in musammat 
"The fay* revenue is vhat is levied on the property of *ahl 
al-dhimma which they have surrendered by treaty *** such as the 
impost, wajlfa, on land surrendered by treaty whose owners defen* 
ded it until agreement was peacefully reached with them that they 
should pay a named revenue9 Kharaj musamma," Abu *Ubayd9 *Amwalf 
16. On p. 41 Abu *Ubayd disousses whether this waflfa could be 
inoreased or decreased aooordlng to the circumstanoes of the 
people9 and on p. 143 he says9 "al-sunnatu fl *ardi %1-sulfri *an 
la yusada *ala waslfati-ha allatl gulihu *alay-ha9 wa-*in qawu 
•ala *akthara min dhalikai "The accepted rule (or9 practice)9 
sunna. land surrendered by treaty is not to add to its impost9 
wajlfa, agreed to with .them by treaty even if they oould afford 
more than that"* Lis an 9 art. wzf9 repeating gafeah9 says waflfat 
ma yuqaddaru la-ka fl al-yaqpni min fa*am-in *aw rizqt "what is 
assigned to you daily of food or payment9 risq* Qamus gives this 
and TaJ9 art* wff9adds that it also means what is assigned for a 
year or any given time. But Lisan and Taj use waglfa in the sense 
of "impost" under other articles; cf. art. khrj, where waflfa is 
explained as a share of the' crop imposed by treaty of peace and 
not strictly speaking kharaj; and art* frlb9 where it is saidt 
al—.hlabu min al—jibayati mithla al—fadaqati wa—nafrwi—ha min-mma 
la yakunu waflfat-an ma*lumat-ani " a 1-fra lab is levy like the poor- 
rate and the like such as is not a fixed impost9 waflfa ma*aluma." 
^amus 9 art. also adds the senses waflfa; *ahdt "covenant",
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and sharti "treaty, contract". * These two senses, not given in 
Lisan, are obviously implied in the definition of waflfa as an 
impost on land surrendered by treaty. Cf. also waggafat "imposer 
un tribut en argent on en nature" and waplft "tribut, redevance", 
Dozy, Supplement, II, 820. M. Hofner, ZIAI, II, 86 n. 1, ad 
mwfftn, CIH 584, 2-31 frrthw/lmsqt/nhlh(3)w/mwgftn/, sayst "Vgl. 
dazu Dozy s.v. , und , a us dem Bamen kann man darauf
sohliessen, dass dieser Palmgarten tributpfliohtig war". The root 
w|f is not otherwise attested in £SA.

m aharjt "contract", of. Dozy, Supplement, I 746* Cf. also HamdanI, 
Ikill, Fill, (Baghdad ed.) >a§frab al shurut» "oontraot-lawyer, 
notaries".
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Suyuti, Itq. , 135* relates a tradition from Ibn *Abbas that, 
mastur, Qur'an xvii,58, = maktub "written", is a Himyari usage and that, 
Himyar called al-kitab.. "written document" 'ustur. Abu *Ubayd, Risala, 
only gives mastur as Himyari usage for maktub.

In ESA str "to write" is well attested; and other usages from 
this root include str, pi* 'str "written document"; cf, CR-G1, 194*
A, Jeffery, Eor. Voc., 17,0, compares ESA str "to write" and ̂ str^ "inscri
ptions", and quotedi from: Suyuti the part of the tradition given above 
about mastur = maktub as a Himyari usage leaving out the part about 
Himyari 'ustur = kitab, apparently because 'ustur is not a word in; Qur'an.,

The bidimed Himyari 'ustur seems to be on the analogy of 
'umluk, collective form for malik, reported to have been used by the 
Prophet in addressing the chieftains of Ragman in South Arabia; cf *
Lisan and Taj, s,v, mlk. This form of the collective noun, but with a 
fatha in the first syllable, is well attested in South Arabian usage to 
denote the members of one tribe or Olan collectively; e,g., 'ahnum,
*ahruth, »aslum etc. This form, 'aqtul,has been suggested as a possible 
full form of the very common ESA broken plural *qtl; cf, M, Hofner, ASG, 
102. (Hofner*s designation of 'aqtul, along with 'aqtal, as "nord- 
arab(isch)" is, however, questionable. The form? is attested in Arabic 
sources only In connection with names of clans or tribes of South Arabia, 
and these sources are normally works of South Arabian authors. It is 
highly questionable to designate everything for which the source is 

the Arabic of Islamic times as Horth Arabic or North Arabian.)
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The claim of Ihn 'Abbas, according to the tradition, that 
»us tur ,-was a Himyari usage for kit ab, “written document11, can perhaps 
be partly accounted for by the fact that in ESA we find »str, though 
plural or collective, often used to refer to one document5 cf. RES 3688,, 
10-11.



AbU *Cbayd, Hisala, indicates three usages of sfh in Qur»an 
as dialectal, They are sufaha* (qurfan ii,13), sing* safXh m jahll 
“ignorant, foolish”, in the dialect of Klnanaj saflha nafea-hu (Qur»an 
11,130), m khasira nafsa-hu ”to forfeit, to bring, doom on, one's soul*, 
in the dialect of Jayyi'l and safaha (Qur»an vii,66)t « junun "madness, 
loss of reason", in the dialeot of ^imyar, Sujru{I, Itq«, I,, 135-6, 
quotes Abu (*Ubayd| al~§asiBfc on all these three usages,

More usages of sffo occur in the Qur»an than these above three. 
With the exception of saflha nafsa-hu, 11,130, the usages of sfh there 
fall into two categories, (l) Legal, meaning “noncompos mentis”, as in 
ii, 283* fa**1 in kana alladhl *alay-hi al-fraqqu saffh»*an *aw £a *If-an 
»aw la yasta-jff M*an yumilla huwa fa-l-yumlil waliyyu-hu bi-l-fadl| and 
in iv,5* wa*»la tu»tu al~sufaha*a »amwala-3cura» (2) Moral or ethical, where 
the basic sense is “ignorance, foolishness, depravity”, Cf* ii,13? ii,142? 
vi,140| vii,66,67,155} lxxii,4* Ste two usages saflh m jahll, in the 
dialeot of Xinana, and safaha m Junun, in the dialect, of ^imyar, fall 
within this category,

The exegetes do not disagree with the two dialectal meanings 
of safXh and safaha quoted above, although they do not specify them as 
dialectal! of, fabarX, TafsXr, (HE), X, 293? XXX, 503, But the exegetes 
and the linguists could not easily accept the transitive usage of saflha m
khasira «to forfeit”, 11,130 and sought to show, by resorting to tortuous 

forms of syntax and far-fetched figurative usage, that saflha there still
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has the ba&ic sense Of ”to be ignorant# to “be depraved11# that it is 
still intransitive and that nafsa-hu after it# although a direct 
object# is in reality accusative of respect# tamyls. Others conceded 
that aafiha here was transitive but sought to show that the transitive 
sense was only accidental or circumstantial," But others accepted it 
as transitive without reservations or qualifications, Significant 
among these last is Abu <Ubayda# who explains safiha nafsa~lxu as *ahlaka 
nafsa-hu wa-»awbaqa^hat ,fHe destroyed his soulc and doomed itf,| cf^
Abu *Ubayda# Majaa al-Qur'an# I# 56# also quoted in Lisqn# art, sfh#
Cf, for all these views Tabari# Tafslr (NR)# III# 90# and Lisan# art, 
sfh.d)

In HS|A sfh is attested in RES 5^94>5> originally published and 
translated by ^  V, Winnett# BASQR# 83# Oct, 1943-t 22-25* Here is the 
text as edited and translated by him*
1, &m *m /whskthw/w* Iwdhmy 1, Sm*m and his wife and their

. * ' ■ ■ child(ren)
2* hys’n/grbw/mqbrtn/bd*nmn 2, Hysfm have walled up a burialground

xn Bu— *nran
3. bhy 1/rhmnn/wbhylhmw/bly 3, by the power of Ha^manan and by

their own power. Let there be no
4* mrdf m /bkln/ » wnkrn/bn/mtyf 4# damaging by anyone nor harm on the

- part of any adult,#
5* m/whmw/dkr/sm+/f sfh/hys * 5# Buch as speaking evil of Smf or

reviling Bys* in the ceraetryj
hmqbrt

I render# from blyt 1, 3# as* ^without (4) help in it all or objection 
from anyone in authority, (5) And it is forbidden to oppose Sm* and to 
usurp the right of (or# be iniquitous to) Hys* concerning the burial 
place.
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Notesi
}

L*3* bly* "without”* Winnett here compares Heb* bal# bilti "not
without# except"# and yet gives the phrase a sense of the optative*
One can also compare Arabic toî Xa "without”* As is clear from my 
tri^slation of the following line* what is being said here is that
the work was done "by their own power without heXp in it ali” from
another person who^: could, therefore * claim any right to it* This
is perfectly in concord with the purport of this text# which is 
to establish propriety rights to the buriai-ground or place*

h*4* ror&’m* "help”# here as magdar with mim from rd*» probably Form II* 
"to help"# winnett*s "damaging”# based on comparing Arabic radu»a 
f,to be bad# worthXess” and IV "to spoil# ruin# act badly”# is 
without parallel in the known usages of ESA rd** mrd*m here could 
also be nomen agentis of Form II# "helper”*
nkrmi "objection”} cf* Arabic nukr "objectionable"# and nakara m 

qataXa "to fight# to oppose”; cf* also under article nkr# 
mtyf *mt "someone in authority”} cf* Xsmk/wtyf*n/mr*yhmw "ut firmaret 
et extoXXeret arabos dominos duos”# CIH 314*12J and styf * ”er 
erhoht worden 1st”# BES 4X76#!* The person in authority here 

.. might have been a public person# or a person who had "higher” 
right to the land on which the buriaX place was buiit* It is 

possible also to assign to mtyf%  here a sense of "objector# 
opponent”} cf* dyf*/whrbqn/l* 1 *Xt(7)n/irl9n s n / ”qui insurrexit 
et insidias pospit numinibuo et horainibus"# OIH 429#6-7*

L#5* w(h)fflw* "and it is forbidden"* Winnet says# ibid*# 25# "The 
reading of the second sign of whmw is a bit uncertain*" His 
whmw "such as” is undocumented# and as far as I know# without 
parallel in ESA* This meaning which was conjectured to fit the 
meaning of the preceding sentence as rendered by him becomes less 
acceptable now in the light of the new translation thereof* jn
similar texts establishing propriety rights the "normal" end 
usually expresses a prohibition on others to encroach upon the
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property in question# One of the more common formulae in this 
connection le wf l/s»l/»stti “and no one shall make a demand, or̂ .a 
claim”§ cf# J*Byckraano,“A propos du to t o  sud-arabe”, Museon, 66,
(1953), pp* 344^# Vs Winnett himself points out, and as the 
photograph of the text shows, the letters in the last line are 
rather squeezed because of the lack of adequate space# Besides, 
thi3 uncertain second letter is right in the corner of the frame 
of the first molding running from under line 1 to the bottom, a 
position which makes lack of space.more unaooomSdating. A jj_ in 
this very late form of script might, through being squeezed and 
in a corner, look like a h* For tymw* ”f orbid&en” cf * USA frmy 
“defendit, protexit”; CE~G1*, 149# interchange of 1* waw 
with 3.” is attested in £3A) cf # Beeston, UOSAL, X?, 145* 147* 
ffiavr here has a passive sense, either in. the fa*Il or fa*ul form? 
of# »hd “captive” and b^* “wounded”, 0B-G1#, 102, 117? cf# also 
my &QI-IX, 42I n*2#
dkli “oppose*1# Winnett reads dkr and adds in a note, ibid#, 2 5 *

“The last sign of dkg is also not clear# It looks more like a 
lam than a raf, but a reading dkr can scarcely be in doubt#*1 The 
photograph shows a rather clear lam* winnett1 s dkr **speak evil*1, 
although found in the lexica is in reality a »contextual** meaning 
conjectured to fit yadhkuru~hum, Qur»an xxi»6o, refering to Ibra
him1 s ̂ mention* of the idols $ of# Lisan and Taj, art# dhkr* For 
dkl “oppose”, cf * Arabio dakala * al-qawm alladhlna la yujlbuna 
al-sul-jan min *igsi-himt “people who do not obey, or, do not submit, 
to the representative of public authority, al-sul^an, because of 
their might, or, power, *igz#»j and tadakkala « j«tagza wa-taraffa*ai 
“to behave in a haughty and proud manner0* Cf# also Arabic daqala * 
manafa wa^harama “to prevent, to debar”# (Cf# Lisan, art# dkl and

V.PHH.MWHI »!■■■■,. I l l f f c l l l  WilBWllMf - | [ ' | 1 I >11

Qamus,„ art# dql») For dhC^_d« of# Arabic dMkr '̂ > dikr in the 
dialect of Bablta, and sharrid^  aftarrldh, qur*an viii,57#
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sfhi "to usurp the right of* to be iniquitous to" someone. The 
last letter of this word is nest to a orach in the face of the 
stone# The photograph shows what must be the right and middle 
upper strokes of &4J # If one is to read sfft* then one can compare 
sifafts "concubinage by capture* cohabitation by force1** as against 
nikaft* "marriage constituted by contract and for raahr"* cf# ,aroma 
al-nikahu fa« finnanS yskunu bi-l~mahri wa-*amma al-sifaftu fa—

Ca^o, 1938, XI, I65. Cf. also 
,W#R#$raith* .Kinship t and, Marriage* 93$ and cf * under article bit#
Cf# also sifaftt qitali "fighting”#̂   ̂Hence X render sfh* "to

■ P O P M M ftim tvlfct ' « n « H  m m \ii , ■ /  ^  M R M m U

usurp the right* to thke away by force" If*‘ however* sfh is
to be retained* then it can be rendered* "to be iniqutous^*$or’ 
perhaps* "to defraud"# In Arabic &affli' has the legal sense of 
nohdompos mentis* and in Qur#an we find it applied in a legal 
sense to minors as well# |abarl* fafsIr*(Hl!)̂  VI* 57* ad saflh-an* 
Qur*an*ii*28g* says* al^safih Mt al-$ifl al<-$aghlr» "a minor 
child"j and op#,cit#*(hE)* VII* 56O*, ad vrâ la tu»tu al~sufaha»a 
^mwala^kum* Qur*an iv*5* oays* al-»aufaha» ##. hum al-nisa»u 
wa-l-qibyani "women and boys (or, children)"* and op# oit#*(flB)*
I* 293* ad al-sufaha** Qur»an ii*13* explains the basic sense of 
safih as al~jahil* al~ra?y* al~qalTl al*»ma«rifa bi-mawag.i*
al-manafi* wayl~maj.lrr$ "ignorant* feeble of reasoning* poorly 
versed in v/hat is useful and what is harmful"^ and then says that 
thence sufaha** &ur*an iv*5* v;as used for, "women and boys (or* 
children)"# In this text* BBS 5094*4* dkl* "oppose” is used with 
SM*;* the father* while sfh.is used with HYS** the son* The latter 
was probably a minor* and sfh in this text might have had the 
sense of "to treat (someone) as a minor* to be iniquitous (to 
someone who cannot fend or reason for bneself)"* hence "to usurp 
the right* or* to defraud"#^? Her© one can also compare the two 
traditions in which occur saflha al-ftaqqa and tasfaha al-ftaqqa * 
where safiha has the sense of "to ignore a right* to usurp a right")



Cf* footnote 1 (e ) to this article*
•£he girojrarl usage safaha « jununs 11madness* loss of reason11 

is not incompatible with the usage of sfh here* But the usage of 
aafiha « khaairat **to forfeit* to detriment119 in the dialect of Jayyi* 
is perhaps nearer to the meaning of sfhi 11 to usurp a rightwV
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(l) The different arguments are given in Lisan* art# sfh# They are*
(a ) That saflha nafsa-hu is a secondary form of safihat nafsu-hus 
"His sould was, or, became, depraved1*, and that saflha in the 
former sentence has acquired the sense of saffaha, II, "to render 
depraved"? but since the object of safiha is still nafsa-hu the 
meaning is equivalent in its general purport to safihat nafsu-hu#
This argument is given in *jjabarl, Tafsir, (ffi), III, 90, in a slightly 
different form# It io maintained that safiha in the verse isjstill 
intransitive in sense, but that it can only be followed by reflexive 
objects, such as nafsa-hu, which does not change the fact that it 
is intransitive in sense#
(B) That verbs of Form I fafila, like safiha here, have the intensive 
sense of fat*ala, II* This claim is supported with a quotation from
a. tradition where safiha al-fraqqa occurs# safiha in the tradition 
is explained as saffaha, II, but how safiha is to be understood is 
not made clear* But saffaha,II, cannot mean, in connection with 
al-fraqga in the tradition, "to render depraved” as in the previous 
argument, and the nearest translation is "to disregard, to ignore”! 
cf* further under (B)* This way argument seems as a way out of the 
clumsiness of the previous one*
(C) That safiha nafsa-hu m safiha nafs-an* It is claimed here that 
nafsa-hu, although construct, is doing the function of nafs-an in 
the latter sentence as an accusative of respect or specification#
This argument is refused by opponent grammarians. on the ground that 
an accusative of respect or specification can only be indefinate#
(p) That safiha nafsa-hu io a shortened form for safiha fl nafsi-hit 
"He was, or, became, depraved in, or, as to, his soul”, and that 
nafslfc-hu is in the accusative because of the ommission of the prepo
sition, (what grammarians call nag* al-3ghafig.vor ^adhf frarf al-jarrf 
cf* Sibawaihi, Kitab, I, 16-18, and Reokendorf, Arab# Syn#Sp 170, 4)*

C-VXJ 1 ■1 ■ 1 1 t.. r'i ' 1 '• *This objectie avoids the need to concede that aafiha is a transitive
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and also avoids the objection to argument io), where nafsa-hu was 
equated with nafa-an» .
(B) That safiha » jahila in the sense of lam yufakkir fl nafsi-hit 
"not to consider oneself, to disregard oneself, to ignore oneself". 
With this meaning is linked the meaning of safiha in two traditions* 
one says al~kibrt»»an tasfaha alfraqqa wa-taghmita al*»naoai "Haughtiness 
(or, highhandedness) is that you ignore (or, be ignorant of ?) the 
right and treat people with iniquity,". The other says Unnarna 
al-baghyu man safiha al-fraqgai "Truly tyranny is1 that one should 
ignore (or, be ignorant, of t) the right*" I think that a sense of 
"to usurp** is more fitting to safiha in these two traditions* This 
can be adduced from the context, and probably was an already developed 
sense of safiha;

(2) Cf. also w*l/t51y, vdiich in Qitbanl inscriptions normally follows 
bfrg/ *nby/ in property texts? cf• BBS 3S82? 3962, 3965, 4335,
Jamme 118? 343 A and B, Van Lessen 9? 10* In Jamme 540,2 and Jamme 
54I, 5-6, tô r Sabaean boustrophedon inscriptions, w^/t^ly occurs 
in a- context that makes it necessary to revise the meaning of this 
formula. I propose rendering it "and let it not be encroached upon*'.
A fuller discussion of the question is given in note 1 to article

(3) sifah, according to the lexica,, was "concubinage, cohabitation between
k h M m i m A

man and woman without legal marriage11, the stress on its opposition 
to nikafr being put on its illegality. They try to link this sense 
of sifah v/ith safahat "to pour out, to shed". Their arguments might 
have a semblance of validity in the case of sifafr ■« qit al, as if 
whatsis implied is a reciprocal shedding of blood# But in the case 
of sifah* "concubinage etc." their argument about "uselessly poured 
away semen" is forced. The basic characteristic of sifafr marriage 
must have been the forcible taking away of the women against the will 
of her parents or kinsmen and without a mahr, the mahr originally 
being a compensation to the v/ife,s people? cf. W.B.Smith, Kinship
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and Marriage, 93. The definition given in the lexica reflects the 
Islamic pre-occupation with legality and morality rather than the 
more basic and more primary tribal sentiment*’

(4) "to usurp a right, to take away by force" might not fit easily
sffrt "to make

public, to proclaim", and msf frt: "conduit* a. distributing channel"? 
cf. OB-Gl*, 193-9. But the late period of the text RES 5094 and
its monotheistic nature might account for’this different sense of
sffey

(5) Semantically one can compare ista^ghara* "to treat (someone) with 
contempt, to treat. (someone), with iniquity"!. and:istaj.*afa* "to 
treat (someone) as a da*Tf, to oppress (someone)". Aotually ^abarl, 
TafaTr (NE), ad Qur»an iv,5, gives a tradition in which safih, as 
applied to women and boys (or, children), is equated with da*Tf,
as applied to women and orphans? Tafslr (ffi), VII, 56I.

with other known usages of sfh an ESA, which are*
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Abu *tlbayd# Msala» quoted also in Suyu$I# Itqan* X# 135* 
states that al-garh in qur^an xxvil#44 is ,a gimyarl usage meaning 
al**bayt* nhouse# temple(?)% This sarh ooaufs in a verse which forms a 
part of the story of the queen of Saba* with Sttlayman and which readsi 
qila la-ba udkhulf al-garfra fa-lamma ra»at~hu frasibat««hu lujjafr-an 
wa*»kashafat *an saqay^ha gala »inna«*hu gar%.«»un mumarrad~un min qawarlri 
,!It was said to her# f0o into the garlg.* j and when she saw it she thought 
that it was rippling water and uncovered her legs* He (sulayman) s$id 
(to her}# fIt is a smoothed tjarfy (siiade)vof' g l a s s ,! _£_arfe also occurs 
in two other places in Qurfan* xxviii#38: and xl#36# where it is used 
by pir*awn (Pharoah) when he asks iCmau to build him a §arfr so that he 
can be near enough to heaven to look at Musa*a god* It was not difficult 
for the exegetes and lexicographers to assign to Firfawnfs %jarfr the 
sense of **a high iower**like building11; of* Lisan and T&j# art* J£j£#
A* Jeffery# For* Voc#> 196* says that frarft* according to Taj* was 
«the name of a castle** This is a misunderstanding of the statement in 
Taj* where it is said that al^arlg. was a tower* qa%r* of Bakht Hâ jjar* 
(.^ebuohadnessaS?)# which he built near Babylon; cf * Taj* art* jgr]£* This 
Babylonian §ar3gt is not meant in Taj to be identified with either 
8ulaymanis garfe or Fir*awn*s ^ar^* It is true* hoy/ever* that the 
introduction of Human# in reality the name of Ahhsuerus's favourite 
in the Book of Isther# into the story of Fir*awn and Musa might have 
brought about the confusion and made people recall the %arfr* tower# 
of Babylon*



In the story of the Queen of Saha* the significance of garfr 
has been associated' with the legend which says that Gulayman wanted 
to find out whether the Queen, &8 rumour had it, had in place of feet 
the hoofs of a donkey, according to one version of the story, or had 
very hairy legs, according to another version? cf# Xbn Hisham, Tajan, 
161-2# More than one meaning were assigned to rfo in the story, and 
the difficulties of interpretation arose from the need or the wish to 
make the suggested meanings fit the legendary background and/or the 
context and lexical evidence* The important elements of the context 
arei udkhull al-garfra, "Go into the §ar£."? ^asibat-hu lujjat-ani "she 
thought It rippling water" 5 and muraarrad-un min qawarXr#

The interpretations given have been« (l)§arĵ » "a high and 
lofty place"? hisan and Taj, art# jr£, Qurjubl, Jami% XIII, 209# This 
sense is in line with that of garfr. in FirfawHfs story with Musa# mumarrad 
is in this case interpreted as "raised high", or, in line with the more 
accepted sense of muroarrad, as mumallag "smoothed", and it is suggested 
that the inside walls of the garft were mad of, or covered with, glass 
which reflected the water on the floor everywhere? ef# Ibn Hisham, Tljan, 
161* (2) %arfr * ĵafrn "oourt or open area of a house"# This sense is
the most favoured by the exegetes and lexicographers, and mumarradt 
"smoothed", as a description of the "floor" of the court fitted well#
Some interpretations give prominence to individual parts of a court
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or an open area of a house* (a) sarh « balat* '‘tiles, tiled floor", in 
this case made of smooth or polished glass} Lis an, art# §r*i} (b) garh * 
»ar$ mumallaaa* "smooth and levelled floor or ground"} ibid#; (d) some
thing like a terrace, ka-hay»at al-sajfr, made of glass under which 
water ran; Tabari, Tafslr, XIX, 106. (3) sarfr * bayt* "house, or,
temple (?)", the usage given by Ahu *Ubayd as gimyarl} cf* supra»

Two substantive forms or usages of srh are attested in ESA* 
and srht» A detailed examination of the two words was made by 

Bhodokanakis. In St#, II, 30 he renders grfr in BES 2869,3 as* "Oberbau* 
and in the note thereto, ibid#, 33, he adds -that t̂rfr is the top floor, 
the superstructure, along with the roof terraces, "das oberste Geschoss, 
der Oberbau, rait der Flattform", of the tower# He also refers to grfrm 
in BES 2771,4» according to him the name of a sacral building, and 
also to grfrn in CIH 338, used for a sacral purpose# He also renders 
sr^t in BES 2789*2 as* "Oberbau"* ibid#, 26* and in the note on p. 33 
he says that grfrt is collective of srfr and that it also means the upper 
chambers, "die Qberraume", of a building which is not solely a forti
fication — (an exception which is apparently made because srh in BES 
2869*3 is, according to him, a part of a tower})— "in respect of their 
uncovered terraces and platforms", "beaiehungsweise ihre ungedeckten 
Terrassen und Plattformen"# Here he points out that %rfrt in this sense 
also indicates sacral things, and compares Jerem# xix,3* (habbatlm 
*aser qitteru *al—gaggotehem* "the houses on whose roofs they have 

made sacrifices of smoke"}) and also Eth* *a%refra dedeyat for Hebrew
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II Kings xxiii,8* bamot has5e*arim> "the high places of the gates**; 
and on p» 34 he further compares II Kings xxiii,l2, obviously referring 
to we>et»hammigb^ot *aser «al-haggag faliyyat •afragi «*And the altars 

that were on the roof (or* top) of the upper chamber of *j£az". In 
ZIAI,I, 49^5i> Bhodokanakis reiterates his interpretation of grfr and 
srht in almost the same terms. He compares Eth. gerfri **conolave superior 
aedes altiores conspicuae, templum", then repeats the comparisons given 
above from Ethiopia and the Hebrew Bible, and adds a comparison of 
II Kings xxiii,8* et-bamot »aser qi${eru~sammahi "and the high places 
where they made sacrifices of smoke*'. He, therefore, renders grfr in 
the Minaean and Sabaean texts where it occurs asi "terrace**; and he 
draws attention to the Minaean plural srfrht (RES 3340,3), ibid., 51; 
cf. also KT II, 93*

QitbanX texts have only grfet, which is singular and whose 
plural is also grjyfr, in a possible -at form; cf* Bhodokanakis, KT II,
93; ZIAI,I, 51? Hofner, ASG, 106. Bhodokanakis, ZIAI,I, 5*> observes 
that srht in QitbanX texts occurs only in texts concerned with house 
purchase (cf. BES 3858,6 and passim), or house building (cf. BES 3962,3; 
3882,3-4). He assigns to srfrt In QitbanX texts the sense of "top storey 
of a house, and remarks that in contrast to Minaean and Sabaesn usage, 
srht in QitbanX texts has nothing to do with altars and offerings on 
roof-tops.

These interpretations of Bhodokanakis have been the accepted 

ones. In my HQl,II, 424 u. 1, in connection with the interpretation of
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nfs* Van lessen 10,3, I said** Mlt is doubtful whether grfrt in such 
(i#e# Qitbanl) inscriptions always means "upper chambers* or superstruc
ture"# Cf# Arabic garfratu al-flar* safratuha wa *aragatuha "the open 
space* the courtyard* of the house11* Taj*1 art# r̂fr# Cf, also garfcat 
|£$c] "courtyard”* in 3*#B# Serjeant* "A $udeo-Arab house~aeed from 
gabber1** JBAS* 1953* 125 The mention of open areas and courtyards 
in house-deeds is quH*® common in Islamic legal practice* cf# Adolf 
Grohmann* Arabic papyri in the Egyptian Library* J* Cairo* 1934*
Text 67*12* p s 236*' Verbs denoting construction can govern "courtyards"*
for according to Arabic lexica* a garga has to be made level to be

- *» Hebron
called so* cf# Xdsan and Taj* art# grfr# Nowadays garfra is the ternTfor
a piece of levelled* or terraced* land#” I felt then that in a note
like that* where X would not have been justified to examine the usages
of §rfrt fully* X could not commit myself to expressing more than doubt#
I hold that tjjrgt in all QitbanI texts should be interpreted as indicating
"courtyard* open space"* and the same holds true in some* if not all*
of the Minaean and Sabaean texts#

ijsrgt is attested in eight QitbanI texts and is partly
restored in one# following is an examination of these texts#

Text Work or action farts of structure or property

BBS 3693* grbw/wbr */ws wtr/ 'by tern/y*d/whfebs/wgrfrtsww/
BBS 4932* bny/wsfed[ t/ bytn/byfen/whtbs/wmswds/[ rfrts
By 463* br*w/wstbf/ bytsmy/[r]b *n/wk(1) g rfets ww/



Text work or action

By 463* (cont#)
Jamrae 121* br»/wswtr/
BES 3962* s * W wqny/whr ♦/wgrb/

Jamrae 1181 e *mj wqny/w fsy/ wsrb/ 
wbny/wsfrdt/

Jamrae 119* s*Vwgrb/

BES 3882* gny/wgrb/
BES 3858# (This text was fully analysed by Bhodokanakis* p* II* 41-95*
As many as thirty six houses were involved in the purchase* and in each 
case one quarter of the property was bought# The purchases were concluded 
in 10 deals* a varying number of houses being included in each deal#
The verbs used are qny/w*sy/wa fm* 1*6# In line 6* rb*/by ty/ddr»h/whtbsmy/ 
wgrfetsny/ * in lines 7-8* wrb * fbyt/bnw/nhrtt whjbs/wgrfrts; and grfrt 
alone six other times#. In two deals of purchase of houses only »byt 
and byt are given without any other parts; line 9*)

Two recent and rather detailed studies closely bearing on these 
texts are M. Iiofner* UTqK* SBMQ* cv, 1* 1955* 74-80; and A# Jamrae IBYT* 
in connection with his Jarame 118; 119; 121# As I find that sny findings 
differ from their respective views I propose to proceed v/ith my examination 
making reference to their interpretations where relevant#

Farts of structure or property

w *(hjf)̂ s/wkrw(f)s/wkl »mt *b/ 
hfrbs/yrs/wkl/ q rfrtoww/ 
byts/ mrdtiq/w>h^bs/ynsr]b.tsww/w>mt * (s )mf 
wnfshysn/ wrasq%snyf
by thw/yfs/w*htbhw/ y/mswdhw/ wmsqfthw/ 

msrqy t V  bndn/ bytn/ w§rfrtyhw/wnf shys m/ 

wrfdhysn/bn srsn^<d/frtn/ 

byts/yf a/ wkl/ »frfcbs/wgrfrtsww/ wnfshsww

byts/ (y ) * d/w >hjbs/wgrfrts ww/



In seven out of eight oases# BES 3858 being excluded for the 
time-being# byt is mentioned along with •hjb or h$b — the latter once 
in BES 3963*-* and grfrt (followed by the suffix -sww# which seems to 
indicate that grfrt might be plural#) or îrfrty in the dual (Jamme 118)) 
and the restored s[rhts in BES 4932# htb and srht occur alone without

• r MU*- -

byt in Jamme 121* In five cases srht follows l̂itb or htb without the
intervening mention of any other part of structure or property) in “one
case# BBS 4932# mlwd intervenes# and in another# Jamme 118# niswd and
msqft intervene# In one case# By 463# grfrt directly preceeds
Other parts of the structure or property are mentioned in one or another
of the texts* mswd# twice) nfs# three times) >mtt# twice) msqft# twice)

terwf» once) and msq§# once#

It is clear that the combination byt-*htb-srbt is the only
recurrent one in these texts# — BES 3858 excepted and Jamme 121 being
a special oase# Of the eight texts four are house building ones* BES
3963) 4932) By 4635 Jamme 121) two are building cum purchase texts*

. ■ BES
BBS 3962 and Jamme 118) and two are house purchase texts*73882 and
Jamme 119* And since both building and purchase texts are in a sense 

house-deed texts# it is clear that in these texts the essential identi

fication combination is byt-^hfrb-^rht; it is in a sense the minimum 

sine t̂ ua non#

In a house-deed the essential thing# one expects# is the 
definition of the land on which the building stands and the statement! 
of the nature of the structure or building through which the personal«.
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right to the land, as developed, is established or confirmed, as against 
the communal or public ownership excercised by state ofc temple* This 
aspect of right to land through development, al-mawat, is
further underlined by the presence of klam fglmi "all of them as property", 
in RES 3882$ 3962$ 3963? Jamme 119} of klhmw/glm in Jamme 118? and of 
kls/glm in Jamme 121} followed by bfrg/ »nby in BES 3963} Jarame 119} 121} 
and by bfrg/*nby/w • l/1 ♦ ly in RES 3802} 39^2? Jamme 118* Cf • my NQI,IX, 
421-2} Hefner, UTQK, 80} Bhodokanakis, St* II, 116} Id*, "2um Siedlungs- 
wesen im alteren Sudarabien", 95* The absence of klsny/glVbfrg/" from
RES 4932 presents a oontrario argument supporting my viewpoint, for in
that text byth/byfrn is a temple* It might also be relevant to point out 
that the "builder" there was a king of Qitban, ShR G Y M  bn #?bSb m*
(Ey 4^3, a poorly preserved text, has 3&[s]n^glm, but this is not 
followed by bfeg/"? but cf* RES 3965*2-4*)

This basic right to "house and land" seems to have been 
adequately expressed by byt - *h$b — byti "house", JJh|b* "out
side walls, precinct walls", and grfrti "courts, open areas" within the 
•frfeb enclosure but without the byt*

hjbi "precinct wall"* Cf# Arabic jjgjim, a semi-circular wall, about 
one meter in height, standing opposite the north wall of Kafba 
with its two ends about six feet away from the two corners of
that wall of Ka*ba* The space between it and Kafba is called
al-frijr, literally "what is rendered prohibited, inaccessible? 
what is walled off"? cf* Qur'an xxv,53t frijr-an mafrjur-an, also 
raaMar* "prohibited area or land, reserve", normally associated
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in Arabic source© with yaqyal al-yaman; cf* also mfrgrthmw, CXH 
546,11#* jiatim is sometimes identified with al-feijr, either by 
association or probably because of its fa*Xl (passive) form, as 
if it indicated the space walled off by a hatim, or, by a fra$im(?) 
Another name for fratim is jadri ♦♦wall11, and Taj adds a tradition 
that the wall was also called jadir and comments that the space 
walled off by it could have been called jadXr, lilce hafrim; Taj, 
art* jdr» (Cf j - tajdTr, 11 The act of imposing a ban on fields, or 
preventing by sprue forcible means or threat of force, their culti
vation in any way!tJ R.B*Serjeant# •Two tribal law cases1, XRAS, 
1951 *444* Serjeant comments, ”It seems derived from jaddara in 
the sense 'of,' lftP wall*" enclose with a wall”)r ibid*) is
used in Arabic exclusively for the wall outside Ka*ba; cf* Lis an, 
art* frtm; Its etymology was riot clear to Arabic lexicographers 
and linguists* It was claimed that 3^a|im derived from pajama, 
either in the sense of, ”to push towards* to crowd to”, whence
%atXm meant "the place of crowding” because the pilgrims crowded 
towards it* pr, fromJjatai^ in the sense of, ”to break”, whence 
liajXra'meant ”the part which was left broken” (i*e; unraised, riot 
built again or restored) when the rest of Ka«ba was rebuilt, before 
Islam* Another claimed etymology says that in pro—Islamic times

X A tradition from ^Ayisha, the Prophet*s wife, claimed that the
Prophet had said that al-bayt, i.e. Ka*ba, had included al-hijr,
When.Ka^ba had to be rebuilt in 683 C.E*, after it had been damage*
by fire during the besiegement of Ibn al-Zubayr in Macca by the
forces of the Umayyad YazXd X, Ibn al-Zubayr included al-frijr in
the rebuilt Ka#ba; But when al-Hajjaj b, YPSuf de?ea*fce(* 
al-Zubayr and occupied i4acoa the Umayyad Caliph, *Abd al-Malik b*
Marwan, ordered him to pull down and out out the part of Ka«ba 
extending over al-fei jr and to restore the north wall to its same 
position before 683 C*,E*, which is its position now* Cf. El, art* 
Ka*ba; and Asraql, Akhbar Makka, (MB), X, 109, 132-138.
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times people used to take Oaths there and that it "broke" these 
v/ho were liars* Of* his an* art. fcfcm* fhis uncertainty about the

4**etymology of and the absurdity of the interpretations point
to the possibility that fea$Im was a loan-word in the dialect of 
Macca* Comparable usages from related roots in Arabic are* 
al-jabal ^ kha^m* al-jabal 58 fri al-jabalt "side of a mountain"5 
Lisanf artt# and jĵ bj and khafoni "obstacle, hindrance"* said 
to have been used by the Prophet to refer to what detained him or 
held him back from coming out to meet someone; some authorities 
explain it as* and equate it with* khaftb "an important matter"* 
but others derive it from khaframai "to hold back"; ffjhaya, art# 
kh|m* Cf# also kha^ama al-*adltaa m kl̂ tta frawaghiya-hu "to sew* 
to edge* to hem* the borders of a piece of leather"# Gf# also 
khu^m * khuflmi "side* edge"* of a receptacle or bag or the like;

Bhodokanakis* jgj? II, 92, renders hjb, BBS ,3658,6, as
- r̂frt

in Inscriptions known to him* He could not give any etymology* 
frjjb has also been rendered by him. as "Erdgeschoss", ZIAI,I, 51 and 
n*9? ns "Unterbau" by Hofner, UTQK, 74J ani as "substructure" by 
G# Byckmans, Mus* hXXV, 1951# 1171 ad By 463,3* A# Jamme, IHYff, I84, 
in a comprehensive re-examination of the meaning of htb, says,
"This interpretation is disproved by Jamme 121,2, where means 
•a kind of building1, for the following reasons# (l) hjb and %rfet 
are not, as usual, coordinated (e.g., Jamme 119,2-3), but subordi
nated; it is difficult to understand how a "foundation" could 
have "upper rooms"# <2) bjb has a name which is only used for 
locality, house, well, etc#" (He then gives a third reason which 
does not arise from the text but rests on "evidence" from archaeo
logical findings 011 the site of the house Yafas# I shall discuss ±t 
later.) In this text, Jamme 121, there is no mention of byt# 
hfrbi "precinct wall", answers the points arising from Jâ ttne 121*

"Grund, Fundament" on the basis of the "opposition" of •Mb
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It is “a kind of ’building115, it can have r̂frtt “open areas# 
courts*'# subordinated to it# either in the sense of being walled 
in by it or of being adjacent to it; and it is a locality or

1

structure that can have.-a-.name* And as htb in the singular is 
used-in Jamrae 121# and as it seems to have belonged on the site 
of the house IPs# it might have referred only to one wall# i*e* 
on on© side of the precinct, whioh would make it more feasible 
for it to have a name# Jamme# .in his third ’‘reason** referred 
to above# suggests rendering h|b as “workshop* workroom*** He 
compares a number of usages from “related** roots in Arabic and 
Hebrew pertaining to “wood# firewood# chopping wood# sculpture 
(or more precisely “carving**)** in support of this meaning and 
then says# “Hhe presence of kl preceding *Hjb in Jamme 119 does 
not offer any difficulty! there wore several small rooms in the 
north section of the building Safas* As a matter of fact# the 
excavators have found in these rooms several crucibles used by 
coppersmiths* 0y translation of hjb is in line with that of 
“Magasin** proposed by M* Hofner (wgKM# 40 (1933)# p«>33)# which 
may now be more precisely defined with the help of the new 
archaeological evidence# suggested by Jamme 118*“! ibid## I84#
** A HO 'Mofner*s “l&igazin*1 was a piece of guess-work based on/firm ground 

of etymology# and Hojner herself did not adhere to itf cf# 
“Unterbau11#. U'fQK# 74* 'fhe archaeological “evidence suggested by 
Jamme 118“ ,1s a peculiar representation of facts# Conti Rossini 
has rendered htb as “granary” by comparing Arabic khi^bt “fertility# 
abund^^SS*1# BSO# IX# (1923)# 605# of*, also tfR—Gl*.# 155# and 
Bhodokanakis# Ko^lan# 50 and note 2#

In Minaean hjb is attested in BBS 2849#2t htb/w§[rhtj 
and Bh^b is attested in BBS 2916#2* *sn/wbny/*bftb* Both texts 
are fragmentary and offer no clear context that would make 
unfeasible the rendering c f ^  aB> ..outside wall, precinct wall". .
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•htb is also attested in another Minaean text* S'awflk 62*5 - 
RES 3012# 151 XJawfik’s text# as edited "by Kami# Kuqush Kbirbat 
B»ragisht XX# 4# reads i w b s l in plaoe of of
EES 3012 (Halevy’s and Glaser’s texts as edited byHommel)* Rami10 
w^hjbshn# 1* cit*# 4# undoubtedly a misprinj# for in the note# 
ibid*# 6, he writes it w^jjbsmn and refers to the wrong reading 
of RES 3012* Tawfik’s text is in six lines in place of Halevy’s 
22 lines and Glaser*s 12 lines* ffhe beginnings and ends of lines 
differ in i'awfik’s text from the text of RES 3012# and this is 
of significance to the interpretation of »h^b herb * RES 3012 reads* 

14* /wywny/ bny/bhgr[nh( 15 )ys/]yf *n/ whrn/w *hb{ ( g )mn 
G# Ryclcmans renders this* ”et au temps ou il b&tit dans ses deux 
vil[les] Yaf’an et Hirran et leurs paturages(?)”* Rut this passage 
in Tawfik’s text reads* /wywVbny/bhgr[nhys]/ * * * * * *b n^yf *n/ whrn/ 
Whjjbsmn/* Q?he space between bhgr and /yf *n is no less than nine 
letters# and the presence of bn/#(which should be corrected (s)V)# 
immediately before yf*n makes REG 3012 unacceptable* $he passage 
above should be restored as /wy wny/bny/bhgr[n/qrnw/byty]sm/yfjn/ 
whrn/w»h^bsmn» Kami’s bhgrfinftyq] j8 obviously copied from RES 3012 
with no consideration fo the possibilities of full restoration* 

hhgr[:n/grnw/» cf * immediately after the above passage# 
byti/^byton/i and 1*9 (RES 3012) before* /*lly/bgn»/qrnw* »htb 
in thi3 text has the .same meaning' as elsewhere* ’’precinct walls’*,

... -.;'i-'it:yor the mention of byt - Mb without flrfrt# of* RES
3964* /br»w/by(2)tsmy/g^smVw*h,jfbs/ * On the other hand# one finds 
byt - fpfrt * without £SL* six times in RES’ 36585 of * page 6 of this 
article| while byt - hjfb ~ ffrjtt occurs twice in that text# lines 6 
and 7—Bj of* ibid* If jrjfo were to mean ”substructure»* and 
’’upper rooms”# then it would be; difficult ho see how a house has 
its upper rooms indicated without the substKucture being also 
indicated* But with: ’’precinct wall#”# and sgfrt ’’courts# open
areas”# no such difficulty need arise* .'-h-fb* ̂ »&uMtrubture'^-has^-
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been based on the apparent opposition of •hfeb and1 igrfrt* “upper 
rooms**« But this “opposition** is not attested in all such texts*
In BBS 4932 ititfwd intervenes between the two terms, and in Jamme 
118 mSwd and megft intervene* $rfrt* **upper rooms*1 has also influence* 
the interpretation of other building terms which, ooour in such 
texts , and it will be necessary to re-examine , as briefly as 
possible, the meanings of these terms* But first X ?jould like to’ 
discuss r̂frt*

grfrti “courts, open areas*1. Cf* my Hql,II, 424* n* 1, quoted in full 
on p* 5 of this article* Cf*,further, the following usages from 
modern South Arabian dialects# aar^a# “a large square? a wide road? 
an open area or space between houses? a vestibule, a fore-court, 
of a house**? of* Landb*, Gl-Pat*, 2125* ârfra in Aden, according 
to an informant of mine, is “a fore-court, or, a part of a fore-courtj
built raisod in the form of a platform or a terrace*** In these
usages the main elements of the meaning of gar
space, relation to buildings or houses, and being a kind of floored
or levelled ground* Of special interest is fgarft, pi, »agrqfr * 
gawfr, pl> ♦agwaft# uan interior courtyard or court, •cortile interfid1, 
of a mosque1*? cf* B* Rossi, Arabo Parlato a 3an*a, 158* srht, 
as said above, occurs six times in 1SES .3838* In one of these cases, 
r̂fota in lino 8, it is a corrected reading* Bhodokanakis, who edited 
the text as v/e have it now* says in the note to this, II, 93, 
“Glaser# h y i Y W l h X S  go$\cd? rair scboint auf dem Ab[k]latsch 
V  fur ^  und H  statt H  deutlich, das swelte <s> aber au ̂  korri- 
giert**, So evidence for is available* X&*adokanakls#s
correction of §wfrt to grfrfc must have seemed inevitable both in 
the context of ffib, immediately preceding it, and in the context 
of ijrfrt, mentioned five other times in the same text* But in the
light of sawfr ** ^ar& the reading igwfrt could have been a correct 
form after all. In BSA it could have been either an exact equivalent 
of grfrt, which would prove beyond doubt that grht indicated an open

ga are* openness.
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area or a court, or something different from §rfrt hut still akin 
enough, to replace it in the combination byt - h$b -.grfrfc* In the 
latter case one can compare Arabic §uwab ~ al~najwatu min al-*arjj 
"prominent rough land or terrain11} and saha, used to describe a 
kind of s a M  "open area, yard”, which means* farj~un la tunbitu 
sbay»~an* "land in which nothing grows”} cf * Taj and Lisan, art# 
swh* In this sense gwfrt in KBS 3858,8, as against ^rht elsewhere 
in the same iext, emphasises, by contrast, the "built and levelled” 
nature of grht* And in this sense %wfet would be the equivalent of 
Sabean gbit} cf * Pakhry 112 113 + 114 * H 5  C3* Eakhry 5] * 115*
wdd*l/w,hyhw/bny C/]ds^r/s^mw/w [q.nyw/by]tn /ygr/wkl/qrfrthw/ 
w gblthwC/ ♦ ($he spaces left in the transcription here indicate 
the ends of the parts of the text*) G* Byckmans translates* (from 
s*mw onwards) "bnt achete et [acquis la raai]son Yagur, et toutes 
ses superstructures, et son territaire"* In CIH 435 the purchase 
of byt and gbit is mentioned, and the combination byt <- gbit is
repeated there three times* gbit is rendered there "fundus” by 
comparing Hebrew gebul* "territory”* One can also compare Arabic 
jabl - satya* "open area, yard”, and jablatu al-»qr$-m. ̂ alabatu~ha> 
"the roughness, the hardness, of land”} cf* hisan, art* jbl* Both 
these Arabic usages correspond to Arabic ûwafr and âfra, . cited 
above for con^parison with EGA jjwfet * The mention of gbit next to 
sr̂ it in Fakhry^ text is, in my view, somewhat parallel to the use 
of swht in BES 3858,8 among five other cases of srht elsewhere in 
the text* (htb is not attested in Sabjean, but §rht ~ gbit in Fakhry#s 
text partly corresponds to »hjib - r̂frt of QitbanI and Minaean texts} 
for *hjb could have enclosed undeveloped, or, rough terrain, other 
than sr^t, the. developed and levelled terrain* A full equation 

Sblt al1̂  >htb would be contradicted by the fact that »hfcb is 
governed by verbs of construction such as br*/wswtr, Jamme 121* On 
the other hand, the fact that gbit meant open land is further 
supx>orted by BES 4923,4* fjqfr/gblthw/* ”a ouvert (a 1'irrigation) 
son territoire" * )
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Of apodal Interest and significance is grfrt in CIS 132* 
which reads*

..... ♦...... .bnyw/by]
1. ,t[hraw/y]hgb/b ?ly/grethrow/1 *t 
2* wtny/msqfn/aarqy/wn*rby/hyt/ar 
3. b W

The photographic plate of the squeeae of the text shows the last
sign of line 2 os O *  and the editors of CIH have emended it asta doubtful p  # The proportions of this-incomplete sign make it 
slightly smaller than the other signs of CD in the text* hut they, 
also make it look rather too long and too curved for the
middle curve of the signs of there* The emendation as is feasible * 
particularly in the context of grfcthinw* line 1* to which 
must have referred* hut an emendation as CD need not be ruled out#
In the light of §wfrt* BBS 3858*8* and §rfrt* ibid** passim* §rfrthrow * 
hyVgr^tn, in CIH 132* need not be too much of ancanomaly* it might 
even be a helpful reading or variant* In CIH 132*1* bUy/grfrthmw
we have priraa facie evidence for §rfrt being a piece*or an area*
of land on which a house could be built# This usage-of grfct might 
find explanation in r̂frt * gwfrt* for gwfrt* ds shown above* could 
have meant *'a yard* a piece of rough* undeveloped terrain or land11* 
on which a house could have been built# One would expect that grfrthmw 
here was a lot of land which had been marked out* and probably 
demarcated or walled* and thus could be called both grfrt and gwfrt*
As for the meaning of msqfn/n^rqy/wmtrby/hyt/H and its bearing on 
the meaning of §rfrt* I propose to discuss it later* along with 
the meanings of other building terms occuring in the context of grfrt 
in all texts#

Bhodokanakis* St# H *  33* held that Sabean grfrt was 
collective of In CIH 132*2"*3* after hyt* is obviously
singular? and even if one is to argue that it is probably q (w)frtn 
and not grfrtn* it is hardly possible to deny that it refers to
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srhthmw* line 1* v/here grfrt* therefore* should he singular. It is 
also obviously singular in CIH l-»4* x̂jathfcw/tf “their open area
(or* courtyard) TFp"$ cf; further under footnote 5(e) to this article 
It is also singular in By 540* which readst

1* s * rm /bn/yq » n/bny/whwtrn/whsqrn/ r^thmy/ayr/b ♦ttr/“
until it says*

2* / wrt dh/ U  tr/w »lmqh
G; Ryckmans* Mus*, 70* 1957* 98-99* renders grffthmw*>“leura super- 
structures11* and rtdh* 1. 2* as* Mil les a mises sous le protection*** 
and in the note* ibid;* 100* he says* "rtdh* suffixe fern* sing.* 
se rapport ant a srjjit* subst* fem; plur. Cf# CIH 563 + 598*5* wsftn/ 
gwymt/*[d]bth* *♦ deni die (Schickungen der) 2eit fuhren ihre Straf- 
verhangung auf Umwegen (ans Ziel)"J Bhodokanakis* dans Anz. Ak# Wiss. 
Wien* Ph;—Hist; id.;'* 1933* p* 38* 40. Le suffixe se rapport au plur* 
fem. s*tn (p* 41* n# 12);" In this passage* and even in Rhodokana- 
kis*s translation* a *tn* "3eit"* is singular* what is plural is the 
conjectured and unwarranted “Schiokungen% CIH 5^3 + 958 (not 598)*
5 reads* dy^dwq/b*ly/dn/mfrrn/wlyst+dbhw/*rb* ir/ws' tn/gwytm/«[d]bth* 
which I render* “whosoever transgresses against this edict let them 
punish him four (nights ?)f and (as for) the time* grievous (or* 
ruinous) shall its punishment be*“
Rotes*

»rb«m* “four (nights ?)“$ Arabs usually calculated duration of
time by nights* and »rb«m agrees with a feminine noun; Cf;
Qur’an v*l42* wa-wa’adna musa thalathina laylat^an we-*atmamna**- 
ha bi-*ashr-in. The word for “nights" can be omitted when dura-

1 1 *1—
tion of time is obviously meantj cf* Qur’an ii*234* yatarabbasna
bi-’anfusi-hinna ’arba*ata ^shhur-in wa-^shr^an*. where *ashr 
cannot refer to *astor* 'rb’rot “four (nights)" is more. n n w h d i h b W  •
feasible than "four (times)" of CIH* and is obviously in line 
with s ’tn* “time* duration", after it.
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s«tn* (not s H n )* is feminine singular} of* BES 3910*5* 
flyhbn/^sbhw/Qftn/^sb’n/bflyhw/t where Bhodokanakis himself*

- . . . . .  ... • ^  ’ ^ ‘J .T rilt tW rtJW iiH il iWfc " •  -1----------------------------------   — -----------------

2AEA#I* 176* equates, a *tn with Arabic Ba*a# singulax* feminine* 
and renders it HZeit# Stunde*' •

gwytm* (not gwymt)} "grievous# ruinous**} cf# Arabic 
’ughwiyya* mahlakat "a place* or* a situation* of grave 
danger* of ruinous nature*** and dahiyat **disaster* catastro- 
phe**} of* Lisan# art# ghwy#

M I M W M m i p w# W H muM

The fact that grfrthrow in By 540# 1 is governed by verbs bny/whwtrn/ 
whsqrn/ need not in itself indicate that §rfct was a "superstruc
ture1*# but simply a kind of *»structure*** Cf# BES 4627*21 *s »w/ 
wbiiy/whwtr/wsqr/^rtn} BES 3915*1-2* *s * w /(w)h(w)(2)tr/wsqr/brtn^/ 
maqyt/nhlhmy,} and also BES 3913*2} of# also BES 4775*1-2* br»w/ 
whw(2)trn/whtbn/whgb»n/whsqrn/m»hdhmw* also BES 3911*1-2#

The other cases of grfrt and gr^ in Sabaean and Minaean* 
texts vyillbe discussed as they come in the course of the following 
discussion# We have n4 °  deal with three questions relevant to 
the interpretation of grfrt and grfrt
(|l) The number of gr^t that a single "house1* could have had# 

according to our known texts} and 
<s) The relation of %rfrt to $rh* and hence the meaning of grfy} and 
(c) The meaning of the other structural and architectural terms 

which occur in the context of grfrt or grfc*
(a)i In CIH 339 bis *1-2# we havei bythmw/nfmn/wmswdhw/ 

t rorn/wkl/sr^thw» Here srfct» although Sabaean# need not in itself 
necessarily be collective* as indicated above* The context of kl 
also need not preclude §r^t from being singular* for kl can 
indicate plurality* "alle"# and entirety# "ganz"} cf# Hofner# ASG* 
137# In By 463 we have* byt$my/[r]b*n/wk(l) grfrtsww* where jjrjt# 
as the suffix —svnv after it indicates# can be either dual or 
plural} cf# Hofner* ASG# 34* But even here kl need not necessarily
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indicate plurality alone# byt - grfrtsww# without kl# is attested in 
the QitbanI texts RES 3882} 3962} 3963# Jamme 119*2-3 readst byts/ 
yf s/wkl/»htbs(3)wgrfrtsww/wnfahsww/wmsqfts/} and if kl is to bo taken 
as extending its meaning to,what is after ♦frjbs# then kl* in relatioi 
to qrht at least# seeits to indicate entirety rather than plurality# 
for in Jamme 118# a text pertaining to the same House TFS of Jamme 
119# we'have * bythw/yf s/w»htbhw/ # ♦ # # ./wgrfrfcyhw# where grfrty is dual. 
In RES 3902* No* 141*2* we have qrfrtyhw/wb... This QitbanI text is 
badly damaged# but the suffix -hw most probably refers to a single 
house. In RES 3858# QitbhnI* we have byt - grfrts* 1. 7 (twice) and 
1# 9l bytw (dual) - srhtysmy (du-al)* 11# 6-7} bytw (dual) - hjbsmy « 
A S *  1. 6j byl« h V > * ~ 1-. 85 and rbyt (plural) *• gr^tsm*
11. 8-9.

RES 3340# Minaean from al-^Ula# reads*
2. * *.lm* d/bhyth/wd/bn/gntn/wqdmh* . *
3. ».. r̂frhtm /wkl/hymm/w*lwhn/w*st»♦ *
4* . . #strt/flf w/hwhtspy/wmdbfrtaVw. # # #

This inscription is badly damaged from all sides# srhhtm. 1# 3# isfoot- .the plural of îrfr and not of jrjjt} cf ./note 6 to this article# below« 
A full interpretation and discussion of these lines of RES 3340 are 
given bolow under part (b)# pp# 30-3& of this article.

RES 2789*2# Minaean from Ma*In* reads* by t s/yfs/wgrfrt s/} 
grfrt here can be either singular or plural# as in QitbanI and Sabaear 
RES 302l#3# Minaean from Baraqish# reads* §rfrt/ mhtnn/ da #ntn/wkl/ * git/ 
w*dbthy/fwsth3* "the court of the banqueting hall dS*NTN (or# of the 
canopy) and all the drainage ducts (or# platforms) and the repara
tions of its (i.e., the courtfs) middle parts"* where %rfrt jg singu
lar} cf* the discussion of this translation under Footnote 5 (f) to 
this article# below#

From this analysis we see that there is evidence for one 
house having two srfrt* Jamme 118} and a number of two grfrt also
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probably applies to most, if not all, of the oases in QitbanI 
texts where we: have srhtsww# The two srhtin this case could 
have been the fore-court: and the back—yard, or,,, probably, the 
rest of the open areas of the house. One is reminded here of 
the practice in Islamic house-deeds. In a number of house-deeds 
in A, Grohmann, Arabic,Fapyri in the Egyptian Library, I, Cairo, 
1934t we find the formula* *afragu-hu wa-»afriiyatu-hu* **its 
open areas and its fore-bourts!t| cf, ibid,, Texts 64,12$ 65,10$ 
66,9$ 67,12$ 6,8,10$ and their respective translations pp, 213,
223, 233, 24Q, 248* In Arabic lexica *ara^a is considered as 
synonymous to garfra$ cf* The court or open area of a
house, ,*»♦# its ?ara%a,' or its sSfra, which means the same,f$ 
bane, Lexicon, s,v* In cases where only one grht might have 
been indicated as belonging to one house, srfrt might have covered 
the wlible open area around the house, unless one takes it as 
indicating a single court or yard on one side of the house. The 
use of srht in the plural, for which there is no definite evidence 
could, if admitted^ either have referred to courts or yards 
divided from one another, or have been a legal safe-guard to 
cover every part of the property against any subsequent contin- 
genoy$ cf« the use of the plural •a *ragu-hu wa-»afniyatu-hu in 
reference to single housesjin the Islamic hous e-deeds referred 
to above*

(b)i §r& is attested in CIH 338,3$ KES 2771,4 and 
BES 2869,3* Its plural grfrhtm attested in BES 3340,3, quoted 
in the preceding part* Bhodokanakis examined the first three 
cases and concluded th§*& srfc* Hupper-chamber”, St*, II, 33-35* 
or 11 terrace11, &IAI,I, 49^51* had in these texts a sacral usage 
as a place on whichofferings were made$ cf* pp* 3-4 °f this 
article* I propose to re-examine the meaning of grfe in all these 
texts* ?
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CIH 338*3* according to Gl# 1209* published by Rhodo— 
kanakis, AST*II* 173-4* reads* /yn^tqdm/tsqr/kwrn/wmhy*/%rfrn/rfrbn 
Bees ton* SI* 37* renders this as* "at the time when he took charge 
of the completing of the fir e-altar* and of the shrine of the 
upper-ohamber R^BH"# Rhodokanakis renders wmhyf/grfrn/rfrbn as* "und 

, des Altars (auf) der Terrasse (namens) RgBU"$ 1# cit»* 174* In 
both trnaslations mhy* is taken as genitive to t£qr* Rhodokanakis 
takes a number of terms which occur in CIII 338 as "sacral"* and 
one of them; is rofay*# The usages of hy* and its derivatives are 
discussed in Appendix I to this "Thesis" in connection with the 
verbal usage hy* in the Achoury inscription* a new text which is 
edited and published in that Appendix# According to my conclusions 
there mby#,in CIH 338*3 is a magdar with mXm and means* "extension" 
in the sense of an addition to what already existed# wmhy* in 1* 3* 
cited above* is accusative as object to tqdmf cf* the same text*
1* 10* wtqdn/m*hrn/ * In/mhy H n * Rhodokanakis also takes kwrn* 1* 3* 
as MFeuerherdo" * rendered by Bees ton as "f ir e-altar" • Yet CIH 338*
10-11 reads* wyws^t(II)qdtVmft/mqldtn/*dy/qd Vkwrn* which Beeston 
renders* "and at the time when he took charge of (the building of) 
a hundred water-channels (?) up to the front of the fire-altar"$
SI* 37# Rhodokanakis renders mqldtm as "water-basins"j I. cit,* 
176# The awkwardness in the sense which Beeston finds in rendering
mqldtm as "water-channels" is really due to the erroneous inter-
 ..pretation of kwrn* which should be rendered "pool",v 7 Thus it 
becomes clear that in the passage of CIJi 338 quoted above there 
is no context of sacral things#-However* RIIBH occurs in RES 4190* 
4*5* t * lb/ rynrn/bf l/ rfrbn* where RgBH is a temple or sanctuary of 
T*LB RYMmj cf# also QIH 350*20$ 35l»3# I do not think it possible 
to rule out that sr^n here referred to the temple itself or to a 
part thereof* and in the latter case it might well have meant 
"terrace"* whether on the roof level or just as a platform rising 
from ground level* a kind of paved inner court# But if it meant 
the teazle itself, then it might have referred to the "lofty
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building*? of the. t e m p l e p p *  '33;;f, of this article,
RES 2771 *4 reads * \vyvni/Bl*/wdVhsrhm/iTi£3nd/tyb/" 

Rhodokanakis, St*, XI, 33# took r̂fon here as a proper noun? 
and later in 2IAI,I, 50 b© rendered the passage above as* "and 
when he offered in the (temple) §Rgrn a v/ell^prspared^ "suge- 
richtetes" (offering) of tyb~perfume"# Ho then comments , "Here 
the temple of V/add is also called after "terrace"} cf* above 
61# 1209 (GUI 338)*?# X render the same passage as* "and when 
He paid as a tribute to wadd out: of profit a bond for $yb" etc- 
Notes *

sl>* "paid us a tribute# discharged an obligation11 #J In 
RES 39415# 3 and 16 si* means "tribute", in the sense of 
obligatory payment or‘impost* Beeston, SI, 66, ad BBS 3945, 
3# says* **In rain(aean) it has a cult meaning » aqng/f but 
here plainly of. temporal tribute, although in line 16 that 
imposed on NSN is devoted to the *fklt-priests,** sl»n ih 
RES 395^#2 is rendered by Beeston, SI, 72 as* **tribute 
paying serfs11 by comparing 11*1 in RES 3945 and in line 
with CR*G1*, 255* "subjects bdund to pay tribute to masters", 
The sense of "obligation to pay tribute" is clear in these 
two usages* In Minaean it is the human who performs or 
does si* towards the gods, and the meaning is clearly "to 
pay the”tribute, to discharge the obligation"* This sense 
of discharging the obligation is further made clearer by 
the fact that in Minaean inscriptions si* is often followedh 

an account of public structures and expenditure, and that 
is very often followed by such expressions as bkbwdt/w»krfo 
RES 3022,1* bkbwdtn, RES 2962,2* bkbwdt/ * * *wb/frlfe/^*»
RES 2774,21 bkbwdt, Tawflk 103 Fakhry 126$ b:</frt/fr*s,
RES 3401,5? bn/fr*/kwn/*n/twb*1, RES 2980 bis,4~5? bfrf/ 
»rj/mlkl>, RES 2973,3? bfr*/fr«, RES 2975,2? RES 2869,6? 
bkrb/ktrba/, Tawflk^ 4i< In all these cases si* precedes*
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These terms, kbwdt, fr*, »krb or krb, indicate the different 
dues or tributes which were used by the dedieants to defray 
or meet the expenses of the public structures undertaken*
The fact that - al? is sometimes followed by sqny in the same 
clause.suggests that si* and sqny are not exact equivalents; 
(3f» BES 2774fl* 3l»/wbny/wsqny; of. also HES 3401; 2829?
2869# Beeston, SI, 66, says thai Bhodokanakis compares Arabic 
salaya* "pay promptly" with £l*j "tribute" in RES 3945,3,16#
1 think a more exact equivalent is to be found in Arabic 
shan&v*a la-hu fraqqa-hu * *& * ja-hu *iyya~hu» "He gave him 
his duo"; — .tabarra*a min^hu* "he acquit ted himself of it”; 
and talzhra3a-hu min findl-hit **gave it out, paid it out**;

art* shn** For ESA &:* Arabic sh* cf • ESA frar ~
Arabic ^ashirt "tax collector*** In BES 2771,4, the passage
quoted above, it is possible that in the context of msndi
"bond, bill", sl,: meant* "paid back* discharged the debt
obligation**;. cf • ‘’BES.. 2774* (1) ■ |Aa/wbny/wsqny/*ttr/dqb$ra
***** t *Iy/w t§wr/sdt/§ hfw f,»#•#>»#(2)»»»»♦ bkbwdt/dyns/
Htr/dqbj., where the last phrase mean3* "out of dues (or, 
taxes) which #TTR dQBf had len& (or,'gave as a loan) to him", 
i#e# dues whose payment had been, deferred ahd were considered 
as a loan from fTTE# 

bgrfrm* "out of profit"# -EES 2771 has three si* clauses*
(a) 11# 2#*3t si*/Htr/dqbfltt/kl/mbny/mfef dn/#»#. # (3 ) # # # 

bkbw&t/ktrb/ *myd */ * ttr/dqb<j/ *hl/sbrr/wb/ f r ♦/ fr*s/ 
w fsr/^srs/

(b) 1# 4* wjrwn/sl»/wdtq/bgrfrn/msn ■Vfryb/wfg./ wdhb/mwt/
^'Jnhmn/Recording to the text of Tawfik 111 it 
is the passage discussed here#

(o) 11, 4-5» wywVsl»/nkrftybkf>d/(5 )fw/tyb/mrkb/» frly/ 
jffiy/bytn/

In clause (b) bgrfrm after sl»/w<im corresponds to bkbwdt/11
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in clause (a) and to bk[bd/ in clause ( c ) * ^  It is possible, 
therefore, to assume that grfem refers to a material source 
of dues or tributes * t o v  jgrfrf “profit”, cf• Arabic ârafe and 
sarlfr 4 . mafrd, .khaligs “pure, free from foreign matter” ? cf * ' 
his an and Taj, art# grlv* Of* also CR-Gl., 225-6, where bgrto 
here is hesitantly rendered “in purit&te“* In RES 2771 the 
dedicant was a trader making these “payments” yvtm /rtkl/mgr/ 
m q v /wgzt/w♦ »sr/wsliVb *m v / fttr/wwd* “when he had made a trading 
journey to Egypt and Gaza and- * *SR and was safe by the power 
of and wadd#“ In the context of. msnd* “document (of debt) 
bond, bill”, cf* below, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
payment was being made out of the “profit” which had accrued 
from trading with the “loan” recorded in the msnd? cf* RES 
2774*2* bkbwdt/dyns/4ttr/dqbg/* “out of dues (or, taxes) which 

dQBp had lent (or, allowed as a loan) to him”? cf* above. 
(Rhodokanakis renders dyns in RES 2774,2 as “imposed”? but 
Cf* CR-G1* , I265 and cf* under article dyn.)

msnd* “document”, as always in ESA* Here it is perhaps “document 
of debt”, in the sense of “bond, bill”? cf* Arabic sanadt 
»%akk al-dayn* “document recording debt, bill”? cf* Munjid, 
s*v* Rhodokanakis^ msnd* “ein zugeriohtetes (Opfer)”* “a 
prepared, dressed(?) (offering)” is mere conjecture* In a 
note to it^ ZIAI,X, 50 n* 1, he says, “rashd “propped, support
ed” is the stele erected up—right as a dedication or an act 
of thanksgiving* Here, however, it is connected with perfumes, 
and so we have here a somewhat different us*ge of the term 
msnd.” He refers there to his Bodenwirtschaft, p* I85 n. 5, 
where he explains msnd as being equivalent to Arabic musannad 
(* “supported, propped”) because of the particular way of 
erecting or setting up the votive tables or inscriptions*
But is not Rhodokanakis here forcing on ESA msnd the semantic 
relation between German “Aufrichten” and “Zurichten”?
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ClMil.f 2251 suggests that msnd hero might have indicated 
a certain measure of incenee, perhaps "a heap of incense*’ 
with a tablet carrying the name of the owner surmounted on 
it* The reference here is to the practice of the ancient 
South.Arabians mentioned by Theophrastus whereby the producers 
of incense used to leave their Incense stuffs at the temple 
of the Sun in heaps* each heap with a tablet placed over it 
giving the number of measures and the price of each single 
measure etc* This is a feasible interpretation, although it 
implies a development in the sense of mend for which there is 
no other evidence# And if accepted, it would still fit with 
my interpretation of bgrjp*

The rest of clause (b)« msnd/$yb/w *f g*/wdhb/mwt^ 
ra* nfrmn raises two questions relevant to the interpretation
o f M t *
(A). Were W * » W w d h b / m w t /  kinds of incense and aromatic 
substances, or were they kinds of precious metals or coins?
The former alternative is the currently and generally held 
view, although w*fg#/ is completely obscure and mwt does not 
seem to me to give satisfactory sense* Bhodokanakis, St*, II, 
37 n# 3, on the strength of Grohmann,s reading of the squeose, 
read dhb/aiwj/bn and rendered the first two words as* "macerated 
dahab-aroraa", by comparing Arabic mat hat "to macerate, to mix"# 
But a case can be made for taking these terms as indicating 
precious metals or coins* tybt "pure gold”f *fs[g](?)* "silver" 
cf* Arabic fifljaf and dhb/mwt/* "debased, adulterated gold", 
or even "bronese"*^^
( b ) i  V  nfrmn* This id the reading shown in the traced photo-* 
graph of the inscription given in Tawfik, Mf, plate 29, fig# 
59# But in plate 25* £lg# 52* where it appears untraced under* 
neath the three top lines shown traced there, it is not easy 
to see the horizontal stroke of r j , although it must be 
admitted that that is also true of H dhb, two words before#
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This might be due to the fact that in pHte 25 fig# 52 line 4 
of the inscription is slightly out of focus# But the reading 
rb'’n£ran need not be ruled outf it finds support in Glaser1s 
reading mwtb/nfrran and in Grohmannfs reading from the squeeze as 
mwt/bn; of# supra* Ha ml # MET, 16# reads dnfrmn without any

! reservation and says it is the name of a place; but he offers
no further comment# G# Jackmans* in BBS# following Bhodokanakis 
in reading wdhb/mwt/bn/ render© wdhb/mwt/bry^frmn as* ffet de 
dhshab macere de yan£n(?)wf and in the note thereto in BBS he 
says# "frmn serait un n# pr# de lieu ?«# Glaser# Altj# Studien# 
38# reads mwtb/nbmn and render© it* "fur die Gotterhalle von
Barman"; ibid*# 40* It is the only case for a place JJgftN that
is cited in EBP# and 1 cannot trace any Other text in which 
this name appears* If the reading ffinfrtnn is to bo accepted# 
then it has to be linked syntactically to mwt# or to wdhb/mwt# 
immediately before it* ^macerated dhb-inoense of BIjM?(?)*# or# 
dhb~incenso which rd* BljEitJ macerated(?)"# if one takes mwt a© 
a finite verb# In the latter case would be a personal
name* The same twb alternatives for cP nfrmn can still apply if 
one takes dhb as ttgoldt,| cf#'supra* No serious objection can 
be made to any of these interpretations# but at the same time 
one feels that no one of them offers a very satisfactory sense# 
But the reading Vntynn seems to offer a better alternative# 
both syntactically hnd within the context of the clause# In 
the oaoe of rb‘ nfrmn it would bo easy to accept nfrmn as the name 
of a place# a temple or a' sanctuary# and V nhm n would be linkec 
syntactically to si* as indicating the place in which the 
offering took place* It is also possible.to link it to msnd 
as indicating the name of the place in which the msnd was 
deposited or had been kept* This reading and these interpreta
tions thereof v/ould make it hardly possible to maintain that 
bgrfrm referred to a temple of Wadd*
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RES 2869 reads*
2* /si »/wsqny/-Htr/dq'b j,VkX/gwt/w^Cd]b§ty/mfrwlsm/ wmfrwl[/ »
3# hhaia/ *hl/w3j.d/dr^n/wm^r *y/grfrs/w*glt s/w * drf s/wbrhs/wgrig/tbrn/

wbhrt/bmwtb
4* ffrlyn/wtny/m*lyny/rymn/w *srtn/wkl/fryln/ •folyn/drymn/»d/onn/ 

jrdn/ wsb */b|g.zb
5* mfrwln/ *frlyn/fd/snn/jrdn/wfrmr/w1 r/gltn/wmnwrt/ragdn/wmgrb/mrtn/

wm^rb/*fln/w
6# wtbe/whnf/wwqlf/wsbf * y •«*/wmws ds/

Rhodokanakis|„ St*, IX., 30, renders this as* "have offered 
and dedicated to .•Attar of ’the whole repairing and overhauling' ' ' i }
of their and their (3) brothers1 circular passages, "Rundgange", 
which lead to (the tower) BR^an* and the two door-leaves of its 
superstructure (or, upper-chamber, "Oberbuu") and its (the tower4s) 
ramps (or, sloping platforms) and its side-supports and its gateway* 
and of the superstructure (or, upper-chamber) of (the tower) TBRan 
and of the oistern at the foot of (4) the staircase* and the two 
ascents, "Aufgange", RYltfan and #SRatan and of the whole artistic 
structure of the staircase of (the ascent) RYUan to (the tower) 
'JRRan and they laid sevenfold (in seven landings, "Absatzen"), 
according to the number ‘(5) of the galleries (one above the other) 
of the staircase to (the tower) ^RDan*and. they covered with asphalt 
the unevenness (the grooves) of the;ramp (or, sloping*-platforra) (of 
this tower)* and (they bet, up again) the fire-places of the oven 
of the altar and the altar for myrrh and the altar for the fragrant 
wood and (6) they furnished it with a canopy and they bent (bent 
over) and hollowed and dug out and its foundation1**

This translation by Rhodokanakis is a classical example 
of interpretation by a pre-conceived context. The most remarkable 
interpretation here is the rendering of *£ly as "stairs, steps", to
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fit the context of mhwlt "circular passage# gallery”# and grfri 
^superstructure# upper^chamber^j of# his St»# II# 37*

The reading |r§s in RES g869#g ;i3 an emendation of 
Halevy’s grte. and Glaser*s dr»s» Rhodokanakis# St*# II# 32-33# 
says that the squeeze has a over the trace of another sign# and 
adds that the word can he read either dr *1*0 or igr[fr]s» He adopts 
the latter because he thinks it is supported hy gr%/tbrn, later in 
the same line# and hy ^IH 1*4* m^r*y/fnwt/§r^thmw. I adopt the 
reading dr*(n)# which I render "the field of seed produce# the 
cornfield" ji cf* below*

I propose to giy.e. here a full translation of the passage 
from RES 2869 quoted on the previous page* In. my NQl# p. 2o# I 
translated RES 2869#5-6 re-interpreting certain terms there. But 
as I want to reconsider parts of that translation, on one hand# 
and translate beyond what I did there# on the other# I shall include
in my following translation 11* 5-6. The notes to the translation
will be given in one footnote# with the individual words or terms 
marked in letter order v/ithin that footnote.
I translate*
2* "rendered as a tribute and offered to *TTR dQBpm all the 

repairing and the overhauling of their water-distributing 
system (or# water conduit) (a) and the water-distributing
system (or# water conduit) of

3. their brothers which (b) had overflooded (c) the field of 
seed produce (d) and the two sluices (d) of (or# onto) the 
field of seed produce (c) and its drainage ducts (f) and 
its edges (or# ridges) (g) and its fallow land (&)* and they 
made even (or, levelled) (i) the damage (or# the broken# 
breached part) (^) and the low-land cultivation plot (k) 
at the bottom (i)



4* of the plantations (or* orchards) (m) and the two flights of 
Steps (n) of (i*e* between) the top (or* the upper level) (o) 
and the valleywlande (g) and all the,wall (or* ridge) (g) of 
the plantations (or* orchards) of the top until the boundary 
(r) of JBMf and they continued (back) (g) along (or* with the 
flow of* downstream v/ith) (t)

5* the water distributing system of the plantations (or* orchards) 
until the boundary of *##??$ and they covered with asphalt the: 
slope of the drainage duet and the embankments (sides) of the 
main duct (or* channel) and the spout of limestone and the 
spout of wood (u) and 

6# its trough (v) and the outlet (or* conduit) (w) ant the pool (x 
and the small water-holding pits (or* ponds?) (y) [of ?] • 
and its bottom#(s)H#

This part of BBS 2869 translated here gives the whole 
account of the work done* preceded in the full text by the names 
of the dedicants and followed by the formula bfr * / f r * / n and the final 
invocations# The account falls into three parts* (l) The repairing 
and overhauling of the damage to the land and the structures* intro** 
duoed, by gwt/** 1# 2* (2)* The levelling or making even of parts of 
the structure and the land that had been carried away or probably 
covered with silt by the torrent-sayl which had overflown the place* 
introduced by grfri ,fto level* to make even,fj and (3)* The covering 
with asphalt or bitumen of such parts on which water runs or which 
hold water* introduced by femrt f,to cover with asphaltHI of. ny BQl*20<

A comparable text is to be found in W M 40$9* which reads* 
5* / fAbw/whg[y3bn
6* maqy/*rE $]famw/shbny/b'dn/htbrt/wofrb/kl/[ *]q[r 
7# hw/w]mbr,hw/wmdl»hw/bVmfrbt/rct>V*dy[/]m[t]fd 
8# grb]tn/wsr[n]/lg
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G* Ryckmans tr&nsalates this as*
5* orxt repare et mis a execution [le plan de reparation de]
6. lfauvrage d»irrigation de leur te[r]re Sahbura [ou Saybum] 

apres qu’eHt. ete detruit (et. bouleverse) tout son re[servoir 
T# [et] sa majonnerie et son terrasseraent* a partir de la con

struction de Haq'um [ou Raf’um] jusqu'au terrain irrigue 
8. des terra]sses et de [la] vallee hag*um.

Although I disagree with parts of G# Ityckmans^ transit 
tion* yet the general tenor of the passage is clear* a sayl had 
apparently destroyed the water works* and the work done to put 
that damage right is indicated by two terms* *dbw/whgCylfrn.* G* 
Ryckmans renders wh§[y]^n as* "et (ont) mis a execution [le plan dc 
reparation de]*** although he compares RES 4085*2* §yh< "Planierung" 
according to Grirame, who compares Eth. igefra* German "Planierung" 
means* "to level* to make even"* and so does Eth. gefea* "aequare* 
coraplanare"* hg£y]jn in RES 4°69*5 must have indicated the work of 
making the"site even after the damage done* and the silt and other 
materials' deposited by the savl« This is the sense of gr%* Form 
II ?* in RES 2869*31 of' also CIH 648*4* hsr[£]» "made even"$ cf* 
footnote 9 ( ) to this article* One can also point out here the 
"equivalence" of srfrt with %wfrt in BES 3858$ of* supra in this 
article*

* RES 40^9 is Boscawen 13* Boscawen*s hand-copy of this text* as
published In Museon* XLV* 1932* 291» reads* whglfrn with a clear T 
in the place of G* Ryckmans^ [?]* which he does not justify* Of* 
CIH 646*4* hglfrj the text is badly damaged* but the next line 
mentions *b*r« "wells* cisterns"j cf* Arabic »a§lafra* "to repair* 
to put right". RES 4069*5* fdbw/whglfrn could be the equivalnet of
RES 2869* 2* gwt/w*[d]bhty. G^ Ryckmans*s whg[y]frn yields reason
able sense* but that in itself need not be enough justification 
for the emendation.
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BBS 3340, Minaean from al~fUla* reads*
2* • * *Im»d/bbyth/wd/bn/|n tn/wqdmh** •
3* **. srMiti^ wkl/hy ran/wf Iwhn/w• s t * * *

IIIIIIW I 11*1 |H IP II |W IW iP M W m W f

4 • • * • s trt/dfw/hwhten/ wmdbhtsn/w* • **
G* Byckmans translates* ........
2* #•* pour ajouter (orner le) au sanctuaire de Wadd a partlr 

du toit et cle la partie anterieure de ***
3* ••• superstructures et tous appartements cloisonnes et. chambre 

haute***
4* •*• ••• du cota de leurs autels a parfums et de leurs autols 

(& sacrifices sanglants) •••
The last word in 1* 3 should he completed w ’stCrt; and the first 
word in 1* 4 should probably be completed as f,]strt/. I render 
lines 3 and 4 as*
3« ••• courts and all booths (or* tabernacles) and rugs (or* 

hangings) of camel-hair and curtains (or* screens) •••
4. *«« .the curtain[s] (or* soreenfs]) facing ilieir1 fx̂ ont. spaces 

and their altars *.,.
Notes*
L» 3* srhhtm* "courts* court-yards"; this is the plural of grfr

rather than of srht* which is attested in Minaean (BBS 2789*2) 
and whioh is singular* All known examples of Minaean plurals 
with -ht whose singulars are attested as well have singulars—  /g\
without t*v ' grfrhtm in the context here recalls fe.agar 
hammiskan* "the court of the dwelling (or* of the tabernacle)"; 
Exodus xxvii*9*
hymm* "booths* tabernacles"; cf* Arabic khayma* "booth* tent"* 
The basic sense of Idrayma in Arabic is claimed to be "a dwell
ing"; cf* 'asltt al-takhyimi al-*iqamatu* fa-summiyat bi-dhalika

mmli-»anna-hd takunu *inda al-nuzuli* fa-summiyat khaymat-an*
"The original sense of takhylm is "dwelling"* and it (i*e* 
khayma) was called so because it takes place (i*e. is used)
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at the time of stopping at (or, staying at) a place, and so 
it was called khayma”; Lisan, art* kfaym* Cf* Hebrew miskani 
“dwelling, tabernacle*’* Arabic khayma is attested as “taber* 
naele** in a religious context; cf* !*It Is said in a tradi
tion)* al~shahidu fl khaymati allahi tafrta al-'arshi 'The 
martyr is in the ‘Tabernacle of God, beneath the empyrean* 
Lane, Lexicon, s*v* Lane, ibid*, adds the remark* “This 
signification of khayma being x>erhaps taken from the phrase 
^  l d t f $ £ 0 \ / in Rev* xxi*3?V G* Ryckmans comments
on his translation of Symmt “appartements cloisonnes** as 
follows* “hymm «*• “maison de branchage** (j(aussen)-S(av% , r 
gnac)); “tente*1 (Mordtra*)* B'apres le contexte, il s'agirait 
&'appartements cloisonnes de branchages sur les terrasses***
*lwhm> rendered by G* xtyokmans as* “chamber haute“ on the 
assumption that it derives from *lw* Rhodokanakis, St*, X, 
4S, considsrs the penultimate lrbefore the mTmation as a 
suffix which has penetrated to the Minaean Absolute from the 
suffix h of the Minaean Construct* 'Iwhin is really a qtwl

mm- w i h m m h i -  i < p w « » -

plural; cf * all the other plurals in 11* 3 and 4* The singula: 
is not attested; it is not to be related to •lhtm* “copy**,
RES 3679,7 (QitbanT)* For •lwhmt “rugs (or, hangings) of 
camel-hair“, cf* Arabic 'alha't thawhani yundafu fi-hima 
wabaru al-»ibili.yalbasu-huma "al-ghuja*u tafeta al-dir* *
“a double garment, or, two length of cloth, wadded with 
camel-hair which a warrior donns underneath the armour1*;
Lis an, art* JJlh; of* also Exodus xxvi,(7* we*asTta yerXtot 
'iggfoni le>ohel f a 1-hammis lean * “And I;b6u shall make curtains 
of goats* (hair) as a tent (or, covering) oyer the dwelling 
(or, tabernacle)*** In pre-Islamic times pilgrims used to 
give for the covering of Ka'ba strips of coarse camel-hair 
cloth with which they had covered their sacrificial victims; 
cf* Asraqi, Akhbar Makka, (Makka Ed*), X, 166*
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*st[rt» "curtains, screens"; of* *]strt, 1* 4$ and of* ESA
Hrf, plural *hrft; of* Hofner, ASG# 103* Of* Arabic sitrt
"curtain, screen", and ’astar al-ka*ba; "the hangings, the
coverings, of al-Ka-fba", used for the lengths of cloth draped
over al-Ka*ba from outside; cf* Wellhausen, Reste, 109 n* 3*
Cf* also Exodus xxvi,l* wetet hammiskan ta*^se(h) #eser yerI#ot
"And the dwelling (or, the tabernacle) thou shalt make (with)
ten curtains" etc* str is attested in a verbal usage in RES
3306 A, 1—2* wqdiqy»y/*hl/#mnhtn/w>3<3/st(2)rs/tmsmn/biv/•hl/»ronhtni
"and the two heads (or* leaders) of the class of (public)
administrators and those who keep his door (or, control adralssi<
to him (i*e* to fl^R)^Jrom°among lfe|mclass of (public) adminis- (7)trators"* ■ \

4*1 *]strt< "the screens"; the restoration1of’the plural »]strt 
puts it in line with all the other plurals in the two lines* In 
*]strt/dfw/hwhtsm /wmdbfrtsV, 1* 4* "curtains facing their front 
spaces and their altars", we probably have something similar 
to the parokett "veil", dividing the.cjQdos from the qodes 
haqqodasim; cf* Exodus xxvi,31-33# Cf* the foil07/ing notes*
jJFwrt "facing", in the sense that it faces both sides, the f 
"front spaces" and the "altars"* The basic sense of jfw is 
"side", and as an adverb it means* "to the side of, in the 
direction of, facing"; of* RES 3317,2 and RES 2814,5*
hwhtsm; "their front spaces"* Cf* RES 3854*10* wl/yfth/hg(lO)

, a M M I M n J h J L *

dn/dmhrn/bhw/hlfn/dsdw, where bhw/hlfn is rendered by Rhodo- 
kanakis, KT, II, 6, as; "ip the gateway", by comparing Arabic 
khawkha* "a narrow passage with a door, a wicket", and Eth*
M M k a p J H U a

hohet de&es. "gateway"; ibid*, 23* But cf* Arabic khawa*1 "openir: 
betv/een two things", e*g* "the opening between the front and 
hind legs of a horse"; and khawwH* "to bend oneself over in an 
arched mannerj.to leave an opening or spaco"; Lisan, art, khwy
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-hwhtm is plural of hw) of* footnote 6 to this article# Cf* 
also hhy, HES 2771,5, which Beeston, KOSAL,!,. 55-57, compares 
with Mehri and S^auri hoi "mouth" and renders as* "in front 
of" (literally, "in the mouth of")* ibid#, 55# 1 take hhy 
as singular, dr perhaps dual, construct of hw, with w here

66

contracted before the suffix -hy#* hwhtm* '-front spaces"
needs some explanation# "Space" is a rather vague term, here 
meant to indicate the space or part of the tabernacle defined 
hy the framework made of open frames Of wood over which the 
curtains were thrown* of# Exodus xxvi,l5*?l6« It is perhaps the 
shape Of the frames, like a najve, which is indicated hy hw# 
"Front" is perhaps an integral part of the meaning of hw, cf# 
Beeston, 1# oit#* hw indicates the space or part of the taber
nacle from the entrance to the "veil", of# the note to »]strt, 
1* 4t on the previous page# BBS 2771,4-5 reads* si*/nkrfrn/ 
bk[bti/4]fw/$yb/mrkb/ »^ly/hhy/bytn, which I render* "offered 
as a tribute to out of a d[ue a qu]entity of incense
(or, perfumo) surmounted on (or, in addition to) fruits in 
the front space of the temple"# [For bkt’hd/* "out of a due", 
of# footnote 3 to this article* and for mrkb/»^ly* "surmounted 
on (or, in addition to) fruits", cf# under article foly#] In 
the Biblical tabernacle the front part, or holy place, contain* 
ed the table for shewbread, cf# 33xodus xxvi,35* wesamta

v<*»et-hassul%an mifrug lapparoket * and it also contained the 
altar of Incense, cf# Exodus xxx,l* we*as3tta migbeafr miqtar

Bhodokanakls, St#, I, 42-43, maintains that Minaean nouns 
ending in -hy are masculine plural in the construct# Beeston, 
Bibl. Or*, 10 (1953), 200, (ad Baml, UM) maintains that in 
viww of Tawfik 4* b •mrhy/wd/wrarflwhy/ «ttr/dqbfl Minaean nouns 
ending in hy are either singular or dual in the construct# The 
occurence of hwhtm, plural of hw, seems to support Beeston*e 
view that nouns like hhy are not plural construct#
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ha *edot♦ 0* Jackmans1 e hwhtmi "autels a parfurae" is based on 
Mordtmann*© identification of hwht with hhy in H3E3S 2771,5 (of* 
BBE, 12)) and on hie rendering of hhy there a©t "autel des 
parfuras" from Hommei^s "Bauohergefaoe(?)*, given in Chfreato- 
mathie,p# 122, without any etymology*

The close parallelism between the terms mentioned in thes< 
two partly damaged lines of BBS 3340 and the;component parts of the 
Biblical tabernacle makes the rendering of grfrhtm ast "courts" 
obviously clear, both through the context ahd through etymology# 
$hat is striking in EES 334^*3^4 is- the fact that all these terms 
are mentioned in the plural#

(c)i A number of terras, mostly pertaining to architecture 
or structures, occur in the same texts as grfr or grfrt and have been 
rendered into senses and meanings which have been Influenced, in 
varying degrees, by the context of grfr or ^rfrt* In the light of 
the meaning I now maisatain for grfrt and even for %rfr these terms 
have to be re-interpreted or re-examined* Some such terms have 
already been re-examined by rate, as in the case of BES 3340 and 2669$ 
cf* footnote 5 to this article# But as I feel that the main subject 
of this article is the examination of the meaning of jgrfr and jgrjjt,
I propose to examine the rest of the terms in a footnote to this 
article* ^

This brings to a close the relevant examination of the indivi
dual oases of grfr and grfrt in ESA# Cases of grfet which have not been 
individually examined in the text of this article are examined or referrc 
to in the footnotes, especially footnote 8, in connection with the other 
terms which occur in the context of %rh and grfrt#

Of all the cases examined only two had any connection with 
a structure of a sacral nature* They are §rfrhtm> "courts", BIS 3340,3* 
and grjpi/afebn, CIH 338,3* I suggested above that grfen there could have
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referred to the whole “ lofty building** of the templet; or to a part of 
the structure thereof# e*g## a terrace# whe^hr on roof level or 
ground level* or a court or inner court#
(1) grfr* “court** is the well attested sense of jjrJji and r̂frt in B3A# Fo: 

’’inner courtn* cf# the modern ganf5 ' usage of garfri “inner court of 
a mosque*1 $ cf# above* p. 13 Of this article* and 53# Bossi# Arabo 
Parlato a §an*a* IjB#

(2) nrfrt “terrace1* is easy to liirik with “court*** as it only Implies 
“an open space at a raised level**| of# the definition of Arabio 
sarhai al-@arhatu min al-*ardi ma ist&wa wa-zahara ##• wa-fin lam 
yaghar fa~huwa %arbat~un ba*da■*an yakuna muctawiy-an frauan-ani 
“Ground that is even and raised* and even if it is not raised it
is (still).jjarjja when it has been made even and in good order*1 $ cf# 
bison and jSj* art# grfrf cf* also above* p# 5 of this article# For 
grhi **terrace on roof level11* one can compare the parallel usage 
of Bth# gerlj. quoted by Bhodokanakis* St»*II* 33-34$ idera##$IAI#I* 
49-50$ cf* also above* pp# 3-4 of this article# srfoi/rfrbnt “the 
terrace (at the temple) K1JBM** might have indicated a terrace on 
which offerings were made* ao Bho&okanakis suggests in &IAI#I# $Q9 

But this sense is conjectural and should be based mainly on the 
comparison of the use of Bth# ijerfr for Biblical structures of this 
nature* and it is definitely-* not dependent on* or Implied by* mhy* 
before it* which should not be interpreted as “shrine*** or# “altar1* 

of# above# p# 20 of this article#
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In these two cases where grfrn might have indicated only a 
part of the structure of the temple B^BN, rfcbn is not identioal with 
yrfen but ie adverbial accusative of plaoej of* Hdfner, ASQ** 112*
(3) yr$« "lofty building" hae no direct evidence from ESA to support 

it* It is only conjectured from the possible reference of yrtyi 
to the whole temple r^bn* This sense of "lofty building" and the 
reference of yrfrn to the whole temple rfrbn compare well with Eth* 
yerfes "high eminent building, a temple" | of* above9 p* 4 of this 
artlole* Semantically it is not difficult to find parallels to 
yrfc and yrfett "court, courtyard" >  yrfci "lofty building" | of* 
English "court" and German "Hof"*

As shown on pp* 2-3 of this article, yarfc in Qur*Sn* zzvii, 
44, was given three main interpretations by the commentators t (l)t 
"a high and lofty plaoe or building" f (2) t "court or open area of a 
houae"| (3)• "bayt* 'house, or, temple(?),H, the usage given by AbU 
•Ubayd as glmyarlf of* supra* Usage (2) is the one moat favoured by 
the exegetea and lexicographers, and it is the well attested sense of 
yrfc and yrfct in ESA* Usages (l) and (3) can both be compared to 
yrtyti/rfebn, where yrfc might have Indicated the lofty building of the 
temple BgBN*

It is thus dear that Qur*3nlc yarfr «■ bayt, claimed to be 
a glmyarl usage, finds very tenuous support in ESA* It lo quite plau
sible, therefore, to maintain that Qur>3nlc yar^t "Lofty building, 
temple(?)" could have been a direct loan from ETh* yerfe, as was
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suggsstsd by Kflldeks. Neue Beltrans. 5l» of. also A. Jsffsry,



footnotes 1

(l) w^l/t* Iy» after bfrg/*nby/f has always been considered a deity's 
name and epithet* f l y  being equated with Arabic ta*ala ”may He 
be exalted” which is the most common invocation after the name 
Allah in Islamic Arabic usage? cf# Bhodokanakis* jjCofclan* 49I 
Jamme* Pantheon* 113-115* w*l/f ly is attested only in "property” 
texts? add to the texts cited above? BBS 4335? damme 343 A and 33? 
Van Lessen 9 and 10# It its partly but reliably restored in BBS 
39^5* /w»I[/ttl]yA It always follows bfrg/*nby/ in qitbani texts* 
outside which it was not attested until the publication of Jarmne 
540 and Jamme 541* A. damme* '‘Inscriptions des alentours de .Iforeb. 
(Yemen)”* Oahiers de Byrsa* V (1955)? PP* 269-273* These two texts 
aro Sabaoan boustrophedon inscriptions* Jamme 540 reads?

1# snfc*ly/drfr/bn/yd*, *l/*sy/wbny/1 mr♦h/wqh*1 
g*: d(n)/ »dba/dwgh>i/gwlVw> l/f ly/l *wtnh/wb 
3# frg/str/drarwqh/

A* Jamme* ibid*, 270* translates line 2t ”ce bel ouvrage(?)f celui 
de Wdqahfil* on bloc* -‘-et *11 Cost] Tres-Haut* ~jusqu*a ses 
limit os et se-(3)lon ce qu*a ecrit jt^imrwaqah” *
Jamme 541 reads*

1* krb * l/wtr/bn/dmrf ly/mk 
2* rb/sb^sy/frsgn/kl/osq 
3* y/wtr/wwqh/w^l/*s/^bn/k 
4* rb *l/bdhbhw/frff%m/wb/fn 
5* wthw/wtr/wwqh/gwln/w*l/
6# fly/

A* Jamme* ibid** 271* translates from line 2 onwards* ”a reparti 
en lots tout le system© &*i:ferigati-(3)on Cqu*]-il determine et 
commandsj et quo personne ne revendique contre Ka-(4)rib*il a 
propos de son territoire irrigue des lots ni au sujet de son (5) 
canal £qu*]il dltermina et ordonna* en totalite* et *11 [est] 
Tres-Haut”«
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w»l/t*ly obviously occurs also in RES 2791, a Minaean 
text from Ma#In. It,is a poor text, and unfortunately we possess 
no other copy of it except that of Halt 210. Lines 2^4 were 
re-edited by Rhodofeinakis, 3t. II, 122, 1* 5 was partly re-edited 
by Mordtmann,; BME, 1* 6 was re-edited'by Rhodokanakis,
gat# Bodenverf., WZKM, XXXI, 1924, P* 35 h* 6. The text, as it 
appears now in RE§, reads*

1* ks ♦ d (») l/bn/hid/dlly/rs wh/k£ hln 
2. bd//#l/mhbn.. .ky/ykl(/)nwy/qdmh[s/w 
3t msqyts/(b)n/fwd/w(b)n/fertVbms()bf(h)[s/wg 
4* n 9hs/wmbnyhs/[b] 9 (s )nnhs/gwliq/wl/
5* 1/twly/ hn( m)hm(/ )wkm 
6 . b/w( *H) 1/tbn/bmsq(y)/ngw/dn/ (s )trn 

Rhodokanakis<8 restoration of lines 2-4 ends with gwlm, 1. 4*
Ho re-editing of what follows, wl/(5)l/twly, has been attempted 
and that part has been a mystery which yielded no senset It shoulc 
be restored as w( • )(5)l/t(<)ly# At the end of 1. 4 F*\ seems to 
have been misread as 11 | as for CD and o  of t(*)ly,. no comment
is needed. This text, RES 2791# has a number of points in common

* * • ‘

with Jamme 541 even with Jamme 540* Of special significance 
are gwlm in all three texts, and -fcbn in Jamme 541*3 and RES 2791,6 
both of which call for a special note before examining the meaning 
of the formula w ^ / f l y .
(l)* gwlm* This word, coming in the three texts immediately before 

w*l/t*ly and after the «description” of the property, confirm 
that QitbanI glm is a contracted form of Sabaean and Minaean 
gwlm and not of a hypothetical glim, through which Rhodo
kanakis rendered QitbanX glm as* "ingesamt"! cf. Rhodokanakis 
P ,  II, 15 *u 5* and my NQI,II, 42I* Jamme,s "en bloc11 and 

y "en totalite" for gwlm; in Jamme 540 and 541 follows Rhodo
kanakis fs QitbanX glm* "insgesamt", and Jamme is thus making 
a full circle of wrong interpretation by adopting this sense 
for Sabaean gwlm* "property"* In RES 2791,4 gwlm should also
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be rendered "as property,'1* Rhodokanakis linked gwlm in RES 
2791#4 syntactically with [b]*(s)nnhg/* immediately before 
it# and rendered the two words as* "nach seinen Grenzen 
eingefriedet"* "fenced in* enclosed* according to its bound
aries"! St** IIj 122* -He maintained that gwlm in RES 2791*4 
is used in its literal sense of "enclosed in a circle"! cf * 
Pie Bodenwirtschaft* p# 197 n« 1| and St** Ilf 28 f* But 
the mention of constructions in the preceding lines points 
to a context similar to that of other cases where gwlm 
means "as property's adverbially modifying the verbs at the 
beginning of the acquisition statement! cf* RES 2789*2-3 
(Minaean)i *sy - gwlm* In RES 2791 the text is damaged and 
poorf and the opening lines* in which the verbs of acquisi
tion or building might have been given* are missing* Besides 
Rhodokanakis*s "enclosed according to its boundaries" depend 
on the restoration* or rather insertion, of [b] before 
Halevy's ♦(s)nnhs/* where no empty space or damaged letter 
is marked in Halevy^s copy" Moreover* the mention of w(f n/ 
t(*)ly/ after gvvlm shows that it occurs in a context similar 
to that of gwlm in Jamme 54^»2 and 541*5*

in Jamme 541*3 snd RES 2791*6* Jamme renders it ast 
"revendiquer"I "to claim* to demand”* and his only comment 
is "cf* l*expression parallel© de Fakhry 70*3"! 1* cit** 273 
Fakhry 70*3 reads* w * l/*s/s*l/dmr*ly/bdn(/)m »h ( dn) /vd ^m tta / 

wmfOJhgra* Jammefs implied equation of frbn with s»l is not 
correct* Cf* RES 3948*4* hfrbnt "hatte erworben"* "had acqui-

rred"; also twice in 1* 5* A sense of "seized" is more appro 
priate to hjbn in that text* where the reference is to land 
and property seized or expropriated by conquest! cf * the 
parallel use of hb*l in the corresponding text RES 3945*3*14
18*19* which should be rendered "seized* subjugated"! cf*

! ' ?

under article b*l* Elsewhere in ESA 'febn and its derivatives
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have the .following meaningst tbn, **land-owners", or, , y 
probably, "subjects, land-tenants**, in RES 3566,4 and passim, 
in Qitbanr usage$ and Minaean $bnh/m*n, RES 3318,3,5? frbn/m*n 
RES 2814#51 and »-jjbnv7sm, RES 3012,20 and 3013,1, all have the 
sense of "subjects, land-tenants**} of# the fuller discussion 
under article The basic sense of ESA $bn seems to be
"to protect, to have power over11, and in the social and

I i

economical set-up of ancient South Arabia this kind of rela- ' ‘ , ' ! tion seems to have expressed itself in the sphere of land-
ownership and lahd-tehaney# The land-owner was "the patron,
the protector", and the land-tenanVwas "the subject, the
protected**# The "author" of Jamme 541 is KRB*L WTR bn MR*L
mkrb SB*, aleo the "author" of RES 3946, where hjbm "seized"
is mentioned# One would not expect that in Jamme 541 ho was
putting a prohibition against someone forcibly "seizing** lots
in the irrigated land and the canals# I think that $bn in
Jamme 541,3 refers to claiming property rights through tenanc;
through usucaption, since it is to be expected that a mkrb: of
Saba* would give his land and its water works to tenants to
cultivate and use, hence frbm **to acquire, or, to claim,
ownership by usucaption, or, through tenancy"# RES 2791,6
reads* /w(>h)l/tbn/bmsq(y)/ngw/dn/(s)$rn* "Et ceux que sont
preposes a liirrigation ont publie ce decret*1, according to
G* Ryckmans, following Rhodokanakis$ cf# under article j|bn*
I think that jbn in RES 2791,6 should be rendered, "have held
the tenancy-rights, or, have acquired by usucaption"# In both
RES 2791,6 and Jamme 541,3 frbn is probably Form II#

I now come back to w #l/t*ly# Jamme 540 reads* *sy/wbny/
Imr >h/wqh*l(2)dnn)/,dbn/dwqh,l/gwln/w>l/1 * ly/l *wtnh/ wb( 3 )^g/s jr/
dmrwqh/# Jamme renders gwlm - dmrwqh* as, "en bloc, — et *11 [est]
Treb-Haut, —  jusqu*a ses limites et ee-(3)lon ce qu*a ecrit Ifemar-
waqah"# Jamme also renders Jamme 541,5-6* gwliVw,l/(6)t*ly as*
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flen totalite* et *11 [est] Tres-Haut". It has been the practice 
of scholars to leave w*l/t*ly in Qitbanx texts untranslated, on 
the assumption that after bfrg/*nby it denoted the name and epithet 
of a deity; cf* the beginning of this note* But the context in 
Jamme 54° and 541 does not make it possible for the waw of w*l/ 
to be waw *a$f, as it seemed to be in QitbanI texts* Jamme had, 
therefore, to render w* l/t*ly as a parenthetical clause* This mus 
have seemed to him particularly suited to Jamme 540»2* gwlVw*!/ 
t *ly/l»wtnh, where Jamme takes l*wtnh as being syntactically linke 
to gwlm or to the verbs *sy/wbny, line 1; cf* his translation of 
the passage above^ But this syntax makes w*l/t*ly awkwardly 
wedged within the "formula”; and to this awkward syntax Jamme adds 
the awkwardness of his w ^ / f  lyt "et *11 [est] Treb-Haut", where 
he is obviously trying to create a clause out of what he still 
considers a "name and epithet" of a deity*

w ^ / t ^ y  in QitbanT, Sabaean and Minaean texts indicates 
what other formulae introduced by JJl in property texts dot it 
imposes prohibition against wrongful claims of, or encroachment 
by, others* Cf* the detailed discussion of such formulae in J* 
Ryckmans, "A propos du.m*mr sud-arabe", Mus*, 66 (1953), 343-357* 
Cf* particularly CIH 949* w »l/h*ly/dn/ *tbn/wtn/yyf<n/lmsrtn; (the 
same formula appears in CIH 911, partly restored, and in Narai, 
nuqush *arabiyya janubiyya, 4)t In this formula h*ly can rendered 
eitheras* "to remove", in the sense of "to lift", cf. Beeston,
"A Sabaean boundary formula", BSQAS, XIII, (l949)> 1-3; or as*
"to violate, to encroach upon", of* J* Ryckmans, I* cit*,,344-348* 
Cf* also RES 4627,4* w * l/h * ly t/dt/ fcrtn, where a sense of "to be 
encroached upon, to be violated" seems more appropriate for h*lyt 
here; cf. J* Ryckmans, 1. cit*, 34$* t*ly in the formula w ’l/t*ly 
is most.probably Form V infinitive, and w*l/t«Iy means* "and (let; 
there be, or, there shall be) 110 violation, or, encroachment".
The infinitive form is particularly spited to Jamme 540,2* w*l/ 
t*ly/l*wtnh» "and (let there be, or, there shall be) no violation
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off or encroachment upon, its boundaries1** where 1 before fwtnh
M M  M M iH m M

joins the object to the preceding infinitiye which governs it; cf 
Hofner, ASG,, 149 As for the use of an infinitive after w»l/, 
cf * CIH 570* w(B ) * l/bf/»1 f z/* lwnyn/hf dwn/ Vwtnn/ * ly/ byn/nhlnhn/ 
n»wn/wnq(9)bn/kl/<frrVwirkmt **and (8) there shall not be within 
the authority of * L 9 Z of #M T  to extend beyond (or, across) the 
boundary stones which are between the two palm-groves N*WH and 
Eq(9)BH ,any sowing (of seed-produce) or (growingyof ) »arak (trees 
cf* the full discussion of this translation under article *fr,

(2)* In ESA kwr has two meanings* (a)* "pool* water-reservoir"$ (b)* 
**hill, low mountain** * Cf, the full examination of these two
usages of kwr under article kwr,

>
(3)* RES 2774,4~5* wywn/si*/nkrfrrr/bk[bd/j.] (5)fw/'jyb/rarkb/ *frly/hhy/bytn 

should be rendered* "and at the time when he offered as a tribute 
to NKRgm out of a d[ue a qu]antity of incense (or, perfume) sur
mounted on (or, in addition to) fruits in the front space' of the 
temple**. For mrkb/*frly 1 "surmounted on (or, in addition to) fruits 
cf, under article felyfr and for hhy* "front spacer** , cf, the note 
to RES 3340,4* hwhtsm on p, 32-33 of this article* Although iCbd/ 
here is a restored reading it seems a reasonable one, Glaser, 
Altj, Studien, restored it bffibdr a^d in. the translation wrote* 
,fin K#[b.d, (Oitsnarae? vgl, kb Am 01, 20,3)"* pp, 38 and 40, In 
the commentary, ibid,, 49, Glaser says* "bkbd wurde bedeuten* 
[brachten dar.7 "in Ejhrung"," The reference to kb dm should be 
corrected to Gl, 21,3 (« CIH 20,3), which is most probably a 
sanctuary of T#LB and not of «TTR$ cf* RNP, 344, and RES 4649,4, 
k£bd is rendered in RES as "Kabad", presumably as the name of a 
temple or sanctuary* cf * the note to it in RES, Beeston, UOSAIi,!, 
57, renders bkCbd as* "in (the sanctuary) KBD", I think it is 
reasonable to expect, after si*, the mention of a material source 
of offering, and that since hhy/bytn indicates the place of the 
offering, bk[bd is obviously the terra Indicating such a source,’
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(4)1 Cf. the examination thereof under article forb.
(5) For the sake of brevity only new meanings suggested by me will be

examined in detail. Previous interpretation will be examined 
briefly.

(a)s mfrwl s '’water-distributing system, water conduit"• Cf. Arabic 
mafrala, pi. mafrall and mafrawil, "water-wheel") cf. also frala 
al-ma'u fala al-'arfri "the water flowed on, poured onto, the 
ground") »afraltu al-ma*a fl-l-jadwalt "I poured, I turned, the 
water into the channel") frawalas tafrwll ma*-in min nahi^in »ila 
nahri "turning, diverting, water from one channel, or river, to 
another") and friwali al-*ukhdud alladhl yughrasu fl-hi al-nakhlu 
♦ala gaffs "a deep furrow in whioh palm-trees are planted in a 
row">* cf. Lisan and Taj, art. £wl. ESA mfrwl has been rendered 
ast "circular passage, surrounding wall", cf. RES 2814,2) 2639*
Cf. also Rhodokanakis, St., II, 30i mfrwl» "ring-passage?, •Rund-
gange1", and Id., ZIAI,I, mfrwl1 "defence passage, •Wehrgang'" 
I maintain that mfrwl has the sense of "water-distributing system, 
water conduit" in all attested cases in ESA.
(1)i RES 4773,21 m'rby/mgr *y/wfnwt/mfrwli "les deux acoes des deux 

battants de porte, et le chemin (qui mene au) ohemin de ronde" 
according to Q. Ryckmans. I renders "the two quadrate stones 
of the two sluices and the canal of the water-dlstribpting 
system". Rotes1
m*rby» "the two quadrate stones") of. CIH 540,77s w*wdn/br»w/ 

bm'rbtms "and the dyke they built with quadrate stones") of 
also Rhodokanakis, St., II, 43 and 44 n. 1) and ny NqI,II, 
438 n. 1. Cf. further under note (e) in this footnote. 

iqr'yi "two sluices", cf. note (e) in thin footnote. 
fnwts "canal", as everywhere else in ESA) cf. note (d) in this 

footnote.
(2)s aES 2814,2s bmfrwlh/gltn) 4s wmfrwl/gltn) 8s mfrwln/*d/snn/hgr.

■ Cf. R. B. Serjeant, TOdud", BSOAS, xxii, (1959), 573. This sensi 
of friwal fits well with his interpretation of *ukhdud.
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0* Ryckmans renders mfrwl/gltn ast "oherains de ronde de l’etage 
superieur") and Rhodokanakisf ZIAI9I9 629 asi "Wehrgang (der zum) 
Dach (gehort)". I renders "the water-distributing system of the 
pool*. Motes I
glint "pool"* Cf* Arabio galllat "a pool in which water gathers 
at the end9 at the bottom^ of a wadi"* Cf* also Rhodokanakis9 
Dialekt jPofar9 II9 97* yisemmun el-ma m^ullt which he renderst
"Dess Vasser (am Fusse dieses Berges) nennt man Mgull") (d^is 
his transoription of ̂ )* I think that mgull should be taken as 
substantive) but even as a proper noun it would still betray 
the sense of "pool9 cistern"* Cf* the same text9 RES 281495s 
wmfrfdh/flfw/9frly/gltni "and the tower facing the plantations 
(or9 orchards) of (i*e* irrigated from) the pool") for *frlys 
"plantations"9 of* note (m) in this footnote* The plural of
j i i 18 ill* of* CIH 37194»gliydqny/#m»[mr, The text is dama- 
ged9 but it is obviously a property or irrigation texts of*
1* 2i rb */kl/?lt/ mbfrrC hw« "quartern partem cuius vis tertiae 
partae reoeptaouli [sui") and 1* 3t kl/t<d/r,shm[w9 where t*d 
can be taken either as "canal" or as "well irrigated land") 
cf* Beeston9 SI9 70* In this context gllm9 1* 49 could have 
meant "pools9 oistems"9 and it is also possible to suggest 
that glim indicated pieces of land irrigated by glt9 a semantic 
change attested in the case of many other terms in ESA indicat
ing forms or parts of systems of irrigation) cf• also Arabic 
galllat "a meadow with thick herbage"* Semantically associated 
with gits "pool9 cistern" is perhaps jllfcs "grave") cf. CIH 717 
and RES 4838* For other usages from the root gll in ESA cf* 
footnote g («2) to thie article. cf, alsa balow ln thle note> 

RES 281498 s 8ymh/mfrwlV *d/snn/hgrt "the cultivation land of (i.e* 
irrigated from) the water-distributing cinduit until the boundary 
of HOH"* Motess
symht "cultivation land") the word stands first in 1* d9 but the

left hand side of the text is damaged9 and it is perhaps possib
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to restore it as m]symht which would be a Minaean singular of 
the plural msymt, attested in Sabaean, cf. CIH 2,14»15aB,l6f and 
whose Sabaean singular is msm, of. CIH 352»12) cf. also the 
note in Beeston, SI, 3-4* Beeston, SI, 2, renders CIH 2,13-14* 
*dy/ »r^h(l4)nrw/wmsymthmw/ ast "in their lands and their fields^ 
and in the note thereto, 31, 3, says, "msymti the sense of this 
word has been determined from the contexts." CB-G1., 249# 
renders msm, pi. msyrat, ast "field, property" and then adds the

* remark, "probably 'land assigned to the king eto.'". But cf. 
Arabic mashlma, pi. mashayim, "placenta", explained as ghirs. 
(The basic sense of Arabio ^harasa is "to plant, to cultivate". 
The placenta is also oalled in Arabio bayt al-sar*) of. U s  an, 
art. klw. For further semantic parallelism cf• Qur’an ii,223t 
nisa’u-kmn frarth-un la-kum.) It is perhaps possible to read 
symht "cultivation land" without need for restoring it as 
m]symh| of. Arabic ghayami "even land with soft soil, or, earth 
and ahiyami "soil, earth") cf. Lisan, art. shym. In his trans
lation of BBS 2814,8 0. Ryckmans leaves symh untranslated and 
gives no comment thereto. Cf• under article shym for further 
examination of the usages of BSA sym.

(3)* CIH 325t3* mfr]wlVlgyrmw/tfr*hw/whw#bw/kl/qh/yr...) and 1. 61
♦ .whnwn/*rb*t/flstyflwVw»rbU/mfrwl^. Both CIH and Hhodokanakis, 
St., II, 41-48, render this text as a building one. But the text 
is damaged, and the central subject of the constructions is not 
clearly definite. But the text, a late Sabaean one from Bra 
year 669, bears marked resemblance to three other texts from the 
same period, all of which reoord work on the construction or 
repairing of irrigation works1 BBS 4069) 5085) and Van Lessen 251 
and many of its terms are comparable to terms in CIH 54O and 54I, 
the two Bam inscriptions from Ma’rib. Cf., e.g., CIH 325,3* 
lgyrmw* "to the (or, for) plastering") cf. dmbr,n^/wgyrn, CIH 54O,
25* bgyrVwqgm/, BBS 5°85,7) and wbr»n/wmgyrtn/wgrbtn/ , Van Lessei 
25,3, and cf. the note thereto in my NQl,II, 426-7* Cf. also
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CIH 325»3 whwcbw/kl/qh/yr.M | 1* 9* wkl/qhhw/mnhmtm/wgrbm and 
compare BBS 4069f8« ww*b/kl/w<b/qhhw.* and CIH 540,30s whw*bw/ 
klhmw, and HES 5085,6-7s whqsbhw/wh(7)w <bn/bn/<lyhw/<dy/eflhw/ 
bgyrm/wgqmf (whrcbn in BBS 5085 is a misprint| of. Hus. LII 
(1939)9 313 f* and pi. IX). Other terms in CIH 323 should be 
re-interpreted| they are t
(1)i line It mwg[ljai instead of CIH mwl[gjm and Khodokanakis , 
St*, Ilf411 rcw[lgjn. £ and 1 in this inscription are identi
cal f and the firsts is a certain reading, according to the

plate. For mwg[l jns "tankf reservoir”9 ^f. under article w.1l..
(2)i 1. 6t *rb*t/flstm/clwm/w*rbct/mfrwl t\ and 1. 8* s jflhw/ 
wtltt/flstm/clwhw. CIH* flatms "columns”(?) | Rhodokanakis9

L.l. c.. 429 "outlets, •Ausgange1". Thodokanakis takes this as 
parts of a building connected to "stairs”9 *lwm in 1. 6 (and, 
according to him, cf. <lwhw in 1. 8), leading to higher 
storeys. But cf. BBS 3083,6-7, quoted above. I accept Rhodo
kanakis* s etymology and rendering of flstm but interpret it 
as referringjto "sluices”, or outlets for water from the 

"conduits", mfrwl?.
(3)t 1. 81 wqq*w/frqmhwi CIHi "and they cut off its broken part, 

•fractura*"* and Rhodokanakis, 1. c.. 42, "and they edged it* 
corner". I renders "and they blocked,, stopped up, its break”* 
qq*s "to block, to stop up"j of. Arabic qaqsaca al-gabbu ~ 
sadda bBba jufrri-his "The flabb-lIzard blocked, filled up, thi 
entrance of its burrow", and wa-qlla kullu sBdd-in muqaqgi*s 
"and it is said that anything that blocks, or, stops up, is

In RES 4069,8s ww*b/kl/w*b/qhhw. the suffix after jjh refers to 
the irrigation system, msqy. 1. 6. In CIH 325,9 s wkl/qhhw/ 
seems also to refer to the object of construction, mwgfl In (?),
1. 1, cf. also CIH 325,3s kl/qh/yr... qh either indicates a 
part of the structure or an operation connected with the 
building or repairing of irrigation works| cf. further p. 20 
of the footnotes of this article.
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muqaggi*"; Lis an and Taj, art#
^sm» "break, breach*1; of# RJS3 4646,7**6* bn/fdw/kl/»nBra/lh(8) 
[d*/]w^Vwstr/kl/n^yrnTt$ and, I2~14s wrnnmw/dy Tdwn (13 )(y)M *1̂ 
wfrgry whgb/ * tin/wrab(l4)glny/bhwt/srn, where in both passages 
a sense of "to break, to breach” is to be assigned to jjgm; 
cf* further pnder article tlm, and cf* CIH ad Jgffl, CIH 290,5 
Khodokanakis, St*,11, 47, compares Arabic khû ra* "side, edge 
corner"; (cf* p# 10 of this article).

Other terras in this inscription pertain to constructions in 
general and are attested in both building and irrigation texts; 
of* 1* 4* w *dbhw/bn/mwtrhw/?dy/tfr<hw; 1* 7* whqsbw; 1* 9* 
mnhmtiVwgrbm* It, is thus , clear that , there is a very strong cas< 
for taking CIH 325 as an irrigation text| and in such a context 
rajjwl* cf* lines 3 and 6, can have the sense of "conduit5 waters 
distributing system"*

(Ah CIH 625 * RES 2659* hwtbt/mfrwln̂ /wdstqr»/11 (y ) ♦ This text is 
fragmentary, and it seems that mhwlm is not closely linked in 
sense and syntax to what follows it* hwtbt/mfrwlm can be render 1 
as* "the establishing (or, the founding) of the water conduit"; 
cf* further under note (i) in this footnote*

ii CIH 290,5 reads* bgVkl/ ̂ m n / d y H y x V l m b r which I render* "the 
omission of any share (or, due) ¥/hich is paid (or, offered) for 
building"* This text regulates the offerings and dues to be paid 
or made to *TTR for land purchase or for using the land for buil
ding; cf* ibid., 1* 43 lydbfrn/Htr/bltn/kl/s»mm; cf* Rhodokanakis, 
St*, II, 153 and ray HQl,II, 424* frSm* "omission", a developed; sens 
from "to break, to breach, to take away". *gm> "share, due"; cf *
Ja|iraa* "share", R*B*Serjoant, "two tribal law cases", JRAS, 1951, 
pp. 37, 39, 47$ and cf. CB-G1*, 211, *gm* "a tribute to a god". 
dy*tyn» "which is offered, or, paid"; cf. CR-G1*, 211, "afferunt". 
mbr»m* "building", well attested and in line with the context*
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Other usages from the root hwl in ESA are the preposition frwl* 
"round, around11, RES 3945,10>' and the substantive Jjwl* "circum* 
ferential, all-around, part", RES 3954,2 and 3955,2,3, where in 
both texts it specifies a tier of burial compartments running 
along the four walls or sides of the burial place from inside,
RES 3954 reads*

*s y/ wbny/ rb * ( 2) qbrn/ y ♦ d/ frwln/dbynn/dtfrtyn/wrb */mbfr( 3 )r[hw 
I render* "acquired and built one quarter of (2) the burial place 
Y*D (it, i,e,f the quarter of the burial place, being) the all-
around part (or, tier) of the pieavsupported hall, (the all-around 
part) of the lower (platform), and a quarter of [its] pit",
RES-3955 reads*

[ *sy/wb(2)ny/rb] */ ( g ) liny/ frwln/dby (3 )nn/ frwl/ tfr tyn/ wrb[ *
(g)llm* "gravest, here, for qbrn* "burial place” in RES 3954*
Notes *
Both these inscriptions come from Ma*rib, the latter being from 
near the temple #WM, garara BalqXs. Fortunately we now possess a 
detailed archaeological description of the "mausoleum” on the 
east side of the oval wall of the temple *WH given by F, P, Alb
right in ADSA, 235-238 and plate 182-188, Even if this "mausoleum” 
could not have been identical with the burial place referred to 
in RES 3955* It would still be safe to assume that its structure 
and architecture should help in ascertaining the sense of the two 
texts, X quote the. following relevant information*

"The structure, which is almost square, measures on the 
outside 8,34 nu east-west, by 7*73 m, north-south, and on the 
inside 6,25 nu 5 * M  ^* **• In the center of the building^ 
four piers with capitals supported the roof. On the inside, 
the walls are lined with tiers of burial chambers and there c-t 
are at least two tombs under the floor.” Op, cit., 235-6.

Of the tiers of burial compartments F, P. Albright says,
"A platform, 20 cm, high and 80 cm. wide on the north, 

east, and west sides, and 83 cm, wide on the south side,
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extends along the walls of the room* *. * Fach tier contained 
ten compartments, three on the east* south and west sides* and 
one on the north side west of the entrance* ••* The height of 
the compartments in each tier was uniform? it varied, however, 
in succeeding tiers* That of the lowest tier i3 63 cm* while 
in the second tier it is only 60 cm. The discovery of an alraos* 
complete panel, which measured 46 era* high and was used to sea! 
off the entrance, indicates that the height of the compartments 
diminished at higher levels* assuming that the compartments 
were closed completely hy the panels* If the walls were cover©? 
with compartments from floor, to peiling, a height of 4*20 in., 
there1would have heen 6 tiers of chambers; with ten compartraem 
to each tier, there would have been at least 60 burial chamber* 
in the mausoleum*** Op* cit*, 236«-7#

About the underground chambers he says,
■Jin the northwest corner of the mausoleum floor and west oj 

the northwest pier, an opening was found which served as the 
, entrance to an underground tomb chamber# ... The tomb was 

excavated completely; it measured 2*53, ra# north and south,
1*54 ra* east and west and extended 3*30 m* below the mausoleum 
floor**The chamber floor was formed by the rough bedrock 
leveled off with cobblestones. *;* A corresponding chamber 
tomb was discovered in the southwest corner of the mausoleum 
and was more than half excavated* The contents of this tomb 
were also mixed, but'more bones came to light in the area 
excavated than in the entire northwest tomb. ..* Possibly 
there, are two moire chamber tombs, under the south and east 
sides*** Op* cit*, 237*

Finally F* P* Albright adds,
'■The area to the north and south of the mausoleum seems to 

have been open* Contiguous to its east side, another structure 
was found whose north-south dimension was' the same as that of 
the mausoleum* Jts horthland south walls, however, were turned 
at an angle of about 10*to the north* No further investigation 
of? the building was made*1* Op* cit., 238*

I suggest that Albright Js suggestion of six tiers of compartments
iii thb ‘'mausoleum" is exaggerated and that a number of four tiers
would bo more reasonable# To start with, it is doubtful that a
height of 4*20 m*, reduced by 20 cm# for the lower platform,could
take six tiers two of which were 63 and 60 cm* high when each of
the dividing slabs between successive tiers was 15 cm* thick or
only slightly thinner* And even if the height could take six tiers 
it is highly improbable that the inside was built up with t&^rs of
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compartments right to the ceiling, as that would possibly make it 
very difficult, if not impossible, to handle the front closing 
panels of the compartments# Besides, the underground chamber 
tombs seem to have served as ossuaries, and the possible number 
of four such chambers in the "mausoleum" ̂ described above might hav< 
corresponded, to the number of the tiers above* Anyway, this seems 
to have been the case In the burial places mentioned in R33S 3954 
and 39551 where in each case a quarter of the respective burial x l; 
place was acquired and built and was defined as hwlt "all-around 
part (or, tier)", and where in RES. 3954 an apparently "correspond
ing" quarter of mbfrr[hw< ^Cits] pit", i*e*, "[its] underground 
chamber tomb" was also acquired and built* This seems also to 
have been the case in BES 3955, where the acquisition and building 
of a further quarter of a mbfrr (?) is suggested by wrb[ ♦ at the 
end of the text*
Following are further notes, given jointly for both texts, where 
’ applicable*
*sy/wbny, RBS:3954,1, "acquired and built"? the acquisition seems 

to have been achieved through the Owner*s participation in the 
building of the burial place, qbrn, 1. 2*

RES 3955,2, "graves", plural of git, "grave"? cf* CIH 717 
and BES 4838? cf* supra in this note* It corresponds to qbrn 
in BBS 3954,2* Rhodokanakis renders it as a proper noun? cf* 
BES*

frffln, BES 3954,2? 3955,2? and.jgjl, BES 3955,3? "all-around part 
(or, tier)" of burial compartments* Rhodokanakis takes ŷ;ln 
in these two texts in a vague sense of "some, certain part" 
by comparing Pat ini fral = ba*<j.$ (cf# C* Landb*, Gloss* Pat*, 
523);. cf* BES* .

dbynnt. RES 3954,2? 3955,2-3? "pieavsupported hall, or, room"* Cf. 
RES 298O bis,21 kl/sqf/wbynt/9t^nt "all the ceiling and piers 
of the oanopy"? cf* Arabic biwan* "pole of a tent", pi* »abwina, 
bun and buwan; Lisan, art* bwn, G* Ryckmans renders bynt in
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RES. 2980 bis12 as* "raont&nts (?)"* s"p0f3ts"# through the context* 
It is a fairly accurate rendering* E* Glaser# Altjem* Stud*# I# 
renders the same hynt as* "Kuppel"? "cupola# dome** by comparing 
a colloquial Arabic bayyinai "cupola# or# dome# of an annexe# 
or# appurtenance# "Ahbaues" # of a bigger building# e*g* the 
evidently small cupola or dome of the mihrab on the exterior 
of the mosque"* Rhodokanakis# following Glaser# renders bynn 
in RES 3954*2 and 3955*2-3 as* "ICuppel"; and in ZIAI#I# 61, he 
re-affirms this translation and in n# 2 on that page he compares 
Information from Islamic times and adds the remark# "The better 
burial places carry .over the rectangle a vault # in the middle 
of which there is again a round cupola# (or# dome)* also the 
evidence (or# proof) that bynn » cupola (or# dome) is firmly 
established*" There is no evidence whatsoever that the cupola 
or dome was known In ancient South Arabian architecture# especi
ally at the early date of these two boustrephedon inscriptions* 
Ceilings were made of joists of stone# with slabs laid across 
them; of* F* P* Albright# APSA# 236, in the description of the 
ceiling and floor of the "mausoleum"* Cf* also# for Minaean 
architecture# M* Tawfik# MMY# 12# 16-17 and Plate IX Fig* 135 
and cf• my NQI# 21-22# where the following part of RES 2980 bis# 
2 is re-interpreted and discussed* frwln/dbynn in both texts is 
obviously meant to specify the part or tier in the "upper" hall# 
as against the underground chamber tomb or ossuary# mbfrr of 
RES 3954#2-3* The four piers of the mausoleum illustrate what 
bynn in the two texts could have meant* it referred to the hall

9tor room "supported" by piers*

* I cannot trace the colloquial Arabic bayyinas "cupola# or, dome#" 
etc* cited by Glaser, cf* above# in any source# and it seems to be 
a Yamani colloquial usage which he knew of* The change from bynt* 
"piers"# and byn* "a building raised on piers"# to bayyihd* "'cupola; 
or, dome" etc* would be semantically analogous to quo bar nvault *
cupola, dorae".#_originally# "tent# booth"; of* Lisan, art* qbb* Cf. 
also modern Iraqi colioquial qubbat "room"* — — ...
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dthtyn* "fche all-around part) of the lower (platform)"* RES 3954#2 *
A m 4p m « >

hwl/thtyn# RES 3955#3* either text there is only one hwl#
d m M W H W M U i a i l M P B  J w m w

first specified as hwlVdbynn nnd then as dthtyn in RES 3954
■ M M iH iH M M iJM H iH N M in a m  JM hnaK w aw M vaw

and as frwl/tfrtyn in RES 3955* tfrtyn* "the lower one" possibly 
referred to the lowest platform on which the lowest tier of
* k y

compartments rested# the order or position of the tiers being 
thus identified by their platforms or "floors". This would make 
the syntax of dtfetyn and frwl/tfetyn straight forward* 

mbfrr[hwt "[its# i* e*, the burial placefs] pit" » Rhodokanakis^ 
£seines# d* i* dee Grabes] Schachtes"* mbfrr here corresponds t 
the underground ossuary; cf* the comments above*

(b)f »hl* "which"* Rhodokanakis# St*# II# 32# remarks# "»hl can only 
be a relative pronoun"; and renders "hl/wfrd as* "welche ... fuhren" 
the antecedent being "Rundgange"# "the oiroular-passages"# for 
mh.wi; ibid*# 30* Later# 2IAI#I# 50# he renders »hl as "welcher 
(Wehrgang)"* He does not comment on this rendering of »hl as singu
lar; the only explanation I can suggest for his "welcher" for »hl 
is his rendering of mfrwl as* VWehrgang" in the singular** The 
question of whether substantives like m^wl are a plural mafafll 
of a singular maffala# or a singular maffal with a plural maf*alat 
or even mafa«il is m complicated and far from clear; of. Beeston# 
SI# 3-4# ad msymt# CIH; 2#14; cf* also my ASA MjDQNT# 332 n* 3* But 
irrespective of whether mfrwl is singular or plural# >hl cannot be 
singular* To me there, are two possible explanations of the plural 
»hl* either mfrwl is plural or that »hl refers to the two rahwl-s* 
mkwlsn^wmfrwlj/»] (3)hhsn/>hl/"* In both cases •hi is correctly used# 
but in the latter case mfrwl is to be taken as singular.

*i CIH 325# 6 reads* >rb*t/fIstVtlwVw>rb^t/mhwll* Rhodokanakis# St.# 
II# 42# reads mfrwlm[/ » The last letter or sign is actually partly
broken off# at the end of the line# but a restoration of ra is more 
justifiable. The use of *rb*t indicates that the singular can only 
be mhwl# masculine# =» maf fal# with mfrwl - mafa«il as plural*
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(o)i wjjd* "overflowed"; of* Eth* we^ezai "manare"* "to overflow*1. 
Rhodokanakis, St., II, 30, renders »hl/w^d/dr#n as* "which lead 
to (the tower) M #an**f and Ibid* ji 32, compares Eth. wefrega* "to 
flow"* and holds that w&d has here the sense of denoting direction. 
Later* 2IAI,I, 50, he emended w&d as [ *b]d and rendered the phrase 
as* "which ("welcher" (Wehrgang)) encloses (the tower) BRfll"* by 
comparing Aocadian •ahazut "to enclose, to grasp", and Hebrew 
»afrag* "to grasp, to fasten"; ibid*, n. 7. According to Rhodo
kanakis, St., XI, 32, Glaser«s copy has wfod with a point over the 
w to indicate doubt# while in the squeeae only ,& is certain. 
Ilalevy’s copy gives /..d/. But wfedt "overflowed" gives perfectly 

, resonable sense, especially at the very outset of the "account", 
by indicating the reason of the damage; of# RES 4069,5~8» quoted 
on p. 28; of this article* ;

(d), dr>n» "the field of seed-produce"; cf. RES 2876,2* mdr»* "Saat- 
feldern"* "field of seed-produce, cornfield"; and RES 2774,4* drr* 
"corn, grain, seed-produce"; both according to Rhodokanakis*
For dr»(n), two words later, cf. the top of p. 27 of this article.'

(e)* msr»y* "the two sluices"; of*\RES .4773,2* m*rby/mgrfy/wfnwt/mfrwl* 
"the two quadrate stones of the two sluices and the channel of the 
water-distributing system"; of. the notes to this translation under 
note (a), above, in this footnote* The two quadrate stones of the 
two sluices were either the stones used for building the sluices 
or, more probably, as "gates" laid across the sluices to "decrease 
the water flow through the sluice. Such restrictions v/ere left in 
place permanently"; R* LeB«( Bowen, A PSA, 103, PI. 54 and the captioj 
thereto. Cf. also CIH 1,3-4* amw/m(4)g?V/fnwt/igrfrthmw/tf j/* "set. 
up the (4) double-doors before theii^cSamber(s) TFp", according to 
Beeston, SI, 1. I render* "built the (4) two sluices of the channel 
of their open area (or, courtyard) TFJ". The keywords in this

fnwt*
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fnwts "canal”, the veil attested sense of substantive fnwt in 
ESA, Beeston, 31, 19 renders it ast "before") cf, the note 
thereto ibid, HOfher, ASO, includes fnwt in the prepositions 
and cites RES 3943,6t wywm/bny/m*fedn/yt*n/ihwt/*byn, rendering 
fnwt/*byn ast "towards, in the direction of, *AbyEn") op, cit., 
156, But cf, RES 4775|2i hdmw/d*mr/bsyrn/3 byni "ihre Sperr-
mauer d/MR in Regenstromgebiet fBTN", according to HOfher,
Both RES 3943 and 4773 oome from Ma'rib, and fBTN is the name 
of a wEdl in that regions of. Rhodokanakis, St.. II, 114, RES 
3943,6i m*hdn/yt*n/fnwt/*byn should be rendered ast "the dam- 
reservoir YT'N (at) the canal of •BYE", fnwt being here adverb
ial accusative of place) cf, HOfher, ASO. 112, CIH 37,5 reads« 
w*brhw/dt/dsmhcly/fhwt/syr/hdqn, which should be rendered t 
"and his riverside lands called dSUH'LT (at, or, by the side 
of) the canal of the wEdl-irrigated land of fpCK", Cf, also 
RES 4401s bny/fysm/fnwt/mfrrm/cttr, which I renders "built a 
distributing conduit (for) the canal of the sanctuary of •TTR." 
CIH 40,2 readss nf *thmw/11fm/dt/bfnw/hwr/mhfdhmw/dm<ynn•
HOfner cites this passage as an example for the "composite" 
preposition bfnwt "before, in f*ont of") ASO. 162, Beeston,
SI, 10, in the note to CIH 40,2, says, "I hold it to be not 
altogether excluded, to take fnw/ as a substantive ~  "canal"... 
and hwr/ as a preposition, thus "their nf^t which is by the 
canal behind their tower dM1 YNN”. fnw, however, is "canals", 
in the plural) cf. HOfher, ASO, 103* hwr is also substantive 
meaning "pool, reservoir, lagoon") cf, Rhodokanakis, St*, II, 
37* Thus, dt/bfnw/hwr/m^fdhmw should be renderedi "which is 
by the oanals of the pool (or, reservoir) of their tower", 
HamdEnI, Iklll. VIII, (BaghdEd, 1931), 116, tells that the 
oastle of Talafum had under it a very big well with abundant 
water. It is defintely more than coincidence that in all these 
texts fnwt and fnw occur in irrigation contexts*
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The cases diecussed here cover all the known cases where fnwt or 
fnw has been claimed to>be.prepositional* 

gr&thmw* °their open area (or, courtyard)0* On.p* 14 of this artic] 
I discussed, the equivalence of gbit, Falchry 115# with JjwJjt, in 
its turn the equivalent of grfrt* I also pointed out that RES 
492394 reads* f]q,i/gblthwi "a.ouvert (a lfirrigation) eon terri- 
toire”* It is possible that grfrthmw, preceded hy fnwt* "water*- 
channel”, indicated a piece of land, levelled and perhaps walled 
in, not used for building but could still be used for cultivation 
or, it, could have been an open.area belonging to a house which 
was . being cultivated and thus irrigated* ^rfrthmw/tf j indicates 
that srfrt here is singular, as has been pointed out on p* 16 of 
this article* Beeston, SI, 1, who renders it as* "their uppe.3>^ 
chamber(s) TFyy refers in the note thereto, ibid*, to Rhodo- 
kanaki©*© view about! ̂ rfrt as collective to the singular and

, then adds, ”C(IH) 339 bis',2 kl/srfrthw suggests that the form has 
not a purely singular force*” Of* my discussion of CIH 339 bis,2 
on p* 17 of this article*

CIH 448,4 reads* wh*qbw/lhlfhw/r*tm /m b v * / wmqyfr/kl/̂ dqEŷ bn/ray;t rg/ 
fdy/t(5)Cfr?nu Rhodokanakis, 2IAI,I, 41, rightly points out that 
wh*qbw introduces a new main sentence and, ibid*, 42, renders wh^qbw; 
lhlfhw/mgr*tm as, "and they renewed double-door© for its doorway (or 
gate), hlfhw*** But what follows msi^tra is part of the sentence begin 
ning with v/h#qbw, and mbrVwmqyfr/kl/gdqny'bn/mwtriVfdy/t (5 )[fr *m must 
modify wh * qbw/lhlf hw/mgr^ tm* It is mqyfr which is the keyword in tkii 
passage* In hi© p?, II, 21-3? Rhodokanakis observed that the Form IV 
hqh and sqfe occur in building and agricultural operation© and that 
in the agricultural operations it tends to come at the end of lists 
of verbs, and hence he conluded that it did not seem to indicate a 
Specific kind of operation or term, but rather was an expression for 
setting up and completing in general* Later, in 2IAI,I, 42-43, he 
re-state© and re-affirms this view against Hordtmann and liittwoch1© 
rendering of in connection with m»hd and krf as "to dig, to hew
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out"$ cfi Mordtraann and Mittwoch* Sab, Insohr** 179* Etymologically 
Rhodokanaitis, KT* II* 229 compares hqfr and sqft with Arabic qa^a « 
safra » bafra* "yard* courtyard1* and with the verb qafra. '» kanasas "to 
sweep"* and suggests that the former usage might be linked with hqfr 
in building texts* while the latter usage could be linked with it i 
agricultural texts* In ray HQl*II* 427# I quoted Van Lessen 23*6 
(unpublished)* b [ r ]»[ w/wh]qfr/m*glyhraw/ and rendered it as* "erected 
and repaired (with plaster) jdieir.two tanks"* and in the note there 
$o* ibid** m* 3* I said* "cf* Arabic tawqife al-frawj. **to repair a 
tank (or* to perfect it) with mortar*.plaster* until it hardens 
(becomes watertight) so that water would not dry up (leak)** (Taj)1*, 
It must be added here that in Taj> art* wqh* it is stated that 
tawqifr al-frawd. can also be done v.dth slabs of stone* safa’ifr, In 
irrigation works plastering naturally comes at the end of operation) 
and is an act of smoothing and polishing* For evidence of plastering 
in irrigation works* cf* B* LeB# Bowen* ADSA* 48-50* and Plates 48 
(p* 100) and 53 (p* 102)| cf* also the note to mgyrtn* Van Lessen 
25* 3* in my NQl*II* 426-7$ of. also pp. 9-10 of the "Footnotes” to 
this article, above* Blocks or slabs of stone are often mentioned 
in connection with the building of irrigation worksj cf* Van Lessen 
25* nhmn(3)wbr»n/wmgyrtn/wgrbtn* CIH 325*9* wkl/qhhw/mnhmtn/wgrbny/* 
CIH 541* lfcrrtn/w(5&)m3rn/wgrb W wlj($9 K ’nŷ /hf gnv/wnhmt(60)w§hrV 
1 *dbn/*rmn/* Cf* my HQI*II* 427 ri* 1* In the remark at the foot of 
p# 10 of the "Footnotes” to this article I pointed out that qhhw in 
CIH 235t 9 and BES 4069* both irrigation texts* "seems to indicate 
a part of the structure* or an operation connected with the building 
or repa&^ng irrigation works"* and I suggested there the possibj 
identification of qh with ql£ here, I hold that an operation of 
tigthen#ing and finishing off tho structure with plaster and/or 
slabs or blocks of dressed stone i3 referred to in all irrigation 
and building texts where or derivatives thereof are used • In th« 
case of irrigation texts this is easy to maintain* These texts are*
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CIH 541*139-2* wJsCrall(l3l)w/mqhhimv/btranyGt/wh](l32)iBSt/ynitnVf
CIH 566,2-3* q^w/m(3)>Mr/
CIH 653,2* hgjw/tortlm
RES 3911,2* m*]s */wmg 3jt/m * hdhmw/dbyn/whrty/brfdyhw/
RES 4100,3* h]qfr/whsqr/b»r
RES 4194»4* v/hgrfv;/whqfr/kl/dn/ * s qn , where the text treats

Irrigation v/orks*
RES 4197,1* whs]qr/whqj/mrw/wmfrl(2)[It
Istanbul 7632,2* *s */whq^krtn/ w m(3)lkdn/ 1msqt/nhlhw; (cf* 

Beeston, "Four Sabaean texts11, 282*)
Of special importance among these texts are OIH 541,130-1, where 
wk[ml]w/mqhhiay;.;s.hould be rendered* "and they finished (or, perfec
ted) their (work of) water-tightening"! and RES 4194,4* whgrfw/whq 
kl/dn/ *sqn, which I render*' i*and they perfected and made watertigh 
all this, dug out (ground)"? [hgrfwi "perfected"!, in place of Kof- 
ner^ "verbesserten"! »sqnt "dug out (ground)", of. my HQI, 19 n* 

Building texts with clear contexts where hqfr or sqh occurs 
are few#* They, are*

RES 4332,1* br»/wswtr/wsq%/mrs tt/wmwtr/byt[s]| * Ilofner renders 
mrl«t as* "(Ober)bau" by comparing Arabic rassa€a* "construir 
(Rosy, Supplement)* I render it "revetment"! cf* under articl 
rs** sqjjt* "to make watertight" fits "revetment" well*

RES 3961,2* hsqw/whqsb/whq^/kl/q[br] (3)s/mqbriq/grbn/lsn^, After 
hsqw* "hollowed, dug out", hqfrt "to tighten, to make water
tight" comes naturally*

RES 3250,2* nihqfrn/hrn/bnmw(3)mwtrn/*d/sgrn/bmgn*tn/*(4)r/wdm*
G* Ryckmans renders mhqhn/hrn/ as* le btitiment restaure Ilirra 
I take mhqfrn as Form IV magdar with mim, and hrn as shortened 
from hwrn* "pool, reservoir", and I render mhqfrn/hrn/ ast "th

* CIH 40,2 reads, br1w/whwtr/whqwfr/whsqrn/n$*thmw/* The obscure 
n$*t makes interpretation difficult! of* the foot-remark on
p* 5 of article Jyb, and cf. the examination of fnwt, above, in 
this same note*
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makiqg watertight of the podl". This text should really he 
included among the irrigation ones.

In two Qitbani texts sqfr is used in connection with agriculture*
RES 3854*2-3* hyfrwr/w>gw/w,hw/w^rt/wQgr/w< as/wsq.fr/ws *hd(3)s *bxa/

■ , S'Wgrttaj and
ibid, *4-5* wfr/(5)wfsq/wsq&E/ws *hdm/grbts? and
ibid*iT* * s q/ws qfr ny/ws, f hdm/ g rb t s
RES 3856*1* gyr/wbqr/wgrb/wbql/wsqfr/kl/isrrs/wgrwbs#

In all these passages sqfr has the sense of "to tighten* to make 
watertight*** and the reference is to the building of ridges or dams 
most probably of earth* to hold the water on the land in preparatio; 
for cultivation# (Cf# j?S to this Footnote, For, hq§- in Van Lessen 18,'. 
V/e also cone across the expressions mqfr/gdqm* CIH 598*1? mqyfrt/gdqm 
bflb»t* CIH 137*1? and wmqyfrthmw/wkl/dqny/w^[sy* CIH 304*2# All thes 
texts are badly damaged and the contexts of the expressionsgiven 
here cannoat be reliably ascertained# But the case is different 
in CIH- 448*4-5* wh#qbw/lhlfhw/mgr*tny/mbr »/wmqyfr/kl/gdqn/bn/mwt 
«dy/t(5)Cfr*m* the passage we arejconcerned with here in connection 
with mgr*t# As I said above* mbrVwmqyjj/kl/^dqVbn/mwtrn/*dy/ 

must modify whfqbw/lhlfhw/ragr*tm# But it is hardly
conceivable that mbr»/** etc# could have referred to m§r*tnn "double* 
doors,<* which* one would expect* were made Of wood or metal and 
where bn/mwtrm /♦dy/1 [fr*m must be out of question# I maintain that 
m$r*tm here means* "Jambs*1 of the doorway* which must have been bul 
in stone and where the stress on wmqyfr/kl/gdqm would be appropriate 
The use of the plural mgr It in with hlf suggests that hlf might be 
plural* like fbd and >dm* which are both singular and plural? cf# 
Hofner* ASG* 103 n# 1* This plural hlf is further made feasible by 
the absence of any other form of plural for hlf* singular? cf. also 
Arabic khalfs "door"* plural frhuluf? cf* under article khlf# mgr*tr 
is also attested in Ry 535*18* whsfrthmw/*d(y/d)frmlhmw/m§r»t/hgrn/dm: 
Mus, * 69 (195^)# 144*. 0# Ryckmans* ibid#* 149* renders this as*
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il lee aneantit# jusqu*'a oe qu*il les repoussat aux portes de I t  

ville de Eamir"? and in the note thereto* p* 163* he says* "m§r*t* 
plur# de m^r**: !«battant do ports"? of* CIH 448*4 *** Ici# par meto- 
nymiej "les portes"*" The meaning is perhaps easier to link with 
msrft» " Jambs "of the doorways* ngr * * "jamb" can be compared with 
Arabic migra* and migrant "one leaf of a double-door"* which* accor
ding to the lexica* derives from gar^t "one of two opposite or alte] 
native sides!1* the stress being on the opposition or alternation** 
The etymological relation between mgr*> "jamb" and mgr*t "sluice" 
o&lls tfor, eorae-examination* In. the irrigation texts CIH l-*3~4?
BBS 2689*3 and BBS. 4773*2 we have ragr«y in the, a,ual* rendered by me 
in all cases as* "two sltuces"* But could mgr*y have indicated a 
single sluice made of "two sides* or* jambs"? It is* however* possit 
that mgr*1 "sluice" derives from the sense of "to alternate"# refera 
to above* or from the sense of "to interrupt* to hold back* to sepa
rate"^ attested in Eth*^are^i "intermitt ere"* and ̂ agre^d* "impedia 
distinere"#

(£)• *zltsi "its drainage ducts"? the suffix refers to dr*(n) before il 
Cf* Rhodokanakis * St * * II* 35# where he renders zlt* plural *glt* 
as "ramp# glacis"* Here *r,lts refer to "drainage ducts" rather than 
"drainage platforms"? cf* Arabic gallai "to slide* to slipV? cf*
Imri* al-Qays* mufallaqa1 ka-ma zallat al-gafwa*u bi-l-mutanazgili> 
"as the smooth rock-face causes the falling rain to slip down"* Cf* 
ibid** (RES 2689),5* w*r/gltns "the slope of the drainage duct"*

* A sense of opposition or alternation is markedly clear in usages of
qar* and §ir+ in Arabic* Cf* li-l->amri gar*ani "The matter has two 
(alternative) sides*"? du {gar*ayn «* du lawnayni "fickle* changing"* 
taraktu-hum sarfayn* yantaqiluna, rnin hal-in *lla hal* "alternating#
changing# from one state to another"? ,̂ ir *an» "two groups of camels 
that go down to drink alternatively"? and al-gir*ant "day and night#

Lisan and Taj* arts * ypf and ^r**
« $ir?1 "counterpart"* Cf#
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git has the sense of "drainage duot or platform" elsewhere in ESAt 
RES 2980 bis,3s wmqrby/wt*tbt/wslty/mkntn/w* tfrns "and the two 
spouts and the gutter and the two drainage duots (or, platfom 
of the hall and the eanopy"| of* my NQl, 21, for notes and 
oommentary on this transaltion*

RES 3021,3i grfrt/mhtnn/ds *ntn/wkl/» git/w*dbthy/*ws fha/, which 
I renders "the eourt of the banqueting hall d-8•NTH (or, of 
the oanopy) and all the drainage duots and the reparations 
of its (l*e* the oourt's) middle parts*"
Notes to tfrls translations
mhtnns "banquetting hall*9) of* my NQX, 8 n* 3* 
da♦ntni "of the oanopy"| of* Rhodokanakis, St*, II, 35 n* 1* 
•wsjhBt "its (i*e the oourt's) middle parts"* The drainage 
duots of the oourt must have been out along its middle, 
probably in two lines intersecting one another in the oentex 
of the oourt* The making or repairing of these duots must 
have made it neoessaxy to repair the "middle parts" of the 
oourt, henoe wkl/»glt/w'dbthy/ »ws jha * The suffix in 'wsjhs 
is feminine singular referring to qrfrts "court"| of* Hofner, 
ASO, 31, Table 1* Rhodokanakis, St*, II, 35t renders •wsfhs 
ass "seiner Innenraume"s "its (l*e* mhtn's) inner rooms", 
obviously under the influence of the context of grfrts "Ober- 
raume", aooording to him*

CIH 373s hfrdty/git/nkl/gwbn, whloh I renders "renewed the drains 
duot of (or, in) the dressed (or, out out) rook-face of the 
oistem (or, reservoir)"2̂

CIH 40,4> wmslfhw/glt/frsnms "and its levelled ground, the drain 
age platform of the (reservoir) depression(?)", as I render it 

Cf* also CIH 62) 666| RES 2776,2, all fragmentary texts with 
obsoure contexts, where it has been rendered as "slope, paved 
floor, rarap") of* Rhodokanakis, St*, II, 35—6*

^  nf<l >
^ $>//?.
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(g)t •drfsi -its edges (orf ridges)-; cf# Arabic darf * kanaf, gilli 
-shelter, protection-, and « nafriyai -side-; Qamua, art# drf#
Cf# also Arabic fraraft -side, edge, extremity-, and of# Van Lessen 
1,8s drf (Form II) * Arabic jarrafai -to ohoose, to make choice of 
a thing-; of# my NQ.I, 3# The sense of protection or shelter, clear 
attested in Arabic darf, makes it possible to render *drf here 
as Midges-#

(h)t brhsi -its fallow land-# Rhodokanakis, ZIAI,I, 5°t emends it to 
brys, after RES 2687,5* *bry, and renders it -Tordurchgang-, while 
previously, St#, II, 30, he rendered it as -Torweg-# For brt -fall 
land-, cf# Arabic hurt -fallow land, uncultivated land-#

(i)« grfci -made even, levelled-; Form II# Cf# the comment on RES 4O69 
on p# 29 of this article# Cf# also CIH 648,41 hgr[fr] and Footnote 
8 (g) to this article#

(^)t t b m t -the damage (or, the broken, breached, part)-; of# RES 4O6 
6-7* b*di^hthrt/wsfrb/kl/[ *]q[r(7)hw/w]mbr*hw/wmfll *hw# Rhodokanakis 
St#, II, 30, renders tbrn and dr»n, cf# above, as the names of 
towers, and in notes 1 and 2 on the same page translates dr*n as 
-der Zerstreuer-, and tbrn as -der Zerbrecber- respectively# CB-01 
256t enters tbrn as a proper noun for a tower, following Rhodokana 
kis, but adds hesitantly -(rumpenst ruptura?)-#

(k)» bfert. -lowland cultivation plot-; cf# RES 3945flO* wkl/*bfrr/9In 
*bfl*V* -end all the lowlands of these districts-; cf# Beeston, SI 
who gives -(or, lowlands)- as an alternative to Rhodokanakis9s 
-seas-, following Conti Rossini's comparison of Arabic bafrrat 
-region; low ground; any town possessing a river and standing 
water-; of# Beeston, SI, 69* and CR-01#, 112# Ibn Qutayba, idtab 
al-Ma'anl al-Eablr, Hyderabad-Deccan, 1949, II, 64O, ad Kumayt's 
yu*allifu bayna flifda*at—in wa-gabb—in

wa-ya*jabu *an nabarra banl »abl-na 
says, al-yamanu *agfrabu bafrr-in fa-lidhalika nasaba-hum *ila
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al^flafadi'i; wa—banu nizar-ln »&sfrabu barivin fa—lidhalika nasaba-hu 
»ila al—flibabi -The (people of) al—Taman are people of cultivated 
lands, baftr, and so he associated them with frogs, while Banu Nizar 
(i#e# Northern Arabs) are people of wilderness and so he associated 
them with dabb-lisards*" It is obvious that bahr here cannot be -sea

JMmmammmm mmmmmmmmm

According to Ibn Paris, quoted by SuyujI, Itqan, 1, 144» Qur»an xxx, 
41t fl-l—barri wa-l-bafrr means al-barrTyatu w&—1— ♦umrani -the wilder 
ness and the cultivated (or, settled?) areas-# Cf# also bufrayraI 
-Jardin potager; bustan kablrt (-a big garden or orchard-); kitchen 
garden-, and bufrayrat al-zaytuni -plantation d•oliviers"; also bafrfra 
-jardlnier"; Dozy, Supplement, 1, 54#

(l) bmwtbi -at the bottom") Rhodokanakis* -am Fusse-t -at the foot"; 
of# St#, II, 37 and n# 3»

(m)* ^lyn* -the plantations (or, orchards)-; cf. under article frly# 
Rhodokanakis* -staircase, steps-# In St#, II, 37, he says, -The 
context demands the sense -staircase, steps-# ### In the same inscri 
tion, lines 2, 4 niftwl/gltn/ are mentioned# The staircases led to 
the roof—terrace and its circular passage, tJmgang-, by the side of 
a tower# For etymology I venture to compare (sth#) fralayat -to sing 
* -to rise, to scale, -steigen-, with the voice-# My escort,"Oewahr 
mann-, to whom I am grateful for the "Dofartexte", sang the poem of 
many stanzas, Sudarab# Expedition VIII, 63 ff#, set to music in whic 
he -pressed his voice with each further stanza into an ever more 
obvious height and thus finally forced it out violently-# Cf# also 
the (Syriac) sekelata, scala, denoting a kind of poem in a certain 
rythm.-

(»)« m*lyny> -two flights of steps-. I think this is preferable to 
Rhodokanakis1s -ascents-, -Aufgange-, since a flight of stops would 
have been a more reliable form of link between -the top and the vail 
lands-, rynuVw*s>tn, although -ascent- should be quite feasible# Cf# 
Hebrew ma#ala(h) * -step, stair; ascent-#
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(0)1 rymni "the top (or, the upper level)'*} cf, pym, the following 
note,

(g)* 9srtni ’’the valley-(lands)**} plural of sr, whose more common 
plural form is 9srr, 9 art double plural? Cf, Hofner, ASO, 105-6,

{g)t fry In! **the wall (or, ridge)'*} cf, Arabic fra9il! "barrier**, Rhodo
kanakis, St,, 11, 38, justifies his fry In! "artistic structure, *Kun 
vollen Baues * '* by comparing Arabic frllai "cunning, craft" and 9ilm 
al-friyal!
but "power, ability" and 911m al-friyal is "the solence of forces". 
Secondly, Arabic frlla! "power" is etymologically the equivalent of 
ESA hyli "power"j cf, CR-Ol,, 155* fryIn here is the precinct or 
outside wall of the plantation,

(r)1 *d/snn/$rdn» "until the boundary of JRDN"} cf, 01, 1142,10-lli kl, 
tsnnhw/» "all its boundaries", according to Beeston, "The *Ta9lab 
Lord of Pasture* Texts", BSOAS, xvli, 1955# 156. Cf, also RES 2962, 
btsnnhsmi "aveo leurs limites**} and cf, RES 2774,4! b9wtnhs/w9 snnhs
to be rendered! "with its boundary stones and boundaries", 1 cannot 
conjecture what kind of landmark JRRN might have been,

(s)i sb*i "continued (back)"} cf, sabba*a * tabba9a and taba*ai "to 
follow up, to prosecute"} Bean and Taj, art, sb9, Cf, also CIH 353, 
•»«]sb9w/kl/mfrfdt/rydt/1 and Ry 535*4* wtbrw/whb9In/wqm9/whsb9n/byt, 
dsmtn/whgrn/dlij/wbyt/yhr/whgrn/9gwr/bwtnn/d *r j/qemm/, sb9w and hsb9: 
here should be rendered! "to annex, to confiscate"} of, Arabic
9atba9ai "to annex", Cf, also "rafrala al-9askaru muttabl9-an 9aw|an 
al—nnikhalif in? "The arqy marched annexing, confiscating, the terri
tories of the rebels, dissenters"} cf. Bossy, Supplement, 1, 140, Fo: 
the previous interpretations os:"to tear away, snatch", of Olaser, 
"to destroy" of CIH, and "to reduce" of 0, Ryckmans, cf, Hus,, 69,
(1956). 155 f.

(t)i bfrgbi "r.long| with the flow of, downstream with". For bjjzbi "alon, 
cf• Arabic bi-frasab! "according to"} and for bfrgb! "with the flow o: 
downstream with", cf• Arabic frigb « wirdi "going down to water"} 

warada in Arabic is almost exclusively associated with going down

"mechanics". Firstly, Arabic frlla does not mean "cunning"
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to water sources to drink or to water animals, but cf* ESA wrdt 
"to go down"| CR-01»* 140*

(u) i wjpnr/w(r/zltn/wmnwrt/mqdn/wm§rb/rfi^tn/wm§rb/*dni "and they covere 
with aBphalt the slope of the drainage duct and the embankments 
(sides) of the main duct (or, channel) and the spout*of limestone

\ \ tVaj^V and the spout of wood"* The translation given here is the same one 
given in my NQI, 20 except for sltn* here "the drainage duct", cf* 
note (£) in this footnote above, while there it is "the platform 
(of this tower)", following Rhodokanakis| and for mqdni "main duot 
(or, channel)"| while there it is "duct (gutter)"* For mqdnt "main 
duot (or, channel)" of* my HQI, 20, where I compared q SHdi "exten 
ding along the surface of the ground) applied to ••• a dyke) and 
the largest of the channels for irrigation of a land") (Lane, 
Lexicon)* (It is also possible to render mqdn ast "ramp, inclining 
platform") of* modern ga^ramli maqgd and maqgd> "rampe but 
laquelle marche la bfite qui tire l9eau du puits") Landberg,

 ̂ Qagramout, 697*) In my NQI I rendered mqdnt "duct (gutter)" becaus 
I tended to agree with Rhodokanakis that these parts "on, through, 
or over which rain falls and runs" belonged to a tower, a view 
which I no longer hold*

(v) t wtfrs t "its trough") Rhodokanakist "they furnished it with a 
canopy", by comparing Bth. wajefrat "lay on", and mgjgfrett "cover, 
mantle"* For wffct "trough" I compare Arabic $S$a =  fcR̂ a* "to colle 
water", henoe frawjt "trough, basin, tank"* wfrfr =. frawfl by metathesii 
Two usages in Arabic from wfcfr seem to be denominative from a 
possible forgotten and unrecorded wajfr(?) =^aw£f fhay are* w a ^ t 
"dung and mud that sticks to cloven hoofs (of animals) and the 
talons of birds") and tawRfafeat al-Hbilu calR al-frawfli "the* 
camels crowded upon, fought over, the trough or tank") cf* Q5m3a 
and TSAt arts. and wtfr.

(w)i hnfi "outlet (or, conduit)") of. Arabic khallft madfa* al-mS*I 
"the outlet of water) the running place, majrS* of water) the 

s Or, probably, "spouts", more in keeping with the size of the 
irrigation works here. Cf. further under article wjl (9jl).
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place where water diverges”; TRj, arts, khlf and df<, This sense 
is to be linked to khallf> al-wSdl bayna Jabalaynt "a wSdl (or, a 
valley) between two mountains”, in its turn to be linked to khalll 
al-fariq bayna jabaleynt ”a path, a road, between two mountains”, 
which is also attested as khanlf. T5j, arts, khlf and khnf,

(at)* wqfi ”pool, pond”; cf, Arabic waqlti frufrat-un fl ghilag-in >aw 
jabal-in tajma*u m£*a al-mafart ”a pit, or, cavity, in rough 
terrain or a mountain which collects rainwater”; T5j, art, wqf , 
Rhodokanakis, who compares this usage, St,, II, 40, renders wqf 
as a verbs ”hollowed”. But wqf, like all the other terms followir 
wfrmr, 1, 5> until wmswdsi "and its bottom", 1, 6, is a substantive 
governed by wtynri "covered with asphalt"; cf, p, 28 of this artic] 
and my NQI, 20, r

(^)s wqfrf t "and the small water-holding pits (or, ponds?)”; cf,
Arabic qlfrSf, plural ji^uf, =  manSql*u gighSr-un ll-l-mN> t "small 
holes, ponds (?), which hold water”; QNmtts, art, qfrf, This sense 
is well in line with the rest of the clause, Rhodokanakis s ”und 
gruben aus” s "and (they) dug out”, by comparing the substantive 
S3£» St,, II, 40, In St,, II, 61, Rhodokanakis, ad qdt/qfrfm/widtt, 
mfrfdt/bgn>/hgm/qrnw/, RES 277411-2, compares with sfrfm here, 
singular qfrft, Arabic TamanI dialect usage given by Ibn Durayd 
qa£afa =  fcafara al ->ar$at "to dig out land, or, ground”; and f;inc< 
in RES 2774fl we have six qfrfm and six towers, mfrfdt, he concludei 
that qfrfm should be interpreted as "Verbindungsgraben”t "connecti< 
trenches", between towers. Hence he maintains that can be
rendered as "passage; pit". The terms whnf/wwqf/wqfrf are obviousl; 
construct with a substantive which seems to have occupied the 
space between the end of wqfrf and /wmwsds, a space which is indi
cated by Rhodokanakis, St,, II, 30, with five dots,

(z) t mwsdst "its bottom"; Rhodokanakis "Orund": "foundation", I pref 
"bottom" as it would be a part of an irrigation channel or reser
voir that could have been "covered with asphalt"; cf, above.
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Conclusioni
According to this interpretation, RES 2669 turns out to be one of 
the biggest Minaean irrigation texts. The terns used in it are in 
many oases not attested elsewhere in ESA. The keyword is mfrwl 
”water distributing system”. Rhodokanakis, St., II, 141, restores 
CIH 380,31 as lbrktn[/wmkjfltn, and renders this ast ”der Teiche 
[und der Wasserver]teiler”» ”the ponds and the water distributors”, 
ibid., 142| (of. also under article kfl). In the note, ibid., 144# 
he refers to the description of the remains of such a system in 
Olaser, Reise nach U5rib. TO. 01aser9s account there has many 
parallels to the system described in RES 2869, and it might be 
instructive to mention some of them here. Glaser says, ”The water- 
work is at the end of a main channel. It is constructed of walls, 
partly built in quadrate stones and partly built in ordinary stonei 
and mortar. The water is distributed from them in eight different 
directions. •••• Channels seem to have o&rried the water from the 
big distribution woris to the managifr ("Wasserverteilungskioske”t 
'•water distributing troughs")t which fed it direct to the palm 
gardens and fields. Such mangqTfo (which are probably identical witl 
mangflifrat of the inscriptions) are raised a little. ... Most 
mana^Ifr have the shape of a cube or a low prism and are rarely 
higher than two metres and are four to five metres in length. 
Usually they have in the middle a big channel which is sometimes 
walled up on one side.”| Reise nach M&rib. 70. This description 
of what remained of the original works particularly helps in 
throwing some light on the shapes and functions of the many parts 
listed in RES 28699 especially lines 5-6« ”the slope of the drain
age duct and the embankments (sides) of the main duot (or, channel) 
and the spout of limestone and the spout of wood and (6) its 
trough and the outlet (or, conduit) and the pool and the small 
weter-holding pits (or, ponds?) [of ?j ... and its bottom.”
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PS to Footnote (5) i v ^
;r'\ hq^ is also!attested in a late Sabaeari text, Van Lessen 18* A poor 

text of this inscription has been recently published from "a rough 
tracing made from a photograph, which is obviously not fully relia* 
Die" Dy Professor Beeston, "Epigraphic and archaeological gleanings 
from South Arabia” $ Qriens Antiquus, X (1962), 51-52* As Professor

. < ' ■ ' S ‘ ‘ » i

Beeston himself, 1* cit*, 51* s»ySr close study of the original
would be desirable at some future time”, X thought that it would b«
advisable to edit the text here in full*

Van Lessen 18 
r * * > ’ * » *
This text is Jamme 342 (unpublished) $ of * A. Jamme, "Les

inscrijitions rupestres de la region de Mukerjas, Bulletin de l»Aca-
demie Boyale de Belgique, 5rae Ser*, Tom. xxxvii, 1951$ 308. Jamme
says that it is in the northern wall of the house of sultan Abdalls

. f t *

bin A^med at #Aryab* Major Van Lessen says that the house in whose 
wall the inscription is built belongs to g|[li£ b, *Abdullah *AudhaI

‘  ̂ * . A .

Major Van Lessen made a colour transparency, a black and white, 
photograph, and a hand-copy, Of the inscription* , In his note sent 
with the hand-copy he says 'i "X took a ladder up and examined the 
stone at close range, scraping away the plaster where necessary”* 
The palaeography of the script shows that it belongs, as Professor 
Beeston rightly suggests, ”to the later phase of the old-Sabaean 
script*1 f I would compare it with CIH 44$* It reads*

1* rh? wffV d tr^n/bq,^/wbql/wy V
2* hw/d * In/bb j. */hgri^hkr/wmrwh
3* hw/tgyb/lhw/wl/dfdrhw/*b * 1
4i hDythmwArd ‘/amim/wm'l 
5«frW]....

This is the text as given in the hand«*copy| it is corroborated by 
the transparency and the photograph except for nbythmw, 1* 4, whic] 
should be read as (§J)bythraw#
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1. rH* WF*1I of 'BOH made watertight (constructed water-holding 
ridges for)9 and planted, his vineyard 

2* d*LH in the territory of the town HKR and his (or9 its, 
i.e., the vineyard*s) irrigation system 

3. TGYB for himself and for his dependents, the people
4* of their houses, with the help of his Sun and [his]

irrigation deity.
Hotest
L. It hqfrt this verb seems to govern both wynhwt "his vineyard 

and mrwhwt "his (or, its, i.e., the vineyard*s) irrigatio 
system”. The construction of water-holding ridges would 
refer to the construction of beds or trenches round the
vines to retain the water for irrigation, as well as to
the ridges or embankments of the irrigation ohannels. hqfr 
"made watertight” would be more suited to mrwhw than to 
wynhw. If one is to maintain that hqh governs mrwhw and 
bql governs wynhw then we would have a syntactical order 
the type called in Arabio laff wa-nashr ghayr aurattab, t 
opposite of laff wa-nashr, also, attested in ESA; cf •
Hofner, ASO, 179.

L. 3* d*drhw> ”his dependents”. This is the sense of d*drhw and 
d*,drhmw in similar formulae) cf. RES 3858,14) 3856,3) 
4330,3 and CIH 599,2) 601,6) 609,5.

LI. 3-4* *b*l/(*)bythnsri "the people of their houses”, in appos 
tion to "his dependents”, and not a referenoe to deities. 
Cf. the note ih CIH to CIH 322,1, and the foz^rord to CIH , 
chapter XIX.

LI. 4-C53* wmnfl[frhwi it is necessary to suppose the exlstenoe o: 
a 1. 5, as both the right and left hand sides of the text 
are fairly intact. A. Jamme, 1. cit., 310 and n. 4, reads 
mnj-fr(hw), but the photograpfcB show no trace of li in 1. 4, 
and there is no space for it on the stone.
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(6) Bhodokanakis # jg£# XX* 931 and &1AX*I* 51# maintains that Minaean 
§rfeht* BBS 3340*3* is plural, of the singular ̂ rfetf of# also p# 4 
of this article* Hefner# ASG# IPS# claims that Minaean feminine 
singular nouns with «**t form their plural by suffixing ~ht and cites 
srhhta and #ntht as examples# But an examination of all known
i#iiiitii.pwnitnw ' ' i mini##!! ■■

examples of Minaean plurals with -hf whoso singulars are attested 
have singular without *t# Xhase cases have been cited by Bho&okanal 
in Jfj** X, 38# ?hey aret

(a) *ntht# BBS 3306#If *nthtn# BBS 3306#3f and int(ht)y# for the origins 
•ntthy# ISOS*?* ^he singular of these plurals is »nt* without

of # BBS 33b6#3i h*ntsi ,fals sein (*Aj^ars) Weib*# according to
Bhodokanakis# St##X# 61# Of# also BBS 3316#5* m^Vw^thtsny/»

(b) frrht* BBS 2742*7^* from JSadlnat flaraiaf cf* Hofner* A8G# 105 n# 2#
: $he singular = to ?r*;-which 'also has the ■'plural ♦rry cf* note in IBS

(c) «dbhtyf BBS 2930 bis#4i 2869*2 f 2965*8f ^reparations# restorations” 
ffhO singular is the inifintivo #dbj cf # 0XH 54X*60i l*dbn/ *rmn# Bo

• m MNm K I tm liM ia M ilM M M M

singular, fdfrtis atteseted# Of* also BES*302l#3i w*dbhty/•ws^he/* 
where it is wrongly given in BBS as w*dbthys cf# Bhodokanakis# St*# 
XX# 351 and St#* X# 38*

(d) hwhtsmt tftheir front spaces**# IBS 3340*4* where hwht is the plural 
of hw# Cf# the note to hwht am on pp* 32-34 of this article*

(e) mwhtn# CIH’ 604*2#3#5* Bhodokanakis# St## I# 39* cites this word as
I I III I !■  H llM iH i l l - ,  ”  , , '!».* "■  II' , . ,

an example Of feminine plural -ht* presumably in the sense of 
•’ * "wateringsystem^? *^:a£to$ •O.Xoefriii SWasseranlagontt> Altj* Baohr# 89 

cf* Bhodokanakis * St** X# 39 n# 2* ffho singular in this case is raw 
t,wst©r,l# Xator Bhodokanakis in St*# XX* 139# renders mwht in CIH 60- 
as ”prebpesnt following an alternative suggestion by Glaser# op# of 
89*. whereby he rendered rawht aai ^Pressen”* but without giving an 
etymology* Bhodokanakis derives the sense of “presses” by comparing 
arable wahati “to press11* In this case mwhi cannot be a plural -ht*

(f) »hlhtn* CIH-. 54^*5* from Idadinat Karam$ of# (b) above* Bhodokanakis# 
Bt»> X# 58* states that this *hlhtn should be the plural of »hli 
“clan# ,̂ ippe*,*#
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(g) bynths, KBS 2902,2* This is a preposition, the same as QitbanI
bynhtysm* ’’among them”, K B S 3566,6$ cf^ Bhodokanakis, St*, I, 39*
.It should he taken as the plural of the preposition byn, either
with the sapie sense or in a specific sense of ’’among*1, in which
latter case one should restore RES 2902,2 as bynhts[m, as G* Rycfc- „ * , . '  ̂
mans actually, does in RES* Cf* the modern Palestine colloquial
benat (- baynat ).* ’’among*1*
m m m m m m m m m  M j W m O T W l  -

. ?(h) hbthtn, CIH 320,3, This is an obscure term in a badly damaged
i 1 * 'text* But it is feasible to derive the singular thereof from hbty

cf* Arabic khabt* ”low-lying open land”, Qamus, art* khbt* Thus 
CIH 320,3* w»rb Vbn/hbthtn/i ’’and the quarters from the low-lying 
open lands”* The editors of CIH compare Arabic khabt and point out 
that hbthtii is analogous to »hlhtn, CIHT-54£t5* but render CIH-320,2 
the passage cited above, as* ’’and the fruits {or, products) of the 
inhabitants of the two valleys”*

(i) •mnhtn* in the well known Minaean term *hl/ >mnhtn$ cf * RES 330‘S A, 3 
etc* This term has normally been left untranslated* On the analogs 
of other plurals with -ht it seems that a singular ’mn is more 
feasible than inmt* Cf* j^ni ’’administrator, officer”, Caton Thomps 
4,2* In this case *hl would have to be rendered as ’’class, group” 
rather than ’’people”, although the use of »hl» ’’family, clan”, migi 
indicate that the office or dignity was hereditary* The whole term 
»hl/*mnhtn would mean ’’the class (or, group) of (public) administrs 
tors”* Qf* further the following Footnote ? to this article and 
under article *mn*

(ji) gjlhtn, H303 2975,1 (- Tawflk 63,2), restored thus by Mordtmann, BMI 
89* Bhodokanakis, St*, 1$ 39 n* 1, prefers restoring it as *h]lhtr 
of* CIH 546,5, discussed in (f) above in this footnote*

(k) gjlwhty, BBS 2776,2* The text is fragmentary* This restoration is 
according to Mordtmann, BEE, 101* It is perhaps more reasonable tc 
restore it as ♦Jlv/hty and to read RES 2776,2 as* f]Iwhty/wzlt/dn/
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q[brni 11 the upper parts and the drainage duot (or, platform) of thi 
burial-place”# For the restoration /q[brn, cf# Rhodokanakis, St,, 
II, 45 n# 3# *]lwhty, construct, would be the plural of 'lwf cf, 
♦Iwm and ♦lyrhw, CIH 325,6 and 8 respectively. For ssltt "drainage 
duct (or, platform)**, of# Footnote 5 (£) this article#

(l) 'bhty, RES 2689,3, #ga^raml, plural of Ĵ bt "father”•

(7)* In pre—Islamic Eaqca j^ijaba, the holding of the key of Kh'ba and 
the controlling of admission into it, was one of the five or six 
public rights or dignities associated with the leadership of I Ithe 
community and the cultj cf. Guillaume (tr#), Life of Muhammad, 53f 
55# hijaba seems to have been the most higily esteemd among these 
dignities# It is normally given first place of mention among them? 
cf# Guillaume, ibid.f and AgraqT, 'Akhbar 'Ifefekffg (Leipzig, I858), 
341# Particularly instructive are the traditions associated with. 
Qur’an iv,58t *inna allaha ya'muru-kum ’an tu'addu al-'amanati ’lie 
'ahli-hai "verily God commands you to deliver a 1-’a manat to their 
owners (or, holders?)”# The "occasion of revelation” of this verse 
is said to have been this# At the time of the conquest of Macca bj 
Muhammad the hid aba was in the hands of Banu 'Uthman b* *Abd al-l£p 
while Muhammad's own family, represented by his uncle al-'Abbas, or 
held the lesser dignity of siqaya, the watering of the pilgrims# 
The triumphant Muhammad demanded the surrendering of the key of Ka'I 
which was given to him after an attempt at refusal# a 1-'Abbas, seei 
the key of Ka*ba in the hands of Muhammad, entreated the latter to 
add hijaba to his office or dignity of siqaya, as an act of honourj 
Muhammad's own family# But then "was revealed” Qur'an iv, 58, cite 
above, and so Muhammad gave the key back to the incumbent from amor 
B. 'Uthman b# 'Abd al-Dar saying to him l^hudhu-ha bi-'amanati alia) 
"take it (i#e. hijaba) in accordance with the 'amana of God.” Cf# 
AsraqI, op# cit#, 67 r and Tabari, Tafsir (HE), VIII, 490-3# The

Wv 4HW1 (L W*use in Qur'an iv,5& o f 'amanat and '̂ hli-ha recalls the Mnaean *hl/
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•ranhtn* As will be seen under article *tm $ the sense of Arabic 
»amnai "trust# deposit” is a rather developed onef and *ainanat in 
Qur»an iv#38 should he taken as referring to "administrative rights 
or dignities11* bi~»atnanati ali&ht ftin accordance with the »amana 
of God"# in tho tradition# should he interpreted as referring to the 
"administrative dignity or right given by..(or# sanctioned by) God”# 
In Footnote 6 (f ) to this article# of# above# I maintained that

? » > 4
•rnnhtn should be taken as the plural of *mn» "administrator11 and 
#hl/♦mnhtn should be rendered as* "the class (or# group) of (public] 
administrators"# BBS 3306 &#1~2# which I rnedered above ast "and

K '

the two heads (or# leaders) of the class of (public) administrators 
and those who keep his door (or# control admission to him (i#e# 
with both of them from among the class of (public) administrators11 # 
is instructive# From it we learn that ♦hl/>mnhtn had "two heads 
or loaders” who had the right of ĵ ijaba ex officio or dignitato and 
next to whom only certain members of the class enjoyed that dignity,

i <

fho specific mention of bijaba in BBS 3306 A becomes clearly aigni** 
fleant when we remember that that text is concerned with the procedi 
for the selection and "sending down” to of a "wife"! of# the 
interpretation and discussion Of that text under article drr# fyijaht 
is indicated in BBS 3306 A #1*2 by w >sd/st(2)rs/tmsmn« "and those 
who keep his door (or# control admission to him) with both of thorn", 
Arabic ^ajaba and satara are synonymous and their respective semant: 
ranges show extensive points of similarity# Bhodokamkis# St.# I#

t y t t

61# renders stra here as t "are appointed# installed# "eingeoetct 
sind""# taking it as Form X of rys# m  is indicated by his roferenc* 
to Glaser# Aitj* Bachr# lg6ibid* #•?$3:#,rBeestoh#.~$Iir#4# od BBS 395: 
4> yhrs# derives stra# IBS 3306 A#1̂ *2# from a root wot and adds#4MMM4PMPIIS
"with stra 1 op (33th.#) rasaya (lo) "appoint" » there is no urgent 
reason for deriving this from rys"| of* the rest of the note there* 
Booston does not recognise the existence of a root rye in BSA| he
also holds that Bhodokanakis derives BBS 3991#4* yhrs 1 "he who : 
performs military service" from hrs "and equates it with hrs/ of
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C(lH) 375*2# The explanation he gives of the latter (st II 24) is tha 
it is to he c(ora)p(ared) with (Arabic) harasa s daqqa ”beat* crush” 
and (Hebrew) haras "ruin, destroy” (in spite of rS * D) and tr(anslatei 
“defensive warfare for the overthrow of the qat attack”*”* Beeston* 
ibid# Irrespective of what Bhodokanakis thinks of hrs in CIH 375*2*
I cannot trace the place where Bhodokanakis indicates.that he equates 
yhrs* RES 3951*4* with hrs# The only remark. I can trace is his coramen 
on the form yhrs and its translation by him asi ”he who performs mili
tary service” with the cryptical “las Imperf* modal gebraucht”! AST*I* 
106 n* 1* That Bhodokanakis had accepted yhrs as imperfect Form IV of 
rys is implicit in his reference in St# * X* 63* ad strs, RES 3306 A*l-; 
to Glaser* Altj* Bachr* I56* where Glaser discusses the usages of ESA 
rye and says that yhrs* Gl. 1571 (» RES 395l)i4* is perhaps to be equa 
with rya» If Bhodokanakis in AST*I no longer held that yhrs derives 
from rys* then he must have abondoned his case for stre* ”are appoints 
since the other usages given by Glaser there derive from rys# fin the 
other hand Beeston,s strei “appoint”* from a root rsy should have read 
stray#

(8)s A considerable number of terms of building and irrigation have been
already interpreted in this article and the footnotes thereto* especia 
terms which occur in RES 2869* cf* footnote 5 to this article* and In 
BES 3340* of* pp# 30-34 of this article* On pp* 5-6 of this article I 
gave an analysis of the QitbanX texts in whiOh grfrt occurs showing in 
the second column the parts of structure or property specified. I shal 
start here by examining such terms from among those that have to be 
re-interpreted*

(a) mswdt cf# RES 4932* bny/wsfrdCt "  bytn/byfrn/wh$bs/wms wds/wjC rfrt s$ and 
Jamme 118* a 9m /wqny/w *sy/wgrb/wbny/ws ft dt/ —  bythw/yfs/w»htbhw/wms wdhw; 
wroaqfthw/msrqytn\/bndn/by tn/w$rfttyhw/wnfshysny^wrfdhys ny/bn srsny/fd/fr*V 
and CIH 339 bis *1-2* bn]yw/whwtrn/whsqrn/bythmw/n#mn/wmswdhw/tmrn/wkl/ 
grftthw/) and CIH 648*3* br»w/whqsb/mdqnt/wroswd[/w]%rht/wmg 11 t/byth im /  

n«rnn# mswd is attested in a big number of other inscriptions in all
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three main dialects of |§A* Perhaps the clearest usages of mswd in 
ESA occur in the well kno^n Minaean formula mlk/m1*n/wms wd/m * n/bms wĉ  
mn*n* "the king of Ma*In and the lords (senators) of Ma«Tn in the 
senate (council) of government (or* protection)1*! cf, for this trans 
iation my JR̂ I* 10-11. mswd in this formula has two meanings* (a) 
"lords (or* senators)"; (b) "senate (or* council)". Both usages are 
attested in QitbanT and.Sabaean textsf cf, for (a) QitbanI BBS 3566 
d’bn/stbn/qthn/mawdn/v/tbnn **(cf* further under article jbn)*i and 
Sabaean RES 395i|3i mswd/srwfe/ws*bn/§rwfe; and cf, for (b) the folio- 
wing discussion, mlv/d* "senate (or* council)" is the basic sense of 
the usages of mswd (b) in ESA but we find that this meaning develop' 
in more than one specific sense. First it has come, architecturally 
to indicate: the building of the council* the assembly hall. It is 
in this sense that we find it in many of the QitbanI and Sabaean 
texts* as well as in the Minaean texts. Of,
A, Minaeunt RES 2879*2* kl/*bytn/hrn/w&shrn/wmswdsm* "all the houses

HBlf’and dJpRH and their assembly hall (s’?)",
B, qitbanl* Cf, RES 4932 and Jamme 118, cited, above* where mswd in 
) both texts is to be rendered "assembly hall",
C, Sabaeans cf, CIH 339 bis,2 and CIH 648*3 cited above; cf, also

GIH 41*2* bytyhmw/rnhv/rn/wysr/wmsv/dhmw/ferwr; CIH 339* 1-2* br*w/ 
whwtrn/whs ( g.) qrn/by t hnrw/n * rm/wms wdhmw/tmrh; and RES 4708,1-21 
dmr «ly/yhbr/wbrihw/ (t) ̂ rn/mlky/sb * /  wdrydn/sny/ mhmry/ m»dbt ( 2 )hmy 
b h l / *hmr/wsr/sniyd/wmldpybny/drnfe/Xms wd/bythmw/gn•, A sense of 
"assembly hall" is appropriate to mswd in all these cases*

In all these cases mswd is mentioned along with fbyt* byty or by tv 
In RES 4708; mswd is construct with bythmw* and in CIH 648*3 mswd is 
also construct with bythmw. In Jamme 118* X̂ ES 4932 and GIH 339 bis 
the suffixes -hw* -a and -hw respectively refer to bythw/yf s * bytn/ 
byfen* and bythmw/n*mn also respectively* I11 EES 2879*2* where the 
text is damaged, and the context* therefore* not clearly full* we ca 
only suppose that -sm refers to *bytn before. But in CIH 41 and 
CIH 339 the suffix -hmw in wmswdhmw obviously refers to the dedican
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I am inclined to take byt in these texts as "house"* with the excep- 
tiok of RES 4932* where bytn/bybn seems to he a temple? cf* p* 8 of 

^this article* In the cases where byt meant "house*1* mswd* "assembly 
hall” waslthe majlis ,or meeting place of people where they conducted 
their communal life ,and activities* l?he separate and specific raenti 
of mswd next to byt indicates that it was a unit separate from the 
house proper* the dwelling unit* probably independently accessible 
from the outside* for privacy* although forming a part of the comp
ound and enclosed within the precinct walls* Parallels to this mswd* 
both functionally and architecturally* can still be found all over 
Arabia under the names majlis* diwan* diwaniyya« Of* also the ‘Purko- 
Bgyptian salamlik* "reception; room", with a private entrance? in 
richer houses a salamlik can be a veritably big^sised building? and 
cf* also Egyptian mangara* "reception room”* In the text or texts 
where byt meant "temple"* mswd must have meant or indicated a kind 
of a hall or chamber built next to the tbmple where business of a 
communal* — and expectedly of a religious or cult—  nature was 
carried out* Cf * dar al—nadwa next to al-Ka*ba* al-bayt* in 
Islamic Macca; actually Mordtmann and Mittwoch* Sab. Inschr«*7compai 
dar al-nadwa with mswd in their Ho* 3, (» BBS 39d9)$2$ cf. next page.
CIH 585»2 reads * hwt rn/whs qrn/ bytyhmw/ n + ran/ wrfrbn/ ms[w]dy«,. * and 
RES 4^48*3 reads* ..,]bthmw/ygr/ms wdhmw. In these two texts mswd 
ib equated- with byt* which probably should! be taken as the building 
"housing" a m&wd. On the other hand mswd might be taken as badal ba* 
min kull to byt*. indicating that such a: byt also included a mswd*

; with which it is in this, case being equated or identified* probably 
as a reflection on the importhace of either the mswd or the house 
or bn the status of the owners*' as leaders of their clan or communi*t

i Most people* with the exception of the priesthood and certain promi
nent classes* were excluded from entering Kafba* It was the dwelling
of Cfod* bayt allah? cf. Footnote 7 to this article.
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mswd also occurs in a late Sabaean monotheistic text dated Era year 
574* It is Ry 520, whioh reads* whqsbw/hw(9)t/mkrbn/y* wq/bn/mwtrhw/
• dy/t f r fhw/wm£wdhw/w * s q(10)fhw/* G* Ryckraans, Mus*» 67 (1954)*101* 
renders mkrb iiere as "sanctuaire"! cf* also his note, ibid.* 102, I 
render wmswdhw/w*sqfhw as* "and its assembly hall and its porticos"| 
cf. for ,sqf* "porticos11 the foot-remark on next page and under note 
(d) of this footnote* mswd* "assembly hall" in relation to mkrb* 
"sanctuary" is parallel to mswd in relation to byt* "temple" in RES 
4932,

mswd is also attested in other texts where no byt or any 
other bigger unit to which it could have appertained is mentioned* Cf 

RES 4198,1-2* br»w/whwtrCn/mswd](2)hmw/rftbn/bhgrh[mw/1 and ibid,,5 
wrtdw/mswdhmw/*t(6)tr/arqn| and 

RES 3970,1* 0d«/bny/shy[nim*,*,3mswdhmwj and 
RES 3969*2* bnyw/ms[wdhmw| the last two texts are badly damaged*

A sense of majlls, "assembly hall" should be feasible here* It is 
perhaps difficult to say whether having or building a mswd belonging 
to a group of people on its own and apparently without necessarily 
being related or attached to a byt was a practice earlier or later 
than that of having or building a mswd related or attached to a byt 
and belonging to the Owner or owners of that byt, This "detachment" 
can even be detected in CIH 41*2* bytyhmw/mhwrn/wysr/ wms wdhmw/ frrwr 1 
"their two houses MHWRH and YSR and their (the dedioants1) assembly 
hall §RWR"J and perhaps in RES 2879*2* kl/9bytn/hrn/wdghrn/wmswdsm* 
"all the houses HRE and dgHRR and their assembly hall(s?)"j cf* also 
CXH 339*2* bythmw/nwmswdhtaw/torn* The mswd in this case must have 
been or become the centre of communal life* and this function of mswd 
might help to throw light on why mswd was or became associated with 
worship or places of worship, Cf* what was said above concerning 
RES 4932 and Hy 520* cf. also

Fakhry 77 * *s *w/ whsqrn/ mdqnt/ms wdhmw/ n * mn/ wmwgl/ *r/mswdhmCw]/n<mn, 
where the religious or cult association of mswd is indicated 
through mdqnt/mswdhmw* "the place of prayer, mifrrab?, of their
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arivo-uu^ssembly hall"| for mdqnt « mifrrab* cf# my ASA MljQBT# (I read 
wmwgl. in place of G# Byckmansfs wmwlgf cf# under article *jl#] 

Cf # also the "juxtaposition*1 of' mdqnt and mswd in
GIH 64813* mdqnt/wmswd[ / w]arht/wmgllt/by t hmw/n"mn; and in 

3564*2* whwtjrn/niswdhnrw/wmdqnthmwj and perhaps in 
BBS 3563 B*3* ms wdhmw/ wmr9 s hmw/ [ wmdqn] hmw/ [ wm] qtnhmw ,

Cf # also the parallel ’'position" of mswd and mdqnt in relation to 
burial plaees# mswd occurs in the qitbani texts*

B$S 313 (=* SB 126)*2* qbrsmy/yf ♦ t/wmswda| and 
By 52lf2-4* *syw/grbw/bn(3)yw/gbrsc^mrd*ii/wmswds/glVbn/srs(4)V  

* d/f r and
Jamme 343 A* 2-31 *syw/grbw/bnyw/qbrsiVnfsiq/wraswds/wnfshsy(3)w/ 

and also 3-4* dt/qbrn/( 4)wms wds/wnfshsyw/# 
mdqnt occurs in the Sabaean text

Fakhry 72*2<-4* frwtr (3)w/wbr* / whsgrn/mdqntn(/)lgbrhm{4)w/yrm#
In comment on Fakhry 72*3* mdqhtn(/)lqbrhmw* I said in my ASA MDQHT, 
334* "Most probably this mdqnt «*« which appertained to a burial

m n M L m m h m i

place of communal siae was in the shape of a portico** to provide 
shade from the sun and shelter from rain* But it was foremost a 
place for conducting prayers and services for the dead#" mswd in 
the corresponding QitbanI texts could have had a similar function 
ritually* though not necessarily a sindlar form of architecture* Sqe 
support to this view can be found in archaeological finds in Qitbanl

* In my ASA MgQBff* 333* I maintained that mdqnt* "place of prayer"* ws
architecturally something like a eaqTfat "a portico or covered
colonnade open in front"* Compare with this I$y 520*9*10* /mkrbn/ ###<
wmswdhw/w,sq(lO)fhw* "the sanctuary *•«* and its assembly hall and
its porticos»» ^hey"substitution" of jsqf for mdqn in "comparable"
contexts seems to reflect the change in the form of prayer or worshi
By 520 is a late Sabaean monotheistic text* while mdqnt seems to hâ

« • ! ! ■ ■ ■ ■ «  - ■

been called so from a particular way of worshipping the sun and the 
moon| cf* Rhodokanakis* St«* II* 34 n* 25 and idem** 2IAI*I* 49*
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sites, R* I*eB* BOwen* ABSA* 10* writes of the tombs at geid bin 
#AqJl* "Xt seems' that the1 tombs were simply ossuaries and that-the 
central passages probably served some function in religious rites 
connected with the 1 deceased*,"-‘-Of* further below.

Before 1 discuss, the various interpretations which have 
been given by .scholars to BSA mswd -1 propose to5 make two comparisons* 
with mswdf. semantic’ and etymological, Arabic majlis offers a co,. 
semantic range comparable to that of B3A mswd* although in a rather 
reverse process* Of some interest is also mangarai “reception room11 % 
cited above* which also came to mean "hall"* and "en parlant des 
juifq, la salle du conseil, la sanhedrin"g Posy, Supplement* 11* 681 
But the closest semantic parallel to mswd I can think of is Arabic 
mashwari "terme maghribin*•signifie nroprementi: l>endroit ou le 
monarque tient son conseilt ou il tralte avec sea grands les affaire 
publiques, ,• • he souverairi y donne aussi des audiences publiques* 
pour rendre la justice; et dela vient que ce mot est explique 
aussi par salle destines aux audiences§ ••• En outre le souverain 
dine dans cette salle avec les grands* •»* et y fait quelques-unes 
de» ses prieres* •, *'*-*' Une partie d»un palais« sepaniee du reste de 

 ̂ 1*edifice! ,«* -Palais,. «»• ^  Eortresseri oitadelle1*! D ogy, Supple
ment* 1* 800, Efymologically 1 compare two Arabic usages* (l) masyg 
or inasTd* mas j id*- "mosque* place of prayer11* and « maktah* "school 
for children* primary school"5 and (2) sayyid* Qur»an iii*39* claim* 
by Abu *Ubayd*Risala* to be a usage in the dialect of Himyar meanii 
hakim< "wise* wise man* sage",?
(l) masldt Taj* in the supplement to art, swd* gives roasrd as a 

dialectal variant for masjid and adds that it has been claimed 
i to be muwalla&t "post classical"! and gives mas Id == maktab in 

the dialect Of al-maghrib« In the supplerneht tô artg---msd Taj 
gives masfd as a dialectal variant for mas0id in the dialect of 
misr* Egypt* and adds that in the dialect of al-maghrib it meani 
kuttab, Boay* Supplement* I* IQOp gives "masyad ou masld* en 
Afrique* ecole prlmaire* * masTd est la pronunciation vulgair*
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mais ancienne, car elle est deja signhlee par Bjawallkl, de mas j id#11 
X hold that mas id is the original rather than the colloquial form 
and that it is not a dialect variant for masjid# masid is a regulai 
noun of placed ism roakan, from swd > syd, and so. is masyad, although 
regularly it should h*V© been masad# Dosy» ibid#, also gives roasac 
pi. muzud and "arnzida, as a variant form of masyad and masld# I 
suggest that masad is a shortened fonn of a possible raazad < masad,1
the more regular form of masyad# masld » masjid implies j > y and
then raasyid >  masld* j > y  is attested in modern Arabic colloquial©j
&•% •$ §adramawi; cf# Broekelmann, Orundriss, I, 123# In this case 
mas id would obviously be the original form rather than masyad# 
However, if masyad is to be linked with the root sjd and is to be
accepted as the original form rather than masld, as D ozy claims,
then masjad > masyad would be more feasible, mas3ad, as against th« 
more common masjid, is specified by Ibn al~Afrabi, Td j, art# sjd#, 
aet imi^rab al~buyut wa-mugalla al^jama*at» "the mifrrab of (or, in) 
houses and the place of prayer (belonging to individual) groups (ori 
clans}"# This raasjad would be akin to ESA mswd inasmuch as we have

s ■ 111  ...... 1 l-W n M Ijg.

seen the latter appertain to houses and belong^individual group or 
clansf cf. above# In my ASA- MIXfflT X cited mas j ad and equated it wiJ 
ESA mdqnt inasmuch as it was explained by mifrrab al~buyut; of# the 
full comment in my ASA I1DQHT, 334* 3?he possible equation of both 
mdqnt and mswd to masjad is made possible and feasible by the close 
association of mdqnt and mswd as has been pointed out above J cf. a l t  

further below# The inclusion of masld in the supplement to art. msj 
in Taj is obviously wrong and shows the uncertainty as to its etymo*

* Is magad =? masyad and masld a case of ESA s corresponding to z? hesi 
controversially s> z here can be attributed to the the influence of 
the voiced d, mizwada: ♦♦rug”, in the dialect of Southern Palestine 
offers a peculiar semantic and etymological situation; cf. misjada 
and sajjada* sprayer rug1* and hence sajjadai "rug, carpet"# In othe: 
parts of P^Jstine and Jordan the same is called fcujra, literally, 
"room, encIosure^^JDoes mizwada betray any relation with ESA mswd?
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do ^logy*' Although it has been shown^possible to link masld and masyad
semantically and etymological ly with mas j id and mas j ad respectively,
I hpld that they should derive from swd > syd and that the relation 
between masld and masjid is semantic rather than etymological* ESA 
mswd* "assembly hall" must have served, among other functions of a 
communal nature^ as a place of prayer, and hence it might bave served 
as a,place of learning, in the same way that mosques in Islamic timeg 
have, served as seats of learning and as maktabs and kuttabsi "primary 
schools, Qur’anio schools"* Cf* also majlls* "assembly hall", which 
has come to mean "la salle ou un professeur donne see lecons"* and 
"Chea les Bruzes, chapelie ou se reunissent leurs *Uqqal"8 Dozy, 
Supplement, I, 208* -This possible function of ESA mswd as a place 
of learning might be linked with Jimyarl sayyid = frakim, claimed by 
Abu *Ubayd, Risala, in connection with sayyid in Qurfan iii, 39,

. "  in 1 n ' 1 » ■ ■ » . . . . M i p w iw

which reads* fa*nadat*»hu al^mala>ikatu wa~huwa qa^m-un yugalli 
fi-l-mihrabi *anna allaha yubashshiru-ka bi-yabya musaddiq-an 
bi**kalimat-in min allahi wa~sayyid~an wa-fragur-an wa«»nabiyy~an min 
al^ali^tn* The exegetes were avert to ascribing to sayyid heret
the sense of "master, lord", as this sense, according to them, could 
apply only to God; cf. l>isan, art. swd* A number of meanings, there*

K mmrnmm— rnmm

fore, have been assigned to sayyid here which one feels were only 
conjectured to fit the context in a rather vague sense* They are* 
fralim* "magnanimous, sagacious"; taqiyy* "pious"; karlm ^ala allah* 
dear to, favoured by, God"; sharifi "noble"; and faqTh *alimt "savanl 
and learned"* Abu i,Ubaydfs sayyid « bakim is in line with these 
interpretations and its only significance to us is the claim that

: I , A , ;

it is a iEJinyarl usage. If this claim is to be accepted then it is 
possible, as was suggested above, to link it with ESA mswd in its
probable function as a place of learning; and one can also envisage' 1 #that the group of people termed mswd, of* supra, were, or tad among 
them, people who were the savants of the community as well as being
members of the aristocracy, perhaps to be compared v/ith the modern 
sayyid class of South Arabia; of* R* B. Serjeant, "The Saiyids of
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gaflramawt"* 3 * This §1 ipyarl sayyid* however * might he the equi- 
* valent, at least inform if not in sense as well, of the singular 
of ESA /swd which is attested only in the plural in the Minaean 
texts BBS 2806*21 2907*2 and 3562*2* where it seems to have ̂ the 
sense of "lords" or probably the developed sense of “senators* 
councillors" or even "counsellors11*11 But since Minaean »swd seems 
to he closely linked with mswd it is feasible to assume that »swd 
as well indicated or included people who were savants as well as 
being members of the aristocracy* Moreover* the attachment of a

W ̂ , - - ' ' ' V , 1
* RES 2808*1^2* 1* d/»bydt/mlk/rofn

2* w*swdn/k»ed/bn/m 
The text is damaged oh both sides*
RES 2907* ft&/rys/(>)mlks/w*s(w)dn/* which I renderI "the decree 
which there ordered (or* imposed) his "kings" and the »swd"* For 
(Qmlkst "his •kings*"* cf* CIH 609*7* tmh/kl/,l>ltiVw>mlkn^| and 
RES 3436di •mn/kl/ * 1» tm/w •mlkn^w ̂ wl V w * s #b V * And cf ♦ as a parallel 
formula or text RES 3458*2* fth/ftfr/mlfe/m*nm/wmswd/m*nm/ RES render 
RES 2907*2 asi "et il a ordonne lrinspection des domaines et des 
champs"* after Glaser* Altj* Nachr**156* which X think ie forced: ia 

(4 and Untenable* ’ * '
RES 3562*2*3* wkl/ #swd/m#mVraswdn/whf[yn]f[s]/wm0mv]t/w,[hl/ ,mnhtn]
(3) whl/s * bn/m • nm* The term *swd here obviously has a wider applica
tion than mswd* The terms which follow *swd/m»nm indicate the class 
and holders of public offices who participated in deliberations and 
legislation. Being the "councillors" of the state or the "counse
llors" of the king* who is mentioned in the previous line* cf* Gla
ser* op* cit** 100* *swd might have had or developed the sense of 
»ahl al-shura or >ahlv al-rafy* hence; "sages* wisemen"* »ahl al-shur 
and »ahl al«»ra»y in Muslims Spain and al-Maghrib were institutions 
which seem to have had very much in common with those of *swd and
mSwd in ancient South Arabia* cf • #ahf al*-shurat "les vizirs et les 
emirs"? and "Conseilt composes de fklhs, qui donne des fatwaa"; B02 
Supplement* I* 799; cf* the comparison of mashwar with mswd,, above* 
C f: ajU*> o f ' 1 / r v 7/ ?&~kf a ,/:
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mswd to a /burial place* attested in, By 52l,3* qbrsn/mra/ir/wmswds and 
in RES 313 (» SE 126) ,2* qbrsmy/yf «t/wmswds * might have a parallel 
in;the Islamic practice of building mosques and madrases attached 
to burial places or vice versa* ^be ©ame applies, to mswd* Jamme 343^
Glaser, Altj# Hachr.#» 142-̂ 154* examined the meaning of ESA mswd as * 
a building dr architectural term and assigned to it the sense of 
"Ratsaal"* "assembly hail* council hall"* Glaser pointed out that . 
in a number of texts the context might be pertaining to the cult, 
and held that in such a case mswd could be renderred as* "Versamml- 
ungsaaal der Betenden"* "th® meeting hall of the worshippers"* which

99,he^also renders ihithe shorter but less explicit terms J*Kultgebaude? 
and"Kultsaalf"v He gives theseesenses as alternatives to "Ratsaal" 
in CIH 41*2? 325*2$ RES 2789*2 and in other texts where byt is 
mentioned in association with mswd or vice versa and where byt is 
to be taken as "temple"* e#g# CXH 6,48*3# l ie  i^so suggested that in 
texts pertaining to the cult mswd could be rendered as "burnt- 
offerings altar" or "incense altar" and he compared with these sense 
modern South Arabian sawd* "charcoal" and Eth* soda* "ignem facere? 
ignem (in acerra) ferre" and Eth# maswadi "receptaculum ignis* igni- 
tabulum* acerra"? op* cit,* I45* 161* Rhodokanakis* St., II* 34* 
in his note to grfr in RES 2869*3* where he expounds his view that 
srh*in Minaean and Sabaean texts indicated the higher story of the 
building and was associated with sacrifice* cf# supra* renders mswd 
in Cla 339 bis*2 as* "Feueraltar"* and In GUI 648*3 as* "BrandopfeaS- 
platzse" and in n# 3 on the same page he refers to Glaser*s compariso 
of Eth* soda - and mas wad and adds that remark that perhaps mswd was 
synonymous to tnqdn* RE$ 2869*5* which he renders as* "Aitarherd"* 
"the altar-fireplace" by comparing Arabic waqada* "to burn* to kindl 
a fire"? cf* also St#* II* 3Q and 39# (I render mqdn as* "the main 
duct (or* channel)"? cf# PS I to Footnote 5 to this article above an 
ny EQI* 20#) In line with this rendering of mswd Rhodokanakis, St., 
II* 42* renders QUI 325*2* *.«glthw/dsn/mswdn/*lyn as* "its facade
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in front; of the high altar". I have shown under Footnote 5 (a) to this 
article that CflH 325 M  an irrigation text apd there is ho sacral 
context there* slth^/dsn/inswdn/flyh sinorply means 1 "its side (or, faca- 
de)J in the direction of (facing) the high assembly hall (.or, the 
assembly hall fI#YH)H* In S t XII, 31, Rhodokanakis renders 1|ESb3I3 
(» SE 126),28 gbrsmy/yf*t/wmswdsi ^their tdrab YF1̂  and its censer, 
"frup£?0 \/ ", and he justifies this rendering by referring to the practic 
of putting tibr "perfumes" on the dead attested in Bukhari» §a£i£, 
and to practices mentioned by A* Grohmarin, Sudarableh aIs Wlrtschafts* 
gebiet, I, 111 and n* 3* Rhodokanakis, SIAI*i, 52-3, reiterated in 
emphatic words that mswd in the context of srht, in CIH 648 and 339 
bis , could only mean ft turibulura? 1 M incens e-burner, oens er*1, and s o 
also iri the context of qbr in RES 313 (** SB 12 &)• In view of the fad 
that X maintain, that sr^t does not mean "superstructures, uppeav—  
chambers" Rhodokanakis *s argument for rendering mswd as "incense—  
burner11 should be invalidated. Other scholars have found it difficult 
to accept mswd as " incens e-burner, burnt^offerings altar" in tes:ts 
with contexts similar or parallel to those of CIR 6481 339 bisf and 
RES 313 SE 126)* In RES 46465 By 520,9 and By 521,3, G. Eyckmans 
renders mlwd as "lieu de sacrifice"* A* Jamme, IHY'f, 185, objects to 
this rendering saying, "but *sacrifice* does not allude to the fact 
that the object offered to the divinity is consumed by fire, and the 
idea of •sacrifice1 is normally rendered in South Arabian by the root 
dbfe. A few years before, the same author had adopted the plausible 
rendering* "autel a holocaustes" (of# G. Ryckraans, lies Religions arabc 
preislamiques, p, 31), which is much better, but not precise enough. 
*,* In damme 118 mswd means an "incense-altar sanctuaiy,, rather than 
an "incense-altar", since the other nouns mentioned in lines 2-3 refei 
to large constructions." G* Ryckmans also renders RES 4708,1̂ 2* smy/ 
rahmry/ m*dbt (2)hrry/bhl/ ̂ hmr/wsr/smyd/wmldVbny/ drn^/lmewd/bythmw/^n* 
as 1 "ont etabli les deux concessions de (concernant) leurs sujets • *•
... pour l*autel a combustion de leur temple §un#a". Hofner, in her 
review of RES VII, troisieme livraison, in Bi* Or* 10 (1953), P* 151,
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says that in her view byt here should be taken as "house”, and that 
mswd "fire-altar" must have been the central permanent piece, 
"Bestandteil” of the place of worship in the house, and then adds 
the remark "im Land der Aromata wohl verstandlich". This inscrip
tion is on a statue of a man double the normal size, and Hofner, 
ibid., suggests that mfamry, 1. 1, referred to this and another
similar statue, and renders mfamry as: "the two gifts”. She then
comments, "The two statues flanked the entrance to this •house—  
chapel*ibid. Seeing that she takes byt as "house” and mswd as
"fire-altar”, I do not know where she got this "house-chapel" from.
A. Jamme, "Inscriptions du musee de Sanca*”, Mus., 67 (1954), 324, 
renders lm^wd/bythmw here as* "pour le sanctuaire a encens de leur 
residence", and in the note thereto, ibid., 327, expresses his 
objection to the suggestion that such two huge statues could have 
been placed next to an altar of the email size that we know of from 
South Arabia at present, mswd? "assembly hall”, with or without its 
association with cult and worship, gives a clear and satisfactory 
sense here.

A final word about the etymology of mswd. Glaser, Altj.
Nachr., 1GL-1Q4, 136-140, 145, and 161-2, discussed its etymology 
fully and compared usages and roots from Arabic, Hebrew and Assyriac 
for mswd* "lords, councillors, counsellors”, and mswd? "assembly 
hall", apart from comparing Eth. soda and maswad for mswd? "censer, 
incense-altar”. For the etymology of the first two meanings, which, 
in sy view, are the only valid ones, two tendencies stand out. Che 
is to start from the sense of Arabic sadai "to be or become paramount" 
and sayyid? "master, lord, chief"; the other is to start from the 
sense of Hebrew sod* "council, counsel, secret counsel". It is 
difficult to choose between either. Semantically we have seen how 
Arabic mashwar and *ahl al-shura have a range of senses closely 
parallel to that of ESA mswd. Arabic mashwar and gfaura are the 
equivalents of Hebrew sod.
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9mt9i Ry 463f RES 3962; and nfs» RES 3962; Jamme 118 and 119; of. 
the relevant passages thereof on pp. 5*6 of this article. 9 at9 is 
only attested in these two oases, while nfs is attested also in 
Jamme 343 A,2,4; 343 B,2,4; 344,2 and Van Lessen 10,3, where

mmnfshsyw is used as an "appurtenance" of a burial place, qbr. Hofner 
UTQJC, 76—80, examined the use of these two terms in building and 
property texts, compared them with the verbal usages of mt9 and nfs 
in RES 3566,12,19 and concluded that 9mt9 and nfs were taxation 
terms, assigning to 9mt9 the sense of "Stundungen"t "respites", 
and to nfs the sense of "Erleichterung, Naohlasse"* "relief, 
remission". In my NQI,II,424, ad nfshsyw, Van Lessen 10,3, I rejec
ted Jamme9s rendering of nfs in IHYT, I85, as "roof-terrace" and 
rendered it as "chamber, compartment", in this case of a burial 
plaoe. I now hold that both 9mt9 and nfs are legal terms associated 
with.real estate. 9at9 indicates the amenities of the house or the 
rights thereto. In this sense »<it9 is semantically and technically 
the equivalent of Arabic maraflq al—dar. These can be intra—mural 
and extra-mural, the extra-mural often being concerned with sewage 
and drainage and also the right to channel and drain rainwater from 
a certain distance outside one9s walls into one's cistern, nfs 
indicates the extra-mural area or space adjaoent to the house or 
building which should be left free and from which free access to 
the precinct can be attained.* This area covered by nfs is called

m Semantically and perhaps etymologioally nfs here is the equivalen 
of Arabic nafadhai "to go through, to have access"; cf. |arlq 
nafidhi "a public thoroughfare"; and as a substantive one uses 
manfadh and nafdh in the same sense; cf. laj, art. nfdh. Cf. also 
baytu^hu nafidh—un 9ala frarataynt "sa maison perce dans deux rues 
zuqaq la yanfudhi "cul-de-sac, impasse"; cf. also manfadh, the 
equivalent of manfasi "overture, ventouse; overture par ou passe 
l9eau, soupirail d9aqueduc", Dozy, Supplement, II, 696, 698, 702.
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in Arabic frarim} of. frarim al-dan ma *ufrlfa/wa-kana min fruquqi-ha 
wa-marafiqi-hai ’{The area) which is additional to a house and is 
a right thereof and (a part) of its amenities”| cf. also frarim 
al—bi*r wa—fihayri—ha 1 ma frawla—ha min marafiqi-ha wa—fruquqi-ha; 
Lisan, art. frrm. The frarim of a well or a canal is defined as the 
adjaoent area in which excavated debris and mud could be thrown 
and which allowed access to the well or canal} and a tradition 
specifies the frarim of a well as forty cubits around it} ibid.,
In this sense nfs could also apply to burial places since they 
must have had an extra-mural area and needed right of access. In 
this connexion the text of RES 3962 is instructive} it reads« 
8»nywqny/wbr*/wgrb/bytB/mrd*Vw»htb8/wgrfrt8ww/w»mt* (sjgy/wnfBhysig/ 
wmsqgsm. The suffix at the end of w»mtt(s)m/wnfBhyBny^rmBqgam does 
not refer to byts but either to *hjbs or to wgrfrtsww, or, perhaps, 
to byts and *hjbs and grfrtsww, as indicating the whole precinct 
of the house. In any case, it fits well to render »mt* ast 
"amenities” and nfsby ast "extra-mural area or spaoe, accesses”.*

» The same idea of w rmt*(s)ny/wnfshysm, RES 3962, is precisely expresi 
ed in a modem house-deed from South Arabia ast ^

"It possesses no extra-mural area, but only the legal area belon
ging to it comprised within its four foundation walls, along with 
all its amenities within and without them (or, it) and all pertain* 
ing to it in law and by usage”} R. 3. Serjeant, "A Judeo-Arab 
house-deed from frabban”, JRAS, 1953, 125 In the notes Serjeant 
adds, "My informants stated that the fraram means the outer sides 
of a house and a certain extent of ground in front, just a little 
beyond the walls. I assume that the owner of the house could not 
aotually build on such outside ground. The maichradj or e ra-mural 
area, on the contrary, might be an open space belonging to the 
house, adjoining the street”} ibid., 126 f. makhraj is semantically 
the equivalent of manfadh - manfas, hence ESA nfs.
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As for msqg, cf• the next note*
(c) msqgt in RES 3962: cf• the relevant text above. 1 render msqq here 

ast "apertures, small windows"} cf* sagust "finestrino"9 £* Rossi, 
Arabo Parlato a gan'a, 159* and shagujt "bull's-eye-window", C* 
Rath Jens 9 Jewish Domestic Archltectiire in §an,a9 Yemen 9 Jerusalem,
1957> 419 78* I cannot say whether bull*s-eye typ windows were 
known in ancient South Arabia9 but the reference here seems to be 
to apertures or small windows in the outBide or precinct walls 
which9 as suoh9 constituted a feature that had to be defined and 
safeguarded by separate mention9 since their presence entailed a 
right of onlooking or perhaps9 overlooking9 beyond one's walls*

 ̂ Cf* manfast "lucarne, oil-de-boeuf"9 Dozy9 Supplement9 II9 702*
In view of the oocurance of msqgsm in RES 3962 immediately after 
nfshysm9 the use of Arabio manfas in the sense of modern TamanI 
shagug and ESA msqq, might be a developed sense by attraction. Cf• 
for a parallel semantic development my ASA 1U)QNT, 333 n* 2*

(d) msqf« in CIH 132,2} Jamme 118} 119* Jamme9 IHYT9 1869 renders 
wmeqfthw9 Jarime 118,2-3, ast "and its arcades'*9 and in the note 
thereto, ibid*9 186 f*9 he compares Arabic saqfi "arched, vaulted 
roof, sloping (not flat)", according to him, and "the modem 
Yemeni noun saglf "vestibulo aperto" and entrance hall on the 
ground floor of a Yemeni house (actually without windows)", ad 
according to E* Rossi and D* S* Qoitein respectively, and conclude 
that "msqf may possibly be transalted as "vaulted passage, arcade' 
I do not know where Jamme could have got his definition of Arabic 
aaqf as "arched, vaulted roof, sloping (not flat)"* And as far as
I know there is no evidence that ancient South Arabian architects 
knew arches or vaults* msqf simply meanst "a roofed, covered, 
appurtenance", and here it refers to such appurtenances outwith 
the house and within the precincts* It is in this particular sense 
that Jamme 118,2-31 wmsqfthw/mergytn^bndn/bytn/ oan be fully undei 
stood* Cf. also CIH 132,2-3t tny/msqfn/msrqy/wm'rby/hyt/grfrtn/, 
which I render ast "the two roofed appurtenances to the east and
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to the west of this court, open Area", Cf. musaqqafi "la partis 
couverte d*une mousquee, l’oppose de jajjn, la partie decouverte", 
and musaqqafa, in the same sense) Dozy, Supplement, I, 663. Moder: 
Taman! sagif, like Arabic saqlfa, is to be compared with Ity 520, 
9-10* /mkrbn/...../wmswdhw/w>sq(lO)fhw/) cf. the foot remark on 
p. 39 of the footnotes to this article. Cf. also Q. Ryckmans's 
note to $y 520,9*10 in Mus., 67 (1954)f 104 X. Cf. also Bhodoka— 

nakis, ZlAI,I, 60.
(e) mgllt* CIH 648,2-3* br*e/whqs b/mdqnt/wms wdfc/w]grfrt/wmgllt/bythaw/ 

n«mn(4)wbythmw/ n*wn/t *dbw/ whgl/ whgryC/]wfrgyV tfrgyt/ wnkl/kl/gdqm. 
This is the text as edited in CIH. Hhodokanakis, ZIAI,I, 48, 
reads 1. 4 ast whythmw n*mn f  dbw wh[g]l whgr[fr] wfrgyn etc. CIH 
renders mpllt as "taberna"* "booth, shed", while Hhodokanakis, 
ZlAI,I, 48 renders it as* "covered passage". But "taberna" of 
CIH is nearer to the correot sense than Rhodokanakis9 s "covered 
passages") and I render it as "pavilion, canopy, booth") Arabic 
ml galla * gullat guffat " a portico, a canopy", and magallat "a 
booth, a pavillion") of. Lisan, art. gll. Cf. also •Id al-magalli 

I "Feast of Tabemaoles") Dozy, Supplement, II, 84* The main point 
to be taken in consideration here is that in CIH 648,3* mdqnt/ 
wmswdC/w]grfrt/wmgllt/bythmw are offices or appurtenances of the 
house, bythmw, but are not part of its struoture. The same thing 
can be said about CIH 660,2, where bnyw/...../mhyllm/lbythngr is
rendered by Rhodokanakis, ZIAI,I, 63, as* " have built ..... a
sheltering roof, "Schutzdach", for their house".* As for CIH 648, 
4* whgl/whgry/, or, as emended by Hhodokanakis, wh[g]l/whgr[fr]. 
According to the plate of the inscription, the first word reads 
whkl, and there is no trace of a circle on the diacritic upper 
stroke, as the one in £  of mgllt, 1. 3, and as for the second

• CIH renders mhgllm here as* "tabemas") Mordtmann and Mittwoch 
Sabalsohe Insohr., render it as * "bedeokte Halle", and Jamme,
AS-AMNR, 10, as* "veranda".
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word9 the plate shows only wh§r, as is also indicated in the note 
thereto in CIH, I hold, therefore, that one should read whkl/wh§r[ 
and I render it ast "and completed and made even”,
Notes to this translations
hicli "completed”! cf, RES 3902 his, 130,2-31 bnyy/wkll/{lf/hrt/ 

nhl(3)hmy/lbhw/wgwbli ”(hoth of them) built and completed TLF, 
the canal of their palm- (3) gardens L3HW and OWBL”! cf, also 
RES 3902 bis, 131,2-31 wkll/m>hdhw/yfd/d(3)ysqyn/nSlhw/grb^i 
”and completed his barrage YFD which (3) irrigates his paln^- 
garden ORBH”. kll in both cases means "completed”, and not only 
”amenager"s "to fit up, to arrange”! and {If, in the former
text, is a proper noun and not a substantive meaning ”oomple-

»  «

tion”, a meaning which is not attested from the same root in 
any other comparable language! cf, the translation and the 
notes thereto in RES, For the mention of the proper noun before 
the thing it names cf. Van Lessen 24,2* bn,/m>gl/msqt ••• "BH#, 
the tank for the irrigation of ,,,”| of, my NQI,II, 427 f, Cf, 
also CIH 548» 13-14* wkll/rg»/*ly/k(l4)l/*nsn/1 ”and the whole 
cost is to fall on every man”, according to Beeston's transla
tion, SI, 53| of, his note thereto, p, 541 of, also Hofner, 
ZlAI, II, 102, who renders kll as ”total sum”, Rhodokanakis, 
St,, I, 58 n, 59 renders this ast "and complehflLy compensate the 
damage entailed on all people”, I render its "and the fine (or, 
mulct) shall be (imposed, or, levied) complete on every person” 
The reference here is to the fines to be paid for offences of 
agression and disturbing the peaoe at the sanctuary! of, the 
full examination of CIH 543 under footnote 1 to article drr, 
kll here is Form II, passive. For rs*i "fine, mulct”, cf, 
Arabic raza,a» "to take away from someone*s property! to impose 
upon aomeonefs property or generosity", and rug»t "heavy loss, 
calamity". This rendering is in line with the usages of rs*
elsewhere in SSA| of, CIH 540,36! 541*1151 346,5.   CIH
renders h|i ast "texerunt"! "covered with a roof", while
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Hhodokanakis, St,, II, 34* renders it ast "provided it with 
covered passages", and in ZIAI,I, 48, as "and set up covered 
passages", Both CIH and Rhodokanakis see in hpl a reference to 
mpllt, 1, 3, Although I hold that hkl is a definite reading 
that gives a perfectly reasonable sense, especially after 
f*dbw, it can also be pointed out that hgl oan have a sense 
of "to complete"! cf. Van Lessen 25* whgl/f*lnt "he finished, 
he carried out, the work". The construction there was on a 
water tank, m*jl, and there is no question of a roof,* As for 
pit "pool" in RES 2814,2,4*5* pi* fllmi CIH 371,4! and pltt 
"grave" in CIH 717 and RES 4^38, pi, pllm, RES 3955*2, cf, 
footnot. 5 (») to this artiol*. (cf> aleo under aPtiei. nki.) 

hgr[fr]i "made even"! this either refers to the construction of the 
i£fct. line 3.* since that would mainly be in the form of levell* 
ing and making even the ground of the courtyard, cf, p, 35 of 
this artiole, or to the making even of the site after construe* 
tion work. This sense fits well with fMbw/whkl, Cf, also 
footnote 5 (i) to this artiole,

m In my NQl,II, 425 I read Van Lessen 25*4 as* whkl/f*ln and 
rendered it, ibid,, 426, ast "and he completed the work". But 
the photograph of the text shows a circle on the diacritic 
upper stroke of the letter, and one should read ̂ g. In my "00rri 
genda and addenda" to my NQl,II, communicated privately, I 
sqidt "The context requires that hpl/f*ln should have a meaning 
like "he finished, he carried out, the work", It might be 
possible to suggest that hpl, usually meaning "he covered with 
a roof", might have been used here in a developed sense of "he 
completed", A parallel to this might be found in the use of 
hsqr, which also means "he covered with a roof, he raised the 
building to roof level", in connection with work on irrigation 
works! cf, RES 4196,2* br*w/whwtr/whsqr/m*glyhmw, and RES 
4775*2* whsqrn/n^hdhmw/, Cf, also sqr, II, in connection with 
irrigation works; cf, RES 3911*1-2! 3913,2; 4627,2, alsQ
CIH 287*1* hglw/wsbrni "completed and built up", as I render i
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SuytlfT, Itg.« I# 135, quotes Ibn al-AnbSrl as giving a 
tradition on the ultimate authority of MujShid that §uw£c, Qur*gn 
xii, 72, is a gimyarl word meaning ^irjahSla "drinking cup". A. 
Jeffery says, "The word was a p^ussle to the ezegetes and we find 
a fine crop of variant readings"| For. Voc.. 200. Jeffery, ibid.. 
concludes by saying, "The Muslim authorities take the word as Arabic, 
but NOldeke has shown that it is the Eth. gew3tc, which is actually 
the word used of Pharaoh's cup in the Joseph Story of Oen. xl in the 
Ethiopic Bible". Jeffery makes no mention of the claim given in 
Suyfrtl, ibid., that §uw£< was a gimyari word.

In ESA we find in EES 3695,4* wfq/9 '/'hly/wsq/frmr/bnklt 
"et en plus d'un $£< de dattes douces, une charge d'ane de tout •••"• 
This text, Minaean from al^'UlS, I is badly damaged from both sides 
and one is not able, therefore, to form a definite view of what the
whole text was about. The rendering of in the text by Arabic §1*
seems quite plausible in the context of the rest of the line.

The evidence offered by ESA in EES 3695,4 is not of 
much help in justifying the claim that ^uwS*, "drinking vessel" was
a usage in the dialect of Qimyar. But the fact that EES 3695 is a
Minaean text from North Arabia might not be without special signifi
cance both in view of the relations of the Minaeans with Egypt and 
in view of their place in North Arabia.

If the Arabic word in the Qur'Sn was actually a direct 
borrowing from Ethiopic, as seems implied by the fact that it is
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the same word used in the £thiopic Bible in connection with the 
same story, then the claim that it was gimyarl is instructive in 
providing an Bxample of Ethiopic words being identified as gimyarl.
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Abu #Ubayd, Risala, quoted also in SuyufI, rtqan, I9 135t 
gives *uthlra, qur*an v9 107, as a gimyarl usage for ijjulfai "was 
found out”•

In ESA •tr is definitely attested in RBS 3306 A,4t *tr/wnnqr/ 
dbfrs/, and ibid,, 5* »hl/ys•rbn/^tr, Hhodokanakis9 St, I9 61 n, 2f 
emends *tr, 1, 59 as *t[t]r, which is unwarranted) cf, under artiole 
drr. He renders ♦tr/wnny/db^s9 1, 4, ast ”dass reicher seien und verw 
mehrt warden seine Opfer") ibid,9 6l, He maintains that *tr and may
are synonymous9 compares Arabic ghathara, (”to be abundant with growth

* —

or herbageN)9 and Hebrew •asar, ("to be or to become rich"), and refere 
to Orimme's comparison of Arabic *itr and *atXra, (”the sacrificial 
viotim offered to the gods in the month Rajah”)| ibid, 9 65, Orimme9 
"Internes aus der minaisohen Religion", OLZ, IX, 1906, 60-62, takes 
•tr in lines 4 and 3 at a substantive, compares Arabic *itr and ,atlra) 
and renders it "Opfergegenstand” and "Opfer" respectively, I concur 
with Hhodokanakis in that *tr, 1, 4, is a verb, and find his translati< 
of it as "reicher sein" basically oorreot. But I render •tr/wnmy/dbfrs 
ast "her sacrificial viotim shall thrive and flourish (i,e, propotious 
I also agree with Orimme that ttr, 1, 5, is a substantive meaning 
"sacrificial viotim, tribute", A full re-interpretation of the passage 
in which these two usages of *tr occur is given under article drr,

Al-Agma'X is given as the authority for a claim that 
ghatharX, is the same as •atharXi "crops which the sky (i*e, rain) 
waters") cf, Taj, art, ghthr, W, H, Smith, Religion of the Semites,
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p« 99 n. 2t continued on p« 100, says "9AtharI, for which some good 
authorities give also *aththarl (see Lisan), seems to mean •belonging 
to Athtar1, the S. Arabian god'1 • The name of the South Arabian god 
•TTR is oonsidered to derive from the root *tri "to be rich"f cf. CIH 
II» P* 93| and Q. Hyckmans, RNP, 27•

In Arabic no usage from the root *|hr is attested whioh 
would correspond to SSA *trt "to be rioh, to flourish", as used in

a

HES 3306 A,4, or as is perhaps attested in the name of •TTR. But 
Arabio ghathara« "to be abundant with growth or herbage" is the equi
valent of ESA *tr. It is significant and noteworthy that Lisan does 
not give either the verbal usage ghathara or ghatharl » «atharl, whioh
suggests that the earlier and more striot authorities did not recogniz 
either, in spite of the faot that the latter is given in Taj on the 
authority of al-Afma9!. Besides, the faot that the form *atharl is 
well attested might suggest that it oame directly from South Arabian 
usage where the usage with the •ayn seems to have originated.

•uthira, Qur*an v,107, claimed by Abu 9Ubayd as £imyarl 
usagefor i||uli9ai "was found out", does not, at the first glance, 
seem to be connected with ESA *trs "to be abundant, to be rich". But 
there is a possibility of semantic comparison offered by itfuli*a,
Form VIII passive of $ala*ai "to rise, to go up, to grow". This basic 
sense of fala*a corresponds semantically to that of ESA *tr, and the 
sense of "to find out" might in Arabic have been oonsidered as "to 
look at a thing from a higher position, to overlook". £abarl, Tafslr
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(NE), II, 179t explains 9uthira ae ijful^a, or, g&harat "became 
evident", and then says that it derives from •atharai "to fall, to 
stumble", henoe *athara *alat "to fall upon, to stumble over, to find 
out"* This is the view generally held by the lexicographers* It is not 
semantically incompatible with the preceding interpretation, unless 
we are here in front of a "Oegensinn" case where a word means "to rise, 
to stand up" in one dialect and "to lie down, to fall down" in the 
other) cf* footnote 2 to artiole *fd for a number of such words in 
North Arabian and South Arabian dialeots of Arabic*

Orimme9s comparison of Arabic *ltr and *atlra with ESA *tr, 
substantive, is correct. The fact* that this usage in Arabic is with 
ta» and not with tha* may suggest that the Arabic term corresponded 
to the ESA *tr but did not derive from it* It is perhaps possible to 
suggest that Arabic *itr and • a tiara are loanwords from Aramaic and 
might have come into Arabic with the introduction of some cults from 
Syria or from Mesopotamia*

Another possible case of *tr in ESA occurs in RES 3913,1-2, 
whioh readst 1* whb*tt/bn/9ifqm/wbnhw/*8 »w/(w)h(w)

2* tr/wsqr/frrtn/msqyt/nhihmw 
The note theAo says, "Le texte porte *hftr"* The oase for the emenda
tion looks obviously clear, Conti Rossini, 01*, 214, however, reads 
*s *w/wh* tr/wsqr/frrtn, and renders h*tr as "in ordinem composuit") 
comparing here Akkadian eserut "rectum fecit, in ordinem digessit".
If Conti Rossini's wh*tr is to be accepted it should be rendered 
"raised") cf* supra*



Qur’an xxxiv,l6, telling the story of the flooding disaster 
which destroyed the plantations of Saha*, sayss fa~*arsalna *alay-him 
sayla al-*arim. The context here was clear enough for the exegetes and 
lexicographers, and the accepted meaning of *arim here is sadd ’’dam?', 
and musannah' ndam with sluices"; cf* Lisan and Taj, s.v* *rm. Other 
interpretations of farim here were given as "heavy rain", as the name 
of the rat or mole which, according to the legend about the break of 
the dam of Ma’rib well known in Arabic sources, was instrumental in 
weakening the dam, and as the specific name of the wadi in which the 
torrent, sayl, flowed; cf* Lisan and Taj, ibid* These lettter renderings 
of *arim are obviously conjectured from the context or from legend*

The association of carim here with South Arabian antiquity 
is self-evident. The lexica give the word without any reference to

dialectal usage* But Suyuti, Itc[., I, 135* °n 'fc-k0 ultimate authority of
“  -(/)*Amr b* Sharahbil, gives ’arim. as a Yamani word for musannah. Qurtubi,

Jami*, xiv, 286, and Hamza al-Isfahani, Tarikh, 76* give it as Hirayari 
usage for musannah* Suyuti, MutawakldLli, 20, on the ultimate authority 

of Mujahid, and Ibn Sa*id, Hashwa, 42 r, give «arim- as Abyssinian for 
musannah.

In Ethiopic *rm is not attested, and this is probably why 
A. Jeffery, who elsewhere makes extensive reference to Suyuti, Muta
wakkili, does not include Qur’anic *arim in his entries in For, 3£oc.

In ESA *rim is attested in the two "dam inscriptions" CIH 

540 and 541 and in Jamme 547*4 (of. A. Jamme, IaM,I,278), where i#>
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all three texts it refers to the dam of Ma’rib;* M rm, CIH 432*4 and 
*rm, Gl.1142*10, will be discussed further below in this article*
H. Grimme* 2A, xxvi, (1912)* p. 159* remarks that *arim in Qur’an 
xxxiv,l6 must be considered a South Arabian loanword; but he seems 
not to have been aware that Arabic sources considered it a Yamani or 
Himyari usage.

There is also another entry in the Arabic lexica which has
a South Arabian context and which can be explained through a possible

connection with Arabic *arim. or ESA *rm, Ibn al-Athir, Hihaya, art* *rm,
enters a passage from a tradition concerning the qayls of Shabv/a which

_ C)says? ma kana la-hura min milk—in wa-eurman; he explains *urman as either 
mazari* "cultivated lands, plantations”, or *akara (sing* ’akkar) "peas&nts 
land-workers". The former sense seems to be the one favoured by Ibn 
al-Athir, for he gives it first and introduces the latter sense with 
wa-qila "and it was alleged, or, said”. ;.The singular of this furman is 

given as tarim of ’a ’ram* The latter form is apparently meant to account 
for *urman "peasants"; it is, however, rejected in Taj * art. *rm, as 
a form that does not regularly have a plural on the pattern of fu*lan> and 

Taj considers farim the more plausible singular; cf* also Lisan, art. *rm.

It is possible to trace the relation of «arim "cultivated land" 
with Arabic *arim or ESA *rm. One possibility is that this sense has 
developed from the association of the irrigated land with the main feature 
of the irrigation system; that fed it with water; cf., for a semantic 
parallel, ESA dhb. "torrens, terra a torrentibus rigata"; CH-G1* 128.
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*arim in modern South. Arabian usage has a meaning akin to *arim =
ESA *rm| cf, «arimi "argina, sponda di canale, diga", cf * ER~AP§!,193 
and 233; Landberg, Glht, 2286* Cf* also ^rirm al-majil "orifice par 
lequel le fosse se diverse dans la citerne" given in RES ad RES 419^>2 
from a quotation by Hofner from an unpublished work of E. Glaser,
P̂hus «arim> "plantation, irrigated land" might be a denominative fa«il 
from: *arimi "dam" with: a passive sense to denote land irrigated by a 

*arim; or it might be a variant form of ^rimi « musannah not recorded 
in Arabic lexica but known to theim in its developed sende of "plantation, 
irrigated land", Another possibility is that *arim, pi, *urmam in the 
tradition, could have meant land surrounded by dams or ridges of earth, 
to retain water for irrigation, Cf, tarim ~ ma yurfa*u hawla al-dabra 
"that which is raised round the dabra", dabra meant "a portion of 
ground separated froim the adjacent-parts, for sowing or planting, being
sfeurrounded by dams, or by ridges of earth, which retain the water for

%

irrigation"; LL, Cf, also under article dbr and my 1TQI-II, 438, •arim. 

here again is either a denominative fa*il from fariim "dam- or ridge of 

earth" with a passive sense to denote land sprrounded by 'arims for 

irrigation or *arlmi was originally a varip/t of «ariim and then developed 

to mean the piece of land surrounded by it,
A sense of "irrigated lands, plantations"can probably be 

given to **rm in CIH 432,4> which readst

4* * * *yshw/w> «rmhw/w»rdy[hw 

In CIH the first word is restored as ,g]yshw and the line is rendered
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“exer]citus(?) eius et aggeres eius et ambas terras [eius...11. I think 

that *gys “armies11 is out of place in a text establishing property rights 
and can hardly fit the fortunesof the humble person to whom the suffix 
here refers. A more reasonable restoration would be ’fjyshw/ “his distri
buting cabals'1? cf* fysm, RES 44OI, “un distributeur d*eau(?)“. In this 
text *'rmhw oould well have meant “his dikes, his dams11, but it is not 
impossible to suggest that **rm, especially in the plural here, could have 
meant pieces of land dammed for irrigationjnext to »rd, land in general* 
Mention of particular kinds of cultivated land, usually in the plural, 
next to »rd is well attested in ESA* Cf. HES 4194*3* ’ywnhmw/w’rdhmw/;
RES 4013* * ( 4 ) dy/k[ 1]/ * [ r] dhmw/w * s rrhmw/wmsyrnthmw/; RES 3 8583 wm.(2)nhlhmw/ 
w ’rdhmw/w’bd^hmw/* In this sense * <:rm, singular *rm, might have been the 
equivalent of *urman = mazari *, singular «arim«

Finally there ffgmaindx^rm in Glaser- 1142,10. This text readsi

9* /m .
10. n/ *rmhwt/mrbdn/lcl/t
11. snnt.hw/

M. Hofner renders this “entsprechend der Anzahl (der Tiere) dieser Hurde, 
(namlich) von all dem, was ihr (fruherj geboten worden war11; but Beeston 
rejects this translation and renders it “as (it is) defined by the 
boundary-cairns of this grazing-ground along all its boundaries11; cf,
A.F.L.Beeston, “The 1Ta’lab Lord of Pasture* Texts11, BSOAS, xvii, 1955, 
154-6. Beeston*s translation is more acceptable, but in the two translations 
'rim, line 10, seems to be taken as a noun, This is quite clear in Hofner*s
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*'rmi “Anzahl (der Tiere)"* After Iign one normally expects a verb;, and 

this is accounted for in Beeston’s hgn/'rtm “as (it is) defined by the 
boundary-cairns". But Beeston in his note to 'rm, ibid., 155, refers 
only to nominal usages of frm and makes no mention of *rm in this text 

f being a verb, an attitude which seems to be underlined by the bracketjfed 
(it is). I think that *rm here should be explicitly considered a verb 
in the passive voice, probably of Form I}, which would make it possible 
to treat it as denominative from *rm “dam, ridge, heap, pile“.

Another verbal usage of crm is to be found in Hami 29* wfeich 
reads % 2. k * rmhw/gn9hw/bhr/w'qb/’rdtm/
haml, MSQ, 52* renders the first two words in the line li-ta'liyat. 
(lirtad'im) suri-hi “for raising (for supporting) his wall". In 
a note, ibid., 51* he says that in §an*a he heard 'arim used for hadd 
“boundary11 and that in the vicinity of Ta*izz pi. ’a 'ram meant 
jabha "forehead". His ta'liya and tad'im seem to indicate that he

i
preferred here the Ta'i^a dialectal usage for a Comparable usage.
But his rendering of k crmhw/gn*hw/ is a loose one. It does not account 
for the conjunction k, which should be followed by a verb;, and it does 
not account, for the suffix hw after *rm. The suffix hw in both words 
seems to refer to the same thing, the structure referred to in the 
previous line, and gn’hw is the subject of the verb *rm. The meaning is 
“as its wall defined, delineated, it". One can see here a case where 
*rm as a verh has developed further from its basic sense to denote 
“to delineate, to demarcate11, and a similar development can be seen in
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in the modern §an*ani usage of 'arim = ĵ add "boundary", reported by 

Namij cf. supra*



*rrm footnotes
274

(1) Qalij Amali) I, 55 gives a tradition concerning sayl, al~*arimy 
Qur’an, xo:iv,l6, which says al~*ariinu al^musannah bi-lahn a l ~  
yaman> ’ay bi-lughat al-y&man. Qali*s main concern here was to 
show that lahn was used for lugha "dialect".

wnMmfrJEaMM o M ia J S M U M

(2) Xhn al-Athir, hihaya, articles shbw and *rm, relates this tra
dition in which ’urman occurs to the qayls of. ghabwa and says 
that it occurred in the Prophet*s letter to Wa’il b. Hajar of 
Hadramawt-. I have not been able to trace this passage in any of 
the sources which give the text of that letter. In Lisan and Taj, 
art. *rm, their name is given as the qayls of Shanu’a . ho such* 
passage appears in the account of the embassy of the ̂ Asd Shanu’a 
to the Prophet.. Besides, I cannot trace any other place where 
Arab sources speak of the Aad Shanu’a as having had qayls. It: 
seems that one must take- S^i^as a misreading or a copying 
mistake for *
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N&swan9 AA-&UJ, 739 mentions two usages from this root 
which he specifies as being in the dialect of ^imyart (a) *affada *alayhj 
bSbahu, "He closed his door upon himself"} (b) al-Ii^tifad. which he 
explains as a practice by which people who had run out of all resources 
in a year of famine and scarcity shut themselves in their houses and 
starved themselves to death9 rather than expose themselves to the 
humiliation of begging* NaS$wan repeats here a well-known tradition 
which claims that people did that during years of soarcity in the time 
of Joseph until two women started the practice of lending* HamdSnl,
Iklll* x9 2009 however9 tells of a case of >ictif5d which happened to 
some of his own relations

Mention of this practice is found in Lisan and TSJ* art* *fd* 
in words almost identical to Ha&w£n's9 and it is mentioned there also 
that aocording to one authority9 Shamir9 the usage is i *taqada with 
qaf instead of >ictafada with fS* * This is why both sources enter it 
again under *qd*

Another usage of Cfd in Arabic is specified by the lexica as 
yamiSniyya* It is <afadat tafara, "to Jump up9 to bounce"} it is also 
specified as Jumping with the two legs closed together without (pre
liminary) running} Lisan and T3J, art. *fd* This might have been meant" 
to establish a link between the meaning of *afada here and that of 
*affada and Hfoafada, in the sense that the dosing of the legs during 
the Jump is the speoifio act meant* Still9 we may be here in one of 
these cases where a word in one dialect indicates stillness and in
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(2)smother denotes motion.*
ffd is attested in ESA in one tezt9 RES 30129199 and this 

reading is confirmed by Tawfik 62,5# after the photograph whioh M.
Tawfik made of the inscriptions of. Klml9 NuqUsh KMrbat Barfiqish, IIf 
4* Tawfik 62 is made of six long lines instead of Halevy's 22 lines 
and Glaser's 12 lines. Tawfik 6295 readss w^](5)fr/w4fr/wsnb|/*b)rsm/ 
bytl/bdt/kbkb/wb)r.......rn/wb/*fd/wtgr/wywm/^yr/gdr/hr[n. It is clear
that the context treats of work on wells and cisterns. It is possible9 
therefore9 to restore the first word after the lacuna as.sb^Jrn/) of.
RES 28l79l-2 (Min.)t sjbfrr/wflf r/b(2)b>ram| cf. also RES 28l69ll-13. 
Restoration as or (Jfjrn is perhaps unfeasible9 because of
w£]fr/w4fr/ in the first part of the same line. R&l. 520f19f equal 
to the second part of Tawfik 6296 given above9 reads t wb/^fd/wtgr/% 
differing from Tawfik 62f5 only in omitting rn/ before wb/". The 
beginning of this line9 as it appears in RES 30129199 has been emended 
to wy]w(m)/tfd/wtgr/,,9 thus creating a completely different syntax.

No translation of tfd/wtgr/ is given in RES or by NlmX. The 
note in RES refers to ’ Nto bound9 to jump up"9 after Rhodokanakis 9 
Dialekt im gofSr9 II9 40. Hommelf Chrestomathie9 106f suggests comparing 
tgr/ with Arabio waghara9 to whioh the note in RES hesitantly gives 
the sense of "jubiler ? %  rs if to go with <fdi "to bound9 to jump up".

The sense that one oan 8 *t/gest for <fd/wtgr depends to a 
considerable degree on the restoration of the word immediately before 
wb/*fd/wtgr. If restored as sbfr jrn/wb/*fd/wtgr9 then I propose
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rendering it ass "diggjing out and with a gush and a spurt (or, over
flowing)^ The reference here would he to the manner in which the water 
came out when struck* Normally the Inscriptions use snh£/b>re, RES 
2952,3, and of* Tawfik 62,5 (the first half) t wsnbt/)b>rsm where snb*| 
if compared with Arabic ^anbafa, means "to dig down to water", the 
water coming out by seepage or infiltration, cf* LisSn and TSj. art* 
nfr|* For ffdt "gush", of* *afada 1 "to jump up, to bounce", specified 
in the lexica as TamanI dialect, and attested in JofSr dialect, Bhodo- 
kanakis, op* cit* 1 and for tgr» "spurt, overflowing", cf. Arabic 
tagharat al-qidrs "the cauldron boiled, bubbled up"| tagharat al- 
qirbatu> "the waterskin burst out with water from a hole in it") and 
taghara al-firqui "the blood vessel burst and let out blood", LisRn 
and T3j. art. tffer.

But if it is to be restored as $f jm/wb/ffd/wtgr/ then I 
would translates "revet jing and with tightening (with cement or plaster 
and with stopping up the gaps". For rfd: "to tighten", cf. raffada 
Jala.y-hi blba-hut "He closed his door onto himself", and i*tafada in 
the particular sense given above, both of which are claimed by NashwSn
to be in the dialect of Jimyar. And if the ®Quation of i *tafada with 
jttaqada in Arabic is to be accepted, then one can point out for com
parison with *fd here the specific Arabic usage <aqada al-blnS>a 
bi-l-ji§q* >alzaqa-hui "he tightened, or, cemented, the structure 
with gypsum, or, plaster"| T5j* art. <qd. For tgri "stopping up the 
gaps" cf. Arabic thaghara al-thalmatas sadda-hS« "he stopped up, he



filledf the gap or breach" T5.1» art. thghr.
It is perhaps possible to say that either rendering could 

go with either restoration. But wb/" suggests a certain degree of 
similarity of meaning between what is before and what is after. To
me the latter alternative seems the less feasible of the two9 both

?■ •

because of the restoration and of the interpretation that goes there
with.
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<fd Footnotes
(l) HamdSnl says, "They all perished in the famine of (the year) two 

hundred and ninety in al-Taman. Their herds and flocks (mSluhum) 
had perished and they were too proud to face the humiliation of 
begging (or, they found begging too humiliating), so they shut 
themselves in, >i<tafadtt, and closed their doors upon themselves, 
their households and their children and so died") Iklll. z, 200. 
HamdSnl himself died in the year 334 A«H., less than half a century 
after the incident.

(2) Parallel cases are sajadai "to bow down, to prostrate oneself"
and sa.1adai "to stand up, to stand erect", in the dialect of Jayy!1) 
raqadai "to lie down, to sleep", and raqadai "to jump with joy, 
with activity", in the dialect of Taman) and wathabat "to jump", 
and wathabai "to sit down", in the dialect of gimyarf Cf. TSj. 
art. sjd. rod, and wthb respectively. Cf. also Ndldeke, Keue Bei- 
trgge. 86 f., for words of "Schlafen und Wachen" in the chapter on 
"WOrter mit Oegensinn". Cf. also the following footnote.

(3) The more common sense of thaghara in Arabic is "to break through 
or open a gap in something", and the lexica point out the opposi
tion of sense between this common usage and that of thaghara 
al-thalmata sadda+-ha) cf. Taj, art. tlighr. One wonders whether this 
"Oegensinn" might not have originated in the fact that an old ' 
usage deriving from a root tgjur, equivalent of ESA tgr, had existed 
in Arabic and then got confused, either in speech and use, or at 
some stage of recording the language, with thaghara, with th&).
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. . Arabic fat aba ♦. has the specific usage ** to decide, to arbitrate, 
to act asta judge between litigants”. This usage is attested in Qur^an 
vii, 89* rabbanaa if tab bayna-na via bayna qawminia bi-1- haqqi wa-**anta
kftayru al—fatihlns and in Qur*an xxxiv, 26* qul ya jma*u bayna-na rabbu-na

. . . . . . . . . .  &thuraina yafiahu bayna~na bi-l-haqqi wa*-huwa al-fattahu al^fflxm. This last
verse aceurs in the chapter, stlra. named Saba*, and is part of the verses
making the sequel to the story of Saba*, 15-21. This is also the accepted
meaning of fataha in Qur*an xlviii, 1* in-na fatah-na laka fath-an 

d Vrouhftn<-an
Borne of the lexica enter this usage of fatafra without specifying 

it as being of a certain dialectj of. gahah* s.v., and Jatnhara. II, 4* 
’J'abarx, Tafsxr. (M), II, 254j commenting on fataha allahu *alay-kum,
Qur fan, II, 76, says that the original sense of fath in Arabic is nagr 
“giving support”, qad^ “arbitration, administering justice1*, and hukra 
“decision, ruling”, then adds that qadl 11 judge, arbitrator** is called 
fattah and quotes as a citation Qur*an vii, 89, quoted above* But ^abari 
ibid., XII, 563, when commenting on ^urfan vii, 89, states that according 
to one authority the people of *Uman use fatih and fattah for qadl but 
that according to another authority this usage was in the dialeot of 
Muxvad* xBothoof these claims are significant, for by *aiil *uman one should 
understand al*-*Asd, a South Arabian tribe by origin, and by Murad the 
Madhhij tribe v/ho were resident in al-Jawf at the rise of IslSmj cf*
■35i> art. jv/f; and whose homes wore in Bayhan in KamdanT*s time5 (cf# 
Bifat. 94)* Lisan, art* fth* says that fattah =  q%dl was a usage in the
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dialect of *ahl al~yaman; while Tans art, fth, assigns it to the dialect * 
of Ijtayar, . ,

*Jabar;£, Tafsxr (HE) XII $ 5^41 and Li pan and Taj, art, fth, 
quote a tradition related from* Ibn ^Abbas in which he is alleged to have 
said that he had not known the meaning of rabba-na if tab baynaHfa wa—  

ftayna qawmi-na (Qur>an, vii, 89) until ' he heard a woman of ̂ hu-Tagian 
say to her husband ta*ala .**ufatib*»ka, explained in Lisan and Taj as
*ubSklm~ka« and in ^abar!, Tafair, as *uqadi-ka# in both cases meaning

.. 1 1 ' 1 , ■

11 litigate with you in. front of a judge”;

, Ibn Qutayba gives another variant of the tradi
tion, making the woman a Kindite whom Ibn fAbbas had married and who said

v  ;' "■ ' ■"- ■ m'(\ to him fat aha allahu baynX wa«*bayba»-ka n, hakama allahu baynX wa~bayrtaka,x 1 
Ibn Burayfl, Jamhara, II, 4i states that the woman was a Kindite and that 
she said to Ibn «AbbIs * halumma f£tih-ni =■ hakim~nX,

Other terae derived from this usage are fitaha and futaba: 
uarbitration5 the office or dignity of an arbitrator or judge? lawsuit 
or litigation"? fit ah, futah and futuhas " arbitration, decision1*? end
istaftaha* "to seek arbitration or. judgement? cf , Taj, 'art, fth*

**: " '
In ESA fth has two mein usages which are closely interrelated.

One is, "a lawsuit, litigation11? cf, Hamilton 9* bn/fth/k (7) wn/bynhw/ 
wbytihnr* (8) hw/ 1 "from the lawsuit which there was between him and his 
overlords1*, according to Beeston^ rendering, JRAS, 1954, 60, Beeston 
comments on fth here* "fth is well known in the sense "decree, decicion"? 
here^ however, it raitst have the meaning "lawsuit", cf, Gecez feteh "causa
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forensis* lis'V*; i~bid»» 59* The other usage is the one referred to by 
Beeston above as "decree* decicion", and its verbal form "to decree* to 
order11* 'Phis usage was approached through Ethiopia fetba negast; of,
E* Glaser, Alt.1* Eachr*, 100*

The relation between the usages of ESA fth and Arabic fat aha*
"he ruled* he decided" is obviously, The claim that some or all of the 
Arabic usages pertaining to this sense axe Yamani or■ Ijirayarlt is signifi
cant and finds suppo-rt in the ESA usages,



Footnotes 1

L*»Usj dJ UsxSi t'l * * JUs JJI J>s j
:cJU* ’y A i  «S4# «->»ĝ 5 £&■ ^  U  _ \ ^ ^ -  ViA£ '

<d*jgj tg *t f* "  f  . t j P 1*  i ^  *'

Ibn Q.utayba* Ta’wll muahkil al-gor^an* Cairo*(1954) f 376, Bint 
Mishrai^* Th© woman referred to her©,, was a Kinditej of* ibid*,
P* 376* nv 7> The verse quoted here is Our^.an xlviii* 1, "revealed" 
after the return from al-^udaybiya* lu^ammad and his companions had 
marched towards Macca with the declared intention of making a 
ritual visit, cumra» but the -Maccans barred them from their purpose 
and they had to wait at ^Iudaybiya, a day’s march from Mecca, in 
vain* In the face of the stubborn Macpan refusal to allow the 
Muslims to proceed to Macca, Muhammad had to accept the terms of 
an unfavoura ble peace on condition that he would be allowed to 
pay the ritual visit with his followers the next year* Muhammad’s 
companions voiced their disapproval of the outcame of the affair 
publicly* During the march back to Madina this verse and the 
following ones were "revealed"* The more*,popularly excepted sense 

f&tahna laka fath-an mubln-an is "We gave you an illustrious, 
or, decisive, conquest, or, victory" 5 the verse is then taken as 
announcing the forthcoming victory of Muhammad in conquering Macca,
(§udaybiya was in the year 6 of Hijra, the conquest of Macca was 
in the year 8 of Hijra.) But the interpretation hinted at in Ibn 
’AbbUs tradition given by Ibn Qutayba is given explicitly in Tabari, 
Tafslr, (HE) XII, 565, on the authority of al-Hasan al-Ba^ri, where 
he says $ >inna fat aim a laka fath-an mubln-an —  hakamna laka hukm-an 
mubln-an* "We have made a decisive, or,clear, decision for you"*
This interpretation is more in keeping with the realities of the 
situation then5 the "divine" responsibility for the decisions taken 
at ^udaybiya must have relieved the tense situation in Muhammad’s 
camp* Gf* A, Guillaume, (tr*) Life of Muhammad * W f f  * for the details 
of the Huclaybiya affair.



Qur*an xxxi, 19 reads t wa-lghflufl mln gawtl-ka >lnna Sankara 
al-*aqwgti la-qawtu al-framlr* This is part of LuqmSn's admonition to 
his son* According to AbU ^Ubayd, HieSla, quoted in Suytt$I9 ItqWn* I, 
135 f <ankara al-*afw3ti here is a usage in the dialect of gimyar 
meaning *aqbafra-hSi "the ugliest of voices"*

This claim is most difficult to explain* The usage is well 
attested in Arabic9 and no one of the linguists or the exegetes sug
gests that there is here a difficulty of interpretation or a contro
versy about purport* The only explanation which I can venture is that
there may be here an allusion to the tradition that the LuqmSn of
Qur*an was LuqmSn b* f£df one of the legendary early kings of §imyarf
cf. Ibn HishSa* TljWn* 69 ff.

No usage is attested from ESA nkr whioh has the specific 
sense of *ankar —  *aqbafr* If one is to interpret *ankar ass "the most 
objectionable"9 then it might be possible to compare RES 4646,17* 
fl/yg*n/nkrn/hfk( 18) thw9 where nkrn is rendered as "Missbilligung"1
"disapproval"! cf* also RES 5094f4-5* *wnkrm/bn/mtyffm* rendered by

; * • >

met "or objection from anyone in authority", of* article sfh* and
RES 3306 A. 2: wynkr/hnlhm/bht/" t Which I translate ast "And it shall be 
objected to if there is not declared" etc. Cf. p.3 of article drr*
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CHAPTER V 
TamanI Words and Usages

Forty three words or usages given by the Arable sources as 
being in the dialect of Taman are discussed in this chapter. The terms 
used by the different sources to indicate this aspect vary, the terms 
themselves beings bl-lu^hat al-yaman, bl—lu^hat *ahl al-yaman, bi—  

lughat ba*(j. *ahl al-yaman, lugha yamaniyya, yamaniyya, yamaniyya,
•ahl al-yaman yaqulun, *ahl al-yaman yusammun and one or two other 
less frequently used terms. Apart from the variety of terminology 
itself» TamanI usages of the Arabio sources present a difficulty not 
encountered in the case of Abyssinian or gimyarl words and usages. The 
difficulty is that Arabio sources9 historical as well as lexicogra
phical 9 use al-yaman or *ahl al-ya.ian to denote not only the people of 
South Arabia or of a part thereof9 but the so-called TamanI tribes
whoss homelands already before Islam and perhaps from a long time

dtbefore that were in North Arabia, or9 to put/.in different terms, were 
outside historical South Arabia, A few examples of this use of yaman 
and »ahl al-yaman should be enough to illustrate the point.

ar** Jcfr» relating a tradition from Abu Hurayra in whioh 
the place name fisma Judham is mentioned adds the oomment that that 
indicated away from the town of Syria, ^ura al-ehami and in art. frsm 
Lisan again gives the same tradition and adds the gloss by Ibn slda 
that is a place in al-Taman. §isma is nowadays in the southern
part of Jordan, next to the Saudi Arabian frontier.

9
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2• Mean, art. klb, gives mukalib » jar?*» "bold, audacious" as
yamaniyya, while Taj, art* Idb, sayst wa-'ahlu al-madlna yusamnuna 
al-jarl'a mukiallb-an,

3* Taj, art* nfs, says that in the traditions 'inn? la-'ajldu nafasa 
rabbi-kum nin qlball al-yaman, that by al-yaman here is meant 'ahl 
al-aadlna, because they are yamanun* Cf• also Mean, art* nfs, were 
it is said that al-An^ar were meant because they were yamanun*

Beoause of this element of uncertainty about whether a given
Taman? usage originates from South Arabia or from North Arabia, and
beoause fewer Taman? usages come from known texts like Qur'an or are
given in oltatlons and/or cleat South Arabian contexts Taman? usages
represent a less coherent section of the South Arabian material than
Abyssinian or gimyar? usages do*

Only two of the forty three usages given here are from Qur'an,
and then one of them is given as in the dialect of Saba', of* article
tbr, and the other as in the dialect of ga^ramawt, of* artiole dmr*
These two usages have been included here rather than under gimyar?
usages* Another usage is given in the sources as in the dialect of
Najran, of* article skhl* One usage is given as in the dialect of the
people of al~Taman and Jfe'if, of* article slf, and another is given as
Taman? and as 'Azd?, cf* artiole wjl (*jl)*

Twelve usages are either attested in Taman? contexts or can
be shown by correlated material to have been in use in South Arabia| cf,
articles zbr, big., frjr, rym, smk, jrw, *qm, qshm* nql, wthn, b f  and
khlf* Two are specifically from Najran? contexts, of* artiole *qb and
cf. waqlh « waliyy al-'ahd in the dialect of the people of Najran
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die cussed, in Chapter II above, in conneotion with the type of informa
tion about South Arabian material derived from "Literary, legal and 
historical works"*

One article is included here although it is not based on 
a YamanX usage* It is nkl* It is included here in|connection with Yamanl 
naqll * al-*aqbat "mountain road", because ESA nkl in CIH 287,1 has 
been erroneously compared with Yamanl naqll* Reference to this article 
is also made in footnote 5 (f) to article $rfr*



A. Incomparable Usagesi
ibn Ibn Durayd, Jamharaf I, 254t Bays that zabartu al-kitab * katabtu- 

hui MI wrote the book, the writing", and that this derives from the 
sense of engraving in stone9 al-naqr fl al-^akhr* and then adds that 
the people of al-Yaman call any writing, kulla kitab-in, zabr.
In ESA cf • sbri "to build (?)") CH-01*, 143. Cf • also article nkl. 

skhlt Lisan and Taj, art. tlm, explain Ulawias khaj|u al-frariths "the 
furrow made by the ploughman" and then add wa-sakhlu al-khajju 
bi-lu^hati najran, presumably in the same sense as tiln* Neither 
source enters this usage under skhl. Cf• maskhali "passage en pierre 
pour 1* eau dans lea digues dee ohaops, ouverture dans le sawn entre 
les champs") Landberg, 01. Hat*, 1912* In ESA cf* shit "to bind 
oneself1", CIH 376,1) and EES 395*f4« shlmt 19obligatory19) of* Beeston, 
SI, 44 and 75 respectively, for notes thereto) of* also CB-01*, 254* 

grbi Taj, art* grb, gives tagrlb, Form II infin*, as shurb al-garab, 
whioh is explained as al-laban al-framifli "sour milk", and says that 
this is in the dialeot of al-Yaman* It is not dear whether it is 
tagribi "the drinking of garab", or garab itself, "sour milk", which 
is in the dialect of al-Taman* Lisan gives garab * al-laban al-feamifl 
without indicating dialect and does not mention tagrib at all*
No comparable usage is attested from ESA grb) cf• under gimyarl 
grb and cf* under artiole wjl (9jl)) of* also CB-01*, 225*

§yd» Lisan and Taj, art. gyd, give al-ga»ld « al-eaq» "the leg", as in 
the dialeot of Iq-Yaman* The usage is difficult to link semantically 
with the other usages of Arabic gada, and the masculine form ga*ld 
is difficult to reconoile with sag, feminine* ESA gyd is the



equivalent of Arabio qadaf "to hunt"| of# CRt-01#, 223*
•qri Haswan, AA-§*U, 73, gives «aqar « al-*arflu la yasqi»*ha *illa 

al-majart "land only irrigated by rainfall", as in the dialeot of 
certain people of al-Yaman# In ESA *qr is attested in obscure conte
xts in CIH 64| 460f and in a clear context in RES 4069,6 and 10, 
where 0# Ryokmans tentatively renders it "reservoir" and oonpares 
Arabio *uqr« "partie posterieure d*un reservoir"# RES 4069 is a text 
dealing with repair work to an irrigation system, of# p# 28 f# of 
artiole grfr where lines $-8 are quoted and commented upon, and cf• 
also under artiole akr#

B# Equivalent UsagesI
Ibn Burayd, Jamhara9 III, 231) Lisan and Taj, art ♦ *frd, gives 

ista*frada * aha*ara» "to feel9 to realise9 to be aware" as in the 
dialeot of aL-Taman# The editor of> Jamhara adds in a footnote thereto 
that ista»frada should not be considered a dialeot variant9 laysa 
bi-lugha, but rather faulty pronunciation lath^ha# of iata*hada# 
Apart from how valid the editors remark is9 Lisan and Taj, arte., 
wfed and *ftd respectively, give »afrida as the equivalent of •ahida, 
and Taj adds a remark by JaghanI that *ayn of *ahida was changed 
to hamsa and the ha* thereof to jjaf, "for gutturals can replace one 
another"# I compare this Tamani usage of ist"afeada > ista’hada with 
ESA *hd in CIH 541,47, which reads t wb *dn(47 )w^^hmw/dn/9hdn/9 whioh 
8# Smith, "Events in Arabia", 438, "then aftet this mandate reached 
them", but which I think should be rendered as "Then after this 
information, notification, reaohed them"# The preceding five lines



read9 in Smith's own translation ibid., "And then a report reached 
them concerning Saba*, that the ramp and the dyke and the catohment 
basin and the frontal work were broken in the month Ehu Madra*an ofmm

(year) 7*" There is no mention or reference immediately before 1* 47 
to a mandate or covenant, and information or notification makes more 
reasonable sense here* And one can semantically compare *lsh*ari 
"notification, information"* for TamanI ista*afrada is explained as 
sha'ara* A similar sense can be assigned to CIH 376,1s wshly/w*hd/, 
rendered by Beeston9 SI, 449 ass "How there did bind themselves and 
covenant"9 but where w'hd can reasonably be rendered ast "and declare, 
make known") of* semantically the modem TamanI usage: *llm wa-habart 
"receipt", £* Rossi, L*Arabo Parlato a §an*a*, 232* In a sense,
CIH 376 is a "receipt") cf* 1* 14« dbhw/hghry/hn/bljn/*lfn/ 1 "in which 
they acknowledge these thousand blf", according to Beeston, SI, 44* 

brkhi Ibn Hurayd, Jamhara, I, 232, gives barkh * al-kathlr sL-rakhl^s 
"abundant and cheap" as in the dialeot of al~Taman, and then addst 
wa*»*afrasabu *afla-ha *ibranlyy-»an *aw suryanlyy-ani "and I believe its 
origin to be Hebrew or Syriao", and then sayst wa-huwa min al-barakati 
wa-1—nama*I "and it is (derived) from baraka, blessing, and nama*, 
growth"* Lisan, art* brkh* gives this entry almost verbatim, but 
Bays al-barkh aL-kablr al-rakhg* whioh is obviously a mistake for 
al-kathlr al-»rakhlj* for it adds later barkh-un *ay rakhl^, Lisan 
also gives the usage as 'umaniyya, in the dialeot of *Uman* It also 
adds al—tabrlkh * al-tabrlk and comments on barrakhu, in A citation, 
as meaning barrakui "blessed" bl-l-naba jlyya, Aramaic * Taj, art. 
brkh* more or lessc follows Lisan and gives the dialeot as •umaniyya.
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Both of Ibn Durayd's remarks about the Hebrew or Syriao origin of 
barkh and about ita deriving from the same sense as baraka are correct 
and so is also the remark in Lisan about the Aramaio origin of 
barrakhu. It is instructive that in BSA brki "to bless" is attested 
only in one text9 where the dedioant is a Jew* It is CIH 343# whioh 
readsi (l) brk/wtbrk/bto/rfrmnn/dbsrnyn/wysr9l/w(2)*lhhmw/rbyhd/*

Ibn Burayd# Jamhara# I# 320| Lisan# Qamus and Taj# art, blq# give 
balaq as a kind of stone whioh is translucent like glass found in 
Taman, EamdanI# I kill# VIII (Baghdad ed,)# 173# gives balaq as rukhami 
"marble". The transluoency of this marble or alabaster was utilised

•f » * I . •' ' ' - ■ ^ :V - \ I ' -i .

for making "sealed skylights" in the oeiling of al~Ka9baf of, AsraqI# 
•Akhbar tfakka (Macca ed.)# 197* Cf, BSA blq* "marmore albo ... colore"! 
C Bp-01,# 114,

jfnt Lisan# Taj# art, Jfn# give jafn * karmi "vino"# ae in the dialeot 
of the people of al-Taman, CIH 522#4 reads* d#l9mw/gfnt/w9dbn/b• ly/ 
s9bhwi "••••••.vines et punietur erga tribum suam"# aooording to
CIH# where it is said in the note# "gfnt# alias non ooourens# explicat 
Halevy# arabioo fretus "vitis". Cur gfnt aTinatlone et nunatione careat 
non facile pereipitur". Bhodokanakis# St.# II# 162 ff,# examines this
text and renders 1. 4* dwl9mw/gf nt/w9 dbn/b*ly/s*bhw asi ".... die
Suhn© und Strafe# die (seinenT) Stamm trifft"# and in the note oonparo

* -Arabio jafana nafsa^hu 9an al-shay9l« gj.afa-ha»,., 9an al-shay9! 
al-danl9!* mana9a-ha. The text is aprtly damaged and the oontext is 
not clear enough to make a definite ohoioe between the two renderings 
possible. But there seems to be more reason in Bhodokanakis•s view.



jfrjrt A well attested usage is mafrjari Hthe land or property whioh a 
qayl in Taman reserved, or walled off, for himself**! of* Lisan and 
Taj, art # frjr* Cf* CIH 204,3« mfrgrtn! "tractusM, and CIH 546,lit 
wl/sr(ll)hmw/wm^grthmw/war*yhmwi "et oampo (11) eorum et pomariis 
eorum et pas tie eorum**, where wmfrgrthmm! Hand their orchards** is 
based on comparing ma^jaras "orchard, tree-planted land** in the 
modem dialect of al-Jawf, according to Olaser* Rhodokanakis, St*, 
I» 57, renders the above passage from CIH 546 ast **und ihrem Besirke 
und ihren Weidedistrikten and feideplatsen**, and in the note thereto, 
p* 59# he compares mafrajir >aqyal al-yaman, after Praetorius, Beitr* 
s* Hrklar* d* himj* Inschr*, III, 24*

dbr* Por dabr * gar*! "land of seedHproduce", of* my N^I,II, 438, ad
R£S 3707.11 ♦«»/dbr/gw,»

rqdt Ibn Burayd, Jamhara, II, 253, gives raqadan * al-wathb min al—  

nashafi ka-fi*li al-feamali wa-l-jadyt "to leap, to bounoe, with 
activity, like a lamb or a kid", as in the dialeot of al-Taman*
Lisan and Taj, art* rqd, give this usage without indicating a certail 
dialect* rqd is attested in 3y 5°9,4, whioh reads! rqdw/(d)n/mrqdi^ 
bwd/ (5)yVa*sl/gm^n/kBb*w/wfrllw/ *r j/ (6)mwdi^, which 0* ^yckmans, 
Hus*, 66 (1953), 304, renders as! "ont trace (oet)te inscription (?) 
dans la val- (5) lee Ua’sil Qum^an, lorsqu*ils se mirent en campagne 
et demeurerent dans le territoire (6) de" Ma*add (as mwdm should be 
emended m*dm)* In the lengthy note thereto, p* 306, he tries to 
show by a full comparison of the usages of Arabic sanada and it 
derivatives and raqada and its derivatives that mrqd in HSA, like 
wend in 8SA, can mean "inscription"* He adds at the end, "J’avais



songe a "ont effectue oette montee") mais l’armee sabeenne venait du 
sud, et 1# lieu de l9inscription se trouve a 1*extremite du VadI, en 
aval*" I think that mrqdni "inscription" is out of question* Two 
usages in Arabic oan be compared here! (l) murqidd, with a variant 
form murqid, * al-jarlq al-waflifrt "well defined, clear, road) main 
road", derived from irqaddai "to walk, to maroh, quickly) to leap, 
to run, in a hurried manner", which ultimately is to be linked with 
raqadan, the TamanI usage given above) (2) •arqada bi-l-makani * 
»aqama bi-hit "to settle, to stay, in a place") of* Lisan and Taj, 
art* rqd* If the former usage is compared then rqdw/dn/mrqdn would 
be rendered! "marched this road", which makes perfeot sense) and if 
the latter is compared then one oan render! "settled down in this 
encampment", whioh is less feasible* 

rymi Ibn Burayd, Jamhara, II, 419, gives raym « al-darajat "a staircase 
a ladder, leading to the roof of a house", and * al-dukkant "a roof- 
terrace", as in the dialeot of al-Taman* He then gives a tradition 
from Abu #Amr b* al-*Ala? which says that once when the latter was 
in Taman he went to someone• s house and when he asked for him he 
was told! usmuk fl al-raym, explained as iq*ad fl al-darajai "go 
up the staircase, the ladder, (to the roof of the house)"* The same 
usages are also given in Lisan and Taj, art* rym, as in the dialect 
of al-Taman* This usage was oompared by Bhodokanakis, AST,I, 100, 
with BBS 3946,5* wbny/tf r •/bythw/slfriVIn/$wrm/wrymn/, whioh he 
renders! "And he built up the supestructure of his palaoe SLgm from 
the piers and the ground floor (till upwards)") ibid*, 82) and in
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the commentary, ibid., p. 100, ho maintains that sinoo In ... rymn 
indicates the terminus a quo he takes it in the sense of "the sub
structure in the form of protruding ledges, the elevated platform 
of the house or palaoe". Anyway, ESA rym is also attested in the 
sense of "height, altitude") of. CIH 54l,108t hms/wt Ity/* mny/rymmt 
"thirty five oubits in height". Cf. also modern South Arabian raymi 
"partie superieure de la maison, le toit plat ou la terrasse de la 
maison") Landberg, 01. Hat., 1640.
Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, II, 132, gives sarrafrtu al*»*abda * »a*taqtu-hi 

"I set the slave free" as in the dialeot of al-Taman. Lisan and Taj, 
do not give this aprticular usage. But other usages given there have 
the very same basic sense) of. sarrafrat "to divorce" a woman) "to 
send an emissary, an envoy". Semantically one oan also compare Arabic 
•arsala, used in Taj, art. srfr, to explain sarrafra rasul-ani "He 
sent an emissary", for »arsala also meansi "to set free, to send 
away free") Taj, art. rsl. Arabio sara^a is recognised as the etymo
logical equivaelnt of Horth Semitic root slfr. The corresponding root 
in SSA is sifr, attested in two textst RES 3957 and 4909* BBS 3957 
readst smnt/bnt/bn(2)>3|fenkytn/tnh(3)yt/wtnArVl>l(4)hh/dsimry/btl/(5) 
b^TT/bhVslfrt/ (6 )d*dnh/ fgzn^sw(7 ) •/damwy/ * ly/ rB (8 )dh/fh4r*t/w*n(9)wt/ 
whft/smnt. The crucial passage is lines 5-8* bhn .... rsdh. 0. 
Ryckmans renders that as I "de oe qu9 ont contracts une souillure (6) 
see clients, de telle sorte qu»a ete mal dis- (7) pose flbu-SamawI
pour l’ab- (8) soudre". I render the same asi "in that she sent away

'fLa.t
her clients;, soothe curse (or, evil) of DSMWT was decreed upon her
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well-being (or, wits)".
Notes to this translation!
lisi* the subject is feminine singular, therefore the confessing 

woman, and not d’dnhi "her clients**, according to 0. Byckm&ns•
It is rather difficult to see how she sinned by "sending away 
her olients", but this in itself need not make inadmissible to 
render slfrti "sent away**, 

fgsmi "so that ... was decreed", the passive makes it easier to 
translate it into English, but gzm is probably active, in the 
sense of "fell decidedly". 

sw*« "curse (or, evil)") of. Arabio saw*i "punishment, affliction") 
cf. especially Qur’an xxv,40i wa-laqad ’a taw *ala al-qaryati allatl 
•umjirat ma|ara al-saw’i* 

rods "well-being) wits") of. Arabio rashadi "being on the right path, 
well-being") of. the use of rashad in Qur’an lxxli,10t ’a-sharr-un 
’urlda b 1-man fl al-’arfll ’am ’arada bl-him rabbu-hum rashad-an) 
and ibid., 21t la ’amllku la-kum darr-an wa-la rashad-an| cf. also 
Arabio rushdi "sound reason, maturity of intellect".

BBS 4909,4^7 readsi mt/s(5)lfrsmyn/mr’snqrCn/]t’rn[/y] ’b/yhn’m(6)mlk/ 
sb’/wdrydn/tqbln^hsy’/* (7)hs 1 "when their lord T’BN T’B THN’M king 
of Saba and du Raydan had equipped them on an embassy (T) in order 
to accompany his ally [*L’P TLJ king of Hadramaut son of ’EDHBl.". 
according to Beeston in "Appendix" to Philby’s Sheba’s Daughters,
449* In the note thereto, p. 430, he says, "slfri cf. the subst.
"arms" in CIH 548,1. ** here the Purpose does not seem to be warlike 
operations, a more general sense is required, something like "equip", 
"fit out"*" I think that "sent them" is the most appropriate sense 
here. The faot that slfri "arms", CIH 348,1, corresponds to Arabic 

silafr need not preclude slfri "to send away" from corresponding to 
Arqblo sarraha, which in its turn corresponds to North Semitic slfr



sift A tradition delated from Ibn al-$ahafiyya, *AlX b# AbX jalib*s son, 
says* »ar$u al-jannati maslufa, where maslufa is explained as 
mustawiyai "eveni level"^ or musawwah* ‘‘made even$ levelled**# This 
usage is said to he in the dialect of the people of al-Xaraan and
‘ , i ' , * * i ' ■ ' 1 '
al-jS*if, who Used to say* salaftu al-»ar<ja * sawwaytu~ha bi-1—  

mislafai “.I made the land even with a raislafa, a stone-roller" ?
j . * ■ • • »

Lisan and Taj, art# slf# Nihaya, art* slf, attributes the tradition 
also to Ibn fAbhas and explain maslufa as malsa*u layyinat-un 
na*imat “smooth, soft and fine*1* Another usage given in Lisan and

1 * t ,  ̂ f 4 t j ’ 1 ’ v •' ‘ r • , ? * i i ' •*'

Taj t art# slfi is aalafa al-*ar$a m frawwala»»ha li~l~zar*i wa-sawwa~ 
hat “to turn land over to cultivation and to make it even**, and this
' ‘ i ‘ f 'v ' ' ■' , ‘ ' ’ ’ ■" ’ ' ’ ■ ■ -
sense seems to he linked with the previously mentioned one* although 
it is rather difficult to see how the two meaning#of preparing land

' i ■ S' , ■ / ■ ' ■ ; 1 , . : ' 5 •
for cultivation and making land even with a stone-roller are compa
tible# CIH 40,4 reads i wmslfhw/glt/frznmi “and its glacis £LT FEZHm", 
according to Beeston, 3X, 9, who adds in the note thereto, p# 11, 
lfG(lH) c(om)p(ares) (Arabic) mas luf #*#: and tr(anslates) ‘'levelled 
ground*1# CH hesitates between this and “descent** ((Heb#) siller 
“overthrow")# Hh St î X (35), starting from the same Arabic etymology, 
but with greater regard for the context “glacis"#“ X render this 
as* “and its levelled ground, the drainage platform of the (reserv
oir) depressions"# 
ffotes to this translation*
alti.“drainage platform"? of* footnote (5) (f) to article grfr, where 
the usages of alt are examined# 

frznm* “the (reservoir) depressions"? this is a f i n  plural with n
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plus the niimation; of* frsrn* "tax collectors" in EES 2678 (CIH 
733) A kbr/^srn/fr*? and imlnnt "messengers# runners"# pi. of 
brd * Arabic* barid# in CIH 541#48♦ For frgnm* "the (reservoir) 
depressions"# of. Arabic farg w al-farj bayna al-jabalaynt "the 
bottom space between two raountains"# and mawfl-i*«-un mutma>inn-un 
bayna rabwatayn* "low-lying land or place between two hills"* 
frgnm would be the depression in which water gathered or collected 
in a reservoir behind a dam or the like# This is the sense of 
frgnm in CIH 540#12* frann/wbrrm* "the (reservoir) depressions 
and outsorting places (or# land)"# and ibid.# 76* frgnVw#wdni 
"the (reservoir) depressions and the dyke". All linking of frznm 
with "iron" is futile and yields no reasonable sense? (cf. tho 
note in CIH to CIH 540#12).

For the other attested* oases of ESA slf cf., CIH 329#2#4* slf> "terra
oomplanata"# according to CIH# and CIH 67#14* msIf* "terra coraplana-*
ta" also#

smk* In the story told by Abu *Arar b. al-#Ala? about the time when he 
was in al-Yawan and went to see someone# it is said that he was 
told usmuk fi al~raym « ig*ad fl al~daraja* of. above under rym.
This story is repeated in Ibn IXtrayd# Jambara# III# 46# and in lisan 
and Taj# art# sink. Of* CIH 314#12* lsmk/wtyf*n/mr»yhmw< "ad sustine- 

, ndum et extollendum ambOs dominos eorum"# according to Cft-Gl.# 255* 
Cf. also Hy 535*3* wysmkw/bn/tigrn/mryb/»dy/hgrn/gn#w* "Et ils raonter® 
ent do la ville" etc.# according to a. Byckmans# Hus.# 69 (1956)# 
'147$' of. also his note thereto# ibid.# 155* ^hus ESA smk is the 
exact equivalent of Bamako * ga»lda* "to go up# to aseend"# apparent^ 
also considered to be in the dialect of al-Taman



gkhf * I bn :Durayd, Jamhara,„ II, 226; Msan and Taj, art* skhf, give 
eakhafa « hafara al-*arda* 'Ho dig up, to excavate, the land or 
ground", and mifkfaafa » misfrah* "shovel, spade", as in the dialect 
of al-Yaman* Bhodokanakis, St*, IX, 61, compares these Yemeni usages, 
on the authority of Xbn Burayd, with BBS 2774*1* gfrfm (sing* gfrft) 
and renders it as* "excavated# covered, passages". Cf* also CB-QI*, 
223*

drwi Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, X, 309, says that the people of al-Yaman call 
the bujm, "terebinth", tree or someoother similar tree dirw, hisan
and Taj, art, drw, commenting on al^Babigha al-Ja,dits verse*

say that al-Yaman is the place where $irw grows most* gafrafr, art. 
jjlrw, quoted also in liisan and Taj, says that $irw is the resinous 
material, jsamgh, of a tree called kamkam and that it is brought from 
al-Yaman# The dirw tree is Pistacia lentiscus® ESA drw is attested 
on a number of incense altarsf cf, CIH 68l| 682i 6841 6851 §86$ 689f 
690, It probably refers there to the resinous material used as ince~ 
nse, ■

ff*r* Xbn Durayd, Jamhara, IX, 379, gives gi»r « rukn al-qagri wa*»l«-jabal 
Yi^axcorher^Iia side# of a castle or a mountain", as in the dialect 
of al~Yaman* Idaan and Taj give the usage without specifying dialect. 
Bhodokanakis, St., XI, 60, compares this usage, quoted from al-Qamus, 
which gives it as §ifr rukn^un Ii*»l*qa§r* "a corner, a support, for 
a castle", and al~ai*amatu »ila janbi ha^ifr-in li«»yud«ama bi-ha*
"a buttress on the side of a wall to support it", with ESA tgwr,
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RES 2774*1* which he renders asi KEfeilerstutsung*** Supporting with 
props or pillars***5 Cf # also CK-G1# , 160#

♦sqs Ibn Durayd* Jamhara, III*,6; Mean, art# *gq» give *aglq<
*lnn*un min al*»*argi, 11 low lying, flat, land1* as in the dialect of 
al^Yaman* This is derived from fasaqai nto dig up*1# In my HQl, ,12 
n# 2 I equate Arable fa saga with ESA fact* and equate this usage bf 
*aglq with ESA subtantives fsqt, EES 4230 0,1, and JJsq, RES 4194,4 

, assigning to these ESA usages a sense of ** levelled land% i*e#, land 
that has been dug up and levelled# Of# also footnote 5 (e) to article 
grfr (p» 21 of the footnotes thereto)# 

fqbt Naswan, AA^SMJ, 73* gives ml^qab * al-hiaanatu tujfalu li-l-ta^ami 
wa~ghayri~hit Ma store-room for food-atuffs (or, grain) and the 
like** as in the dialect of certain people of al-Yaman, and adds that 
this is derived from the sense of i*taqaba-hu ** frabasa~hu* ,fto 
confine someone, to take someone into custody**# In mulakhkha^ 
al^fl^an wa^l^albab wa«*migbafr al-huda li«-l~kuttab, a manual for 
the guidance of taac-offloors in Yaman, by Hasan b# #AlI al~Shar!f 
al-^usaynXf p# 7 of R# B. Serjeants hand copy thereof, it is said* 
wa->amwalu hadhihi al~dawawXni muta^ayyih-un [sic] li~l-masrufi 
’ilia malu diwant al~halall raa yusrafu rain-hu siwa murattabu
ma^bakhi al-fralali wa^baqX al— ’amwali marfufwun li~I-»#aqiba, where 

' <aqiba, pi# of *?qib, means I ** treasurers *** Another usage associated 
with South Arabia is that of faqib as the title or rank of one of 
the leaders of the Christians of Hajran who came to Muhammad} al«*
*aqlb was, according to Ibn IsljjSq, «the leader of the people, a man
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of affairs9 and their chief adviser whose opinion governed their
policy") A. Guillaume (tr.)9 Life of ttuframmad9 270. Substantive
usages from ESA *qb which can be compared here ares
(1) •qbs "raajordomo9 controller) man in authority") cf. Bhodokanakis9 
"Zum Siedlungswesen im alten Sudarabien"9 Worter und Saohen9 XII9 
(l929)t 93) and Beeston9 N0SALtTf 110 and n. 5s where he equates 
•qbm here with hskm9 ESS 4194s29 to which he assigns the sense of 
"a majordomo (literally9 man in authority)"• A majordomo would 
also have been khagins "treasurerf steward”. (This usage of *qb 
here is attested in RSS 4230 A92*3«)

(2) *qbt "administrator9 public official"9 in CIH ?289l-2s *qb/qn»s 
wcustos Kana'i" according to CIH) but cf. Beeston9 "Ritual Hunt"9 
1889 who says9 "it designates a municipal offioial".

(3) 4qbs "deputy"9 in CIH 571*9* according to Beeston9 "Ritual Hunt"9 
188) of. also Hofner* ZIAI9II9 989 who renders the same ass "wer 
ihn vertritt". A further light can be thrown on the relation 
between ESA #qbs "majordomo) administrator"9 and *qb> "deputy"9 
by seinantically comparing these ESA usages with Arabic khalifa 
and YamanI Arabic mi killaf and their ESA cognates in CIH 54l*10-»12s 
whhlfw/bgznin/ y gd( 11 )bn/ kb at/hlf thmw/ ds (12)thlf w/ * ly/kdt s "and they 
delegated with authority (or9 appointed as ruler) by final decree 
Yasld the son of Kabsat* their deputy (or9 ruler) whoa they had 
made deputy (or9 ruler) over &nda"9 as I render it. Both Arabic 
*aqib and khalf mean "back, behind". Actually the lexica explain 
the name or title of the NajranI *aqlb ass man yakhlufu al-eayylds
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"the one who deputises for (or# succeeds ?) al-eayyld"p the latter 
being one of the three leaders of the NejranI embassy# the third 
being al-*usqufff "the bishop"! of* Lisan and Taj# art* *qb. (But 
of. A. Guillaume (tr.)# op. oit.# 271# where al-eayyid is given 
second mention and apparently a lower rank after al»*aqib.) Cf. 
further under article khlf.

(4) m*qbti "guards"# in BBS 50$5#10# rendered so by 0. Byckmans. This 
is the exact equivalent9 in form and sense# of mu*aqqlbat in Qur*an 
xiliplls la-hu mu*aqqlbat-un min baynl yaday-hi wa-min khalfi-hi 
yafrfaguna-hu min *amri allah# where mutaqqibat has been interpreted 
as1 ^afagas "keepers9 guardians"! harass "guards"9 and Jalawisa 
(sing. jilwas)» "armed attendants9 bodyguard"; of. fabaxl# Tafslr, 
XIII9 78| Lisan and Taj 9 art. *qb| Ibn Qutayba# *Uyun al-*Akhbar. 
Cairo# 1925# I# 3# Cf. also na*[q]bs/9 Ingrams I# 5# according to 
the text published by A. J. Dr ewes t Bi. Or.# XI# (1954)# 93 f*# where 
he also suggests equating this with m*qbt of EES 50d5#10. Cf• the 
comment on these two words by A. Jamme# "L*inscription £a£ram.
Ingrams 1"# Bus.# 69 (1956)# 101# most of which is wrong and irrele
vant here.
Of the verbal usages of «qb one can compare CIH 529#2t kbr/w*qb/bt/ 
qyln/wtqdm(3)byt/qyln/yrs/wkwkbn# according to the text by Kordtmann 
and Hittwoch# Sab. Inachr.# 135# where they point out that kbr/w*qb 
are finite verbs# because of the following wtqda. They render this 
ast "was kablr and 4aqib over the house of the qayl and superintended
(3) the qayl—house Yarls and Kawkaban") ibid. I would modify this
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transaction sat "controlled and administered (the business9 the 
finance) of the house of the gayI and took charge (of the building) 
of the Qayl's house IRS and of Kawkaban" • Hofner# 2IAI# 91 ff*9 
objects to Uordtmann and Mittwooh's rendering of kbr/w*qb# herself 
renders it set "elarged and widened" the house eto.# and then makes 
a long examination of other oases where ESA *qb is attested. I do 
not propose to review here her views given there#«-*one of them# 
concerning CIH 571#9* fqbhw# was referred to above—  but none of 
them invalidates taking kbr/wtqb in the sense 1 assign to it above. 
Another verbal usage to be oonpared is RES 3688#8s w*tqb/i "to obey#

i * v j

to oooply"! of. CB-Ol.# 211.
Cf. also footnote 2 to artiole wjl (*41) for *qbt and its plural *qb# 
RES 2667#2-3# whioh I render "mountain road"# Instead of "strong*
• i , » * * ( t ~e

hold"# aocording to Bhodokanakis# St.# II# 49.
*qat Has wan# AA—S*U# 74# gives ma>qim « al-frajis bayna kulli shay*ayn»
« • « ' t

"a barrier between any two things"# and then adds that oertain 
people of al-Yaaan oall *atabat al-bab# "the threshold"# natqla.
In the Fatawa of the 16th oentuyy South Arabian jurist Ibrahim b. 
Ju'm&n ma+qim is unequivooably attested as "sluioe") cf. 199 v;
204 r§ 205 rf of the manuscript of these Fatawa in the possession 
of B. B. Serjeant. Cf. also the so oalled vAqa ruins near Shabwa# 
in reality irrigation sluioesf cf. the detailed description thereof 
and their picture in Philby# Sheba1s Daughters# 112 and the facing 
plate. I think that the application of t h r eshold** ma,qia to 
"threshold"# as stated by Kaswan# must have originated from the
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use of quadrate blookB, of lintel shape, to block the outlet of 
a channel, or the sluice, in order to regulate the flow of water) 
of* R* LeB* Bowent ADSA, pi* 54, P* 103* It is in this sense of 
"blocks" that ma«aqim, sing., na,qim> is used in HamdanT, Iklll,
¥111 (Baghdad ed.)f 64, in the passage about mafrfld Bayt Janbaf 
which says 1 wa-k&na fl-hl ma^aqlmu min balaf qad inqa|a*at •awsaju-ba 
min mawajl*! al—•aqdani wa»-l—frawaf irl tala jull al—dahrt "And there 
were in it blooks of paving stones whose middle parts have been 
worn out from (or, at) the treading places of feet and hoofs over 
the long time"* This passage from ffamdanl was compared in CIH ad 
540,15*161 mtqmn) of* the note thereto* After discussing the differe
nt views about interpreting ma*aqim in this passage, CIH adopts the 
sense of "threshold! lintel", after modern Taman! usages given by 
Glaser, and then renders m*qmn in CIH 540,15*16 ast "cataraota"! 
"oluice, floodgate"• This is exactly the sense of ma<qlm in Ibn 
Ju9tCn,s Fatawa*

•mnt Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, III, 142) Lisan and Taj, art* *mn, give 
•amlna * »arj-un sahlat "plain, flat, land", as in the dialect of 
al—Taman* I compare this usage with the only oaso in whioh ESA *mn 
is attested in RES 4085,5, whioh reads 1 wbr»/w#a */bh(5)rt[/»n]hln/ 
>rb*t/>hln)/w*trrhmw/>mnhw/Cw]bydhw/* Hordtmann and Mittwooh, gimj* 
Inschr*, 8, rendered this asi "And thetv built and dug up in the 
lowground of the [pal]mgardens four communities and their freemen? 
[and]?"* They do not translate •mnhw/[w]bydhw, and in the hote 

thereto, ibid*, 9, they say that it is not clear to whom 09 what
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the suffix -hw at the end of the two words refers* They also
hesitate botween taking the words as prepositions or whether to
link *mn with the Arabic root *mn and byd with the Arabic root byd*
In the latter case they say the two words would mean "the settled
people and the nomads"* Hofner, ZlAl,II, 61 ff*, ro— examines the
whole text and renders the passage above as i "and has built and
constructed in stone in the low ground of the [pal]mgardeas four
junctions, "Anschlusse", and their (appertaining) dam-canals by
himself (or, on his own initiative) and out of his own means") ibid*
83* She takes *mn as the preposition, and obviously takes byd as
made of b«f yd| cf* p* 83 notes 3 and 4* Hofner's rendering makes
better sense, but 1 think that in place of her *mnhw/[w]bydhw/I "by
himself and out of his own means" it is probably better to renders
"the flat land and the prominent (or, high) land"*
Notes to this translations

The suffix -hw at the end of the two words does not refer to 
a definite thing or person but is Impersonal) of* HES 3943,6s 
wh* tw/wld/ * lmqh/wgwny/frrhw/w*bdhw/ s "and he brought baok the 
children of *LMQH and the whole army, freemen and slaves", and 
1* 9* w*sd/*bdn/frrhw/w*bdhw/s "and the soldiers of 9BDN, both 
freemen and slaves", according to Beeston, SI, 63*

•mns "flat land, plain", cf* above*
byds "prominent, high, land or terrain") cf* Arabio bada a 1-shay*us 

gaharas "to appear, to rise, to be prominent") Lisan and Taj, art 
bwd* Lisan adds that is also mentioned under byd, but the exact 
usage la not given there, and the nearest to it under byd is 
bay da* * al-makan al-mustawl al-nushrifs "an even high ground", 
also described as ghaligat—un gulbas "rough and hard"* Taj says
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that bad* * gahara ia metathetical from bada* The substantive 
byd is also attested in CIH 5l8f3t bydn/dglfcn/wdmfrfan/wt*dhw/ 
bdt[/w] (4) * In/w* rj/ytlwVlmlk/sb »/bf nun/ * CIH renders bydn here 
asi "prope", taking it as b + yd and equating it vith Hebrew 
•al yadi 11 by the side of, near**. But the syntax of bydn, with 
nunation, and of the two following nouns, with the relative d, 
suggests that bydn is a substantive made of one word and not 
prepositional* Besides, it should be pointed out that the context 
treats of land and irrigation* Cf* also CIH 576t byd/#rflhw/ 
bf nwt/y #8/wbrkt/y *s/df sy/ * * * * , where byd is again rendered by 
CIH as "prope"* It is also again to be noticed that byd occurs 
in a context of land and Irrigation works* Besides, the relative 
pronoun & in dfey cannot refer to any of *rj., fnwt or brkt, the 
accepted substantives in the same line, as they are feminine and 
the pronoun is masouline* And unless it is to be argued that the 
relative pronoun might have had an antecedent in the missing 
beginning of the inscription, if it is considered to be damaged, 
or in CIH 35® (* Hal* 85), considered to be the preceding part 
of this text,-cf. the prefatory note to CIH 576- then it should 
be quite feasible to take byd as the antecedent* It is definitely 
more than coincidence that byd in all the three texts it is 
attested in occutb in a very clear context of land and irrigation* 
It must, therefore, pertain to either or both* The context of 
•mnhw in RES 4O85,Suggests that it pertains to land*

♦ysH: Ibn IXirayd, Jamhara, III, 63? Lisan and Taj, art* *ysh* give 
<e.ysh =» al-ta*amt "food, foodstuffs* grains", as in the dialect 
of al-Yaraan* Taj adds in the "supplement" of art* *ysh, on the 
authority of ZamakhsharT that faysh * zar*t "seed produce" is in 
the dialect of al—gijaz* In ESA, j£t, from the root fye, is attested 
in CIH 548,10* wdkr/nfrs/*st/mfcrmn/, which I render as* "and whoso 
repeats the disturbing of life at the temple (or, sanotuary)"* A
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full examination of this translation is given under footnote 1 to 
article drrf of. p. 11 of footnotes thereto. It is pointed out 
there that Orimrae and Hofner take *st as* "lebensmittel"| "food,

« fprovisions”, a rendering based on comparing Arabic *aysh. but whioh 
I reject. Apart from the context, which does not admit *st having 
a sense of "food", I think that this sense of "food" is only 
attested for *aysh and never for *Taha. whioh only meanst "life, 
manner of life". [#aysh is the ordinary word for "bread" in Kgypt, 
used metaphorically for "food" in general in Palestine and in South 
Arabia (cf. Landberg, Ql. Pat., 2346) and in Kuwait and *Uman for 
rice in particular.] 

fqfti Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, II, 175I Lisan and Taj, art, fqfr, give 
fuqqafratu al-yad and faqfratu al-yad * rafratu-hai "the palm of the 
hand" as in the dialeot of al~Taroan, and add that it is called so 
beoause of its openness, ll-ittlst^l-ha. Lisan and Taj, ibid., give 
faqfta * mindll al—•ifrrawt "the cloth wrapped around oneself when
under vows of pilgrimage" also as in the dialeot of al*Taman. No
explanation is giyen, but I think it comes from the faot that the
cloth used for this purpose has to be one length of material, open
and with no sewing or stitching of any kind. Further, Lisan and Taj, 
ibid., give faqafra ■ saffat "to swallow a powder", whioh probably 
comes from opening the mouth wide for the purpose, as in the dialect 
of a 1—Taman. Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, II, 175t gives this usage as 
qafafraf of. also Lisan and Taj, art. qffr, where they give qafafra « 
saffa, on Ibn ]Xiraydts auhtority but without indicating that it
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is in the dialect of al-Taman* In Arabic the usages deriving from 
the root fqfr are mainly explicable by corresponding usages deriving 
from the root ftfet of*, e.g., tafaqqafra * tafattajai "to open", 
said of blossoms) faqafra al-jarwu and faqqafra * fatafra •aynay-hii 
"the puppy, the vhelp, opened its eyes", etc*) of* Lisan, art* fqfr 
Bhodokanakis, AST, I, 75, compared the XamanT usage of fuqqafratu 
al-yad, quoted from Lisan, with BBS 3945,15* fqfe/t*d/, whioh he 
rendersi "opened an outlet to, ... supplied with water") cf* also 
Beeston, SI, 70, and of* footnote 3 to article wjl (*jl)*

fqlt Lisan and Taj, art* fql, give faql * tadhriyai "winnowing" as 
in the dialeot of al-Taman on the authority of aL»Ha£r (b* Shumayl) 
in kltab al-zar*. It is then added that faql means rayfs "crop, 
harvested crops", and one says •afqalat *arj.u-humi "their land had 
(or, gave) a (good) harvest or orop"* Finally Nagr is quoted as 
saying that this usage is rare, gala wa-hadha al-frarfu gharlb*
Cf* ESA fqli "crops", BBS 4176,10,11) »fql, (pi*), "orops, harvests" 
CIH 2,15 oto*, and the verbal usage in CIH 80,10s bki^yfqln/*rb*y/ 
♦qdrmi "that he may gather (great) orops (or, it may produce crops), 
forty measures", aocordlng to Beeston, SI, 17I of* his note thereto, 
p* 18* Cf* also CB-Q1*, 219, where the Arabic usages given above 
are ooiqpared*

qrgt gafrafr, art* qrg, also quoted in Lisan and Taj, art# qrg, says
that kabab-un qaragl or quraft^ is called so because it is attribu
ted to the land of qaraf1 "acacia", whioh is al—Taman, because At 
is the place where qarap grows* The entry, I believe, leaves out 
much relevant information* I think that the specification of the
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entry as kabah-un qaragl or qurapl la meant to refer to the use of 
thia expression in the mutallaqa of al-garith b. filllaa of Tashkur 
where it ia aaidt frawla qays-ln muatal*imlna pi-kabsh-in qaragtyy-in 
ka-*anna-hu ♦abla^ui "(They came) around Qiays sheltering (behind) 
a Qaragl great leader9 as if he were an (impregnable) rook (or, 
roofcy mountain)**• Qaya here ia Qeys b. tt&*dl-karib of Kinds, and 
in thia verse the poet ia reminding the king *Amr b* Hind of the aid 
hia tribe gave against thia Qsys and his followers from Ma'add* is 
a Kindi prince Qpys was to the poet a Tamanl* One does not know9 
therefore, whether qaragl was used for yaroanl, or whether the aenae 
of Tamanl was interpreted and forced onto it by the lexioographers* 
Besides, the variant form quragl oannot be aooepted as attributive 
to qstraft one expeota it to be attributive to qurag, or more proba
bly, to qurayga, The use of kabsh, literally "ram**, for **a great 
leader1* is tropical* However, we have in ESA an interesting compa
rable usage* CIH 540, in a section giving aooount of the kinds of 
food provided for the workers on the repair work of the dam at 
Ma*rib, says, 11* 41-43* wsty/wjlt/m(42)»t V  w * If V  dbyfr ( 43 ) V  wqrg n/ 
wbqrm, according to the text given by Sola Sole, Lee dos grandee 
inscripiones, 10* CIH reads wqrgm for wqrgm here and renders it 
**oaprae(T)**, but without giving etymology* Sola Sole, op* cit*, 16, 
oommenta that the reading qrgm, when compared with Arabioo^ » givei 
a sense not in line with dbyfrm in the preceding line* The reading 
qrgm is certain and cannot be challenged or emended* But atill I 
think that it should be possible to compare this qrgm with kabsh
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qaragl and render it as "rams". Two points necessitate comment here 
(1) The interchange of £  and £  is paralleled) cf • my NQI,IX, 421
n* 19 and Beeston9 N0SAL# III9 132 and n* 26* (2) Arabic kabsh
qaragl or quragl seems to indicate a species of rams rather than

 ̂ simply a Tamanl ram9 as olaimed by the lexica* Its use in al~gari- 
th*s mu'allaqa should be construed as metaphorically using kabsh 
qaragl for Qays and not in the sense of a "Tamanl great leader"9 
as if could have said kabsh yamanl instead without any change in 
the sense*

qshmi Haswan9 AA-S*U, 869 gives qushm * ma yu,kalu min al-buquli 
\ ka-l-fujli wa-na,frwi-hii "vegetable edible (raw)9 like radishes

and the like"9 as in the dialeot of al-Taman* HamdanI, Iklll9 VIII, 
(Baghdad ed*), 1829 says that qushm in the dialeot of ginyar meant 
thimar al-kharlft "the fruits9 the orops9 of autumn"* Wasi'T,
Tarlkh al-Taman, Cairo, 1947, 1319 says that qushal is the Tamanl 
word for fujli "radishes" (cf• also Rossl9 Arabor Parlato a gan*a», 
143 )t and on p* 303 Wasi*I gives qashaham as the equivalent of 
sanT« "water worker* one who raises water from a well or the like"* 
In BSA qsm is attested in CIH 30899t wsr*/qsmtn/w>hdrhw/w9kfrhw/ 
wqwrthw/» "and the irrigation of the orchard (or9 vegetable garden) 
and its channels and its sluices (?) and its ••(?)••"9 according 
to Bee8ton9 Si, 27* In the note thereto9 p. 30, Beeston says, 
\smtm Bh(odokanakis) "according to the Iklll this would be fruits, 
aocording to Haswan vegetables, aooording to the North-arabic 
lexica qashmai masllu al-ma?l fl al-rawfl"* " Cf* also CIH 308 bis,
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in two places* It is perhaps better to render qsmt here ast
"leading oanal# oanal whioh brings in watery a sense whioh fits
sr* before itf of* RES 4198»2i whbfrr/wflf r/war,n/b*rhmw/rwym9 where
sr*n corresponds to hnbj or snb| in similar contexts (of* CIH 399£)
RES 2816,11-13f 2952,3I 30l2fl7| 4700| 4731,2)» snbj and hnbj mean
"to dig down to water) to reach water) to make the well flow with
water") cf* Qamua, art* nbj) cf* further under article *fd* Cf*
also Arabio aharl»at "a water source which runs continuously and
whose water runs on the surfaoe of the earth and is not hauled up
with palls"* Thus wsr*/qsmtn/ can be rendered! "and the supplying 

ofwith watery letting in water to, the leading oanal"* 
nqlt Taj, art* nql, gives naqll » kullu jarlq fl al-jabals "any road 

in the mountain"9 as in the dialeot of al-Taman* Lisan and Taj 9 
art* nql, also give manqal as "a road in the mountain" but without 
specifying a dialeot* CIH t6T,I reads *sd/hglw/wsbrn/dmhrtn/*dy/ 
nkl/srtn, and CIH renders nkl/srtn as a proper noun9 but in the 
note thereto it is explained as "mons abrruptus regionis altae"9 
and with this CIH compares al-naqll, bi-lughat al-yaman, al-*aqaba, 
quoting from Taqut, Mu*jam, IV9 p* 810* CIH makes two mistakes here* 
The first is misinterpreting *aqaba as "mons abruptus"9 when in 
Arabio it msans "a mountain road") of* under article *qb above 
and footnote 2 to article wjl (9jl)* The seoond is misinterpreting 
nkl9 whioh should have here the same sense as it has elsewhere9 and 
whioh is9 according to Rhodokanakjs9 St., II9 269 "kunstvoile 
Arbeit"9 but whioh I renders "engrave, excavate, hollow up9 in
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stone* rock, or hard terrainN) of* the following article. The ESA 
term comparable with XamanT Arabic naqll is rrnqli "mountain road"* 
attested in RES 3550*3} 4323*6*10}.and its plural ranqlt* attested 
in RES 2633 (* CIH 62l)*7| and CIH 413*1, Cf, Rhodokanakis* St^* 
II* 93* where he compares with mnqln* RES 355°*3* modem Tamanl 
naqll* after Olaser* Reise nach Marib} and cf, CRp-Ol,* 191» where 
Arabio manqal is compared with ESA mnql, 

nkli This article is included here as a supplement to the preceding 
article. I compare with ESA nkl Arabic mankal * al-|akhri "rook"* 
and »ankdla al-frajara *an makani—hi « dafa*a-hu *ai>-hm "to move 
away* to remove* the stone from its place"* and of, the tradition 
muflaru ^akhratu allahi allatl la tunkal* explained la tudfa*u 
•amnia sullijat *alay-hi lithubuti-he fl al-^arfli "cannot be moved 
away from what is under their authority (or* under its weight)* 
beoause of their (or* its) fastness to the ground". Two points 
will have been noticed here* (l) that in all these oases there is 
close association between "rocks" and the usages derived from the 
root nkl} (2) that the usages of »ankala given here have a privative 
sense* that of moving away a stone or rock. Privative usages are 
normally denominative* which suggests that it derives from mankal 
or from another substantive now not attested in the Arabic lexica, 
[For the privative usages of derived verbs in Arabic of, Ibn Jindi* 
al-<hafa*ig. III* 75-33} and Noldeke* Heue Beitrage,] ESA nkl has 
verbal and substantive usage derived therefrom, I shall start by 
examining the verbal ones, CIH 230*2 reads 1 whnklw/* rb *t/krfn^wb» r/
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where CIH9 guided by the context of »rb *t/krfn/wb*r/9 renders 
whnklw/ as "foderunt"* "excavated, dug out". Cf. alBO CIH 88993* 
hnklwC/b*]rn> "foderunt [pu]teuaw. I agree with this rendering 
on etymological grounds as well, hnkl here has a privative sense, 
that of "to move away rook or stones". For privative Form IV in 
ESA of. RES 3945*15-16* wnflw/gn*/hgrhw/n&n/*d/h(l6 )srshwt "and 
demolished the wall of his city n3n until (16) he razed it"9 
according to Beeston9 SX9 64| cf. also his note thereto9 p. ?09 
where he adds9 "hiaret a denominative from are/ .,. "foundation"! in 
the same line of thought as (Arabic) ista>§ala." nkl is also 
attested in a number of texts as substantive and perhaps infinitive. 
CIH 373 reads* hfrdty/alt/nkl/gwbn/* "instauraverunt clivum fossae 
muri (?)", according to CIH9 where nkl/t "fossa" is taken in line 
with hnklw/* "foderunt"9 CIH 230,2* Rhodokanakis, 3t.9 II9 25* 
reads this as* hfrdty/tit/nkl/gwbn/ and renders it as* "have renewdd 
what had fallen of the artistically carved out (or9 pierced through) 
wall structure"• He reads tlt/9 after Qlasor*s oopy instead of

mmm—mmm
i

git as emended in CIHf and he takes gwbn as indicating the "well*- 
shaped small vents (T)9 "Luftoffnungen (?)"", which Olaser says 
were in the wall of £aram BtlqXsf Boise nach Marib9 138. Rut of. 
what I think of these vents on p. 12 of Appendix II (Nazar Aohouxy). 
I follow CIH in reading zlt/ and I render the same as* "renewed 
the drainage duct of (or9 in) the dressed (or9 out out) rock-face 
of the cistern (or9 reservoir)".
Notes to the translation*
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gitI "drainage duct"j of. for this meaning the detailed examination 
under footnote 5 (?) to article grfr (p. 23 ?*, in the footnotes 
thereto)* Cf* the account of "drain" works in the entrance hall 
of Temple *VH given in 7* 7* Albright, AUSA, 226* This drain 
or one similar to it must have been referred to in this text* 

nkli "dressed (or* out out) roclo-face", or, perhapsi "the out out, 
hollowed, stone"* It depends whether the cutting was of the 
rook in whioh the oistem was dug out, or in the stone from 
whioh the drain duot was built* 

gwbnt "cistern, reservoir", dug out in rook* Cf* Qur*an lxxxix,9l 
jabu al«"sakhraa explained as naqabu al-feijarata *** fa-ittakha- 
dhu-ha buyut—ant "excavated, dug out, the rod* and used them 
as house*"| SuyufI, Itqan, I, 133, on the authority of Ibn 
♦Abbas * Arabio jaba does not mean "den Stein, den 7elsen durch— 
bohren", as Bhodokanakis renders it when he compares it with 
his gwbn/i "durchbrochenen Mauerwerk"! cf* 1. pit* Cf* also 
Arabio jawba « al-frufratu al-mustadlratu al-wasi*atm "a round 
wide pit or hole", and shibhu rahwat—in takunu bayna gahranay 
dur al-qawmi yasXlu fXha al-»majan "something like a depression 
between the houses of a group of people into whioh rainwater 
flows or gathers"! of* also ijtaba al-bi»rat ^^tafara-hat "to 
have a well, a cistern, dug out" and jawwabi "one who digs out 
wells until he reaches water"! Taj and Lisan, art* jwb* Cf•
BBS 2980 bis,31 bgwbj^i "dans les interstioes", according to 
0* Hyokmansf 1 render it "in the oraoks"| of* my BQI, 21*

CIH 329,2 reads! bn/mkl/nkl/slf/w^mr/wfnw/, whioh I render! "from
all the excavating (or, clearing of stone, removal of rock) of the
levelled ground and the channels and the oanals". For slf! "levelled
ground", of* under article slf above*
RES 4194f6 reads! wtqd]msVl^y>t/wm*d*l/wmrtdVwd^rtn/bnklhmw*
This is the closing line of the insoription, which tells of .
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constructions and work done to a tower, an irrigation system, 
reservoirs, drainage systems, and digging up of vineyards and 
of land being prepared for cultivation for the first tine, w*rflhmw/ 
tbarn/flatm, (of# Arabio »absara * frafara fl »arfl-in magluma; and 
galama al—*arfla m frafara*-ha wa-lam takun huflrat mb* qabla fthallkl 
of# Lisan, arts# bar and glm respectively)) and nklhmw, the last 
word in the whole text, refers to all this work# This is semanti-

i

cally and technically the equivalent of the South Arabian term 
•ana* mufrtaram, literally, "inalienable, legally recognised, toil", 
used in the Fataws of Ibn Ju'man, the 16th century Taman? jurist, 
to indicate work and construction on land that in themselves 
constituted extra rights above and over the right to the ground 
itself# It is also indicated there as •umra gahirat "obvious, 
recognisable, work or construction"| (of# R# B# Serjeant1s manuscri
pt copy of the Fatawa, 180 r#)Compare with this Arabic nakal in 
its developed sense of "punishment, torture", whioh is akin to 
"toil, hard work"# But it might be possible still to see in nklhmw 
here the sense of "exoavatingf clearing, stones, rooks or hard 
terrain", since most of the work done, if not all, would have 
entailed that# Cf# also Jaime 511,3 (Rossi 15,3), whioh readsi 
wrtdw/nklhmw/mr*hm[w, where Jamme renders nklhmw ast "leur reser
voir", but without etymology) cf# "Inscriptions sud-arabe de la 
oollection 2# Rossi", RSO, XXX, Faso# I-II, 1955, 108# Line 2 of 
the same text, partly damaged, mentions wm*glhmw, whioh indicates 
that the context had to do with irrigation workB# I think that
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the context is not clear enough to make the rendering of nklhmw/ ass 
"leur reservoir** justifiable* A sense akin to that assigned to 
nklhmw in RES 4194*6 should apply to it as well*
RES 4050t2 reads»- hfrd]tw/kl/nkl/qdn/dqn/m[qbrhmw) I render this ast 
"and they originated all the dressing of the stones (or* the triramiq 
of the rook faoe) in front of the portico of their burial-place*'•
For dqni "portico"* cf• my ASA MLDQNT* 333 n* 2 and 334*
Fakhry 95 + 94»2 readst wkl/nkl/rndqnthnrwf I render this ast "and all 
the stone dressing of their miftrab-portico"* For mdqnti "mlfrrab—  

portico"* of, mj ASA MDQNT* passim*
Three other texts have nkl in comparable contexts and I propose to
treat them as one unit*
CIH 40*3i wkl/nkl/w^wf/wgll/wttgt/sqf/kwn/bhyt/nt^tVtlfm* which I 
render ast "and all the stone dressing and building in courses and 
paving with stone slabs and perfecting the (structure of the) roofed 
appurtenance (or* roofed vestibule) whioh was in this nftn TLFM". 
Notes to this transaltiont
nkl1 "stone dressing") this was either done before building the 

stones or blocks into the structure* or* not improbably* after 
they had been built* of* F* P* Albright* ADSA* 218* 233* 

if£» "building in courses") cf* Arabio saf 1 "a course of masonary 
built in a wall") or* perhaps* "the ooping"* of* Arabic zayfi 
•ifrTz or funuft "the coping* or ledge* or oomioe that protects 
a wall* surrounding the upper part of the walls at the top of 
a house") cf* Lane* Lexicon* s*v* Beeston* SI* 9* "facing") of* 
his note thereto* p* 10*

"paving with stone slabs"; cf* under article 311 above*
tyti "perfecting (the structure)") for this sense cf* Arabio frata»a
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al-jidara and >afrta*a-hu « »afrkama-hui "to perfect, to tighten, 
the (etruoture of the) wallMf Taj, art. ht». Cf• also Taj and 
Lie an, art. frty, where usages the same and similar to those 
given under yt* are attested* Cf. there especially smfrtat * 
al-muwaththaqu al-khalqi "tightly, firmly, built", said to be 
metathetioal from mufrtatl. Por the interoh&nge of t and i| cf•
ESA wtf, which I equate with Arabic waglfa and waglf| cf• foot* 
note 1 to article dyn| cf. also Arabic ftinta*w * frinpa»wi "e 
short man"| Taj, arts., frt* and frng»w. Beeston, SI, 9* "even 
lay-out") and in the note thereto, p. 10, he says, "Por the 
etymology Bh(odokanakis) (st II 34, note 4) c(om)p(ared) (Hebrew] 
fra$ah "divide, halve", and from this developed a tr(anslation) 
"arrange evenly", referring to a ramp or a slope such as is 
found round a well (c(lH) I49) or on a roof (C(IH) 648,41 660,2)• 
Henoe H(ofnerJ, (ZA)EA (U) 88 here "the (even) slope". Dubious 
as this ig, nothing else has been suggested." Cf. also Bhodo- 
kanakis, ZIAI,I, 63, where he re-states this etymology and 
examines the attested usages of frgy and frzf rendering them 
aocording to this etymology.

roofed appurtenance"| for this sense of. footnote 8 (d) to 
article grfr, and the foot-remark on p. 39 of the footnotes 
thereto. This sense is perahps preferable to "roofed vestibule", 
given as an alternative, because of the obscure sense of nftn, 
to which this sqf appertained* cf• the foot-remark on p. 5 of 
article jyb, and the foot-remark on p. 21 of the footnotes to 
article srfr. But if njjtn is to be taken as a kind of building, 
then it is better to render "roofed vestibule" rather than 
"roof", because of the following kwn/bhyt/nj*tn/, which seems 
to indicate something of a more "independant" standing than 
a "roof" would have. Por sqf1 "roofed vestibule", cf# thethe 
same referenoes as for "roofed appurtenanoe" given above.

CIH 648,4 reads 1 wbythmw/n*mn/f *dbw/whkl/whgr[fr/]wfrgyn/tfrpyt/wnkl/
kl/jdqm. Por the reading of hkl/whgr[fr] cf. footnote 8 (e) to article
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jrb* There I took hkl as Form I? from kll and rendered it ast
"completed"f which makes satisfactory sense* But I realise that

* * •*it might he possible to take it as Fora IV from nklf although I
—  * 4 4

4 .

feel that this is not so justifiable in view of the twice attested 
hnklwf CIH 230f2 and 889»3f cf. above* I render wfrgyn/tfrgyt/wnkl/
kl/qdqm ast "and perfecting (in a) finish and (smooth) stone
dressing in the best manner"*
CIH 94 (according to Mordtmann and itittwoch9 Sabaische Inschr*> 
207, after 01. 799 (ZDMfl XLIII p. 660 ff.)) reads 1 wkl/nklhw/ 
ytfr[g]thw« The context is obeoure because of the damaged state 
of the line* But one can render this ast "and all its stone dressing 
and its perfecting"*
Finally I come to CIH 287flt because of which this article was 
Included here* It readst >ad/hglw/w»brVdmhrtn/*dy/nkl/BrtV9 whioh 
I render ast "Those (or9 the men) who completed and built up (the 
house) dMHHTH until the dressed stones of the top"f orf mort'proba- 
bly in my opinion9 "completed and built up (ot9 reveted) the 
inside walls of (the well (or9 reservoir)® dMHRTN until the excava* 
ted rook bed of the bottom"*
Botes to these translational
,sdi "men"f and not"soldiera"9 since they are described in 1* 14 

of the text ast mqtt/nqrn^yh»mn* Also possibly "those who"* 
hflwi "completed"! in the case of taking the building in question 

as a house9 this would mean "covered with the roof"| in case it 
is taken as a well or reservoir9 it would mean "completed9 
finished off"| cf* footnote 8 (e) to article ^r^9 p* 52 of the 
footnotes thereto*
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wsbrnt Arabio aabara has two usagee comparable heres aabara * waja*i 
al»bunyan ba*fla-hu fawqa ba*fl-lni "to build up, to lay tho 
structure, tho masonry, on oouroo on top of tho other", and 
oabara • jaws al-blTa bl-l^frljarai "to revet, to lino9 tho 
inoido walla of tho woll or oiotom with stones"* Tho lattor 
oonoo seen* to bo tho more common of tho two* In Ibn Ju'm&n, 
Fatawm9 aablr9 pi* zubur, is used to moan a hind of dyico or 
embankment for holding tho irrigation wator on tho land whilo 
irrigating! of* B* 3* Serjeant's manuscript oopy of tho FatawO, 
179 207 r* Tho former oonoo goes with "house", whilo tho
lattor gooo with "well, reservoir"* 

dahrtnt C&-01*, 1439 art* obr9 "(oastellum) du*»Mahratan"f I suggest
ssm m  m m m m m m  •

that it night have also indioatod a woll or reservoir*
•dy» "until", either upwards9 with houso9 or downwards9 with woll 

or rooorvoirf of* tho following note* 
nkli "stone dressing, droosed stones", with houoe9| "excavated 

rook bed", with woll or rooorvoirf of* tho beginning of this 
article, especially ad CIH 230,2 and 373* u. , j.,:,

ortm "top", with houaof of* Arabio earah ■ gahrt "back", of an 
animal or a mountain! "bottom", with woll or rooorvoirf of* 
Arabio aurratu al-frawfl * muotaqarru al~aa»l fl *aqqe-hui "tho 
plaoo where wator settles, or gathers, at tho bootom of a tank 
or reservoir"* Bhodokanakis, ZIAI,I, 22, in lino with hia 
interpretation of nkl asi "kunstvoll Arbeit", says that ho takes 
srtn hero aa a loanword from Aooadian , and oaya that it meanst 
"an overseer, an offioial", who, according to tho oloar context 
of tho inscription hero, was in charge of some structure* I fool 
that this la a plooo of foroed argument, and makes poor sense 
with •dy/nkl/srtm "until tho artisitlo work of tho (building) 
overseer", aa it has to bo rendered acoording to his views*

nkl ia also partly restored in CIH 28,2, whioh roadst wbdt/stwfy/
mq(fr)/wnk(l), whioh I would renderI "and bemause he fully realised
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(or, accomplished.) the making (water)tight and the stone dress[ing] 
(or, the trimming, cutting out, of the rock faoe or bed)"* The 
context la obscure* Tor mq^t "making water-tight", of* the full 
examination of ESA hqfr and sqfr under footnote 5 (e) to article 
qrfr (pp* 19-22 of the footnotes thereto)* Mordtmann and Hittwoch, 
Sabalsohe Inschr*, 208, suggest after examining the usages of nkl 
in the different texts that nkl is synonymous to mqfr, whioh they 
hold meant "to excavate" (of* ibid*, 179)* They, therefore, reject 
Hemmel and Bhodokanakis's rendering of nkl as "kunstvoll Arbeit" 
because they hold that nkl had more concrete sense* Bhodokanakis, 
ZIAI,X, 42-43, contests Mordtmann and Mittwooh's Interpretation of 

and end ibid*, 65 ff*, contests the validity of their
equating with nkl* While I de not agree with Mordtmann and 
Mittwooh's view of ̂  and mqfr, it is dear that their view about 
nkl, reaohed to from a different approach, agrees basically with 
mine* But 1 offer an etymology, while they do not* On the other 
hand, while 1 do not agree with Bhodokanakis1s nkls "kunstvoll 
Arbeit", I think that a seraanticr relation, though vague, can be 
shown to exist between the hard and often careful work of excavating 
rocks and stones and dressing and trimming stones and rock faoes on 
the one hand, and "artistio work", on the other* 

wBhbi Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, I, 2951 Lisan and Taj, art* wshb, give
tamrat-un washbat-un * ghallgatu al-llfra»t "a date with thiok skin"! 
as in the dialect of al-Taman* RES 3689,11 reads t wswb/wtmr/ 
Bhodokanakis, $T,1, 59, renders this as£> "the vegetables and the
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fruits of *Amm"# and in the commentary# ibid*# 110f he quotes from 
Lisan this Tamanl usage of washba and says that it is a suitable 
sense for wswb here* Bhodokanakis9 who in gT#I# 57 reads RES 3689# 
11 ast nfrql/s*bn/kfrd/ddtnt/wswb/wtmr/*tm/ » points out later# £T#II# 
110# that between nfrql/ and /dint/ stands a space of 6*7 letters 
whioh cannot be made out from the squeeze. In view of this uncert
ainty about what preoeded wswb/wtmr/# and in view of the fact that 
Arabio washba is an adjective and not a substantive# I think that 
it is feasible to render wswb ast "and the honey") of* CIH 32092s 
swbnt "mel"* According to Abu *Ubayd# •Amwal# 5°6f Taman was bllad 
al-*asal# "the land of honey*** 

wthnt HamdanI# Iklll# X# 103# when speaking about a clan called Wathan 
b« Qudam# says that a certain Ibrahim b* #Abd al-Wahhab al»*UqbI# 
from the clan Naml# knsmen of the said Wathan* told him that Qudam 
had no "son" called Wathan but that it was the name of a place which 
had been made a boundary or frontier between between certain tribes 
in whioh there was a wathan# explained as al-*alamt "landmark# 
boundary mark or stone"* This is the same sense as that of ESA wtni 
"boundary stone") of* CB-01*# 142#
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A tradition in BukhSrI, gafrlfr, Cairo, 134 A*H., 105 f., says 
that Muhammad was asked about the lawfulness of drinking bit** a wine 
made from honey whioh the people of Taman used to drink, and he ruled 
that it was unlawful) cf* also Ibn Sa*d, TabaqSt, I, 2, 86* NihSya, 
art* btr* enters this tradition and says bit< is "the wine of the 
people of Taman"* LisEn* art* bti * says al-bltc *** al-khamr* yamSnlyya, 
and adds wa-bata<ji-hSi khammara—h£, wa-l-battSr t al -khaomUr, and then 
gives the entry from NlhBya* T5j, art* bt* * adds to this that AbU MBsS 
al-*Ash*arI indicated that al-bit( was the wine of *ahl al-yaman made 
of honey) T5j also adds al-batt3ri al«4chamm5r bi-lughat al-yaman*

In ESA, bti is attested in two texts, RES 2918,1 and 4698,4*
In both texts it is a "wine" of a sort* RES 4698 readst sqny(3)[w]tl*/ 
mr>s/syn/d. Jlm/nsr/*lq*(4)hn/nqr/bt ̂/bn/bn/ti * mt /wq§ * s. *G • Ryckmans 
renders 1* 4 as "la pierre sculpt6e qu'll a acquise par achat, et il 
lfa dediee", Mus., 50 (1937), 249. Beeston, N0SAL,II, 262, in connec
tion with his interpretation of ESA q$* as "oblation vase" renders the 
same line ast "the carved stone [i*e* statue], which he had acquired 
by purchase and its (accompanying) oblation-vase"* I render the same as 
"this (wooden) hollowed receptacle of bit *-wine ,through purchase, and 
its (drinking? or, libation?) bowl"*

»  Cf* the PS to this article for a variant reading of RES 4698,3-4, 
given by M HOfner, after SE 49, and Rhodokanakis•s interpretation 
thereof, in Bib* Or,* X, 1953, 150 f.



Notes to my translations
ngrt "(wooden) hollowed receptacle"# At the end of the tradition from 

Bukhlrl, op, cit## quoted above about the prohibition of bitr# it 
is added that he also prohibited making nabldh (fruit-drink, pre
sumably the non-intoxicant type) in a variety of receptacles among 
them alwiaqlr# According to the lexica naqlr is "a log that is 
carved out or hollowed and then used for making wine, the wine made 
therein becoming very strong") of. Lisin and T5.1, art, nqr# O.Hyck- 
mans, 1, cit## "pierre sculpt^e", by ‘oomparlng Arabic naqarat "to 
hollow, to carve in stone or wood") Beeston, 1. cit,, "carved stone 
[i.e. status]") this is in line with his assumption that qg* here, 
like in RES 4691»6, was 811 oblation vase placed in front of votive 
statues) of, further below the note to qq* • 

btft "bit*«*rlne# honey-wine"# 0. Ryckmansi "qu'il a acquise", hesitant
ly taking btf as Form VIII and oomparing Arabic ibtlcai "to buy"# 

nqr/bt */hns "this" etc# 0# Ryckmansvs and Beeston's translations do mot 
take account of hn here# 0# Ryckmans, 1# d t ,# adds the note, "hn, 
pronom relatif?"# This is the QagramI suffix of the "status deter
minate", here written separatly because it refers to the mu^lf# 
nqr, and not to the mufllf ^ilay-hi, bt*, the meaning "this receptac- 
le of bit*^wine"» The separate writing of hn here seems to lend 
support to Hommel's view that the suffix hn of the "state determi
nate" is a primitive or original form of demonstrative) of# HOfner, 
ASO, 113 end n# 1# 

bn/s*mt i "through purchase") as if to indicate that he did not make it 
himself (?). The dedicant here is yd°l byn mlk frflrmt# Or, "from the 
north" (?)•

qq*si "its (drinking? or, libation?) bowl") cf# Beeston, 1# cit.,
261 ff#, where he compares Eth# maq<JRt i "vase" and interprets qq1 
ass "a reoeptacle for incense or other offerings which w e  placed 
in front of votive statues"# I think that in the context of nqr/bt*i 
"receptacle of bit(-wine" it is more reasonable to interpret it as
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"bowl, jug" with which wine could be served or taken from the 
bigger receptacle, either for drinking or for libations * Eth. 
maqflut has the basic sense of "olla"9̂ < y "an earthen pot, a jar"* 
Cf* also Arabic gag *a, "a pail made of wood", cf* Posy, Supplement*
II, 359.

0 0 0 Q 0RES 2918,1 reads t dykrb/* (hjmrm/wtmnm/bt V>w/skr/wtmrs/ wfrly/, which 

I render, "Whomsoever) delivers (or, offers) offerings or (their) 
value, (be they) honey*4rine or dates-wine and its fruits and vegetables') 
cf* the full examination of this translation under article skr*

PS
/ /In her review of 0* Ryckmans, Repertoire d 1 Bpigraphic 

Semitique, VH, troisieme livraison (4665-5106), in Bib* Or,, X,
1953, 150-153, Maria HSfher, ibid,, 150 f.,says that according to 
the successfully made squeeze of SE 49 ( ~  HES 4698 == Philby 9), 
lines 3 and 4 of this text read, 3, irbl^/mr's/syn/dJlm/nsr/flfc

4* hn/nsr/btw/hs/bn/fc>mt/wqq>B 
She gives the translation which Rhodokanakis made of these lines in a 
lecture in 1932 as follows, "hat gewidmet (3) und geweiht selnem Herm 
Sin von *LM die Sttdseite (4) —  die Seite, die er fCtr sich behalten 
hat, 1st nach Norden —  und hat sie ihm Qbergeben", Then follow notes 
which Httfner quotes from Rhodokanakis*s lecture* The crucial note 
among them is his qlf<hn, "south", reaohed by a number of semantic 
comparisons*



According to Abu «Ubayd, Bisala, tabbarna, Qur*an xxv,39*
= *ahlakna "we destroyed, we annihilated", is a usage in the dialect 
of Saba*. Suyuti, Itq., 136, gives the same statement on the ultimate 
authority of Abu (*Ubayd) al-Qasira. But Suyuti further on, ibid., 139* 
give tatblr, verbal noun of Form II, Qur*an xvii,7* as Habati loanword* 
This is also given by Tabari, Tafsir, xix, 11, on the ultimate authority 
of Sa'id b. Jubayr.

Arabic tbr has corresponding roots in many Semitic languages 
and even has an Arabic variant with th, sc. thbr. A. Jeffery, For. Voc♦,89 
only quotes Suyuti to the effect that tatbir was Habataean, by which, 
as Jeffery points out, Suyuti meant Aramaic. Jeffery compares the corres
ponding roots from Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, Akkadian, Ethiopic, ESA and 
even Arabic thbr. The comparison leads to the conclusion that "Ar. tbr 
is a secondary formation and in all probability from the Aram(aic)"j 
he obviously considers the form thbr as the primary one.

— flfc- m

Actually Saghani, quoted in Taj, s.v. thbr, says that thabira = 
halaka "to perish*' is a variant of tabira with ta*. Cross-reference to 
this effect is not given under article tbr. This omission might suggest 
that SaghanT must have considered tbr the primary form although actually 
both forms are attested in the Qur*an.

In ESA tbr "to be damaged, to destroy" is well attested; cf. 

CR-G1. 258. It is probably correct that tbr was a secondary information 
probably borrowed from Aramaic. The comparison of a Sabaean usage here 
does not lend support to tbr as a primary form, and the comparison can



in as far as the sense is concerned and in as far as
tbr can be considered a variant form of thbr*

Qurtubi, Jami*, xiii, 34> quotes an assertion by al-lu*arraj 
and al-Akhfash that tabbarna tatbir-an, Qur*an xxv,39* is the equivalent 
of dammarna tadmir-an both in sense and etymology, the root tbr being 

a variant of dmr, with ta» for dal and ba» for mim. The assertion is 
definitely far fetched and hardly acceptable, especially that dmr, with 
the same basic sense of ”to destroy, to confound’1 is known in other 
Semitic languages; cf. W. Leslau, hex, soq., 130. The root is also 
attested in ESA* Moreover, dammarna, Qur* an, xvii,l6, is claimed by

Abu 'Ubayd, Kisala, to be a usage in the dialect of Hadramawt; cf.
under article dmr.
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According to Ibn Burayd, Jamhara, IIf 192 and I94, ^al^wa
and fralSh 1 *arfl-un tunbitu dhuktlra al-baql, "a land in which grow (orf
are grown) vegetables (that can be eaten raw)” is a YamanT usage9
yaaaniyya, LisTSn and T5j. art. frlw (frly) , give only fralSwa in this
sense but without specifying a dialect. The lexica give a number of 
other usages from this root which pertain to plants and agriculture.
Cf. fraly, "any herbage or growth that is like seed-produco” 5 fralwS* t 
”fruits”| LieRn, art. fclw.

a i t  ibid.. gives al-^aliyy * al-khaehabatu al-^awllatu 
bayna al-thawrayni "the long piece of wood that is between the two 
oxen"9 i.e. "the thill which holds the yoked oxen to the plough", or, 
"the yoke" as a YamanI usage, yamBnlyya. (Lis&n does not enter this va 
usage at all.) With this one Can semantically compare Arabic fadln 
and faddgni"*adgtu al-thawrayni fl al-qirSni li-l^arth, "the device 
which joins the two oxen for ploughing", and al-faddBnt al-taagra*at 
"plantation"! LisSn, art. fdn. It is possible, therefore, to suggest 
that fraliyyi "the yoking gear", is a developed sense from ^aliyyt 
"plantation, land used for cultivation".^

Usages from the root frly are attested in ESA.
(1) >frlyi RES 3346,55 3348,4; 3345,4! 3318,3,4,5; 3307,4; 3285,6!

3282,5! where *frly was rendered as "property, possessions". This sense 
was etymologically compared with Arabic ^allai "to become legal, to 
be one's lawfully", cf. Rhodokanakis, St., I, 66 f. Most of the texts 
cited above are partly or extensively damaged, but in one of them the
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context is clearly associated with land and cultivation! cf* BBS 3318,51 
w>frlym*y/^ymhy/rfbnh/m *n/wsrk/mlkn/wm*n/>ry/gndn, which I render t 
"and the plantations of each (group of) the dhimma and the ra<iyya of 
Ma*In and the king's tenants-in-fee and Ma*Xn, the land-tax payers 
of ••?••"! (of* the examination of this translation under articles 
sh^m (sym), $bn and |3bnr)• *frlyi "plantations, cultivable land" is 
more appropriate to the sense them "property, possessions" in general* 
This is particulartly clear in RES 2869,4,5, where *frly» "plantations, 
orchards" is mentioned three times in connection with the vast repair 
and restoration work done to its irrigation system* I have discussed 
the interpretation! of that text at length on pages 26-29 of article 
§rfr and in the lengthy footnote (5) thereto* I also referred there to 
Rhodokanakis9s interpretation of *frly as "staircases" on the ground 
that the context of srty "upper-chambers", and mfrwli "ring-passages", 
according to him, required that *frly should mean "steps, staircase", 
and gave his full statement of his etymological approach to this sense* 
My interpretation of BBS 2869 renders his argument groundless, for it 
is maintained there that §rfr/tbrn, BSS 2869,3, meanti "they made even 
(or, levelled) the damage (or, the broken, breached, part)" and mfrwl 
meantt "water-distributing system"* Rhodokanakis, St** II, 37, assigns 
the same sense to ^^ly in RES 2814,5, which reads t wntyfdh/gfw/l^ly/
fltnt "and (of) the tower on the side of the staircase to the roof", 
according to him, ibid* I renderred this ass "and the tower facing the
plantations (or, orchards) of (i*e* irrigated from) the pool"f cf*



the examination of this translation of mine under footnote 5 (&) to 
article frfc* cf* also RES 3317# bn/*byt/4fw/*fc[ly.

With >^lyt "plantations, orohards", I compare the TamanT 
usages ftal?wa and JjalRh, cited above* The sense of "orchard" is meant 
to allow for the possibility of the land being used for fruit trees) 
cf* Arabic fralwR*i "fruits"*

(2) £ly, pi* *J)ly* "fruits, vegetables"* On p* 33 of article qrfc 
I render RES 2771»4-5 * s^/nkrtym/bkf^d/fl ](5) fw/'Jyh/mrkb/^^ly/hhy/bytn/ 
as t "offered as a tribute to EKBgm out of a d[ue a qujantity of Incense 
surmounted on (or, in addition to)* fruits in the front spaoe of the 
temple"* In RES this is rendered ass "il dedia>a Nakra^um \  Kabad une 
quan(5)tite de jayb destines au essences de lfautel des perfums du 
temple"* This rendering of *frly is conjectured because of hhy/bytni 
"l*autel des perfums du temple") but cf# my translation of that and 
the documentation thereof, 1# cit* Cf* RES 2918,11 dykrb/l (h)mrm/irtmnm/ 
btl/*w/skr/wtmre/wfcly/1 "Who(soever) delivers (or, offers) offerings 
or (their) value, (be they) honey-wine or dates wine, and its fruits, 
and vegetables") (cf* the decumentatlon of this translation under 
article skr)* I assign to ^ly here the sense of "vegetables" because

» mrkbt "surmounted on, in addition to") cf* Arabic rakkaba-hui
waflafa ha*4a-hu *alg ba*d» "to place, to mount, one part of a thing 
on top of the other") Qgmfls* art* rkb* Cf. CIH 306,4-5* dn[/fr](5)sn/ 
wrkbhwi "this horse and its rider", as I hold it should be render^) 
Jamme 489,3* frsyfnhWwrkbhmyI Jamme 313 (S* Rossi 17), 9-101 
y *blhmw/wkl/fr 1( 10)kbhmw/i Ry 535f3* *frsm/wrkbm/wflmlm*
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of tmrsi "its fruits", before it. But it is equally possible to render 
the two words the other way round9 for in Arabic one speaks of thamar 
al-shajari "the fruits of the trees119 and thamar al-*ardi "the fruits 
of the landH9 viz*, 'Vegetables", although more commonly thamar is 
used for the former, cf* Taj, art* thmr* Ho translation is given in 
BBS, but in the note thereto, "dattes douces" is suggested, after 
Jaussen and Savignao, Mission aroheologique, II, 238, where they say, 
ad *frly, RES 3610,2, "Dans le cas present, ni le sens de "famille" 
adopts par Muller (Hfrlg* Denkm***, p* 21) ni celui de "omementB" 
propose par Hoyunel (Sud-ar* Chrest*, p* 123) ne paraissent convenir 
a notre oontezte* Bn faisant deriver le mot d’une racine , nous
oroyons qu*il indique soit des epices, soit des dattes douces", I 
think that *hlys "spices" is a wild guess and hardly tenable on either 
semantic or etymological grounds* But fhly* "dattes douces" is feasible, 
as in most cases dates must have been the fruits par excellence to the 
Inhabitants of Arabia, North or South*

RES 3695#4 readsi wfq/s•/»ly/weq/hmr/bnkl/»***"} "et en 
plus d*un sa1 de dattes douces, une charge d*ane de tout §••"} and 
ibid*, 9 readsi "wmn/dys•rb/*kl/*frlyi "et quiconque consacre une 
nouriture de dattes douces"| according to Jaussen and Savignao in 
both oases, *hly» "dattes douces" is a feasible translation} compare 
with »kl/»frly, 1, 9» Arabic jjulayyai "a certain food of the Arabs in 
which dates are rubbed and pressed or smashed with the hand"} Lane, 
Lexicon, s* v.
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This seems particularly to fit RES 3610, which readsI 
2. ♦•»s/hn/lkk/»fely/krb/wb/msk. ..
3# ..*rb/»fely/w»fell/krbn/kwf */

Jaussen and Savignao render this asi
2# ««. qui a mele les epices de l’offmade et qu*a pris ...
3* •••les epices et les biens de l’offrande pour que le salut •••

I propose restoring the first word of 1, 3 as s*]rb, of. RES 3695f9f 
dys9rb/»kl/*fely, and to emend the last word therein as kwf(s), and 
render the two lines asi

2« ••• who pressed (or, mixed) the dates (or, fruits) whioh he 
offered, and in a (or, the?) skin-bag •••

3« ••• offered the dates (or, fruits) and the pils (or, fats) 
of the offering for his safety •••

Rotesi
L" 21 2H2L1 Mofferedw> as perfect*

msks "skin-bag", presumably to hold the dates or fruits, or
probably, to hold the oils or fats. Cf. Arabic mask* "a skin, 
especially a skin of a kid”, and also "a container, a bag, 
made of one whole skin", as used for a skin in which a Jew 
from Khaybar kept his valuables and jewels ) Lis an, curt* msk. 
Cf. also masks "sac en cuir", Dozy, Supplement, II, 392. This 
sense probably applies also to msk in RES 2918,5* meks«»ra/1 
RES 2910,41 /wmskn/lysq....) and RES 2859f4* msknhn.

L. 3s *fellm* "oils, fats") of. Arabio feall* duhn al-simslmt "the oil 
of sesame") Lisan, art. fell. The oil was apparently used for 
mixing the dates or fruits, of. lkks "pressed, mixed", 1. 2.
RES 3285*6* kl/mhn/y^dq/>felsn/w>fely... has been rendered by
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G. Ryckmans asi "tout ce qu'a rapporte (affecte) son bien et le bien 
(?)"• I think that *frlsm is short for »frl(l)smi "their oils, their 
fats", and not for •hl(yjsmi "their dates, fruits", and the whole 
line is to be renderedi "all who faithfully render their oils and 
[their] dates (or, fruits)"*^

and »frly are only attested in Minaean texts* I do not 
think that ESA »frly, in any ot its usages or senses, should be etymo- 
logioally linked with Arabio frallai "to be one9s lawfully", or ESA 
♦frill "lawfully owned possessions", in CIH 79#6 and 334,22, as main
tained by fihodokanakis, St,, I, 67* This sense of »frll is disputed by 
others* Beeston, j3I, 15# renders 9fell, CIH 79»6, as "booty"| cf. his 
note thereto, p* 16* Cf* also *frllm, CIH 5T1»13, rendered by Hofner, 
ZIAI, II, 93, as "Freispruch"* "absolution", and by Beeston, "The 
Ritual Hunt", Hus*, 61 (1948)# 189# as "booty".
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Cf. fiall, pi. ^iliyyt "plough" in modem HadramI usage) Landberg, 
Hajjamout, 297. Landberg adds, "mihrath est inconnu auz bedouins". 
Cf. the tradition given by Ibn al-Kalbl, »Asnam, 16, that al-Lat 
was a square rook near which a Jew kana yaluttu al-eawlq. Well- 
hausen, Heste, 29» quoting Ibn al-Kalbl indirectly, renders kana 
yaluttu al-eawlq asi "Grutse tsu schroten pflegte"t "used to 
rough-grind groats", cf. also n. 3 ibid. Taj, art. ltt, explains 
the same as yakhliti>-hu bi-l-eamni "mixed it with clarified 
butter". Cf. also latt, substantive, kullu shay*-ln yulattu bi-hi 
sawlq-un *aw ^h&yru-hu nafrwa al-santni wa-duhni al-»alyai "any
thing with which semojina, farina, sawTq, or other things are 
mixed, such as clarified butter or the drippings of the fat of 
the sheep-tail") Taj and Lisan, art. ltt. The attempt at deriving 
the name of al-Lat from Latta al-sawlq is an obviously awkward 
piece of etymology that even Arab linguists do not admit undis
puted. But the evidence gained from the association of the 
practice with the cult or the shrine is instructive. ESA lkk 
is etymologioally the equivalent pf Arabic lakkai "to smash) 
to mix", in its turn the equivalent of Arabic lattai "to smash) 
to mix". Foods or dishes made of dates mixed with oil or other 
fats are well attested, as the case could only be) of. rahlkat 
"food made of wheat, dates and clarified butter") barlki "butter 
with fresh mature dates") and hayst "flour with dates and olari- 
fied butter."
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Mlkhlaf» "administrative district , province'* in the usage 
of Taman is veil attested in historical9 geographical and lexiographi— 
cal Arabic sources. This usage is linked with ESA hlf» ’’province, 
district'*, of, CIH 140,3* bhlf[/ws*b/w]»rj/hwlni ”in provincia, [tribu 
et] terra khawlano", according to CIH, ‘

Another usage of SSA hlf is "gate, door", cf, RES 2640,1s
qtdm/mbny/gn♦/myf♦ t/whlft/, where hlft is rendered by Rhodokanakis,

/n ~

St,, I, 69, as ^gate"; and in the note thereto, p, 70, he compares
modem South Arabian halfa = "window". The exact equivalent of ESA
hlf\ "door, gate" is attested in Arabic, In Bukharl, gafrlfe, (Leyden
1862) I, 401, a tradition relates that Muhammad said to his wife
'A’isha that had not the people of Macca been only recently converted
from Jahiliyya he would have pulled down al~i£a*ba and rebuilt it
according to Ibrahim*s foundations because Quraysh had fallen short
of building it complete and had built for it one khalf, explained,
ibid,, as babt "door". The same tradition, ibid,, but from a different
authority, makes Muframmad end by saying wa»»jafaltu la-hu babayn,
bab-an sharqiyyan wa-bab-an gharblyy-an, Hihaya, art, khlf, gives the
same tradition, but it is related there that Muhammad said wa-ja*altu
la-ha l&alfayn, explained in Nihaya as babayn, Lisin and Taj quote
Nihaya verbatim,

SSA hlf is used in another sense which has not been reoog*»
nised. In Appendix I (Najar Achoury), footnote 8, I maintain that
HSS 3945fl* wwhb/*ttr/whwbs/hlfm/1 means "and he presented to #TTR
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and HW3S a pregnant sho—camel (or, pregnant she-camels)"* I also
render RES 4176,6 « wfrgr/1 * lb/hlf n/drafrrmm/wrymn/wmnttm/bn/hr j.9n/ * s rm/
dyst♦dbn/kfrrmw/ asi "and T*LB has prohibited the (vowed for sacrifice)
pregnant she-camels of (or, from) d-MHRMm and HYMN and MNTTm from being
driven in a strenious manner, which would hurt (them), for they have
been vowed (or, are saored)".
Notes to the translations

Forwordi RES 4176 is the longest and fullest "pilgrimage text" 
attested in ESA* I have elsewhere referred to parts thereof, re
interpreting them and pointing out the relation of the whole text 
with pilgrimage) cf* my NQl, 8 n* 3 and 11 n* 2* The full text 
was studied by Rhodokanakis, AST, II, 186—206, and by Beeston,
"Two South Arabian inscriptions! some suggestions", JRA3, 1937t 
62-74) and also in jSI, 76-82* 1 give here the translation of the 
same passage by Rhodokanakis and Beeston, for easy comparison ' 
Rhodokanakist "and in respeot of the claim of T*LB to the off
spring (of the animals) of (the territory) of MgRMm and Rayman 
and MNTTm (and) without the removal of an (animal) dedicated (to 
the god) by him who should abstain from it, so they are taboo"eto* 
Beestoni "and T9LB has. prohibited the doorkeepers of dlgftMm and

4 *RTMN and MNTTm from driving out the herds that bstake themselves 
(thither) for they are sacred"*
hlfnt "pregnant she-camels") cf. Arabic khalifa, pi. khallf, 

"pregnant she-camel") Lisan, art* khlf* The reference here is 
to such she-camels which ore vowed for sacrifice in the

m

pilgrimage* Cf* further the two following noteo* Beestoni 
"doorkeepers", from hlft "door") Rhodokanakis! "offspring", 
from Arabio khalafai "to foAlow, to inherit"* 

hwfl*ni "driving", i.e. "taking out" the she-camels from these 
places to the plaoe of pilgrimage) here passive* In Arabio 
one speakB of "taking out" the sacrificial victims of the
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pilgrimage as saga al-hadyai "to drive the sacrificial victims"| 
of• under article hit* X L ’ Form I, has the sense of "come out, 
go out"f of* CR-G1*, 139*
*m* "in a strenuous manner, strenuously", accusative of fral,
Cf* Arabic *asr = shaddt "tightening" and = *asbi "binding", 
Lisan and Taj, article *sr* But of* semantically shaddi 
"running" as in the verse* hadha fawanu al-shaddi fa-ishtaddl 
giyamt "This is the time of strenuous running, so run, Ziyam"f 
Ziyam was the name of the poet*8 horse) cf* also >a<gabat 
al-»ibilu = jaddat fl al-eayr* "the camels walked, marched, 
strenuously"* Lisan and Taj, arts* shdd and *gb* A tradition 
from Muhammad says that he saw a man driving a sacrificial 
victim, badana, and told him to ride it but the man declined 
to do so saying that it was a badana and Muhammad had to repeat 
his order three times until the man complied) cf* Bukharl, 
gahlfr, (Cairo 1314 A*H*), 11, 167, 170* But another tradition 
from Hisham b* #Urwa, from his father, says* •idha ifljurlrta 
*ila badanati-ka fa—irkab-ha rukub—an ghayra fadifrt "If you 
are forced to (use) your sacrificial she-camel then ride it 
in an unstrenuous manner"* HamdanI, gifat, gives the *urjusa 
of al-Bada*I describing the journey and the itinerary to Macca 
from his native town of Rada*, south of gan#a* Bada'T describee 
his mount and eventual saorificial victim, a she-camel, as*

"and which did not turn affectionately in the late afternoon 
either to a newly b o m  offspring or to a nursed youngster, 
and which has not lowered to a libidinous bull its chest 
because of having been overpowered (by the bull), (and which 
it thus) neither pregnant nor nursing"* It seems from all 
this evidence that people did ride their sacrificial she-camel%,



but that there was aversion towards riding them strenuously 
or riding them at all if they were pregnant or nursing* It is 
possible to suggest that the aversion would likewise apply to 
driving then in a strenuous manner. But if is taken as
"being ridden”, as is perhaps possible, then the parallel 
would be obvious* Beestoni "herds”, taking •era as plural and 
comparing Arabic sirb, pi* *asrab, "herd of gazelles"| Rhodo— 
kanakisi "varhaftet"i "dedicated”, by comparing Hebrew *asari 
"to bind" and Aramaic ♦asari "to prohibit"* 

dysf dbm "which would hurt (them)"| the antecedent of the rela- 
tive pronoun £  is hwfl*m "being driven, driving", or loss 
probably, fsrm, if takenjmasdar used as ill* like jaw*-ant 
"voluntarily" and karh-ani "by force". For the use of a 
relative pronoun with an antecedent with mXntotion, cf* RES 
3566,15 f.i kl/»ftfrm *.** dtiVsjrwf of. Hofner, ASQ, 49* For 
yst*dbni "would hurt", cf. CIH 563,5* wlyBtfdbhwi "let them 
punish him"| of. p. 14 of article srfri cf. Arabio ♦adhabi 
"punishment, torture"* Beestoni "that betake themselves 
(thither)", by comparing Hebrew *usabi "to commit oneself" as 
in Ps* x,l4« Rhodokanakis1 "who should abstain", by comparing 

. Arabio ist*dhabai "to abandon, to neglect"*
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According to Abu 'Ubayd, Risala, followed also by Suyuti, 
Itq., I, 136, dammarna(ba), Qur*an, xvii,l6, a »ahlakna(ha) "we 
destroyed (it)", is a usage in the dialect of Hadramawt.

In ESA dmr is attested in one single text, RES 4324, which 
readss 4* /b »ywm/b*[w

5* wdmr/* b * m/bn/m * hr/hgrn/* gz

"in den Tagen da bestu[rint](5) und zerstort hat *BfM, der Sohn des 
M*HR, die Stadt fG£." M* Hofner compares here Arabic dammara, II, 
"to destroy". This text is Qitbani and is therefore the nearest to 
Hadramawt in locality and dialect.

The claim of al-Mu*arraj and al-Akhfash,. given in Qurtubi, 
JamiS xiii, 34> that tabbarna, Qur*an, xxv,39> is a variant or a 
secondary formation of dammara is discussed under article tbr.
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Haswan, AA-S'U , 46, gives on the authority of al-Shaybanl 
gahadtu al-fa*ama wa-1-nakhla * hargtu-hu and then adds his own remark 
wa-hiya lughat—un yamanlyya, zahada — khar^sa should be rendered "to 
assess, to value"• Lisan and Taj, art* shd give this usage and add 
gahad = zakahi "poor rate, tax", with a comment that gakah is called 
zahad from the basio sense of zahld = qallli "little, meagre", because 
gakah 1b a meagre part of the taxed property, being only one fortieth 
part thereof.

In ESA ghd is attested in CIH 601, which readst

7, A i/b *
8, wlt/w*sii*/w*ghd/w,try/w*rgm
9* s *lhnar/sb*/w *s *bhimr/

Rhodokanakis, Qrunds*, 18, translates this asi "alle Forderungen (an 
der Erate) und Protokolle (daruber) und mutmassliche Schatgungen und 
Besohlagnahmen, welohe von ihnen zu fordem haben Saba* und die mit 
ihnen verelnigten Stamme (= der Oesamtstaat)"* In the note thereto, 
ibid*, 21, he coheres Arabio gahadas "to assess, to value", and 
by comparing Forms IV and VII of Arabic gahida >  zahada he suggests 
that *ghd has the secondary meaning of "to underestimate". He points out 
the opposition in the sense between *ghd and *try, by coinparing Arabio 
rauzhidi "poor" and muthr-int "rich", ibid,, n, 5, and maintains that 
*zhd/w*try have the combined sense of "assessment approcimately half
way between too little and too much". Later, in j£T, I, 91, Rhodokanakis 
maintains that "try here means "supererogatory harvest", while *shd
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means the "assessment" proper* He equates * zhd here with hrs in RES 
3951»3,4,5* CIH hesitantly renders *zhd asi "abdioationes" by comparing 
Arabio zahidat "to abandon something, to deem it unworthy*1, and from 
the lack of a more suitable sense renders * try as* "oondiciones"*

ESA * zhd i "assessments**, synonymous to ESA hrs, (according 
to Rhodokanakis, j£T, II, 91,) ia exactly the etymological equivalent 
of Arabic zahada * khara^a, claimed by Haswan to be a TamanI usage*
But I think that *txy has not been correctly interpreted* Lisan, art* 
thrw, explains tharwa as* kathratu al-*adadi min al-nasi wa-l-aalt 
"plenty of numbers of people and animals, mal"* ami* "possessions" 
has always had a sense or application appropriate to the economy or 
region in question* When one speaks of kathratl al-*adadl min al-nial 
it can only refer to domestic animals, sheep, oattle and camels, 
particularly by the last* On the other hand zahada is used in Naswan, 
Taj, Lisan, frafrafr, governing al-nakhl or al-|a*am "grain crops". When, 
therefore, one uses sahadtu al-mala, cited by Rhodokanakis, JCT, 1,91,2, 
it ia obvious that al^ must mean agricultural produce, since oattle 
and camels are taxed according to number and not according to "assess* 
ment”* Thus it 1b quite clear that ESA * zhd indicates "taxes or dues 
by assessment", 1*€* on agricultural produce, while *try indicates 
"taxes or dues by number", i*e* on cattle and other domestic animals*
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Lis"Sn and TSj specify aharifri "A guardian of seed produce 
from birds and other (beings)M as YamanI dialect, fl kallm ahl 
al-yaman. Immediately before this both sources give sharibl "keeper, 
guardian” and sharb ^  "*° keep", without qualification, and it
is not clear whether they also derive from the YamanI usage} cf. LisTEn 
and TSj, art. shrh. It is worth mentioning that all these usages of 

shrb. dialectal or otherwise, are not in §afr5fr.
In SSA ifrb is attested in a number of inscriptions. CIH 334» 

11-13, readsi 11. /wfl6w/g(bn/rdm
12. [nVbn/brtn/sbtm/wm^brm/wbrt/mr1 hm[w/
33* b c>m/Wtr/[whm>yhw/wwfyt/w^t[r ]b[t/

CIH renders wfct[rjbL*/ "®e oxplicaverunt" (the subjeot being "castra", 
brt) and Arabio sharaba. without specifying the sense thereof, is 
compared, tfordtmann, Himj. Inschr. u. Alterth.. 9i renders it "es 
blieb ... behtttet”, and compares Arabic .shSribt "keeper or guardian" 
and the YamanI dialeot-al usage given above, obviously quoting from 
Lane, Lexicon. He also refers to Eth. $areb& "secundqvit”, and 
tatfareba "prosperum successum habuit". Beeston, SI.43* in his note 
to CIH 350,8 rejects "se explicaverunt" of CIH for wSt[r]b[t/, and 
following CR-01.. links the sense here with Bth. sarefra. Later, NOSAL- 
VI, 310, he renders it "was ... preserved".

Ry 535fl4 reads i /wyhwkbnn/bhw/mftt/w>rgl/wqrn/hqr/^mr/drydn/ 
litrjhw/i "Et ils y rencontrerent les troupes d'elite, et les hommes, 
et l'armee que mettait en ligne Ssmir EQ-RaydSn pour se donner le
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success (?)"f Mus. ,69(1956), 149* In the note thereto9 1, cit,, 163, 
it is indicated that this rendering depends on Beeston9 SI, 43» quoted 
above, (Ryckmans does not refer to Beeston's "was .«• preserved" in 
NOSAL-VI, 310 of 1954.) This passage occurs towards the end of that 
lengthy text giving accounts of the wars of >L&Rg YgJB and his brothert »'
T'ZL BYN, kings of Saba> and dU-Raydln, in which §MR DRYDN figures as
the chief enemy and opponent, Ryckmans is justified in hesitating to

<\ *. render ltftr̂ piw as "pour se donner le suooess (?)", since the text here
was "written" by SmR's enemies, the Sabaean kings. But if it is rendered
as t "for his own protection, to protect himself1, the sentiments would
be in keeping with the viewpoint of the victorious kings,

CIH 581 reads • 15. /wUmqh
16, f Jl/y£r£n/wswf/wmt <n/grb/mr
17. >hw/»

CIH renders y&r£ni "augeat", in line with w£t[r_fc[t/i "se explicaverunt"
in CIH 334*13. RES 4139»7» restored after CIH 581 above, readsi *r£/ 
[w&wf/wmtfn/]*bdyhw, and is rendered by Mordtmann and Mittwoch, Himj, 
Inschr,, 29, "su behtlten" etc,, following Mordtmann, Himj, Inschr, u, 
Alterth,, 9, mentioned above,

RES 3307*2 reads i rtd/wstfr^*m/r*b/dnyf/k'ydwi "a dispos6 et 
- laiss4 properer avec Ra>ib, clan de Nay), entre (leurs) mains,,," The 
text is badly damaged, yet, in the context of rtd there should be 
little doubt about rendering stfrfc as "put in custody".
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RES 4624 readst
5 • wywm/dr^/sb > /wmsb 1 hmw/b^r/t ,a«
6 • bynhmw/wywm/fcrfc/smh> fq/bn/yh cn/q[yl/s
7* m ry/wkl/qnyhw/wMmhw/ln/dt/f6l/

Rhodokanakis translates 1 ”(5) und am Tag, da Erfolg hatten die Sabfier 
und ihr Feldzug im Krieg (6) zwisohen ihnen) und am Tag, da Erfolg 
hatte SMH*F£, Sohn des YHrN, der V[ogt von S] (7) M fY mitsamt seiner
gansen Habe und seinen HBrigen, seitdem er oblag dem Aushauen (des
Bergwegs)"* He compares with Srfr "Erfolg hatten" Eth* tabarefra) of* 
ZIAI, I, 25 n. 3.

In lines 6-7 He takes only SMH*FQ as the subject of fob# line
6, and he explains the wlw in wkl/" as w5w al-ma*lyyai ibid*, 25 n* 4*
This is the only example cited by HGfher, ASG, 166, for wSw al-oariyya 
in ESA* It is clear that Rhodokanakis resorts to this syntax because 
of what he must have considered an awkward sense of "da Erfolg hatten 
SMH*F£ •** und seine ganse Habe und seine HOrigen", Apart from whether 
such a sense would have been awkward, his resorting to wSw al-mariyya 
to avoid this awkwardness of sense is, misplaced* According to Ibn 
JinnI, Sirr §ingfat al-I(rHb, Cairo, 1954, If 143, one can say qumtu 

 ̂ wa zayd-an, with zayd-an in the accusative after wa, only if the same 
expression can be said with *aff, viz*, qumtu wa zayd-un, in the 
nominative* ^

A sense of "Erfolg hatten" etc*, for &rfr/", line 6, should 
be awkward or unacceptable* Anyway, a perfect alternative would be to
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render £rfr here as "kept safe, watched over, preserved"t the subjeot 
being either a deity,probably T*LB, or a commander or leader9 namely 
M<HRm| cf. line 9t while the nouns here and after drfr, line 5» 
objects.

In a reply to an inquiry put to her by me M. Hdfner kindly 
made me a copy of the first three fragmentary and unpublished lines 
of this inscription (Gl. 1342). She says that she is of the opinion 

that these first three lines cannot be the real beginning of the 

inscription and that more lines at the beginning of the text must be 
missing. The text is also damaged on the right hand side. The inscrip
tion, as is clear from the context of the name SlKY, M R  MR, M*HHm, 
must have been associated with T*LB| and according to HOfner's copy 
one word in line 1 might be restored as t*lb. but HOfher cautiously 
adds, "was nochmals su prtlfen ware".

The acoount in line 5 is clearly related to war, and it 
makes perfect sense to say "and when he proteoted Saba1 and their 

oampaign forces in the war...”! the account in lines 6-7 is also of 
war or campaigning. ln/dt/fbl "seitdem er oblag dem Aushauen (des Berg
wegs)", end of line 7» should be rendered "when he had started, depar
ted, (on the campaign)"! cf. fagala al-caskaru *an al-baladt "The army 
went forth from the town or country"! Lane, Lexicon, s. v.!

If the subject of brfc in lines 5 and 6 is to taken as M cHRm, 
then it is quite permissible to suppose that his name was mentioned 
in the preceding damaged or missing lines. Line 8-9 of RES 4624 reads
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wyhtb/alk/«b>/w(a)b[^/w](9)*sd/mlkn/c&rn/wm»tn/lm(hrra/t^cmm, which 
indioatea that ha must have bean in an outstanding position of oommand| 
of* CIH 375• where a priest, TBrKRJB, waa entrusted with military 
command and at the and of hia commission waa rewarded in the same 
manner wyhtb/lhw/ytc * tar/byn/wsb Vt^mnm* fcf* under artiole >mn for the 
interpretation of the formula yhtb/t rmnm),

But if the subjeot is to be T*LB, the most likely deity in
*

such a ease, then it oan be pointed out that although accounts of 
favours performed or bestowed by deities are normally given in elauses 
introduced by jgrndo/bdt/", yet there is one oase at least where such an 
acoount is introduced by ywm/Hi cf* RES 3022,21 ywm/mtrsm/w»qnysm/*ttr 
(iqbflm/wwdm/wnkrfra/bn/* jb > /flb > sm/w * qynsm/wb [ < jrsm/sb>/whwln/brasb^/byn/ 
mrnm/wr/qatm/* In this passage from RES 3022,2, one can see points of 
similarity with RES 4624,4-7* Notice, particularly, the mention of 
*mram* " their commander”, as one of the subjects of mt fsm, along with 
the deitiesf this oan serve as a parallel for taking either M*HRa or 
a deity as the subjeot of irfc in RES 4624, 5 and 6* See also the simi
larity between the use of mtr here and that of drfr in RES 4624*

We come now to the substantive form drfct in CIH 350 and 601* 
CIH 350 reads t

6# /wbdt/tqdm/drbtf m
9* bn ]/rrbn/^rm/wm*t/*sdm/wtqdaw/b[ rm
10* bqrn/whrg/bbe/* am 

CIH translatesi *et quia progressa est extents turba (9)[ex] Arablbus,
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decem et centum bellatores, et proelium inlerunt ad[versua j (10) 
Bari^enses, et acoieue eat ibi vir". Beeston, SI, 42, translatest "and 
because they made an expedition successfully against the 'RBN, a 
hundred and ten warriors 9 and they made an expedition against BRQfl, and 
there was slain therein one man", Beeston, ibid,, 43, compares Eth, 
sarefra and suggests "that the meaning 'prosperity* is to be brought 
to this word too", and, therefore, takes tfr̂ t here as "an internal 
accusative to tqdm", and adds,"The point of specifying this raid in 
particular as "successful" seems to be that on this occassion alone 
no losses were sustained", Beeston, in this last remark, indicates 
that he takes the expedition against BRQN as being different from the 
one described in lines 8-9, But the passage quoted above is one com
plete bdt clause, out of six suoh clauses each ending with the mention 
of persons killed or taken captive. And it is clear that eaoh clause 
refers to one and single occassion, although the action might have 
been protracted and prolonged.

As is maintained under article hr*, the mention of certain 
things or acts as hrg and *hd in thanksgiving inscriptions commemora
ting wars and campaigns often implies the benefits that were drawn from 
such acts on the battlefield or thereafter, in the way of spoils. This 
text, CIH 330, is typical in the way it gives a list of such killings 
and oaptures, * sr£t here, like khlfSra in Arabic, means "an armed 
escort", the cort of escort which is given by a tribe to strangers 
through the tribe's own territory or through law-less territories.
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ESA hfrt also means "protection"! cf. Ry 507fl0| Ry 535|2 and 3.
The benefits that must have been alluded to in the bdt clause of lines 
8-10, quoted above, are twofoldst the "pay* for the protection escort* 
Srfrt, 1. 8 f and the •killing**9 1. 10. As for the pay for the protection 
escort, cf. khaf&ra. KhifSra or KhufSra. *the pay of a khaflr or pro- 
tector"f Lane, Lexicon, s.v. (The practice is known nowadays in Southern 
Arabia by the name "siygra". "escort"9 and the pay due to the escorts 
is also siygrai cf. Landb. 01. Lt. , 2009 f H. St.J. Philby, Sheba*a 
Laughters. 1939» 217 and passim. As for the modem South Arabian 
sharlfra or shirSfra. of. further frelow.)

I render CIH 3509 8-109 quoted above9 asi "and because he 
led (cl) an escort expedition of (or9 against (b) ) the Arabs (made of) 
one hundred and ten warriors and they marched against BRQN (£) and he 
killed (d) one man".
Notesi

(a) tqdmi "he led"j the use of tqdm in line 8 and tqdnnr. line 9 » 
shows that tqdm should have a subject in the singular. Beeston 
renders its "they made an expedition". The subjeot here9 as also 
in the case of tqdm. lines 2 and 49is the dedioant9 ?B£RB ThSkr, 
line 13. tqdmw, "they marched" 9 here and in lines 6 and 7 refers to 
the members of the respective expeditions or of the fighting contin
gents.
(b) £rfrt[m (9) bn]/rrbni the restoration of the text between lines
8 and 9 is in CIH9 but is not followed by Beeston9 SI, 41 who leaves 

\  the place blane. Since the expedition seems to have taken place in 
the land of Arab tribes (cf. the following note), it is possible to 
suggest that the escort was either made of Arabs under his command, 
or was meant against Arabs. This twofold suggestion is feasible
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because bn can mean "of, from, or, against". Perhaps "against" is 
more appropriate here after a word signifying protection.
( jo )  brqnt either the mountain ridge of B5riq in the SarSt, the main 
mountain ridges of modern *AsIr (cf. HamdSnl, gifat9 1259 127! it is 
marked on a recent map of Sa*udl Arabia at approximately lat. 19°
40 / Nf and long. 41° 5 5 ' Ef )t or a tribe by that name who settled 
there and were called so after the mountain! of. Xbn Durayd,
IshtiqSq. 4801 Bakrlf Mu€jam. I9 631 (but according to Hamd&nT, 
gifat9 BSriq were resident in al-ghawr, the coastal plain9 opposite 
the mountain BSriq), or BhU-BSriq, a Hamdlnl tribef cf. Ibn Durayd, 
op. cit.. 4^2, and HamdSnl, 1IklIl. X, 40 etc.
(£) hrft-1 "he (the dedicant) killed". The dedicant is also subject 
of hrg in lines 3, 6, 10 and 1 2, in all of which cases CIH and 
Beeston render hrg in the passive voice taking the noun or nouns 
which follow in eaoh case as subjects. The dedicant here is alluding 
to the benefits secured from these killings in the way of spoils f cf. 
art. hrj. (The dedioant is also the subject of JMi line 5t again 
rendered in the passive by CIH and Beeston.)

CIH 601, 16-17 reads* fcg/>[s[ftrh(17)my/wfir£thmy/ (=Fakhry I, 
which reads* /^g/s,(rh(l7)niy/w^r^thmy/.) Rhodokanakis renders this as* 
"entsprechend ihren Dokumenten und firlSuterungen". He adds in a note, 
Qrunds.. 19 n. 3, that the dual suffix here refers to Saba* and THBL§, 
lines 12-13, and further adds, ibid.. 24 n. 1 ., the suggestion that &r^t 
next to >s$r might mean "Erdffnung, SrlSsse" and adds,"
Later.AST. I, 103, he renders Srfrthmy/ as* "ihren....Erdffnungen", and 
adds in a note, ibid., n. 3, that £rfr is the synonym of QitbSnl sf^,
(to which he assigns the sense "kundmachen, erdffnen" as a tropical 
usage derived from the basic sense of "extend, expand" arrived at from

N
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comparing the corresponding Arabic and Bth. roots, ibid,, 77)* He then 
adds a reference to the QagramI use of shirSfra "Grundsteuer" and 
shSrib "Zehentherr" on the authority of v,d. Berg,

Rhodokanakis#s interpretation and annotations necessetate 
a few remarks and queries here, To start with, Saba9 and YHBLg are 
referred to passim in the text by the plural suffix hmw, even when 
referred to jointly, and it is rather surprising that they should be 
referred to here, towards the end of the text, in the dual, hay. The 
dual suffix hmy in s\t hmy/w&rfrthmy/ refers jointly to YDC*L BYN, who 
had issued an edict allowing Saba9 and THBLg to settle down and own 
property in §irw&b, lines 11-14» and to hie son, YKRBMLK VTR, lines
1-2 , who issued the edict promulgated in this text confirming and en
dorsing his father9s| see a comparable case in the QitbSnT RES 3693, 
1-2.

The semantic comparison of Arabic sharb =■ fat£, referred to 
by him, needs some clarification. His suggested "Erdffbung", literally 
means, "opening, disclosure", and this seems to indicate that he takes 
fatfr in the sense of "to open". Both Lisgn and T5j give a gloss by Ibn 
al-*JfrHbI in which £bar£ (inf,) is explained as frifgi "to keep, to
guard, to protect", fat*, "to open?, to rule?", baylni "explanation, 
statement", and fahmt "to understand, to comprehend". It cannot be
excluded that fatfr in this gloss was meant in a sense akin to BSA ftfr
"to rule, to deoree", a sense whioh is attested for Arabic fatafra in 
Qur’Sn and is olaimed to be a Ĵimyarl or TamanI usagej of, under article 
fth. This possibility might find support in the faot that hif$ is
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given in the gloss as the first sense of shrh* immediately before fat£.
Rhodokanakis • s reference to the "noteworthy" usages of 

shirRha. "Grundsteuer", and shRrity, "Sentherr" is difficult to fit 
with his rendering of Srfrt as "ErBffnung". Besides, the usagee/really 
and originally refer to the "protection fees" 9 shiraha* payable to the 
"protector", shSrib* Cf. JShir b. al-$usayn b. JShir al-rAlawIf 
Uakamah fl Ahl al-Shi rah ah bi-Badramawt. apud R* B. Serjeant, Prose 
and Poetry from gaflramawt, 16-24 of Arabic texts.) The fact that pro
tection in ga^ramawt was imposed on agricultural communities makes it 
seem that the "protection fees" are tithes. Anyway, sharaha is attested
in modem gaflraml usage in the sense of "to keep, to guard, to safe-

(2)guard, to preseijve" in general.' 7

I render /gg/strhmy/w&rgthmy (according to Fakhry I) asi 
"in accordance with their written document and their edict (or, cove
nant) of protection". Cf., for comparable expressions, RES 3692,5 
(QitbRnl)i frgdt/mgrtn/w$rytn/w»ajrs/, (the suffix s in w *b \tb/ refers 
to the king §HR), and RES 3691 (QitbRnl)t wgg/^rytm/s'$r/ls(10)3m/shr/ 
(hl)l. The sense of "protection" in ^ryt has already been pointed out| 
cf. my NQI, 12 and n. 4.
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(1) STbawa||hi, Kitab. If 150, states that the noun which is in the 
aoousative after a waw preoeded by a verbf like ml gana^ta 
wa*abl-ka and Istawl al-aa'u wa-l-khashabata. is either maf*TLl 
ma *a-hu or maf€fll bi-hl. He explains that by pointing out that 
the wlw can be replaced without ohange in the sense either with 
ma1. e*g#t ml qanacta wa->abl-ka ■=. ml ggnacta ma1 *abl-kai or 
with bi. e.g. 9 istawl al-ml*u wa-l-khagfrabata =  is taw a alwna^u 
hl-1-fchaababatl. Ibn JinnI, Sirr Sina*at al->icrlb. Cairo, 1954, 
143-4, maintains that ma*iyya and *atf should be intsrchangeable 
in the wlw without change of sense in the sentence, e.g., 
qumtu wa-zayd-an (ma€iyya with the noun in the accus at ive)=qumtu
wa-sayd-un (*atf. with the noun in the nominative). This view is

*

a narrow interpretation of the meaning of the wlw phrase which 
seems to be based on the apparent implication, or, from lack of 
a better term, ”complicity*1, of the noun in the aocusative after 
the w5w, cayd-an in the above example, in the action of the gover
ning verb. He seems to consider Hcomplicity” as implying joint 
action or responsibility which should be possible to express ex
plicitly with Catf. This view would make unacceptable such examples 
as ml ziltu *aslru wa-l-nllat ”1 kept walking with the Nile”, given 
by Slbawaljhi, ibid.. since walking or marohing could not be attribut
ed to the Nile. (Unless one interrupts it as "I kept walking 
(downstream) with the Nile”,: when it can be implied that the Nile 
was also moving in the same direotion. I am not aware that any of 
the grammarians gave this example such an interpretation.) Actually, 
this is the only example of Slbawe^hl's which Ibn JinnI does not 
quote and discuss, for it seems that he could not have accepted it. 
The example which Ibn JinnI chose to show the absurdity of non- 
complicity” is intazartu-ka wa-tulfl*a al-flframsi. where it is 
obviously absurd to say intafartu-ka wa-intagara^ca tulttcu al- 
shamsi. (This example would still be absurd even if one*s intention 
is to say,”I waited for you at the rise of the sun”, for then one 
would say intagartu-ka tultt*a al-shamsi. with tultt̂ a in the adverbial
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accusative without the means of the waw, which would then be 
completely redundant* Ibn JinnI, however9 would not have found 
it a-s easy to refute the velidity of ma siltu >aslru wa-l-nlla* 
where the waw is indispensable*) Al-'Akhfash, quoted in Ibn JinnI, 
op* cit*a 144-5# explains the aocusative case of the noun after 
wgw as denoting that the noun itself is an adverb* He maintains that 
qumtu wa-eayd-an =  qumtu mac a ay a-in* (obviously in agreement with 
STbawayhi)9 but that the absence of mac* a preposition that governs 
a genitive, makes it possible for the verb, with the Accidental1* 
help of wgw* to govern sayd-an "directly** and put it in the accusa
tive, the proper case of adverbs* It is obvious that Al-*Akhfash's 
pre-occupation with the case of the noun made him minimise the 
significance of the wgw* But his remark is basically correct, for 
the wgw phrase is adverbial and modifies the verb* This view makes 
it easy to explain such expressions as mg siltu >aslru wa-l-nlla* 
where wa-lwxlla is obviously adverbial* Even in examples where 
Ibn JinnI could show "complicity**, the adverbial sense of the p-hrase 
is easily discernible* But one has to recognise cases where "compli
city" applies and cases where it does not* It might be worthwhile, 
therefore, to call the wgw in the former oases wgw alwaa€iyya* and 
to call it in the latter cases, where only the adverbial sense is 
noticeable, wgw al-muggbaba* Both terms are current among Arab 
grammarians and sure normally considered Interchangeable* But the 
semantic difference between ma *iyya and muggfraba should be enough 
to bring out the difference in the syntactical usages*

In RES 4^24,6-7, quoted in the text above, it is possible 
to take w before kl/« 1* 7# as ma*iyya or *atf« whether one assigns 
to srb a sense of "suuceded, prospered", with SMH'FQ as the subject, 
or, alternatively, a sense of "kept, preserved", with SMH'FQ and 
what follows as objects* But there is little reason in considering 
it ma*iyya when it does not imply a sense capable of being rendered 
by catf* and when we do not have a definite vowelllng indicating a 
case different from what it could have been with *atf« A lore
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definite and aooeptable example of waw al—maciyya in £SA is to be 
found in CIH 287,3} of. also the note thereto in CIH. Cf. also my 
NQI,II, 426f for what might be another ease of waw al-maciyya 
in ESA.

(2) I oame across the two examples in §ala^ al-Bakrl al—Yafi*I,
Fl janub jazlrat al— *arab, Cairo, 1949* (l) The opening verse of 
a poem by 'Abdallah b. §ali£ b. al—Naqlb al—Yaf i*1 says 1

^  uIgltfciJI cUL Cj;
"0 Lord, I beg Thee by Heaven that Thou preserve (us) from sins** 
etc.| 1. oit., 263. (2 ) The treaty between al«Qu9ay|I and *Il 
TamXm, as given ibid., 271, stipulatest

^  J  Jj U a JI Jj UJI VI J L  gf
♦ • • • ♦ ♦ ! ^  J  J us) J  ̂  1 #J ^

JS" o* f* *4 C5« JaoJlj 0 L»y^J1 pi jT 
* \ir ̂  9̂9** oi».... * ju *

**And they (i.e. *Xl TaraXm) 3ha 11 only have as protection dues, 
mal al-ehaylm. the accustomed rates, be it one fifth, or one 
tenth, or the half of one tenth, or the quarter of one tenth ...
... And *Al Tamlm shall be responsible for protection and safety 
and safeguarding, al-eharafran wa-l-frlfg wa-l-3iyana, and to 
refrain from any wrongful demand or discord or injury to the 
owners of the property, »ahl al-mal, .... and to fulfil to the
owners of the property their full legal rights"•
(For sheer Interest, compare* wa-*an yaqumiu li-*ahl al-mal bi-kull 
shar* wafl, in this passage, and RJ5S 3910,6* wl/ytyn/lmhS•mr^sr*hw/* 
"and he shall fulfil (or, pay) to the vendor his legal right fully."
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Ibn Rurayd* Jamhara, I* 1025 Lisan and Taj> art. |11* give 
gaila al-sharaba g'gaffSfehui- ° to clarify to strain(?)* the drink0* and 
mi^alla #? al«yyin£*u alladhl yusgaffa fX~hit 11 the receptacle in which it 
(the drink) is clarified (or* strained?)0 as in the dialect of al-Yaraan# 

ESA jgll is attested in a comparable sense in a number of 
§a$raml textsi RES 49121 49135 493-5# 1 propose to start by examining 
EES 4913* which reads*

1* * Iryn/ydny^mlh/kflrmt 
2# bn/yd* »i/mlh/kfl 
3. rmt/mtll/w%ll/bmfrfd 
4# hn/ f nwdn^hs Iqb

1 render lines 3-4 as; ^performed the religious rites (of intiation?) 
and was chosen (as, sovereign) at the tower (4) *OTDm in order to assume 
his title#0

Motes to this translation!

at 1.1 a °performe& the religious rites (of initiation?)0? of# Arabic 
tamallala and imtalla * dakhala fi a1-mi11a; °He was admitted* 
intitiated* into the faith or religion? he embraced the faith or 
religion0? Mean and Qamus* art# mil* Arabic milla* attested in 
^ur»an* has been considered as a loanword from Morth Semitic langua
ges! of# Jeffery# For* Voc** 269# 0?he Arabic lexicographer, however* 
consider it of Arabic origin* The act or ceremony referred to here " 
seems to be associated with the ceremony of assuming titles* cf* 
also RES 4652*71 48^6*6$ 4909*41 49155 to have been perfprmed with 
the king by his immediate relations* of. RES 4878*2$ 4914*2-3$ 4916*3 
and to have been associated with the ritual hunt* cf# vln^rams 1.xnws'Oin the text published by A# J* Brewes* Bi* Or#*/ 93$ cf# also Beeston*
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"Ritual hunt", 189 
gill "was chosen (as sovereign)*** In all ths inscriptions from *Uqla 

iii ls only used with sovereign kings of gagramawt* For the meaning 
given here see galla *» gaffa, in the dialect of al-»Xaman, given 
above, and oompare it semantically with Arabic iqjafa* "to choose, 
to single out with a favour"9 espeoially in Qur*an ii,24?t wa-qala 
1alburn nabiyyu-hum »inna allaha qad ba*atha la-kum jaluta mallk-an 
qalu ♦anna yakunu la-hu al-mulku *alay-na wa-nafrnu »afraqqu bi-l-mulki
min-hu wa-lam yu»ta ea«at-an min al-mall gala »inna allaha igjafa-hu 
•alay-kum* Cf * also rmigallil * al-eayyidu al-karlmu al-fraslbu 
al-khaligu al-nasabl, on the authority of Ibn al— #A*rabI, where 
mugallil denotes every noble quality of rank and standing almost 
imaginable to Arabs| cf* Taj, art* i n .  

halqbt "to assume his title"9 or9 possibly, *his rank"j of* Arabio 
laqabt "title", and naqTbi "chief", and »anqaba> "he beoame, he 
attained the dignity of, a chief"9 Lisan and Taj, art* nqb* The 

 ̂ rendering here is the same as the one hestantly given by Beeston*
For the h at the beginning of hslqb, cf • Beeston* s remark on hmtll, 
RES 4909»4» in "Appendix*1 tc Philby's Sheba *b Daughters, 450*

RES 4915*3 reads* mtll/wgll/bpfedhVC*n]w(4)dn, and the subject is a
sovereign king of gagramawt*

RES 4912 reads* 4 *
X* yCd] « •a/byn/wjl]k/frflrmt/bn/rhsms/bn/»frrr/yhb•r/dsqlb/whrr/hgrn/sbwt 
2* wflrs/bytn/sqr/gll/(bgn)dln/mt/tbrw/bn/gydmn/whrgw/hms/wtlty/bgrrm 
3* wtty/w(^[m]nhy/hwrw/w(h)mst/w#sry/gbyny/wtmpwt/»fhd/bgndlV »nwdm 

Bees ton, "Ritual Hunt", 190, renders this as* "ID##L BIN king of £a£ra- 
mawt son of RbSms of the freemen of THB*R - who founded and colonised 
the city Sabwat and built in stone the teiqple — roofed with stone the 
(balconies ?) when they were damaged as a result of the collapsef and
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they slew 35 oxen and 82 sheep and 25 gazelles and 8 leopards at the 
fortress •NWBa". Beeston, who takes Ingrains Z as Ma very striking 
parallel indeed to the ceremonial slaughter of wild animals at the 
ooronation of Abyssinian kings mentioned at the beginning of" the 
article, ibid., 189# comments on his tranaaltion of RES 4912# "we may 
have here a reference to a ritual hunt celebrated in connection with 
the successful completion of building operations". I take RES 4912 as 
also in connection with a ceremony of accession. X translate lines 1—2 
dsqlb .... whrgw, ast " who founded and colonised the city of §BWT and 
built in stone the temple S^R, was chosen (as sovereign) (or, was 
honoured as sovereign) at the (fort)ress when they returned from the 
hunt and they slew" etc.
Notes to this translations
sqn pr. noun, name of the temple. Cf. Beeston, NOSAL,III, 130 f., 

where he objects to taking sqr in dsqr, epithet of the QitbanI 
national-god *Amm, in RES 3552,6f 3553,4 and RES 3642 B, as the 
name of a sanctuary of this god. He places much of his argument
on the fact that the legend sqr appears on a series of Qa£raml

» * ,
coins accompanying the eagle emblem of the moon-god and comments, 
"This word here can hardly indicate the place of minting, since 
that role is most probably filled by the abbreviation K on the 
obversef and in any case, why should a £a£raml coin bear the name 
of a sanctuary of the qatabanian national god?". The fact that sqr 
is attested here as the anrae of a ye£rami temple should dispose of 
Beeston1s last argument above, 

iii' this is the main verb of the period. With s^li "was chosen (as 
sovereign) (or, was honoured as sovereign) the occasion becomes
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definitely one of accession ceremony*
(bgn)dlm this reading is after ELBS; cf* the note thereto there* We only 

possess Philby*s hand-copy of this text* Beeston, "Appendix" etc*9 
451# reads §11/*hdlr^9 and in the note suggests restoring it as 
•hdln, which he renders in the "Ritual Hunt" as "balconies ?"* He 
holds that this word should be plural because the following herb, 
vis* tbrw, is plural9 and he takes this word as its subject* 

tbrwi "they returned", the plural subject being the same as that of 
of the following whrgw, either the king, in a plural of majesty, 
cf* CIH 541,3-4* strw(4)dn/ipsndn, or, more probably, the whole royal 
party who had been to the hunt* For tbn "to return", of* Arabic 
thabarai "to turn away", attested in a tradition related from Abu 
Musa al-Ash'arl, a South Arabian, about whoa see under article hrj| 
cf• Taj and fflhaya, art* thbr* Arabic thabara has other usages 
deriving from the same sense of "to go back, to return"! cf* thabarat 
"to persevere" and thabri "the ebb, the flow back, of the sea"| Taj 
and Lisan, art* thbr* (Arabic thabira, like ESA tbr, also means 
"to be destroyed, to perish"; cf* under article tbr*) 

sydmnt unless one is to suppose that there is mistake in Philby's hand- 
copy, the -mn at the end of this word must be taken as a peculiar 
fajram! deictic suffix* Or it might be analogous to many Arabic 
so called quadriliteral words which are really triliteral with an 
-m suffix; cf• bul*um and bala*a; jafrgam and jafrig; frithlin and hithl 
and frulqum and fralq, etc* In such a case the -n after gydm would be 
the nunation* Beeston renders this asi "collapse", by comparing 
Arabic sadmai "shock, collision"; cf* "Appendix" etc., 452*

ESA §11 has another usage or sense associated with buildings 
subst* §lls "stonework", CIH 40,3, according to Beeston, SI,9, and 
as a verb gll« "to pave, to construct with stone-elabs"; cf. RES 4328,10 
and 3350,3;*cf. also? 01-01*, 224» This is the sense which Beeston 
adheres to when he renders RES 4912,2t sqr/sll ast "roofed with stone"*



Rhodokanakis,’ St*, II, 35, approached this sense of ESA §11 by comparing 

modern Hadraml silal* "stone slabs,f* A comparable usage in classical1 

Arabic is sallfi « al-9arg. al-yabisat "hard, dry, land"*, I ,do not 
X^ropose to suggest the existence of an obvious, semantic link between 

Arabic salla » saffa >'ESA §11* ?*to choose, to honour" on the one hand 

and modern *Ja£ramT silal >  ESA $11* "slab stones" on the other* Yet,
i

for sheer semantic fantasy cf* Arabic safah, collective of -generic, 

safa, "a smooth solid huge stone dr rock"*' of* the rau*allaqa of Imri*
M M V K M I

al-Qaye* ka-m gallat al-§afwafu bi~l-mutanagsilii "as the smooth solid - 

rock makes the falling rain slip down i t % !
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In footnote 1 to article I examined the verbal usages 
{bn (II ?)f Jinnme 541f3 and RES 2791*6, and h{bn, RES 3946,

ESA {bn is also used substantively. It ooours in one QitbSnl 
text RES 3566,49596,8,11,12,19, where it often appears ao if opposed
to m4wd* cf.9 e.g., 1. 8t dta/tf cbn/qtbn/m£wdn/w{bnn. Rhodokanakis, 
Grunds., 449 interpreted {bn in RES 3366 as "Volksmasse, plebs", as 
against m6wd, the aristocracy| but later9 "$at. Bodenverf.", WZKM.
XXXI, 1924, p. 33 and n. 6, he rendered it ast "Grundbesitzer"* "landed 
proprietors", by comparing modem gaflraml {ablnt "patron, landed pro
prietor". In n. 1 on p. 36 he also points out h{bn9 RES 3946,4,3 and 
suggests that its sense should not be far different from that of hbrl 
in RES 394593 etc.

In Minaean, substantive {bn occurs in the following texts 
RES 3318,3 and 5« {bnh/m*nf RES 28l4,5i {bn/m*nf RES 3012,20* »{bnwsm, 

where the suffix sm refers to a king of MarXnfs sons, and RES 3013,1* 
){bnwsm, where it is difficult to tell to whom the suffix refers but 
where names of two kings of Mafln and mswd[/ii jcn/bm4w[d]/mn*n follow 
RES 3318,5 reads* w > frlyo* y/dymhy/w{bnh/m*n/w3rk/mlkn/wmrn/»ry/gndn* 
Rhodokanakis, 1. cit.» 35* n. 6, renders {bnh/m*n here as "landed pro
prietors", and accordingly says that farmhy should refer to "divine 
patrons". He does not indicate how he takes the rest of the line. He 
assigns the same meaning to {bn/mrn in RES 2814,5, which reads* 
wmfrfdh/flfw/*frly/gltn/l*y/ybny/{bn/mfn. As for the other usages deriving 
from {bn he compares with them Arabic {abina* "to be well informed or
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experienced, 'kundig eeln', to understand, •verstehen1".* He renders 
BBS 2791,6« w(*h)l/,Jbn/bm8q(y)/ngw/dn/(s),J m  ast "Those who are in 
charge of Irrigation have published this inscribed document") and 
renders ^frbnwsm, BES 3012,20 and 3013,1 as "their officials (who make 
public the documents)".

In BES 3566 fbn and mswd occur "next" to one another a 
number of times, and the only time that property is specifically men
tioned is in 1. 121 w*byt/w* qny/qtbn/wdn/wqtbn/^bnn) and they both 
get equal place • It is difficult, therefore, to say that the context 
singles fbn out as "landed proprietors"* On the other hand, one notices 
that \bn does not figure in the formula of legislation or promulgation, 
cf. 9-101 kdm/ft^/byft^wn/wi^r/shr/wqtbn/( 10) mswdn/wfq<Jtn/wbtln) of. 
also lines 13 and 15. The interpretation seems mainly to rest on the 
comparison of modem gagramX fabln.

In Minaean texts, however, the relation of jbn with land is 
attested in BES 3318,39 51 and 3012. BES 3318,3 readsi w>^ym*y/symhy/ 
wfbnh/m Vw&rk/alkn/wm V»ry/gndn, which I render aet -and the

* CIH 399,5 reads i l/$bntm/brttr. This Sabaean irrigation text is 
damaged from the left hand side and/the context of {bntm is not 
clear. But Bhodokanakis, St.. II, 128, restores the word before 
jbntm as lh]l/ and renders >h]l/tbntm ast "the experts, the autho
rities", and in a note specifies this as in water matters in the 
sense ofpublio officials". He does not give any etymology but 
promises to add more about fbn in a subsequent part of the work. 
Ibid., 129 and n. 3)
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plantations of each (group of) the dhtmma and the ra*iyya of Ma<in 
and the king's tenants-in-fee and Ma<In the land-tax payers of ••?••" 
This translation is partly examined under article shym (sym). The 
context here is particularly instructive. Three groups are mentioned!
(1) symhy/wfrbnh/mcn/f (2) &rk/alkn/1 (3)m *n/*ry/gndn.. The third group 
are ohviously Marinis of full status, first class citisens, and thus
referred to as m<n. although for the purpose of this text they are•>
qualified as "land-tax payers". The second group are the tenants-in-
fee of the king. Apparently they are not MarXnis of full status9 hut

\

are the personal vassals of the king. The first group9 however, belongs 
to Ha*Tn9 presumably the state or the whole community. I suggest that 
this "belonging" was of a servile or inferior character, that of clients

m

or proteges to their masters or protectors. This "belonging", —  

tbnh/m<n, RES 3318,3*51 Von/m <n, KES 2814*5| »tbnwsm, RES 3012,20|
3013*1 —  is in sharp contrast with QitbSnl s cbn/qtbn/mswdn/w^bnn, 
or dbn/ m^wdn/wdbn/^cbn/^bnn, RES 3566,8 and 6 respectively! and is in 
obvious contrast with m*n/*ry/gndn in RES 3318,3* Rhodokanakis, as 
seen above, differentiates between the meaning of frbnh/m*n or frbn/m^nt 
"the landed proprietors", on one hand, and *frbnwsmt "their officials, 
their functionaries" on the other. NEmX, Nuqftsh Khirbat Baraqish, 11,5* 
renders ^fbnwsm, Tawflk 62,6 (=RES 3012,20) as *atb3<u-humt "their 
followers, their clients", but adds no comment and gives no etymology.

It seems that while ^bn in QltbSnl may have meant "landed 
proprietors", Menaean fbn had the sense of "clients, subjects, ra*iyya".
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In the absence of vooallsation one might suggest that the two senses 
had two different forms of pronunciation. But that need not have been 
the case, for although ^agraml jabln is attested only as "patron, pro
tector" 9 one can yet compare Arabic jlrt "protege, or, protector"| 
mawlSt "client, or, master"! and dakhlli "the protected, or, the pro
tector"! (cf, Landberg, 01, Pat,, 716-9! B, B, Serjeant, "A Judeo-Arab 
house-deed from gabbln", JKAS, 1953» P* 124 n. 1 and p, 130! W, E. 
Smith, Kinohip and Marriage, 48,

Etymologically one can oompare Arabic flibn and jubn dhlmma,
khufSra, frimlt "protection"! jubna and flabna ~ riyal» "dependents",

• ^

and ̂ =. has ham t "followers, clients, servants"! Lisin, art. flbn, Ibn 
Durayd, Jamhara, I, 310, gives jabantu al-nlrat "I burled, covered up, 
the fire so that it would not die out", and $lbPni "the place where
fire is buried", as usages in the dialeot of a1-Taman, yamlniyya,

'

Lisin, art, -fcbn, gives the usage without specifying a dialeot. It is 
perhaps possible to link this usage with ESA fbm "subjects, the pro
tected", as protection is semantically analogous to covering.
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According to Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, II, 380, rafartu al-ear i 
"I watered the seed-produce for the first time", is a usage in the 
dialect of al-Taman, yamaniyya. Lisjn, art, rfr, explains caf* al-sar* 
ast "to water seed-produce for the first time, then to leave it for 
sometime without watering until it is thirsty and then it is watered 
and flourishes", This is done with orops, vegetables, and with palm- 
trees", and this usage is stated to be yamgniyya, Cf, also T5j, art, <fr. 

This sense can be traced in modem dialeot al usages of rafr, 
Cf, iafar I "terrain qui a dtd arrose, mais dont l9eau a dtd tellement

\ absorb© qjifil est a seo"| Landberg, Ql,Dat., 2307. In Palestine <affar,
II, inf, ta^flr, is used for the sowing of the seeds after the first
rain of the season and when the land had become dry enough for re- 
ploughing, The seeds sown thus are called raflr, and for a good season 
rain should fall again not later than forty days after sowing.

The association between sowing and watering in this usage of 
*afj»,is so close that it refers to the whole operation of "cultivation 
and irrigation" of a type of land or orop.

In ESA, ^fr is attested in one text, CIH 570, which readst
7# /w *l/h8>l/nhln/nqbn/w
8, * 1 /bf/* 1 <z/»lwnyn/h<dwn/>wtnn/lly/byn/nhlnhn/n<wn/wnq
9, bn/kl/<frm/w»rkm,

Beeston, SI, 56, translatest "And let no olaim be made to the palm 
grove HQBN, (8) nor by the authority of *L*Z of ^LW shall there be 
removed the boundary stones which are between the two palm groves
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N<WN and NQBN, (9) for all time." I translate line 8-9 ast Hand (8)
there shall not he within the authority of *L*Z of *LWN to extend
beyond (or9 across) the boundary stones which are between the two
palm groves N<WN and NQBH (9) any cultivation (of seed-produoe) and
(growing of) *arRk trees,"
Notes and commentaryt

As is pointed out by Rhodokanakis, St., II, 79 this inscription 
is made up of three sections* The first deals with the barter deal by
which of >LWN gave away a seventh of his palm grove NQBN to the
owner of the palm grove N VWN* The second section deals with the delimi
tations of the new boundaries between the two palm groves* The third9
this part here9 stipulates safeguards for the two parties! for >L*Z
of 1LWN no claim shall be made against his palm grove NQBN (beyond the 
seventh part oartered)9 and against him9 he shall not violate the 
boundary stones* It is the manner in which these boundary stones should 
not be violated that I seek to establish here*
hjdwnt "to extend beyond or across"9 transitive, the object being kl/ 

<frm/w*rkm* The stipulation here is against ^i/Z extending any of his 
cultivation to the part Of NQBN that was given to the other party by 
the barter deal* The basic sense of ESA <dw is "to proceed, to cross"| 
cf* CR—Ql** 202* It has also the sense of "transgress, to violate"| 
cf. CIH 563,5* dyidwn/b*ly/dn/mfrrn/ "whosoever transgresses against 
this edict"* CIH renders h*dwn ast "to remove") and so also Rhodoka
nakis, St*. II, 789 who oomparee post Biblical Hebrew heied5t "to 
remove") ibid*, 84* Beeston renders "shall be removed", in the passive 
But Beeston, "Pour Sabaean Texts", Mub*. 65 (1952), 275 ®-d khrt1dw/, 
Istanbul 7626, says, "both rdw and h^dw occur in the meaning "trans
gress" either concretely (C(IH) 570,8 hcdwn/3wtnn) or abstractly 
(C(lH) 563,5 dy * dwn/b *ly/dn/mfrrn) *" I hold that h<dwn has a sense 
different from *dwa and the causative sense of Form IV makes it
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feasible to assign to it the sense of "to cause to cross, to extend 
beyond", h (dwn here has two objects, as against *dw, which takes 
one object. The first object is *ly/*wtnni "these boundary stones", 
the second is kl/(frm/w^rkm. It is in this sense that this stipula
tion is imposed only on >LfZ of >WLN, because he used to own a part 
of NQBH, now transfered to the other party and lying "beyond the 
boundary stones". It is against him claiming any cultivation rights 
or rights to plant or grow trees in what used to be his land. Other
wise one could expeot the prohibition against "removing" the boundary 
stones or "violating" them should have been made binding on both 
parties,

cfr> "cultivation (of seed-produce)", or, possibly, of palm-trees| cf, 
the beginning of this article, CIH, taking kl as "propter" renders 
kl/*frmt "propter rubos"t "on account of bramble bushes" by comparing 
Arabio tfaf5r, a plant from which firelocks are made. For Rhodokanakls's 
rendering of cfrm here, which Beeston follows, see the following 
note,

*rkmi "*arSk-trees"f CIH "spinas", by comparing 3arHk trees, Beestont 
kl/*frm/w*rkmi "for all time", for Rhodokanakisfs "alle Zeit", St,
II, 78* Rhodokanakis bases this on his rendering of l'rkn in CIH 555# 
which readsi

1, ymhrw/*ln/*wtnn/
2, nsr/m&rqn/wnsr/m
3, <rbn/l*rkn/dbyn/
4* m)tmn/dbn/*rqbn/w 
5* byn/m*tmn/dbn/byj 
6, m/

Rhodokanakis, St,, II, 75, renders this ast "These boundary stones 
are directed (or, point)C(2) towards the east and towards the (3) 
west perpetually (always) between (4) the land of the clan CR$BN 
and (5) between the land of the clan BYpra", In the note thereto, 
ibid,, 76, he compares with l>rknt "perpetually, permanently1*,
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Hebrew ♦Irak and Assyrian arSkut Mto be long" and Arab to *Brakai 
"to linger, to persist"* He takes dbyn oe the equivalent of Arabio 
nr bayna* thus making it unnecees&ry for d to have an antecedent*
In my view Prkn/dbyh means t "along, according to, the *arlk-treoa 
which are between" etc. »rkm is generic, hence the relative pronoun 
& is singular* Rhodokanakis • s data that dbyn =  Arabic mg bayna gives
SSA d a usage which is unparalleled elsewheref of* HOfner, ASO* 32* s
For the sense of .It "along, according to", cf* RES 3945115* lohgjj 
*wtnn/*d/wtn/nnhytmi "along (or, with) the line (or, extension) of 
the boundary stones up to the boundary stone of MNHYfta", as I render 
itf of* the examination of this translation under Appendix I (Nazar
Achoury), p* 9 thereof* Cf* also CIH 571, 10-111 1(11) fdd/hrfnhn i
"according to the number of two years", cited by M* uoiner, ASQ. 149, 
for this sense of 1 with time* Rhodokanakis, St*, II, 76, renders 
CIH 570,9i kl/^frm/w^rkm ast "alls Seit", and in the note thereto, 
ibid*, 84, be says that <trm hers must be a synonym of lrkm. which 
he compares with l*rkn. and then adds, "one thinks of (Arabic) cufr 
al^laygll. the light nights (7-9 of the lunar month), whloh after 
kl/ would have taken on the sense of unlimited extend of time) cf* 
Arabic sajlaa al-lay&ll, gamXsa 243, *for ever,M| (Beeston9s trans
lation, SI* 58)* The parallel between rufr al-laylll and sailsa 
al~l&y%ll is misplaced* sailsa al-l&yCH is an adverbial expression 
used as suoh in the language and with a variant sails a al-laarRlI 
wa-l-»ayyam* The sense of "for ever" in it comes from sails itself, 
fufT al-layRlI *= al-lay 511 al-rufri "the whitish, gray-white, nights" # 
is not used or attested as an adverbial expression*

x CIH 571,lo-lli l(ll)<dd/hrfnhn» The first sign in line 11 of this 
inscription is fzEf , whioh CIH emends as 4 f following Mordtmann and 
Muller) of* CIH;ad«loc* Beeston, "The ritual hunt", Mug*, 61 (1948), 
187, adopts the reading b and renders CIH 571,10-llt drm/dia/h*£d/ 
hrfn/l(ll)bdd/hrfnhV ast "turn by turn in each year alternately 
over two years") ibid*, 188-189*
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According to Ibn Dungrd, Jamhara, II, 113, wajll and 'ajll,
mean frufrat-un fl-ha ma*« "a hole holding water", and then it is added,
wa-hiya al-maw julu *ayfl-an, lughat-un yamaniyya. In Jamhara, III, 227»
ha gives *ajil as al-eharaba, explained as "mud gathered like a basin
around the palm tree to hold irrigation water”, and he specifies it
as lughat-un *asdiyya. Lisan, arts.* jl and wjl, gives *ajil and wajil
and mawjil, in the same terms as in Jamhara^and in art. •Jl, gives
ma*jal, pi. raa*ajil, as "a thing like a wide, or spacious, basin in
which water is oolleoted if it is scanty and is then let out into
canals, plantation ground, and cisterns”, without specifying a dialeot.
Taj gives the same information as Lisan. gahah gives only ma*Jal and
*ajll, without specification of dialect.

In ESA m*gli ”water tank, cistern” is attested in a number
of textsy of. my NQI, II, 427 f• ad m*gln, Van Lessen 25*4» where I
compare ma*Jal and mawjal, after Lisan. Add to the texts mentioned
there Jamme 511 (sRossi 15),2* wm*glhmw/hrnt ”et leurs citerne Hirran”;
RSO, XXX, Fasc. I-II, 1955» 108; and of. Beeston, ”Epigraphic and
archeological*gleanings from South Arabia”, Oriens Antiquus, I, 45 f..

mwgl is also attested in ESA and the same sense of ”cistern”,
water tank” should be assigned to it. It will have been noticed that
it is mawjil and not m*ajil which is given in Jamhara and Lisan as in
the dialeot of Taman, cf. above, mwgl is attested in three textst
CIH 325fl) HKS 3966»2-3 and 4170; and in Van Lessen 34* unpublished*

CIH 325,1 reads1 g]rbn^wrb*tm/mwl[g]n/wfthmt "lapides rubroe



et quadratos penetrante modo et curvo(?)", aocording to CIH) but 
Rhodokanakis reads it ast g]rbny^wrb* tny/wnsr[lg]wfthm and renders!
Nout of undressed and square dressed stones set in (inserted) and 
chamfered (bevelled away)", St., II, 41 f. He compares with asr[lg]m 
Arabic valajat "to enter, to penetrate, to be insertedM, and takes 
ne[lg]m/wfthm/ as describing rb+tm, "square dressed stones" and inter
prets it as indicating a kind of building in the "monkey head" style) 
ibid., 42, n, 1 and 43 f# I read mw(g)[l]m. I do not find the assexw 
tion of CIH that the letter after v is undoubtedly 1, "because in the 
letter djlm the triangular part is smaller than in this latter" 
tenable. Aocording to the plate in CIH the upper part of the "triangu
lar part" is damaged) and in the rest of the inscription g and 1 are 
as identical as any two signs can be. CIH and Rhodokanakis take the 
inscription as a building text, while I take it as an irrigation one) 
of. the examination thereof under footnote 5(ft) to article grfe. I, 
therefore, render mwg[l]m as "tank, reservoir") of. Arabic mawjil, in 
the dialeot of Taman, given above. This line is damaged on both sides, 
and it is not the first line of the original text. I would like, 
however, to add some notes about two other terms in the same lines
g]rbmi this is a fairly certain restoration, cf. nmhmtn^wgrbny^, 1. 9. 

Rhodokanakis renders this as "undressed stones" by comparing Arabio 
frijara maq{uta, whereby jurub in a verse of 'Alqama's is explained,
and interpreting it as stones "as they come out of the quarry")
St., II, 43. But AsraqI, •Akhbar Makka (Maoc. ed.), I, 84, descri
bing the building of Abraha's church in §anva, says that the first
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twenty cubits high of the walls of the church were built bl-frijarat— 
in tusamml-ha *ahlu al-yamani al-juruba manqushat—in mujabaqat—in 
la yadkhulu bayna »a)baqi-ha al-'ibrai "with stones which the 
people of al-Yaman oall jurub (and which are) pecked and closely 
set next to eaoh other that a needle would not go between their 
olosely set sides"* Such a clear and precise definition is incompa- 
tible with Hhodokanakis*s interpretation of frijara maqju'a, which 
I think should be rendered "stones cut (to shape)"| cf* qafja*at 
"1*instrument dont se sert le tallleur de peirres"; Dozy, Supple
ment , II, 373.^^ Abraha's church rose 40 more cubits above the 
jurub level and that part was built with, among other things, 
rukham manqusht "dressed, pecked, marble", and frijara la-ha barlqi 
"shiny, polished, stones"* This probably would correspond to the 
munhamat-un rukham-un of 'Alqama's verse, cf. footnote 1 hereto* 
grbi "roughly dressed stones, pecked stones", is mentioned in rela
tion with irrigation construction in CIH 541,58; 540,11 etc., and 
Van Lessen 25*3* nhm is attested in the same context in CIH 541,59; 
and nhnm in Van Lessen 25,2. grbt/wnhmt is also atteeted in RES 
2687,2-3, in relation with the building of fortification walls for 
mountain roads leading from the sea*'2' 

fthmi "(water) outlets, or, openings", possibly in the shape of a
pipe or a partly covered duct; cf. RES 4170« mgrb/mwglnt "the spout 
of the water tank", as I render it* of. further below. Cf. also 
Arabic fatkha, pi* fatakh, and futukh, "a plain ring, worn on the
finger or on the ankle", and fatakha *asabi#a-hus 'arrada-ha

■■■■ ■ —  ■ ■  '

wa-'arkhahai "he opened apart and spread his toes".VJ/ Cf. also 
infaflakha al-siqa'ut "the waterskin burst and let out water". Taj, 
arts, ftkh and fjkh. This sense is compatible with ESA fthi "to cut 
out, to engrave" an inscription! cf. RES 3566,21« wl/yfth/dn/ftfrn/ 
wmfrrn/b'dm/»w/*bnw/. Semantically as well as etymologically one can 
compare Hebrew pittafri "to openf to loosen; to engrave, inscribe"; 
Grossman and Segal, s.v.. Hebrew plttafri "to engrave", has been
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compared with ESA fth; of. Rhodokanakis, St., II, 43* Glaser,
Alt j. Nachr., 187.

RES 3966 reads 1 hfrd(2)tw/whqsb/ls *fldB«BBy/yh,nm(3)bn/>Byb/
wd♦ mrt/m*mr/nwrl(4)gm/lwfyhmw/" until it sayst wldt/ysnmn/lgrybthaw(9)
wbyt/d * art/hn * t/bn * f rbh( 10 ) nm/ * lyhmwr/ws flhmw/*f ql (11 )[t0in]»V •sma.
RES 4170 readst tq]dm/msrb/mwgln/•d... The text is on a libations
altar. I read here meglm and mwgln, following llordtmann and Mittwooh,
Himj. Insohr., 64 f.) cf. also Beeston, SI, 105, store they are entered
under wgl, and of. the respective notes in RES. Rhodokanakis, St., Ill,
43, reads RES 3966 as m*mr/nnrlgm, and in ZIAI, I, 53 n. 2, objects
to Mordtmann and Mittwochv8 reading it as nmrglm/, maintaining that the
1 therein has a fuller triangular part than the g, and also claims
that one should also read mwlgn in RES 4170. Van Lessen 34, unpublished
is a broken inscription on a piece of stone of which Major Van Lessen
sent me a rubbing on paper with pencil. The letters are very clear
and seem to be well out. It reads 1 slrq/mwgln, and the g is clearly
distinct in shape from the 1. It is feasible to restore the first
word here as mjslm/

Rhodokanakis, St., III, 43, renders RES 39661 a*mr/nwrlgm
I

as 1 "das Landgut MtfLOm", and in the note thereto, p. 44, he tries to 
explain the "proper noun" MWLOra by comparing Arabic wlTajt "the hidden 
part, the bends, of a valley", and wilaj1 "planus campus, cultura 
villae, litus" etc., after Dosy, Supplement. In ZIAI,I, 58 f. Rhodoka
nakis restates this translation and his view of the meaning of mvmr

wjl (‘jl)
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here, which he denies being a cult object as maintained by Mordtmann 
and Mittvoch, op. oit., since the text, aocording to him, is not a 
votive one.

Mordtmann and Mittwoch, op. cit., 64, render RES 4170t 
tq]dm/nBgrb/Mwgln/*d ast "... has di]rected the making, 'Anfertigung' 
of the libations altar of? at?N, and in the note they maintain that it 
is inadmissible to render marb as "altar for inoense", as the text is 
on a libations altar, and they, therefore, maintain that rngrb and mslms 
"libations altar" are synonyms. They also suggest that mwgln might be 
the material from whioh the mqrb here and the m*mr in RES 3966 were 
made. They also maintain that one should read mwglm in RES 3966, but 
end their discussion with the remark, "However, it is of no consequ
ence whioh reading is correct, since neither nor yields
a suitable sense. 0. Ryckmans, in RES, renders the same ast "... a 
pris la] direotion de l’autel en material Mawlag •••", obviously 
following Mordtmann and Mittwoch1s suggestion! of. also his note in 
RES to RES 3966,3. Rhodokanakis, ZIAI,I, renders RES 4170 ast 
"... on the oooasion when he was put in] oharge or the harvest (of the 
field) MWLOB in ..."•

J. Ryckmans, "a propos du m*mr sucU-arabe", 364, maintains 
that m*mr should be rendered as "memorial", and on p. 362, after deny
ing the validity of RhodokanaKis's rendering thereof in RES 3966 as 
"Landgut", and after showing that the context in RES 3966 is votive, 
he saps, "Rien ne s'oppose done a oe que le ra'mr dont il est question
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ioi ait ete un monument place dans le temple, du raeme type que les 
monuments de geid bin 9AqIl, et que aurait ete remi8 en etat par des 
tiers". He takes mwglm or mwlgm after m*mr as probably indicating a 
kind of stone; ibid, 361, In his pre-occupation with proving that RES 
3966 was a dedication text J, Ryckmans does not lay adequate stress on 
the things for which the grace of the gods is sought. It is clear 

from the part of the text quoted above that the renovation or repair 
of m9mr/mwglm was a votive act for the sake of agricultural abundance, 
cf, RES 3966,8-11, Without being so sure as to where the m*mr was placed 
I render m9mr/mwglm asi "the m9mr of (or, for) the water tank"*, I 
also render Van Lessen 34* m]sln^/mwgln ast "the li]bations altar of 
(or, for) the water tank"^But in RES 4ITO1 tq]dVmqrb/mwglV9d,,, 
taking of mqrb as "incense altar, or, burnt offerings altar" seems to 
be precluded by the fact that the text is on a libations altar; cf, 
above. But it is also difficult to accept Mordtmann and Mittwoch*s 
contention that mjrb should be taken as "libations altar". Besides, 
tq]dm, a restoration which seems fairly justifiable, normally indicates 
taking charge of constructional work, and it would be out of context 
in the dedication of a libations altar to say that So and So "direoted 
the making of the altarfaccording to Mordtmann and Mittwoch, I render

m The mimation of awglm need not preclude it from being rendered as 
"the water tank"; cf, Beeston, "A Sabaean penal law, - excursus on 
the mimation in ESA", Mus,, 64 (1951)? 313 f. If the m9mr was not
plaoed near the tank, then mwglmi "the tank", would be more feasible 
than mwglnt "this tank", Cf, Beeston, ibid,, and n, 24«
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RES 4170 as« "...took] charge [of the making, building] of the spout(s) 
(or, outlet(s)) of the vater tank at (or9 up to) ...". For rogrbi 
"spout'S of. NQI, 19 ff•5 * cf. also footnote 5(u) *° article j£k#
It ia perhaps possible to take mgrb here as plural9 which is possible 
as no separate plural form9 e.g. mgrbt9 is attested. The plural may 
be more in keeping with the undertaking iiqplied by tq]dm. It is possib
le to take mgrb in RES 286995* wmgrb/mrtn/wmqrb/•fln also as plural9 
sinoe in big irrigation works of that sise more than one spout of 
each kind must have been used.

Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, II9 111, gives majil ast "water that 
gathers at the foot of a mountain or in a valley from seepage9 nazs9 
and not from rain"f and Lisan9 art, mjl, gives majilt "the gathering 
place of water"9 adds that according to Abu 'Ubayd it fehould be ma*jal, 
and also adds that majil is olaimed to be a loanword, mu*arrab* It is 
not indioated from which language it is a loan, and one would hesitate 
in interpreting the claim as referring to a gimyari origin. Cf. also 
Arabic juzaft "sale in undetermined quantity"9 said in Lisan to be 
dakhili "of foreign origin"9 and in Qanua to be a loanword from 
Persian guzaf. But it is attested in RES 3951»3»5! of. Beeston9 SI,
74 and Rhodokanakis, JCT, I, 999 who does not agree with this view of 
the Arab lexicographers.

m In my NQl, 20, I held that mgrb in RES 4170 meant "altar for burned 
offerings", a view which I no longer hold.
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(1) In my NqI,II,426, I rendered grbtn, Van Lessen 25t3, as1 "stepped 
interior facing", and in the note thereto, p, 4279 I addedt "The 
reference here is to the internal appearance of the tank or reser
voir, which resembles a flight of stairs"• In note 1, ibid,, I 
suggested that jurub in 'Alqama’s verse *a*la-hu munhamat—un r; 
rukhaawun fal-in wa-*asfalu-hu jurub-u "referred, originally at 
least, to the terrace shape of the bottom of the walls, A parallel 
may be found in the method of setbacks used in the foundations of 
the temple of *Awwam in Jfa*rib; cf, P, P, Albright, A PSA, 217, col 
B, It seems that the use of roughly dressed stones in the building 
of this kind of foundation caused the transfer of the meaning of 
the word to the blocks of stone therms elves," Of the dressing of 
the stones of this foundation F P ,  Albright, ibid, writest

"The blocks in the lower courses (those immediately above 
course 30[44l) were not as carefully dressed as those in the 
upper part of the wall since they were below ground level. 
Margins were more crudely drafted and the roughly pecked 
central area of the faoe was left projecting above the plane 
of margins showing that the dressing of the blockB was not 
completely finished,"

Still* these foundation stones were far from being "undressed stones
as they come out of the quarry",

(2) HES 2687,2-3 reads* ftSn*/*qbthn/qlt/w9qb/iigr/9lhtyhn/bn/bfrrhn/ 
qdmny/ *lhy/gr(3)bt/wnhmt/wgsmhy/gn»/qlt/wyqbhn/1 "the building of « 
the stronghold £LT and of the strongholds which block the two 
heights from the seat in front (from the outside was their struc
ture) of undressed stone and dressed stones and the massive erec
tion of the wall (of the stronghold) £LT and of the (other) strongt- 
holds", The keywords here are *qbthn and *qb, to be rendered 
"mountain road" and "mountain roads" respectively; cf, Arabic 
•aqaba* "a mountain road, or a road in the upper part of a mountaixf, 
Lane, Lexicon, s,v«, and cf, Glaser, Reise naoh Marib, 111, The 
first word in this passage above should be emended as hgnM "walled 
fortified". See the description of the walllin which this
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inscription is built and of the region and the present mountain
roads therein — - eaoh oalled <aqaba —  in von Wissmann and Hofner*
Beitrage z, hist. Qeogr,* 93 ff, Of the structure of the wall
itself it is said there*

"Die bis 7 m Hohe erhaltene Hauer is aus sehr gut behauenen* 
mit zementartigera Steinmortel fest verbundenen^Quadern von 
ungefahr Icubischer Form und etwq 30 cm Seitenlange erriohtet 
und hat senkrechte Wande."

There is no evidence of the rough untrimmed stone*
(3) fatakha >a^abita-hu occurs in a tradition describing how Muframaad 

plaoed his toes in the prostrating position in prayer* It is 
explained as *arrafla-ha wa-,arkha-ha> cf* the text above* and as 
thana-ha wa-layyana-has "bent them and loosened them"* and this is 
qualified as bending them outwards 9 which makes the two explanatiota 
identical* The sense of "to bend" is otherwise unattested in any 
usage from the root ftkh) Lisan9 art* ftkh* This secondary or 
rather accidental sense of "to bend" has been oompared by Mordtmann 
and Muller* Sabalache Denkmaler* 87* who* therefore* render 
mwl[g]*^wfthm as "in a penetrating and bent form (or* manner)"* 
which is the translation followed by CIH* cf* above* The basic 
sense of the Arabic root ftkh is"to be open* to be wide"* and it 
has a developed sense of "to be loose* to be supple"* i*e* to 
be capable of stretching or extending* Cf* fatkhat "ring"f fatkhi 
"the openess* the wideness* of the hand or the foot") fatakhi 
"the wideness of the spaces between the claws of a lion and the 
suppleness of the joints thereof") •aftakht "someone with fingers 
that have supple joints and can be opened wide apart) someone with 
wide feet or hands") Lisan* art* ftkh, Arabic ftkh is semantically* 
and pernaps etymologically as well* parallel to Arabic fqfr) of* 
fuqqafratu- al-yadl and faqfratu al-yadlt "the palm of a hand"* in 
the dialect of Yaman* oalled so "beoause of its openness*
ll-ittisa^l-ha") Lis an* art* fqfr* Rhodokanakis compares this usage 
of fuqqafra with RES 3945#15* fqt?/t*d/1 "opened an outlet to* ,,, 
supplied with water") AST* I* 75* Cf, also Beeston* SI* 70,
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(4) It is feasible that a m*mr and a raslms "libations altar" should 
have belonged to, or were associated with, a water tank. Cf* also 
CIH 338 (01. 1209) wraqjrtn/dryd/kwrm/» "and the incense altar of 
(or at) the protruding side of the pool (or, reservoir)"| cf* the 
examination thereof under article kwr*

/
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CHAPTER TI

Usages and words with a South Arabian Context*

The material that can oome under this heading depends on the 
kind of criteria are applied to deoide whether a certain usage is to 
be taken as oocuring in a South Arabian context or not. One group of 
usages with a South Arabian oontxt which I have come across are those 
contained in the accounts of the encounters between Muhammad and c 22 
the leaders of certain South Arabian embassies or groups. These accoun
ts* which* strictly speaking* should be considered part of fradltlu are* 
for the most part* not included in the better known and usually more 
discriminating collections* as can be seen from a comparison of a list 
of the words contained therein with Vensinok's Concordance. The works 
which pay most attention to them are the manaqlb works* such as 
al-Shifa of al—QajI 4Iyad b. Musa* the later Sira works* like al-glra 
al-galabiyya of 4AlI b. Burhan al-DtCn al-galabl* and collections of 
literary and linguistic material* like al-*Iqd al-Farld of Ibn fAbd 
Babbi-hi.

al-Qajl 4 Iyad* in the chapter on Muhammad's fagahat al-llsan 
wa-balaghat al-qawl* says* wa-laysa kalamu-hu ma4 quraysh-ln wa-1—  

4angarl wa-4ahli al-frijaal wa—najd-in ka—kalami—hi ma4 dhl al-mish4ar 
al-hamdanl wa-jahfata al-nahdT wa-qajan b. h^rithata al-4ulayml 
wa-l-,aah>athl b. ^ays —in wa»»wJ ̂ ilr b. ju^r-in al—kind? wa-^hayri—him 
min 4aqyall frafrrarc&wta wa-mulukl al-yam&ni "And his (Muhammad's) 
discourse with the Quraysh and al-*Angar and the people of al-giftas
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and Bajd la not like his discourse with Shu al-Mish4ar al-Hamdanl and 
Jahfa al-Nahdl and qpfan b. garitha al-4UlaymI and a 1-Ash4ath b* <&ys 
and VaTil b* JuJr al-Xindl and others besides then from among the gay Is 
of {}a£ram*wt and the kings (or9 ohieftains?) of al-Taman"| of* #AlI 
al-Qarl, Sharb al-Shifa, I9 177 f• The distinction between the dialeots 
of Borth Arabia and those of South Arabia which is made by 4Iyad here 
is instructive*

Xbn *Abd Babbi-hi9 al-*Iqd al-Farld, II9 under the kitab 
of wufudi "embassies'^ gives aocounts of the enoounters with the 
followings Btmdan9 p* 31 f• I Madhfrij* headed by ^abyan b* gaddad (or9 
Kudada9 according to HamdanX9 gifat 21l)9 36 f#f fS’il b* Jujr (Muha
mmad's kitab or mandate to him)9 48 f *| and fahfa al-HahdI9 55 * 55.
4Iyad b* Musa, aocording to the test in *AlI al-Qarl, Sharb al-Shifat 
I9 gives aocounts of the enoounters with the followings Hamdan (headed 
by flfa* al—Mish4ar Malik b* *ama|)9 178 f*| Iahd9 179 - 183| Wa4il b* 
gujr (Muhammad's kitab or mandate to him)9 183 «• I85* A thorough 
comparison of the vocabulary of these accounts in these two sources 
with Nihaya showed that nearly all the strange usages therein are 
included in Hihaya, whioh9 in most oases9 indicates that they are 
attested in these badlths or accounts*

However9 I felt that these usages9 although containing many 
whioh correspond to BSA attested etymological equivalents9 should be 
left out from the comparison undertaken in this study* This decision 
was due9 among other considerations9 to the basic reason that such 
usages do also exist in Arabic and are attested in the lexica without
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reference to South Arabian contexts or associations* Besides, it is 
uy view that further investigation of the possible origin of these 
aocounts should be undertaken before one feels justified in including 
them under the "South Arabian material" envisaged for the purpose of 
this study* This goes beyond the soope of this study at the present 
time*

I have, however, ohosen one usage from this group for exami
nation here, beoause it happens to throw light on the meaning of ESA 

and mt*yf of* under article here* The other four articles 
included here represent a variety of sources and of natures* Under 
artlole re * 1 examine a usage given in the lexloa with a oitation 
thereto from a gimyarl poet* This usage helps to establish the sense 
of ESA cars *t, RES 4332,1, a sense whioh is in line with my interprets- 
of sqfr, whioh governs mreH in the same line* of* article re* and of* 
footnote 5 (e) to article qrfr (p. 21 of the footnotes thereto)* Under 
article ehy* I give a usage attested in a TamanX context which has an 
exact ESA equivalent! besides, it is also meant to document my inter* 
pretation of ESA sy# in CIH 548,3-4, a0 given in footnote 1 to article 
drr* Under article jyb I examine a usage given in a fiqyarl context, 
but the examination is primarily undertaken as an investigation of 
the possible rendering of ESA jyb as "pure gold" in line with qy 
interpretation of BBS 2771,4 under artiole yr^9 (of* pp* 22 - 24 there
of)* Under artiole kwr I mainly examine the meanings of ESA kwr in 
connection with my interpretation of qrfr in the oSntext of kwr in 
CIH 338 (01* 1209),3| of* article grft (p. 20 thereof)*
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In the Elwln of Imru* al-Qaye, the pre-Islanic Kindite poet9
(according to the recension of al-Aqma*I, and with the commentary of 
al-*Arlam al-Shantaari* Cairo9 1958, 126 f.,) is a short poem the first 
three lines of which reads

The poet is supposedly warning his sister against marrying a worthless 
person with the qualities mentioned in these lines* The editor of this 
edition9 Muhammad Abfl al-Fagl Ibrahim, adds in a note, ibid*, 413» that 
the poem does not appear in one of the manuscripts and that in another 
manuscript the rlwf makes the remark that "some have claimed that it is 
falsely attributed (to Imru1 al-Qays)"* The editor then refers to 
al-*AmidI, al-au*talif wa-l-aukhtallf, who attributes these three verses 
to Imru1 al-Qays b* KSlik al-gimyarl and states, "the verses are related 
as from Imru* al-Qays b* ĴaJar al-kindl, and that is a falsehood, for 
they are established as part of the poetry of ^imyar, wa-hiya 
thabitat-un fl fashf5r frlmyar*" Cf* al-^asan b* Bis hr al-’AmidI, op* cit 
(ed* F* Krenkow), Cairo, 1935» 12*

murassara and ascribes then to Imru* al-Oays* LisBn* art* rs(, quotes 
verbatim* TKi* art* rsf, however, mentions al-*AmidI*a remark 

about the poet*e Qimyarl identity*

art* rer* cites the three verses in conneotion with

The oommentators on the Diwin, quoted in hie'Sn and Tld* say
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that murassa<a derives from tarsi(i " inter lacing” 9 and that it means 
"a charm that is made of interlaocd straps of leather worn around the 
wrist to ward off the evil eye or disaster" • The lexica give also 
rasl*l* —  suyur uaflfttrai "interlaced, interwoven, straps of leather"| 
LlsBn and Tgj* ibid* . . .

X relate this usage of nmrass ra and the other related usages 
f*om the same root to ESA rare rt in EES 4332,1, which reads t br>/wswtr/ 
wsqfr/mr4rt/wmwtr/byt[s ] HOfner renders this asi "hat gebaut und feet- 
gefUgt und instandgesetst (Ober)bau und Fundament [seines] Rouses", 
and ooapares with mrd*tt "(Ober)bau" Arabic tarsiri "construire",

Safter Dosy, Supplement* I, 323* X render this ast "built and founded 
and made watertight the revetment and the foundation of his house"* 
Notesi
sqfri "made watertight" | of* the examination hqfr and sgfr under Footnote 

5 (e) to article qrb* 
mrs*ti "revetment"* Cf* etymologically tarsirt "interlacing*' and 

. rasS* 1r t suyur raaflfUraf and compare sem&ntloally ESA <jfri "to 
encase with masonary, to revet", and Arabic flaflrai "revetment, 
dyke, embankment", said in Tgj, art* jfr, to derive from the sense 
of jarf — nasjt "weaving, Interweaving", and =  *ldkhSl al-ba*fl fl 
al-ba<4i "interlacing"* This indicates a easement type of struc
ture* HOfher compares Arabic tarsifi "construire" (Dosy, Supple
ment) * and thus rendersi "(Ober)bau"* tarsi4t "construire" is not 
attested in the Arable lexica, but tarql*, with qgd, is given as 
tarklbi "mounting, placing together", and as al-nas j k&wnB 
yurafslcu al-fttHru <ushsha-hu *• • bi-qugbSn-ln wa-rlsh-int 
"interweaving as the bird places together its nest with sticks 
and feathers"* Interchange of usages between the roots rs* and
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rq* is well atteetedf cf* raelfy  raql* ̂  raqlca9 pi* rasl’i* ■=
raqgyl*» suyur iaa$fQra| T8jy arte* re* and rgc* Cf* aleo muraopa** 
=  Buraeeaca* in the verse quoted abovet according to al-»A*laa 
al-Shan tamer I* in the PIwBn of Imru* al-oays, 128* Thus tarsi*i 
"construire’* of Dozy, Supplement* is most probably the equivalent 
of tarql*, and the meaning, thereof is "reveting"* The fact that 
ESA ref ie etyaologically equivalent to Arabic rsc and rq* may 
be9 to some extent, due to the particularities of the sound £*
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In the mandate given to Wl>il b* gujr by the Prophet, it is 
eaid>inna wl>ll-an yustas*l> "Il>il shall be authorised to oolleot 
dues, p^oor rates, qadaqlt, and shall take oharge of extracting them 
from their payers’*| of* Nihlya. Lisin and TOi* art* s(y* This usage is 
linked in the lexica vith sa<fri "to oolleot the poor rates, qadaqlt, 
from the rich and give them to the poor, to oolloot dues'*, henoe itjli 
muqaddlqi "collector of the poor rates, oolleotor of dues"* Lisin and 
TRi* art* s<y*

SSA t*y is etymologioally the equivalent of Arabic s*y* In 
ESA two usages from t*y are knownt (a) mt*yt and its plural mt<yf 
(b) t$*t* It will be seen from what follows that these two usages of 
t*y have parallel usages in Arabic deriving from s<y*

SSA ot<yt and mj*y occur in a number of Minaean inscriptions 
in oonnection with offerings to Wadd and cAttar*

Mordtaann and HUler, Sab* Lenka** 77, when trying to explain 
atfy[t in RES 2846 A,l, remarked that the meaning of this word oould 
not be ascertained by comparing the material in the Arabic lexica, and 
specified thl*I (erroneously rendered by them "ein Verleumder" "slan
derer" ) of* infra) and thacw, a kind of dates* In the next page, 78, 
they suggested that since on the one hand mt*y normally oooured next 
to aooounts of offerings, and since on the other hand it was to be 
noticed that there had not been found anywhere in Minaean inscriptions 
any mention of incense offerings, "Rlucheropfer", this mysterious 
mtfy might well be the missing word* Rhodokanakis, acoepting the
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validity of this piece of oonjeoture based on evidence of a negative 
nature, renders iatcy in RES 2774f3 "Rfiucheropfer", Stud. f II, 56# 
and thsn9 ibid.. 669 seeks to support it by comparing Uehrl t&y, 
"sniffing, particularly of a horse", and toye9 "smell, soent"| he 
also semantieally oomparee, in oonneotion with offerings, Reb. rta$ 
nlfroafr. He then oontends that t<t, in CIH 41198i wsfyt/wfeat/wtt*t/fei*m, 
next to feat i "Schadenfreude" 9 should indicate "in ttblen Geruch hr ingen"* 
and then goes on to say, "su dies am ttct toys gehOrt das in Nordarabl- 
sohen sonst isolierte al-thB1! und al-thlfa nit al-qldhlf und 
al-qadhafa erklBrt (LioTn, s. voce thwf nach AbH *Amr und Ibn al^ifrl- 
bl) i "sohmfilero, verleumden". He also compares semantically with tt*t 
Qeb. hib*astern ^et-rflhend, Ex.5,21.

Hhodokanakis 9s documentation does not strengthen the validity 
of Hordtaann and HCtllercs conjecture. To start with, the MehrX usages 
he compares derive fton a root whioh does not correspond etymologically

m M. HHfner, ZIAI,II, 93 n.l, carries this line of interpretation one 
step further and suggests that feat here, next to ttct (as interpre
ted by Hhodokanakis, St., II, 66) should be assigned to Arabic 
shaanat "to smell, to inhale a smell through the nose" and hsnoe 
"to raise the nose high, to be proud, to be arrogant", instead of 
assigning it to Arabic shanlta. But of. Hufrannad*s prayers alllhuama 
>in«*il *a(ttdhu bika min ahaua&tatl al-*a*dl>, where shaaStat al- 
*a*dR is the exact equivalent of ESA wtfmt/.../fei*m| cf. Hihgya. 
art. shnt, and Bukhlrl, Cairo, 1314 A.H., VIII, 75* Arabic
has the two forms ehaaflt and shaaStaf of. ggSaOs. art. shmt.
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to t(y fro? which the ESA usages derive* Be then makes a wrong inter
pretation of the passage in Lisin, apparently following in the steps 
of Mordtmann and roller's "Verleumder", Sab, Denka,. 77* The
entry in Lisin says« *an AbT *Amri al-thacI al-qldhlf, wa-<an Ibn 
&1-Ucrlblt i al tblf*tus al-qadhafa* The entry in QlaCs gives thlfa
as the equivalent of qadhfa and specifies it as li-l-qay> i "meaning 
'vomiting' "• In the supplement to the artiole9 Tli adds atfel<a 
(Form IV) =  ql*a, ’he vomited" according to Ibn al-*A<rlbI, TSi then 
gives thl'I —  qadhif, on the authority of Abu ^Amr, and remarks that 
it oust bemet&thioal from thgylc* Cf* also thlcai "vomitua", Freytag, 
Lexicon* Lisin's al-thl'a - a l - q a d h a f a ^is most probably a mistake 
of vowel ling on the part of the editor9 in plaoe of qsdhfa, as given 
in qiafla and speoified as qay*t "vomiting"* (fafrlfr does not enter thw* 
at all but gives tl*a al-qay'ui kharajai "the vomiting cams out" and
*atl*& i qt’ai "to vomit"* These usages are also in Lisin and Tli* 
art* twc, Cf* also tha^ai ql'ai "to vomit", Lieln, and
art* thc** It seems that thlra is a secondary formation of thac<ra, 
whioh in its turn seems to be onomatopoeic*)

Hhodokanakis and his two predecessors interpreted qlgfeif as 
the n* ag* of qadhafai "to slander", and accordingly assigned to 
thl*I the sense of "slanderer"* But this is clearly a misinterpreta
tion, as is olear from the specification of the sense in Qgartte as 
referring to "vomiting" • And although, as will be seen further down,
BSA tt*t does mean "slander, calumny", yet it should be admitted that 
it was through a misinterpretation that Hhodokanakis arrived at the
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correct meaning of t|ft, There is no ground for stymologically 
connecting tjU with Arabio thwrt and there ie no more ground for 
oonneoting them semantically.

The following examination of some of the texts in which 
mt*yt or m|fy occurs will show the arbitrary nature of rendering 
either of them as "incense, perfumes". These two terms are definitly 
attested in BBS 2771,9| 2789,3* 2929,3| 2975f13| 3000f2| 3890, No.9.
They are also partly restored in a number of other inscriptions! cf.
CIH 428,21 RKS 2774,3| 2778,141 2846 A,1 and B,l| 2897 bisj 3028 bls.l.

RES 2979,13-14 reads i wywn/*rb/dfrna/wbdyt/w«bdt/at fy/w[dm/ 
bfrflr] (14) hs/Mbhmfph (1%. G. Ryokmans renders! "et au temps ou Dutymil 
st Badiyat et rAbdat appcrterent deo parfums k la[dd (et immolkrent?) 
sur son pajrvis do vie tines 17" • In the note in RES this "(ifflmolkrent?)" 
is accounted for by this remarki ">dbtya egaleaent complement de JJrb?
Si l'espaoe laisse libre le permettait on s'attendrait h liret wywm/ 
frb/.../mfrcy/w[dm/wribfr/bfrflr jha/p cf. RES 2929,3|,G1. 1089,3." But in 
Tawfik 63, based on a photograph, Haol restores the end of line 9 of 
the new text, corresponding to the end of line 13 of RES 2979,in the 
same way it is restored here, and there seems to bo no fresh evidence 
of enough spaoe for squeesing in wdbfr/(5 spaoes)) of. intaX, Huqush 
Khirbat Barlqish, U ,  p. 7* It is safe, therefore, to say that *dbftn 
in RES 2979,14 is in apposition to mtry. line 13, or is an adverbial 
accusative.

RES 2846 is found on a libations altar, and mt*y[t is
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attested la the first line thereof* The text la rather damaged, and 
although one might assume that mt*y[t there oould hate been associated 
with "perfumes" It need not necessarily have been so* But in the other 
oases the reference is completely difficult to speolfy or ascertain, 
apart from the general sense of offering mt*yt or mt*y* Of speolal 
interest, however, is RES 3000,2< wakrb/mt1y/wdmi rendered "et I'autel 
dee parfuos de Waddum"* The note thereupon compares CIH 132,2 and 
338,11* Aooordlng to the text of CIH 338 ( 01* 1209) as given In 
BeeBton, SI* 36, it is mgrbn/^CIH 132,2 reads • akrbn/nmfyhmw/whmr hmw/* 
The text is damaged and fragmentary! but if akrbn here is to corres
pond to akrb in CIH 132,2, then it is instructive to see that at*y in 
RES 3000,2 would correspond to mwfyhmw/whmrhmw/1 "their fulfilment 
(of the vows?) and their gift"* There Is no clear oase In RES 3000,2 
for rendering mtry as "perfumes"*

It Is obvious that atyyt and mt<y cannot exclusively be 
associated with Incense or perfumesf and In RES 2973 there seems to 
be enough evidence for associating m|cy with sacrificial victims* It 
Is possible, therefore, to conclude that mtcy might have referred to 
"rates, dues, tributes", possibly of an obligatory and fixed nature 
which made specification unnecessary In most oases) and they might 
have been paid or offered In different forms and kinds* Cf* Arable 
safy t "pious efforts, discharge of pious vows and religious duties", 
espeoially used in relationsto pilgrimage in the expression i sa*y-un 
aashkflri "(may) the efforts be rewarded"! cf* also the same expression
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attested in modern South Arabian usage in conneetlon with a local 
"pilgrimage", B. B. Serjeant, "Pre-Islamic Prophets of gagraaawt",
Mua.. 6? (1954), 135* This sense of a r t "rates, dues, tributes", in 
a devotional or eult context, compares well with sa*H, "to oolleot the 
poor rates, gadaqlt", and sN*Ii muqaddlq, "collector of qadaqKt". One 
oan semantically compare mtcy with qadaqlt, the real sense of the latter 
being "discharged duties, discharged tributes"*

Professor A* II* Honeyman has kindly drawn my attention to 
Ugarltlo tc (from tcy) > "gift, offering111 cf. C. H. Gordon, Ugarltlc 
Handbook. Pome, 1947, III (Comprehensive Glossary), 280.

SSA tt*t has been partly discussed in the preceding part.
Since CIH 411,8, oited above, it has been attested in three more texts. 
By 533,29-30 reads, bn/b»stm/wnkytm/w[n](30)4 [*jesqy/wttct/dn,m. 0. 
Hyokmans, Mus., 68 (1955), 3ol, renders ttfft here "outrage", and in 
the note thereto, ibid.. 308, adds, "cf. CIH 411,8, wtct/6n*n, "et 
victoria hostls"| CIH tradult alnsi d*aprbs l,hcbreu tebtta*. Nous 
traduisons aveo Hhodokanakis, d*aprbs LisHn (s.v. twc) "outrage, 
caloumie". Cf. Stud. II, p. 66." Hy 541,3-10 reads, bn/b>st(9)n/ 
wnkytn/wnfl Vwifqy/wtt<t/wcb|(lO)&>a/wiahb>sm/, and 0. Hyokmans, Uus.
70 (1957) 101, renders tt<t/w*b$ as, "outrage, et exaotlon". I render 
<b$ here as, "malloe, abuse, aggression"^ NSmX (and series) 8, 25-26, 
reads bn/b#stm/wnky(26)tm/wn4Vw*ty/w^^ ct/dn*m. NlmX, Nuqttsh /arabiyya 
JanTTbiyya, al-majmUca al-thHniya, 34, transcribes it as wttryt, but 
tt*t is clear in the photograph of the inscription, plate III. IflBmX,
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ibid,, 35, renders it as alrlyai ’’Blander, calumny", and In the note 
thereto, ibid*, 36, adds the gloss "eVXya, wlsfrlya, naalina"i "calumny
denouncement, betrayal", He quotes tj(t in CIH 411,3 and renders it
si cSya, but he does not oonxnent on the possible etymological identity 
of ISA ttct and Arablo el'lya, Rial's use of si<Hya to render tt*t is 
instructive* It is just the ezaot Arabic word for the sense*

It is thus erldent that both mt*yt, pi* nj^y, and tf.ft have 
corresponding usages deriving from Arable s cy»



Footnote

(l) Q* Byekmens, Mus» 70 (1957), 102, In the note to in By 541,9* 
neyat ftlci 'intex'vient pour X a 'premise.fois, k la tin do la eori© 
den raaux, lo tonne *bt» ©th, %ba$a, “yl adigere-ad. poragon&um”, 
aliquicl ”ad angaries” VOX ”opus praestandum cogore”! hdbreu *abhot» 
"Strafpfand***11 A more feasible sense would be ”malice, abuse”# of# 
Arable cabajjfa ,al«4sBdhiba,. talayya$ i£tatala»«hus ”he told, be invented, 
lies against mo”,- *abatty *ir4a~hin shateraa^hu nrwtnna<iqega~hui ”ho 
reviled bis honour, he disparaged him”,, and ,iftabata fuiBn*?ent 
qatala~hu %ulm*»an la *an qigl§t “lie killed someone in aggression, 
not in retaliation”* .
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NihSya, art* gives a tradition in which it ie said
that Sayf b. Phi Yasan asked *Abd al-tiuf$alib, /lU^amoad•s grandfatherf 
hal la-ka min shl^a* and explains shl^aas sawjag "wife"* Traditions 
say that *Abd al«ttu))alih went at the head of an embassy from Uaoca 
to oongratulate Sayf on the restoration of the gimysrl rule to Taman 
and give an account of a long private discourse between Muhammadfs 
grandfather and the king in whioh the latter disclosed to fAbd 
al-itutt&llb the "prophecy4* about lftû ammad,s forthcoming glory) of*
Ibn Hi sham, TIjSn* 306-10, Ibn fAbd Babbihi, *Iqd, II, 23-28, Iffahlnl, 
(BUllq edition) XTI, 79*77* But this question of Sayf does not appear 
in any of the aocounts in these sources and I cannot traoe it to any 
other source* But AbU Nu*aym, Ball111 al-Hubuwwa, Hyderabad, 1950, 89, 
gives a tradition in which it is said that *Abd al-iuffalib was one 
winter in al-Taxaan and was staying with a Jewish Babbl, frlbr min 
al-yahld* who, after looking into the former•s nostrils, prophecled 
for him temporal power and prophecy to oome forth from him and asked 
him, hal la-ka min shl*a* to whioh rAbd al-Zu^alib replied wawaa 
al-ehl*at "and what is a shl^a?" and the Jew explained it as al-sawia* 
Another tradition, also given in Nihlya* says that &i£ammad asked 
someone, »a-la-ka shlfai "Have you got a wife?". The meaning of shl*ai 
"wife" is explained in Hlhlya as ll-*anna-hl tufihaylcu-hu« *ay

tutlbiru-hut "because she follows him". Lisin and TBj, art* shyc. 
repeat what Hlhlya says on all these points*
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SSA has the exact equivalent of this gh3«at "wife"| cf •
CIH 6,1« * M m / w ¥ fthw/*b<ly/bt/>hl...i '"BDKLL and hi* wife »B<i.T 
daughter of *LH,,,"f according to Be eat on, SI, 4, where he adds9 "to 
be derived from the root bwc," Praetorius, Beltr, g, Erklffr, *. Hlmj, 
Insofar*, III9 6, oompares Arabic shSfa and renders &ct as "wife19, CIH 
renders If <t as "sooia", taking it as the feminine of 4wf t "socius"9 
assigning this sense to ttwr in Hal, 169 ( = R E S  2754) 91 and Hal, 202 
(= RES 2784) |2f and then adds that aft here should have the sense of 
"wife". But of, CIH 542»11 whbt/frct/faTrm, where b*t is rendered by 
CIH as "uxor",*

in RES 275491i *w*/wdm/, and RES 2784f2t *wf/wd/ is 
interpreted as "priest". Thus the relation between i ct 1 "wife" and 
bwf in these two texts is not as close as claimed by CIHf although
they both derive from the same basic sense.

Two basic senses have been assigned to ESA bw* in its verbal 
usages! (a) "to assist"9 (b) "to accompany*1. The baslo sense of ^fftt 
"wife" is "companion"! cf, semantio&lly Arabic qT;friba9 literally 
"oompanlon"9 but used as "wife" in Qur*3n vi9101| lxx913| lxxil93
and 1xxx936, The masculine equivalent of ESA S*t is to be found in
RES 548f 3-4• wdnwn/bby *hw, which I render as t "and there is blood on
his man (or, companion)"! of, the examination of this translation on
pp, 8-9 of the footnotes to article drr,

d It is perhaps worth pointing out that CIH 6 is dated in the Era year
573 and CIH 542 is a monotheistic text.
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C* Landberg, Arab lea, V, 112 , quotas from TSrlkh gan*!* 
of AbH <Abd Allth al-RIel (dlsd 1066 C.E.) that Wahb b* Munabbih's 
mother, who was a glmyarl woman from the Khalil elan and spoke JimyarX, 
said before his birth • ra*ay-4cu bl-n-frulm ka-walad-ku lbn-an min fib, 
(transcribed here in anasjuned Arable towelling) explained ast "I saw 
In a dream that I gave birth to a son of gold"* The last word Is trans
cribed by Landberg as fib and is explained by al-RKsX as Qlmyarl for 
dhahabi "gold"* E* Rossi, "Appuntl dl dlalettologla del Yemen", RSO. 
XVII, (1937)9 261, quotes this sentence from Landberg, but points the 
last word as fayylb* Rabin, Anoient West-Arablan* 48, quotes this 
phrase from Landberg, and in a note thereto, n* 6 p* 33, addst "The 
word (fib) aeeurs In a tradition ***, where it was not understood by 
the commentators (of* Goldziher, Muh, Studlen* 11, 243)*" The tradition 
referred to by Pabin Is al-oadlnatu ka-l^&rl tanfl £frabatha-hl 
wa-tanfa*u fIba-hlt Madina is like the blacksmith's furnaces it 
removes (or, expels) its dross and refines its pure (metal)", or 
yanqa*u flbu-hKi "Its pure (metal) shines" according to another versloni 
cf* HlhKya, Llsln* art* nqc* It is not easy to concede that fib here 
specifically exolusively means "gold", especially as it is clearly the 
opposite of khabathi "dross"* In Muhammad's oonvenant with the people 
of JarbR* and ^Adhrufc it is stipulated that wa->anna *alay-hlm 
ml>ata-dlnar-ln fl kulll rajab-ln wlflyat-an fayyibat-an, where 
tayylbat-an is explained as deriving from the sense of £fralftss "purity" 
and hence meaning dhahab khSllqs "pure gold") cf* Veilhausen, Sklsze 
und Vorarbelten* Berlin, I889, IV, 28, quoting Ibn Sa«d, Yabaqtt*
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It is rgaln difficult to claim that fayylba here specifically and 
exclusively meant "gold"*

Under article jrfr, of* p. 24 thereof, in the notes to my
interpretation of RES 2771»4t wywa/e 1^/wdm/b^r^m/ns'nd/$yb/w*f|• /wdhb/

■

nnrt/ rd1 nfrran/, I suggest that a oase can be made for taking $yb/w>ff*/ 
wdhb/mwt/ aa indicating preolous metals or coins i fybi "pure gold" | 
*£f[|j(?)* " silver] of* Arabic flffaf ***6 dhb/mwti "debased, adultera
ted, gold", or even "bronse"• Another ease where (yb, in my view, can 
be rendered "gold, pure gold" is in CIH 306, which reads t

2 * /hqnyw/4yahaiv/t1 lb/rymm/[ b *1
3* t ]r <t/tltnhn/qlmn/ddhbn/^mdm/bdt/hws[ *hmw/
4* t * lb/be tkmln/kl/tyb/wf rf /tnf fw/whqsbn/lmw[ tbh 
5* n Jv/yhgl/m^/srwrm/qrfto/

Beeston, SI, 27, translates this as i "dedicated to their patron T*LB 
RYMm [lord of TjRcT the thirty images of gold, in gratitude because 
T*LB favoured [them] by bringing to perfection all the incense and qrf 
whioh they planted and arranged for their seat YHGL, a hundred srwr of 
qrf", Then follows a long list of agricultural and lrrigatlonal works 
and achievements, lines 5~10* I render the same text asi "dedicated to 
their patron T*LB BYMa [lord of (3) Tj?*T the thirty images of gilded 
"bronse", in gratitude because T’LB favoured [them] (4) by bringing to 
oomplitlon all the pure "gold" and silver (with) whioh they ornamented 
and renewed their seat (5) YHGL, a hundred purses of silver"*
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Notest
L* 3i ddhbm "of gilded bronze"f Glaser, Abessinler* 47, renders this 

as "aus Gold" and then adds, "No pure gold can be meant by this 
term, but bronze or gilded bronze, since most of the statues which 
we know until now are made of bronze j* and only in the rarest 
cases are known to have an outer thin layer of gold*" Beeston, SI* 
28, says, "Karg(oliouth) suspects gilding to be really meant, on 
account of the huge expense of thirty golden statues"* More 
recently ESA dhb has been rendered as "bronze") cf* my NQI, II,
433 n* 1* Compare RES 2771,4* dhb/mwti "adulterated, debased, gold"* 
Hhodokanakis^ St*, 37 n* 3, renders dhb/mwt/1 "macerated dahab--. mmmm y . . t t —
aroma" by comparing Arabic mSthat "to macerate"* I compare the
same m&thas "to mix"* I wonder whether this dhb/mwt/ could hake 
been the equivalent of "bronze"*

L* 4* stkmlm "bringing to completion"*
fyb/w^rft ."pure "gold" and silver") cf* Hommel, Aufs* und Abhandl*a 
1851 "Feingold und Silber") Glaser, Alt.1, Studien* 64, "Edelmetall 
(direkti Gold?) und Feinholz (Steinmaterial, Silber?)"* Rhodoka- 
nakis, St** I, 4, who takes $yb as "perfume, incense", maintains 
that qrf is also a kind of perfume or incense, and links it 
etymologically and semantically as well with $rf t "silver" by
pointing out that the same root in other Semitic languages has the
sense of "to smelt" and then points out that "smelting" and 
"incense burning" are semantically related in a number of roots)

m Bronze seems to have been closely associated with the making of 
Ja^n5m in pre-Islamic Arabia* A tradition relates that a man came 
to Lfy^ammad wearing a ring made of bronse and Muhammad said to 
him, "Why do I smell the odour of *asnWm from you?" and this is 
explained "because they, al-*a^nara, used to be made from bronze"* 
NihSya and LisRn* art* khtm*
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4
of* ibid* 9 notes 3 and 4* I do not find his arguments conclusive* 
Beestont "incense and §rf", and in the notes thereto, SI, 28f 
comments9 "fyb*** Here it may be either & general word ffer perfume, 
of whioh J£f/ is a special kind, or itself used to indioate some 
special sort," and "$rfi this is to be oonneoted etymologically 
with (AraMo) qarXfs "silver”; apparently it is a sort of aromatic 
gum contrasted with the • d&hab-perfuaa * of C(IH) 663" • SSA §rf 
"silver" is well attested t of* CK-01** 226* I think that $rf, like 
\ybf is an adjective that has oome to be used substantively* fyb 
"pure gold"9 as against dhbi "gold" of any grade or quality; of* 
dhba/qy\pni "red gold", BBS 2693* grf - Arabic $&rTfi "silver", 
but literally "purified, refined", f*om qirft "pure"* In Arabio 
the metal proper is fi44a» and I think that we have its ESA 
equivalent in RES 2771*4 J  or, perhaps, Aff[t]/* Tbs
change of 4 > $  needs no comment* ̂  
tnf(w i "ornamented, decorated, glossed"; of* Arabio bayWg nlfi* *■* 

khSllq i "pure, shiny, whiteness" and baygfl nBqir ~  khBllsi cf* 
also tanfacu {Iba-hS or yanfaCu flbu-hg in the tradition about 
UadXna, cited above* The pure gold and silver were possibly used fo: 
for ornamentation and decoration with gold and silver, a sense 
which fits well with tn$*w, literally, "rendered shiny, glossy", 
and hqsbni "renewed, restored to its new look or lustre"; of*
Arabic qashlbi "new, glossy"* Glaser, AltJ* Studien* 73, compares 
Arabic =  khSliq and also tanaDa^a =  ta>annaqas "to act
with oars and understanding", according to him, and translates 
tnf*wt "worked with oare"; ibid*, 65* Hhodokanakis, St* I, 4* 
and n* 7, compares Hebrew n£$ofi "to plant" and renders bstkmln/ 
klAyb/wfrf/tn^w/wqibn/ act "by completing all the fyb- and qrf- 
plantings which they have (partly for the first time) laid out and 
(partly ) renewed"* It is difficult to see how hqXbns " to renew, 
to restore" can apply to plantings, When in all other attested 
cases it is used with buildings or structures* Beeston, SI, 27, 
renders hqsbni "arranged", and in the note thereto, p* 28, says,
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"hqabni usually rendered ’’renew*’,... though ’’prepare” suite the 
context better” •*

LI. 4-51 low[ tbhm ]w i the 1 before nwjjbbhmjw is not a preposition ”for”, 
but for joining the infinitive hg&hn with its direct object 
mw[tbhra]w, thus tn*$ fw/whqsbn/liaw[tbhn ]w i ” ornamented and renewed 
their seat” | cf. Hdfner, ASQ.. 149 f*

L. 6 mH/Bxrwrm/qTtmi ”a hundred purses of silver”) this amount repre
sents the value of the pure gold and silver spent or used for the 
purpose. It is only natural to give the total value of the two 
precious metals, or the coins made therefrom, in terms of the 
cheaper metal. For srwrai ’’purses”, of. Arabio gurrar ”a purse 
of money”, and garlrai ”money in a purse”) THI. art. §rr. Compare 
also, for the change of f > • ,  gargartu al-tnSlai jaaaXtu-hui ”1 
hoarded the money, or, I gathered the property” and ramramtu-hu» 
”1 looked after it, I attended to it”, and sarsllru m&l-lni - 
”someone who looks well after money or property”) TRj. arts, grr 
and err. CIH 308,8, reads i wlakntn/tmnt/srwrm/1 ”and for the 
oella eight purses (deliver)”) this is the value of what was 
spent on ornamenting and renewing or restoring the cella. mkntn. 
The proportion of eight purses for the oella to a hundred purses 
for the "seat”, mwtb, is reasonable. CIH, following tfflller's 
suggestion that srwrm indioated a unit of coins, renders m>t/ 
srwrm/grfto ast ’’centum talenta(?) argentea”, but gives no etymo
logy, and in the note thereto says, ”most probably the total

m tn^w here is not etymologloally related to other usages deriving 
from ESA n|*i (l)nff, CIH 294,3i egy/wn*|i/an^m CIH 87,10i n$*/ 
wsgy/sn>m) also tn\*t/l*lhh» ’’submitted herself” etc., CIH 179,7, 
and CIH 571,81 d tnfl <tnt "huailiatio”, in a passive sense, accor
ding to CIH, but Beeston, "Ritual Hunt”, 188t ”song-ritual”, 
without etymology. (2) n ^ t » a mysterious woSdt ”rampart”(?),
”caravanserai"(?)# "death"(?)) of. 3eeston, SI. 10, and Rhodoka- 
nakis, ZIAI,I, 22f.
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money expenditure on the building”* Hommel, op* cit** 181, 
compares with srwrm Arabic earlrt ”throne”, but does not translate* 
Glaser, Abesslnler, 44* renders mH/srwna/grfm/1 ”a hundred 
pedestals, plinths, of pure (silver)”, comparing Arabic sartr* 
pi* earttHr* "couches, thrones”, ibid** 43* Rhodokanakis, St,* I,
5, n*l* takes srwrm* pi*, as a surface measure for land, but with 
no etymology*

fybt "perfume, incense" is attested in RES 2771*5t 43**/ 
<|yb/mrkb/>^lyi” a qujantity of Incense (or, perfume) surmounted on 
(or, in addition to) fruits” f of* article qrfc, footnote 3, and of* 
under article fcly* dhb as an incense or perfume is attested in CIH 683, 
and frf is claimed by Rhodokanakis, cf* above, as an incense or perfume* 
I think that the case for taking \j\> in CIH 308,4 as "pure gold” is 
very strong, and it is also quite strong for Jybt "pure gold” in HES 
2771*4 in spite of fybt "incense, perfume", in the same text, line 5*



Footnotes 1

Beeston, NOSAL, III, 131-2, refers to the photographs of RES 2771 
published by M, Tawflk, MMY, pi, 28 and says, "The letters *fz 
are absolutely clear, and are followed by the bottom portion of 
two vertical lines. The second of these must be the word-divider, 
and the last letter of the word can therefore be nothing except 
y, h, £ (or, just possible, h) or, q, Of these alternatives, h is 
syntactically improbable, and y and q yield no suitable etymology 
in the cognate languages. But if wo read *f$[^j, a comparison is 
at once suggested with accadian piqft "white, bright, pure (said of 
silver, gold, honey eto,)n, arable faqu^a "be pure (of milk)". In 
our context, which evidently relates to incence, this reminds one 
of Pliny*8 description of the gathering of incense, "Autumno 
legitur ex aestivo partuj hoc purissimum, candidum". Our term may 
therefore, refer to the "white" incense of the autumn crop," While 
I do not deny the possibility of the context being related to 
incense, it is evident from the accadian usage which Beeston 
compares that the reading *fq[fr j would not exclude the word from 
meaning "white, pure, silver", probably the counterpart of dhbm/ 
qyfcm* "red gold", RES 2693, while fybs "pure (gold)" would be the 
counterpart of qrft "pure (silver)". According to the photograph 
in pi, 28, fig, 58, the last showing letter of *fg As followed by 
a big chip at the end of the stone and a smaller, though consider
able, chip at the beginning of the next stone in the same course. 
What is left of the two vertical strokes, even according to

iiTawfik*s heavy tracing, is, in my view, too small for one to make 
a safe guess of the former shape of the signs. Besides, the chip

* Tracing is a disadvantage of the photographs published by 
M.Tawfik and was disapproved of by Beeston in his review of M, 
Tawfik, MMY in Bl, Or,, IX, (1952), 40, and by Q, Ryckmans in his 
review of NSmI, HUY, Hue,, 66, (1953), 403, Cf, also footnote 3 
to article qrfc.
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is almost vertical on the right hand eide9 and I think that if the 
destroyed letter were the rij&t arm of the upper "cup" of the 

would have shown on the Intact part of the surface. Judging 
from the position of the letter <d in nfrfdn/9 next llne9 which is 
at the beginning of the next stone9 I think that there was enough 
space for the word-divider after »fg[ ♦ ] to be on the next stone* 
(Cf* frrsVv?fo7o-:i9 1* 7 of the e&me text, where the word-divider is 
on the next, stone after frrcm) * 1 think that a restoration as 
*ff[$j or even as *ff[t] is not to be excluded*
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. Arabic kurat "administrative district, rural area", is 
dafined by Ibn Sida in al-dufr*am, as qaoted in Lisan and Taj, art* lorry 
in the following tanas« al-kuratu nin al-blladl alaikhlafu wa-hiya 
al-qaryatu ain gura al-yaaan* The wording herein can be understood, 
or rather ale understood, as indicating that kura was al-qaryatu ain 
qura al-yaiaan* Both Lisan and Taj give immediately after this a 
statement from Ibn Durayd that he saidt la *afrBabu-hu *arabiyy-ant 
"I do not think it Arabio"* Cf* also Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, II, 4141 
»aama al-kuratu ain al-qura fa-la *afrsabup»hu •arabiyyat-en mafrjat-an* 
Aooording to Vollers, 2DM0, LI, 303, quoted in Landberg, 01*
2593, n* 4« Arabic kura is a loanword from Greek^^'/V **

In J63A tairr is attested in CIH 337,10| 336 (01* 1209),3, 6,
11, 13| and 333,12* CIH renders kwr in all these oases as "pagus, 
oppidum", by comparing Arabic kura* Rhodokanakis, AST, II, 174ff«, 
and Beeston, SI, 37 render kwr in CIH 336 (* 01* 1209) as "Feuerherde" 
and "fire-altar" respectively, by comparing Hebrew kuri "smelting pot, 
furnaoe" and klri "cooking furnace", espeoially as used in Lev* xi,35, 
and klyyors "pot, basin", espeoially as used in Zaeh* xii,6s Idjryor 
*ssi "fire-pot") and on the basis of what they both hold to be the 
association of this word with ritual objeots in this text* I hold that 
kwr means neither of the two senses in any of these texts*

kwr in ESA has two sens ess (a) "pool? reservoir") (b) "hill,

« Lisan, art* khlf, says that mikhlaf in Taman corresponded to jund 
in Syria, kura in Iraq, ruetag in al-Jibal, Armenia, and )assuj in 
al-*Ahwas* rustag obviously is from Latin rusticus, semantically the 
equivalent of Greek •
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mountain"•
(a) karri ’’pool, reservoir", in CIH 33b (« 01, 1209)» and CIH 337.
CIH 336,10~11 reads« wywH/^lljgdVa^/raqldtg^dy/qdn/kwrn, Beeston 
renders this asi "end at the tine when he took charge of (the building 
of) a hundred water-channels (7) up to the front of the fire-altar"$ 
Si, 37* Rhodokanakis, 1. cit., 176, renders raqldta as "watezt-basins”,
I render a*t/aqldtV *cy/qdm/kmm asi "a hundred irrigation beds up to 
the front of the pool”,
Uotes to this translation!
nqldtmi "irrigation beds", i.e. beds with water-holding ridges for

sowing or planting therein, Cf, Arabics qalada al-wa»a fl al-frawfll 
=» jama’a-hui "to gather water in a basin (or, irrigation bed)”, 
and qalada al—»ar*a ® saqa-hut "to irrigate, to water, seed-— 
produce", presumably by letting water onto its bed) and qaldi

ain al-naM "the share of irrigation water", presumably 
what is enough to fill the irrigation bed) of, Taj, art, qld. This 
sense aakes it easy to understand the meaning of "up to the front 
of the pool", because it means that the irrigated land, right up 
to the pool, was made into one hundred irrigation beds or plots, 
Beeston's "water-ohannels (?)” is apparently an attempt to make 
the sense fit with "up to the front of the flre-altar”, although 
one wonders whether his doubt is not due to the rather peculiar 
association of water-ohannels or water-basins with fire-altars, 
Rhodokanakis anu Beeston compare the first two Arabic usages given 
above and Sthioplo aaqladi "a laver, a basin", rnqld is attested to 
an irrigation context in CIH 652,2s frrtn/rwyVl»nhlhmy/mqld, , , , , , 
although CIH renders it as a proper noun, Cf, also RES 4197 bis 2, 
where mqldw/f hra is rendered by Hofner ast "seln Wasserbeeken 
T*HRra". The text before mqldhw is damaged.
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CIH 336 »13 reads* wyin/tqdVw 'bo/kwr/1 • lb/byt • tt "and at tha 
time whan ha took charge of and founded tha fire-altar of T*LB at TT#T**t 
according to Beeston, SI, 37* I render w*sn/kwr/t*lb ass "and dug out 
the pool of T»LB".
Motes to this translations
•ant "dug out1*; the basic sense of •sn is "to dig out”, and in relation 

to irrigation works •an, substnative, asanas ”a watar reservoir, 
a pool, that is dug out”| cf* Hhodokanalcis, AST, 1, 100* Cf* RES 
394&t wbny/b *dn(6)t/ *ann/tfs/wmsfh/nirjgr/ysrn/wbny/a •sn/ylt/wmsf hw/ 
rnnhy/*bynt ”and he built in the (valley) 9JN(6)T the vater-reser- 
voir TP? and its overf low-basin in the direotion of YSRN and ha 
built the (hewn out, ”ausgehauene”) basin (sic) of TL| and its 
overflow reservoir (sio) in the direotion of Abyan”, according to 
Rhodokanakis, AST, I, 62* (it seems that in the aeoond clause 
Rhodokanakis confused ata m  "hewn out reservoir” with aaf> "over
flow basin”; of* his translation of tha first clausa*) A sense of 
"pool, water-reeervoir” should be assigned to fsn in RES 4797,1 
(= RES 3699)i lV*sniVtdgylhw» which should be rendered ast "from 
the water-reservoir until its source-channels”, and not "depuls 

\ da fondement jusqu*a see sources (son faite)", according to 0* 
Ryckmans, after Hommel, Ethnologle, 690, n* 3t "von Orund an big 
su seinen Quellen", where jfomrael adds the comment, "d* i. von 
unten bis oben"* This is contradleted by RES 4085,3* ln/gyliq/*dy/ 
sqrm* "from the ground-sill (of the water run) until tha top", 
according to Mordtmenn and l&ittwoch, glaj* Inschr*, 8, who add 
in a note, ibid*, 9, "gyla denotes the bottom, the ground sill, of 
a wall system". Cf* also, Hofner, ZIAI,II, 82 and n* 6* •am 
"foundation", is attested elsewhere in ESA, and this sense again 
derives from •snt "to dig out"* Cf* RES 2916,2* •sn/wbny/»hfbi 
"dug out (the foundations for, founded) and built the precinct 
walls”; (for •hjb* "precinct walls", cf* article grfr); cf. also
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RBS 4836,2* wfdq/*anat Hand he perfected its (i#e* the grave*8, 
qbrn, line 1) digging out (or, excavation)*1 , Henoe *sn» wfounda
tion’1! cf# RBS 264Q,2i hn/*8nVtd/mn*ymt RBS 4795* lV*snra/fd/ 
sqrmi and CIH 337#8* ,snm/tdy/sqrCn# 

kmr/flb* Hthe pool, the water-reservolr, of of# for parallel
expressions, CIH 337,4* >(<)en/*ttr, where *(*)sn should be ren
dered* "hewn out, excavated, water-reeervoire"| and RBS 2774#6< 
Jgl̂wd.

CIH 33813 P*»d»» ym/tqdn/tiqr/tatrn/wmhy/flrfrn/rfrbn, whar* 
kwr oocurs for the first time in that text# This passage is discussed 
on p# 20 of article,j^j£# I maintain that mhy* and §rfr are not words 
with saoral usages or senses* of# under Appendix I (Nasar Aohoury) 
and under artiole grft respectively* Thus the claim made by Rhodokana
kis and Beeston that the association of kwr with ritual objeots in 1# 3 
and in 1# 8 makes it probable to link it with Hebrew teur and klyyor, 
of# above, cannot be acoepted, as far as the context of kwr in line 3 
is concerned! as for the context in line 8, of# further below# I 
maintain that also here kwrn means* "the pool, the water-reservolr", 
perhaps the same kwrn of 1# 11* m*t/aqldtn/«dj/qdjiy/kwrn# For the use 
of tsqr with irrigation works cf • RBS 3913* bn(2)y/whwtr/wsqr/frrtnhn| 
of# also RBS 4627,2! 4196,2#

CIH 338,8 reads* wraqjrtn/dryd/kwrn, rendered by 3eeston, Si, 
37, as* "and the inoense altars of the mountain shoulder (whereon 
stands) the fire-altar (?)", while Rhodokanakis, AST, II, 175, renders 
it as* "and the inoense altars at the foot of the fire-plaoe"# Both 
Beeston and Rhodokanakis compare Arabic rayd* "a projecting ridge on
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the aide or lower slope of a mountain". Beeston takes ryci as full/ 
corresponding to Arabic rayd, and renders the same text, lines 12-13i 
wyVtgdiVmsb V*rn/dinrmr/h^rydbw(l3)[ "Idy/gnna asi "and at the time 
when he took oharge of (the building of) the road of the city dM&MR 
from its lower peak up to the summit". Rhodokanakis compares ryd in 
1# 8 with rydhw in 1. 12, which he renders as "the foot (of the 
ascent)"9 i.e. of the mountain road, ash*, and thus renders ryd in 
1. 8 as "foot”, i. e. the lower part of something, in a general sense| 
of. AST, II, 176, 184 and n. 5* I render waqjrtn/dryd/kwrn ast "and 
the incense altars at the edge of the pool". Under article wjl (*J1)
X interpret RES 3986,3-4* m*ar/?ttwglm as* "the m*mr of (or, for) the 
water tank", and Van Lessen 34* mlaliyWglni "the libations altar of 
(or, for) the water tank". It is therefore feasible that mqjrtm 
"incense altars" should also be associated with k w m i "the pool, the 

water-res ervoir".
CIH 337,10 reads qdn^kwrn/whfrdt. The text is damaged from 

both sides, but the surviving part shows a oontext of irrigation worksf 
cf. 1. 4* *(*)»*>/*ttr/w»nwCri "the hewn out watez^-reservoirs of *TTR 
and [the oha]nnels (?)"| of. nmry, CIH 541,114, rendered by S. Smith, 
"Events in Arabia", 440, as "two channels". CIH 337 warn executed by 
the same person as CIU 338 or by a brother of his} cf. the note in 
CIH to qbbn/bn/^hfln, CIH 337,1.

Etymologioally I compare kwr; "pool, water-reeervoir", with 

Arabio kurtu al-»arfla * frafartu-hai "to dig out land or ground",
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imperfect *akuru and infinitiva Jcawr, as used in "certain dialects" 9 
fl ba*g al-lu^hat, according to Ibn Durayd, Jamhara, II, 414. Thie 
usage, given in Lisan and Taj, art. kwr, without reference to Ibn 
Durayd, is not in gafrafr. I think that this eense should be etymologd- 
cally linked, by metathesis, with Arabic karawtu al-*ar{a • frafartu-ha 
ka^l-hufnu "to dig out, to exoavate, land into a pit or a hole", 
kara al-nahra or *akra al-nahrai "to exoavate, to dredge, a canal or a 
river". This sense of "to dig out, to exoavate", suggests that ESA 
kwr literally meanti "a dug out, exoavated, pool or reservoir", and 
this sense particularly fits CIH 33d,13i tqdi^w*sn/kwr/t*lbf cf. agr 
rendering thereof above. Even Hebrew klyyor, which Rhodokanakis 
compares with his kwrt "Feuerherde", meansi "pot, basin, laver", and 
its relation to fire in Zaeh. xll,6s klyyor »es« "fire-pot" is indi
oat ed by an extraneous element, *es.
(b) kwri "hill, mountain". CIH 353 readst

11. ••••..... .h]*nw/b*dhnsr/mr• yhnmr/sf* 11/>sw*/wyrny/»y
12. mn/...........]Vwhdrkhmw/biCtfrnhn/whqdhnw/sbyhnw

which CIH renders met
11* ..«•••• au]xiliatl sunt post eos dominis lpsorum 3af#athato

Aswa* et Yarirao Ai- 
12. man ••••••••••• ], et asseouti sunt eos in aabobus oppodis et

erlpuerunt eis oaptlvos eorum".
The right hand aide of the inscription is damaged from the top to 
bottom and the oontext is not always clear. It is diffloult to see
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how they could catch up with enemies they were chasing in "the two '' 
towns" and wave from their hands their captives• Besides9 the two towns 
mentioned beforey are a^rn/dhr, 1* 6 (also h]grn/dhr, 1, 8)v and m]rb,
1. 5 (but cf. »*rb/arb, 1. 10) 9 and in view of the use of hgrn with 

in both oases one would have expected that they be referred to as 
hgmhn. Moreover, CIH compares Arabic lair a t which, as mentioned above, 
is a loanword. 1 render icwrnhn here asi "the two hills, the two 
mountains"! cf. kawri "montagne", and jcawra, pi. kawar, "colline, 
petite montagne", Landoerg, Ql. Pat., 2393* kawr is also attested 
as the name of a number of mountains in South Arablaf of. al-kawr, "a 
mountain in the land of Bal-garith", Taj, art. icwr. It is near Najranf 
BakrI, Hu*jam, IV, 1140. Bal-garlth, whose land ie now in the north 
of Bay^an, were at the rise of Islam in Najran and the lower Jawf | 
of. HaradanI, Sifnt, 116 f. Cf. also ibid., index, for kawr.

Both usages of £SA kwr can be compared with usages deriving 
from the Arabio root qwr. Cf. gawwgrai "to scoop, to hollow"! and qarai 
a small mountain, a high hill, with a narrow top." Cf. Taj, art. qwr.
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APPKBDIX I 

(KAZAB ACHOUBT)



fro
A S A MEAN BOUSTROPHEBON INSCRIPTION 

(Nagar Aohoury)

Inscription on a bronze tablet9 27" x 7” x 1 %  The height 
of the individual letters is 1". The tablet is damaged from the left 
hand side, proabably by a space of 19-22 signs and separation lines9 
and is slightly damaged from the right hand side under the level of 
line 1# It is now in the possession of Ur* A, Nazar Aohouryv antique 
dealer of 2209 Vestbourne Orove9 London, 1.11.

i

1. »ws/bn/ns 9krb/dmdb/*bd/smhryVbVyd**[b/hqny/*lmqh/dn/qlmn 
** 2* ddhbm/yndm/bdt/hwfy]hw/*lmqh/bkl/*flb9/wpmqtt/hyt/b*ig/mr*h(w)
<-3* b 41]tr/wb/*lmqh/wb/dtftiqy Vwb/dtb4 dn/wbC/mr»hw/swhrym/bn/yd* *b
Translation

1. 4WS (a), the sone of NS’KRB (b), of Madhab (c), the servant of 
SMHRTM (d)9 son of YDt4CB9 (e), offered to 9LMQH this statue

2. of gold in thanksgiving because #1MQH had saved] him in all the 
campaigns and the commissions (a) on which he had gone (or9 had 
prooeded) (b) with his lord.

3* by #T]TR and by 9LMQH and by dt-gMTM and by dt—B*DN and by [his 
lord SMHRTM, the son of YD'»B.

Notesi
L. It (a) *wst Sab.| cf. RHP 42.

(b) ns9krb» Sab., cf. RNP 265.
(o) dmdbt of. mdb, RNP 331* The reference here is to Madhab in 

al-Jawf, the land of ancient Ma4Xn. Palaecgraphically this inscri
ption belongs to the same period as those from the time of the mkrb
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YD44L DRH bn SMH4LY. The authority of the Sabaean mkrbs extended 
then over the region of Madhab| cf* J• Pirenne, "Note sur les inscri
ptions de mukarribs sabeens en pays mineens (Ry 584-586)"f Mus.,
72, (1959), 162 f.
(d) smhrymi of* CIH 772 and Fakhry 65,If cf* also the next note*
(e) yd4 *|b» cf. yd4 4b/bn/8mhrym> By 584,2, an inscription from the 

time of KRB4L, ID44L and YJ44MR, who are identified by 0* Ryckmans, 
Mus*, 72 (1959), 163, as iCRB4L WTH bn DMR4LY, YB44L DRg bn SMH4LY 
and YT44MR BYN bn SMH4LY respectively* Q* Byckmans, 1* cit*, I64, 
identifies yd4 4b/bn/smhrym of By 564 with yd4 4b, mentioned without 
filiation, in CIH 494 and 496, both of which are classified by J* 
Pirenne, Paleographic, 295, under Oroup.Bl, from the period of the 
mkrbs mentioned in By 5&4l ibid*, 137* It is probable that smhryn/ 
bn/yd44[h of this inscription was either the son or the father of 
yd4 4b/bVsmhrym of By 5®4»

L* 2t (&> mwgtts "commissions*4, in the sense of expeditions which were
either ordered or commanded by **his lord*4 SMHRYM bn YD44[B, or whioh 
were entrusted to **his lord*4 by a higher authority, and on whioh the 
dedicant went with him* Cf* Fakhry 3,8» wlhy4/whwgIn/lkl/frsk/wmwgt/ 
vrqht/ 4mr 4hmw/bny/d(fr)bb/bhgrny^rbrrn^bkl/brtVqrbn/wr(fr)qn/, which I 
renders **and to proceed on, and give suooour to, every despatch (or, 
mobilisation) and commission and order of their lords banu d(§)BB 
within (the territory) of the town rad the open country in every 
expedition, near and distant**4̂  Cf. also 01. 481,2s ywrn/hw^thw/ 
ykrbmlk/wtr/w4qb/bkbtn/b4 ly/s b 4/w4 s 4bn/hms t/hrfn/bflr/qtbn, which 
Rhodokanakis, St., II, 22, renders! **und da ihn YKRBMLK WTR (als 
Befelshaber) eingesetzt hat und er (derart) tin dem gegen Saba4 und 
die Stamme (gefuhrten) Angriffe funf Jahre nacheinander im -oriege 
gegen £ataban stand*** I think that a sense of **commissioned** is 
perhaps more appropriate to hwgt in 01* 481,2 than **&ppointed (as 
commander)** of Rhodokanakis, where the sense of **oommander** is 
considered to be implicit rather than explicit* Cf* also By 533,28s 
w(28)[b] 4 brt/bhw/yhw^thmw/mr4hmw/s 4« V 4w(29)tr, which I renders
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"and [in] the expeditions with (or, on) whioh there commissions 
them their lord §*Rm *WTB"*^ A sense of "to commission, to dis
patch" can also he asdigned to yhwgtn in REg 3951*2* *sd/mlkn[/*l]w/ 
yhwgtnjh *ly/»b*bn, which I renderi "the soldiers of the king [who]m 
he commissions over (or* dispatches against) the tribes"| and is 
feasible for hwgt in CIH 601*11* hw^t/whbkli^yd* *l/by(l2)n/mlk/sb*/ 
tn/krb * l/sb*/wyhb (13 ) lfe/ lfrwr/wbkl/bhgrn/grwfr/1 which I renders 
"there commissioned (or* dispatched) and gave proprietory rights 
XD**B Bl(l2)N* the king of Saba’9 the son of £RB*L, Saba* and 
XHB(l3)Lg to settle (reside) and own property in the town §irwa^"*^^ 
(£) "had gone9 had prooeded"| of* Fakhry 3*8, lhy*/whw^ln/"9

cited an translated in the preceding note* The context of hy* in 
our inscription is instructive9 for it is clear that hy* here 
a se*fnse somewhat similar to that of ab*9 or even flb*, in RES 4842s 
bdt/*tw/bwfyiV b (2)Vkl/*brt/bhw/sb*(3)[ *]/w4b*/wBw*Vmr*hm(4)w/s*ni/

• The basic sense of in ESA seems to be "to move forward9 
to extend"9 both transitive (hy*9 Form II?) and intransitive* Two 
main and distinct views about the meaning of hy* in ESA are knowns
(l) That hy* has two usages one of which is sacral and the other is 
associated with irrigation systems| this is Bhodokanakis*s view* cf* 
his St*9 II9 14* The other is A* Jammels9 who claims that hy* in 
ESA "means only • t9 build a heavy construction1"9 JBA39 1956* 148*
It will be seen from the following examination of the usages of ESA 
hy* that the latter view is wrong and that the former can only be 
accepted as a matter of specific developed usages9 although not all 
the interpretations whioh follow from that view can be accepted*
I shall start by examining the verbal usages*

I* CIH 617* w*l/sn/hy(2)*/msb*V*n(3)sVwb*rm9 which I render* 
"And it is forbidden to proceed (or* to go further) on the road for 
man and cattle (or* beast)"* For b*r* "cattle", cf* RES 3945,14* 
b*rhmw/wqnyhmw* "their cattle and their possessions", Beeston, SI,
64* CIH 617 is not an irrigation text, as Rhodokankis, St., I, 8, 
maintains and as Jamme, 1* cit*, repeats* It is a kind of boundary
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inscription) cf • 9 e*g*9 RES 4088
II* CIH 99*9 reads* f9Isnw/hdl/hy"/whwfyn* The text is damaged 

all along the left hand side9 as is clear from the hand copy made 
hy Glaser* It is difficult to estimate precisely the number of 
spaces probably missing on that side* CIH restores over thirty 
spaoes to the left hand side of this line, while Rhodokanakis9 St*9 
II9 1579 restores lines 8—11 as*

8* /wbn£ w/]m[rtd
9# V ] f *lsnw/hdl/hy•/whwfyn[/* 1 
10* mqhw/b«l»wm[/h3n/Btr/ws[frft 
11* dn]/wtfn/ drmdry 

But restored readings are not reliable as evidence* I render CIH 
99#9* f>lsnw/hdl/hy*/whwfyn as* "and they forbid the hindering 
of the carrying out (or9 extending) and completing"* A* Jamme9 1, c.t 
remarks that "the direct object of the three verbs is missing"*
ThiB is a wrong statement9 inasmuoh as it implies that the «hree 
infinitives governed one and the same object9 for hdl is construct 
with its "objects" hy*/whwfyn*

III* CIH 611 reads* wbnw/s^Cr](7)Cn]/w*wldhmw/f* l/ymn• w/bny/gdnV 
w*wldhnm/bn/hy>/lhmw/[h] (8 ) »/ tnwXn/ msb »/ mwy lsqy/ mt *d/bn/gdny bn/ 
nhln/m$ry<i#brn[/](9)qtbn* This clause here is meant to safeguard 
the right of Banu 0BNm9 who apparently had accquired the land west9 
d*brn/qtbn9 of the canal9 "to extend"9 hy *9 the canal to irrigate 
the cultivable land* Rhodokanakis9 St*9 II9 1119 renders this text9 
from bn/by* to lsqy/mj*d9aa* "fur sich zu leiten [die]sen Kanal in 
die (eigenen) Wasserreservoire zur Berieselung des Irrigations- 
gebietes" etc* Rhodokanakis1s hy*» "zu leiten" is basically the 
same as "to extend"* Cf. also the same formula in RES 3566 C96-7'»

I?* CIH 366 reads* gn*/byt/*lmqh/ywyh*/frrmtySltt*d/whwqt/kl/ 
gwq/»» For the view which assigns to hy* here the sense of dbfr 
and equates sltfd/ here with sltt/*dbfrm in RES 3945*1 see Hyck- 
mans9 ^institutions » p* o5f n. 8* Commenting on this identification 
of the suffixed »d with *dbfr9 abbreviated9 S* Smith says9 "It is
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only necessary to consider the *̂d suffixed to numerals in the texts 
of Has esh-Shamra (see Oordon# Ugarltic Handbook* Qrammar* art, 7*
59)* to see that this is simply the noun "times*1 added to the cardinal 
numeral'*) Vetus Test ament um9 II* 39 1952f 285—6* in his review of J* 
Ryokmans* L*lnstitution) cf, also CR̂ -Ql,* 249* sltt*ds "ter") and cf, 
the note to this in CIH, It is to be noticed that ywm/" introduces 

** and whw^t/"* which Indicates that the two acts were of an 
associated nature. Other acts associated with hwgt/" in similar 
contexts9 apart from public constructions which normally precede the 
ywV" clause9 aret (a)t sacrifices RES 3 9 4 3 s db̂ |/w) RES 3624 (*CIH 
957)« dbj^ttri By 586,3-4» * W U t r / d d b n t ̂  ̂ (b)t the offering (or, 
making?) of a hood or a cover for the deitys Ry 586*4-51 whnrhw/btrfr) 
RES 3945fl* w(h)nr(hw)/btrfr)^^ (0)1 the offering as 
pregnant she-camels RES 3945ŝ * wwhb/*ttr/whwbs/hlfm 
acts are cult ones of the kind associated with Arabian pre-Islamic 
and Islamic pilgrimages, 1 render h* here ast "to walk* to proceed"* 
like hy* in the preceding cases. The act indicated by h*/frrrotm/s1tt*d 
was either an act of oiroumambulation round the sanctuaiy* frrmtm* or 
an act of walking or running between two landmarks* like the hurried 
walking between al-§afa and al-Marwa* two rooks as their names indica
te* in the Maccan pilgrimage. Something of the nature of the latter 
act is indicated in CIH 464*3-7*

V, CIH 460*466 have been studied by Beeston in "The oracle sanctu
ary of Jar al-Labba"* Hus,* 62* (1949)» 207-228, CIH 464* as restored 
by Beeston* readst

[.../mn]
1, ydqt/b[ybfrt/btfrt]
8, y/dn/wtnn[/dqtVw*3 
3* rbVf[l/y],mrn/hy*m 
4* s dy[ tn/wl]/yh fynn/ * Jwd]
5* t/dn/wtnn/*yntq/wb 
6, dlh/slt/* 9yma/wl 
7* ynhhw/[a]It/**ynm/

a gift of a 
All these

both hy*/
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Beeston, 1# cit## 226, renders this part of CIH 464 asi "### [whoso
ever] (l) sacrifices at Y[BgT beneath](2) this pillar [a sacrifice 
and] (3) oblation, let him proclaim "an offering (4) (of blood) 
poured out", and let him turn himself towards (3) the boundary 
(marked by) this pillar once, and towards (6) its corresponding 
one(s) three times, and let him (the priest) (7) cause him to bow 
down turning himself about thrice"* I render lines 3-7 of this 
passage as* "so let him be ordered to proceed (or, walk) (4) sedately 
(or, gently), and let him turn towards (5) the boundary (marked by) 
this pillar once and towards (6) its corresponding one three times 
and let him (the priest) (7) make him walk hurriedly (or, briskly) 
three times"#
Notes to my tnigslationi
This translation is, as is obvious, based on Beeston1 s# 1 think it
is necessary to point out here that the texts CIH 46O-462 are found
on a stela standing in the middle of the plain, while the texts CIH
463—466 arefound on another stela twenty paces away from the first)
cf# Halevy, Rapport sur une mission archeologioue, 92#
L# 3i y]*mrni "be ordered", passive# Beestonts "proclaim" is based

on the context of his interpretation of the following hy*m sdyCmf
cf# 1# cit#, 221#
hytm» "to proceed, to walk*1) cf# above*

if 41 sdy[m« "sedately, gently") cf# Arabic sadw* al-sayr al-layyint
"gentle walking", and lttisaj kha^w al-naqati ♦## ma* rifq-int
"wide and gentle paces of a she-camel") Lisan, Art# sdw# Beeston
compares Arabic sadai "dew" and other Syriao and Hebrew usages
and concludes, "All this suggests the existence of a Semitic root
sdy "pour out on the ground"#" L# cit#, 222#

L. 7* ynhhwi "make him walk hurriedly") cf# Arabic muj&Kh1 al-sayr
al-*anlf 1 "strenous, brisk, walking", and sawq al-,ibil wa—
lfrtithathu~hai "to drive, to injpel, camels") Taj, art# nJehk̂ i*
Beeston renders it "bow down" by comparing Arabic naKhKhai "to
stoop" and •anakhai "to cause (a camel) to kneel") cf# 1# cit#,
223#
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Commentary!
The actions prescribed in the text are ritual gentle walking' hy*m 
sbym, 3-4t and ritual hurried or brisk walking' ynhhw, 7# A crucial 
term in this text is bdlh, 5-6* Beeston, 1* cit*, 222, hesitates in 
translating bdl here as singular or plural and comments, "But it is 
perhaps more, probable to take bdl as plural, in which case we can 
visualise the action taking place once on each side of a quadri- 
literal* It is an interesting speculation whether excavation of the 
site might perhaps reveal traces of two further stelae similar to 
the extant ones, marking the other two [sic] sides of the perimeter*" 
I take it as singular* The gentle walking, hy*m sdym is done four 
times, starting by facing the stela on which CIH 464 is inscribed 
and then going back to the opposite stela and so on for three other 
times* bdlht "its corresponding one" does not mean the other stela 
on which CIH 46O-462 are found alone but the corresponding one from 
either position* The hurried or brisk walking is done three times, 
presumably between the two landmarks* This ritual walking, gentle 
and brisk, has features common also to the tawaf, the oircumambula- 
tion of al-JCafba, and to the sa*y, the walking between al-gafa and 
al-marwa* Parallel rules concerning the jawaf arei (l) to start 
from immediately before the "black stone" in the eastern side of the 
Ka*ba| (2) to go round from that position seven times, walking 
briskly in the first three times and walking gently in the other 
four times; (3) to make the rounds or circumambulations successively 
without a break* al-qafa and al-marwa stand 420 metres apart, and 
the path linking them passes next to the eastern wall of the mosque 
surrounding the Ka'ba area* In the part of the path along the wall 
of the mosque there is a distance of about fifteen metres marked by 
two pillars* The whole distance of 420 metres has to be walked seven 
times, starting from al-qafa, the nearer end to ICa'ba, and ending at 
the end of the seventh time at al-marwa* The whole distance is walked
at a gentle pace, except the fifteen metres between the two pillars 
which have to be walked hurriedly, harwala, every time* The ritual
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walking prescribed in CIH 464 would be jawaf, if, as Beeston suggests, 
there might have been four stelae* It would, however, be sa9y, if 
only the two extant stelae existed* And although neither $awaf nor 
sa9y is the exaot equivalent of the ritual walking of CIH 464, yet 
the features common to the two Maocan forms of ritual walking on the 
one hand and the South Arabian ritual walking of CIH 464 on the other 
are manifold and olosely analogous* Cf* also the ritual walking of 
CIH 366i h9/frrmtVsltt9d,

VI* RES 394&,7 reads 1 wywVjgd/gyd/krwVwywny/h9/mhy 9/lqg/*ttr/ 
dfjd/* The aot mentioned in the first y w V ” clause of this passage 
is ritual hunt) of* Beeston, "The ritual hunt", Hus,, 61 (1949),
I85-6* wywVh</mhy*/lqg/ 9 ttr/dfqd refers to another ritual act for 
9TTR dF§D at the temple or sanctuary Lq£, most probably following 
the ritual hunt* This is an aot of |awaf performed on the arrival 
to the sanctuary baok from the hunt, exactly like jawaf al-qudum 
whioh is obligatory on anyone who pays a ritual visit to Ka'ba or 
arrives in Maoca from outside the sacred territory* Beeston, 1* pit*, 
196, in his conclusory remarks about the ritual hunt says, "From the 
modern parallel cited by Ingrams, as well as from indications in 
the texts, it seems very likely that the act may have been often 
accompanied by a dhgce-ritual performed round a stele or jawaf-stone*" 
However, Beeston, 1, cit*, I85, renders wywny/h•/mhy•/lqg/911r/dfgd/ 
ast "and on the occasion when he dedicated to 9Attar of F§D the 
shrine (mhy*) of LK£", more or less following Rhodokanakis•s rendering 
of the same passage asi "und da er opferte in dem Opfertempel von 
L££ dem *TTR von F§D", AST, I, 83* I render it asi "and when he 
walked the (prescribed) walking path at for VTTR dF§D"* mhy9 
here is most probably ism makan, noun of place, from h^ * hy9) cf* 
majaf for the place or circuit of jawaf round Kajba, and mas *a for 
the distance between al-qafa and al-marwa where sa9y is performed* 
Less probably mhy9 might be nwnaqdar* Cf• further below*

VII* Hamilton 5,2i ••*hw/ywn^h9**• The text is fragmentary and 
has only two lines, and the context, therefore, is obscure*
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I come now to the substantive usages of mhy** One such usage has 
been discussed above, in RES 3946#7s wywrq/h*/mhy */lqg/* ttr/df gd/> 
cf* the preceding page* Other usages ares

I* RES 3945#*5* wstmhj/bbfl *hw/lmhy*/*wtnn/* d/wtn/mnhytny/l»lmqh/ 
wl/sb*/* Beeston, 31, 649 closely following Rhodokanakis9 AST9 I9 29# 
renders this asi "and confiscated in its district (the land) from the 
temple of the boundary stones to the boundary of MNHTT9 for •LMQR 
and Saba*** Rhodokanakis9 ibid*9 renders •wtnni "Grenzidole". In 
Beeston18 and Rhodokanakis1s translations 1 in lmhy*/ is rendered 
ass Hfromn9 and Hofner, ASQ*9 cites this case undor the preposition 
ln9 claiming that In in this case lost its n through assimilation 
with the following m| p* 150* This explanation is forced and fax*- 
fetched, in spite of the following *d/wtiVmnhytm* I render lmhy*/
*wtnn/*d/wtn/onhytm ass "along (or9 with) the line (or9 stretch, 
extension) of the boundary stones up to the boundary stone of MNHTTm*,< 
mhy* is again here ism makan from hy*s "to extend, to proceed"| cf• 
my interpretation of the relevant passages of CIH 617| 99l 611 and 
RES 3946 above*

II* CIH 374 reads s hqny/ * lmqh/kl/ tml */gn *i^bi^ *wdn/ds jra/ *dy/sqrn/ 
wkl/mgbb/wmfrfdt/b*ly/an/mhy*n/1 and CIH 3 7 5 reads s hqny/ *lmqh/kl/ 
tml */gn*n/ln/ * *wdn/ * ly/s\m/ * d/sqm/wkl/mgbb/wmfrf dt/dn/mhy *n/ * CIH 
renders mhjrl in these two texts asi "via” in line with Praetorius's 
interpretation of it by comparing Arabio mahya*t ”road”f cf* CIH 
ad CIH 33B94 and cf* my comment on the same further below* Rhodo
kanakis 9 St,9 II| 129 renders mhy*n in CIH 374 as* "temple”, and in 
the note thereto9 ibid* 9 13~14t puts forward his view that hy* has 
two usages, one sacral and the other to do with irrigation* He renders 
mhy*n in CIH 375 also "temple”| ibid., 22* He identifies mhy*n in 
these two cases with garam Bilqis, the teiqple *WM, in whose wall 
the inscriptions are set* A relevant question here is whether bn/ 
*wdn/dstm/ *dy/sqrV, CIH 374# and W *  *wdV*ly/strV*d/sqrn/, CIH 
375fit indicated the whole circumference of the wall from the level 
of the inscription in each case to the top or only the part of the ioo.ll
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in which either inscription was found from the level of the inscri
ption to the top. According to F, P. Albright9 in AJSAt 217, CIH 374 
is 14 courses below the original top9 as he assumes it to have been9 
while CIH 375t made Of two lines9 is on the courses 13 and 14 from 
the assumed top9 ibid,9 222, The two inscriptions are on the western 
side of the wall of the temple9 aocording to Fakhry 9 Archaeological 
Journey to Iemen9 I9 92 f,9 but 01aser9 Beise naoh Marlb9 45 f,9 
and 7, P. Albright9 AJSA9 2229 give the place of CIH 374 as in the 
west side of the wall and that of CIH 373 &* in the north side of 
the wall* the boustrephedon inscription starting west of the north 
gate of the temple enclosure9 from left to right. According to 
Qlaser9 1, cit,9 the "ends" of the two inscriptions are seperated 
by five blocks of stone six metres long, Rhodokanakis9 St,9 II9 
17-21t examined the question at length ana decided in favour of the 
hypothesis that the phrase in either text indicated the whole circum
ference of the wall from the level of the inscription to the top.
He sought to explaim the fact that the two inscriptions are on 
identical heights in the wall by suggesting that CIH 374* recording 
the earlier construction had belonged to a wall that had fallen 
and when the wall was restored in the construction recorded in CIH 
373 It was replaced in its former place. Actually we have now evide
nce that the oval wall of the temple might have not been built in 
one continuous line in each course, F, P, Albright9 ABSA9 218, says,

"On the east side of the oval9 there is a peculiar gap between 
the ends of the blooks and, at this point9 the courses are incli
ned noticeably toward the south. At first we believed that this 
might be the location of a doorway around which the wall had 
8ettled9 causing the stones to separate and open at the joints. 
Closer examination9 however9 revealed that the wall had been 
constructed with the gap and that the stones had neither shifted 
nor settled sinoe the marks of the flat chisel9 used to smooth 
a margin 8 cm, wide9 continued aoross the joint without a break. 
The reason for the gap is dear. Construction on one section of 
the wall was begun at the west side of the entrance hall and 
continued around the west9 south and half of the east side) the 
other section was started on the east side of the entranoe hall 
and extended around the east side until it met the first section
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at this point. The final blooks were moved into plaoe and shoved 
tightly against the last stone in each oourse. Since it was 
impossible to fit these final blocks closely at both ends9 each 
stone was cut 3 to 5 cm. shorter than the exaot length of the
space to be filled and the gaps were left open.”

I disagree with P. P. Albrightfs suggestion that the west and east 
sides of the entrance hall were the starting points of the two sect
ions of the oval wall for the following reasonst (l) It makes the 
section starting from the west side extend over more than three 
quarters of the whole length of the oval wall9 while the section 
starting from the east side of the entrance hall would almost be
less than one fifth of the whole wall9 when one takes into considera
tion the "gap” of 25*50 “• oooupied by the entrance hall itself. 
Unless there were more than two such sections in the whole length 
of the wall this proportion of the two sections makes little sense. 
(2) P. P. Albright himself9 AJSA9 2319 maintains that the entrance 
hall belonged to a period v late* than the original plan of the 
temple complex and represents a later addition. (3) The space between 
CIH 374 and 375 almost diametrically oppsite the meeting plaoe 
or ends of the two sections on the east side. It is reasonable9 
therefore9 to suggest that eaoh of the two inscriptions records the 
building of one of two sections of the wall. The two sections are 
defined in each case as from the line or level of the inscription to 
the top9 and then referred to as dn/mhy,m  "this extension9 this 
stretoh"9 i.e. the length of the wall from a point near the opposite 
ends of the inscriptions to the end of the two sections on the east 
side9 in both directions. Thus CIH 374* hqny/9lmqVkl/tml*/gn•n/'bn/
*wdn/dsjra/ • dy/sqrVwkl/mgbb/wmfrf dt/b • ly/dn/mhy *tj should be rendered 
asi Hdedioated to *LMqR all the completion of the wall from the line 
of the inscription to the top and all the defensive works and towers 
above this extention (of the wall)**. Cf. also CIH 37591.
Notes to this translation!
tml* 1 "completion"9 after Rhodokanakis9 "Tollendung"9 St.9 II9 12. 
Beeston9 in a place for which I have now lost the reference9 rendwrs
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kl/tml*/gn*n asi "the whole additional construction of this wall"# 
F# P# Albright, ADSAy 231 n# 36 says of tmlf heref "tml*, Akkadian 
tamlUf "fill" of a podium or terrace according to W# F# Albright# 
Here it must mean the fill within the wall#"
mgbbt "defensive works") cf# Arabic ghabbaba *an al-qawmi dafa*a
•an^humi "he defended the people") Lisan, art# ghbb# Cf# Istanbul 
762892« byfrn/wkwkbn/wmgbthay» rendered by Beeston asi "BY§H and 
K77JCBN and the defensive works thereof") "Four Sabaean texts", *&•» 
65f (1952)# 277* In the note thereto, 1# cit#9 2769 Beeston says# 
Rhodokanakis (WZKM, 28t p# 116-7) Interprets the term as indicating 
a mound-plus-ditch complex of defensive works) thus also the Corpus9 
"vallum"#" The defensive works in CIH 374 and 375, where the identi
cal words are used9 could not have been of the mound-plus-ditch type9 
since they must have been on top of the wall9 'b'ly/dn/mhy'n/ 9 along 
with the towers9 mfrfdt# The only evidence of what the top of the 
oval wall looked like that we have is taken from the description 
by Olaser of part of the east side of the wall# He mentions the 
existence of wellshaped small vents(?)9 "Luftoffnungen (?)" in the 
masonAry course under the double oornioe9 in whioh the blooks of 
stone are separated from one another by a distance of 10-15 cm#)
Reise n-aoh Marlb, 138# From Glaser1 s brief statement one gains the 
impression that the vents were repeated along the top oourse of 
masonary under the double cornice# Bo part of the wall stood so high 
when F# P# Albright saw it in 1952* cf. ADSA, 219* Unless Qlaser 
mistook the gaps between the two ends of the seotions of the wall9 
described above9 which are also in the east side of the wall, for 
vents — and one cannot be sure how much of the top of the wall was 
still extant when he saw it—  these vents must have been really 
openings for defense purposes rather then "Luftoffnungen", since 
the enclosure9 as Olaser, ibid#9 43, remarks9tcould not have had 
any roofing# The width of the wall at the top was about 3#6o m#9 
according to the estimate of F, P# Albright, ABSA, 219, and 3#30 m# 
according to Qlaser, op# cit#, 45* This thickness would easily allow
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enough space for movement behind a parapet made of the face—wall, 
and the openings might have been set in recesses in the inner side 
of the parapet or face-wall* These parapets and/or the recesses 
would be the rngbbt "the covering, the hiding9 places", henoet 
"defensive works"* The thickness of the wall must have also allowed 
for the building on the top of some Bmall watch towers, mfrfdt*
F#. P* Albright, ADSA, 231, comments on mfrfdt in CIH 375»1 Hy saying, 
"The word m^fdt is generally rendered "towers" or "pylons". There 
is no evidenoe of towers on either the oval wall or entrance hall 
and it would be extremely difficult to reconstruct the complex with 
towers • Here it probably designates the small pylons which form 
an integral part of the entrnaoe hall and, in a more general sense, 
possibly refers to the entire entrance hall". This argument of 
F* p* Albright is part of his contention that the entrance hall was 
built at the same time as the upper courses of the wall, since "Van 
Beek has been able to show that the dressing of the inner wall of 
the entrnaoe hall is virtually identical with that of the upper 
courses (above course 13 or 14) of the oval wall"$ ABBA, 231*
CIH 375 is on courses 13 and 14 from the assumed top of the wall* 
Whatever the merits of Van Beek's discovery may be, it is highly 
doubtful, if not impossible, that mhfdt referred to the small pylons 
of the entrance hall, and even more so that it referred to the 
entire entrance hall itself* Besides, in CIH 374 mfrfdt is clearly 
placed b*ly/dn/mhy*n*

III* CIH 338 a 01* 1209* Two passages from this text concern 
us here1
(a) 3-5® yn/tqdcy/tsqr/kwrn/wmhyVgrfrn/rfrbn/wqyf/ns$ii/wk(4)l/mhy •/

hfrdXjt * lb/b tr ♦ t/ w * twtn/ In/ s tyf •/ wb/ gbyn/ wmyf ( 5 ) */ whrt/ rftb t/ 
bfrg/ mwqt/1 *lb/} and 

(£)6-10s wywCm] (7)tqdn/b *m/dt/ yjn/lwhlqVyrt "/wVlb/msb »/
w*db/ mwn/mhC *]n(8)f a/wgn>/dgbyn/nsrn/by^n/wbytn/d>twtiV
wTQq|rtn/dryd/kwriV wlb(9)nhn/ wmqfrnhV db/ ̂ twtc/wmBlmn/ddhbn/
db/ qdn/ gbyn/wmslm( 10 )n/dmyf </ddhbn/wtqdii/m*hrc/ >ln/nihytt ^
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bfrg/ mw§ t/t9 lb/ *
This inscription, CIH 338 * Gl* 1209, tells of a numbor of acts 
and public constructions carried out by the dedicant, M9H3m, the 
minister of T9LB* The account is given in three series each intro* 
ducod by ym/ or wywn/* The frist two, passages (a) and (b) cited 
above9 end with bfrg/mwqt/t9lb* I propose to begin by examining the 
meaning of mhy9tn, 1* 10, in passage (b). Beeston, 31, 379 renders 
passage (b) as followst "and at the time (7) when he took charge of 
(the building of) the well of JBYH and the field (?) YBT9, and the 
repairing (or9 cementing) of the road of the citadel9 and the 
repairing (or9 cementing) of the reservoir MH9H(8)Fm, and the wall 
of £3YN towards BYJN, and the temple (or, citadel) of 9TWTm, mid 
the inoense-altars of the mountain shoulder (whereon stands) the 
fire-altar (?), and tho two luban-»[ plantations] (?) (9) and the 
m|rb*altar and the two altars of inoense which are at 9TWTm, and 
the maslan^altar for dahab-perfume (or9 of gold) which is in front 
of JBYN, and the maslam~altar (10) of MYF9 for dahab-perfume (or, 
of gold), and M9HRm took charge of (the building of) these altars 
according to the ordinance of T9LBM• 1 broadly agree with Beeston9s 
trn&slation here, except for his kwrni **f ire-altar**, 1. 8, which 
I renders "pool, reservoir*1, cf • under article kwr, and for his 
hlqni "field (?)",/which I renders "roclo-pool**, cf* Arabic Khallqas 
al-nuqratu fi-l-jaball yastanqi9u fl-ha al-ma9» "a hollow in a 
mountain in which water gathers**, or "a newly dug well**, cf* Arabic 
khallqat al*bi9ru sa9ata tufrfarf Lis an, art* ichlq* It is to be 
noted that Beeston renders mhy9tn, 1* 10, ass "altars*1, following 
Bhodokanakia, AST, II, 173* In the note thereto, Beeston, SI, 39, 
says, "9lr^mhy9tn» these words, coming after the sequence msln^, 
mgrV» m^p/, seems to show that rahy*/ is a general expression for 
any object or place that serves as a place of sacrifice! even a 
larger building can apparently be so called, cp* dn/mhy*n of C(lH) 
374, which is inscribed on the walls of garam Bilqis, the circular 
temple near Mafib#" This claimed loose association of mhy9 with
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sacrifice of any kind, libations, burnt offerings or incense, as 
well as indicating "temple”, is not easy to accept* Besides, it 
is hardly possible, in my opinion, that wtqdVm*hrV>liVmhy,tVb^g/ 
mwgt/flb/, at the close of the passage, could have referred only 
to altars from among the many constructions mentioned in the whole 
passage, lines 6*10* A sense more general than "altars” has to be 
assigned to mhy*tn here* This sense can be "extensions", in the sense 
of an additional structure or a new construction, or even in the 
sense of a new or additional undertaking* This sense of "extension" 
can also fit mhy* in lines 3 and 4 in passage (a), the whole of 
which I renders "at the time when he took charge of the completing 
to the top of the reservoir, and of the extension of the court (or, 
terrace) at RgBN (or, the extension to the "lofty building" (of the 
temple?) RgBN), and of the erecting of the (altar-) boundary—etones 
of (or, for) NffSra, and of every (4) extension (or, new undertaking) 
which there initiated T*L3 in TBVT and f?WTm, when he was exalted, 
and in JBYR and HIFf (5) and the canal of RJJBT, according to the 
ordinance of T#LB"*
Notes to this translations
L* 3s kwrns "the reservoir"! cf* above* and under article kwr*

grfrn/rfrbni for the renderings given above cf* pp* 34-36 of 
article grfr*

qyf/nwsas "the erecting of the (altar-) boundary-stones of 
NWSm"| qyf has been rendered "altar stone", RES 4906,1, and 
as "Stelenaltar", of* RES 3958,11 and the note in RES ad RES 
4l4l,l* Cf* also Hofner, ZIAItIII, 212—222* the qyf must have 
been a boundary stone marking the sacred territory of a deity, 
and as such sacrifices and possibly sacrificial victims were 
offered onto it, being the equivalent of the na^b, pi* »an$ab, 
"one of the boundary stones around a sanctuary", used for the 
boundary stones of the sacred territory of Nacca and of the 
sanctuary of K'ba itself* People used to offer onto them, and 
they were also called ’awtanf cf* Lisan, art* neb* cf* also
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W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites, 201-205* Cf* also Mordt- 
mann and Mlttwooh, Him;j. Insohr** 33-34, maintain that ESA qyf 
and mqf were primitive cult stones around which jawf f waa per-* 
formed and onto whioh blood sacrifices were made as in pre- 
Islamic North Arabia* I take qyf here, as infinitive indicating 
the erection of the (altar-) boundary-etones marking the sacred 
territory of the deity NW§m. Etymologically I compare Arabic 
waqafai Hto stand up”, and waqqafat ”to erect", by metathesis* 
Cf* also waqf» "a ring, a band, a bracelet”, and waqf al-turat 
"the rim, the frame, of steel or horn round a shield"j LisRn* 
art* wqf .* Cf. also mugwaf* pi. magHwlfr "aheap, a cairn, for 
sustaining a vine"j cf. S* Ros/sl, Arabo Pari at o a gan^, 221.

L. 41 wk(4)l/mhy Vhfrdt/t * lb i "and of every (4) extension (or, new 
undertaking) whioh there initiated T'LB"^ Beeston, SI* 37, 
renders this ass "and (4) every shrine which he renewed for 
T>LB"• hfrdt̂  "initiated, originated" is the basic sense of Form 
IV| of. Arabic âtydathat "to initiate, to originate".

IV. CIH 439* hqny/ Htr/mslnm/wkl/wl ( 2) dhw/ywa/tqdm/mhy </jrwnhn 
wmhj^/qbltn/hqn^t/djfbr/m The inscription is on a libations altar.
The context here offers little help in ascertaining the meaning of 
mhyc/flrwnhn/wmhyc/qbltn, although tqdm before that suggests that 
some kind of public and probably big constructions were involved.
CIH suggests that flrwnhn and qbltn are names of places, and in the

m It is from this sense of "to be ringed off" that Arabic waqft 
"property in mortmain" derives; cf. the synonymous ^abs, from 
frabasai "to confine, to hold back", waqf has been compared with 
ESA wtf, which, however, should be compared with Arabic wqglfa, 
"fiscal impost” (of. AbH <Ubayd, ^Amwgl, 16), also =  fahd» 
"covenant" and "contract" (QSmtts, art. wgf). Cf. also
Beeston, "Four Sab. Texts", 2721 J. Ryckmans, "Himyaritica I", 951 
and Hdfher, ZIAI,II, 85 n. 1, ad mwgftn, CIH 534,3* Cf. also 
under article dyn, ad *dynhmw, Istanbul 7626,7.
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absenoe of a more satisfactory explanation of both words9 it seems 
that we have to take them as such* CIH renders mhy* here ast "via" 
by comparing Arabic mahya*i "road") of* CIH ad CIH 338,3»4« The 
sense of mhy*t "road* is feasible here, and it is easy to link it 
with the basic sense of hy#t "to prooeed9 to extend"| of* p* 3 
of this article*

V* By 5°7 readsi »**n ̂ /'en/ 'mh*1/* 0. Byckmans, Hus*, 66 (1953),
2879 leaves this untranslated9 and in the note tbereto9 p* 2929 
he adds9 "mh*? de hy*?"
Etymologically ESA hy* is to be compared with Arabic ha*a, as has 
been done by a number of scholars) cf* abovef and of*9 e*g*9 Rhodo- 
kanakis9 St*9 II, 14, 161* Specifio comparable Arabic usages ares 
ha*a « lttasa*a we—intasharai "to spread9 to extend") ha*a al-qawmu 
ba*flu-hum *ila ba*fl * hammS bi»l-wuthub> "the men advanced against 
one another ready to fight") tahayya*a and inha*a * inbaaajat "to 
spread9 to extend") and mahya* » al-jarlq al-wasi* al-munbasift 
"a wide and long extending road"| Lis an 9 art* hy* and art* hw**
With mhy*» "extension, addition" to a structure, CIH 338,3,4,10,
I like to compare semantically, and perhaps architecturally, the 
use of zlyadai "addition, extension" in this passage from jChasrajl, 
*Uqud, II, 23t wa-fl shahri ramaflana baraza *amru al-eulfanl 
bl-*imaratl al-ziyadati al-sharqiyyati allatl fl jam!*! *udaynata 
min madXnatl ta*lzza wa-istafraththa al-nasa *ala faraghi-ha fratta 
faraghat ka-ma hiya al— *ana fa-intafa*a al-nasu bi-ha intlfa*—an 
*aglm-an bi—khilafi al—ziyadati al-gharbiyyati allatl *ammara-ha 
al-suljanu al—maliku al-mujahidu fl *ayyami-hlt "And in the month 
of Ramadan was issued the order of the Sultan concerning the 
construction (or, building) the eastern extension (or, addition), 
ziyada, whioh is (now?) in the mosque of 'Udayna in the city of 
Ta*izz) and he exhorted the people to complete it until it was 
completed as it is now and the people benefit+ed greatly from it, 
that is, apfrt from the western extension (or, addition) which *
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the Sul fan al-Ualik al-ltujahid had built in his days." This 
previous "western extension" is mentioned earlier in the work* 
ibid# * 126* in the simple statements wa-ibtana al—zlyadata 
al-gharbiyyata fl jami*i 9udaynata bi-ta«igz# was ziyada here 
simply "extension"* and the identification thereof was left to 
familiarity with the placet Or* could it hav6 been an architectural 
term* something like "wing* aisle" or even "portal* portioo"?
Cf# "ziyadas Portail d9eglise* ### Portique*###" and al-ziyadat 
"nom d#une porte dfune mosquee a Damns"$ Dogy* Supplement* 1* 618# 
This sense of ziyadas "portal* portioo* doorway"* semantically 
developed from the sense of "extension" or "addition"* might give 
some clue or some hint as to a possible sense of mhy9 in texts 
of building and constructional e#g#* CIH 338*3 mhy9/grfrn/rfrbn/1 
and CIH 439*2s ywn/tqdVmhy9/j.rwnhn/wmhy9/qbltV# I do not feel 
that this view can be more than a remote and faint possibility#
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(1)i This text was kindly brought to my notioe in 1939 by Professor 
D. J. Wiseman, then of the British Museum. Later I had the 
opportunity of visiting Mr. A. r Achoury at the above address 
and he kindly allowed me to examine the plaque. He let me also 
have a ph^ograph of the inscription and gave his permission
to me to publish it.

(2)1 Fakhry 3,8i wlhyVwhw^ln/lkl/^Bk/wmw^t/wght/^ar^mw/bny/dCfejbb/ 
bhgrVwbrrVbkl/brtn/qrbny/wr(t)qn/. a. Byokmans, in Fakhry, 
Archaeological Journey to Yemen, II, 5t renders this passage ass 
”Bt que 8*etende et s9adresse a touts prohibition et statut et 
ordonnanoe de leurs seigneurs les banu Du—yablb, en ville et
a la campagne, en tout lieu proche ou lointain”. I render it, 
as given above in the text, as 1 ”and to prooeed on, and give 
succour to, every despatch (or, mobilisation) and commission and 
order of their lords banu d-(j)BB within (the territory) of the 
town and the open country, in every expedition, near and distant”. 
Motes to my translations
whwglnt ”give succour to”| cf. By 5°2,6s 9]brt/bhmw/yhwqlnn/, 

which should be rendereds "the expeditions in which he gives 
succour”, but which G. Byckmans, Mus., 66 (1933), 271, renders 
ass ”Les expeditions (?) par lesquelles il reunisee (?)”, 
and in the note thereto, 1. cit., 273, adds, ”of. Fakhry 3,8 
”reunir, etendre”. Cf. Arabic wagala and ittagalas ”to cry 
for help by shouting out ya la-fulan, to seek support 
through tribal links”, a practice denounced by the Prophet, 
according to a tradition) Lisan, art. wgl. Cf. also Hamilton 
7,2s .,..tw/9wgl/wkl/mw[fl9, and ibid.,4s kl/mwfl•/swt/wgIn/19tts/, 
Beeston, JRAS, 1934» 33t renders 9wgl/, 1. 2, and a V »  3* 4t 
ass ”offerings” and ”offering” respectively. In the note thereto,
1. cit., 54^55t be says, ”with *wgl compare the verb hwgl in 
Fakhry 3,8) although it appears in that context as a legal 
term, the fact that it is there associated with hy9 (a verb
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which commonly means "consecrate”) suggests that it may also 
have had a sacral connotation." Beeston's comparison of hw$l 
in Fakhry 3,8 is misplaced9 as made clear in this article. But 
of. Arabic waql and qila, "gift", and waql al-rafrim and qilat 
al-ra^imi "help, succour, kindness, to kindred". Cf. also Arabic 
waqlla,* mentioned in ~Qur * an v, 1031 ml jacala allghu rain

» Feminine passive facIl adjectives do not have 11* of the feminine. 
Grammarians are divided about feminine faCI1 words, passive in 
sense, when they have tg*. like na^I^at "an animal that died of 
goring", Qur*gn v, 3# One group, K&fans, say that feminine passive 
fa *11 is without tg* only when it is an adjective qualifying a 
feminine noun, but when used as a substantive it should take tg'. 
hence nafl^a. Another group, Barrens, say that the presence of 
tg* makes na^T^a like ’(awllai of. ffa )̂ar̂ > Tafslr (NE) IX, 499*500. 
Tabari, ibid.. construes the Ba§rand' view as implying that najlfra 
has an aotive sense, being thus the equivalent of ngfi^a, and that 
since the reference in Qur'gn is clearly to a dead animal, it 
would be interpreted as "an animal that butted (another) and died 
as a consequence of that". He rejects the Baqrans’ view in favour 
of the K&fan. Arabic sources explain waqlla as an ewe that was 
delivered of ten female offsprings in five suooessive births and 
was, therefore, described as wa^alati "did (it) in succession"! 
or as a female offspring that had a "twin brother"! such a brother 
was prohibited for killing, and the twin female, therefore, waqalat 
1akhg-hgt "succoured her brother"! of. Tabari, Tafslr (NE), II, 
125-6! Lisgn, art. wql! and A. Ouillaume (tr.), Life of ttubammad. 
40* These two explanations of waqlla give the word an active sense, 
and one wonders how much of these explanations was influenced by 
grammarians' considerations. I think a passive sense, in line with 
the EELfan view favoured by Tab8??* is more appropriate, and waqlla 
should have simply been explained as "what is given, what is 
offered", hence "offering, gift" to the deity or god.
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bafrlarat-in wa-la sa*ibat-in wa-la waqllat-in wa-la franwin.
These terns refer to categories of domestic animals that were 
consecrated to the gods and prohibited from being killed and/or 
used) cf. A. Guillaume (tr.) Life of Muftammad, 40. Thus, w$l, and 
pi. "w^li "offering", in Hamilton 7,2,4 , can be compared with 
Arabic wasTla, wasl and sila, cited above, which in their turn
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can be etymologically and semantically linked with hwglt Nto 
give succour, to bring help", 

j^k. "despatch, mobilisation"• Beeston, NOSAL, V, 109 ff#, assigns 
to ESA ^Sk the sense "command", whioh is definitely more feasible 
than than "to prohibit", as rendered by 0. Byokmans. I render 
frsk here as 1 ndespatch, mobilisation" by comparing Beestonts 
Jjski "command", and by comparing Arabic frashaka al^qawm * 
bashadu wa-tajamma^i "the (fighting) men, al-qawm? mobilised 
their forces and gathered", and ja»u bi-frashakati-hla « b i -  
jama * at 1-himi "they came as a group"| Taj, art. frshk. Two usages 
from ESA frsk can be explained by comparing these Arabic usagest 
(1) hikit "wife", in late Sabaean texts. This use must have been 
a polite expression, by referring to the wife as al-jama^a, a 
form of expression to be found in current Arabic colloquials.
(Cf. also the more common expressions *ahl and *ahl al—dari 
"household", and al— *a*ila and al— *ayla> "the family", for the 
wife. Cf. Talmudic Aramaic baylt for "wife".) (2) mfrskti "emba
ssy", CIH 541,Q6* mhsKt/ngsyn/, and 89* mfrskt/mlk/rmn. Beeston, 
ibid., explains mfrskt as "persons in authority". But compare it 
with franha^a s- jama*a and compare both semantically with wafdi 
"embassy, envoy", originally meaning "group"| cf. pur*an xix,85t 
yawma nahshuru al-muttaqlna *lla al^rafrmani wafd-an.

* qawmt "(fighting) men") this is the real sense of qawm in Arabic, 
originally collective for "those who rise, can rise" for fighting) 
cf. rakb, collective for "riders">iand oharb. collective for "drinke- 
rs". qawmi "people, group of people" of a common kindred or identity 
is a developed sense) cf. Lisan, Taj, art. qwm.
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qhts "order, command"| Q* Ryckmanss "ordonnance"; •, cf* CIH 332,2t 
kl/sbtt/sb>w/bqht/,ar>hmir* 

brtmi "expedition") 0* Hyckmans, "lieu"* The context here requires 
"expedition**, a sense vhich is well attested) cf* the following 
note*

(3) Sy 533s w(28)[b] l*1 brt/bhw/yhwgthaw/mr• hmw/s*m / *w(29)tr« "and (28) 
[in] the expeditions with (or, on) whioh there commissions them 
their lord §«Rm #w(29)TR". 0. Byokmans, hue*, 68, (1955), 301, 
renders this ast "et (28) [dans] les expeditions qu*entreprendrait
leur seigneur Sa*irum fAw(29)tar". Hie translation leaves the

# • ^

suffix -haw in yhwsthmw unaccounted for and does not seem to take 
full account of bhw* In the note thereto, 1* cit*, 307, he adds, 
"bhw, faute pour bhmw?" But cf * RES 48421 (l) bdt/»tw/bwfycy/b(2) 
n/\i3/ •brt/bhw/sb • (3 )Cw]/wflb */wsw#n/mrfhm(4)[w]/ib * m /  »wtr* Hy 533, 
28t bhw/yhwgthaw is syntactically the equivalent of Arabic 
ya•muru-hum bi-ha1 "which he orders then to do".

(4) Cf. ay NQI,II, 420, ad Van Lessen 9,1-2* wmtnn/bkl/tm(2)n*/*
A short word about the etymology of ESA w§t* Hofner, "War der 
sabaische Mukarrib ein "Priesterfurst"?", WZKM, 54 (1957), 80, 
examined the etymology of ESA wat and compared it with Hebrew root 
ygt, and added that Arabic and the Semitic languages of Abyssinia 
do not have the root wgt (ygt). She compared, therefore, Arabic 
waga and other forms from the same root* But the exact etymological 
Arabic equivalent of ESA wgt is the root wsd, which has a semantic 
range comparable to that of ESA wgt* The change of t d is easy to 
account for under the influence of the voiced Arabic wqd has
a variant form Cf* Arabic wagada * thabatas "to stand firm,
to be established", and *aqama« "to stay", and compare ESA hw§t in 
the formulas ywVhwgt/kl/gwm/d*lm/wgymny/wd^bln/wfrmrmt "at the time 
when he establsihed" etc* Cf* also Arabic *awgada al-kalba wa- 
ghayra-hu bi-l-gayd » »aghra-hus "to set, to incite, a dog and 
the like on or against the game", and compare ESA hw^ti "to
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commission, to entrust, to despatch" in 01* 481,2s ywiVhwgthw/ykrb- 
miy, and By 533,28s brt/bhw/yhwgthmw/nr*hmw*

(5) By 586,3-4s ywn/*lm(4)*ttr/fldbn/s "at the time when he sacrificed 
for a banquet for fTTR"* Cf* also By 585s3-5* y(4)wn/*lm/*ttr/dd(5) 
bn/* 0* Hyckmans renders *lm in both oases ass "il convoqua la 
reunion", Hue*, 72 (1959)t 165s 1$7) and in the note, 1* cit*, 166, 
he says that he compares Hebrew *lm, Pi* "to bind" and Aramaic 
•alam, "to connect", and then adds, "Nous traduirions »lm par ' 
"reunir", soit a des fins polltiques ***, soit en vue d*une fBte 
au oours de laquelle est offert ui. sacrifice"* B y  the offering of 
a sacrifice 0* Hyckmans is referring to his translation of whnrhw/ 
btrft/, which follows the above passage in both texts) of* the 
following note* 01* A 710 readss qyf/m*lmhw/ywny/*lm/*(2)ttr/ddbn/ 
whnrhw/btrfr, which Sola Sole renderst "[••• hat er?lohtet] den 
Stelenaltar seiner Vorhalle, am Tag, da er die Vorhalle baute (des 
Tempels) des *A(2)ttar d-RBN und ihra (ein Opfer) anzundete in 
0ehoream (?)", cf* Hofner und Sola Sole, Sammlung Eduard Glaser II1, 
32* In the note thereto, ibid*, 33, Sola Sole refers Hofner and 
Hhodokanakis, ZIAI, III, 213 and n*2, where they render m*lmt, RES 
4635t4-5# ast "Vorhalle", and then adds that the verb »lm is perhaps 
denominative from m*la and suggests the restoration of RES 4906,1-2 
ast bny/qyf/»l[m, instead of Beeston1s restoration ast *l[mqh* But 
cf* p* 16 of this article* Sola Sole does not refer to *lm in By 586 
and Ry 5^5* n*y NQl,-3, n* 3, in the note to my rendering of ESA 
mhtn ast "banqueting hall", I added, "cf* RES 4635,4-5, which readst 
ywn/nql/Imbny/m»lmt/smh* ly, where m*lmt is rendered "Vorhall"* I 
compare it with Arabic wallmaht "a banquet, a feast") cf* also 
,lm, RES 4176,8, where it should be translated "banquet" or "feast", 
the occasion there being the end of the pilgrimage, which is the 
subject of all the preceding prohibitions and injunctions, and the 
breaking of the vows of abstinence) cf* *ayyam al—taahrlq* which are 
"Tage der Lust, des Essens und des Trinkens, wo man der wieder
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erlangten Freiheit naoh der langen Karens sich freut", J• Wellhausen, 
Rests arableohen Heidentums, Berlin, 18979 80." P. Boneschi, "Tree 
tituli sabaei iterum interpretati", RSO, zzxiv, 1-2, (1939)9 299 
writing ad m»lmt, RES 46359 5*4 (* Jamine 538)9 says, "Vocem m*lmt, 
ad raodum obscuram, ita ut si asset "convivia" hio verti, qui a 
radios sabaea »lm (arabice wlm « "convivia, celebrare, epulas 
instruere") vere, ut opinor, procedet". The sacrificing for a 
banquet for *TTR d-DBN must have been in the nature of killing 
sacrificial victims dedicated to the deity but partaken of by the 
pilgrims or the congregation, lik-e the sacrificing of al-hadya 
in the Maooan pilgrimage, where the pilgrims were considered flayf 
allah, or like the rifada, the food which Quraysh provided for the 
pilgrims) of. A. Guillaume (tr.), Life of Muhammad, 55. Thus we 
have three attested usages from the ESA root •lmt (l) »lmi "to make 
a banquet, to sacrifice victims for a common mealH, Ry 383) 3861 
Gl. A 710) (2) *lmt "a banquet, a feast, a common meal**, RES 4176,8) 
and (3) m*lm, 01. A 710, and m*lmt (pi.?), RES 4^35* "banqueting 
hall, place of feasting, hall for oomraon meals"•

(6) RES 3945,1* w(h)nr(hw)/btrj?/, restored so by Beeston, Appendix to 
Philby, Sheba»s Daughters, 447, after Philby 79 (*RES 4906),2* 
whnrhw/[b]trfe/. Cf. also Ry 585,5 and Hy 586,4-51 whnrhw/btrfr, and 
Gl. A 710,2* whnrhw/frtrff. Rhodokanakis, AST,I, 21, rendered RES 
3945,1* wynr/blr./1 "so dass es leuchtete (?)....", and in the note, 
ibid., n. 1, suggested that it vas perhaps possible to read hnr/.
He obviously derives it from a root n-w-r, comparable to Arabic 
nuri "light". Beeston, op. cit., renders RES 4906 (Philby 79),2t 
whnrhw/[b]trfe/ ast "and offered a burnt sacrifice (?) to him 
(publicly ?)", and in the note thereto, ibjjl., 447, he says, "hnr/ 
means "to make a burnt offering", obviously deriving it from the 
same root as Arabio nan "fire". In SI, 66, ad ynr/, RES 3945,1, 
Beeston, who does not tmaslate this word in the text, ends his
note by saying, "possibly it may be connected with mnwrt/i "fire
places (of the altar hearth)" R(es) 2869,5*w As for btrfrs“(publicly?)1*
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according to Beeston, he says, "the meaning is still obscure, Purely 
conjeoturally, I suggest that it may be compared with Arabic barafr 
as in Ja*a bl-»ssai*i barafran "he did, or said, a thing openly, 
or publicly"; Appendix, (Philby9 op, cit,), 447. 0, Ryckmans
renders whnrhw/btrfr/f Ry 585 and Ry 586, ast "Et il lui offrit un 
sacrifice par combustion en public"9 1, cit,9 1639 1679 following 
Beeston9s rendering of RES 4906 (Philby 79)• of, note thereto, Vbid#< 
166, Sola Sole, op, cit,, 32, renders Gl, A 710,2» whnrhw/titrfr ast 
"und ihm (ein Opfer) anzundete in Gehorsam (?)", and in the note 
thereto, p, 33, he indicates that he takes hnr as Form IV from a 
root nwr, and after referring to Beeston9s rendering and suggested 
derivation of btrfr adds, "Vielleicht ware es aber besser zu inter* 
pretieren als b-trfr und zu ubersetzen mit "in Gehorsam", nach ar, 
trfr (vgl, auch fr^), "betrubt sein", tarafrun "souci, chagrin", 
jariftun "jete par terre, abandonns, neglige" (vgl, Kazimirski, 
Diotionnaire)," I render whnrhw/btrfr ast "and he oovered (or, dress* 
ed) him with a hood (or, cover, curtain)",
Hotes to nqr translationt
hnr 1 "oovered, dressed"; cf, Arabio nlrt al-qa§abu wa—l-ghuyufu

•idha ijtam*atf "(a textile in which) gold (or, silver?) threads, 
qajab, are (woven) together with yarn", and *alam al-thawbt "a 
stripe in a cloth, or garment, (made of qagab)") cf, also 
nirtu al-thwaba and »anartu al-thawbai "to waeve a cloth with 
stripes (made of qagab)", and the variant Form I? hanartu, 
where the prefix ha— suggests or betrays a South Arabian origin. 
In the tradition about Tubba* in Macca, it is said that he was 
the first to cover al— Ka*ba and that after covering it with 
skins and plain cloth he finally covered it, in compliance with 
a vision, with al—waga•il, explained in sources and lexica as 
"fine striped TamanI cloth") cf, Azraql, Akhbar Makka, (Macca 
edition), 163-6 ,̂ and A, Guillaume (tr,) Life of Muframmad, 9.
It is most probable that such cloth was used for "covering" 
or "dressing" the god in ancient South Arabia, hnr is probably
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denominative9 from a possible substantive nyr or nwn "striped 
olothf made with gold (or, silver) thread", meaning "to dress" 
in suoh cloth* Cf* the usage kasa al-Ka*bai "dressed the Kavba"9 
for covering it with hangings) of* the note to trfr below* As 
for RES 2869,3s mnwrt, whioh Beeston9 SI9 66, compares with 
ynr (for hnr), RES 3943,1, and renders ast "fire-places", 
following Rhodokanakis, St*, II, 30i "Feuerstelle", I render 
it "embankments, sides" of a channel) cf* my NQl, 20, and article 
grfr, p* 28, and footnote 5 (u) thereto*

"hood, veil, cover, curtain") cf* Arabic jarfra * jaylasam 
"a robe, a cloak, a wrap", Taj and Lis an, art* jrfr) and in 
later and colloquial usages "a shawl, a scarf, a long wide hood") 
cf* Lossy, Supplement, II, 31, and Munjid, s*v* jarfra is used 
in modern Taman for a big shawl made of fine coloured (or, 
striped (?), mulawwan) silk cloth worn by women) cf* Wasi4!, 
Tarlkh al-Taman, Cairo, 1947, 122* The ESA trfr with which the 
deity was "dressed" or "covered" might have been in the form 
of a hood or a veil , or even a wrap or cloak, put on the image 
of the deity, or it might have been a cover or a curtain for
the temple of the deity of for a part thereof, most probably
for something inside the temple, e*g*, an altar* Cf* my remarks 
and comments on RES 3340,3-4, PP* 31-34 of article §rfr) and cf• 
the following footnote*

(7) RES 3943,It wwhb/9ttr/whwbs/hlfm/1 "and he presented to 4TTR and 
HWJBS a pregnant she-camel (or, pregnant she-camels)") of* Arabic 
khalifa, pi* khallf> "a pregnant she-camel") Lisan and Taj, art. 
khlf * Cf. also RES 4176,6, wfr gr/1 * lb/ hlf n/dmfrrmra/ wrymn/ wmnt tny/ 
bn/hwjJn/ >sriVdyst 4dbn/k^rmw, which I render, "and T*LB has prohi
bited the (vowed for sacrifice) pregnant she-camels of (or, from)
&-MgRMm and RYMN and MNTTm from being driven in a strenuous manner
which would hurt them, for they have been vowed") of* the examinatiox 
of this trx^aslation under article hlf* Rhodokanakis, AST,I, 21 
renders hlfm, RES 3943,1, as "Kleid", "garment", and in the note
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thereto, ibid*, 39, says, "hlfm zu (heb*) frallfah, (akk#) nahlaptu, 
etwa TTGTTbê  zum Bekleiden der Statue, Ephod." One could have also 
compared Arabic makhluf and khallf * thawb malfUqi "a garment made 
of sewing too lengths of material together*** But the equivalent 
of the Oreek7 7 ^ 7 7 and the Biblical ephod is trfr) cf* the preceding 
footnote*
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( j ) J I  J >  i j iU I  i*U )l t f j f

,*«•« J — c f c r ^  i» J i* o * f ^ 9 O ^ *  1 ^  

»C.| J — J a ( i i l f  C -J ilt ^31  t

C |^4lJI J j^  i^'l*4 4aJ <> iWfll t ImrnpS
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i J  4jr$ i i l  jA j  u ^ f l l  ^  2a ) ^ 3 1  i j j j f

># J — J^f 4*lf jl*- j ( j j i )  ^  I cfi 
,#ur— c#*P* {pUl J> *>jJLJl 2 /f • • • 5UULUJI ijJLl)

r#4i. < J<(?—» ^  2JJ £*JJI t /A I

k#̂ i  J — U )i 4 ls  IJI w l i f  «JuJ i c>aJ

' ( • u i t j W  ) ,* J«c*l 2,— ^  ^  <4tfi Ctf* ^
i (l Y 111 tji)i ̂ _£p*lt. m L  (fpjl j > 1M i I^J jA w  jl b*^f ̂ J t^j^J

►*«* « J — jd*N c y T -  W  gf

V Uf jSSiuJI j a j  J*y>« * • • «y **J * * * 1 r»»
,#o  4 J« £ — lytn  2a) <IL<

•c»» 2f>iî  4aJ U.rtJÎ  4f {jkjt !• jAwJI t ^A>
/c # i  J i t£  m  8g?U 5a) 2 ^ J I ijSf J J « J I t^ A i 

Jj*f 1 JB> cJ# ••• Js^aJI ^yjl Jftt u~**9 # * • it>l5̂ JI t J a m
JSJ* U p  Ip  j 4 i >-•»

♦ fl 4>* J f? y li)l ^ U a I I  J l#  • • ♦ f e j j t  t  fJm

j&J\ 2«U)^ cJ# 4

JsJLm II p£3l pS3 2Uy 2^i? ^ ju)I t r  Ju

>? ( c*pf jIaJJI t ,>*UJI gf ) «>—  c*» -J**0 c** >*
< (It »•• iji)‘ *5*1 g  _  ̂ *)l Jit jL*-o^l»yJI ijjj*

A*y ® i j j j

«m»m# L  .^»j f  V i f l *  Sa ) ĵ J I of—* ^ J l j^U I I ju  , j l  { ^  » r j*

f* * w  ;£ —  ‘r k  **J W  * tf*
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2*1* tftjl JUA gf W  JUJI 1 «**•>
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jl~£H Jl# • • • Ja~JI J  oJ g* Jl# • • • <k*JI « ±Km

js# l*#Lg M  g f t

^ j^ l Ji* g/ Vj jliy  c-uj

{#o —t j!# ŷUL̂ii Jl* i uy
• j -  — »̂ # 1 j l  ^̂ A J I  U y  jM *  IgAAl

Uf JL»̂ jf ̂ Ljl I |)i|l# uî  ) Jl JL-i5 <̂ /JI iff ̂  < UiJI
► ̂l.ifiAp » ̂ Jl CPjH J#f ^  U^VI U f
I >2̂  J*j»#^pll t J«»l<JI gtjoV^O-*^ J  )u>— ^w jJI I iwj
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j - j ^ U j  U f  ^ iC  «^«*
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Jrtf o d , iJjUJI J lL U J lt^ l j J  o j ^  *1U * I y  HJ  «lk?Vf « ^w-

'c> i J » f i»JL Jp ls  j f  i lk ii l  <

i# j: •— ifl^  4aJ u*ŷ  ci* ul»w 1 iiii» 3iki>ll t ljJaJ

Mh *L»J* *_z±"
***r cOO-JI .Udt tI ±*i

♦Q J« ^ l l y .  J j l  »i i »- (j/ ^  !fS  f̂ sil * r̂ »

,*•“ « J « 6 —  >»>< «-L ̂  • • • *» f^cy* wJI « ***•
<Uj J ? ♦ • * ' < V W  W>^!> '&£•*!> fW=J* ir*J &>f> 1 s/»

,• J(C.» Ojil> jf  ̂  *-«»• £• • • • yJ , *f yJ •** I*
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IJ I L* Ja f «Ss»k-Hj * u »

| V “  ^ y i l l  <~l<‘ fi-f'm'!J 
(*c < J* {: —  ̂  Ci^* ClA» jj*)l » j u

,♦ J < o —  v'Lt j**JI v f i ^ J I « Jjy>
I J5>i v>î >4# (î2Uli LmA USI J«Sa t ij+iA

£ J«0>_ j f  S-^W J 'l* ’

>• {:**=-« j*** e s > * b  c**1* ■*!> * £ 2 *
I j l  LmhLA Im iU I t*» iU  J> (Ju>l|fil»» iflL f 2aJ y»jL4Jt lŷ wLA

•« ,* J ^ i«  £ _  J^Ull l i t  C^tf J^ i 

£ 0*4  ̂ i * j  ,y ^IcLall Jli«J.VI>>w j* i^jlcJI

♦̂iS* I J — V W  (jl

♦ Ij Ij A <);*% ^  J*>aL«J l i  |y ii^  ^ *|ll Ja I lifc

£ £ — JfU j i i l i  JfA Ja> ^  Ja#L; L

• V ’lt CtP* #-ito vliJl Jji- (Jo4f1|> j
«J I^A **A* J<M aSJJa Ijl ••• L^lll Cw^A < t U & * *

(*c*i g -^ A + J I jlUJI J a 4i iN  ^A**H 1 J*^  </-*>

V -  tjfl* Sjy*Jl o r — ^ j4^ ^  1*51 *4^ 1 ̂
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# Uwt Js4L+Jt} |̂ >Aj |  ^><JI 40J II ^Aj
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•4̂ 1 J — i#l+ — St j l  ^1
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Jl) »XyJ Jl l̂-Ul ^  jĴJI •
i i ^ i ^ ^ L j u .  u M ,  J^jJ  ̂ fV jj» ̂ 5*0* g f  liLa!! Jfcjti'yy

»c. _  «J> ^Jl «>+m»JI
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J« jv— <a«'l»4 &«J U > j m *y  < ^ < U i* c « iJ I jw ^ ll 

*cr— 1>^' ‘( ^  **J ^  iU) iUIj *_i£2
• (\ \ t V» tjikzAtj — J * f 3UL J*»- V • • •  *ji> V iB’ « _ jjj

t£ , *i;f w$,<2*L« iAJ iU -J» <J|̂ JI i_ J jj

• g_ Jl^ J  l̂ »U- I Jl Ŝpll Ji»f Ur 4^i VU ^  S*1̂  iS-»J 
j  JJI Jjnill j y >  * 3^5 4 j» I LjJI i^L»^

.♦ Ja f Uy J j J fU  i*J »+*"f Uj c iil
• J _  <JU ii<*, i^ L ,, f  j£JI itfljJ I t B,

f* J « *«/*** J* U- jU* M-» I"-' ej>J' * £2
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l*«** J« £
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(A t \ \ »yf yy** t 3 j}  j l* » Jit J l t ^ i j j

Q- ff JLM | J  i) l I «U J^AfJl I J jIN

Jv0 J l ^  jA j 2* J/f l*J j^ jJ I IjjW* ; . - i ♦ • • * - •. * , *’ J
♦ £ — ^sjl «J* Ja— <y 

.* (TA IT *  lj»)<ol tj_  Jjf la lf jSfll t y jfll *
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<̂ * «f Jl « ^A{ jwli *.■»■* *.*"* ^  **J osjfll
»• £ — vLv^* I >t‘“

s*«=»i J l g - s*i?  ̂ ^  J»JI Cl* *^=> / - *  >*> c il* ^  ' j L ^ j  »cjjj£

,• o £  i t  « > ) ^ i« j_ iy - i  j j t  oJu < ^  *  »_a,A

J -  jA rfc >  j £ l  JU*i W  i i l l  J«JI u^t; J > J I  { *  H itJI

i* z.—  L /  ct* ua~*
, 4 ( T T T i l » c t g . l ^  j;f oJL« t^AjLaC « Jm

*  - ■•

I 5>tjU laM JL*J53 2 /* i ^1 t-J* y lj) ifL*JI S vJ»
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,• J l Sk- IjJ jf gf i*J ^  u |J I JL * * * &<y *J I
_  ?yu j j (  iLALi SjlA «*IJU jl* ^JJI jU II t J~A

• Cri *i i *>)«
•b< J« ^ j; t  i*J lU i;  IJ I J j ) l  ij£u#

♦ ijjjt JUJi j u.VI jJj • • • j ^a>DI t j > >  

j* t*̂ * JfAuJi y w ! 3ij«Ji 

_  i j j f o J l  Jl̂ iv L-ilJff J  *>  JL̂ »JI IJ I cJJI vJjuJI l U j j

.•*=»! J l £
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^ liJ  i-Al^VL ^  I j I Q̂ il# «̂af

*# £ — U lg U J I 4-0831 |U ;IU II tu ^ i 

• f t A i C *  : /  ) o l i j M 3 y -  <jj( 1 ^ 8 ^ ^  t l̂aS*

♦ (tY tY i j ; f  iA U  tU 4jJ t r>l

♦ i|«  U w l ( Y \  IY «ji)< o l i j — 3y - i Jjt 4aJL# ^  V • ijf-i y • iirjf

£-CKJ Cl* *^4? 4>* o* *^<5* C /^ W  t i>^J

* f)ssbca,rT

♦ (•• ft£ iji M i j  —  V* I ^  1 «A»
• (\ 1 «YA 1̂ 5 ) AAJL Ulij ^  t U U 5  f̂ £sf

C\YsYYt>>) -C 8 s ^ ^  : jC c »-V i jd ^

• ( l » i t ^  %j) o ji^  cJU t v^li c ^ L l l j U

. • - . : , ' ’

' fta, -/- £J&r//hc
1 ' ’

oOoJl c» '̂ yk'Vr ^  < /u *r*N  o f <4**^* o * J*j> ' u v

>• J.^s— o ^ 5’ o*

,•«*« ^  gf (j o* 1 tar*

H c o c l / a w Z

♦ (T \ t n  t j> ) j.u tt>  J>4pt ♦ • • <~yyjv*- i«4r tiip l *Jli»*VI * «-—>• 

♦ ( H l l T  lj» ) tt-llj —  G ^ »  1A1* Jl»y » O H S » xi M U

J * f  liJ  >vW  »

» (TA i •  • — «>>) t t4 ij« o ^ A » - iA lf - V  ^  l i t  L r i U j «
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S h  i A ri £%svic>//‘ /(k/ui i
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t f C * *  J * t  4 * If I ty j l  •UUJ1 I p l l

,j5j( U i ol»a ;VI J l* f<y c*-“ t o - *® «-**«Jl > *

,• J * f  i» V  tijJt u*» o P ^

t t f  * 0 *  •*»* * > * * < * & * #Ul ^ *■*& * - i £
r#0-—  tilJj#
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Jaaaa (A.) "Le Pantheon sud-arabe preislamique d*apree les

sources epigraphiques", La Museon, 60, (1947), pp* 55 - 147*
Idea, "Lea inscription rupee tree da la region da Mukexas",

Bulletin da l»Aoadoalo Boyale da Belgique, 5n« Ser., Tom* 
XXXVII, (1951)9 307 - 320.

Idea, PSHA * Pieces epigraphiques da Said bln *AqIl, la noropols 
da Timna* (Hagr Median), Louvain, (1952)*

Idea, "Insoriptions on the Sabaean Bronse Horse of the Dumbarton 
Oaks Collection**, The Dumbarton Oaks Papers, (Cambridge, Massj 
8, (1954)9 PP. 317 - 330.

Idea, "Inscriptions sud-arabee de la oolleotion Ettore Rossi**, BSO, 
xxx, (1955), Faso. I-II, pp. 103 - 130.

Idea, "Insoriptions des a lent ours de Mareb (Taman) I**, Cahiers 
de Byrsa, V, (1955), PP. 265 - 281.

Idea, AS—AMNR * "Lea antiquites sud-arabes du Museo Nazionale
Romano", Monuaentl Antichi (Accademia Nasionale del Lincei),
XLIII, (1955).

Idea, "L*Inscription ^a^raaoutique Ingrams I et la ohasse rltuell
sud-arabe", Le Museon, 69, (1956), pp* 99 - 108*

Idea, "Remarks on the South-Arabi&n Insoriptions Hamilton 3 - 13"
JRAS, (1956)9 PP. 146 - 156*

Idem, "Sabaean Insoriptions on two bronse statues froa Marib 
(Yemen)", JAOS, 77, Ho. 1, Jan-Maroh, 1957, PP* 32 - 36*



72) Idem, IHYT * "Insoriptions related to the House Tafash in TimnatN,
in Bowen and Albright, ABBA * Arohaeologioal Discoveries in 
South Arabia, Baltimore, (1958), pp* 183 -193*

73) Jaussen and Savignao, Mission Aroheologique en Arabia, Paris,
vol* II, (1914).

74) Jeffery (A*), Materials for the History of the Text of the Qur’an,
Leiden, (1937)*

75) Idem, Por. Voo* « The Foreign Vocabulary of the Qur’an, Oriental ]
Institute, Baroda, (1938)*

76) Landberg (C.) ftudes sur les dialeotes de l*Arabla meridionals!
I* ga^ramout, Leiden, (1901)*
II* Batlnahi 1# Textes et traduotion, Leiden, (1905) 

2* Commentaire des textes prooaiques, (1909)I
3* Commentaire des textes poetlques, (19A3)*

77) Idem, Arabics V, Leiden, (1898)*
78) Idem, 01* Bat* ■ Olossaire Bstlnolsf Leiden, It (1920)| lit (1923)

III« (published by £. V. Zettersteen) (1942)*
79) Lane (s* W*) Lexicon « Arablo English Lexicon, 8 vols., London,

(1863 - 1893).
80) Leslau (v*), Lexique SoqQtri, Paris, (1938).
81) Mordtmann (J• H.) (with £• H. Muller), Sabaisohe Denkmaler,

Bankschr* Aff, Ph.-Hift. CL* , Vienna, (1883)*
82) Idem, Himjarische Insohriften und Alterthumer in den Konigl.

Museen su Berlin ■ glA - MB, Berlin, (1893)*
83) Idem, BMM ■ Beltrage sur minaisohen Spigraphlk, Weimar, (1897)*
84) Idem, (with S* Mittwoch), Sabaisohe Insohriften, Hamburg, (1931)*
85) Idem, (with E* Mittwoch), Hlnj, Inschr* » Himjarisohe Insohriften

in den staatllohen Museen su Berlin, Leipzig, (1932)*
86) Muller, (]>• H«), "Kritische Beltrage sur sudarabisohen Hpigraphik",

WZKM, II, (1888), pp. 1 - 17*
87) Kami (Kh» I.), HKSQ * Hashr Nuqush Samiyya Qadlma min Janub Bllad

al-*Arab, Cairo, 1943*
88) Idem, "Huqush •arablyya janublyya", Bulletin of the Paoulty of Arts

Pu’ad I (Cairo) University, IX, part 1, (1947), PP* 1 - 13;
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al->majn5*a al-thaniya, 1« clt», XVI, part 2, (1934)t PP* 21 - 
43.

(89) Idemf MMX - Lee monumenta da Ma*In (Taman), etude epigraph!qua
et philologique des 19 inscriptions da Ma'Xn publiees par • •• 
Mohammad Tawfl£, Cairo9 (1952)*

(90) Idem, "Huquah khirbat Ma*In, *ala flaw* majmu*at Moframmed Tawfly,
Bulletin of the Faculty of Arte, Cairo University, 
al«HfaJmu*a al-*ula, XVI, part 19 (1954), PP* 1 - 2l| 
al-majmu*a al-thanlya, XVII, part 1, (1955)# PP* 1 • 22| 
al-majn£*a al-thalitha, XVIII, part 2f (1956), pp* 1 - 36.

(91) Noldeke (Th.), Beltrage aur aamitischan Spraohwlaeenaohaft, Straas-
burg, (1904)*

(92) Idem9 Heue Baitraga aur semitieohan Spraohwlsdenschaft, Strass-
bu*g, (1910)*

» « . * *

(93) Idam9 (and P. Sohwally), Qaachiohta daa Qorane, Leipzig, I, (1909)?
U 9 (1919).

(94) Philby (H. StJ. B.), Shaba1 a Laughters, London, (1939)*
(95) Piranna (Jacqueline), Paleographle daa lnaorlptiona sud-arabea,

Toma Ii Baa originas jusqu*a l’epoque himyaritej Brussel,
(1956).

(96) Idem, "Jfota aur laa inscriptions da mukarriba sabeens an pays
minaan (By 584-586)", La Mueeon, 729 (1959), PP. 162 f.

(97) Praetoriua (P.) Baitraga aur Brklarung der hlmjariachen Inschrif-
tan9 Halle, I9 (1872)| II9 (1873)| III, (1874).

(98) Babin (C.), Anolant feat-Arabian, London, 1951*
(99) Bathjana (C.) Jawiah Bomaatlo Architecture in San*a, Taman,

Jaru8alam, 1957*
(100)Reckendorf (H.), Arabisohe Syntax, Haidalbarg, 1921*
(101)Hhodokanakis (»•), Dialekt gofar ■ Bar vulgararabiaohe Blalekt im 

Bofar (gfar), Z9 Prosaische und poatiaoha Texta, Ubersetzung 
und indioaa (Sudarabische Expedition, Band VIII,) Vienna, 
(1908)| II, Einleitung, Olosaar und Orammatik (Sudarabisohe 
Expedition, Band X), Vienna, (1911).

(102)Idem, Qrundaata ■ Bar Orundaata dar Offenllchkelt in dan sud- 
arableohen Urkundan (SAW, Rill.-Hist. EL* 177/2) Vienna, 1915



(103) Idem, Die Bodenwirtechaft la alten Sudarabien, Ana. A W, Phil.- 
Hist, EL«, Vienna, (1916), pp, 173*204.

104) Idem, St. • Studien zur Lexicographic und Qrammatilc des Alts~ud* 
arabischen, I, Vienna, (1915)# II# Vienna, (1917), HI, 
Vienna, (1931) (8AW Phil.-Hist. Kl., 178/41 185/3| 213/3 
respectively).

103) Idem, j£T * Katabanisohe Texte zur Bodenwirtechaft, I, Vienna, 
(1919)| II# Vienna, (1922). (SAW Phil.-Hist. EL. 194/2| 
198/2 respectively).

106) Idem, "Lie fatabanisohe Bodenverfassungsurkunde", WZKM, 31,
(1924)# PP* 22 * 52.

107) Idem, KOfelan • Lie Insohriften an der Mauer von Kofrlan-Timnal,
(SAW Phil.-Hist. EL. 200/2), Vienna, 1924*

108) Idem, AST ■ Altsabaisohe Texte, I (SAW Phil.-Hist. EL. 206/2),
Vienna, 1927| II, WZKM, 39# (1933), pp. 173 - 226.

109) Idem, "Hum Sledlungswesen im alten 8udarabien", Worter und
Saohen, Pestband HI, Heidelberg, (1929)*

110) Idem, ZABA,I « "Zur altsudarabischen Epigraphik und Archaologie
I", WZKM, 38 (1931), pp. 167 - 182.

111) Idem, ZIAI,I * "Zur Interpretation altsudarabisoher Insohriften
I", WZKM, 43, (1936), pp. 21 - 76.

112) Idem, (with M, Hofner), ZIAI,III * "Zur Interpretation altsud*
arabischer Insohriften III", WZKM, 43, (1936), pp. 211*234

113) Hossi (B.), "Appunti di dialettologia del lemon", BSO, XVII,
(1937).

114) Idem, "luove osservazioni sui dialettl del Temen", HSO, XVII,
(1938).

113) Idem, L*Arabo Parlato a §an*a*, Qrammatioa - test! lessico,
Rome, (1939).

116) Conti Rossini, (K.), CR-01 * "Olossarium", in Chrestomathia
arabloa meridionalis epigraphica, Rome, (1931).
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(117) fiyckmans (G.), "Inscriptions sud-arabes"i
1. Nos. 1-50| Ls Museon, 40, (1927), pp* 161 - 200.
2. Nos. 51 - 1141 Le Museon, 45, (1932), pp* 285 - 313*
3. i N 03. 115 - 154, Le Museon, 48, (1935) PP* 163 - 187.
4* Nos. 155 - 202, Le Museon, 50, (1937) PP* 239 - 268.
5* Nos. 203 - 310, Le Museon, 52, (1939) PP* 51 - 112.
6. Nos. 311 - 346, Le lfoseon, 52, (1939) PP* 297 - 319.
7. Nos* 347 - 358, Le Museon, 55* (1942) PP* 125 - 130.
8. Nose 359 - 443, Le Museon, 62, (1949) PP* 55 - 124.
9* Nos. 444 - 498, Le Museon, 64. (1951) PP* 93 - 126.
10. Nos. 499 - 519, Le Museon, 66, (1953) PP* 267 - 317.
11. Nos. 520 - 532, Le Museon, 67, (1954) PP* 99 - 119.
12. Nos. 533 - 534, Le Museon, 68, (1955) PP* 297 - 312.
13* No. 535, Le Museon, 69, (1956) PP* 139 - 163.
14* Nos. 536 -539, Le Museon, 69, (1956) PP* 369 - 389.
13. Nos. 540 - 556, Le Museon, TO, (1957) PP* 97 - 126.
16. Nos. 557 - 583, Le Museon, 71, (1958) PP* 105 - 119.
17. N06. 584 - 597, Le Museon, 72, (1959) PP* 159 - 176.
18. Nos. 598 - 617, Le Munson, 73, (I960) PP* 1 - 25*

118) Idem, **Le confession publique des peohes en Arable Meridionale",
Le Museon, 58, (1945), PP* 1 - 14*

119) Idem, BNP m Les noms prop res sud-eemitiquea, I, Repertoire
analytique, Louvain, 1934*

120)Xdem, "Epigraphy", in 0. Caton Thompson, The Tombs and Moon Temple 
of Hureldha (Hadhramaut)", Oxford, (1944), pp. I57 - I84.

121) Idem, "Mpigraphioal Texts'*, vol. II of A. Fakhry, An Archaeologi
cal Journey to Yemen, Cairo, 1952*

122) Idem, Reviev of Xh. I. Kami, Les monuments de Ma*In etc.,
Le Museon, 66, (1953), pp* 400 — 403*

123) Idem, "Heaven and Earth in South Arabian inscriptions'*, £33, III,
No. 3, pp* 225 - 236.

124) Ryckmans, (J.), L* institution * L*institution monarchique en
Arable meridionals avant 1*Islam (Ma'In et Saba), Louvain,
(1951).
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(125) Idem, "m'mr sud-arabe" * "A propos du m*rar sudarabei RSS 3884 bis^
Le Mias eon, 66, (1953)# PP. 343 • 369#

(126) Idem, "Hingraritlea 1 %  Le Mueeon, 69, (1956)9 91 *• 98*
(127) Serjeant (R.B.), "Buildings and buildera in gajramawt", Le Hu beon,

62, (1949).
(128) Idem, Prose and Poetry from ga^raaawt, London, 1951#
(129) Idem, ?T*o tribal law oases (documents)", part I, JftAS,(l95l)»

pp. 33 - 47I part II, ibid., 156 - I69.
(130) Idem, "A Judeo-Arab Hcuse-deed from gabban", JRAS, (1953), PP.

117 - 131.
(131) Idem, "Forms of plea, a Safi'1 manual from al«*Si^r", B30, xzz,

Paso. X-II, (1955)» PP. 1 - 15.
(132) Idem, The Saiyids of gaflramawt, School of Oriental and African

Studies, London, 1957.
(133) Idem, "MlfrrSb", BSQA3, XXII, U959)f PP. 339 - 453.
(134) Idem, "Ukhdud", BSOAS, XXII, (1959)# P. 572 f.
(135) Smith (Sidney), Review of J. RyoJcmans, L* institution monarohique

en Arable meridionals avant 1*Islam, in Fetus Testamentum,
II» (1952), pp. 283 - 288.

(136) Idem, "Bvents in Arabia in the 6th Century A.D.", BSOAS, XVI,
part 3, (1954)9 PP* 425 - 4^8.

(137) Smith (f. R.), The Religion of the Semites,Meridian Library
edition, Hew York, 1957.

(138) Idem, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, London, 1903.
(139) Sola Sole (J. M.), Las dos grandee insorlpolones sudarabigas del

dlque da Marib, con un Apendice de A. Jamme, Barcelona - 
Tubingen, (i960).

(140) Idem, (with M. Hofner), Sammlung Eduard Qlaaer II, (SAfW Phil.-
Hist• Kl. 238/3), Vienna, (1961).

(141) Tawfik (d.), MMY » Lee monuments de Ha«Tn (lemen), Cairo, (1951).
(142) Wellhauoen (J.), Rests Arablschen Heidentums, Berlin, (1897)
(143) Idem, Skizze und Vorarbeiten, IV, Berlin, (I889).
(144) Winnett (F. V.),"A monotheistic ^ingrarite inscription", BASOR, 83,

October, (1941)9 PP. 22 - 25*
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Addenda
(143) Ghul (M. A.), HQI « "New QatabanI inscriptions", BSOAS, XXII,

part 1, (l959)t PP« 1 - 22.
(146) Idea, NqI,II - "Hew QatabanI inscriptions-II", BSOAS, XXII,

part 3, (1959). PP. 419 - 438.
(147) Idem, ASA IgflST » ••Was the Aneient South Arabian mdqnt the

Xslaalo mifrrah t*$ BSOAS, XXT, part 2, (1962), pp. 331 - 335* 
(14$) Idea, note on SSA mfrrb and tfrrb published in R. B. Serjeant, 

"Mi^rab", BSOAS, XXII, part 3, (l959)t PP. 442 f.,
(149) Ooldsiher (I.), Pie Rlohtungen der lslamiohen JCoranauslegung, 

Leiden, 1952.
(1^0) Kraemer (J.), "Studien zur altarabisohen Lexicogr&phie", Oriens,

(1953), PP. 201 - 238.

2. Arabic Wotks

(lames beginning with Ibn or Abu are given according to the following 
name. Works in manuscript are given at the end.)
(131) Ibn *Abd Rabbi-hi, Atyoad b. Muhammad, al—«Iqd al-Parld, Cairo,

n ,  (1940).
(152) Afghani. Sa'Xd, *Aawaq al— 'arab fl al—jahlllyya wa-l-» Islam,

Damascus, I960.
(153) •AghanI, of. IffahanI, Abu al-Faraj, *AlI b. al-^usayn.
(154) A|ma#I, *abd al-Malik b. Qurayb, Tarlkh al-*arab qabl al-’Miam,

Baghdad, (1959).
(135) I^n al-Athlr, Mubarak b. Muhammad, al-Nlhaya fl pharlb al-fradlth 

wa-l-*athar, Cairo, (1318 A.H.)
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(156) *Af$art A}}mad *Abd al-Ohafur, Muqaddlmat al-§afraftt Cairo, (1956).
(157) AzraqI, Abu al-Walld, Uu^ammad b, •Abdftllah, »Akhbar Hakka,

Uacca, It (1932)| Leipalg, (I858). (Two different editiona).
(158) Bakrl, Abu *Ubayd, ‘Abdallah b, Ubd al-'Aelz, Mu»Jam • Mu*Jaa

ma ista*jama min •aaiaa* al-bilad wa-l-mawafli *, Cairo, I~If9

(1945 - 1951).
* (159) Bakrl, gala£ (al-YafifI), Tarlkh frajramawt al-ciyasl, Cairo,

I (2nd ed.), (1956)» lit (1936).
(160) Idea, fl janub al-jaslra al-^arabiyya, Cairo, (1949)*
(161) Baladhurl, Abroad b. Ta^ya, •Ansah al-’ashraf, Cairo, I, (1939)*
(162) BaygawX, *Abdallah b. *Umar, TafsXr * »anwar al-tanaXl wa~*asrar

al-ta•will (more than one edition used).
J‘ H U’ _ Hi

(163) Bukharl, Muhammad b. Isma#Tl, gafrlfr, Leiden, (1862), and Cairo,
(1314 A.H.)f (two different editions).

(164) Darwlsh* #Abdallah, al-Ma^jla al-*arabiyya, Cairo, (1956).
(I63) Ibn Durayd, Abu Bakr, Muhammad b. a 1-gas an, al-Janhara, Hyder*-

abad, Deocan, (1344 - 1351 A.H.).
(166) PlruzabadX, Majd al-fln, Muhammad b. Tafqttb, Qamus * al-̂ afflSa

al-mugl^, Cairo, (1913)*
(167) galabl, *AlI b. Burhan al-lXn, al-sXr* al^galabiyya, Cairo,

(1349 A.H.). -
(168) HamdanI, al-g&san b. Agmad (called Ibn al-gayik), Iklll, Till,

Baghdad, (l93l)| X, Cairo, (194B).
(169) Idem, gifa * gifat j&gXrat al-*arab, (ed. D. fi. Muller), Leiden*

(1864)* (Also ed. by Muhammad b. #Abdallah b. Bulayhid, 
with extensive notes and additions, Cairo, 1953).
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(170) Ibn His ham# Abu Mugammad, #Abd al-Malik, (from Vahb b. Munabbih),
Id tab al-^jan, Hyderabad-Decaan, (1928).

(171) Imru* a 1—Qays , Pi wan, (ed. Muhammad Abu a1-Fa$1 Ibrahim), Cairo,

(1958).» * " ’ ) * * •
(172) IgfahanI, al-*AghanI, Cairo, (Egyptian Library ed.)9 1927-
(173) Ibn Isgaq, slrat rasul allah, (recension of Jfbu Muhammad #Abd

a 1—Malik b. Hisham), (ed. Mug. Mugyl al-Dln *Abd al-gamld), 
Cairo, (1937)#

(174) #Iyad b. Musa, al-3hifa fl guquq al-mu^tafaf of. al-Qarl, •All.
(175) al-JafdI, fUi«ar b. #AlI b. Samura, fabaqat fuqaha* al-yanan,

Cairo, 1957.
(176)al-Jagig, •Amr b. Ba.hr, al-Bukhala*, Cairo, (1957)*
(177) Jawharl, Isma'Tl b. gammad, g&gag * Taj al^lu^ha wa«^agag

al-*arablyya, Cairo, (1958)#
(178) Ibn JinnI, Abu al-Patg, •Uthman, Slrr gina*at al-»i*rab, I,

Cairo, (1954).
i ' # ' % . *

(179) KhagrajI# #AlI b. a 1-gas an, al-^Uqud al-lu>lu>lyya fl tarikh
al-dawla al-rasuliyya, (Arabic text), London, 1918.

1 ^

(180) Ibn Mangur, Mugammad b. Mukarram b. Manjur al-Ifrlql, Lis an
al-*arab, 20 volumes, Bulaq, (1300-1307 A.H.).

(181) Munjid, a dictionary of Arabic issued by the Catholic Press,
Beirut.

(182) Nag gar, gusayn, al-Mufjam al-^arablt nash*atu-hu wa-tatav/miru—
hu, Cairo, 1956#
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(163) saswan, AA-*39U * 9ApImuddln A^mad, M e  auf Sudarabien besu-
gliohen Angaben Haswan1a lm Sams al-9Ulum, (Araoic text), 
Leiden, (1916)*

» i *

(184) Abu Hu9aym, Atynad b. 9Abdallah,al-IsbahanI, Dala»il al-nubuwwa,
Hyderabad-Deccac, (195°)•

(185) al—Qarl, 9AlI, Sharfr al-ehifa (of al-QajI 9Iya$ b. Musa),
Istanbul, (1318 A.H.).

(186) al-Qall, Abu 9AlI Isma#Il b. al-Qasim, al-fAmalI, Cairo, 0-926). 
(167) Qur^ubl, al-Jaml* ll-^afrkam al-Qur»an, Cairo* X* (1940)# XXXI*

(1944)* XXV,,(1945).
k k

(188)Ibn qutayba, Abu Muhammad..9Abdallah b. Muslim, Kitab al-ma9anl 
al-kablr, Hyderabad** Deo can, I-II, (1949)*

(I69) Idem, Tafslr gharlb al-qur*an, Cairo, (1958)#
(190) Idem, Ta*wll aushkil al-qur9an, Cairo, (1954),
(191) Idem, 9Uyun al-9ajghbar, Cairo, (1925)#
(192) Ibn Sa9d, Muhammad, yabaqat, Leiden, I, 2, (1917)•
(193) Suyufl, Jalal al-i£n, 9Abd al-Ea^man b. Abl B&kr, al-Itqan fl

•ulum al-Qur*an, Cairo, (1948),
(194) Idem, al-Mutawakkill, Cairo, (1924)*
(195) Idem, a1-Mushir fl 9 ulum al-lu^ha. Cairo, (1938)•
(196) Sibawayhi, al-EUab, Bulaq, 1316 - 1317, 2 vols.
(197) SijistanI, Sulayman b. al-Ash9ath, Kitab al—maqafrlf, (ed. A.

Jeffery), Cairo, 1936. 4 j
(198) fabarl, Abu Ja9far,Muhammad b. Jarir, Tafsir.» J ami9 al-bayan

9an ta9wll al-Qur*an, 30 volumes, Cairo 1323 onwards.
(Mew Edition * ME, Cairo, 1954- I vol XV, (i960), up to
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qur*an xii,l8.
(199) Abu #Ubayd, al-Qasim b. Sallam (for Abu al-Qasim b. Sallam),

al-Hisala * al-fiisala fl-ma warada fl al-Qur#an al-karTm 
min lu^hat al*i|aba*il, printed on the margin of Tafsli’ 
al*Jalalayn, Cairo, (1924), from vol. If p. 123 onwards,

(200) Idem, al—♦Amwal, Cairo, (1933)•
(201) Abu •Ubayda, Ma*mar b. al-Muthanna, U&j&z al-Qur#an, Cairo, I,

(1954).
(202) Vahb b. Munabbihf cf. Ibn Hieham# Kitab al*tTjan.
(203) waai*T, *Abd al-Wasi* b. Yafcya, Tarlkh al*Yaman, Cairo, (1947).
(204) al-Yafi#I| of. Bakrl, §ala$.
(205) ZabldT, al-Sayyid Muhammad Murtafla, Taj * Taj al-*Arus rain

Ja^ahir aI*Qamua, 10 volumes, Cairo, (l306,A.H.)| I have 
also used my copy, Cairo, (1286*7 A.H.), whioh stops at 
the end of vol. ?, end of art# yn*.

(206) Zamakhsharl, tfajpiud b. •Umar, laahehaf ■ al-Kashshaf »an fraqa»iq
ghawamifl al-tangll, Cairo, I, (1924)» IX# (1925).
, . v.' *'• *■ ■ -'•. ' - - •ft

Manusorlpts
(207) al-3harlf al-gusaynl, Jasan b. "All, fvlulakhkhaq al-fljan pa-1—

"albab wap-mi % baft al*huda li*l*kuttab, according to a hand* 
copy made by R. B. Serjeant from the unique manuscript in 
the Ambrcsiana Library, Milan| cf. £. OriffinI in ZBMQ, 69,
(I9I2), p. 78.

(208) Ibn Ju*man, Ibrahim, Fatawa, according to the manuscript in the
possession of R. £. Serjeant.
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(209) Ibn Sa*Tdt fAlI b. Musa, Naahwat al-»jarab fl tarlkh jahillyyat 
al-^arabf according to a photostat of the autograph and 
unique manuscript of Tubingen*



Oeneral Index of Articles

(in Arabic Alphabetical Order)

♦31 cf *w31 (*3D» 
♦fed : 190
♦am 1/3/ 
btf ; 322 
brjch :Z9/
b*i : /33
bit * H 6

iii - - i n
bll • 190

*br -315

Jfn : l<fl
4J£ :Z93
bra ; If]
4i» (friy) j
hnj
■Im r m /Z7
fryT 5/
kb If 339
ttmr lk~b
dbr 193
drr 5 5
dmr 332
dyn !5Z

rbw ; /Z3
re* ; 3$/ 
j^d j Z $3 
rym ; 2 %  
gbr ; 2ft7 
»«a : /24
ghd * 337
skhl ; 2$^
sri : 2 7 5  
a^r : /6/
e*y : 3 % 7~
afh :

■qy * /Z1 
akr ; 9/

aif : Z97
aak ; Z9&

an1 ; of. any (ant).
ann ; /Z 3
any (an*) •

aya ; cf. shym (aya).

ghrfr; 39/
ghntr ; J25
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• J i l  : 3 9 Z , M  :3<?7

ahym (gym); 9 5 f q i : 308"

jk k f  ; 2 9 9 qpg :  3 OS

grb (ginqrarI);/J37 qahm ;  3/5*

grb (7an%nl) a i i  : / ^ 3

l £ i  : 1 1 1
qwd ; //? 6

l i i ; 35-4 lea * ; / Z $
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